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I WAS led to select Benrier's Traae/s as the opening 
volume of my ORIENTAL MISCELLANY Series for two 
reasons. An edition of this book had been promised, 

but never actually issued, by my Grandfather as one of 
the works to be included in that ~ ~ I S C E L L A N Y ,  which 
may be regarded as the precursor of all the healthy, 
cheap, and popular literature of the present day; and, 
further, it was a book which I had ever admired, even 
before I was able, from actual experience, to fillly appre- 
ciate its very remarkable accuracy. 

Strange to say, although frequently reprinted and trans- 
lated, there does not exist, so far as I am aware, any satis- 
factory edition as to general editing, notes, and so forth, 
and this has, I hope, proved of advantage to me. For all 
that, I cannot claim to have approached, even partially, an 
ideally perfect edition ; but, to quote Bernier's own words 
as applied to his map of The BIogol Ernpire, I prefer to 
hope that I have producerl a work 'not absolutely correct, 
but merely less incorrect than others that I have seen.' 
For instance, a copy of the Urdh translation made in 1875 
by Colonel Henry Moore, and lithographed in two volumes 
8v0, a t  Umritsur and Moradabad in 1886 and 1888 re- 
spectively, only reached my hands after the Bibliography 
had been printed off. Nor have I been able as yet to 
find any copy of a Lucknow reprint of the Delhi edition, 
No. 42 of the list. 

In my treatment of Indian proper names, and Indian 
and Persian words generally, in my notes and elsewhere, 
I have availed myself very liberally of the ' time-honoured 
spelling' proviso or clause, laid down by authority, in 
the rules which govern the transliteration of such words. 

b 
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In the matter of type, ornament, and printing generally, 
1 have endeavoured to retain the old-time flavour of the 
early French and English editions, but I have never aimed 
at a facsimile reprint; and I need hardly add that in 
the text I have preserved the transliterations, admirably 
phonetic as they all are, to  be found in the first French 
editions, and have avoided attempting any work that 
might be open to the charge of 'restoration' in the 
manner too often practised in the art of Architecture a t  
the present day. 

In accordance with these general principles I have given 
a translation of Bernier's Dedication to the French King, 
and of his Address to the Reader, both of which have been 
hitherto omitted from every edition except the first. They 
contain, as was generally the case at the period, a great 
deal of valuable personal history not to be found elsewhere, 
and all worthy of preservation. 

The letter from M. de blonceaux the younger, to Mr. 
H. O., given in the first English translation, and omitted 
in most of the subsequent reprints or new editions, has also 
been included, and containing as it does very pleasant tes- 
timony to the high esteem ('the most knowing Conipany 
on Esrth ') in which our own Royal Society was held by 
Foreign savants thus early in its history, I trust that it 
will prove of general interest, taken in connection with 
the identification of Mr. H. 0. with the first indefatigable 
secretary of that illustrious body, which it has been my 
privilege to  establish. 

As will be seen from Appendix I., it is to the first 
English edition of Bernier that we are indebted for 
Dryden's masterpiece of Aureng-Zebe, a tragedy (first 
acted, it is believerl, in the Spring of the year 1675, and 
printed in 1676) of which Dr. Johnson was moved to say 
that, founded on the actions of a great Prince then reign- 
ing, it was fortunate that his dominion was over nations 
not likely to employ their critics upon the transactions of 
the English stage; otherwise, 'if he had known and dis- 
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liked his own character. our trade was not in those times 
secure h m  his resentment. His country is a t  such a dis- 
tance, that  t he  manners might be safely falsified, and the  
incidents feigned : for the remoteness of the place is re- 
marked, by Raciue, to afford the same conveniencies to  a 
poet as length of time.' However, as may be gathered 
from Appendix I., the poetic licence allowed to himself 
by Dryden has enabled him to portray the character of 
Aurangzeb in a much more favourable light than the 
s t e m  facts of history would warrant, and strange to say 
this seems to have been generally overlooked by those 
writers who have hitherto quoted Dr. Johnson's criticism. 

An implicit believer in Professor J. R Seeley's dictum- 
to be  found in his work, The Expnaion of England-that 
' history, while it should be scientific in its method, should 
pursue a practical object; that is, it should not merely 
gratify the reader's curiosity about the  past, but modify 
his view of the  present and his forecast of the future,' 
I have endeavoured to illustrate several passages,-such 
as the Emperor Aurangzeb's distrust of a merely meckani- 
cal classical education, and Bernier's letter to  Colbert 
concerning the absorption of gold in India,-by some 
comments applicable to them, as they are still ' burning 
questions' of the present hour; and I have thus, I hope, 
shown how I trust to be able a t  all times to justify my 
adoption of a recent utterance by Professor Max hiiiller as 
t h e  led motiv of my ORIENTAL MISCELLANY Series. I venture 
to draw the attention of all students of the  origin of por- 
trait-painting among the  Moslem artists of India in the 
Mogul period, to the  composition of the portraits I have 
reproduced as illustrations to Bernieis text. This is a 
subject I hope to treat of elsewhere, and thus endeavour to 
utilise the  extensive collections I made in India during a 
series of years, with this object in view. 

T o  my friend of bygone days in Lucknow,-and of the  
present too, I rejoice to think,-General Sir Martin Dillon, 
K.C.B., C.S.I., I am indebted for invaluable encouragement 
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and help of all kinds. To the President and Council of 
the Royal Society I offer my sincere thanks for permission 
to examine the Oldenburg MS. correspondence in their 
archives. To Colonel Hanna I am grateful for his liberality 
in communicating to me the valuable original paintings 
which have added so much to the enrichment of this 
volume; and to Dr. V. Ball, F.H.S. of Dublin, for his aid 
with regard to Appendix 11. My thanks are also due to Mr. 
George Scharf, C.B., and his assistant Mr. L. G. Holland, 
for their kind aid in the matter of the description of the 
Oldenburg portrait. To my kinsman, Archibald [David) 
Constable, I can never sufficiently express my obligation 
and sense of the valuable suggestions his oft-tried literary 
judgment so freely placed at my disposal a t  all times. 

Following the traditions of my forefathers, I have done 
my utmost to enlist the skill and knowledge of craAsmen 
of our own country, as an aid to my project; and I believe 
that whatever may be the  literary defects of this edition, 
only too well known to myself, its mechanical production 
does credit to my friends and fellow-workers, Mr. Allan 
Wyon, F.S.A.. Chief Engraver of HER MAJESTY'S se:iIs; 
Messrs. T. and A. Constable, HER M.\JEBTY'S Printers for 
Scotland ; Messrs. McLagan and Cumming, Lithographic 
Artists, of Edinburgh ; hlessrs. Walker and Boutall, Auto- 
rnatic and Photographic Engravers, of London ; hlessrs. J. 
Bartholomew and Company, Geographers, of Edinburgh ; 
and, finally, to my binders, Messrs. Matthew Bell, Colley, 
and Company, of London, who have received all my sug- 
gestions, and given effect to them, in a spirit which has 
largely aided me in elaborating my designs for the 
standard binding of this Series. Messrs. Bell and Colley 
have also, I am comforted to think, long since forgiven 
me for suggesting the punnil~g device on the binder's 
ticket, which has been prepared for use throughout my 
I'ublications. 

A. c. 
BRONDESIIURY, 

I ~ t b  Novcn~bcr 18gr. 1 
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S O M E  O F  T H E  P R I N C I P A L  E V E N T S  

I N  THE 

L I F E  A N D  T I M E S  

F R A N C O I S  B E R N I E R  

muis XIII., Bing of f rann.  
Jamrs Stuart, vr. of 55cotlanb anb I. of Englanb, rrigns in 

Englad .  
Jsifiangir, Emprror of Bidoatan. 

Born at JouC, near Gonnord, in Anjou. His parents, cultivators of 1620. 
the soil, were leaseholders, in the Barony of Etiau, of land belonging &P-W 
to the Canonry of St. Maurice at Angers. Nthm Nth, 

Baptized. &Wmmr 

Aujourd'hui vingt-sixiesme jour de s e p ~ m b r e  mil six cent vingt, a 
Nth. 

estt  baptizd p u  moy cur4 roubignd Fmn$ois fils dc honnonhle homme 
Pierre Bernier er de Andrte Crimault ; rut p m i n  vtnCnble et  dirret  
Meuire P n n p i s  Bernier curt de Churtzaux, et nurraine honnnte fille 
Jullieure Bonnin, laqueue ma dtclvcr ne yavoir signer. 

F. Bernier. Guytton. 

-(Rcgistcr of thc Parish offie', p r c s t m d  in  tht Archives of the 
Communt ofjmri-Etiarr. ) 

&t)arln I., ITing of Englanb, brgins to rrign, 27ti~ Mar* 1625. 
U n i s  xrv. sarrrrbs to tfit tfiront of $ranct, 14th S a p  1643. 
Sfitif) Jafia'n, Qemprror of Binboatan, 4tfi b h a q  1628. 
Eommonbraltfi prorIaimrb in EngIanb, 30q 3anuaq 1648-9. 

Travels in Northern Germany, Poland, Switzerland and Italy. 1647-1680. 
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July 18th. 

AUgWt 36th. 

1666. 
October Hth. 

Having passed an examination in physiology, for which he had been 
prepared by the philosopher Gassendi, in Provence, he matriculates at 
the University of Montpellier. 

Passes his examination as licentiate in medicine. 

Takes his degree as Doctor of Medicine, and subsequently goes to  
Paris. 

Visits Palestine and Syria. 

Tends, together with Antoine de la Potherie, amanuensis, the philo- 
sopher Gassendi in his last illness, and is present at his death. 

Bernier undoubtedly owed his great powers of accurate observation 
to his training under Cassendi, and he has warmly recorded his sense of 
gratitude to M. Chapelle (who first introduced him to that philosopher) 
in the last paragraph of his letter to M. Chapelain, on the Gentiles of 
Hindostan, see p. 349. 

Admirable testimony to the genius of Cassendi has been borne by 
Henry Rogers as follows: 'The  character of Gassendi's intellect is 
everywhere indicated by his works ;-it was critical rather than inven- 
tive. . . . Gassendi's powers of acquisition must have been singularly 
active; nor was his logical acuteness, or the liveliness of his imagin- 
ation, much inferior to the promptness and retentiveness of his 
memory. His learning is never mere learning ; like that of many of 
his erudite contemporaries, it ministers to his intellect, but does not 
oppress it. The vivacity of his mind animates and penetrates the 
mass; and the acuteness of his reasoning and the exuberance of his 
illustrations relieve of much of their tedium discussions in themselves 
often uninviting enough.' En~yc. Brit. Eighth edition, 1856. 

9urang)eb procIaime )imseIf Emprror of plinbostan, unbn tfit 
title of BLIamgir, 21st 3ulp 1658. 

Goes to Egypt. Has ' the plague' at Rosetta. Lives at Cairo for 
upwards of a year. Embarks at Suez for Jedda, where he is detained 
for nearly five weeks. Sails thence for Moka, where he arrives after a 
passage of fifteen days. Is  compelled to abandon his intention of 
visiting Abyssinia, and sets sail in an Indian vessel for Surat, which he 
reaches in twenty-two days, most probably towards the end of 1658 or 
early in 1659. 

After fhe battle fought at Deorl near Ajmere, between the Princes 
Aurangzeb and Did, on the 12th-13th March 1659, Bernier, then on 
his way from Surat to Agra, is compelled by Ddrii, whom he meets 
near Ahmedabad, to accompany him as his physician. Ddrl being 
obliged to fly towards Sind, Bernier is harassed by robbers ; but event- 
ually reaches Ahmedabad, where he falls in with a Mogul Noble who 
was travelling to Delhi, and places himself under his protection. 
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Is in  Delhi, whence he dates his letter to M. de la Mothe le Vayer, July 1.t. 
see p. 239. 

At Delhi, Aurangzeb about to start for Kashmfr. 1664. 
Decdmberl4th. 

At Lahore, Aurangzeb having arrived there. 

After travelling in Kashmlr, he voyages to Bengal with Tavernier, Dsosmber 6th. 
who left Agra on the 25th November. O n  the 6th December they are at 
Alum Chand, about eighteen miles west of Allahahd. 

Tavemier and Bernier part company near Rijmahll. Bernier pro- 1666. 
c e d i n g  to K k i m M d r  (Tavernier's Travels. Edited by Dr. Ball, JPll'tlUJT 
London, 1889), afterwards travelling from Bengal to Masulipatam (see 
my text, p. I 13) and Golkonda, where he heard of the death of the Shih 
Jahin (p. 198), which event happened on the 22d January 1666. 

I n  this year he was still in Golkonda (text, p. 195), nnd it is probable l667- 

that in the early part of it he embarked at Surat, where he saw Chardin 
the traveller, see page 3 I 2. 

H e  is at  Sheraz in  Persia, see p. 300. October 4th. 

I s  at Taduan near Sheraz, whence he addresses a lc t~er  to hI. 1688. 
Chapelain at  Paris, received there on the 15th February 1669. June 4th. 

M. Chaplain addresses a letter on the 26th April from Paris to 1669. 
Bemier at hlarseilles. April-Hay. 

Bernier is still at Marseilles, as  would appear fron~ a letter addressed k p t e m b r  
to  him there by hl. Chaplain. I t  is probable that shortly after this 25th. 
date he was in Paris arranging for the publication of his Travels. 

Date of the French King's Licence for the printing and publishing 1670. 
of his book. APrll Nth. 

The transfer of all his rights in the publication, to Clautle Barbin, A n g u t  18th 
is registered in the book of the Booksellers and Printe~s of Paris. 

3 a m s  11. suctrebs to tfit Qirobn of Englanb, 6tf~ ffhruarp 1685. 

Visits England. 1685. 
Dies at  Paris. 1688. 

BeptemberlSd. Extraif du Regrgrsfre des sCpuNurts faires err f/Adiseparoissiale de 
Sf .  Barfhilenry d Paris de srplenrbrc 1677 d titars I 692. 

Annte 1688.-Le jeudi vingt-troisic'me septen~bre a & t i  inhum6 dans 
cet te  Pglise Mo Francois Bernier, docteur en mGdecine de la FacultG 
de Montpellier, lige de soixante et treize ans, dicCd6 le vingt-deuxihme 
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d u  dit mois en la maison place Dauphine, A la Renommk, d e  cette 
paroisse. Ont assist4 au convoy Philippe Bourigault, aussi docteur en 
medecine de la dite FacultC, demeurant de present susdite place 
Dauphine, et Martin Barthelemy d'Herbelot, escuyer, demeurant rue 
d e  Touraine, paroisse St. Sulpice. 

B. D'HERRELOT. P. BOURICAULT. 

His friend D'Herbelot, the Orientalist, and his nephew Philippe 
Bourigault, who arranged for his burial, would appear to have given his 
age inexactly as seventy-three, whereas he was then a few days short of 
sixty-eight years. 

Bernier does not appear to have been long ill, and it is said that his 
death resulted from an apoplectic fit, the erect of excitement caused by 
some rude bantering he had been subjected to when in the company of 
M. le Procureur-g4neral de IIarlay. H e  had made his will on the 
18th September, bequeathing his property to his nephew Philippe 
Bourigault, charged with legacies to Antoine de la Potherie, his man of 
business, formerly secretary to Gassendi, to the Prior of Saint-Marc- 
:&s-VendBme, his two female servants, and another. 

For the facts contained in the foregoing Chronicle I am mainly in- 
debted to the researches of Drs. E. Farge and Pomphe Mabille, and 
)I. L. De Lens ; see Biographus and Ilfi~ccllanta, No. 12-16, p xlii. 
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY1 OF THE WRITINGS OF 
FKANCOIS BERNIER. 

TRAVELS ILV T H E  -MOGOL EMPIItE. 

P e s n o e  i n  the  a n t h o r ' e  g i f e t i m e .  

I.-AS A SEPARATE PUBLICA TIOll.: 

H I S T O I R E  I DE LA DERNIERE I REVOLUTION I DES ETATS I D U  I 
GRAND MOGOL, I DCddtAVROY, 1 Parlt?SintrF. BERXIER I Aft- p h  1670 
d& dc la Faculli de I Mon:pellin: I [Ornament] I A PARIS, I Chez 2 po& 
CLAUDE BARBIN, I au Palais, I fur le Perron de la fainte Chapelle. I l lmo.  
M. DC.LXX. I .'~z,cc Priili~cgc d~ ROY. I 

[Frontispiece, Map of the Empire of the Great Mogul ; title-page ; 
Dedication to the King, two leaves ; Address to the Reader, one leaf; 
pages 268. The  map (reproduced at p. 238 of this volume) is interest- 
ing, and the position of many of the places tolerably accurate, others 
a re  very far out. For a translation of the Dedication to the King, and 
the Address to the Reader, see pp. xlr.-xlvii.] 

EVENEMENS I PARTICULIERS, I Oucequis'est pass6 de plus I con- 
siderable aprks la guerre ! pendant cinq ans, ou en- ( viron, clans les 
Etats du I grand Mogol. I Aztec one Lcltrc de C'c'lcnduP de I I'Hirzdorr- 
stan, Circulafioa dc i'or I & dc Z'argcrtt pour zcnir s'y nbf- I mer, 
Kichrsscs, Forrcs, Iusticc, I & Carrsc pri~rc~)alc rl't la Dcca- I dencc dcs 
El& d'Asir. I TOME 11. I [Ornament] I A PARIS, I Chez CLAUDE 
BARBIN, au Palais, I fur le Perron de la Ste Chapelle. I h f . ~ c .  LXX. / 
Rwc  Pn'm'Icgc du Roy. I 

[Title-page. Pages zgq. Abridgment of the Letters-Patent of the 
King, authorising the printing and publication o l  the book ; one leaf. 
This  authority is dated Paris, 5th April 1670, and ends by stating that 
t h e  Sieur Bernier had made over to Claude Barbin the right of 
printing, publishing, and selling the said work.] 
N.B. In the British Museum Library Catalogue there is an entry- 

1 For much valuable aid in the prepration of this Bibliography I am indebted to 
Mr. John P. Anderson of the British Museum. 
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Pressmark 1434. a.-ofthe issue of Tome 11. as  a separate work in the 
same year, viz. 1670. A careful examination and measurement of the 
volume in question (which was at one time in the possession of Iienri 
Ternaux-afterwards Ternaux-Cornpans-the well-known historian 
and bibliographer of books of early travel, each of the outside covers 
bearing his well-known crest, a ram's head, with his initials H. T. in 
Gothic letters, all stamped in goltl), has convinced the writer that 
there is an error in the entry. The mistake has arisen from the fact 
that some owner of the volume has ensetl the words ' T O M E  11.' from 
the title-page. The British hluseurn cataloguer has thus been led to 
suppose that he had a copy of a 'reissue' in his hands ; this belief 
being strengthened, perhaps, by the fact of the volume having the 
leaf with the Extrai t  du Priviltge a'u Roy at the end, following page 
294, as in the copy with 'TOME 11.' on the title-page described above. 
The volume in question is half-bound in calf, gilt tooling and orna- 
ments in the Ternaux-Compans style, and is lettered at  the back 
E V E N E A ~ E N I S  I DES ETATS I n u  MOGUL I PARIS 1670. 1 

2 SVITE I DES I AIEXIOIRES I I)vSRBERNIER, I SVR I L'EMPIRE I 
Piulr 1671. 1)V G R A N D  MOGOL. I DEDIEZ A Y  R O Y  I [Ornament] I A PARIS, I C h e ~  

P VOk.  CLAVDE BARBIN,  a11 Palais, I fur le Peron de la Sainte I Chapelle. I 
lamo' >f.DC. LXXI I AVEC PRIVII.EGE DV ROY. I 

[Title-page. Pages 3-178 Letter to hionsieur de la hfothe le 
Vayer, written at Dehli 1st July 1663, descriptive of Dehli and Agra 
e t c  Blank leaf. Pages 1-137, Letter to Monsieur Chapelain, de- 
spatched from Chiras in Persia, 4th October 1667, concerning the 
superstitions etc. of the Indous or Gentiles of Hindoustan. Pages 
1-69, Letter to Ilonsieur Chapelle, despatched from Chiras in Persia, 
10th June 166S, regarding his intention of resuming his studies of 
some points relating to the atomic theory, and the nature of the 
human understanding.] 

SVITE i UES I I IEhIOIRES 1 I )V SKBERXIER, I SVR I L'LMPIRE : 
L W G K A N D  MOGOI.. I D I S D I E Z A V R O I ~ .  I [Ornament] I A PARIS, I Chez 
CLAVDP. BARBIN,  au Palais, I fur le Perron de la Sainte I Chapelle. I 
M.DC. I.XXI. I AYEC PR/VII.EGE D Y  ROY.  I 

[Title-page. General title to the series of letters descriptive of the 
journey to Kashrnir made in 1664 in the suite of the Grcat Mofol, one 
leaf. Pages 5-285. The series of nine letters to Monsieur de hferveilles, 
the first being written from Dehli on the 14th December 1664, Aureng- 
zebe being then about to start. Pages 286-293. 'Some particulars 
omitted to be inserted in my first work, which will serve to improve 
the map of Hindoustan, and afford details concerning the Revenue of 
the Great hlogol.' On zurfo of page 293 an abstract of the King's 
Licence (for a translation, see p. 461 of this volume) given in Tome 
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11. of 1 6 7 0 ,  to which is appended the certificate of registration of the 
publication as follows :- 

RcgisfrC fur & Livrc dc & Conrmunauti dts Libraircs & 1nrpn'- 
Nun & farti, Ic 13. Rou/ 1 6 7 0 .  Sig?d h r l s  SEVESTRE, Syrrllil.. 

THE I H I S T O R T  1 O F  I =be gate @evofufion I O F  I t f l e  ESIPIRE 3 
of @e I GREAT MOCOL : I TOGETHER \VITFi I The moft considerable London I a n .  
Passages, I for 5 years following in that Ernpire. I To which is acidtd, 2 VOl& 

I A LETTER to the Lord COLBENT, I touching the extent of lndosfart I avo. 
the I Circulation of the Gold and Silver of I the \\'orld, to difcharge 
it felf there ; 1 as also the Riches, Forces, ant1 jtrsfice I of the h m e  : 
And the Principal Caufe I of the Decay of the States of AJa. ( By 
Monsr F. BER.WER, I Phyfitian of the Faculty of Afontpelitr. / 
EngI9h'd out of  Frtruh. I LC.VDO,Z. I Printed, and sold by Mofts Pill I 
a t  the Whift  Hart in Little Bdaitr,  Sirtrorr Miller I at  the Star in Sf. 
PauPs Church-Yard, andjohn I Sforhey at the Miftr near Tturplt-Bar, 
1 6 7 1 .  I 

[Title-page. Seven pages, an extract of a letter written to Mr. 
H[ENRY] ~ [ L D E N E U R G ]  from hfonsrde .llorrrtaux the younger, giving a 
character of the book 'here EnglisLtd, and its Author. Six pages, The 
H d s  of the Princqal Conftnts of this History, Added by fthc English 
/nfcrpr<ftr. One page, Errata of Tome I.  and Tome 11. Pages 1 - 2 5 8 ,  

T h e  history of the late Revolution of the Dominions of the Great 
Mogol. ] 

@articufar gvrnfe; I OR TILE I Jfost Considerable ( PASSAGES I After 
the \Vat of Five Years, or I thereabout, in the Empire of the G~e ' \ . r  
MOGOL. I Together with a Letter concern-! ing the Extent of ~.vDosT~I.\-; 
the I Circulation of the Gold and Silver at I ]aft fwallow'd up there ; 
the Riches, Forces, Justice, ant1 the Principal Cause of the Decay of 
the States of ASIA.  / TO%!. 11. / Lorrdon, Printed by S. G. for Aluses 
Pift  at I the White Hart in Liffle Brifair~, 1 6 7 1 .  

[Title-page as above. Pages 1 - 1 7 6 ,  Particular events etc. Pages 
1 - 1 0 2 ,  Letter to Colbert. Map of The EMPIRE of the Crtat b r o c o ~ .  

This map has been copied from the one in the First French edition, 
Paris, 1670, some of the names have been Anglicized, and, although not 
quite so well engraved, it is printed on better paper. One leaf, Aci- 
vertisement of the publication by M. Pitf of an English translation, 
price 1 s  6d. in Svo. of the voyage of Rolarrd Frqi~s of Marftilfcs to 
hfarn2ania in Africk, in 1666, by the Frmrh King's Order.] 

A C O N T I N U A T I O N  I O F  T H E  I hiEhfOIRES I OW I Monfieur BERNIER,  

I Concerning the I Ernpire of the Grtaf Mogol: I Whtreirr is cotrfairrcd 4 
London 1672. I 1. An exact Defcription of D E H L I  I and AGRA, the Capi!al Cities of a volr 
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the Em- ] pire of the Great a r o c o L  ; together with I some particulars, 
making known the C O U R T  I and G E N I U S  of the 12fopZs and Indians ; I 
as alfo the Doctrine,and Extravagant Super I -ititions and Customs of the 
Heathenof 1 INDOSTA,~ .  1 2 .  The Emperour of A f g o f s  Voyage to the 1 
Kingdom of Xachcmire, in the year 1 6 6 4 .  ( 3. A LETTER,  written by 
the Author to ( M. Chapclft, touching his Defign of returning, after I all 
his Peregrinations, to his Studies ; where he ta- I keth occafion to dis- 
course of I the Doctrine of I ATOMS, and the Nature of the Understand- 
ing of MAN, I T o n r E  1x1. and IV.  I English'd out of French by H. 0. I 
LO.VDON I Printed, and are to be sold by Mofes R t t ,  at I the White 
Hart in Little Britain. 1 6 7 2 .  1 

[Title-page. Four pages, The Heads of the Chief Contents of the 
Third Toncc. Five pages, The Heads of the Fourth Tor~rc. Three 
pages, List of books ' to be /old by hfoses Pitt uf tlrc White Hart in  
Little Britain.' One Leaf, Licence for printing and publishing ' this 
Continuation of the hfe~l~oires of Motrs. Bcntier,' dated, ll'hitrlrall, 
April 2 4 ,  1671 ,  and signed, ]OHN COOKE.  Pages 1 - 1 7 3 ,  Letter 
to Monsieur de la Mothe le Vayer.] 

A 1 CONTINUATION I OF THE I HISTORIE I OF I Afonsietrr Rerttier 
Concerning f8t EMPIRE of I ffle GREAT MOGOL I P A R T I C U L A R I . ~  I A 
Relation of the Voyage made A .  1 6 6 4  1 by the great Mogol Aurcrrgc 
Zebc, mar- I ching with his Army from DthZy to La I Lor, from Lahor 
to Ber~rber, and from I Ge~~rbrr  to the Kingdom of Akchottrirr, by I the 
Mogols called the Paradise of the I Ituiits. I TOME IV. I London, 
Printed by S. G., and sold by .o/cs I Pitt at the Signe of the White 
Hart in I Lilllc Brilnitz. 

[Title-page. General title to the series of letters, one leaf. Pages 
2 - 1 7 4 ,  The series of nine letters to Monsieur de Merveilles. Pages 
175- I 78, ' Sornc particulars fwgottrrr to be inferied itr r ~ t y j r j l  Book, 
to pctS/ct the hIap of Indoftan, and to Rtzm the Rructzue of the Great 
Mogol.' Pages 1-39, Letter to 3ionsieur Chapelle. One page, List 
of hooks to be sold by Mofes Pitt .  This is the earliest English trans- 
lation of the Editio Princeps.] 

5 OPROER 1 int 1 RYCK VAN YOCOL, I t'AmRerdam, 1 B y  joanrrcs 
-terdam janfsonius van I WaeJ5erge. Atrtto 1 6 7 2 .  1 [At foot of a copperplate 

1672. engraving representing a Mogul executioner, sword in right hand, 
4 r o b .  in one. and holding up the head of a man whose k l y  lies at his feet. In  

l b o .  background a general scrimmage or uproar.] 
VERHAEL I Van der laetften I OPROER I Inden Staet des I GROOTEN 

I MOGOLS. 1 Tegelijck oock vervattende veeler- I ley feldfaeme Voor- 
vallen. I Befchreven I Door de Hcer F. BERNIER,  1 Medicijn in de 
Faculteyt van I Montpellier I E n  nu Vertaeldt door I SIMON D E  VRIES. 
I [Printer's mark, Spreading olive-tree with vine round trunk, aged 
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man to right, with NON SOLUS to left.] I ~'AYSTELDAM, I By JOHASNES 
J~h.ssosrus  van I WAESBERCE. 1672. 1 

[Engraved title-page, as above. Printed title-page, as above. Two 
pga, the Translator to the Reader, dated Utrecht, 1st May 1672, and 
signed SIMON de VRIES. Map INPERII I MACNI MOGOLIS I Nomi/- 
/ima DefcnjVio. 1 Pages 1-140, History of the lale Revolution, etc. 
Title-page to vol. ii. Pages 3-162, Occurrences after the war and the 
letter to Colbert. Title-page to vol. iii. Pages 3-94, Letter to 
Monsieur De la Mothe le Vayer. Pages 95-168, Letter to Monsieur 
Chappclain (sir). Pages 1%-200, Letter to Monsieur Chapelle. Title- 
page to vol. iv. Pages 3-146, The series of nine letters to Monsieur 
de Men-eilles on the journey to Kashmir, etc. Pages 147-151, Some 
particulars forgotten to be inserted in the first volume, etc. The 
Translator has taken the trouble to verify the figures, but has himself 
fallen into an error. His words are ' De reghte reeckeningh is : Over 
de 230. MiIZiomn Rorrpirs, of meer als 345. MiZliioncn guldens sijnde 
3450. Tonnen Gouds' Which may be English'd thus : ' The correct 
amount of this statement is above 230 millions of rupees, or more than 
345 millions of gulders which would amount to 3450 tons of gold.' 

A very choicely printed edition, and the first with any pictorial 
illnstrations There are no notes of any kind, but here and there the 
French equivalent for the Dutch is given. The map of the Mogul 
Empire, which has been compiled from various sources, is in many ways 
superior to the one in the first French edition, and is reproduced 
at  page 454 of my edition. Bombay, titled Bonzbaja, is shown, an 
early mention of the name of that city and territory ceded to Charles 11. 
by the Portuguese in 1661. 

The illustrations, all copperplate engravings, some of them rather 
weak in their mechanical execution, are as follows: Vol, i. facing 
page 12, to illustrate the incident recorded at page 13 of my edition, 
Begum Sahib and her Khansaman (Steward), a mere fancy sketch ; 
Regum Sahib with an ostrich plume headdress, but with a very chubby, 
honest Dutch face, and so forth. Page 58, The battle of Samfigarh. 

Vol. ii, page 10, The Tartar Princess shooting arrows into a band 
of Mogul soldiery, who are falling fast ; see pp. 122, 123 of my edition. 
Page 22, Didar Khan and the wife of the Gentile Scrivener. 

Vol. iii. page 33, The Great Mogul riding in state, several of the 
details correct, according to Bernier's text, as a whole a mere fancy 
sketch. Page 44, An outriding (Suwari) of the Great Mogul. At 
page 61 is an interesting map of the Kingdom of Kashmlr, a new and 
accurate delineation (RECSI KACHEMIRE Nova d Rcrurata dc- 

I A ton of gold=one hundred thousand gulden (Picord's Dwtch Dictio~rry).  
Tavemier cmrpntly talks of this measure of account. The gulder may be here 
mkeu Y worth about IS. gd. to 1s. gJd. 
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9 
London 1676. 

2 Tola 
avo. 

I0 

London 1684. 
Folio. 

scripfio). This has been compiled from the text of Bernier's account, 
and is curiously incorrect. The royal elephants falling from the A'rc 
Pcrtjalc (see page 408 of my edition, where this map is reproduced), 
are shown thereon. At the back of the map is inserted an engraving 
of an elephant fight ; see page 276, ct scq., also a mere fancy sketch.] 

[Edition not seen.] 

[Edition not seen. It is a German translation by Johann Wilhelm 
Serlin, who was also its publisher, of the first French editions, Nos. 
I and 2.1 

Istoria della ultima revoluzione delli Stati del Gran Mogor dell Sr. 
Bernier tradotta in Italiano. [Edition not seen.] 

Vol. i. has the same title-page as in the 1671 edition (No. 3), with 
the addition of the words T H E  SECOND E D I T I O N  above the implint. 

Vol. ii. the same title-page as in the first edition, but printed by 
\\'illiam Godbid. Both these volumes are in smaller type than the 
first edition, but otherwise it has been followed. The third and fourth 
volunles of the first edition (No. 4) do not appear to have k e n  re- 
printed for the second edition, but copies of the complete work, made 
up with \.ols. i. and ii. second edition, and iii. and iv. of the tirst, 
bound up together,:are not uncommon. Probably vols. iii. and iv. did 
not sell as well as  vols. i. and ii. 

II.- FUTH OTHER U O R K S .  

Collections of travels through Turkey into Persia and the East Indies, 
giving an account of the present state of those countries. . . . Being 
the travels of hlonsieur Tavernier, Bernier, and other great men. . . . 
The second volume, London, Printed for Moses Pitt at the Angel in 
St. Paul's Churchya~d, 1r.nc.LxxxIv. 

[Areprint of the four volumes of Bernier's Iiistory of the late 12evo- 
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lution, etc., London, 1671-2, is contained in pages 1 - 1 s  We learn 
from the copy of the letter from Monsieur de Monceaux the younga, 
19 given in this edition, that the Translator's name was Mr. H[enty] 
Ouldinburgh. This name is also spelt Oldenburg, see Appendix V.] 

X s s o e e  s i n c e  t h t  a t t f h ~ r ' 8  g e a t h .  

I.-AS A SEPARATE PUBLICATION. 

Voyages de  Franqou Bernier, Docteur en Medecine de la Facult6 11  
de Montpellier, eontenant la Description des Etats du Grand Mogol, 
de l'Hindoustan, du Royaume de Kachemire, e t r ,  . . . Le tout 180). ' 

enrichi de Carto, et de Figures . . A Amsterdam, Chez Paul Marret, s -011. 

Marchand Libraire dans le Beurs-straet, h la Renommk. M.DC.XCIX. Ihno. 

[Frontispieces to both volumes the same, the Great Mogul riding in 
state, a mere fancy sketch. 

Vol. i., Map of the Mogol Empire, copied from the one in the 6rst 
French edition, facing p. 5. 

Vol. ii. The illustrations are as follows :-Engraving of Inhabitants 
of Agra, facing page 5,  some of the details from authentic Eastern 
sources, but not applicable to Agra. Folding plate of The Court of 
the Great Mogul, facing page 40, compiled from the text of Bernier and 
various other writers, curious, here and there an authentic detail. This 
plate has been used to illustrate various other accounts of the Mogul 
Court. The Great Mogul being weighed against coin, folding plate, 
facing page 55, a mere fancy sketch. Two elephants fighting, folding 
plate facing page 63, copied in part from the engraving at page 61, 
vol. iii., of edition No. 5. Folding plate, facing page 97, background, 
hilly landscape with a representation of a ZIindoo idol, of the Satyr 
type usually met wirh in books of travel of that period ; to the left a 
Moslem Fakir playing on a mccrdurrg (species of drum worn round the 
neck, and played on with the fingers of both hands); to the right, a 
female figure, intended, I believe, to represent a woman on the way to 
consult a devotee of some sort. Both of these figures have been copied 
fromdrawingsafternature,andareunaoubtedly quite authentic. Opposite 
page I 13, folding plate of a Suttee ceremony ; to the left two figures in 
\Vestern dress looking on, a mere fancy sketch. At page 123, a Hindoo 
Fakir, with his arms above his head, from nature. Folding plate 
opposite page 236, the Great Mogul riding in state, copied from the 
engraving at page 33, vol. iii., edition No. 5. Several of the details of 
arms, musical instrument in hand of mounted figure in the foreground, 
ctc., Lnve been copied from an early MS. copy of the Ain-i-Akbari, 
in which them are drawings of these and other objects to illustrate the 

C 
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text, and after which the plates in Blochmann'sl edition have been 
compiled. Other details, such as the trappings of the elephant, etc., 
incorrect and of no value. This plate (or modifications of it) has often 
been used for illustrating early books on India. At page 269, Carte 
nouvelle du ROYAVME DE KACHEMIRE, a French translation of the 
map at page 61, vol. iii., of edition No. 5 ,  fairly well engraved. 
Facing page 343, a map of the sources of the river Nile, curious as an 
illustration to Bemier's text, and typical of the delineation of the 
sources of the Nile, and 'adjacent country ' (!) that lingered on all maps 
until comparatively modem times.] 

12 Voyages de Fransois Bernier, e t c  [A reprint of No. 11. Vol. ii. 
Anutardam has M.DCC.IX. as imprint,-a mistake, I take it, for M.DCCXr., or 

ln0-d 1709. it may be that "01. ii. is from another edition of 1709,-the ornaments 

& on the title-pges of ,710 and 1709 differing.] 

19mo. 

13 Voyages de Fransois Bernier, e t c  [A reprint of No. 11. The 
plates for the maps and illustrations wearing out, and showing great 
signs of having been 'touched up.'] a v o k  

llmo. 

14 Voyages de Franpis Bernier, e t c  [A reprint of No. XI., with the 
A&adam same maps and plates.] 

1723 
a volr. 
19ma 

15 Voyages de Franqois Bemier, etc. [A reprint of No. 11, with a few 
errors corrected in vol. i., which has on the title-page Nmrvcllc 

lT3' Edifimr re& 6 rorraj+, but this is the only vol. of the new edition. /z Vol. ii. is of the 1723 edition, and bears on title-page bf.Dccxxt*l. 

mmo. The map of the Mogul Empire does not appear to have been issued 
with vol. i.] 

~6 Voyages de Frangois Bernier, e t ~  [Edition not seen.] - 
X7N. 
9 volh 
Xha 

I7 Travels in the Mogul Empire, by Francis Bernier. Translated from 
m. the French by Irving Brock. In  two voiumes. London : William 

2 v o k  Pickering, Chancery-Lane. 1826. 
(Iva 

1 Calcutta. Asiatic Society of Bangal, 1873, v u l  i All published as gcL 
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[An exceedingly well printed book. Valuable appendiw, co&idering 
the period when published, and a preface that practically contains all that 
was then known about Bernier. The translator was handicapped by 
an evident want of any acquaintance with the J h t ,  and has therefore 
failed to bring out the extreme accuracy of much that Bernier records. 
Monsieur de Monceaux's letter to Mr. H. O., and the valuable state- 
ment regarding the Mogul Revenues (see pges  455-460 of my edition), 
have been omitted. As stated elsewhere, I have used Mr. Brock's 
translation to some extent as the h i s  for my own.] 

In a prospectus, dated Edinburgh, 20th June 1825, The tmrLr of 
Francis Bcrrricr, and his Accmml of the Covtt of the Great Mogul, 
2 wh., is announced as a work under preparation for Constablc's 
Miscclhy.  This book was never included in that series, and it is 
possible that the edition described above, No. 17, was originally pre- 
pared for it. At present I have not been able to verify this. 

Bemier's Travels: comprehending a description of the Mogol 18 
Empire including the Kingdom of Kashmir, etc. etc. e t c  Translated mt. 18a& 
from the French by John Steunrt. Condo et compono quae mox 1 tol 
depromere possim. Calcutta : Printed at the Baptist Mission Press, 8 ~ 0 -  

I I Circular Road, 1826. 
[Title-page. One leaf, dedication, dated Cllcutta, 1st January 1826, 

to Captain George Anderson Vetch, of the Bengal Army.' Pages i.-iii, 
Translator's Preface. Page iv., blank. Pages v.-vi., Advertisement, 
which contains many mistakes relating to Bemier's career and other 
editions of his works. Pages vii.-viii, Contents. Pages 1-58, Letter 
to Monsieur Chapelain. The series of nine letters to Monsieur de 
Merveilles pages 59-145 from which the concluding six paragraphs as 
well as the answers to the five questions put by M. ThCvenot have been 
omitted. Pages 144-113, Letter to Monsieur de la Mothe le Vayer, 
containing the description of Dehli and Agra, etc. At the end six pages 
of correspondence, being reprints of a series of letters signed ' Oscar,' 
' Censorious,' and 'A Subscriber,' which appeared in the lndia Gazette, 
ranging in date from 12th January 1826 to 18th February 1826, relating 
to the forthcoming publication. 'Censorious ' appears to have seen the 
MS, or perhaps proof-sheets, as he condemns the book from every point 
of view. 'Oscar,' who was perhaps Captain Vetch, replies, appealing 
for fur play: ' Most critics, Mr. Editor, have the grace to wait at least 
till the game k fairly started, and then give the vinr holla ; but this 
poacher in the fields of criticism takes a pot-shot at his prey in its seat, 
while with palpitating brea~t it is about to open on the public view.' 

1 Fifty-fourth Regiment Native Infurtry, in charge of the conrtruction of the 
road from Benares to AILhnbod. B c y d  Army List for 1816 
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Judging from the style of the translation, the intimate acquaintance 
with India apparent all through, and the endings, such as, 

' I remain, 
My dear Sir, 

Your ever faithful and ahctionate, 
FRANCIS BERNIER ' 

which are, without any warrant, appended to many of the letters, Mr. 
Steuart was probably an East Indian clerk in some Government 
office, who had a knowledge of French. ' A  Subscriber,' in the 
correspondence quoted above, states that on seeing the letters he was 
glad to observe that a translation of Bernier's travels was about to 
appear, and mentions that he has h a r d  that the translator had already 
issued an English version of a 'most useful French work, in which, 
I understand, are to be found beautiful models of familiar letters.'] 

19 Voyages de Fran~ois Bernier, Docteur en mbdecine de la Facult6 
1880. de Montpellier. . . . . Paris. ImprimC aux frais du Gouvernement 

S Iolr pour procurer du travail aux ouvriers typographes, Aout, 1830. 
85-0. [A mere reprint of edition No. I I, without the maps and illustrations. 

All the old typographical errors are repeated, and several new ones 
have aep t  in. In the words of M. L. de Lens (Lcs con-cspotUianfs dc 
Fmnfoir Bernicr pcnrianl son voyage duns Pln& . . . Angers, 1872) : 
' C'est une simple r6impressio11, A laquelle aucun homme de lettres n'a 
donne ses soins. L'ouvrage fut publie aux frais du Gouvernernent, dam 
le but indique ci-dessus [pour procurer du travail aux ouvriers typo- 
graphes], sur un aedit  de 40,ooof. votd par la Chambre de dCputb.'] 

20 The history of the late Revolution, etc., Bombay : Re-printed at 
-m m. the Summachar Press, 1830. 

l r o L  [A verbatim, and to some extent facsimile, reprint of vols. i. and ii. 
avo. of the first English edition, No. 3. The Editor, probably the pro- 

prietor of the Summachar Press, dedicates the book, by permission, 
to Sir John Malcolm, G.C.B., Governor of Bombay. Following the 
text, at the end of the book, is an announcement, which, as it contains 
much curious information worthy of record, and is an interesting 
specimen of quaint Indo-English composition, is here reprinted :- 

P R O S P E C T U S .  

L i t e r a t u r e  o f  I n d i a .  

The Literati in gcnc~ul and the Lovers of Oriental Literature in 
particular, are hereby informed that it is intended to reprint 

The History of the Revolution in the Empire of the GREAT MOGUL 
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by Monsr: F. BERNIHR, Physician of the Faculty of Montpellier 
(about aD. 1656)--a work, the very name of which avows its im- 
portance, and its known scarcity, its value, and hence so highly and 
d ~ b l e  as a record of Indian Affairs, as the most important Historical 
event that has engaged either Scholar or Historian ;-a work so im- 
portant in itself and written by an Eye-witness of that important 
transaction which forms the great Era of Hindoostanee reference as 
the foundation of another Dynasty,-&ms the first place in the estimn- 
tion, and search-and would do if as easily attainable, as it is now 
scarce-in the Library of every Indian Antiquarian,-a work that is 
not more known to, than it is prized by, every lover of ORIENTAL 

u l s i t ~ ~ u ~ e , - w h i l e  at the same time, it is now so scarce,-that even a 
transient and hasty sight of it is a treat hardly obtainable-+ a volume 
that requires (as it did in the present instance) years of patient and 
m e r i n g  search to procure. Forming as it does the basis of every 
document that relates to the celebrated AURUNCZEBE,-it is by this 
done, self-avowed to be of the greatest importance. 

Every attempt that is made by scientific research or literary labour to 
elucidate the history and establish the truth of any record regarding 
Hindoostan-this mighty aggregate of former kingdoms; must derive 
its materials from and refer to this work, because-it is the only authentic 
source of that information which an Eye-witness (and an eye-witness 
alone) can afford-as well as being the testimony of an European. By 
birth an European who had every advantage of time and place, under 
most favourable circumstances. By Education of a liberal profession- 
by Situation a Physician-and as such occupying the first of all possible 
opportunities for observation-unsuspected, and peaceably allowed 
access to every attainable particular-attending the ROYAL FAMILY, 

who were the contending parties-he would hear, and see, and know, 
All that was to be, or heard, or seen or known, and more than probably 
was he also consulted and confidently entrusted with all the PRIVATE 

reasons and resources which publicly influenced the Great contending 
BELLIGERENTS-while his situation thus placed for so long a time put 
him in possession of every information of the native character, under 
all its various and varying modifications, at sucl~ an eventful period- 
who then could possessgreater or so great advantages !-as if Providen- 
tially placed there to record by simple historical detail, the passing 
events he witnessed as they occurred. 

I t  is therefore proposed to reprint the London Edition ('Englished 
out of French ') of 1671. And it is further proposed to do this un- 
a&wuf, that a work so scarce, so valuable and so desirable may be easily 
procurable (as easy as it has hitherto been difficult) by every person who 
wishes to possess it, either as a depository in the Library, or a com- 
panion for the sitting-room : For the contemplation of the Philosopher, 
or the instruction of Youth. 
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It shews at once the Native Spirit of the Country and the manner in 
which their revolutions are accomplished : while the mighty and sudden 
effects that are produced--changeable or lasting-shew at once that 
overruling power which directs and disposes the wills and affections of 
men ! by results as unexpected as they were undesigned. While at the 
same time it exhibits the powerful contrast of European and Christian 
clemency in the present rule of England, throughout-her immense 
possessions, and almost boundless Empire in the same Land ; on the 
one hand Fire and Sword, Blood and Carnage, Desolation and Havoc, 
Robbery and Destruction mark the path of the NATIVE conqueror in 
every way ; while on the other hand Peace and Plenty-Forbearance 
and Security unite the Olive Branch with the Laurel to crown the 
CHRISTIAN Victories and make them the means of dispensing every 
advantage to soothe, to comfort and reward Native sufferings. The 
native victories succeed but to destroy-the English conqueror only to 
preserve and improve-the Native and the Christian therefore are 
alike interested in every event recorded in this History (of the MOGAL 
REVOLUTION) both in its cause and ekt-and the influence it has 
produced on the character and Country at large : that character and 
Country which is being enlightened with all that the Native can receive, 
or the European bestow in whatever is useful, or attainable in the 
present state of human intellect. 

ELEVEN YEARS of continued solicitude have been employed in search- 
ing for the Copy of a work now obtained and at last by accident :4 

perseverance only stimulated by the known judgement of that en- 
lightened friend who first named and of another who lately recom- 
mended it-the conviction of its importance, the pleasure of making 
its possession general-and the Hope that it would meet with that en- 
couragement which it deserves ! I t  is then presumed, that those laud- 
able intentions are not over-rated in fixing the price of the volume at 
15 Rupees for Subscribers only: and 20 for non Subscribers, on or 
after the 15th February next, on which day it is intended that the work 
shall appear well printed in a large Type, on fine paper and occupying 
about 300 pages 8vo neatly half bound and Lettered. 

Bonbay, 15th Januaty 1830.1 

Travels in the Mogul Empire by Francis Bernier. Translated from 
the French by Iwing Brock. Calcutta, R. C. Lepage and Co., Printers 
and Publisher. 

[A reprint of the edition No. 17 ,  with the addition of several typo- 
graphical errors. I t  is not edited in any sense, and the title-page is 
undated.] 

A description of Debli and Agra. The capital cities of the Empire 
of the Great Mogol, by Monsieur Bernier, Physician and companion 
of Danishmand Khan. Written at Dehli, 1st July 1663.  
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[This is a reprint, in roz pages, of the letter to Monsieur de la Mothe 
le Vayer, from the third volume of the London edition of 1672. 
All the old errors are reproduced ; at psge 77 the amusing one about 
the 'toothpick,' see pge 214 of the present edition. No imprint or 
date, but a prehce of three pages, signed W. H. T., and dated The 
Camp, Dehli, Januaty  st, 1872, which however gives no new facts, 
and is bwd upon the information contained in Bernier's own narra. 
tivc Outside cover, white paper, bearing a crescent and star in red, 
and half-title ; DEHLI AND AGPA in the time of AURANGZIB. 

Ai rc  a c  mpcc.] 

11.- WITH OTHER WORKS. 

Relaaon de el Estado presente de el Gran Mogol segun la que 23 
imprimio el Doctor en Medecina FRANCESCO BKRNIER d o  de 99. n-17~1. 

[In don Sebastian Fernandu de Medrano's Rclacioncs Modemus. &o. 
Pages 68-85. A mere abstmt,  but cleverly done.] 

Mr. F. Bernier's Voyage to Surat : containing the History of the late 24 
Revolntion of the Empire of the Great Mogol ; together with the most wn 17~ .  
considerable Passaga for five years following in that Empire. To Folio. 
which is added a letter to the Lord Colbert, etc. etc. Forming pages 
102-236, vol. ii., of 'A  Collection of Voyages and Travels . . . com- 
piled from the curious and valuable library of the Earl of Oxford. . . . 
London, Thomas Osborne, 1745.' 

[A modernised reprint of the English editions of 1671-72, with 
ruious additional errors and misprints.] 

%rife be0 @ e m  8trnfm in ba0 l3nigrtt4 laQtmIr. Forming 25 
chapter xxiv. (pp. 99-128) of vol. x i  of %lIgcmtine~iflor~ebtr 3ltiftn m w  1768, 
iu  B a E r  unb p Panbe . . Ptlpaig, btp Brffltt unb Wtrhr0, 1753. Quuto. 

[A useful compilation. More especially devoted to the Kashmir 
journey and description of that country. A few notes and references 
to other travellers, such as Roc. At page 106, a full-page engraving, 
titledRaurhmm Brgnnr, a fancy picture, but founded upon authentic 
details The engravings in Valentyn's Bcschryving . . . van dr L t v m  
drr G r w t e  Mixols, 1726, having been utilised for this and other similar 
pictures, mch as 'Begum Saheb,' ' Chah Jehan,' etc,  inserted in other 
parts of the same volume as illustrations to abridgments of other 
Eastan travellers. The map of India in two sheets, which forms a 
frontispiece to this volume, compiled from the latest maps by iK 
BcZiiis, lug. de la M a d  1752, is valuable.] 
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26 Voyage de Bernier au Royaume de Kachemire. Pages 179-210 of 
1766. vol. xiii. of PrGvost d'Exiles' Histoire GQCrale des Voyages, ou 

Quarto. Nouvelle Collection de toutes les relations de voyages par mer et par 
terre . . A La Haye, c h u  Pierre de Houdt, 1755. 

[A French translation of No. 25. Copy of the engraving of 
Rauchenara Begum at page 188. French edition of Bellin's map, and 
in addition a French translation of Valentyn's Map of the Kingdom 
of Bengal. Engraving of Begum Saheb inserted at back of plate of 
Rauchenam, not as in the German edition.] 

27 Bemier'e voyage to the East Indies ; containing the history of the 
bndon 1811. late revolution of the empire of the Great Mogol, e tc  etc. Pages 

Quuto. 57-234 of vol. viii. of John Pinkerton's general collection of the best 
and most interesting voyages and travels in all parts of the world ; 
many of which are now first translated into English. Digested on a 
new plan. 

[A reprint of No. 24, with a few minor alterations. At page 64, 
a full-page engraving of Fort Gwalior from the North-west, after the 
view by Hodges. At page r 50, N. E. view of the Cotsea Bhaug [Kudsia 
Bagh] on the river Jumna at Dehli, after Danieil.] 

- 28 Voyage de Bernier Cachemire. Chapter x., p g e s  169-232 of 
p a  1816. vol. v. of Abr6gC de I'Histoire gCn6rale des voyages . . . Par j. F. 
 octavo. Laharpe. Paris, Ledoux et TenrG, 1816. 

[A tolerably full abridgment of Bernier's Journey to Kashmir.] 

29 Bcmier. Voyage ?I Cachemire (1638 (nit1670). Pages 84-108 of 
1888. vol. xxxi. of ' Histoire universelle des voyages effectu& par met. et par 

Octavo. terre dans ies cinq parties du Monde, sur les divers points du Globe. . . Revus ou Traduits par M. Albert MontCmont. Paris, Armand- 
AubrCe.' [1833.] 

[A cleverly written prCrir from a literary point of view. The date 
1638 is evidently a misprint for 1658.1 . . 

I. Anatomia ridiculi Muris, hoc est, dissertatiuncula: J. B. hlorini 
adversus expositam ?I P. Gassendi philosophiam, e tc  Lutetiae, 1651, 
4'. 

2. Favilla ridicnli Muris, hoc est, disse tatiunculse, ridicule defensae 
a J. B. Morino, astrologo, adversus exposi am h Petro Gassendi, Epicuri 
Philosophiam, etc. Lutetix, 1653, 4'. 
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3. Ab&C de la Philosophie de Gusendi en v i i i  t o m s  Lyon, 
1678, r. 

[This is the first complete edition. w t e  parts of the work were 
published, first at  Park in 1674 and 1675, and at  L p  is 16fl.l 

4. Seconde edition. reveUe et augment& per l'autlicur. 7 tom. 
Lyon, 1684, 12". 

5. Three Discourses of Happiness, Virtue, and Liberty. Collected 
from the works of the learn'd Gasscndi, by Monsieur Bernia. Trans- 
lated out of French. London: Printed for Awnsham and John 
Charchi1 [sir], at the Black Swan in Pater-Noster-Row, 1699, 8". 

6. Requeste des d r e s  &-arts, profeseuro et regents de 1'Univa- 
sit6 de Park, p r h t k  h la Corv mveraine du P a m ,  ensemble 
1'Arrest intervenu sar Indite rqueste contre tons c n u  qlri prCtendent 
faire enseigner ou croire de nouvelles dkouvertes qui ne soient pas 
daas Aristote. 

p i s  is entirely distinct from Boileau's L'Arret burlesque. I t  was 
circulated in sheeta during IQI. Both pieca are mentioned in the 
Letters of Mme. de S6vign6, 6th and 20th Sept 1671, and t h q  were 
pnblished by Gabriel GuCret at  La Haye the same year, in a volume 
entitled, 'La Guerre des Auteurs anaens et modernes,' pages 179- 
201. The two pieces were also published in 24 pages, 12" at Lihe-  
ville in 1702, and they also appear in the editions of ' Menagiana ' of 
1713 and r f  IS.] 

7. Eclaircissement sur Ie l ine  de M. de la Ville (le $re Le Valois, 
j h i t e )  intitule : Sentimens de M. Desurtes tonchant I'essence et les 
propribtts des corps, ctc 

[This is included in Bayle's ' Recueil de quelques pikes concernant 
b philosophie de M. Descartes,' 1684. In his preface he states that a 
few copies had been printed for private circulation some gears before, 
probably either in 1680 or 1681.1 

8. Doutes de Mr Bernier sur quelquesum des pdncipaux Chapitres 
de son Abr6g6 de la Philosophie de Gassendi. Paris, 1682, 123 

g, Nourelle division de la terre par les diff6rentes espkes d'hommes 
qui l'habitent, envog6e par un fameux voyageux AM. I'abbd de la4***. 

[This appeared in the]oud&s Savants, April 1684, and in the 
M m r c  & FYWKC of 1722.1 

. 10. Trait6 du Libre, et du Voloutaire (Doute i.-iii. Extrait d'un livre 
de la Providence et du Destin par 1Iierocles.) Amsterdam, 1685, 12". 

11. Lettre sur le CafC. 
[Addressed to Philippe Sylvestre Dufour and printed at  pp. 207- 

216, in his work entitled 'Traitez Nouvaux e curieux du CafC, du 
ThC, et du Chocolate,' pages 207-216. Lyon, 1685, 12'. 
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12. Extrnit de diverses:pikces envoyees pour ktreines h Mme. de la 
Sablikre. 

[This appeared in the j o u r d d r s  .Wants, the 7th and 14th June 
1688. I t  comprises the following articles : Zntroducfimr d la kctun 
& Confucius; DurnIcim~ du canal dc jmrrtion d u  d m  mncrs ; Combat 
des ucsts; Marimes tourhant Zc rnouan~wnt; Dcs h'+tions ; Epi. 
taphc dc ChapclZc ; Obscrudions mMiraks communiqtrics por un #YO- 

fcrsnrr dc MontpcIZicr. The Dcsmj3tion du c a ~ I  du Languedoc 
appeared originally in the ' Mercure Galant,' February 1688.1 

13. Copie des Etrenes envoy& k Madame de la Sablikre. [Mont. 
pellier, 16881 4'. 

14. MCmoim de Mr Bemier &I le Quietisme des Indes. 
[This appeared in the ' Histoire des ouvrnges des Sgavans,' Sept. 

1688, Pages 47-52.] 

siograpltitnr anb $ttiarrtllanta. 

I. Vincentii Panvrgi Epistola de tribus impostoribus, ad Clarissi- 
mum virum Ioan. Baptistam Morinvm, etc. Parisiis, 1654, 4'. 

[In this violent attack upon Gassendi the author informs us : ' Hanc 
autem epistolam inscripsi titalo DE TRIBUS IMPOSMRIBUS, scilicet 
Petro Gassendo Epicureo Philosopho, Francisco Bernerio, Anatomista 
murium, et Neuraeo Pictone, Archipedogo : Titulo quidem famoso, 
sed in his hominibus minime fnlso.' For an exhaustive account of the 
many polemical treatises which appeared under the same title about the 
beginning of the 17th century, see De T&J lmposf&s M.D. IIC. 
tcxfc Lafin, colhiiorrni rur Pcxcmplairc du Duc dc la Valfi)rc . . . 
AugnrentC dc w n a n t u  dc pluritvrs manusrn?~, &, ct dune notice 
philoZOgigucei bibfiographiquepor Philomnutcjunior. Pan>. Cay 1861 .] 

2. 10. Bapt. Morini doctoris medid, et regii mathematvm professoris 
Defensio spae dissertationis de Atomis et Vacuo; aduersus Petri 
Cassendi Philosophiam Epicuream, contra Francisci Bemerii, Ande- 
gaui Anatomiam ridiculi muris, e t c  Parisiis 1657, 4". 

3. Franqois Bemier : In Niceron's ' Memoirespour servir ?t I'histoire 
des Hommes Illustrk,' etc., vol. xxiii. pp. 364-370. Paris, 1733, 12". 
[This article, which contains many facts correctly stated, all doubt- 

ful dates, etc., being avoided, has formed the basis of many subsequent 
biographical articles until the appearance of the Angevin literature; 
see No* 12-16 below.] 

4. Franpis Bernier : In vol. i. of Eloy's Didionnuire hisIot-&nc & 
b M&cnCnnc. L i k e  and Francfort, 1755, 2 vols. 8". 
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[Short, but correct as far as it extends. In the second edition of 
Eloy, Mons, 1778, 4 v o k  qto, this notice is much extended, and in it 
will be found the earliest exact mention of b i e r ' s  birthplace, ' Jouar 
p r b  de Gonnord en Anjou.' M. Eloy concludes by a kindly reference to 
Bernier's observations on the m e d i d  science of the ' Bmchmanes,' 
which he styles the earliest account of any philosophical value.] 

5. Fran~ois h i e r  : In the ' Biographie Univenelle,' vol. iv. pp. 
304-306. Paris, 181 I, lP. 

[Signed W[alckenneJr. A valuable article, based upon No. 3.1 

6. In  The Edinbuqh RNiem for October 1815, in an article on 
certain accounts of parts of Western Asia. Elphiitone's Account of the 
Kiir@m of Cavbrrl, then just published, is criticised. The Reviewer 
characterises that work as being more of a treatise on the country visited, 
than a narrative of travels, and, quoting Elphinstone's eulogium on 
M. Volney's book on Syria and Egypt says (p. 417) : ' But though the 
systematic fulness and method with which information is conveyed be 
an indisputable advantage of that mode of writing chosen by M. Volney 
and imposed upon Mr. Elphinstone by his situation, yet the reader 
must regret the absence of the picturesque and dramatic qualities of 
narrative, which, combined with the greatest accuracy and extent of 
knowledge, render Bernier the fiat of travellers, and which, without 
these substantial merits, bestow a powerful interest on the ron~antic 
adventures and relations of Bruce.' 

7. Review of the 'Voyages of Franpis Bernier,' in The Rrtrospec. 
tior R&, vol. i., sec. ser., London 1827, pp. 245-268. [The 
Amsterdam editions of 1699 and 1710 are those reviewed. Extracts 
are given from Brock's translation, which is charucterised as 'very good . . . Although we could have wished that more copious notes had 
brought the work to a level with the Oriental knowledgeof the present 
day.? 

8. In  T b  Quarter& Rdm for January 1828, in an article on 
Bishop Heber'a Z&n joumds,  e tc ,  mention is made in a foot- 
note, p p  126-7, of Mr. Brock's translation of Bernier's Travels in the 
Mogol Empire, which is styled 'good.' The writer of the article further 
states that, ' If any of oar readen are unacquainted with this excellent 
old traveller, we beg leave to tell them that his account of India is the 
most picturesque of all that have preceded Heber's ; nor can we imagine 
anything more interesting than to compare his descriptions of the 
barbaric splendour of the court of Aurengzebe with the Bishop's 
account of his visit to his descendant, the present pageant-king of Dehli. 
We are sorry our limits prevent us from quoting the parallel passages. 
The mutability of human fortunes was never more strikingly pourtrayed.' 
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9. Fran~ois Bernier : In  ' Vies de plusieurs personuages dlhbres, 
etc., by C. A. Walckenaer, voL ii., pp. 74-77. Laon, 1830, 8'. 

[A reprint of N a  5, with corrections and additions.] 

10. Franpis Bemier : In vol. i. of 7Ze iivu of c e I W t d  travtiicrs. 
By jams  Augustus St. john, forming voL ii. of Colburn and Bentley's 
National Library, London, 1831. [An abstract of Bernier's travels, 
with an account of his life founded upon the preceding article (No. g) 
by Walckenaer, covering pages 192-220; well done, all the salient 
features being adequately brought forward.] 

I I. Frangois &mier : In  ' Biographie Universelle (Michaud) an- 
cienne et moderne . . nouvelle edition . . Paris, 1854 [cf s q . ]  Vol. iv. 
pp. 78, 79. [Signed W[alckenae]r, a mere reprint of No. 5.1 

I Z  Eloge de Frangois Bernier. Rapport de la Commission. Par 
Dr. E Farge. 

[In the ' Annales de la Societe Linnknne du Department dc Maine 
et Loire, 3. AnnCe, 1858, pp. 338-353.1 

13. Franpois Bernier, philosophe, medecin, et voyageur, p ~ r  Dr. 
Pomp& Mabille. Cosnier et Lachbe : Angers, 1864, 8'. 

14. Les Correspondants de Franpis Bernier, pendant son voyage 
dans I'Inde, par L. De Lens 

[In the ' Memoires de la SociCtC Nationale d'Agriculture, Sciences, 
et Arts d'Angers,' 1872, vol. xv., pp. 129-176. Angers, 1872. Re- 
printed in book form at Angers the same year.] 

IS. Documents inedits ou peu connus sur Frangois Bernier, par 
L. De Lens. 

[In the ' Revue Historique, Litteraire, et Arch6ologique de I'Anjou,' 
for 1872-73, vol. i. (Nouvelle drie, illustree), pp. 161-177, 332-348 ; 
vol. ii. pp. 75, 92.1 

16. Franpois Bernier, by L. De Lens. [In CClestine Port's ' Dic- 
tionnaire Historique,' vol. i., pp. 325-328. Paris, 1874, e . ]  

[It would be impossible to overstate the value of all that is contained 
in Nos 12-16. The original and authentic material there made known 
for the first time must for ever f the basis of all succeeding Bernier 
Literature.] 
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T H E  K I N G  

7% Indians maintain that the mind of a man 
cannot always be occ11.d d h  8 h  afairs, and 
that he remains _fbrever a child in this respect : that, to 
develop what ia good h him, a h t  as much care mwt 
be taken lo amuse him as to cause him to study. This 
may be true with regord to the d i v e s  of Asia, but 
judging by a& the great things I hew said eveywhere 
regarding FRANCE and her MONARCH, frOm the Ganges 
and the Indw, the Tigris, and the Euphrates, unto the 
Seine, I have a o m ~  di@ulty in believing this to be a 
suying capable of universal application. Nevertheless I 
d stiU d u r e  to o f m  HIM this Histmy, becawe it 
Mema to me capable of afording a o m ~  hours of amwe- 
meni fo a KING, who might wish to f nd occasional r e h a -  
t h f i o m  weighty afairs of State ; lrot only because it 
L a Tragedy which I have j w t  seen acted in one of the 
largest Theatres in the World, hut J+om the fact of hb 
being varied by several great a d  extraordinay in- 
&dm&, afectkg one of the most i 1 1 w t b  of the Royal 
Famidim o j  A k  I ciamat, ?mwever, doubt that it & 



Ivi Dedication to the King 

mitten in a style droid of elqpnce, and somewhat 
badly arranged, but I that HIS MAJFXTY wid 
chiejy toke into HIS cmderation the subject, and that 
HE zaill mwider it nothing ve?y extraordina7y that 
during my Zong absence, whether wandering ab& the 
World, or attached to a Foreign Court, my la~lgwge 
may have become semi-barbarous. Morwver, I am well 
p h e d  to return Jiom such a distance, not quite ernpty- 
handed before HIS MAJESTY, and lay claim by this 
meam to render HIM some account o f  so many years of 
my lye, sped in h n c e f i o m  HIS Kingdom, fw I have 
always r d e d ,  no matter how f u r  away I may have 
been, that I had a Master to w?unn I was accountable, 
being, 

Most h u d l e  and most obedient 
Subject and Servant, 

F. BERNIER. 



T O  T H E  R E A D E R .  

I will not recount to you in a formal manner the 
Manners and Customs, the Learning and the 

Pursuits of the Mogols and the Indians, but will en- 
deavour to  make them known to you through Facts and 
actual Occurrences, by describing in the first place tl 

Civil War and Revolution in which all the leading 
Statesmen of that nation took a part, adding thereto, 
that you may the better understand tny narrative, a 
Map of the Country, which however I do not desire 
to put forth as absolutely correct, but merely as less 
incorrect than others that I have seen. Secondly, by 
relating some of the most important events which took 
place between the end of the War and my leaving the 
country ; and thirdly, by means of Correspondence, 
which appears t o  me necessary to accomplish my 

P U T = .  
Should I be so fortunate as to  succeed, I shall feel 

encouraged to publish other Letters concerning my 
Travels, and to translate from the Persian an Abridg- 
ment of an Ancient and Important History of the 
Kings of Kachmire,' which was compiled by order of 
King Jehan-Guyre, the son of that great Ekbar 
who so skilfully contrived to possess himself of that 
Kingdom. 

' See p. 393, footnote 2. 





An Extract o f  a LETTER 

Written to Mr. H. 0.' 
FROM 

Monsr. de Monceaux the Younger, 
Giving a Character of the Book 
here Englished, and its Author. - 

Edue s d i m e s  is rw h r  uderesred than 
Ajection : Bdh ,  Sir, are glad lo receive from 
time to time pledges mfdlualhJ ammering for 
those llral have wiled themselves in a close 
correspondence. Yours indeed rhould demand 

?f rne wch, as mi& be a secut$y to you .for the advance, you 
have been pkared lo make me of your Friendship. Bid since 
nt preseut I have nothing laurih presenting you milh; and yet 
am turtmlling to give you any leiatire to be d t p e n t  of my reaG 
near, or to rcpent for /raving so easily given me a share in 
your esleenr, I here send you a Relation qf INDOSTAN,  it1 

r~ltich you loill find such coderable  occurrences, as mill make 
.yaw c o n f a  I cmild not convey to you a more acceplable present, 
and thaf Monsieur Bernier who h d h  written if, is a very 
GallmJ man, and of a mould, I wish all Travellers were made 
of: W e  ordinarily travel more out of Unsetledness than 
Curiosity, with a designe to see Totvns and Countries rather 
thtc to know their Inhabitants and Prodtrctias; arrd me stay 
not l o ~ g  w u g h  in a place to inform ourselves vvell of the 
Gmwmment, Policy, Znierests, and Manners qf its People. 

- ' Mr. Henry Ouldinburgh ; see entry No. lo of the Bibliopaphy, 
p xxx. 

xlix 



1 A n  Extract o f  a Letter 

I\1orrsierrr Bernier, aper he had benefiled himself for  /he 
space of  many years;by /he converse of  the famous Gassendi ; 
seen him expire in his a m ,  succeeded him in his K~romledge, 
and inherited his Opinions and Discotrerks, embnrqnd l o r  
m p t ,  stay'd aboce a vuhole year at Cairo, and then took tlre 
occasion of some Indian Vessels that trade in the Ports of  the 
Red Sea, to pass to Suratte ; and ajlcr twelve years abode at 
the Court of the Great Mogol, is at last come to seek his rcst 
in his native Country, there to give an Accompt of  his Obserim- 
lions and Discoveries, and to p u r e  old into the bosmne qf' 
France, what he had amassed in India. 

Sir, I shall say nothing to you o f  his Adventures mhich yurr 
7uilIJvrd i t  the Relations /hat are to follotu hereafier, which he 
abatrdmu to the greediness o f  the Curious, who prefer their 
satisfaction to his quiet, and do already persecute him to have 
the sequel of  /his History. h-either shall I mention to yo11 the 
hazards he did run, by being in the neighbmtrhood of  Mecca ; 
nor o f  his prudent cunduct, which made /rim mm't the es/eenr 
o f  his Generous Fazelkan, mho since is beconre the $rst 
Mnrister o f  that Great Empire, whom he taught thepnpnncij~le 
Lunguages of Europe, afier he had translaled fur  him the 
whole Philosophy of  Gassendi in Lalin,' a d  whose leave Ire 
could not obtain to go home, till he had got fur  him a select 
number of  our best European Books, thereby to supply the loss 
Ire should su8er oJhM Person. This, af leas/, I can assure 
you o f ,  that  never a Traveller went from home more capable 
to observe, nor &h rvrittoc ri4h more knowkdge, candmtr, and 
integrity; thad I h e m  him af Constantinople, and ill sunre 
I'm of  Greece, of  so excellent a conduct, thad I prvpossed 
him to myself for  a l'attern in the designc I then had to carry 
my c u d y  as far  as the place where the Sun riseth ; that  I 
/cave oflen drowned in the stueelness of  his enlertaiment the 
biflernesses, vuhich eke I ttzuet have srualhed all alone in srrclr 
i r h n e  mad unpleasant passages, as are those o f  Asia, 

Pefn' Gasscndi . . . opera onrnia in s r x  fornor divisa . . .. Lug- 
duni mmptibus Laurcnfii Anisson, & loan. Buff. Devcnef M. UC. 
lviii, is the edition here referred to. 



Written to Mr. H. 0. 1 i 

Sir, you i l l  do me a pkarure to let me h o r n  the rentin~t-nt 
y m r  IUusfrious Society 1 hath of this Piece. Their approha- 
twn begcis much emulalion among the Intelligent, who all hatie 
no dher Ambition than lo please them. I my relf musf avow 
to you, that if 1 thought I could merit so much, I shottld nd  
n, di f iy  oppose as I do, the publicafion of /he Obrervatiorts 
and N o h  I haw made in the Levant. I sho~tld s u f m  wry 
friends to take them out of my Cabinet, w k r e  fro111 the slighf 
value I have for them, t h y  are like to lie inyisoned, except 
the King my Master, by whose order I rindcriook those Voyagcs, 
sJwuId absolutely command me to set them at liberty, and to 
let t h  take their course in the rvwld. Mean time, Sir, you 
wiU oblige me to assure those Great Men, who this h y  compose 
the most homing Compmy on Earth, of the V e n d i o n  I have 
fot t k  Oracks that come f m  their Mouth, and that I prefer 
theiz Lyceum bejore thal o f  Athens ; and laally, that of all 
their Admtrerg there b none, that hath 4 grealer Concern for 
their G h y ,  than 

De Monceaux. 

The Royal Society, of which Henry Ouldinburgh was the first 
Secretary ; see Appendix v. 
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HE desire of seeing the world, which had 
j induced me to visit Paledine and Egypt, still yT . prompted me to extend my travels, and I 

. . / I  - , formed the design of exploring the Red Sea 
t / -  ,7+2- s1 from one end to the other. In pursuance 

of this plan, I quitted Grnad Cairo, where 
I had resided more than a year, and in two-and-thirty 
hours (travelling at a Carallan-rate) reached the town 
of Suez. Here I embarked in a galley, and was con- 
veyed in seventeen days, always hugging the coast, 
from Sttes to the port of Giddn, half a day's journey 
from Mecca. Contrary to my expectation, and in viola- 
tion of a promise which I had received from the Beig' 
of the Red Sen, I was constrained to land on this so-called 
holy territory of Mahornel, where no Christian, who is 
not a slave. dares set his foot. After a detention of 
nearly five weeks, I took my passage on board a small 

1 The &y of the Red Sea was an important official who, among other 
duties, had control of the pilgrim traffic to Mecca, through Jeddah. 

.\ 
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vessel, which, sailing along the shores of Arabia Felix, 
brought me in fifteen days to nfoka, near the  straits of 
Babel-tnandel. I t  was now my intention to pass over to 
the  island of nfasorua, and Arkiko, on my way to  Gotider,' 
the  capital of Habech? or Kingdom of Elhigin ; but I was 
informed that Catholics were not safe in that country, 
since the  period when, through the intrigues of the Queen- 
Mother, the  Portuguese were slaughtered, or expelled, with 
the  Jesuit Patriarch whom they had brought thither from 
Goa; and that, in fact, an unhappy Capuchin had been 
recently beheaded at  S~~nken: for having attempted to 
enter the  kingdom. I t  seemed, indeed, that less risk 
would be incurred if I adopted the  disguise of a Greek or 
an Annettian; and that when the King knew I could be of 
service to him, he would probably make me a grant of 
land, which might be cultivated by slaves, if I possessed 
the means of purchasing them ; but that I should, a t  the 
same time, be compelled to marry immediately, as a monk, 
who had assumed the character of a Greek physician, had 
already been obliged to do ; and that I could never hope 
to obtain permission to quit the country. 

These considerations, among others which may be 
mentioned in the sequel, induced me to abandon my 
intention of visiting Gonder. I embarked, therefore, in 

Gondar, more correctly Gtmuiar, formerly the capital of the 
Amharic kingdom of Abyssinia, with which there was a considerable 
trade to India. In  the erection of its Fort-a massive building, 
designed on the plan of a mediseval stronghold, and built in the 16th 
century-Indian workmen were employed. I t  contained many 
Christian churches, and Venetian artists are said to have had a hand 
in the decoration of some of them. Bernier proposed to visit it, 
vid Massowah, the well-known town on an island of the same name 
on the Abyssinian coast of the Red Sea, from thence crossing over 
to the mainland at the town of Arkiko, or Ercico. 

From the Arabic Habash, the country of Abyssinia, or Ethiopia. 
The Abash of Marco Polo. Httbshrc is the modern Hindostanee tern] 
for all Iiegroes. 

Suakin, or more correctly Sawikin, was then, as it still is, the chief 
port of the Soudan on the Red Sen. 
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an Indian vessel, passed the straits of &h-el-mcrtrdel, anti 
in two-and-twenty days arrived at Soriratr, in Hindorrstan. 
the empire of the Great Mogol, I found that the reigning 
prince was named Chuh-Jehan, or King of the World. 
According to the annals of the country, he was the son of 
Jchun-Guyre, or Conqueror of the U'orld, and grandson of 
Ekbar, or the Great: so that in tracing iiis genealogy 
upwards to Hournayon, or the Fortunate, the father of 
Ekbar, and to Hournayon's predecessors, Chah-Jehan was 
proved to be the tenth, in regular descent, from Timur- 
Lengue, the Lame Lord or Prince, whom we commonly, but 
corruptly, call Tamerlaw.1 This Tamerlan, so celebrated 
for his conquests, married a kinswoman, the only daughter 
of the prince who then reigned over the people of Grent 
Tartay called Mogols; a name which they have com- 
municated to the foreigners who now govern I~idoustan, 
the country of the Indors, or Indians. I t  must not, how- 
ever, be inferred that offices of trust and dignity are 
exclusively held by those of the Mop1 race, or that they 
alone obtain rank in the army. These situations are filled 
indifferently by them and strangers from all countries; 
the greater part by Persians, some by Arabs, and others 
by Turks. To be considereti a Mogol, it is enough if n 

foreigner have a white face and profess Mahometanism ;? 

in contradistinction to the ~hristians of Europe, who are 
called Frangrlip,Y and to the Indous, whose complexion is 
brown, and who are Ge~ait1e.r.~ 

Amlr Timlir, styled Sdhib Kirin, because he reigned more than 
thirty years, was born in 1336, and died in 1405. Called Tirnilr L n g  
(TinrJr i Lerg) from some defect in his feet. H e  married the sister 
of Amir Husain, the ruler of Balkh, the capital of KhurBsBn, whoni 
he had deposed and put to death. See pp. 212, 404. 

Firinghees, from the Persian Farunxi, i.e. a Frank, a European. 
4 In  the original 'Gmtils,' which throughout this edition will be 

rendered by the word Gentiles, in preference to using the old Anglo- 
Indian slang word 'Gentoo,' derived from the Portuguese Ccntio, a 
gentile, a heathen, a term which was applied to the Hindoos in contra- 
distinction to the Ilfom.~ (old Anglo-Indian ' Xfoors '), or Muhammadans. 
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I learnt also 011 my arrival that this Kiug of the World, 
Chah-Jehan,' who was about seventy years of age, was the 
father of four sons ant1 two daughters; that some years 
had elapsed since he  elevated his sons to the vice-royalty 
of his four most considerable provinces or kingdoms ; and 
that he had been afflicted, for about the space of a twelve- 
month, with a disorder which it was apprehended would 
terminate fatally. The situation of the father having 
inspired the sons with projects of ambition, each laid 
claim to the empire, and a war was kindled among them 
which continued about five years. 

This war, as I witnessed some of the most important of 
its events, I shall endeavour to describe. During a period 
of eight years I was closely attached to the  court ; for the 
state of penury to which I had been reduced by various 
adventures with robbers, and by the heavy expenses in- 
curred on a journey of nearly seven weeks, from Sourate 
to Agra and nelrli, the chief towns of the  empire, had 
i ~ ~ d u c e d  me to accept a salary from the Great Mogol, in 
the capacity of physicia~~ ; and soon afterwards, by chance, 
I procured another from Danechmend-Kim,z the  most 
learned man of Asia, formerly Bakchk, or Grand Master 
of the Horse, and one of the most powerful and dis- 
tinguished Omrab? or Lords of the  Court. 

The eldest son of the  Great M o p 1  was named Dara, or 

1 Shill Jahin, the third son of the Emperor Jihingir, was born at 
Lahore in 1593. and died in prison at Agra in 1666. H e  had four 
daughtel.~, but Bernier mentions the eldest and the youngest only. 
Q Persian merchant, by name Muhammad Shaff, or Mu116 Shari. 

H e  came to Surat about the year 1646, from which place he was sent 
for by the Emperor Shih Jahin, who conferred upon him the command 
of 3000 men, and made him paymaster of the army (Bakhshl) with the 
title of Danlshmand Khln (Learned Knight). In the reign of Alamgtr 
he received still further promotion, and was appointed Governnr of 
ShBhjahinibid or New Delhi, where he died in 1670. 

Omrah, from Zlnrard, the, plural of the Arabic word Amlr, a 
commander, a chief, n lord. The old travellers use the word Omrah 
as a singular for a lord or grandee, nlthough properly speaking it 
should be applied collectively. 
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Darius : t h e  second Sullan Sujah, or the Valiant Prince : 
the third was Aumg-Zebe, or the  Throne's Ornament; - 
and the  name of the youngest was Mod-Bakche, or the  
Desire Accomplished. Of the two daughters, the elder 
was called &gum-Salieb, or the  Chief Princess ; and the  
younger Rnuchmra-Begum, the  Light of Princesses, or 
Princess of the  Enlightened Mind.' 

I t  is usual in this country to give similar names to the 
members of the reigning family. Thus the wife of Chh-  
Jeha-so renowned for her beauty, and whose splendid 
mausoleum is more worthy of a place among the  wonders 
of the world than the  unshapen masses and heaps of stones 
in Egypt-was named Tnge ,+Zehalle,2 or the Crown of the 
Seraglio; and the wife of Jehan-Guyre, who so long wielded 
the  sceptre, while her husband abandoned himself to 
drunkenness and dissipation, was known first by the appel- 
lation of Kour-Mehlle, the Light of the Seraglio, and after- 
wards by that of Notrr-Jehn-Begum, the  Light of the World. 

The reason why such names are given to the great. 
instead of titles derived from domains and seigniories, as 
usual in Europe, is this: as the  land throughout the whole 
empire is considered the  property of the sovereign, there 
can be no earldoms, marquisates or duchies. The royal 
grants consist only of pensions, either in land or money, 
which the  king gives, augments, retreilches or takes away 
at  pleasure. 

1 D i d  Shikoh was born in 1615, and n~urdered by order of his 
brother Aurangzeb in 1659. Sultan Shujah, born in 1616, is said to 
have been drowned with all his family in Arakan by the Riiji of that 
country in 1660, but see pp. 111-114 

Aurangzeb, who ascended the throne in 1658 under the title of 
Alamgfr (Conqueror of the World), was born in 1619, and died in 
1707. Murid Bakhsh, born in 1624, and murdered by order of 
Aurangzeb in 1662. 

Properly, MumtL Mahil, daughter of Asaf Khbn, wazir, the 
brother of Nlir Jahh  Begum, wife of the Emperor J h h g i r .  She was 
born in 1592, married in 1612, and died in child-bed a few hours after 
the birth of her daughter Raushan Arb Regum, in the year 1631. 
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I t  will not, therefore, appear surprising, that even the 

O~nrab  are distinguished only by this kind of title. One, 
for instance, calling himself Raz-Andaze-Kan, another 
Sqfe-Cheken-Kan, a third Bare-Andaze-Kan; and others 
Diur~ef-Kas or Da~echmet~d-Kan, or Fazel-Katr : which 
terms respectively signify Tlie Disposer of Thunder, The 
Destroyer of Ranks, The Hurler of the Thunderbolt, 
The Faithful Lord, The Learned, and The Perfect; and 
so it is with others. 

Dara was not deficient in good qualities : he was 
co%€E3uTit1 'conversation, q u i x  at repartee, polite, and 

-extremely liberal : but he entertained too exalted an 
opinion of himself; believed he could accomplish every- 
Giing by the powers of his own mii;d, a ~ d  imaginx that 
t-ted % m a l l - f f o m ~ o u n s e l  he could 3ye 
benefit. He spoke disdainfully of those w-o 
a s  hi&, a ~ d  thus deterred his sincerest friends froni 
-g the secret machinations ot his brothers. 3 
was also very irascible; apt to menace; abusive and 
i>sultlng even to the greatest O ~ i r a b  ; but his m a s  
-more than momentary. Born a rlial~o~t~etarr, he 
continued to join in the exercises of that religion; but 
although thus publicly professing his adherence to its 
faith, Dara was in private a Getrtile with Gentiles, and a 
Christian with Christians. He  had constantly about him 
some of the Pendets, or Gentile Doctors, on whom he 
bestowed large pensions, and from these it is thought he 
imbibed opinions in no wise accordant with the religion 
of the land : but upon this subject I shall make a few 
observations when I treat of the religious worship of the 
Itidoccs or Gentiles. He  had, illoreover, for some time lent 
a willing ear to the suggestions of the Reverend Father 
Buzk,  a Jesuit, in the truth and propriety of which he 
began to acquiesce.' There are persons, however, who 

' Catrou i n  his ifislory o/ fhr Mogul Uytrasfy itz Itdia, Paris, 1715, 
which is largely based upon the materials collected by Signor Manouchi, 

a \'enetian, who was for forty-eight years a Physician at the Courts of 
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say that  D5a was in reality destitute of all religion, ant1 
that these appearani iwere  assumed only from motives of 
curiosity, and for the sake of amusement ; while, according 
to others, h e  became by turns a Christian and a Gentile 
from p7ifical considerations ; wishing to ingratiate him- 
seif with the  Christians who were pretty numerous in his 

s of artillery, and also hoping to gain the affection 
c‘=%-- of the atas. or Genfile Princes tributarv to the emaire : " - I . - 
as i t  was most -tiart0 be 011 good terms with these 
personages, that he  might, as occasion arose, secure their 
co-operation. Dpm's fa-o this or thatmode 
of worship, d i k o t ,  however, promote the  success_af kis 
plans: on the  contrary, i t s 1  be found in the  course of -- 
this narrative, that t w s o n  assign* Aarw-Zebe h r  
causing him to be beheaded was. that he had turned K a f a  
that  is to say *lidel, without religion, an idolater. 

S ~ w h ,  the  second son of the Great iMogol, 
resembled in many characteristic traits his brother Darp ; 
but he  was more discreet, firnler of purpose, and excelled 
him in conduct and Z d l  H e  w a s G f I i c i e T r -  
ous in the management of an intrigue; and by means of 
repeated largesses, bestowed secretly, knew how to 
acquire the friendship of the  great Omralrs, and, in par- 
ticular, of the most powerful Rajm, such as Jesuwt~seiti~ue' - 
and others. H e  was, nevertheless, too much a slave to 
hispleasures; Z o n c e w r r o u n d q !  by his women, who 
were exceedingly numerous, he  would pass whole days, - / # 

Delhi atid Agra, and for some time attached to DM'S person, says 
that ' n o  sooner had Dara begun to possess authority, than he became 
disdainful and inaccessible. A small number of Europeans alone 
shared his confidence. The Jesuits, especially, were in the highest 
consideration with him. These were the Fathers . . . and Henry 
Busie, a Fleming. This last had much influence over the mind of the 
prince, and had his counsels been followed, it is probable that Christi. 
anity would have mounted the throne with Dara.' 

The hiahiriii Jaswant Singh, of Jodhpur, who was -f 
~laxn&'s best generals, holding the rank of commander of 7 
dtal near Kabul in 1678. 
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\ and i ~ i g l ~ t s  in dancing, siiigiiig, alitl drillking wine. H e  .. 
p r m a s  favourites with rich robes, and increased or 
tliminislied their allowances as the  passing fancy of the 
moment prompted. No courtier, who con~ulteci-his own 
interest, would attempt to  detach him from this mode 
of life: th-s of goverrlment therefore often 
languished, and the affections of his subiects were in a 

- 
great mea=alienated. 

Sr~ltan Sujalc declared liimself of the religion of t l ~ e  
P-s, although his father and brothers professed that 
of the  Turks. iifahomelu~tistn is divided into various sects, 
which occasionetl tlie followiiig distich from the pen of 
the fanlous Cheik-Sady, author i f  the Gotilislarr. 

I an1 a drinking Derviche ; I an1 apparently without religion ; 
I am known by the seventy-two sects.' 

Among all these sects there are two leadiug oiles whose 
respective partisans are mortal enemies to each other. 
The one is that of the Tiirks, called by the  Persiarrs 
Osmanlous, or Followers of Osrna,~, whom thk lirrks believe 
to have bee11 the true and legitimate successor of Mnhonief, 
the Great Caliph, or Sovereign Pontiff, to whom alone it 
belonged to interpret the Korarr, and to decitle t l ~ e  contro- 
versies that occur in the  law. The other is that of the 
Persinns, called by the  Turks, C'hias, Rafeqys anti Aly- 
1).Ierciutts ; that is, Sectaries, Heretics, and Partisans of 
A[y; because the  Persiarcs believe that this succession and 
pontifical authority, of which I have just spoken, belonged 
only to A!y the  son-in-law of &fulror~ief. 

when he avowed himself one of the latter sect. Sullatr , . 
Sr+h was evidently actuated by motives of policy ; foras 
/ 

Ry this he meant that he was to be numbered among the lost, 
alluding to the saying of the Prophet bluhaniniad, ' I t  shall come to 
pass that m y  people shall be divided into three-and-seventy sects, all 
of which, save only one, shall have their portion in the fire.' 'Tis said 
that the reason why the Prophet pitched on the number seventy-three 
was, that the Magians were divided into seventy sects, the Jews into 
seventy-one, and the Christians into seventy-two. 
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lt 

offices in the  kingdom, and e x e r u  the h g e s U u m  
of influence a t  the Court of the M o p l ,  he hoped thus to 

, whenever the tide of events - 

Aureng-Zebe, the  third brother, was-devoid of that 
u~banity md-engaging so much a n  
Dara - : but he  possessed a s o u l l d e r ~ m e n t ,  and was 
more skilful in selecting for confidants such persons as 
were best qualified to serve him with faithfulness and 
ab* H e  d i s t r i b a  his- presents-_with a liberal but 

/-- -- 
discriminating hand among those whose goodwill it was 

-- - 
essential t o  preserve or cultivate. H e  wT.eserved,  
s*, and a complete master of ihe  art of dissimulation. 
When i11 his father's court& feigned a devotion which 
he never felt, and affected contempt 

elevation. Even wRerrrrd 
Fkr while c~anc~estinely endeavouring to  pave t e way to future 

minated Viceroy of the Decan, 
h e e d  it to be believed that his feelings would be - 
better gratihed ~t permittetl to turn ramre, - that is to say, 
a beggar, a flerivclce or one who has renounced t l ~ X r l d  ; 
t m  wish nearest his heart was to pass the rest of Xis 
days in prayer or in offices of pi , and that he shrank 
from the cares and responsibility overnment. Still his .- 
life had been one of undeviatine intrieue and contrivance; " " 

/ 

c o n i i e d ,  however. with such admirable skill, that every 
p&GGTie n the  court, excepting only his brother, &, 
sermed to form an E o n e o u s  estimate of his craracter. - 
Th-ion expressed by Chah-Jehus of his son 
Aurerrg-Zebe, - provoked the envy of Dara, and he would 
sometimes say to his intimate fr ie~ck* U A h l U h i s  

. - -- 
brothers, the only one who ~ x c j t ~ d _ l 1 i s  susp-1d 
filK1 him w m r m  was that Nemaci-or- we should - 
s s '  that Bigot,' that ever-prayerful one. 

nlorud-Bukche, the youngest of the hlogoCs sons, was 
a ress. r to his three brothers In juagmenr dd 

His constant thought was how he might enjoy himself, - 
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a n G h e  pleasures of the table and of the field engaged 
his undivided attention. Hc was. however, generous end 
polite. He  used to boast that he had no secrets: he 
d e y s  s e d  c a z e t  intrigues, and wished it to be known 
th'at he trusted only to his sword and to the strength oT 
his arm. H,c wae - full of m u a g e ;  andT%at 
courage had been under the guidance of a little more 
discretion, it is probable, as w e  shall see, that he would 
have prevailed over his three brothers, and remained the 
undisputed master of Hirrifowtni. 

Begum-Wb, the elder daughter of Chair-Jehau, was 
very handsome, of lively parts, and passionately beloved 
by her father. ~ u m o u r  has it that his attachment reached 
a point which i t  is difficult to believe,' the justification of 
which he rested on the decision of the Mitllab, or doctors 
of their law. According to them, it would have been un- 
just to deny the King the privilege of gathering fruit from 
the tree he had himself planted. Chah-Jeharr reposed un- 
bounded confidence in this his favourite child ; she watched 
over his safety, and was so cautiously observant, that no dish 
was permitted to appear upon the royal table which had not 
been prepared under her s~perintendence.~ I t  is not sur- 
prising, therefore, that her ascendency in the court of the 
M O ~ O ~  should have been nearly unlimited ; that she should 
always have regulated the humours of her father, and 
exercised a powerful influence on the ~llost weighty con- 
cems. This Princess accumulated great riches by means 

. .- 

I This statement is repeated by Valentyn, in his Buchryving . . . 
imn & Lmcns der Crootc Afogols, Dordrecht and Amsterdam, 1726, in 
these words :-' Bqum Saheb, die om haare schoonheit van haaren 
Vader zeer, ja te veel, bemind wierd.' 

Catrou says, ' T o  a great share of beauty Beg6m-Saeb united a 
mind endued with much artifice. The attachment she always had for 
her father, and the profusion of the avaricious Cha-Jaham (sir) towards 
his daughter, caused asuspicion, that crime might be blended with their 
mutual affection. This was a popular rumour, which never had any 
other foundation than in the malice of the conrticr~.' 

See p. 16 text, and footnote I .  
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of her large allowances, and of the costly p r e s e i c h  
flo>ed in from all quarters, in consideration of nu* 
ne2otiations intrusted to he-management. The 
affa-th-r w r o g e r e d ,  and he retained the 
friendshiD of the Kinn. because she attached herself -, 

steadil to his interest, and declared G n l y  in favour of 
- 5 3 -  h i s  e cultivated with assiduous attention the 

goodwill of this valuable coadjutor, and it is thought 
promised that, on his accession to the throne, he would 
grant her permission to marry. This pledge was a re- 
markable one, the marriage of a Princess being of rare 
occurrence in Hindoustart, no man being considered worthy 
of royal alliance ; an apprehension being entertained that 
the husband might thereby be rendered powerful, and 
induced perhaps to aspire to the crown. 

I shall introduce two anecdotes connected with the 
amours of this Princess, and hope I shall not be suspected 
of a wish to supply subjects for romance. What I an1 
writing is matter of history, and my object is to present a 
faithful account of the manners of this people. Love 
adventures are not attended with the same danger in 
Eumpe as in Asia. In France they excite only merriment ; 
they create a laugh, and are forgotten : but in this part 
of the world, few are the instances in which they are not 
followed by some dreadful and trngical catastrophe. 

I t  is said, then, that Begultl-Saheb, although confined in 
n Seraglio, and guarded like other women, received the 
visits of a young man of no very exalted rank, but of an 
agreeable person. I t  was scarcely possible, surrounded as 
she 'was on all sides by those of her own sex whose envy 
she had long provoked, that her conduct should escape 
detection. Chah-Jehan was apprised of her guilt, and 
resolved to enter her apartments at  all unusual and un- 
expected hour. The intimation of his approach was too 
sudden to allow her the choice of more than one place of 
concealment. The affrighted gallant sought refuge in the 
capacious cauldron used for the baths. The King's coun- 
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tenance denoted neither surprise nor displeasure ; he  dis- 
coursed with his daughter on ordinary topics, but finished 
t h e  conversation by observing that  the  state of her skin 
indicated a neglect of her customary ablutions, and that  
it was proper she should bathe. H e  then commanded the 
EWIUCL t o  light a fire under the cauldron, and did not 
retire until they gave him to  understand tha t  his wretched 
victim was no more. 

A t  a subsequent period, B c p - S a h e h  formed another 
attachment, which also had a tragicaTtermination. She 
chose for her Kane-Saman, or steward. a Persian. named 
. \ . ~ z k a n ,  a young nobleman remarkable for grace and 
mTntsl accomplisl~me~its, full-of spirit and ambition, and 
t S T e  ot' tT% ivhole court. Chah-Hestkan,' the 

-- - 
uncle of ~rrrrn~-72~,-~reatl~-este=ed &is young Pera'ar, 
and ventured to propose him for Bcgwn-Sdeb's husband ; 
a jroposition whicll was very 111 received by the M o ~ o l .  ------ 
~ e - i n t i  indeed already entertained some s u s p i c i d  an 
impop_erlntercourse between the  favoured Nobleman ancl 
the  Princess and did not long deliberate_on-the course he -- - ---- 
should pursue. As a mark of distinguished favour the 
King presented the  bete1,"n the  presence of the whole 
court, to  t he  unsuspecting youth, which he was obliged 
immediately t o  masticate, agreeably t o  the  custom of t h e  
country. Betel is a small parcel made of aromatic leaves 

Shajsta Khin, who, when Governor of Bengal, provoked r war with 
Job Chrrnock, Governor of the Factory of the East India Company 
at GolighHt near Hughll. He died in 1694, aged 93 years, after having 
filled many important offices of State under Shah Jahin, and Alamgir. 

In the original 'un Betlay,' the leaf of the Piper betel, Lin., chewed 
with the dried areca-nut, thence improperly called brtcl-nut ; a very 
old mistake. Betel is from thc Portuguese bet&, derived from the 
Mdayalim wttila=simple or mere leaf. Familiar to Anglo-Indians 
as Pawn, in IIindostanee Pin, from the Sanskrit @ma a leaf. ' Pawn- 
sooparie' (zupdrf, the areca-nut in Urdti) is the well-known name in 
Northern India at the present day for the combination, ns detailed by 
Bernier, offered to visitors with ilr (otto) of roses, or other scents, which 
politely intimates the close of an entertainment, a friendly visit, or an 
official interview. 
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and other ingredients mixed up with a little of the lime 
made from sea-shells, this colours the lips and mouth red 
and agreeably perfumes the breath. Little did the un- 
happy lover imagine that he had received poison from the 
hand of the smiling Monarch, but indulging in dreams of 

.< - - 
future bliss, he withdrew from the palace, and ascended 
his 1)~Ieb.1 Such, however, was the activity of the poison, 
that he 2ied before he could reach home. - 

Rauhenarn-~e~urn, the J f , n g ~ J d -  o was 
less%e;lntifi~~ tlctn-her sister, licither was she so remarkable 
.7 - - - 

for untler.;tnnding ; she was nevertheless possessed of the 
-- 

same v i v n c i t ~ ,  a i d  eql~nlly the votary- o f~ lcnsnrc .  She 
p- - 

became the ardent p a r t i s ~ ~ o f  f 4 ~ ~ r ~ 9 ~ , ~ - Z ~ h e ,  and -10 

seGet of her enmitv_fo-Bept~SgI1cb and D p .  T& 
m g t  be tlthere$son \\,huli.e amassed but little wealth, 
ai&l - to~~k-but-anj~~e-o~~si~le~al~le part in public anairs. SFX, 
&she was an inmate of the N*mglio, and not cmcient in 
artifice, she succeeded in conveying, by means of spies, 
much valuable intelligence to Atrmtg-Zebe. - - 

Some years previous to the war, the turbulent disposition 
of his fof;i sons had filled Chh-Jellan with ~emlexi tv  and . . -. . - - . . . . - I I 

a k m .  They were all married ancl of adult age ; but.& 
utter disre~ard of the ties of consanpuinitv, each, animated " u .- 
b-eadlv h a w t o w a r d  the others, naa GZt up nis pre- 
tensions to the crown, so that t G o i r Y w a s  divided ir&o 
separate factions. The King, who trembled for his -. . 
personal safety, and was tormented by sad forebodings of 
the events which actually befel him, would gladly have 

.< - 
confined his refractory children in  oila ale or, a fortress 
which had often received members of the royal family 
within its walls, and considered impregnable, situated as 
it is on an inaccessible rock and containing within its 
walls good water and sufficient wherewithal to support its 

The Hindostanee word pOPOlkI, from the Sanskrit falynnka, a h d ,  a 
palankin (Portuguese, polamhino), the well-known closed-in litter, 
with a pole projecting before and behind, which is borne on the 
shoulders of four or six men. 
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gamson ; but he justly considered that they had become 
too wwerful to be dealt with in so summary a manner. 
~ e ~ w a s  indeed in perpetual apprehension of their having 
recourse to arms, and either erecting independent 
~ G n c ~ m ~ ~ t ~ e s ,  or converting the seat of government into a - - 
Llood; arena; in which to settle their personal ditterences. 
T o m m s e T f ,  therefore, from some impending and 
overwhelming calamity, Chah-Jchan resolved to bestow 
upon his sons the government of four distant provinces. 
~n&TSujah was appointed to Bcnpalc ; Arrrenp-Zebc to the 
Dccan; ~ w a Z E i k c h c  to Gyzpfgtc; and Dam to Cabor) 
a i m k a n .  The three first-mentioned-inces renaird  
t m s p e c t i v e  provinces althout delay, and s o ~ n  
betrayed the spirit by which they were animated. They -- 
acted in every respect as independent sovereigns, appro- 
priated the revenues to their own use, and levied formid- 
able armies under pretence of maintaining tranquillity at  
home, and commanding respect abroad. Dam, because he 
was the eldest son and expected to succeed to the crown, did - 
not quit the c o d  hi-inito -- - 
e -hat co expectation, authorised h=n to lssue 
or-d ~ e r m i t t e d  him to occupy an inferior throne, 
placed among the Ommh, beneath his own;' so that two -- 
kings seemed to re@ with almost equal ~owe:;~ but there 
is reason to believe t h s  the Mo9lpractised much diplicit< 
and that, notwithstanding the respectful and affectionate 

Catrou rays that the influence of Dar i  grew to an astonishing 
height during the absence of his brothers ' His eldest son ruled the 
empire with absolute power. A sopha had been prepared for him, 
lower, indeed, than the throne of his father ; but he is the only instance 
of a prince of the Mogoi race being allowed to be seated in the presence 
of the Emperor. H e  had the power to command a combat of 
elephants whenever he pleased ; a distinction reserved only for the 
sovereign.' 

Bernier appears to have had in his mind the saying of S'adi 
contained in the chapter of the G~disfdn on the Manners of Kings: 
' It has k e n  observed that ten Darweshes may sleep upon one 
blanket, but that one kingdom cannot contain two Kings. 
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demeanour of Dnra, his f p  
to him. The old monarch lived in continual dread of 
b=Poisoned,l and earned on, i m & & & e t  

- 
correspondence with Aurettg-Zebr, of-w~os~ta&nt_s--_fpr 
government he a%s entertained a high opinio?. 

m k i h G u & t  a s G h t  sketch of Chh-Jelan and his 
sons a proper introduction to this history, and necessary 
to the right understanding of what is to follow. Nor 
could I well avoid adding a few particulars concerning 
his two daughters, who play so prominent a part in the  
tragedy. In the  Indies, as well as in Coltztnnti~tople and other 
places, the most momentous events are too often caused 
I>y the influence of the sex, although the people may be 
ignorant of this fact, and may indulge in vain speculations 
& to the  cause of the agitation they deplore. 

~ - 

- I t  may also elucidate my narrative to revert to the pro- 
ceedings of Aureng-Zehe, of the  King of Golkotrda, and of 
his Vizier Emir-Jetnla a short time before the  war broke 
out: this may give my readers an insight into the 
character and genius of Aureng-Zebe, the hero of this 
history, and the future King of the Indies. 

We shall first see in what manner Emir-Jemla laitl the 
foundation of the power and supremacy of Chah-Jel~atr's 
third son. 

During the time that Aureng-Zebe was intrusted with 
the  government of the Decan the King of Golkonda had for 
his Vizier and general of his armies this Elnir-Jemla, a Persian - 
by birth,2 and celebrated throughou-t. The 
Vizier's lineage was not noble, but - his talents were of the 
first order: he was an a c c o d i s h e d  soltlier, and (leeply - - 
F 

In the original ' craignant sur tout le Boucon,' a curious fact not 
commonly known, also see ante, p. 11, where it is stated that the 
Emperor's food was prepared under the superintendence of the Begum 
Sbhib. 

Mir Muhammad Said Ardbstani, surnamed Mir Jumla nnd after- 
wards entitled Mu'auam Khbn, Khin K h h h  Sipah Sblbr, was born 
in Ardistan near Ispahan, and came to India as the personal attendant 
of a Persian merchant. It was in 1656 that he threw himself on the 
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versed in business. H i s  wealth, which was prodigious, he 
had acquired, not onk by t h e  o p p o r t u n ~ t ~ e s  anorded  h im 
as chief min i s t e r  or a n  o p n m  ~ i n g u o m ,  b u t  l i k e w h e  by 
meTns o f  h is  extenslve  commerce  wl tRvar ious  parts of the 
world, a s  wel l  as by the diamond mines  wh ich  h e  f a n n e d  
under fe igned  names. T h e s e  mines  were  worked  wi th  
indefa t igable  industry,  a n d  i t  was usual t o  coun t  h is  
d i amonds  by the sacks-full . ' -HG po l~ t r ca l  influence, i t  m 
rea>ily be  i u p i n e d .  nnT.lso very great, command ing  
he d i d  n o t  onlv  the armies  o f  the k ine .  b u t  k e e ~ i n e  in his -. . 

- -  - 
. - - 

O W I I  l > T 7 - f l ' o t % ~ i ? ! f i F  boay  o f  ~ ~ I I I I J I S ,  ~ V ~ L I ,  ;L  or^^ of .- 
arti1lrl.v coml~osetl  i>rinciv:~llv ot' I.'rnrlks 07 Cl~rKTtnm; - I t  . . 
o ~ ~ g t ~ t  Irliewlse ro  i)e r n e n t ~ o n e d  t f Z T G i  lisrer Ilaving 
folmtl a p re t ex t  for the h ~ ~ o n  of ti~e_li(rr71cilic,~ p i l l a ~ t l  
t h e  wllole ot3siu~cignti~Io!=te+es, ant1 t h u s j m r e n s e t l  
his p e c u n i a ~ e _ s o u r c ~ ~ t o ~ ~ ~ c r e d i b l e , n n . ~ ~ n t . ~ ~  

protection of ShAh Jahh.  On the accession of Aurangzeb he was 
appointed Governor of Bengal and died at Khizarphr in Khch Behdr 
in 1663 after his return from an expedition against the kingdom of 
Assam. Amir Jumla is ulled, by Catrou, Miru  hlulla. See foot- 
note ', &/mu. Tavernier also makes use oi this name when writing 
of him. 

ThCvenot says that he possessed 20 r,raru,or 408 Dutch livrcr,reight 
of diamonds. The utun (Surat) of ThCvenot may be taken as 40 seers, 
or 35'5 English pounds avoirdupois. 

' Le Royaumede Karnates ' in the original, which is a very correct 
definition of the country, which then had its northern limit at Bidar, 
and may be said to have embraced the Canarese-speaking people of 
southern India. 

a Catrou bears out ernier's narrative, and says that Amir Jumla was 
in the habit of selling the best diamonds to the Portuguese. 'Dom 
Pbilippes Masarenhas, sent asviceroy of the Indies for the Portuguese 
at Coa, was his principal correspondent. The object of Mirza Mulla [so 
Catrou  IS Amir Jumla] was to secure to himself the protection of the 
Portu ese, in the event ot a change of m G e .  The Persian who 

~mself supported no longer placed any limits to his peculations. 
H&e ndered the temples of their idols ; he seized upon all precious 
stones with wn~ch the s u e s  were ornamented ; he com lIed the 
inhbitants 01 the Karnatic 10 surrender to him w 6 a t i K t h b  
o r p l d  and jewels ; and he caused those who, a c c o r d w e  custom 
orthe --. c o u i t Y  ._ 
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The jealousy of the King of Golkotrdul was naturally 
awakened: and he eagerly, but silently, sought an 
opportunity to destroy, or remove from his presence, one 
whom he regarded as a dangerous rival rather than an 
obedient subject. Surrounded by persolls devoted to the 
interest of the minister, he felt the prudence of concealing 
his intentions; but in an unguarded moment, when in- 
formed for the first time of the improper intimacy subsist- 
ing between Emir-Jejitla and the queen-mother, who still 
retained much beauty, lie gave utterance to the feelings 
by which he had so long been oppressed, and denounced 
vengeance against this powerful offender. 

The Vizier was at this time in the Kantafic; but, every 
important office a t  court being fillet1 by his own and his 
wife's relations and friends, he was soon ~riade acquainted 
with the danger which awaited him. This crafty man's 
first step was to write to his only son Muhtt~ef Ettllr-Knrr,2 

of the lash. So many cru>-m hateful in his I'rovince ; 
a s  great wealth c z a - e n y u r t . '  

Tavernier in his Travels irr India makes frequent mention of Dom 
Philippe de hlnscarenhas, the Viceroy of Goa,who had formerly h e n  the 
Governor of the Portuguese possessions in Ceylon. H e  first saw him at 
Goa on the 22d January 1648 and says of him-' H e  possessed a quantity 
of diamonds-all stones ofgreat weight from 10 to 40 carats ; two not- 
ably, which he showed me when I was at Goa. One of them was a 
thick stone, weighing 57, and the other 676 carats, both being fairly 
clear, of good water and Indian cut.' Dr. V. Ball, in his exceedingly 
valuable edition of Tavernier's 7 i ~ v c l s ,  London 1889, has proved 
that the carat used by Tavernier was the Florentine, equal to 
3 ~ 4  grs, troy, which is 4 per cent. lighter than the English carat of 
3'17 grs. troy. The great Mascarenhas diamond would therefore have 
weighed 64) carats English. The Dom was immensely wealthy, but he 
did not live to return to Europe with his ill-gotten gains, having died 
on board the vessel on which he was returning from Coa to PortugaL 
Tavernier states that the report was that he was poisoned and that it 
was held to be a just punishment for his having made away with many 
persons in the same manner, especially when he was Governor in the 
island of Ceylon. 
' A M d l a h  Kutb-SMh, the sixth Sultan of the Kutb-Shihi dynesly 

of Cnlkonda ; he died in 1674. MLr Muhammad Amin. 
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then with the King, to urge his immediate departure 
from court, under any false pretext. and to represent the 
uecessity of his joining him in the hhr~tatic : but he found 
it impossible to elude the vigilance with which he was 
guarded. Disappointed in this, the Vizier's next measure 
was at  once bold and original, and it brought the King of 
Golkorcda to the very verge of destruction: so true it is 
that he who cannot keep his own counsel c m  preserve 
hk>mwn. Jemla addressed a letter to Aurettg-Zebe, at 
this time in Daulet-Abad,' the metropolis of the Decatr, to 
the following effect : 
' I have rendered, as all the world knows, essential 

services to the King of G'olkolrda, and he owes me a heavy 
debt of gratitude. Nevertheless, he is plotting my ruin 
and that of my family. May I be permitted, therefore, to 
throw myself under your protection ? In acknowledgment 
of the kindness 1 anticipate at your hands, I suggest a plan 
by which you may easily obtain possession both of the King's 
person and kingdom. Confide in my integrity, and the 
enterprise will neither be difficult nor dangerous : assemble 
four or five thousand of your choicest cavalry, and proceed 
by forced marches towards Golkonda, u.hicli may be reached 
in sixteen days, spreading a rumour that this body of horse 
is escorting an ambassador from Chah-Jehalatl, who has affairs 
of moment to negotiate with the King at Bapaguer.2 

The  Fort of Dauladbid, anciently called Deogarh, was from a 
remote period the stronghold of the rulers of the Deccan. After 
A u r a n e b ' s  death in I707 this fortress and other Mogul territory in the 
IJeccan passed into the hands of Asaph Jah, n distinguished general in 
Aurangzeb's service, the founder of the Nizam's dynasty, in whose 
family they have remained ever since. 
' Bhignagar, the 'Fortunate City,' called after BhAgmatl the 

Lvourite mistress of Kutb Sh& Muhammad Kull, who founded it in 
IS%, removing his seat of government from Golkonda, about 7 miles 
distant, on account of its want of water and general unhealthiness. The  
historian Khdfi Khdn states that some time after the death of B h b a t l  
the name was changed to Haidardbad (Hyderabad), but that in the 
vernacular language of the people it continual to be called B w g a r .  
It is now the chief city and capital of the Maidaribid SIP~C. 
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Tlie Dabir,' through whose medium the first commu- 
nication is always made to the King, is my relation-my 
creature-and entirely in my confidence: you have only 
to advance with rapidity, and I promise so to order it, that 
you shall arrive at the gate of Bag-rtaguer without exciting 
a suspicion that you are any other than an ambassador 
from Chah-Jehan. When the King advances, according to 
custom, to receive the credentials, you may easily secure 
his person, then his whole family, and dispose of him in 
the manner you may deem fit, inasmuch as his palace of 
Bag-naguer where he usually lives is unwalled, and without 
a ditch or fortifications of any sort. Meanwhile I will 
defray the whole expense of the expedition, and engage to 
pay fifty thousand rupees daily during the time it may be 
in progress.' 

Aurelcg-Zebe, ever intent upon projects of ambitioil, 
immediately adopted the measures proposed in this 
letter. H e  proceeded a t  once towards the territory of 
the King of Golkotidn, and with such address was the 
plot conducted, that when the Prince reached Bag- 
rurguer, no one doubted that this fonnidable body of 
horse accompanied an embassy from the Great Mngol. 
The King, as is usual on similar occasions, repaired to 
his garden for the purpose of receiving the pretended 
ambassador with appropriate ceremony and honour; and 
while unsuspiciously approaching his perfidious enemy, 
he was a b u t  to be seized by ten or twelve slaves- 
Georgbrcs-as had been projected, when an Omrah, 
who was in the  conspiracy, touched wit11 sudden re- 
morse and coinpassion, exclaimed, 'Your majesty is lost 
if you do not instantly fly; this is Aureng-Zebe, and no 
ambassador.' I t  would be superfluous to describe the 
King's consternation : he fled from the spot, and, mount- 
ing the first horse he could find, rode a t  full speed to 

The Uabir-ul-,l/rcfR, who exercises the functions of a Secretary of 
Slate for Fureign Affairs, is still a very important official at the Afghan 
and other Oriental courts. 
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the fortress of Golko~~da,~ distant only a league from Bag- 
naguer. 

Although disappointed of his prey, Aureng-Zebe felt that 
that there was no occasion for alann, and that  he  might 
securely prosecute his endeavours to obtain possession of 
the King's person. The entire spoliation of the palace 
was his next act. H e  stript it of all its costly contents, 
but sent the women to the  King. according to a custom 
most scrupulously observed amongst Eastern despots. 
He  then determined to besiege the King in his fortress, 
but as he was without a supply of the necessary muni- 
tions of war the siege was protracted, and ChahJehan, 
two months aRer its commencement, peremptorily com- 

. manded his son to relinquish his enterprise, and return 
without delay to the  Decar ; so that, although the 
fortress hat1 been reduced to the  last extremities from 
the want of provisions and war material, he  was obligetl 
to retire. 

Aur01.g-Zebe was aware that  in issuing these orders, 
the Mop1  was influenced by Uara and Begrrm [SnlieB], who 
foresaw that if permitted to pursue his designs against 
the King of Golkonrla, he  would become too powerful. 
The Prince, however, betrayed no resentment, but ac- 
knowledged the duty of implicit obedience to his father's 
commands. Before he  retired he received ample inclem- 
nification for the  expense of the  armament, and stipulated 
that Emir-Jemla should have free permission to remove 
with his family, property, and troops, and that the  silver 
coin of the realm should in future bear the arms of Chh-  
Jehan. Moreover, he married his son S~clla~r Mnhmoud? 
to the  King's eldest daughter, exacted a promise that 
the young Prince should be nominated successor to the 
throne of Golkonda, and received, as the  Princess's 

Situated in a commanding position on a granite ridge. It is now 
used as the Nizam's treasuly and a State prison. 

Sulth Muhammad,who died in 1676,in the State prison of Gwalior, 
where he had been confined 11y his father. 
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dowry, the furtress of Ram-pyre,' wit11 the whole of its 
appurtenances. 

These two great men, Enrir-Jemla and A~~reng-Zehe, were 
not long together before they planned great enterprises, 
and while returning to the Decan, they besieged and c a p  
turetl Bider,2 one of the strongest places in Visapour." 
They then proceeded to Daulet-Abad, in which city they 
lived upon terms of the closest intimacy, forming gigantic 
plans of future aggrandizement. Their union may be re- 
membered as an important epoch in the history of Hin- 
doustan : it prepared the way for the greatness and renom 
of Aureng-Zebe. 

J*, who had by his address contrived to obta~n fre- 
quent invitations to the court of Chah-Jehan, repaired at 
length to Agra, and carried the most magnificent presents. 
in the hope of inducing the Mogol to declare war 
against the Kings of Golkonda and Visnportr, and against 
the Porlrrgt~ese. On this occasion it was that he presented 
Chah-Jehnn with that celebrated diamond which has Keen 

ha""" g o l l v  deemed unp-seauty.* He 
tlilatetl with earnestness on the benefits which woulcl 
accrue from the conquest of Goikondn, whose precious 
stones were surely more deserving of his consideration 
than the rocks of Knndahar, whither the 1%1ogol was about 

Rimgiri, about I 13miles to the north.enst of the town of Hyderahd .  
2 Bldar, about 75 miles to the north-west of the town of Ilaidaribid 

(I-Tyderabad). Noted for the metal ware, bldari (bidree) work, to 
which it has given its name. 

3 Llijipur, the great hfoslem State, founded by a son of Murad I I . ,  

the Ottoman Emperor who succeetled to the throne in 1422. Bernier 
follows the IIindoo form of the name, Vijayapura. 

4 Not theleast valual~lepart of Dr. Ball's edition of Tarernier's Traz~rls, 
is his identification of this diamond with the world-renowned gem the 
Koh-i-ndr, or ' Mountain of Lustre,' which he has been able to do by a 
comparison of Tavernier's drawing of the Great Mogul's diamond with 
models of the Koh-i-nzir as it was when brought to England in 1850, 
m d  by a scientific sifting of other evidence. For an abstract of Dr. 
Ball's account, which he has kindly sanctioned and revised, together 
with extracts from Catrou, relating to Amir Jumla, see Appendix 11. 
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to lead an army: his military operations in that kir~gdom 
ought not to  cease, he said, until the conqnest of his arms 
extended to  Cape Comoy.1 

The diamontls may have produced their effect upon the 
mind of ChahJehun ; but i t  is the more received opinion 
that he was glad of a pretext for raising an army which 
should restrain the growing insolence of his eldest son 
and that it was for this reason he entered into the views 
of Jemla. 

Whatever were his motives, he resolved to send an 
army towards the Decan under the Emir'a command. 

Dom had incurred his father's displeasure by his recent 
temyts to becomegaramount in power 

there w> one act of his which C M -  
J e m c u l i a r  horror and indignation, and 
which he was least disposed to forgive,-the-murder of 
Vizier Sadullah-Kan,2 a nobleman whom the S 
sacred the most accomdished -n of An= 
whom h felt a m t h  of friendship that became quite pd. What was the offence which D a m  judged 
w-of death is not ascertained. Perhaps he appre- 
hended that in the event of the King's demise, the power- 
ful ascendency of the Vizier might leave the crown at his 
disposal, and that he would place it on the head of S~tItan 
Sujah, whose party he seemetl to favour: or i t  is possible 
Dam may have been influenced by the reports promulgated 
re*ctiii= 
an Zndw?inntfoo] by birth, had excited the jeaiousy of 
the i'eraans at  court. ~ n w o u r F i 3 G a T h a t  

' The ancient and correct name of that Cape, the most southern 
point of India, Comorin being a Portuguese corruption of Kumdri 
( ' a virgin '). 

In  the Jhdh 7aM1z-ndnra or Iniyat Khin, it is stated that Sddullah 
W i n ,  'Allaml, died from the effects of a severe and painful attack of 
colic. The \Vazir, who was considered the most able and upright 
minister that ever appeared in India, died in 1656. Catrou also 
records that D;I& was accused of having caused Sddullah Khln to be 
poisoned. 
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after t of Chah-hhan,. the Vizier designed to  
e x e g o I s  from t h e  throne, and either to restore 
t k v a n i r p  the  crown for h s s e l f  
or his son. His wife was a Palan ; a*it was pretended 
t h a t h e k e p t  r well-appointed army of fhatgeople ,  
cantoned in various parts, to aid him in accomplishing 
his project. 

I t  was evident to Dam that to send-troops10 the  
~ e c a > 3 Z T i - 8 E e c t  to increase, b~ m s  m e s t h e  
strength of Aweng-Zebe. Hehemcaallrethe_re- 
fore, with m w q u m e n t s  and entreaties, and by-e-vsay 

engage to :1l)\ tni i1 f'ro111 all i~~tcrference in the conduct of - 
the war;-Jix I1is resitle~lce at Uae/el-Ahad; confine his 
attention to the  government of the Decan ; and also that 
the Emir sholild retain the absolute ant1 u n d i v i u -  - 
mand ot the army: leaving the  whole of his familbat  
court, as hostages for his fidelity. This last clause was 
extremely - offensive to Jemla ; but Chah-Jehan prevailed - 
with him -nee, - - assuring him that this 
~ti-~ .I\ ~~ltcntlvtl only to satisfy the caprice of his 
son, D z a ,  a13W1nt Ilc sllould soon be followecl by h i s 3 f e  
and children. The Enrtr put himself at  the head'of a fine 

which he marched into the  Decan : and with- 
out tarrying in that country, entered Yisnpowr, com- 
mencing his operations with the  siege of Kaliatie,* a place 
of considerable strength. 

Such was the state of Hbdot~stan when the AIoml. - y h o  
had passed his seventieth year, was seized with a disorder, 
the nature of which ~t were ;n&corning to describe. 
M c e  it to state tKZ it was disgracefi~l to a m m  of - 

The UdI Pathin dynasty of Delhi having been crushed by the 
Mogul invasion of Babar Shih in I 526. 

Kd/idn/, about 30 miles to the west of Bldar, in what is now par 
of the HaidariG3 (Hyclerabad) State. 
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his age, who, instead of wastine. ought to have been 
. .  . - -  . 

of his- c_on$tu- 
tion.' - 

The Mogol's illness filled the whole extent of his - 
dominions with agitation and alarm. Uara collected 
powerful armies in Uehll and n'gm, the principal cities o f  
the kingdom. In Bengalc, Sxllnn Sujah made the same 
vi@ii3-pFprations for war. A~rreng-Zebe in the Dccan, 
and Morad-Bakche in Gtczarale, also levied w s  

a deGrmination to contend for empire. The four 
brothers gathered around them their friends and allies ; 
all wrote letters. made large promises, and entered into a 
variety of intrigues. Dnra, having intercepted some of 
these letters, showed h e m  to his father, i n v e x  
bitterly against his brothers; and Bepi911 [Snheb], his 
sister, availed herself of so advantageous an opportunity 
tgprejudice the Mogol against his three rebellious sons : 
bdt Chah-Jelurn placed no confidence in Darn, and sus- 
pecting - he had a d e s i p  to poison him, s w a ~ ~ o w e t l ~ ~  
w-t the utm-n. I t  is even thought 

pr ted-wi th  rage to such a degree a. to threaten his 
father. Meanwhile, the  King's distemper increased, aGd - 
it was reported that he was d e g :  t- w a i n  
confusion ; the population of Agra was panic-stricken ; the 
shoys were c l o s e d h n y  days, and the four Princes 
openly declared their set=urpose of making the sword 

to be forfeited. l'here was now no choice between a 
kingdom and death : as ChahJehnn had ascended the 
throne by imbruing his hands in the blood of his own 
brothers, so the unsuccessful candidates on the  present 

This illness was in September 1657, when Shlh Jahin was upwards 
of 6q years of age. 
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occasion were sure to be sacrificed to the jealousy of the 
conqueror.  an Sujah was the first who tnnb - HfiPLll 
f i l ~ e n p a . h - e  - bv utterly 
ruin@ngsome_ a . e  Ppjns or Kinglets f that * o ~ ~ a n d  

plundering others. H e  was therefore enabled to raise 
a numerous army: a@ confiding in the  support of the 
per-rahs,whose religious views he h a d ,  
adGanced rapidlv on A ~ r a .  H e  issued a proclamation 
which set forth the  death of his father by poison from the 
hand of Dura, and declared his determination both to 
avenge so foul a murder, and to occupy the  vacant throne. 
~hah-~ehan, at  the instance of Darn, hastened to undeceive 
him in regard to the rumour of his decease ; the malady 
was giving way, he said, to the power of medicine, and 
he expressly comnlanded him to return forthwith to his 
government of Bengale. But as Stillan Sujalis friends a t  
court represented the  Emperor's disorder as incurable, he 
continued his march toward the capital, pretending that 
he was too well convinced of the death of his revered 
parent, and that if, contrary to his expectation, he should 
be yet alive, he was desirous of kissing his feet, and re- - 

ceiving his commands. 
A u r e n a - a  also oublished his proclama>ons. and p u t  

ment if G q u i t t e d  the Decan. H e  dissembletl, however, 
like his brother of Bengale, and returned a similar answer ; 
but as his finances were not abundant, and llis army was 
comparatively small, he endeavoured to obtain by fraud 
w1-v arms. The immediate 
dupes o f h h f i c e  were b h a d & & c h e  and Emir-Jemla. 
I11 a letter to the  former h e  said :- 
' I need not remind you, my brother, how repugnant to 

my real disposition are the  toils of government. While 
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Dara and StrNntt Strjoh are tormented with a thirst for 
dominion, I sigh only for the  life of a Fakire. But, although 
renouncing all claim to the kingdom, I nevertheless 
consider myself bound to impart my sentiments to you, 
my friend, whom I have always tenderly loved. Dam is 
not only incapable of reigning, but is utterly unworthy of 
the throne, inasmuch as he is a Kafer-an idolater-and 
held in abhorrence by all the  great Omrak. Sullan Sujah 
is equally undeserving the  crown ; for being avowedly a 
Rqfeey--an heretic-he is of course an enemy totiindoustan. 
Will you then permit me to say that in you alone are to 
be found the  qualifications for ruling a mighty empire ? 
This opinion is not adopted by myself only ; it is likewise 
entertained by the leading nobles, who esteem you for 
your matchless valour, and are anxious for your arrival in 
the capital. With respect to myself, if I can exact a 
solemn promise from you that, when king, you will suffer 
me to  pass my life in some sequestered spot of your 
dominions, where I may offer up my constant prayers to 
heaven in peace, and without molestation, I am prepared 
immediately to make common cause with you, to aid you 
with my counsel and my friends, and to place the whole 
of my army a t  your disposal. I send you one hundred 
thousand mupieo, of which I entreat your acceptance, as 
an earnest of my best wishes. The time is critical : you 
should, therefore, not lose one moment in taking possession 
of the  castle of Sourate, where I know the vast treasure 
of the State to be deposited.' 

MoracGBakche, whose wealth and power were compara- 
tively limited, received his brother's proposals, accompanied 
as they were by so large a sum, with great delight, and 
was beyond measure elated at  the  prospect which now 
presented itself to him. The letter was everywhere 
exhibited, in expectation that  the  young men wolild be 
induced by its contents to enter with cheerfulness into his 
army, and that i t  might dispose the opulent merchants 
more willingly to lend the large sums he  was exacting 
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with uiideviating rigour. H e  now assunled all tlie conse- 
quence and authority of a king; was profuse in his 
promises, and contrived everything so successfully tliat he  
soon collected a pretty numerous army. From this army 
it was his first care to detach three thousand men, under 
the command of Clmh-Abas, a eunuch,' but a valiant soldier, 
to lay siege to the castle of Soumie. 

~i,ren~-Zeebe next turned h a m l a .  
He  ;ent to him his eldest son Sultan ~\Zalrtnoud (whom he 
had married to the King of Golkonda's daughter)? with a 
request that he would come to liim at Daulet-Abad,as he had 
intelligence of the greatest importance to impart. The 
Emir was at no loss to divine the nature of this intelligence, 
and refused to quit his army which was still engaged in the 
siege of Kaliane ; alleging that he  had recently received 
tidings from Agra, and could assure SrtBan nfalrr~rorrd that 
~hoh~~elra ia  was not dead. I n p o  case. -~r, could he 
thi _ n k o f t i n g  with Aiireng-Zebe, while his wife and 
chiI&enaw- in nnm's power: Iiis determination wns 
fid : he would not be a pnrtv in the present quacel. 

Finding i t  impossible to accomplish tlie object of his 
mission, Sulian Mahitrorrd returned to Daulef-Abad, ex- 
tremely clispleased with the Enrir; but Airrmtg-Zebe, no 
way discouraged, sent another message by his second son, 
Snlian Mamita,4 who conductetl his mission with so much 
address and urbanity, and made such protestations of 
friendship, that Einir-Jmla could not witlistand the  force 
of his solicitations. H e  vigorously prosecuted the siege 
of Kaliaire, and having forced the garrison to capitulate, 
hastened to Doitlet-Abnd with the flower of his army. 

The IChwija Shah% of Khiri IChin, who, in his history, says 
that after the fort of Surat was reduced, a ransom of fifteen lnkhs of 
rupees was demanded from the merchants of the place, who eventually 
agreed to pay six. 

See p. 21. See p. 24. 
' hfuhammad Mu'azzam, who succeeded his father, Aorangzeb, 

with the title of Shih Alam Bahidur Shih, was born at Rurhinpur in 
1643. and died at Lahore in 171 2. 
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duretl -Zebe received Emir-Jmh with the stron ro. 
fess*ness, calling sacah ana ebi 
J i F '  Father,' and ' My Lord Father.' H e  embraced his 
welcome visitor a hundred times; and taking him aside, 
addressed him thus:-'I acknowledge the force of the 
objection made by you to SuNaa Itilthnlotrd, and it is the 
opinion of my friends at court, who are men of judgment, 
that i t  would be extremely imprudent, while your family 
are in t h e  hands of Dara, to stir openly in my favour, or 
even t o  manifest the slightest disposition to promote the 
interest of my cause. But it is not for me to inform you 
that there are few difficulties which may not be overcome. 
A scheme has occurred to my mind, which, though a t  first 
it may surprise you, will, I doubt not, on reflection,appear 
to you well calculated to ensure the safety of your family. 
Suffer yourself to be confined in prison ; it will have the 
effect of imposing upon the world, and we shall reap all 
the success we can desire from this plan: for who will 
ever imagine that a person of your rank could tamely 
submit to incarceration ? In the mean time, I can employ 
a part of your troops in any manner you think fit; and 
you will not perhaps refuse, in furtherance of our project, 
to supply me with a sum of money, acconling to the offer 
you have so repeatedly made. With these troops, and 
this money, I may safely try my fortune. Allow me, 
therefore, to conduct you to the fortress of Dacrlet-Abad 
where you will be guarded by one of my sons; we may 
then deliberate upon the means t o  be pursued, and I can- 
not conceive how any suspicion should arise in the mind 
of Dam, or how he call reasonably ill-treat the wife and 
children of one who is apparently my enemy.' 

I l p y a t h o r i t y  for stating; that such was substantially 
ed by ~ u ~ e n ~ - ~ e b e .  The considerations 
he Emir's answer to these s t r i m p r o -  

*=are not now so well known. It-i-w- 
ever, fhar n e  compl~ed w i n  the-m2 tlX h a ~ m o  
place the  troops under Arirerrg-Zebe's orders, to lend him - - 
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lwley, and. a h . t ; . n : l r y ,  to be con- 
tlrrctetl to the fortress of I l n i 1 / ~ ~ / - , ~ 1 / ) n ~ I .  Some %.e 
thGRht -- that 2 ? l ? - l l u r e t l  by thesblernn 
assur;ulce - .  of ntlvanta~cs &--- t o J u ~ d e r i v E ~ O ~ 1 i s  acqni- 
escellce, autl that 11c was- likewise _i~~fluencel  by - the -- - - 
recdrectio~l of those volvs of artlent ant1 i~itlissoluble~iientl- -- - 
~ h i ~ v l ~ i c l l  11:ltl been so f E c L n e ~ l t l ~ i ~ l t e ~ e t l - b e t \ v ~ ~  
.him ant1 , 1 1 1 n ~ r i g ~ Z ~ ~  Others tl~ere :Ire ho, perh:tp\ -- 
witli;nore reason, believe that fear forbade him to \r-ith- 
hold his assent, as the two sons of Auretrg-Zebe, Sullatr 
Mazirrn and Sullan hlahmoiul, were present at the con- 
ference; the former completely armed, and assuming a 
look that could not be mistaken ; the latter indulging in 
unseemly grimaces, after having raised his arm in n manner 
which implied an intention of proceeding to violence : for 
the pride of this Prince was mortified because his brother's 
mission had been attended with better success than his 
own, and he was at no pains to conceal his resentment. 

When the imprisonmeut of Emir-Jetttla became known 
that portion of the army which had been brought from 
Visapour demanded aloud the release of their commander, 
and would soon have opened the door of his prison, if they 
had not been appeased by the arts of Aurerig-Zebe, who 
intimated to the superior officers that the Emir's confine- 
ment was quite voluntary, and a part, in fact, of a scheme 
understood between themselves. He  was, besides, lavish 
of his presents : lie promised advancement to the officers, 
and increased the pay of the private soldiers; giving them 
at once three months' advance as a pledge of his liberal 
intentions. 

In this manner the troops lately under Jetnla's command 
were persuaded to take part in the campaign meditated 
by Auwng-Me, who tlius soon found himself in a condition 
to take the field. He first marched in the direction of 
Sourate for the purpose of accelerating the fall of that 
place, which persevered in a vigorous and unexpected 
resistance; but ;I few drys after his m y  hat1 been put ia 
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motiou he received news of the surrender of that town.' 
He then despatched a congratulatory letter to illorad- 
Bakche; made him acquainted with all that had passed 
with Eftrir-Jotilu; told him he was now at the head of a 
formidable force ; that he possessed abundance of money, 
that his understanding with the principal courtiers was 
complete; and that he was fully prepared to proceed 
towards Brampourz and Agra. He then urged him to 
hasten his march, and he fixed the place for the junction 
of the two annies. 

hforad-Bakche was disappointed in the amount of treasure 
found in Sourate; perhaps it had been exaggerated by 
report ; or the governor, crs was generally suspected, had 
appropriated a large portion of it to his own use. The 
money of which he came into possessio~~ only sufficed to 
pay the soldiers, who had been induced to enlist by the 
expectation of the immense wealth which the walls of 
Sourale were believed to enclose. Nor ought the capture 
of the town to have increased the n~ilitary reputation of 
this Prince : for, although destitute of regular fortifications, 
it yet baffled his utmost endeavours for more than a 
month: and he had made no progress in the siege until 
the Dutch instructed him, for the first time, in the art of 
mining. The blowillg up of a considerable part of the 
wall spread consternation in the garrison, and terms of 
capitulation were immediately proposed.Y 

The fall of Sourale facilitated the future operations of 
. W o r d - M c k .  I t  procured him a great name ; mining is 
yet imperfectly known among the Indians, and nothing 
could have inspired them with more astonishment than the 

In Janunry 1658. 
a BurhAnpur, called Brampore and sometimes Bmmport by the old 

travellers, on the river Tapti, in the Nimar District, Central Provinces. 
Founded about 1400, and held by independent Muhammadan Princes 
until 1600, when it was annexed to the Mogul Empire by Akbar. It 
waa the seat of the government of the Deccnn until 1635 when 

. . AurnngAbAd took its place. 
a See p. 28, footnote I. - 
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efficacious method in which this new art had been employed 
by bforad-Bnkche. I t  was moreover universally believed 
that vast riches had fallen into his hands. But notwith- 
standing the  fame acquired by this event, and all the  
flattering promises of Atireng-Zebe, the  eunuch Chah-Ah 
urged him to disregard the extravagant declarations of his 
brother, and not rashly to throw himself into his hands. 
' Listen,' he said, 'while it is yet time, to my advice; 
amuse him with fair words, if you please; but do not 
think of joining him with your forces. Let him advance 
alone toward Agra. We shall by and by receive positive 
intelligence of your father's state of health, and see the 
course that events may take. In the  mean time you may 
fortify Sourate, a most important post, which will secure to 
you the  dominion of an extensive country producing a rich 
revenue, and with a little management you may become 
master of Brafnpour, also a town in a commanding situa- 
tion, and the key, as it were, of the  Decan.' 

But the  letters d a i l m  recelvPrl framg-Zebe deter- 
pined Morad-Bakche not to relax his exertions, and the 
wise counsel of the eunuch ~ h c ~ l ~ ~ 6 a r  was rejected. This 
acute statesman had a warm and affectionate heart, and 
was sincerely attached to  the  interests of his master. 
Happy would it have been for the young prince if he had 
listened to his sage advice ; but Morad was blinded by an 
inordinate thirst for dominion : his brother's letters were 
more and more expressive of his entire devotedness to his 
cause, and he considerecl that, if left to his own resources, 
he  should never be able to realise those schemes 'of 
greatness that continually haunted his imagination. H e  
therefore broke up from his encampment at  Amed-Abnd, 
abandoned Grczarale, and made the  best of his way, over 
mountains and through forests, to the rendezvous where 
Aureng-Zebe had halted some days in expectation of his 
arrival. 

The 'unction of the annies was celekr&ed.b,y_gre(it 
r ej-eeet A ~i were 
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insemrable, and Aitreq-Zebe renewed his professions of 
unalterable affection and his  rotes stations of complete 
disinterestedness. Of the kinxdom, he repeated that he 
most assuredlv entertained no thought; he had placecl 
himself at  the head of an army for the sole purpose of 
co-ng Uara, their common foe, and of seating ~ o r ; r d  
on the vacant throne. &ring the marcn m s  
/ 

toward the -e in the same toye, 
and never omitted, either in private or public, to address 
his brother with the reverence and humility due from a 
subject to his sovereign, calling him I .  I 

' Your Maiestv.' Stnnge tha- 
pected his honesty of intention, or that the late nefarious .- 
t?nsact;ons in ~olkonda~l~ouldchave m i & s a d & h t  aanjm- 
pression on his mind ! but this Prince was blinded by a wild 
ambition for empire, and incapable of perceiving that he 
who had recently incurred s-eGpJ 
to usurp a kingdom could feel little inclination to live 
and die a Fakire. 

The combined annies formed an imposing force, apd - 
their approach created a great sensation a t  the seat of 
gove ed the uneasiness of 
I - t a t  the threatenin 
8~- a , .  Whatever scope he permitted to h: 
imaglna Ion e could conceive no event, however momen- 
tous and fraught with evil consequences, which might not 
be brought to pass by the talents of Ai~reng-Zcbe and the 
intrepidity of Morad-Bakche. In vain did he despatch 
courier after courier announcing his convalescence, and 
assuring the two brothers that the whole of their proceed- 
ings should be buried in oblivion if they immediately 
returned to their respective governments : the united 
armies continued to advance, and as the King's malady was 
really considered mortal, the Princes had recourse to 
their usual dissimulation, affirming that the letters pur- 
porting to bear the King's sign-annual were forgeries by 
Dam; that Clmh-Jeluan was either dead or on the point 

C 
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of death ; and that if he sltould happily be alive, they 
were desirous of prostrating themselves at  his feet, and 
delivering him from the thraldom in which he was held 
by Dara. 

C&hJehun's situation was illdeed distressing :-afflicted 
with disease, and almost a prisoner in the ban+ of 
who, guided by a furious resentment, breathed nothing 
but war, and was unwearied in v r e p a r a t i o i l X o r ~ i n g  
ij with vipour;-while his other children, regardlew of 
repeated i i i i u n c t i o n s ~ c h  toward A m .  
But w h a t w a s  left him ill. this a e m i t y  ! 
his treasures, he saw, must be dissipated, abandoned to 
his a ; he was com- 
p e l a - n  - 
u$ains, who were penZHy 6nfavourable to h ) a n d  
whom neverthelesc he tn espouse his 
caze,  and take the field against the other 
in his heart the old monarch felt more affect 

. The danger being most pressing on the 
side whence Sultarr Sujah was advancing, an army was iin- 
mediately sent against that prince, while another was 
assembled in order to encouliter the combined forces of 
A~rreng-ZeBe mci Morad-Bakclie. 

Solit~~n-Chekouh? Dara's eldest son. was the gener~ l  
nominated to the command of the corps seut to oppose 

/ 

progress. H e  was about five-and-twenty 
f a  fine person, not witliout ability, g z e r o ~ s  

. H e  was a favourite with Clrolr-Jehnn,am 
whom he had already received meat ride=-o 
intended him for his successor inpreference - to Dara. As -- 
the &logol's chief anxiety was to avoidthe effusion of 
blood in this unnatural contest, he apyoingd an old Raja, 
n a m w  s the com~anioii or couiisellor of 

Sulaim6n Shikoh, born in 1635, died while in prison in  the fort 
of Gwalior a b u t  1660. 
' Rhjh Jai Singh I., of Jaipur (Jeypore), commonly called Mirzn 

K 4 d ;  of the Kzjiwat branch of the Kachhwihas of Amber (Jaipur), a 
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his grandson. Jettn'npe in atqresent one of the richest - - -- 
R a j a  in ~ ~ o ~ r . ~ / r r ~ ~ ~ a n t l ~ e r h n ~ s - ~ s t  man in tTie 
wlole kingdom. T w v e  him secret instructions 
to avoid, if possible, coming to an engagement, and to 
leave no method untneu to induce Sujah to retrace his 

steps. ' ne  resent to my son, n e e a ,  ' that not his duty 
alone, but -demand also his the reservation of his 
strength for a more justifiable and promising occasion : 
until m malady have terminated in death, or at least - 
until --r-7 the result o the un~ted efforts of Aurettg-ZeBe and 
Momd-Bnkche shall be ascertained.' 

But all the efforts of Jesseirrgue to prevent a battle 
/ --  

proveKbortive. Soliman-Chekouli, on the one side, was 
full of military anlour, md ambitiousf a c ~ u i w e a t  
name; and, on the nthp 7 .  apprehended that 
if- delayed his m a r c n e  might overcome 
D a m  fl paill possession of the two canital citie&lt 
and Dehli. Thus the two armies were no sooner in sight, 
than a heavy cannonade commenced; but I need not 
detain my readers by detailing the particulars of this 
action, especially as I shall have to describe others of 
greater consequence : it is sufficient to state that the onset 
was impetuous on both sides, and that after a warm 
struggle S u h n  Sttjah was2bliged to pive way, an& 
length to fly in confi139~ I t  1s certain that if Jesseineue 
and his bosom frientl 1)elil-lsnn,' a_I'(il(rrr ant1 an excellent 
soldier, hat1 riot pr~rposely held b:tck, the rout of a e  

would hnve l ~ c e n  c o m r , l e t e .  t k l r  c o m d e r  
probably m ~ ~ 1 m n e r .  I ~ I -  was too prudent 
to lay his Lauds on a Prince of the Ulood, t h m s  
King; and he acted conformably to the Mogofs inten- - 
Mjplit clan of great antiquity .and renown. This clan traces its origin 
to Dhola R d ,  who is said to have founded the State of Amber in 967 
A.D., the present Mahiriji of Jaipur, being the thirty-fifth from the Ral. 
%ji Jai Singh I. died at Burhlnpur on the 10th July 1667. 

Diler Khin, a Dilidzai Afghin, and younger brother of Bahadur 
Khin, Rohila, an AmIr of high rank. H e  died in 1683. 
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tions w h w  , . means of escape. 

in Soliman-Chekoith's ~ossessioi~, it was immediatelv reported 
at  court that he had gaine- . . 

.l This 
affair, while it raised the reputation of Soliman-Chekouh, was 
injurious to that of Sultan Sujnh, and the ardour of the 
Persians who favoured his cause was proportionably abated. 

Solimun-Cltekouh had been a few days employed in the 
pursuit of Sujah, when he received intelligence of the 
rnpid and resolute march of Airret~g-ZeBe and Momd-Baklie 
on Agm. Aware of his father's want of coltduct and 
prudence, and knowing that he was surrounded by secret 
enemies, he prudently determined to return to the capital, 
in the neighbourhood of which Dara would probably offer 
battle. Every one is of opinion that the young prince 
could not have adopted a wiser course; and that if he 
could have brought up his army in time, Aareng-Zebe 
would have gained no advantage, if indeed he had ven- 
tured to engage in so unequal a contest. 

Nowithstanding the success which had attended the 
arms of Soliman-ChPkouh at Elabar (where the Gemtm falls 
into tlte Gunges) affairs took a very different turn in the 
direction of Agm. The government were struck with 
amazement when they heard that Alweng-Zek had crossed 
the river at  Brampur and forced his way through all the  
difficult passes in the mountains, on the successful defence 
of which every reliance had been placed. A body of 
troops was hastily despatched to dispute the passage of 
the river of E i i g e ~ s , ~  while the main M y  of the army 

1 According to Khan Khin's account, the battle was fought near 
Benares in the month of December 1657. 

Ilahbas, a corruption of Ilahibk, the old name of Allahabad, and 
still used by the people to designate the capital of the North-West 
Provinces. 

Ujjain (Ujein), on the river Sipra, the ancient capital of Malwa, 
the Greennich of the Hindoo geographers, as their first meridian 
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was preparing to move forward. To command this body 
of troops, two of the most skilful, and, in point of personal 
influence, two of the most powerful men, were selected. 
The name of the one was Kamn-Kan,' a soldier of first- 
rate reputation, sincerely attached to ChahJelutr~, but 
disliking Dam: he assumed the command very reluc- 
tantly, aud only in obedience to the Mogol. The other 
was the Raja Je-knC,pc,2 who in importance and 
authority yielded not to Jksakngue. He was son-in-law 
of the famous and powerful Raja Rona: who lived in the 
reign of Ekbar, and was prince of the Rajas. 

Dam addressed these two generals in the most affec- 
tionate terms, and presented-them with costly gifts on 
their departure with the troops : but Chah-Jehan privately 
suggested the same measures of caution and forbearance, 
which were practised in the case of S u h n  Sujnh. The 
consequence ;as that messenger after messengkr was sent 
to Aureng-Zebe to beg that he would retire ; but while 
there appeared this indecision on one side, all was activity 
and resolution on the other: the messengers never re- 
turned, and the enemy unexpectedly crowned an eminence 
at a short distance from the river.' 

pjsred through i t ;  now one of the chief towns of the dominions 
of the MahMji  Sindhia. Bernier refers to the District, not the town 
of Ujjain; 'the passage of the river' being, ' the ford of Akbarplir,' 
of Khifl Khin's account, which is still the Nerbudda crossing of the 
Great Deccan Road, about 16 miles due soutll of the old Fort of 
Mbdli, and nar ly  34 miles south-east of the military station of Mhow. 

Nawab Kasim U n  Jawinl, who held the rank of a commander 
of 5000. 

' Ri j i  Jaswant Singh. See footnote I, p. 7. On hisdeath, in 1678, 
Alamgtr attempted to force his children to become Moslems This 
their attendants resisted, fighting valiantly when attacked by the 
Emperor's troops. They escaped safely to Jodhpur, but were com- 
pelled to take to the hills and woods. On the death of Alamglr in 
1707, they regained their former possessions. 

The re~lowned Rana of Chitor (Chittour). 
' The Nerbudda (Narbadh), the boundary of the Ujjain (Eup tes  of 

flernier) territory, about 70 miles to the south of the city of Ujjain. 
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I t  was summer, and the heat was intense ; I  the river 
therefore became fordable. Kasem-Kan and the Rnja 
prepared for battle on perceiving, as they apprehended, a 
disposition on the part of Aareng-Zele to force the river. 
But in point of fact, the whole of his army was not yet 
come up, and this was only a feint; for he feared that the 
enemy's troops might themselves cross the stream, cut 
him off from the water, attack him before the soldiers had 
recovered from their fatigue, and thus prevent him from 
taking up an advantageous position. I t  appears certain, 
indeed, that he was at this time totally incapable of 
opposing any effectual resistance, and that Koscsn-Kan and 
the Raja might have obtained an easy victory. I was not 
present at  this first encounter; but such was the opinion 
entertained by every spectator, especially by the French 
officers in Atireng-Zebe's artillery. The two commanders, 
however, were compelled by their secret orders quietly to 
take a position on the banks of the river, and to content 
themselves with disputing the passage. 

His army having rested two or three days, Attmtg-Zebe 
made the necessary dispositions for forcing the passage. 
Placing his artillery in a commanding position, he ordered 
the troops to move forward under cover of its fire. His 
progress was opposed by the cannon of the enemy, and 
the combat was at first maintained with great obstinacy. 
Je~somseir~gtce displayed extraordinary valour, disputing 
every inch of ground with skill anrl pertinacity. With 
regard to Kasem-Karl, although it cannot be denied that 
he deserved the celebrity he had hitherto enjoyed, yet 
upon the present occasion he approved himself neither a 
dexterous general nor a courageous soldier : he was even 
suspected of treachery, and of having concealed in the 
sand, during the night that preceded the battle, the 
greater part of his ammunition, a few volleys having left 
the army without powder or ball. However this may be, 

The battle wag fought on the 20th April 1658, 'near Dharmitphr,' 
according to the Alamg/r-Hdvta. 
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the action was well supported, and the pasage vigorously 
opposed. The assailants were much incommocled by rocks 
in the bed of the  river; and the  uncommon height of its 
banks, in many parts, rendered it extremely difficult to 
gain a footing on the other side. The impetuosity of 
.Word-Hakche at  length overcame every impediment; he  
reached the  opposite bank with his corps, and was quickly 
followed by the remainder of the  army. I t  was then 
that hem-Kar l  ingloriously fled from the  field, leaving 
Jessomseingue exposed to the most imminent peril. That 
undaunted lirljn was beset on all sides by an overwhelming 
force, and saved only by the  affecting devotion of his 
Hagipour~,' the greater part of whom died a t  his feet. 
Fewer than sir  hundred of these brave men, whose number 
at  the  commencement of the action amounted to nearly 
eight thousand, survived the carnage of that dreadful day. 
With this faithful remnant, the  Raja retired to his own 
tenitory, not considering it prudent to return to Agm on 
account of the great loss he had sustained.2 

The word Hagipous signifies Sons qf Rajas. These 
people are educated from one generation to another in 
the profession of arms. Parcels of land are assigned to 
them for their maintenance by the  Rajas whose subjects 
they are, on condition that  they shall appear in the field 
on the  summons of their chieftain. They might be said 
to  form a species of Gentile nobility, if the land were in- 
alienable and descended to their children. From an early 
age they are accustomed to the use of opium, anct 1 have 
so'metimes been astonished to see the large quantity they 
sw<llow. nn u v  of battle they never fail to double 
the  dose, and this drug so animates. or rather inebriatgs 
T G j p r ~ .  
' Khifi Khin in his account of the battle says :-' Every minute the 

dark ranks of the infidel Rijp~ils were dispersed by the prowess of 
the followers of Islim. Dismay and great fear fell upon the heart of 
Jaswant, their leader, and he, far from acting like one of the renowned 
class of Mjk, turned his Lack upon the battle, and was content to 
bring upon himself everlasting infamy.' 
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them. tliat thev  rush into tlie thickest of  the combat 
insensible of danger. I f  the Raja b e  himself a brave man, 
h e  need never entertain a n  apprehension of being deserted 
by his followers: they only require  t o  be well led, for  
their  minds a r e  made u p  to die in his presence ra ther  
thnn abnntlo~i him t o  his enemies. It-is, a n  interesting 
sight t o  see them on t h e  eve of a battle, with t h e  fumes 
ot- their heads, embrace nntl bid ntlieu t o T n e  
nnother, as if certniii of  c1e:tth. \ \ ' l ~ o  then  mi wonder 
t l h t  t h e  Gwnl  ,\logo/, tllo- ~ V n h o n ~ e l n n ,  ant1 as s t~cl l  a n  

-- .--- 
ehemKto-tI1e_(;c~~/iIqr, n11v:tys k e e y s L 1 l i s  service n 1:trg. .I 

treating them wit11 t h e  same c o x r n -  

I . may - here relate t h e  tlixhinfiil reception experienced 
. b . ~ t h e  valiant Jcs~voi11~crit~1sfr0~11 11;s wifed t l a ~ ~ g h t e r  of  
t h e  ho<se-~=. J\\.hc~l it  \\,as a~~nonnccc l  tha t  lie was 
approaching with his gallant band of about  five hundred 
Ragipous, the melancholy remnant  of nearly eight  thousand, 
a t  the head of whoni he had fought with noble intrepidity, 
quit tin^ t h e  field from necessity, b u t  no t  with dishonour; .., - - 

instead of  sending t o  congratulate tlre gal l rut  soldier on  
his escape, and console him in lris misfortune, sh-ly 

-. 
commanded tha t  t h e  gates  of tlie castle should b e  closed - 4 

As the late Professor Blochmann has so ably demonstrated, in an 
article in Thc Cakrrtta Review, No. CIV. 1871 ( A  rhafler firm Afuham. 
r~adan hiztory. The Hinifd Rdjds titcrl'er thc Mughal Govmtnraf.) 
India never became a thorough Muhammadan country. ' The invaders 
were few and the country was too large and too populous. The waves 
of immigration from Thdn were few and far between, and deposited 
on Indian soil adventurers, warriors, and learned men, rather than 
artisans and colonists. Hence the Muhammadans depended upon the 
Hindoos for labour of every kind, from architecture down to agriculture 
and the supply of servants. Many branches they had to learn from 
the Ijindoos, as, for example, the cultivation of iildigenous produce, 
inigation, coinage, medicine, the building of houses, and weaving of 
stuffs suitable for the climate, the managenlent of elephants, and so 
forth.' In course of time, as Bernier and many others record, the 
~ l e r s  had to depend on the Hindoos for recruiting their army. 
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a g a i ~ ~ s t  Iiim. ' T l l e ~ a n  is coverccl with infamy,' she snicl, 
c -  

, -- 

ant1 he shall not enter within these walls. I cIisow11 him 
for nir h ~ ~ s l ~ q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l - t l l e s c  eyes c:m everagni~~>eholtl 
I i i N ~ s o l l - i n - l a w  of I<o'onn can possess a soul s ~ l i e - c t .  
1-1 e ~ ~ h g ~ l l i e ( l - t ~ l ~ i s ~ i  i l ustrio_r~s~li~~~~~~e~m~u~t~im itate-t he 
rirttles of that great man : if '  Ile cannot va~iccsh 11c shoultl -- 
die. ' Tl~e-nzs t-rn~me-ntthe tem per -. of h - er-nlil~tl-kook 
another turn. ' I'repyc the f ~ ~ ~ ~ e r a l g i l ~ s l ~ e ~ e ~ x c . l ~ m e t l .  
- - --~ 

'l'lle fire shall consun!e-my-botly, I am_cl:~~(l_;-my -- .---- 

hu3mncl is c ~ r & i ~ l ~ ~ ( I ;  it cannot possil~ly be-other- 
/ 

! i s '  ailcl then again, transported wit11 rage, she broke 
into the bitterest reproaches. Illm hun1011r she con- 
tinued w a v s ,  refusing the whole of that.time 
to see her husband. Th-1 nf her mother waa 
attended, however, with a beneficial effect : s h i n  some 
measure, appease- dau~bter ,  by 
solemnly promising, in the Raja's name, that as soon as 
he should be somewhat recov-e, - he 
would collect a second a rmyat tack  A u r e n d h e ,  and 
f l l . .  

This anecdote may serve as a specimen of the spirit 

i which animates the women of this country. I might 
mention several instances of the same kind, having seen 
many wives bum themselves after the death of their 
husbands: but these are details which I reserve for 
another place; where I shall, a t  the same time, show the 
aseendency which prejudice, ancient habit, hope, the force 
of public opinion, and the principle of honour, have over 
the human mind.' 

When Dam was made acquainted with the calamitous 
everits' that had occurred a t  E~wenes. the violence of bis 
rage would have hurried him into a course of the most 
ext-ant conduct, if he had not been restrained m e  
arguments and moderation of Chuh-Jeharr. ' f i a t  nasenn- 
Kan, had he been within his reach, would have paid the 
forfeit of his head, can scarcely be doubted ; and Emir 

See p p  306 d srq. 
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Jemla being regarded as the primary and principal cause 
of the present crisis (since it was he who supplied Aureng- 
Ze6e with troops and money), Dara would have killed his 
son Mahmel Emir-Kan and compelled his wife and daughter 
to become prostitutes, had he not at  length yielded to 
the suggestions of the King, who showed the extreme 
improbability of the Emir's concurrence in the measures 
of ~aretrg-ze6e. His judgment was too sound, he observed, 
to allow of his placing his family in jeopardy, for the sake 
of advancing the interests of a man for whom he could 
feel no warmth of friendship. On the contrary, it was 
sufficiently obvious that he had been himself deceived, and 
had fallen into the wiles of Auretrg-Zebe. 

The invaders, in the mean time, were flushed with 
success, impressed with an idea of their invincibility, and 
persuaded that there was no object, however difficult and 
stupendous, which they might not achieve. Still more to 
increase the confidence of his troops, Aarq-Zebe vaunted 
aloud that in Dara's army there' were thirty thousand 
2CIogols devoted to his seivice; and that this was not 
entirely an empty boast will soon be made apparent. 
Morad-Bakche felt impatient of delay, and expressed his 
eagerness to push forward ; but his brother repressed this 
ardonr, representing the necessity of some repose on the 
banks of the beautiful river' [Nerbudda], especially as it 
would afford an opportunity for corresponding with his 
friends, and ascertaining the situation of affairs. The 
advance on Agra was therefore slow and circumspect, 
exactly regulated by the information daily received. - 

~ $ h , ~ e h a n  was now reduced to a statd of hopelessness 
and misery. H e  saw that 1 X o m  were not to be turned 
/ 

The Nerbudda (Narbadb) ranks second to the Ganges among the 
rivers of India in religious sanctity. In  fact 'tis said that in the Samvat 
year 1951 (1895 A.D.) the s.anctity of the Ganges will cense, while the 
purifying virtue of the Nerbudda will continue the same throughout 
all the ages of the world. This ritjer, which well deserves the epithet 
of ' k a u t i f u l '  applied to it by Bernier, then formed the boundary 
between Hindostan proper and the Deccan. 
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aside from their determinatdtn-the cnpi t :~ l~~pd 
riewecl with clismnv t l ~ c  m i ~ l i ~ . r r a r a W  - k.-liyl)rrm 
fo_r a clecisivc I e l c .  Flt'l~s(l a p r e S r i ( ' l l C P r i l b 1 c  
evil? im!)t.ndins over his l~orr';_c, wl~icl~ he rntlcnvouretl 1~ 
every cspcdie~~t  to nvcrt. Hc w:ls not in :I hitrl:ltionl 
however, to resist the wishes of Dam, for he still continued 
to labour under the influence of disease, and was the 
servant rather than the sovereign of his eldest son. To 
that son he had long been compelled to resign all 
authority, and the military commanders, as well as the 
officers of the State, were instructed to yield implicit 
obedience to the orders of fib. I t  is not surprising, 
therefore. that this Prince was enabled to assemble a 
numerous armv. fint?r thanerhaps had ever trod the 
~Iains of Hindourtan. The lowest calculation makes it 
amount to one hundred thousand horse, more than twenty 
thousand foot, and eighty pieces of cannon; besides an 
incredible number of camp-followers, and those bmor 
dealers,' so necessary for thd support of an army in peace 
as well as in war, and who, I suspect, are often included 
by historians in the number of combatants, when they 
speak of immense armies of three or four hundred thousand 
men. U n q u e s t i o m s .  that the force under DaraLr 
command was sufficient, in point of physical strenflh, to 
ov=elm two or three such armies as Auro1.e-Zek's, 
whose utmost number could not exceed forty thousand 
men of all arms, and these harassed and nearly worn out 
by long marches under a vertical sun. Yet, notwithstand- 
i n i i s  disparity of numbers, no one seemed to presage 
success to Dam; the only troops on whose fidelity he could 
depend being with the army under Solimnn-Chekorth, and 
the principal fhnralu having manifested symptoms of dis- 
affection to his interests. His friends, therefore, earnestly 
recommended him not to hazard an engagement. Chah- 
Jehan was most urgent on this point, offering, infirm as he 

The traders in the ' Regimental Bazaar ' of a modern Indian can. 
tonment or camp, so familiar to all Anglo-Indians. 
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was, to assume the chief command, and to face Aute~rg-Zele'r 
army. This scheme was admirably adapted to preserve 
peace, and to arrest the progress of that haughty prince : 
neither he nor Momd-Bakche would probably have felt 
disposed to fight against their father: or, if they had 
ventured upon such a step, their ruin must have been the 
consequence ; for Chah-Jehun was popular among all the 
Omrah, and the whole army, including the troops under 
the two brothers, was enthusiastically attached to his 
person. 

I I 
FIG. *.--The Emperor Shdh Jahsn. 

Failing in their attempt to prevent an appeal to the 
sword, Dam's friends exhausted every argument to dis- 
suade him, at least, from acting with precipitancy, and to 
induce him to delay the battle until the arrival of Solimn- 
CAckorcA, who was hastening to his assistance. This also 
was sound advice, the young Prince being generally be- 
loved, and returning nt the head of a victorious army, 
composed of soldiers, as 1 have before observed, attached 
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to  Dam. But he rejected this, as he had done the former 
proposition, and remained inflexible in his resolution to an- 
ticipate Aureng-Zebe and bring him immediately to action. 

If indeed Dam could have commanded fortune, and 
controlled events, his own reputation and peculiar interest 
might have been promoted by such a procedure. These 
were the considerations that actuated him, and which he 
coultl not altogether conceal:-he was master of the 
King's person ; in possession of his treasure, and enjoying 
undivided authority over the royal annies. Sultan Sujah 
was already half ruined ; his other brothers were come, 
with a weak and worn-out army, voluntarily, as i t  were, to 
throw themselves into his hands. Once defeated, they 
would have no way of escape; he would then become 
absolute lord, attain the end of his labours, and ascend 
the throne without competition or difficulty. If he in- 
trusted the management of the campaign to his father, an 
amicable accommodation would take place ; his brothers 
would return quietly to their respective provinces; Chah- 
Jehaa, whose health was evidently improving, would 
resume the reins of government, and affairs revert to  their 
former state. If, again, he awaited the arrival of his son 
Solintan-Chekouh, the King might employ the interval in 
forming some design to his disadvantage, or enter into 
negotiation with Aureng-Zebe injurious to his interests ; 
and, admitting that after the junction of his son's anny, a 
battle were fought and gained, the part which he might 
have had in the success of the day would be denied him, 
and the honour of the  achievement rest with Soliman- 
Chehh ,  whose military reputation was already known 
and established. Then, who could tell the effect which the 
general applause might produce on his youthful and ardent 
mind, countenanced as he would be by his grandfather 
and many of the chief Omrahs ? There was no saying how 
boundless his ambition might become, or how little it 
might be restrained by the affection and respect he owed 
t o  his father. 
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Sych were thereasons which induced D a 
de& e a r  to the voice of prudence and-h 
ordered the whole army to take the -11d presented 
himself before Chah-Jelutn, then in the fortress of Agra, 
for the purpose of bidding him farewell. As-his fa3er  
embraced him, the unhappy old man shed tears; but 
addressinu him in a grave and serious tone. he said, - 
'Well, my son, since you will have it your own way, may 
heaven bless your undertaking! but remember this-my 
injunction-if the battle be lost have a care how you come 
again into my presence !' Little impressed with these 
words, Darn took a hasty leave of tile King, and marched 
his army to the river TcItembel,' about twenty leagues from 
Agra, where having fortified himself he waited with con- 
fidence the amval of the enemy. But the quick-sighted 
and wily Fakire, who was everywhere provided with spies, 
fully aware of the difficulty of passing the river when thus 
defended, came indeed, and encamped sufficiently near to 
have his tents descried by Dam, but was at the same t i m e  

intriguing with a Ruja of the name of Chempet? whom he 
gained over by presents and promises, and through whose 
territory he obtained permission to march his army for 
the purpose of reaching speedily that part of the river 
where it is fordable. CImnpet even undertook to be his 
guide through forests and over mountains which perhaps 
were consideretl impracticable by Darn ; and A14retig-Zebe, 
leaving his tents standing to deceive his brother, had 
crossed with his troops to the other side of the river 3 

almost as soon as the enemy was apprised of his departure. 
In this emergency, Dara was compelled to abandon his 
fortifications, and pursue Aureng-Zebe, who advanced by 
rapid strides towards the river Getttria, on the banks of 
which he had time to intrench himself, refresh his men, 
and in his turn, await composedly the approach of the 

1 Chumbul, a river which rises near the military station of Mhow, 
one of the principal tributaries of the Jumna. 

a Champat 114 a chief of the Bundelas. That is, the Chumbul. 
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enemy. The position chosen by liim was five leagues 
distant from Agm; the name of the place which was 
formerly called Samongt~er,l is now Fatcabad, that is to say 
the  Plnce of Victory. Dara soon came up, and encamped 
also near the banks of the same river,2 between dgra and 
tile army of Aureng-Zek. 

The  two armies remained in sight of each other three 
or four days without coming to an engagement. During 
this interval, Chh-Jehn sent letter upon letter to Dara. 
apprising him of Solimatr-Chekouh's near approach, and 
entreating him to do nothing rashly or prematurely; but 
to draw closer to Agra, and select advantageous ground 
whereon to intrench his army until the arrival of his son. 
The only answer returned by Dara to these letters was, 
that three days should not elapse ere he brought Aureng- 
Zebe and Morad-BakchP, boonci hands and feet, to his 
father, who might pass such judgment upon his rebellious 
sons as to him should seem meet. This answer de- 
spatched, he prepared for battle. 

He placed the whole of his cannon in front, linked 
together by chains of iron, in order that no space might 
be left for the entrance of the enemy's cavalry. Immedi- 
ately in the rear of the cannon, he ranged a line of light 
camels, on the  forepart of whose M i e s  small pieces of 
ordnance, somewhat resembling swivels in our vessels, 
were fixed :3  these the rider could charge and discharge a t  
pleasure, without being obliged to dismount. Behintl 
these camels was posted the most considerable part of the 
musketeers. The rest of the army consisted principally 
of cavalry, armed either with sabres, and those kind of 
half-pikes used by the figiporrs ; or with sabres and bows- 
and-arrows; which latter weapon is generally used by the 

Samligarh. The Jumna. 
a Camel swivel-guns, known by the name of Zamhrirny, or 'Little 

Wasp,' also callrtl ShaAiri, the name for the ' Iioyal Falcon.' Com- 
pare the falcon-beaked hammers of the 16th century and the old falcon 
and falconet pieces. 
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Mogols, that is (according to the  present acceptation of 
the term Mogol) foreigners whose complexio~ls are white, 
and who profess Mahometanism ; such as P&ns, Turks, 
Ambs, and Usbeks. 

The army was formed into three divisions. The com- 
mand of the  right wing, consisting of thirty thousand 
Mogols, was given to Cali/-ttllah-Kan, and the left wing was 
intrusted to Ilustdm-Kart Dahty, a brave and famous captain, 
conjointly with the Rajas Chatresale 1 and ~amskttgue 
Hotdlk. Calil-rrllah had been made Bakchis, or grand-master 
of the  horse, in the stead of Danechtnend-Khan (afterwards 
my Agali)' who resigned that situatiox~ because he knew 
that he had incurred Dara's displeasure by his solicitude to 
uphold the sole ant1 unshackled authority of ChahJehaa. 

Aureng-Zebe and Morad-Bakche made a nearly similar 
disposition of their forces, excepting that among the 
troops of the  OtnmRs, stationed on either flank, a few 
pieces of field artillery were intermixed and concealed ; a 
stratagem invented, it is mid, by EmirJentla, and attended 
with some success. I am not aware that in this battles 
recourse was had to any other artifice, unless it were that  
here and there were $aced men who threw battneo: which 
are a sort of grenade attached to a stick, and which were 
thrown, from various parts of the line, among the enemy's 
cavalry, and which produced the effect of terrifying the 
horses, and sometimes of killing the men. 

I t  cannot be denied that  the  cavalry of this country 
manoeuvre with much ease, and discharge their arrows 
with astonishing quickness; a horseman shooting six 
times before a musketeer can fire twice. They also pre- 

1 RBjh Chhattar or Sattar, Sbl, and R i m  Sing11 Rautela. 
9 Superior or Master, always used by Bernier in an affectionate sense 

when talking of Danishmand Khln. 
J For Khifl Khan's account of this battle (in the MunlakAobu-l 

LuGJb), which was fought on the 28th May 1658, see pp. 220-226, vol. 
vii. of Sir H. M. Elliot's History of Imfiu, as foldby its r r  Histonatrs. 
Edited and continued by Professor John Dowson. 
' The Hindostanee hfn, a rocket. 
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serve excellent order, and keep in a compact body, espe- 
cially when charging the  enemy. But, after all, I do not 
think very highly of their proficiency in the  art of war 
as compared with our well-equipped armies, for reasons 
which I shall mention in another part of this work. 

The  preparations I have described -being completed, 
the artillery of both armies opened their fire, the  invari- 
able mode of commencing an engagement; and the  
arrows were already thick in the  air, when suddenly there 
fell a shower of rain so violent as to interrupt the work of 
slaughter for a while. The weather had no sooner cleared 
than the  sound of cannon was again heard, and Darn was 
a t  this time seen seated on a beautiful eleph-ofm, 
issuing his orders for a general onset: and, placing him- 
self a t  the head of a numerous ~- ~ body of horse, advallced 
boldly toward t h e  --... enemy's ~- cannon. H e  was re&eTieA 
with firmness, and soon surrounded b y s d f  slain. 
And not only the body which he led to the  attack, but 
those by which he was followed, were thrown into tlis- 
order. Still did he  retain an admirable calmness, and - 
evince h i s G o v e a b l e  determination not td recede. H e  
was observed on his elephant looking akG himGith an 
undaunted air, and marking the  progress of the  action. 
The  troops were animated by his example, and the fugi- 
tives resumed their ranks ; the  charge was repeated, but 
he  could not come up to the  enemy before another volley 
carried death and dismay among the assailants: many 
took to  flight; but t h e ~ r e a t e r  part seemed to have im- 
bibed Dam's split, and followed their intrepid com- 
mander. until the  cannon were forced. the iron chains 

Znemy's camp enttircd, andThe camels 
completely t o T e  rout. - I t  was now t6at 

the cavalry of both armies coming in contact, tbe battle 
raged with the  greatest fierceness. Showers of arrows 
o b i u r e d  the  air, Dam himselt emptyingxis quiver: these - - 
weapons, however. produce W little effect, nine out of 
ten flying over the soldiers' heads, or falling short. The 
4 

D 
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-d, t h m a s  drawn,>nd t h e  con- 

- _-- 
proofs ot I- e ralslng f i e  volce of encour- 
agement and commanfi?ncl -ing such feats of 
valour that he  succeead at  ~ e n ~ t h x v a l r o w i n g  the  __ -- . 
e S m y 7 s  c a v a ~ r ~ , - a i i ~ c ~ m ~ e l l i n ~  it to& 

% i G @ ? Z b e ,  who was at  no great distance, and mounted 
also on an elephant, endeavoured, but without success, t o  
retrieve the disasters of the  day. H e  attempted t o ~ a k e  
head against Durn with a strong botlv of his choicest 
cavalry; but it was likewise driven f r o m A e  field in great 
c h i o n .  Here I cannot avoid commendine his braverv -- - 9 

t t w u t i o s .  H e  saw that  n e u l y - t h e w h d e  of thk 
a m y  unikr his i m s e  command was defeated and 
7 

put t t  flight ; the-number which remained unbroke11211d 
cqlested about his person not exceeding one thousand- 
I have been told it scarcely amounted to five hundred, 
--fie found f h a t  Dora, n%withstanding the  extreme 

h e  not betray the slightest symptom of fear, or even an . . 

inclination to retreat; but calling many of liis principal 
officers by name, called aloud to them, Delirarrr'!l (Courage, 
my old friends)-I am repeating his exact words-Koda- 
U s  (there is a God). What hope cart me ,find i r i  fight ? 
Yntnv ye not rulrere is our Decan ? Koda-hi ! Kodn-fu! ! And 
then, to  remove all doubt of his resolution, and to show 
that he thought of nothing less than a retreat, he com- 
manded (a strange extremity surely !) that chains should 

Dil i yirini .  
9 f i K A  hai, but the short, clipped utterance of one accustomed 

to the Deccanee accent is here reproduced exactly. A pleasant piece 
of evidence of the correctness and care with which Bernier wrote. His 
whole narrative is full of similar instances. See p. 76. 
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be fastened round the feet of his elephant; a command 
he would undoubtedly have seen obeyed, if all those who 
were about him had not given the strongest assurances 
of their unsubdued spirit and unshaken fidelity. 

Dara all this time meditated an advance upon Aairng- 
Zebe, but was retarded by the difficulty of the ground and 
by the enemy's cavalry, which, though in disorder, still 
covered the hills and plains that intervened between the 
two commanders. Certainly he ought to have felt that 
without the destruction or capture of his brother, victory 
would be incomplete; nor should he have suffered any 
consideration to move him from his purpose of attacking 
Aurmg-Zebe, now that he was so clearly incapable of 
offering effectual resistance. H e  had an easy opportunity 
to  c ~ s h  this formidable rival ; but the circumstance I am 
about to relate distracted his attention, and saved Azrreng- 
Zebe from the impending danger, 

Dara perceived at this critical moment that his left 
wing was in disorder; and some one then brought him 
intelligence of the deaths of Rustrm-Kan and Chdresale, 
and of the imminent peril into which Ramskngue lioutld 
was placed in consequence of having valiantly burst 
through the enemy, by whom he was, however, entirely 
surrounded. Dara then abandoned the idea of pushing 
toward Aure~rg-Zebe, and determined to fly to the succour 
of the left wing. After a great deal of hard fighting, 
Dam's presence turned the tide of fortune, and the enemy 
was driven back at  all points; but the rout was not so 
complete. as to leave him without occupation. Mean- 
while Rn~nseingue RorrtK was opposed to Aforad-Bakche, 
and performing prodigies of valour. The Raja wounded 
the Prince, and approached so near as to cut some of his 
elephant's girths, hoping in that way to bring his antago- 
nist to the earth; but the intrepidity and adroitness of 
Morad-I3akclre did not permit him to accomplish his object. 
Though wounded and beset on all sides by the Ihzgiprts, 
the Prince disdained to yield : he dealt his blows with 
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terrible cffect, throwing a t  the same time his shield over - 
his son, a lad of seven or eight years of age, seated a t  his 
side ; and clischarged an arrow with so unerring an aim 
that the Ramseingue Rout16 fell dead on the spot.' 

I t  was not long before Dara was made acquainted with 
the serious loss he had sustained; and hearing also that 
Morad-Bdche was hemmed in by the h g i p o z ~ ,  rendered 
furious by the death of their master, he determined, not- 
withstanding every obstacle, to advance to the attack of 
that Prince; the only measure by which he could hope to 
repair the error committed in suffering Aurenp-Zebe to 
escape : but even this step was rendered abortive by an 
act of treachery, which involved Dara in immediate and 
irretrievable ruin. 

Calil-ullah-Kan, who commanded the right wing, censist- 
ing of thirty thousand Mogols, a force which alone was 
sufficient to destroy Afirmg-Zcbe's army, kept aloof from 
the engagement, while Dara, at the head of the left wing, 
fought-with courage and success. The traitor petended 
that his division was designed for a corps of reserve, and 

1 Khifi Rhin  in his account of the battle tells us that 'At  this 
moment R i j i  Ram Singh, a man highly renowned among the Rijphts 
for his bravery, wound a string of costly pearls round his head, and 
with his men clothed in yellow, as bent upon some desperate action, 
charged upon the elephant of hlurid Bakhsh, and cried out defiantly, 
"What, d o  you contest the tl~rone with Ddrd Shukoh?" hurled his 
javelin against Murid Bakhsh. Then he cried out fiercely to the 
elephant-driver, "Make the elephant kneel down ! " Muriid Bakhsh, 
having warded off his assault, shot him in the forehead with an arrow 
and killed him. The RijpGts who followed that daring fejlow mostly 
felldead around the feet of the Prince's elephant, and made the ground 
as yellow as a field of saffron.' 

I t  was their practice to anoint their faces and hands with a prelnra- 
tion of turmeric, to show that they were come forth prepared to die. 
Occnsionally they dressed in orange-coloured garments, emblematic of 
the followers of Mahadeo. 

Prior to the onslaught of R i j i  R i m  Singh, it is recorded by Khdfi 
K h i n  that hlurdd Bakhsh, seeing that his elephant, on account of its 
being covered with arrow, spear, and battle-axe wounds, was likely to 
turn away, ordered a chain to be cast round its legs. 
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that he could not, consistently with his orders, move one 
step, or discharge a single arrow, until the last extremity : 
but the blackest perfidy was the cause of his inaction. 

Some years prior to this period, Calil-allah had suffered 
the indignity of having been shoebeaten at the hands of 
Dara, and he considered the hour amved when he might 
gratify the resentment which had never ceased to rankle 
in his bosom. His abstinence from all share in the battle 
did not, however, produce the mischief intended, Dara 
having proved victorious without the cooperation of the 
right wing. The traitor, therefore, had recourse to another 
expedient. He quitted his division, followed by a few 
persons, and riding wit11 speed towarcls Dara precisely at 
the moment when that Prince was hastening to assist in 
the downfall of >forad-Bakche, he exclaimed, while 
yet a t  some distance, ' Mohbarek-bad, Hasaret, Salamet, 
Elhamd-ulellah: May you be happy ! May your Majesty 
enjoy health and reign in safety ! Praise be to Allah, the 
victory is your own ! But, my God ! why are you still 
mounted on this lofty elephant? Have you not been 
sufficiently exposed to danger? If one of the numberless 
arrows, or balls, which have pierced your hon-da2 had 

Tavernier (Travels, vol. i. p. 143) states that Shih Jahin, when 
Prince liurum, during the siege of Daulatibid, being offended at  some- 
thing that Azam Khin,  one of the generals, had said, 'Ixcamesoenraged 
that, sending at  once for one of his pnposhcs or slippers, which they 
leave at  the door, had him given five or six strokes with it on the 
head ; this in INDIA is the highest affront, after which it is impossible 
for a man to show himself.' 
' I n  the original, dais, which exactly describes the 'pad,' with a 

canopy, the war harness of the Mogul's elephants. Ilowdah (howda, 
more correclly) from the Arahic, hazma'aj, a camel litter, ought strictly 
speaking to be applied to the well-known framed seat used for State 
purposes, sporting, etc. (See note on next page.) For much curious 
information in lhis connection, consult the work by Christopher 
Petri, of Hartenfels, entitled, Elcphanlographia cujiosa, seri ekphanti 
dcscripfio . . . nirrllisyrie selcdis observationibus physicis, rrrerliris r t  
junrndis hisfm'is rcferla, cum f i u r i s  tencis . . . Egord ie  . . . I 7 I 5, 
I vol. quarto, which is rather a scarce book. 
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touched your person, who can imagine the dreadful 
situation to which we should be reduced ? 111 God's name 
descend quickly and mount your horse ; nothing now re- 
mains but to pursue the fugitives with vigour. I entreat 
your Majesty permit them not to  escape.' 

Had D a m  considered the  consequences of quitting the  
back of his elephant on which he had displayed so much 
valour, and served as a rallying-point to the army, he would 
have become master of the Empire; but the  credulous 
Prince, duped by the  artful obsequiousness of CaliGullch, 
listened to his advice as though it had been sincere. H e  
descended from the  elephant, and mounted his horse ; 
but a quarter of an hour had not elapsed when, suspecting 
the  imposture, he inquired impatiently for Calil-ullah-Kan. 
The villain was not, however,within his reach : he inveighed 
vehemently against that officer, and threatened him with 
death ; but Dnra's rage was now impotent, and his menace 
incapable of being executed. The troops having missed 
their Pri~lce, a rulnour quickly spread that he was killed, 
and the army betrayed ; an universal panic seized them ; 
every man thought only of his own safety, and how to 
escape from the resentment of Aureng-Zebe. I n  a few 
minutes the army seemed disbanded, and (strange and 
sudden reverse !) t he  conqueror became the vanquished. 
Alrretrg-Zcbe remained during a quarter of an hour steadily 
on his elephant, and was rewarded with the  crown of 
Hindotcstnn : D a m  left his own elephant a few minutes too 
soon, and was hurled from the  pinnacle of glory, to be 
numbered among the  most miserable of Princes :--so short- 
sighted is man, and so mighty are the consequences which 
sometimes flow from the most trivial incident.' 

1 Khbfi Khbn states that after the death of Rostam Khbn and Rbj i  
Sattar Sbl, Dbrb became discouraged and knew not what to do. 'Just 
at this time a rocket struck the h d a  of his elephant. This alarmed 
and discouraged him so much that he dismonnted in haste without even 
wailing to put on his slippers, and he then without arms mounted a horse. 
The sight of this ill-timed alarm, and of lhe empty hmudo, after he 
had changed his elephant for a horse, disheartened the soldiers. The  
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These immense armies frequently perform great 
feats ; but when thrown into confusion it is impossible to 
restore them to discipline. They resemble an impetuous 
river which has burst its banks; and whose waters, un- 
restrained in their course, disperse over the surrounding 
county, while no means cau be devised to arrest them in 
their career of desolation. I could never see these soldiers, 
destitute of order, and marching with the irregularity of a 
herd of animals, without reflecting upon the ease with which 
five-and-twenty thousand of our veterans from the army in 
Flanders, commanded by Prince Con&' or Marshal Ttcrm~re,P 
would overcome these armies, however numerous. I am 
no longer incredulous, or even astonished, when I read of 
the exploits of the ten thousand Greeks, or of the achieve- 
ments of the fifty thousand Macedoniana under Alexander, 
though opposed to six or seven hundred thousand men; 
if, indeed, it be true that the armies of Darilrs amounted 
to so many, and that the servants, and various other persons 
employed to procure provisions, were not comprellended 
in this number. By receiving the onset with their usunl 
steadiness, the French troops ~ o u l c l  throw any Indian army 
into consternation ; or they might, as Ahunder did, direct 
their chief effort to a particular part of the line ; and the 
success attending such a movement would fill the enemywith 
terror, and occasion an immediate and general dispersion. 

A~treng-Zebe determined to derive every possible benefit 
from this unexpected and almost miraculous victory ; and, 

men lost heart in sympathy with their leader, and began to think of 
flight. Just at this lime, as  one of his attendants was girding him 
with a quiver, a cannon-ball carried off the man's right hand and he fell 
dead. The sight of this struck terror into the hearts of those around 
him ; some of them dispersed, and others fled from the fatal field. 
Diri, beholding the dispersion of his followen, and the repulse of his 
army, prizing life more than the hope or a crown, turned away and fled.' 

Louis de Bourbon, Prince of CondC, usually known as ' CondC the 
Great,' born 1621, died in 1681. 

1 Henri de la Tour d'Auvergne, Vicomte de Turenne, one of the 
great soldiers of France, was born in 1611, and died in 1675. 
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to ensure the attainment of the sole object of his desire, 
absolute dominion, resorted to every kind of unprincipled 
base intrigue. The pertidious Calil-ullah-Kan soon appeared 
in his presence, proffering his submission, and the services of 
whatever portion of the  troops he  might seduce from their 
first allegiance. The Prince thanked him, and loatled him 
with promises, but was cautious not to receive him in his 
own name. H e  carried him a t  once to hlorad-Bakehe, by 
whom the  traitor was hailed, as may easily be imagined, 
with every profession of kindness. During this interview 
Aum~g-Zebe addressed his brother as his acknowledged 
King and Sovereign, observing to Calil-ullnh-Kan that it was 
Morrrd-Bakche alone who was qualified to wear the crown, 
and that  the  victory was gainetl only by the  skilful conduct 
and irresistible valour of that  Prince.] 

Notwithstanding this semblance of fealty to  his younger 
brother, Aureng-Zebe was actively employed day and night 
in writing to the Omralu, whom he brought over gradually 
to  his party. Chh-hest-kan,2 his ul~cle, was unwearied in 
promoting the views of his nephew, ant1 was indeed an 
invaluable coadjutor, being active, intelligent, and pos- 
sessed of extensive influence. H e  had the  reputation of 
writing the  most insinuating letter, and using the  most 
persuasive eloquence, of any man in Hindorcsfan. I t  is 
known that owing to some real or imaginary affront he  
greatly disliked Darn, and therefore embraced this oppor- 
tunity of contributing to his downfall. Aarmtg-Zebe con- 
cealed under the garb of disinterestedness and purity of 
intention his raging passion for sovereignty. Everything 
that was done, the negotiations entered into, and the  pro- 

It is stated by Khiifi Khan that the howdah which Muriid Baksh 
used (luring the battle was stuck as thick with arrows as a porcupine 
with quills, so that the ground of it was: not risible. Also that it was 
kept in the store-house in the fort of the capital (Delhi) as a curiosity, 
and as a memorial of the bravery of that descendant of the house of 
Tin~hr,  remaining there till about 1713.  
' Shaista lChin (see p. 13)  was a son of the wazir Asnf Khan, and 

brother of Shah Jnhin's wife, Mumtiz Mah61. 
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mises made, all was in Morad-Bakche's name: from him every 
command was to emanate, and he was to be regarded as the 
future King. Aureng-Zebe acted only as his lieutenant, as 
his zealous m d  dutiful subject ; the turmoils of government 
were ill suited to the disposition of his mind ; to live and 
die as a Fakite was his firm and inflexible resolution ! 

As for Dara, he was weighed down with dispondency 
and terror. Ha repaired with all diligence to Agra, but 
did not venture into his father's presence ; for his last 
stem injunction,' ' Remember, Dara, if thou art defeated, 
never return to me,' still sounded in his ear. The good 
old man nevertheless sent a faithful eunuch in secret to 
condole with the unhappy Prince, to assure him of his 
unalterable affection, and of the grief into which he was 
plunged by the late disaster. 'But,' added the King, 
'there is surely no reason for despair while an army under 
Solirnan-Chpkouh remains. For the  present, I advise you 
to  take the  road to Dehli, where you will find a thousand 
horses in the royal stables ; and the governor of the fort 
has my orders to furnish you with money and elephants. 
You should not withdraw to a greater distance than 
prudence may demand ; I shall write frequently, and wish 
you to be within easy reach of my letters. I still think I 
possess the means of bringing Aureng-Zebe into my power, 
and of inflicting due chastisement upon him.' So utterly 
cast down, so absorbed in sorrow was Dam, that he could 
frame no answer to this affecting communication, or even 
transmit a formal acknowledgment of it to his father. H e  
sent several messages to Begum-Saheb, and departed at 
midnight, with his wife, daughters, and his you~~gest  son 
&p'-Chekonh,2 accompanied, and this is almost incredible, 
by not more than three or four hundred persons. Let 

1 See p. 46. 
2 a 1 6  Shikoh was married, when in his twentieth year, to the 

Princess Nidira, the daughter of his uncle, Sultln Parwez, by whom 
he had two sons, Sulaimin Shikoh and Sipihr Shikoh, who shared the 
ill-fortunes of their father, both dying in prison in the fort of Gwalior. 
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him puisue his melancholy way to Dehli, while we con- 
sider the deep policy and consummate address which 
marked the conduct of Aureng-Zebe a t  Agra. 

One of his first measures was to gain over, or a t  least 
to sow the seeds of disunion, among the  victorious troops 
commanded by Soliman-Chekortk, and thus destroy Dara's 
last hope of retrieving his fortunes. He, therefore, 
represented to the Raja Jesseitrgue and to Delil-katr, the  
principal officers in that army, the utter ruin of Dam's 
affairs. The formidable force on which he founded such 
confident hopes of success, observed Aureng-Zek, after sus- 
taining a total overthrow, had come over to his standard. 
Dara was now a fugitive, unattended by a single regiment, 
and must soon fall into his hands; and, with respect to 
ClurhJelrntr, such was the state of his health, that no 
expectation could be entertained of his surviving many 
days. I t  was evident that they were engaged in a cause 
which was now desperate, and that a longer adherence to 
Dara's fallen fortune would be extremely imprudent. H e  
counselled them to consult their best interests by joining 
his army, ruld bringing with them Solimatr-Chekorth, whose 
person they might easily seize. 

Jesseittgtre hesitated for some time as to the line of con- 
duct he should pursue. H e  still feared Chalr-Jeliatc and 
Darn, and dreaded the consequence of laying hands 
on n Royal Personage; a violence not likely to escape 
punishment, sooner or later, though that punishment 
should be inflicted by Aurertg-Zebe himself. H e  was 
acquainted, too, with the high and undaunted spirit of 
So1it)rati-Chekorch, and could have no doubt that the Prince 
would die rather than submit to the  loss of liberty. 

At last this was what he determined upon. After 
having taken counsel with Delil-kart his great friend, and 
having renewed oaths of fealty to each other, it was 
decided between them that Jesseingue should straightway 
repair to Soiimntr-C/rekori/'s tent, show him the overtures 
made by .4rrrerrg-Zebe, and disclose frankly the whole state 
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of his milld. ' I ought not to disguise from you,' he toltl 
the Prince, 'the danger of your situation : you can depend 
neither upon Delil-kan, or Daoud-knn,' nor upon any part 
of the troops; and, by advancing to the relief of your 
father, you may involve yourself in irretrievable ruin. In 
this emergency you cannot do better than seek refuge in 
the mountains of Serenagtcer.2 The Raja of that country 
will receive you kindly; his territory is inaccessible, and 
he can be in no dread of Aureng-Zebe. While in this 
secure retreat, you may calmly obsewe the progress of 
events, and descend from your mountains when a favour- 
able occasion shall arise.' " 

The young Prince could not fail to understand from 
this discourse that be had lost all authority both with 
the Raja and the troops; and that he should endanger 
the safety of his own person if he refused to relinquish 
the command : he yielded, therefore, to the sad necessity 
of the case, and proceeded toward the mountains. He 
was attended by a few affectionate friends, chiefly Afnnseb- 
da1.r' and Saieds, and others who considered themselves 

Probably DQJd K h h ,  Kureshi, who became commander of 5000 

in  the reign of Alamgir. I n  the year 1670 he was appointed governor 
of Allahabad. 

a Srinagar, in what is now the Garhwil District of the North-\\'est 
Provinces, a wild mountain country along the valley of the Alaknanda 
River. Srinagar, the name of the principal village in the district, was 
in Bemier's time the capital of the Garhwdl R i j L  ; it is now to a great 
extent deserted. Many writers and commentators have confounded 
this place with the Srinagar in Kashmir. The position of this 
( ~ a r h w d l )  Srinagar, is shown with considerable accuracy, titled 
.%rertagher, on the map of the AfoArol Etrrpire in the first edition, 
I'aris, 1670, of The History of thr late Rebellion, etr., and titled Seren- 
agher montes, on the map in the early Dutch edition, Amsterdam, 
1672 (see the reproductions at pp. 238 and 454), and also in other 
editions. 

Sulaimin Shikoh was afterwards given up by the Rdjd (called the 
Zaminddr of Srinagar in the 'A711al-i Sdlih of Muhammad Sdlih 
Knmbli) in 1670 to the officers of Aorangzeb. See p. 105. 

Mansabdars, commanders, officers,-from nransab, Pers. ' a com- 
mand.' 
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bound to follow him. The bulk of the  army remained 
with the Raja and Deli/-Kart, who had the  baseness to 
send a body of men to plunder the  Prince's baggage. 
Among other booty, they seized an elephant laden with 
Roupiesl of gold. Many of Solimara-Chekouh's attendants, 
discouraged by this tlisgraceful outrage, deserted him, and 
the  peasantry, after spoiling tliem, even assassinated many 
of the  Prince's followers. H e  made his way, however, to 
the mountains with his wife and family, and was received 
with the honours due to his rank ; the  Rnjn of Sererraper2 
assuring him he should be in perfect security while in his 
territory, and that he  would assist him with all his forces. 
We must now resume the  thread of our narrative, as i t  
relates to what took place a t  Apa.  

Three or four days after the  battle of SamonguM;S 
Attrevg-Zebe and ~Morad-Uakclre presented themselves be- 
fore the gate of the  city, in a garden, about a league distant 
from the fortress. They then despatched a message to 
Clrait-Jeiran, by an eunuch in the confidence of Aurertg- 
Zebe, and possessing all his address and deceit. This man 
saluted the  aged Monarch in the name of his master, as- 
sured him of his uniliminished respect and affection, and 
expressed his deep sorrow for the events which had re- 
cently taken place, events attributable to the inordinate 
ambition and sinister designs of Dara. H e  begged leave 
most sincerely to congratulate his august parent on the  
improvement which was manifesting itself in the state of 
his health, and declared that he was come to  Agnr only 
to receive and execute his commands. 

Ckah-JeImn affected to approve of his son's conduct, and 
expressed himself satisfied with these expressions of alle- 
giance. H e  was, however, too well acquainted with 
his hypocrisy and love of power, to place any confidence 

Gold mohurs in fact, called 'Gold Roupies,' by many of the old 
travellers. 

Srlnagar in  Garhwil. See p. 92. 
a Samlignrh, nine miles east of Agra See p. 47. 
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in his protestations ; yet, instead of acting with decisiou, 
showing himself to his people, and assembling his Oncralrs, 
for which there was still time, he chose rather to try his 
own skill in artifice and dissimulation with Aureng-Zebe, 
who surpassed all men in both. I t  is not surprising, 
therefore, that the father fell into the snare which he had 
spread for his son. He  sent a trusty eunuch to say how 
sensible he was not only of the improper behaviour of 
Dara, but also of his incapacity; to remind Auretrg-Zebe 
of the peculiar tenderness he had ever borne him, and to 
request he would visit his affectionate father, that such 
arrangements might be concluded as the present distracted 
state of affairs rendered necessary. The cautious Prince 
likewise mistrusted Chh-Jehn ; for he knew that Begum- 
Sahb  quitted him neither night nor day; that he was 
completely under her control; that she had dictated the 
message, and that there were collected in the fortress 
several large and robust Tarfar women, such as are em- 
ployed in the seraglio, for the purpose of falling upon 
him with arms in their hands, as soon as he entered the 
fortress Aureng-Zebe would not, therefore, venture with- 
in its walls ; and though he repeatedly fixed the day for 
obeying his father's summons, he as often deferred it 
to the  morrow. Meanwhile, he continued his secret 
machinations, and sounded the opinions of the most power- 
ful Omrah, until, having well digested his plans, the 
public all at once found to their astonishment that his son, 
Sultan Mahmoud, had taken possession of the fortress. 
This enterprising young man, having posted a number of 
men in the vicinity, entered the place on the plea of 
visiting the Mogol with a message from Aureng-Zebe, and 
fell suddenly on the guards stationed at  the gate ; he was 
quickly followed by his men, who overcame the ullsospect- 
ing gamson, and made themselves masters of the fortress. 

If ever man was astonished, that man was ChR-Jehn 
when he perceived that he had fallen into the trap he 
had prepared for others, that he himself was a prisoner, 
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and Atrrertg-Zehe in possession of the fort. I t  is said that 
the unhappy Monarch sent at once a message to Sultan 
Afnhrtroud, promising, on his crown and the Koratt, to nomi- 
nate him King, provided he served him faithfully in this 
conjuncture. ' Come to me,' added the Mogol, ' and lose 
not this opportunity of delivering your grandfather from 
prison; an act which will obtain for you the blessing of 
heaven, and a glorious name that shall never die.' 

If Sullan Malrmoud had possessed sufficient daring to 
close with these proposals, it appears extremely probable 
that he might have supplanted his father. ClukJehan's 
influence was still powerful, and if he had been permitted 
to leave the citadel, and to assume the personal command 
of the troops, I have reason to believe that they would 
have acknowledged his authority, and the leading Ornmhs 
remained faithful to his government. Aurertg-Zebe ~vould 
not himself have been bold or savage enough to fight 
against his own father in person, especially as he must 
have thought that he would have been abandoned by 
every one, possibly by Mornd-Bnkche himself. 

I t  is the general opinion that Sultan Jfahntorrd com- 
mitted the same error upon this occasion as his grand- 
father had done after the battle of Saniongrter and flight 
of Dara. And, as I am again led to the subject, it is 
fair I should observe that there are several politicians 
who contend that, considering all the circumstances 
of his situation, the aged Monarch, after the battle and 
the defeat of Dam, adopted the most prudent collrse 
in remaining within the fortress, and endeavouring to 
overcome Anreng-Zebe by stratagem. I t  is the vulgar 
practice, these people say, to judge of the wisdom of 
every plan according to the event by which it is followed : 
the worst-digested schemes are frequently attended with 
success, and then they are applauded by all the world; 
and if, as there was reason to expect, the appearance of 
affection and goodwill toward Aarmrg-Zebe, assumed by 
Chnh-Jehan, had enabled him to seize the person of that 
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Prince, he would be extolled for sagacity and wisdom, as 
much as he is now contemned for being, as is injuriously 
said, a mere driveller, guided by his Begum,' a woman 
whose passions blinded her understanding, and whose 
vanity led her to believe that Aureng-Zebe would hasten 
to visit her; in other words, that the bird would, of his 
own accord, fly into the cage. But to return to Suha~r 
AMahnunrd.-It is inconceivable, according to the poli- 
ticians of this country, that he did not eagerly grasp at  a 
sceptre which seemed to fall into his hands; especially 
when, by thus gratifying his ambition, he would have 
gained a reputation for tenderness and generosity. By 
restoring his grandfather to freedom this young Prince 
might have become the sovereign arbiter of affairs; 
whereas he is now probably destined to terminate his 
existence in Goiialeor.~ 

Few will believe that Sultan Mahmoud was restrained 
by a sense of duty to his father from acceding to the 
wishes of Chh-Jehn:  it is more likely that he doubted 
the sincerity of the King's promises, and felt all the 
danger of disputing the crown with a man endued with 
the  mental energy and imposing talents of Aureng-Zebe. 
Whatever were his motives, he disregarded the offers of 
the  unhappy prisoner, and even refused to enter his 
apartments, alleging that he was not authorised to visit 
him, but had received positive orders not to return to his 
father without carrying away with him the keys of every 
gate in the fort, in order that Aureng-Zebe might come 
in perfect security for the purpose of kissing his Majesty's 
feet. For the space of nearly two days, Chuh-Jehan colild 
not persuade himself to surrender the keys ; but observing 
that his people were gradually deserting him, especially 
the soldiers stationed at  the little gate, and that he was 
no longer safe, he delivered the keys at length into the 
hands of Sulian Mahmmul, with an injunction to Aurertg- 
Zebe to come to him without further delay, if he were wise, 

That is, his daughter, Begum Sihib. See p. 83. 
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as he had secrets of the greatest moment to disclose. As 
may be well supposed Aureng-Zebe was too wary a man, 
and knew too much to commit such a glaring blunder, 
and so far from obeying the injunction, he immediately 
appointed his eunuch Eibarkan governor of the fortress, 
by whose orders ChahJehan, with Begum-Saheb and the 
whole of the women, were closely confined. Many of the 
gates were also walled up, and all intercourse between 
the Mogol and his friends was effectually prevented. H e  
was not even permitted to leave his apartment without 
the knowledge of the Governor. 

At  this period Aureng-Zebe wrote a letter to his father 
which, before he sealed it, was shown to everybody. ' I 
cannot better explain my conduct,' observed the Prince, 
' than by stating that while you professed extraordinary 
partiality for me, and expressed your displeasure at  Dam's 
proceedings, I was informed, on indisputable authority, 
that you had sent him two elephants laden with golden 
mupies. Thus is he furnished with means to collect new 
armies, and to prolong this disastrous war; I, therefore, 
put it to you plainly whether I am not driven by his 
pertinacity to resort to measures which appear harsh and 
unnatural? Is he not, properly speaking, the cause of 
your imprisonment? and is it not owing to him that I 
have so long been deprived of the pleasure of throwing 
myself at  your feet, and discharging the duties, and pay- 
ing the attentions, you have a right to demand from an 
affectionate son ? It  only remains for me to beg that you 
will pardon what now seems strange in my conduct, and 
to recommend the exercise of patience under the tempo- 
rary loss of liberty; for be assured that, as soon as Dam 
shall be rendered incapable of disturbing our repose, I 
shall fly to the citadel, and with my own hands open the 
doors of your prison.' 

I have been told that Chuh-Jehun did, in fact, send the 
elephants, with the roupies of gold,' to Darn, on the very 

See p. 60 text, and footnote l. 
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night of his departure from Dehli, and that it was 
Rauchenara-Bepn who communicated the information to 
Aureng-Zebe. That Princess also apprised him of the 
presence of the Tarlar women, by whom it was intended 
he should be assailed when he entered the castle. I t  is 
even said that Aureng-Zebe intercepted some letters written 
by his father to Darn. 

Many intelligent persons, however, deny the truth of 
these allegations, and contend that the letter, thus 
generally exhibited, was a mere invention to deceive the 
public, and to reconcile them to the outrageous measures 
of which the ,*fogols atlherents had so much right to 
complain. Be the truth what it may, it is certain that the 
close confinement of ChhJeAan seemed the signal for 
nearly the whole body of Onrmhs to pay their court to 
Aur-eng-Zebe and L*forad-Nakche. I can indeed scarcely 
repress my indignation when I reflect that there was not a 
single movement, nor even a voice heard, in behalf of the 
aged and injured Monarch; although the (hnrahs, who 
bowed the knee to his oppressors, were indebted to him 
for their rank and riches, having been, according to the 
custom of this court, raised by ChahJeAan from a state of 
the lowest indigence, ant1 many of them even redeemed 
from absolute slavery. A few there were, such as Danech- 
mend-Kan and some others, who espoused no party ; but, 
with this small exception, every Omrah declared in favour 
of Atwerig-Zehe. 

I t  may, however, diminish our censure of this ungrateful 
conduct, if we call to mind that the Ornrnhs of Hindoustan 
cannot be proprietors of land, or elljoy an independent 
revenue, like the nobility of France and the other states 
of Chrislendorir. Their income, as I said before,' consists 
exclusively of pensions which the King grants or takes 
away according to his own will or pleasure. When deprived 
of this pension, they sink at once into utter insignificance, 
and find it impossible even to borrow the smallest sum. 

See 1'. 5 .  
E 
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The combined Princes, having thus disposed of ChaA- 
Jeharr, and received the homage of the O~nrab, set out in 
pursuit of Dnra. The royal treasury supplied their 
pecuniary wants, and Clmh-he$!-Kan, the uncle of Aureng. 
Zebe, was appointed governor of Agm. 

When the day arrived for the departure of the army, 
Morad-Bakche's particular friends, and chief among them 
the eunuch Chair-Abas, employed every argument to induce 
him to remain with his own troops in the neighbourhood 
of Agra and DeAli. An excess of respect, and too smooth 
a tongue denoted, they said, a treacherous heart. They 
represented to him that being King, and universally 
acknowledged as such, even by Atirercg-Zebe himself, it was 
his wisest policy not to remove from the neighbourhood 
of Agra or Dehli, but to let his brother go alone in pursuit 
of Dnm. Had he been swayed by this prudent counsel, 
Aureng-Zebc would indeed have felt greatly embarrassed ; 
but it made no impression upon his nliutl, and he continued 
to repose unreserved confidence in his brother's solemn 
promises, and in the oaths which they had mutually and 
repeatedly sworn on the Koran. The two brothers quittecl 
Agra together, and took the road to Dehli. 

When they halted at  Maturns four short journeys from 
Agra, the friends of illorad-Bakche, who had seen and heard 
enough to excite their suspicion, once more endeavoured 
to awaken his fears. They assured him that Airrerig-Zebe 
entertained some evil design, and that some dreadful plot 
was certainly in progress. Of this, information had reached 
them from various quarters : he must, therefore, absolutely 
abstain from visiting his bwther, at  least for that day. 
Indeed it was advisable, they added, to anticipate, without 
delay, the meditated blow; for which purpose the Prince 
need only excuse himself, on the plea of i~ldisposition, from 
visiting Atrreng-Zebe, who would thus be induced to come to 
Morad-Bakchr attended, as usual, with very few persons. 

Mathura (Muttm), on the right bank of the Jumna, about 30 miles 
almve Agra. 
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But neither argument nor entreaty could remove the 
spell by which he appeared bound. The feigned and 
fulsome adulation of Aureng-Zebe had indeed enchanted 
the unhappy Prince ; and, notwithstanding the strenuous 
efforts of his friends, he accepted an invitation from his 
brother for supper. The latter expected him, and had 
concerted his measures with iMirka1r and three or four other 
of his minions. Morad-Bakche was greeted with even more 
external courtesy and respect than had been usual since 
Attreng-Zebe had marked him for his victim; tears of joy 
seemed to flow, and his brother wiped, with a gentle hand, 
the  perspiration and dust from the face of the devoted and 
credulous Prince. During supper, the utmost good- 
humour and conviviality apparently prevailed ; the con- 
versation was enlivening and incessant, ant1 at the end of 
the repast, a large quantity of the delicious wines of 
Chiraz and Caboul was introduced. Aurmzg-Zebe then rose 
softly, and with a countenance that beamed with affection 
and delight, said, ' I need not inform your Majesty of the 
serious turn of my mind, and that, as a :%fahotnetan, 1 feel 
scruples which do not permit me to indulge in the pleasures 
of the table ; but though 1 deem it my duty to retire, yet 
I leave you in excellent company. ~lfirkan and my other 
friends will entertain your Majesty.' An extravagant 
fondness for wine was among Morad-Bakche's foibles, and 
upon the present occasion, finding it peculiarly good, he 
drank to such excess that he became intoxicated, and fell 
into a deep sleep. This was precisely the effect which 
dureng-Zebe intended the wine should produce. His 
servants were ordered to withdraw that their master 
might not be disturbed; and Bfirknt~ took away both his 
sword and dagger.' I t  was not long before Aarerrg-ZeBe 

In the original, 'son sabre et son jemder ou poignard.' A junrdhar 
( ? from the Sanscrit Yatua-rlhn'ra = ' death-bringer ') was a short, 
broad dagger with the 'grip' at right angles to the blade, between 
side gunrds for the hand. Some had two points (hi-likhdna='two 
scratcher,' from likhrra, to write or scratch), others were triple-pointed 
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came to rouse him from his sleep. He  entered the 
room, and pushing the Prince rudely with his feet, 
until he opened his eyes, uttered this short and insolent 
reprimand, 'Oh, shame and infamy ! Thou a King and 
yet possessing so little discretion ? What will the world 
now say of thee, and even of m e ?  Let this wretched 
and drinken man be bound hand and foot, and removed 
there within, to sleep away his shame.' The command 
was no sooner given than executed; five or six soldiers 
rushed upon MoraJ-Bakche, and in spite of his cries and 
resistance, fetters and handcuffs were applied, and he was 
carried away. This violence could not be perpetrated 
withoot the knowledge of his imn~ediate attendants ; they 
wished to sound an alarm, and attempted to break into 
the apartment ; but they were silenced ancl overawed hy 
Allrrh-(?orr!y, the chief officer in -1Iorad-Uukche's artillery, 
who had long been corrupted 11y the gold of ~itireng-Zebe. 
Some agitation soon began, however, to manifest itself 
among the troops ; and to prevent the consequences of any 
sudden movement, emissaries were busily employed during 

(sch-Zi&hcina= ' three scratcher '). Shaikh ALul Fazl, the Etnperor 
Akbnr's minister and friend, tells us (.4It1-i-Aklrar/) that 'All weapons 
for the use of His Majesty have names, nntl a proper rank is assigned 
to them. Thus there are thirty swords, one of which is daily sent to 
His hlajesty's sleeping apartments. The old one is returned, and 
handed over to the servants outsitle the IIarem, who keep it till its 
turn comes again. . . . Of j&nrc/hars and . . . there are forty of each. 
Their tprn recurs every week,' vol. i. p. log, Professor Blochmann's 
Trarrslalion, Calcutta, 1873. For a great deal of invaluable informa. 
tion regarding Eastern swords and daggers, see A n  IZZrrsfrafrd Hand- 
bwk of frtdiata nrnrr. . . By the HOPI. Wiihrahanr E.ycftotz, M,-/.R., 
Af. P. Publishcri hy ordrr o/fhe Sccrctary of State for Irrriin irr Courrcil, 
London. William I i .  Allen 6r Co., 1880. 

Catrou, quoting >Ianouchi, states that the sabre and dagger were 
taken away by Aurangzeb's gmntlson, Azam, son of Prince hfuhammad, 
a boy of six years of age : ' Oramgzeh as if he intended his brorher 
only a piece of pleasantry, while sleeping, promised his grandson a 
jewel if he could take away from the prince his sabre and his poignard 
without awaking him. The child acquitted himself very dexterously of 
the office, and conveyed the arms of Moradbax into the adjoining tent.' 
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the night in representing the occurrences in Aumtg-Zebe'r 
tent, as perfectly trifling and unimportant: they were 
present (they pretencled). and Momd-Bakche having drunk 
to excess, had lost his self-possession, and made use of 
very intemperate language. There was no one upon 
whom he had not cast injurious reflections, ancl lle had 
even loaded Aure~tg-Zebe himself with the foulest abuse. 
In short, he had grown so quarrelsome and ungovernable, 
that it became necessary to confine lli~n apart: but in 
the morning, when re- 
covered from his night!s / \ /  i 11 I / 

debauch, he would be 
again set at liberty. In 
the mean time, large 
bribes and larger pro- 
mises were given to all 
the superior officers ; 
the pay of the whole 
army was immediately 
augmented;  and, as 
there were few who 
had not long foreseen 
the downfall of Morad- 
Bakcfw, it is not surpris- 
ing that when the day 
dawned scarcely a trace 
of the late partial com- 
motion existed. Aurmg- 

FIG. 3.- Prince h ludd  Unkhb.  
Zebe felt that he might 
venture to shut his Grother up in a covered embay,' a kind 
of closed litter in which women are carried on elephants ; 
and in this manner the Prince was conveyed to Dehli, and 
incarcerated in the ancient citadel of Seli~n-per? which 
is situated in the middle of the river. 

For amdn', a Persian word meaning P covered-in howdah, or litter. 
' Salim-ghar, built by the Emperor Sallm Shah Silr, in the year 

1546, and now in ruins. 
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The army submitted to this new order of things, with 
the exception of the eunuch Chalr-Abas, who occasioned 
milch trouble.' Aureng-Zebe received the troops lately 
under the command of Morad-Bakche into his service; 
and resumed the pursuit of Dara, who was advancing with 
the utmost expedition on Lahvr, with the intention of 
fortifying himself in that city, ant1 rendering it the ren- 
dezvous for his friends and adherents. But he was pressed 
so closely by his eager enemy, that he found it impossible 
to fortify that position : he, therefore, continued his retreat 
on the road to -kfoulfan ; but here again the vigour of his 
brother's movements disappointed any expectatioil he 
might have formed of maintaining that post. Nothing, 
indeed, could exceed tlie ardour and activity of Aureng- 
Zebe. Notwithstanding the  great heat of the weather, 
his army marched day and night; and, with a view of 
encouraging the troops, he was often two or three leagues 
in advance, nearly unattended. Nor did he fare better 
than the private men: his meal consisted of dry bread 
and impure water, and his bed was the bare ground. 

D-ed bv the statesmen of this country for 
not having taken the route to the kingdom ot ~ a & u l  
when he abandoned Ixthor. H e  was strongly advisedfo 
adopt tllat course, and his reasons for refusing such sage 
counsel must always be enigmatical. The governor of 

_---- 
Cuboul was illolrabef-kan, one of the most ancient ancl 
po'verf~il Otnrahs of Ifirtdozl~(nrt, who had never been on 
frieildlyGms with Aureng-Zcbe; and there were assembled 

-- - _ - --- 
in-that^l;ingdom above t e x t h o u m b  troops destined to 
act against the Augnns,2 the _ _  Persians - -2. and - __- the Usbecs. Dam 
was amply supplied with money, and there can be little 
doubt that the military force of that country and Mohabef- 
knn himself would willingly have espousetl his cause. I t  
should also be observed that in Cabold, Dara would liave 

' Catrou says that he was tleported along with hfuriid Bakhsh. 
' Afghbns, called by the old travellers, Auganes, and sometimes 

Agwans. 
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been on the borders of Persio and Usbec, from which 
countries he might have derived considerable support. 
He ought indeed to have recollected how IIoumayon was 
restored to his kingdom by the power of the PersMnr, 
notwithstanding the opposition of Zalrer-kan,' king of 
the Patans, by whom he had been expelled. But it3 
generally the fate of the unhappy Dara to undervalue the 
opinions of the wisest counsellors; and upon this occasion, -- -- - 
instead of throwing himself into Caboul, he proceeded 
towards Sn'mdy,2 and sought refuge in the fortress of Tala- 
bakar, that strong<nd celebrated place u i n _ t b e  
m m l e  of the river fit&. 

w h e n  Aareng-Zebe knew the point on which Dara was 
directing his retreat, he felt it quite unnecessary to con- 
tinue the pursuit. Having ascertained that Caboril was 
not within the plan of his brother's operations, his mind 
was relieved from any serious apprehension ; and sending 
only seven or eight thousand men under the command of 
Mir-baba, his foster-brother, to watch the movements of 
Dara, he retraced his steps towards Agm with the same 
experlition he had used in the pursuit of his brother. His 
mind, indeed, was harassed by fears of what might happen 
in the capital during his absence : .wme of the powerful 
Rajas, such as Jessei~rgue or Jessomskngce, would, perhaps, 
he thought,releaseClwh-Jehan from prison ; Solirnari-Chekoah, 
and the Ruja of Serexugtcer, might descend as a torrent 
from their mountains; or, finally, J'ulfnn Srgah would 

Sher l a i n  Stir, the son of the governor of Jnunpur, for some time 
in the service of Muhammad Lohini, king of Behar. H e  defeated the 
Emperor Humlyhn in 1539 at Chaunsi in Behar, and in 1540at Kanauj, 
and pursued him until he wa5 driven beyond the Intlus. Sher KhAn then 
became the sovereign of Delhi, ascended the throne in 1542, under the 
title of Sher ShAh ; and died in 1545. After an exile of fifteen years 
IIamiyGn returned to India, and beenme a second time Emperor of 
IIindostan. 

Sintl (Scinde). The fortress is at Bukkur on an island in the Indus 
between Sukkur and Rohri. Owing to its position it was a stronghold 
of great importance. 
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now probably venture to approach A p .  A slight in- 
cident now occurred, which, as i t  was occasioned by it, 
may serve to give an idea of Aureng-Zebe's precipitate 
mode of acting. 

While on his return from Jlorrl/a~r to Lulwr, and when 
marching with his accustomed rapidity, he was astonished 
to see the  Raja Jesseilrgtir at the head of four or five 
thousand well-appointed Ragipor~.~, advancing towards 
him. Aure~rg-Zebe had, as usual, preceded his army ; and 
being aware of the  Ilrtju's strong attachment to Clurh- 
Jehnt~, it may easily be imagined that he considered his 
situation one of extreme peril. I t  was natural for him 
to  conclude that Jesseingue would seize upon so happy 
an occasion and by a cortp d'Haf a t  once rescue his 
venerated sovereign from the  iniquitous thraldom under 
which he groaned, and inflict condign punishment upon 
the  unfeeling son from whom he had experiencetl so 
much unprovoked outrage and cruelty. I t  is, indeed, con- 
jectured that the Rajn undertook this expedition with 
no other design than the capture .of Aureng-Zebe, and 
there appears ground for the  opinion from the fact of his 
having been met on the road leading from Lahor to 
Moulfati, when the information just before received by the 
Prince left no doubt upon his mind that the Iinja was still 
a t  Dehli; with such astonishing speed had he conducted 
this long n~arch ! But the self-possession of Atireng-Zebc 
and his decision of character carried him safely through 
the  impending danger. H e  betrayed no symptom of 
agitation or alarm, but assuming a countenance ex pressivc 
of pleasure at  the sight of the fiiju, rode directly toward 
him, making signs with his hand for him to hasten his 
pace, and calling out, 'Saluntet buched Ihju-gi! Sul(~t~iet 
boclred Bubn-gi !' Thus hailing him as My Lord IZctjn ! 
My Lord Father!'  When the l h j u  approached, he  
said : I cannot describe how impatiently I have waited 
to see you. The war is at an eurl : Durn is ruined 
and wanders alone. I have sent Illir-Bubu after the 
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fugitive ; he cannot possibly escape.' H e  then took off 
his pearl necklace, and, as an act of the utmost courtesy 
and condescension, placed it round the neck of the  
Ilcrja. ' My army is fatigued, I am anxious you should 
immediately proceed to L a b r ,  for I am apprehensive of 
some movement there. I appoint you Governor of the 
city, and commit all things to yoiir Iial~ds. 1 slinll soon 
join you; but before we part, I cannot avoid returning 
my thanks for your manner of disposing of Solimorl-Chekoiih. 
LVhere have you left Dehl-hn? I shall know how to 
punish him. Hasten to Lahor. Salatnet Bachesl, Farewell!' 

Dara, when arrived a t  Tnfa-lakar, nominated an eunuch 
distinguished for his intelligence ant1 resolution, Governor 
of the  fortress, and formed an excellent garrison of pa fan^, 
and Sayeak, and as gunners, a number of I'orfuguae, Eirgliah, 
French, and Germans. These Europeans were employed 
in the artillery, and had been induced by his magnificent 
promises to enter into the  Prince's service. In the event 
of his ascending the throne, it was intended to promote 
them to the rank of Omrahs, even although they were 
Franks. Depositing his treasure in the fortress, for he  still 
possessed a large quantity of gold and silver, Dara pursued 
his march without delay along the banks of the Indtls 
towards Scimdy, a t  the heacl of but two or three thousand 
men ; and traversing with incredible speed the territories of 
the  Raju Kakhe 1 soon reached the province of Grizurnte, and 
presented himself before the  gates of A~ned-Ahad. The 
Governor of the city was Chah-Nanaze-kurr,? the father-in- 
law of Aarmg-Zebe, descended fiom the  ancient Princes of 
~ ~ l a c h u l e ~  [,Bfmcale], a man of no military reputation, but 

Or as he is now called, the Rao of Cutch (Kachh). 
Shihnawaz Khin was father-in-law to hlurad Bakhsh also, and his 

daughter was in Ahmadabid when D i r i  came there. It was through 
her entreaties that Shihnawaz K11in was induced to espouse the cause 
of D i d .  
' Muscat (hliskat), the chief town of Omin in Arabia. This is 

interesting as it  serves to support the statement in the Ma.asiru-l 
CImard of 'Ahlu-r Kazmk a1 IIusaini, that Sh6llnawaz Khin was a 
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accomplished, polite, and addictecl to pleasure. The city 
of Anted-Abad 1 contained a strong garrison, and was in 
a cor~dition to oppose a vigorous resistance ; but whether 
from failure of courage in the governor, or from his having 
been taken by surprise, the gates were opened to Darn 
and he was received by Chh-h'maze with every mark of 
honour. I t  seems indeed that this man was so assiduous 
in paying court to Darn, that he succeeded in impressing 
his mind with an opinion of his devotedness and esteem ; 
and although warned of his treacherous charttcter, the 
deluded Prince had the imprudence to confide in the 
governor's professions, communicating to him the whole 
of his plans, and showing him the letters from the Raja 
Jessomseingue, and several other faithful adherents, who 
were making preparations to join him with all the forces 
they could muster. 

A~reng-Zebe was equally surprised and perplexed when 
he heard that Darn was master of Atned-Ahnd. He 
knew that his pecuniary resources were still considerable, 
and he could entertain no doubt that not only his 
brother's friends, but malcontents from all parts, would 
flock around his standard. He was not insensible of the 
importance of following Dora in person and rlislodging 
him from so advantageous a position: but at the same 
time he saw the danger of withdrawing so far from Agrn 
and Chali-Jclucn, and of marching his army into provinces 

son of Mirza Rustam Kandahiri, a great-grandson of Shah Ismail, 
king of Persia. It is usually stated that he was the son of the wazir 
Asaph Rhin,  the Prime Minister of the Emperor Jahingir. For an 
account of ' the ancient I'rinces of Xlascate' of Bernier's narrative, 
see the late Rev. George Percy Badger's History of the I~r~bnrs and 
Styvia's of 'OnrAtr. Tr,~rrsla/ed frorrr the origirtinnf Arabic. London. 
IInkluyt Society, 1871. 
' Situated about 50 miles north of the head of the Gulf of Cambay 

and 310 miles from Bombay, on the banks of the Sibarmatii river, 
founded, in 1413, 1)y Ahmad Shlh  on the site of an ancient IIindoo 
city, ant1 one of thc most splendid towns of India during the 16th and 
17th centnries. 
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which comprehended the territories of Jesseirgtie, Jessoni- 
seingur, and other powerful Rajas. His attention was also 
distracted by the rapid advance of Strllcrr SNjnir-then near 
Elabas-with a powerful army, and by the preparations 
which he understood were being made by Soli~naa-Chekouh 
in conjunction with the Raja of Serenaguer to take an 
active part in the war. He was placed in a critical and 
intricate situation; but his best course, he thought, was 
to leave Dara for the present with Chair-Nat'ase-kart, and 
to march toward Stillan SiIjah, who had already crossed 
the Ganges at Elabau. 

Sullan Sujah encamped at a small village called KdjoiiP, 
a situation which on account of a large talrrb, or reservoir of 
water, was judiciously chosen.' There he determined to 
await the attack of Aurmag-Zebe, who, on bringing up his 
army, took up a position on the banks of a small river, 
distant about a league and a half. Between the two 
armies was a spacious plain well adapted for them to 
engage. Aureng-Zebe felt impatient to finish the contest, 
m d  on the day after his arrival, leaving his baggage 
on the other side of the river, proceeded to the attack. 
The Enrir-Jemla, erstwhile prisoner in the Decan, joined 
him on the morning of the action with the forces he 
could collect; the flight of the unhappy Dara having 
released his wife and children from captivity, and his own 
imprisonment being no longer necessary to the promo- 
tion of Aa5ng-Zebe's designs. The battle was warmly 
contested, a p l  the efforts of the assailants were almost 
incredible ; but Sullan Stijah maintained his ground, re- 
pulsing every assault with great slaughter, and increasing 
Aareng-Zebe's embarrassment by steadily atlllering to his 

' ' Shuji's army restedby the tank of Khajwa or Kachhwal-Art~al. 
i Sdlih. Now called Khaj~ia, almut 30 miles to the west of Fatehpur- 
Ilaswa in the Allahabad District, between the Ganges and the Jumna. 
The battle was fought on the 5th January 1659. Talab is another 
f o ~ m  of the word talao, meaning an artificial pond, or tank as usually 
translated. 
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plan of not advancing into the plain. To defend the  
advantageous and well-fortified position he had selected 
was for the  present llis sole object, foreseeing that the 
heat of the weather would very soon compel his enemy to 
retreat to the river, and that it would then be the  time to 
fall with effect upon his rear-guard. Aureng-Zebe was very 
sensible of the  reasons which actuated his brother, and 
became the  more intent on pressing forward. But a new 
and unexpected source of uneasiness now presented itself. 

H e  was informed that the  Raja Jessotnseitrgtre, who had, 
with apparent sincerity, entered into terms of amity, had 
fallen suddenly upon the rear-guard, routed and put it to 
flight, and that he was now employed in pillaging the  
baggage and treasure. The news soon spread ; and as is 
common in Asiatic armies, the fears of the soldiers multi- 
plied the  danger. But Auretrg-Zebe did not lose his 
presence of mind, and being aware that retreat would be 
ruinous to his hopes, he  determined, as at  the  battle with 
Dara, not to recede, but await with firmness the  pro- 
gress of events. The disorder spread more and more 
among the troops, and S111lan Sujah availing himself of so 
unlooked-for an opportunity, commencetl a furious attack. 
An arrow killed the  man who guided Aureng-Zele's 
elephant ; the animal became unmanageable, and the  
danger growing more appalling, he  was about to dis- 
mount, when Emir-Jemla, who was near h im,  and wl~ose 
conduct the  whole of this day excited the admiration of 
every bel~older, ejaculated with a loud voice, Decankou! 
Decarkorc ! (where is the Decan ?) and prevented him 
from accomplishing his fatal purpose. Avreng-Zebe was 

This war-cry was probably t~sed somewhat tauntingly in the sense 
of ' Where are ye now, 0 men of the Deccan I' See p. 50, footnote2. 
This and the war-cries given at  p. 50, may be taken as similar to the 
' Doun the Gallow-gate, my lads ' of Sir John Moore, to encourage a 
regiment in the Peninsula which had a nt~mher of t i layow men in its 
ranks ; or to the slogan, ' I t ' s  a far cry to Loch Awe,' and that of the 
clan Grant, 'Stand fast, Craigellachie,' so nobly maintained of late by 
one of the clan at Thobal. 
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now to all appearance reduced to the last extremity : his 
situation seemed irremediable, and he was every moment 
expecting to fall into the enemy's hands. Yet such is the  
caprice of fortune, that he was in a few minutes crowned 
with victory; and Stilturutr Strjah was obliged, like Dara at 
the  battle of Sumongwr, to fly for his life. 

Sttllan Strjah owed his discomfiture to the same trifling 
circumstance as occasioned the defeat of his eldest brother, 
-that of descending from his elephant for the sake of 
more expeditiously following the retreating foe : but it may 
be doubted whether the man by whose advice he acted 
was influenced by an honest or a perfidious intention. 
Allah-trrdi-kan,' one of his principal officers, earnestly 
entreated him to mount a horse, and it is remarkable that 
he made use of an artifice very similar to that of Cnlil-ttllnh- 
k n w  at the battle of Samonpier. H e  ran towartls Sultan 
Sujah, and, when yet some WRY off, saluted him (as did 
Calil-ullah-kan), and then, joining his hands in the manner 
of fervent entreaty, he said : ' Why, my Prince, incur 
unnecessary risk on this exalted elephant? do you not 
see that the enemy is in complete disorder, and that it 
were an unpardonable fault not to pursue him with 
alacrity? Mount your hone, and you are King of the 
1ridie.e.' As in the case of Darn, the sudden disappearance 
of the Prince from the view of the whole army induced r 
general idea that he was either killed or betrayed; the 
troops fell into disorder, and dispersed, without the 
possibility of restoring their ranks.3 

Aliwardi Khln,  Governor of Patna, wlio espoused the cause of 
Sul t ln  Shujih, whom lie followed to Bengal, where he was killed in 
July 1659. 

See pp. 53, 54. Father Joseph Tiefenthaler, S.J., in the article on 
' Cazua' (Khajha) in his Description of Hindusfatr, Berlin, 1785, says 
that Prince Sujah's elephant fell into a pit (Gnibr, which may have 
been a dry well, not uncommon in those parts at the present clay) and 
that then the Prince fled. Tieffenthaler also stales that a fine serai 
('caravanserai ') at  ' Cazua' was the one built by Aurangzeb to com- 
memorate his victory. This fort-like serai, a walled garden (called 
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Jessmseirgi~e, perceiving the strange turn that  the  
action had taken, conteilted himself with securing the  
fruits of his plunder, and without loss of time returned to 
Agra, intending to continue his retreat thence to his own 
dominions. The rumour had already reached the  capital 
that Aureng-Ze6e had lost the battle; that he and Emir- 
Je~nla were taken prisoners, and that SliIlan Sujah was 
advancing at  the head of his victorious army. Cfmil-hesf- 
kart, Governor of the city, and the uncle of Aurettg-Zehe, 
so fully believed the report, that when he saw Jessomseit~grte, 
of whose treason he had been apprised, approach the gate 
of the city, he  grasped, in his despair, a cup of poison. H e  
was prevented, however, from swallowing i t  by the  promp 
titude of his women, who threw themselves upon him, and 
dashed the cup to the ground. Two days elapsed before 
the inhabitants of Agra were undeceived; ant1 it is not 
doubted that the Rnjn would have succeeded in releasing 
Cimh-Jehari from confinement hat1 he acted with vigour 
and decision;-had he threatened with boldness, ant1 
promised with liberality: but as he was acquaiilted with 
the actual state of affairs, he wotiltl neither venture to pro- 
long his stay in the capital, nor to undertake any daring 
enterprise : he merely marched through the town, and 
proceeded homeward, agreeably to his original intention. 

A~rreng-Zcbe was full of inquietude as to the probable 
proceedings of Jesso~rtseinpre, and expected to hear of a 
revolution at  Agra. He, therefore, scarcely followed Sullatr 
Sujnh in his retreat, but directed his rapid steps to the 
capital with the whole of his army. H e  soon learnt, how- 
ever, that the troops whom he had just encountered, and 
who suffered little or no diminution of numbers in the  

the Badshihi BAgh, or Koyal Garden), and a masonry tank with an 
area of fourteen acres, still remain as a memorial of imperial n~agni- 
licence. The serai has as ninny as r jo sets of vaulted rooms, three of 
which have been thrown into one to serve as a school. The square in 
the centre of the serai has an area of ten acres, and 223 acres in all are 
covered hy thcse ~nemorinl works. 
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late action, were daily receiving considerable accession of 
strength from the different Rajas whose territories were 
situated on both sides of the Gnnges, and who were in- 
duced to give their assistance on the  strength of the 
reputation Sullan Sujlrh had for wealth and liberality. 
H e  found also that his brother was establishing himself 
in Elnbns, that important and celebrated passage of the 
Ganges, and justly colisidered the key of Berrgale. 

Under these circumstances, it occurred to Aureng-Zehe 
that he had two persons near him very capable of 
rendering l~im assistance-his eldest son, and Emir-Jmnla ; 
but he knew that those who have rendered essential 
service to their Prince often become inflated with the 
idea that no recompence is too great for them. H e  
already perceived that  Sullan 2)¶alrmor1d betrayed im- 
patience of paternal control, and was continilally pre- 
suming on the skill and pro\r-ess he had displayed in the 
capture of the citadel of Agra, whereby all the  plans of 
C'huh-Jehaa had been baffled. In regard to the Lirrir, the 
Prince fully appreciated his transcendent talents, his 
conduct, and his courage; but these very excellencies 
filled him with apprehension and distrust : for the Emir's 
great riches, and tile reputation he possessed of being the 
prime mover in all affairs of importance, and the most 
acute statesman in India, left no doubt on the mind of 
Aareng-Xcbe that the expectations of this extraordinary 
man were as high as those of Sullnn Mnkmond. . 

These considerations would have disconcerted an 
ordinary mind ; but Aureng-Zebe knew how to remove 
these two personages to a distance from the  court with 
so much address that neither the one nor the  other felt 
any cause of complaint. H e  sent them at  the  head of a 
powerful army against Sullalr Sttjuk, giving the Emir to 
understand not only that the valuable government of 
Uengnle was intended for him during life, but that he 
should be succeeded therein by his son. H e  added that 
this was but one mark of the sense Ile entertained of his 
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great services : when he had defeated Stljah he sho111d be 
created >fir-rcl-orriruh [Amir-ul- U~nara) ; the first and most 
honourable title in Hindoldan, signifying Prince of the  
Otnrahs. 

To SuIlaw Mak~nozcd he acldressed only these few words : 
' Remember that you are the  eldest of my children, and 
that you are going to fight your own battles. You have 
done much; and yet, properly speaking, you cannot be 
said to have done anything until the  projects of Srtlian 
Sljah be defeated, and you become master of his person : 
he is the most formidable of our adversaries.' 

Atcrerrg-Zebe then presented both the Ertiir and Srtlintr 
Mnlr~notcd with the customary seraphs,' or rich vests, a 
few horses and elephants, superbly capa~isoned, and can- 
trivecl to retain at  court his son's wife (the King of 
(;olkonda'z claughter) and Emir-Jmila'z only son 1Ciahmef 
Eftrir-kua ; the former, because the presence of so dis- 
tinguished a woman might embarrass the operations of 
the army; the latter, because Ile was partial to the yonth. 
and wished to superintend his education : but he  viewed 
them doubtless in the light of hostages for the  fidelity 
of the two commanders. 

Strllan Slrjnh was continually in dread that the  Rajas of 
Lonier Bengale, who had reason to complain of his ex- 
actions, would be excited to insurrection against his 
authority. H e  was, therefore, no sooner apprised of these 
arrangements than he broke up his camp at Elabas, ant1 
marched to Bettar& and Palna, and afterwarcis to >Iopiiere,? 
a small town on the  Gariges, commonly calletl the Key of 
the  Kingdom of Bmgale, forming a species of strait be- 
tween the mountains and a forest which is contig~~ous to 
the town. H e  made this movement from an apprehension 
that it was meant to cut off his retreat, and that Emir- 

Sar-o-pi, from the Persian meaning from head to foot, rap-2-jir, 
a complete suit, or robe of honour. 

? Monghyr, the fort described by Bernier, now contains the pul~lic 
offices, and tile residences of the Europeans. 
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Jernla would cross the river either above or below ELubas. 
Intending to make a stand a t  Moguiere, he threw up forti- 
fications, anit cut a deep trench (which I saw some years 
afterwards)' extending from the town and the river to the 
mountains. In  this strong position he resolved to wait 
the  approach of his enemy, and dispute the passage of the 
Ganges. H e  was, however, greatly mortified when in- 
formed that the  troops which were slowly descending the  
banks of the river were designed merely for a feint ; that 
Einir-Jemla was not with them; but that having p i n e d  
over the  Ziajm whose territories lay among the mountains, 
on the  right of the river, he and Sultan Mah~noud were 
marching with the utmost speed across those mountains 
toward Rage-hiehalle2 accompanied by the flower of the  
army, evidently with the  object of shutting him out from 
Bengale. H e  was constrained, therefore, to abandon all 
the  fortifications erected with so much care : yet notwith- 
standing that his march was much lengthened by the 
necessity of following the  various bends of the  Ganges, 
still he  amved at  llage-niehallc some days before the  
Emir. Time was afforded him to throw up entrench- 
ments ; because, when the  combined commanders per- 
ceived that Sulfan Sujah could not be prevented from 
occupying Rage-Mehalle, they inclined on the left toward 
the  Ganges, through almost impracticable paths, for the  
purpose of receiving the troops, heavy artillery and 
baggage, which were coming down the  river. When this 
object was accomplished, they proceeded to the attack of 
SuNa?r Sujah, who defended his position during five or six 
days with considerable success ; but perceiving that  the  
ceaseless fire of the Emir's artillery ruined his fortifications, 
which consisted only of made earth, sand, and fascines, 

' O n  the 3rst December 1665, when travelling with Tavernier. 
- Travclr, vol. i. p. 124. 

"jrnahal, Akbar's capital of Hengal, on the right bank of the 
Ganges. The Muhammadan city is now in ruins, extending for about 
four miles to the west of the modern city. 

F 
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and that the  approaching rains would render his position 
still less tenable, he  withdrew under favour of the  night, 
leaving behind him two larges pieces of ordnance. The 
fear of some ambuscade deterred the enemy from pursuing 
him that night, ancl before break of day the rain descended 
so violently that no idea could be entertained of quitting 
Rage-Meiralle. Happily for Sallan Sujnh, the shower that 
fell so opportunely, was the commencement of those 
incessant and heavy rains with which the country is 
visited in the  months of Jtdy, At~gtul, Seplenller, and 
Ocloler. They render the roads so difficult that no army 
can act offensively during their prevalence ; and upon the 
present occasion the Emir was obliged to put his troops 
into winter-quarters a t  Itage-3Iclralle ; w h s  $-e- 
mained at  libertv to choose the place of his retreat, and 
to reinforce his army. A large number of Porl~cgtlese - 
came to him *from Lojivr Tengale, b i w i t h  them 
s e a  pleces ot cannon. '~KF'@rent fertility of the soil 
attracts many Ezrropeu~ts to these parts, and it was Stlllai~ 
Slrjnli's policy to encourage and conciliate the foreigners 
settled in this province. H e  particularly favoured the  
Portt~guese Missionary Fathers, holding out a prospect 
of future wealth to them all, and promising to build 
churches wheresoever they might desire to have them 
erected. Indeed these people were capable of rendering 
the Prince essential service ; the Frankislr families residing 
in the kingdom of Bengale, whether half-caste1 or of 
Porltigtese birth, amounting to eight or nine thousand, at  
the  lowest computation. 

During the interval there arose a serious disagreement 
between Sttllan ~~Inlrt~totrd and Emir-Jemla. The former 
aspired to the  absolute and undivided command of tlie army. 
and behaved to the  latter with studied insolence and con- 
tempt. H e  even allowetl expressions to escape him that 
denoted a total tlisregard of tlie affection and respect due 
to his father; spoke openly of his achievement in the 

' hfestic ' in the original. 
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fortress of Agra, and boasted that i t  was to him Aureng- 
Zehe should feel indebted for his crown. H e  was at  length 
informed of the anger he  had excited in his father's breast ; 
and fearing lest the  Emir should receive orders to seize 
his person, he withdrew [from Riijmnhll] attended by very 
few followers, and retiring towards Stcllrrtt S~ljnh made that 
Prince a tender of his services. But Sujah, suspecting this 
to be a device of Aureng-Zebe and of Etnir-Jernlu to entrap 
him, placed no confidence in his splendid promises, or 
in his oaths of undeviating constancy. He, therefore, in- 
trusted him with no command of importance, and kept an 
eye upon his conduct. Sullatr ,!iahrnorcd was soon disgusted 
with this treatment, and, after the  absence of a few months, 
in despair of what might befall him, abandoned his new 
master, and ventured to appear in Jefnlu's presence. The 
Emir received him with some degree of courtesy, promis- 
ing to  intercede with Aareng-Zebe in his behalf, and per- 
suade him to pardon this great transgression. 

Many persons have told me that all this strange conduct 
of Suban Matnmrd was planned by Aurntg-Zebe, who was 
very willing to see his son engage in any enterprise, how- 
ever hazardous, which had for its object the  ruin of Sulfut~ 
Sujah. Whatever the event might be, he hoped to gain 
some specious pretext for having Strllan 3iahmoud conveyetl 
to a place of security. Accordingly, when informed of his 
son's return [to Rrljmahal], feeling, or feigning to feel, the 
utmost indignation, he sent a letter, commanding him in 
peremptory terms to repair to Dehli. The unhappy Prince 
dared not disobey; but he had scarcely set foot on the 
opposite shore of the Ganges, when a company of armed 
men seized and forced him into an n11bny1 as had been 
Aford-Bakche, he was then conducted to Goiia[eor in 
which fortress he will probably end his days." 

See p. 69 text, and footnote '. 
Sultan Muhammad died on the 5th December 1676 in the fort of 

Gwalior, the Mogul state prison, and was buried at Delhi, near the 
Kuttub. 
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Having thus disposed of his eldest son, Atirerig-Zele 
advised his second son, Stillatr AMaztrm, not to imitate the 
lofty and unyielding spirit of his brother. 'The art of 
reigning,' he told him, ' is so delicate, that a King's jealousy 
should be awakened by his very shadow. Be wise, or a 
fate similar to that which has befallen your brother awaits 
you. Indulge not the fatal delusion that Atirerig-Zebe may 
be treated by his children as was Jehan-Ggre by his son 
Chah-Jelucic; or that, like the latter, he will permit the 
sceptre to fall from his hand.' 

I 1 
Flu. 4.-Sullan bbujnh. 

Here, however, I may observe that, ji~clging from the I 

whole tenor of Stilfan 31aotinis conduct, his father has no 
reason to suspect him of any evil design : the most abject 

I 
slave cannot be more tractable or obsequioi~s ; nor is it I 

possible that the language and bellaviour of the lowest 1 
menial should discover less of the workings of a discon- 
tented and ambitious mind. iit~re~tg-Zele never appeared 
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more careless of power and dignity, or more devoted to 
the cause of religion and charity. There are many shrewd 
persons, however, who believe that the father's character 
is, in every respect, the archetype of the son's, and that 
the heart of Sullan Mazunt is set upon sovereign authority,' 
of which we may have proof in due course ; meanwhile let 
us pass on to other occurrences. 

Whilst all these events were happening in Bengale, 
Sulfan Stljah resisted, to the best of his ability, his skilful 
opponent, passed, as he judged it expedient, from one bank 
of the Ganges to the other, crossing and recrossing the 
rivers and water-courses with which this part of the 
country abounds. Meanwhile, Aureng-Zebe remained in 
the neighbourhood of A p .  At length, after having con- 
signed Morad-Bakche to Gaiialeor, he went to Dehli, where 
he began in good earnest, and undisguisedly, to assume all 
the acts, and exercise all the prerogatives, of a legitimate 
King. His attention was principally engaged in the forma- 
tionof plans for expelling Data from G~tearale; an object very 
near his heart, but, for the reasons already stated, difficult 
of accomplishment. Nevertheless, his extraordinary skill 
and continued good-fortune overcame every impediment. 

Jesmeingre had no sooner returned to his own country 
than he employed the treasure plundered a t  the battle of 
KadjoG in raising a strong army. H e  then informed Dara 
that he would join him with all his forces on the road iead- 
ing to Agra, on which city he advised him to march without 
delay. The Prince had himself contrived to assemble a 
large number of troops, though not perhaps of the choicest 
description : and being sanguine in his expectation that as 
he  approached the capital, accompanied by this dis- 
tinguished Raja, his friends would be encouraged to crowd 
around his standard, he quitted Ahmed-Ahad and hastened 

Aurangzeb, at this time about forty-one years old, lived and 
reigned to the age of ninety, and was succeeded, in 1707, by his son, 
Sultin Mu'auam, with the title of ShAh ' ~ l a r n  BahAdur Shih,  who 
survived his father only five years. 
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to Asmire,s a city seven or eight days' journey from Agra. 
But Jessmnseingue violated his promise. The Raja Jessei,tgue 
considering that the  chances of war were decidedly in 
favour of Arrrerrg-ZeBe and that  it was his best policy to 
conciliate that Prince, exercised his influence with 
Jessornseingue to deter him from espousing the cause of Darn. 
'What can be your inducement,' he wrote to him, ' to  
endeavour to sustain the falling fortunes of this prince? 
Perseverance in such an undertaking must inevitably 
bring ruin upon you and your family, without advancing 
the interests of the wretched Dara. From Arcreng- 
Zehe you will never obtain forgiveness. I, who am also 
a Rria, conjure you to spare the blood of the Rngipous. 
Do not buoy yourself up with the hope of drawing the  
other rajas to your party; for I have means to counteract 
any such attempt. This is a business which concerns all 
the Iridous (that is to say all the  Gentiles)," and you can- 
not be permitted to kindle a flame that would soon rage 
throughoiit the kingdom, and which no effort might be 
able to extingnish. If, on the other hand, you leave Dara 
to his own resources, Aere~ig-Zebe will bury all the past 
in ohlivion; will not reclaim the money you obtained a t  
Kndjuii2, but will at  once nominate you to the  government 
of Glcsarnlr. You can easily appreciate the advantage 
of ruling a province so contiguous to your own territories : 
there you will remain in perfect quiet and security, and 
I hereby offer you my guarantee for the exact fulfilment 
of all I have mentioned.' To be brief, Jessornsei~rgue was 
persuaded to remain at  home, while Aurerrg-Zebe advanced 
with the whole of his army on Annire, and encamped 
within view of Darn. 

Who that reads this history can repress an emotion of 

1 Ajmere, about 230 miles to the south-west of Agm. The 
Enilxrors Jahhnglr and Shlh Jahin often resided there, and it was 
here that Sir Thomas Roe, the ambassador of James I. of England, 
was received by the Emperor Jahingir in December 1651. 

In the original, ' c'est B dire toute la GentilitC.' 
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pity for the misguided and betrayed Darn ? H e  now dis- 
covered the bad faith of Jesson~seirtgue; but it was too 
late to provide against its fatal consequences. Willingly 
wo~ild he have condocted the army back to Anted-Ahad, 
but how could he hope to effect this desirable object in 
the midst of the hot season, and during the drought that 
then prevails; having a march of five-and-thirty days to 
accomplish through the territories of Rajas, friends or 
allies of Jessomseingue, and closely pressed by the eager 
Aureng-Zebe at the head of a fresh and numerous army ? 
' I t  is better,' he said, ' t o  die at once the death of a 
soldier; the contest is sadly unequal, but on this spot I 
must conquer or perish.' H e  did not, however, com- 
prehend the full extent of his danger : treasoi~ was lurk- 
ing where he least expected it ; and he continued to con- 
fide in the perfidious Chalr-hTavaze-kan, who kept up a 
regular correspondence with Arreng-Zebe, putting him in 
possession of all Dara's designs. As a just retribution 
for his faithlessness, this man was slain in the battle, 
either by the hand of Dara himself, or, as is thought more 
probable, by the swords of persons in Aureng-Zebe's army, 
who, being the secret partisans of Dara, felt apprehensive 
that Chah-A-armse-kan would denounce them, and make 
mention of the letters they had been in the habit of 
writing to that Prince. But what now availed the death 
of the traitor? I t  was from the first moment of his taking 
possession of Ahmedabad that Darn ought to have listened 
to the sage advice of his best friends and treated Clralr- 
A7amaze with the conten1pt:and distrust he merited. 

The action commenced between nine and ten in the 
morning.' Dara's artillery, which was advantageously 
placed on a small eminence, made noise enough; but 
the pieces, it is supposed, were charged only with blank 

For Khifi Khin's account of the defection of Hhja Jaswant Singh 
and the battle (fought on the 12th and 13th March 1659 at Deori, 
about six miles to the south of Ajmere), see Sir H. M. Elliot's History, 
etc., vol. vii. pp. 238.240. 
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cartridges, so widely was the  treachery extended. I t  is 
unnecessary to enter into any particular detail of this 
battle, if battle i t  should be called; i t  was soon a com- 
plete rout. I shall simply state that the first shot was 
scarcely fired when Jesseingue, placing himself within 
sight of Dara, sent an officer to inform him that if he  
wished to avoid capture he  must instantly quit the field. 
The poor Prince, seized with sudden fear and surprise, 
acted upon this advice, and flew with so much precipita- 
tion that he gave no directions concerning his baggage : 
indeed, considering the  critical situation in which he  was 
placed, he  had reason to congratulate himself on being 
allowed time to secure his wife and family. I t  is certain 
that he was in the power of Jcsseing~e, and that it was to 
his forbearance he  was indebted for his escape : but the  
Ih ja ,  aware of the  danger that would attend any insult 
offered to a Prince of the blood, has upon all occasions 
shown respect to every branch of the Royal family. 

Tlie miserable and devoted Data, whose only chance of 
preservation was to regain Amed-Alad, was constrained to  
pass through a long range of what might be consideretl 
hostile territory, destitute of tents and baggage. The 
country between Astnire and Amed-Abad consists almost 
entirely of territories belonging to Rajas. The Prince 
was accompaxiied by two thousand men a t  most; the heat 
was intolerable ; and the A-orrllys followed him day and 
night, pillaging and assassinatiiig so many of his soldiers 
that it became dangerous to separate even a few yards 
from the  main body. These Koullys are the peasantry 
of this part of the country, and are the greatest robbers, 

In  Uernier's time, this was the term applied to dwellers in villages. 
The word is supposed to be derived from the Tamil hiili, meaning 
hire or wages ; in modern times CooIy. For an interesting note on 
this subject, see Yule's Glossary, untler the head ' Cooly.' There is a 
race of hill people, the Kolis, who are to be ioand in Guzerat, in the 
Konkan, and in the 1)eccan ; and in the Rds Afcfllf the Koolees are 
spoken of as a tribe that lived near the Indus. In Hlaeu's map of The 
Enrpire of the Grtnl Afogol, pliblished in 1655, territory to the north. 
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and altogether the most unprincipled people in the Indies. 
Notwithstanding every obstruction, Dara contrived to 
advance within a day's journey from Amed-Ahad, expecting 
to enter the city on the following day, and to assemble 
an army; but the hopes of the  vanquished and unfor- 
tunate are seldom realised. 

The Governor whom he had left in the castle of Amed- 
Abad, alarmed by the menaces, or allured by the promises 
of Aureng-Zehe, had basely deserted the cause of his 
master; and sent a letter to Dara by which he desired 
him not to advance nearer to  the city, whose gates were 
shut, and whose inhabitants were armed to oppose his 
entrance. I had now been three days with Dara, 
whom I met on the road by the strangest chance 
imaginable; and being destitute of any medical atten- 
dant, he compelled me to accompany him in the capacity 
of physician. The day preceding that on which he re- 
ceived the Governor's communication, he expressed his 
fear lest I should be murdered by the Koul!ys, and 
insisted upon my passing the night in the Karacatr- 
nerrak, where he then was. The cords of the knnnles, 
or screens, which concealed his wife and won~en (for 
lle was without even a tent) were fastened to the wheels 
of the carriage, wherein I reposed. This may appear 
almost incredible to those who know how extremely 
jealous the great men of Hindorrslan are of their wives, 
and I mention the circumstance as a proof of the low 
condition to which the fortunes of the Prince were re- 
duced. I t  was a t  break of day that the Governor's 
message was delivered, and the shrieks of the females 

west of Cambay is titled Reino rfos Collys. Chardin, in his Travels 
in Persia (p. 479, VOI. vii. of Langlis' edition, l'nris 181 I ) ,  tells us 
of a race of robbers in I'ersia whom he calls A7zilrr(ys or qohlys, and 
says of them that they were all arrant rogues and thieves, like the 
gipsies of his own country. In  The I'im~crr Mail, Allahabad, 19th 
August 1891, will be found (pp. 239-240) a long account of the recent 
doings in the Akola District of a ' Native Jack Sheppard,' one Rasjee 
Koli. 
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drew tears from every eye. We were all overwhelmed 
with confusion and dismay, gazing in speechless horror at 
each other, at  a loss what plan to recommend, and 
ignorant of the fate which perhaps awaited us from hour 
to hour. We observed Dam stepping out, more (lead 
than alive, speaking now to one, then to another; stop- 
ping and consulting even the commonest soldier. H e  saw 
consternation depictecl in every countenance, and felt 
assured that he  s h o ~ ~ l d  be left without a single follower ; 
but what was to become of him ? whither must he go ? to 
delay his departure was to accelerate his ruin. 

During the  time that I remained ill this Prince's 
retinue, we marched, nearly without intermission, clay and 
night ; and so insupportable was the heat, and so suffocat- 
ing the dust, that of the three large oxen of G~rearate which 
drew my carriage, one had died, another was in n dying 
state, and the  third was r~nable to proceed from fatigue. 
Darn felt anxious to retain me in his service,' especially as 
one of his wives had a bad wound in her leg;  yet neither 
his threats nor entreaties could procure for me a single 

Tavernier, who probably tlrrived his information from Bernier 
himself, thus describes this incident : 'As  he [Di r i ]  approached 
A H M A D ~ R ~ ~ ,  Monsieur UERNIER, a French physician, who was on his 
way to AGRA to visit the Court of the GREAT MOGUL, and who is well 
known to all the world, as much by his personal meritsas by the charm- 
ing accounts of his travels, was of great assi5tance to one of the wives of 
this Prince who was attacked with erysipelas in one leg. D I R L  SHAH, 
having learnt that an accomplished European physician was at hand, sent 
inlmedia~ely for him, and hlonsieur BERWIER went to his tent, where he 
saw this lady and examined into her ailment, for which he gave a 
remedy and quick relief. This poor Prince, being much pleased with 
hlonsieur BEKNIER, strongly pressed him to remain in his service, and 
he might have accepted the offer if DLnd S ~ r i i t ~  had not received news 
the same night that the Governor whom he had left at A ~ ~ A ~ d n r i n  
had refused to allow his quarter-master to enter the town, and had 
declared for AURANGZEH. This compelled D ~ R A  SHAH to decamp 
quickly in the darkness of the night, and take the road to SINU,  fear- 
ing some new treachery, which he could not defend himself from in 
the unhappy condition in which Ile found himself.'-Tmz~tls, vol. i. 
1'. 349. 
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horse, ox, or camel; so totally destitute of power and 
influence had he become ! I remained behind, therefore, 
because of the  absolute impossibility of continuing the  
journey, and could not but weep when I beheld the 
Prince depart with a force diminished to four or five 
hundred horsemen. There were also a couple of 
elephants laden, it was said, with gold and silver. Dara, 
I understood, intended to take the road to Tatla-bakar, 
and under all circumstances this was not perhaps an un- 
wise selection. There was illdeed only a choice of appal- 
ling diffic~ilties, and I could not cherish the hope that the 
Prince would succeed in crossing the  sandy desert which 
separated him from that For!. In  fact, nearly the whole 
of the  men, and many of the  women, did perish; some 
dying of thirst, hunger, or fatigue, while others were 
killed by the hands of the merciless Koallys. Happy 
would it have been for Dara had he not himself survived 
this perilous march ! but he struggled througli every 
obstacle, and reached the  territory of the Raja Katche.1 

The Raja received him with the utmost hospitality, 
promising to place the  whole of his army at  Dam's 
disposal, provided that Prince gave his daughter in 
marriage to his son.2 But the  intrigues of Jesseir~gie 
were as successful with this Raja us they Iiad been with 
Jessmeingtie; a change in his conduct was very soon 
perceptible, and Daru, having reason to apprehend that 
the barbarian had a design against his life, departed 
without a moment's hesitation for Ilhln-bakar. 

I should, I fear, only tire my readers were I to enter 
upon a long narration of my own adventures with 
Messieurs the Koul!ys, or robbers ; relating how I moved 

Khlfl Khan states that when D l r l  was denied entry to Ahn~atll- 
kid he went ' to  Kari, two kos from the city and there sought assistance 
from Kbnjt Kolt, one of the most notorious rebels and rol~bers of that 
country. Kanjl joined him and conducted him to the confines of 
Kachh.' 

This confirms in several details, Khafl Khin's narrative. See Sir 
H. hi. Elliot's History, vol. vii. p. 243. 
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their compassion, and by what means I preserved the 
little money which was about my person. I made a grand 
display of my professional skill ; and my two servants, 
who experienced the same terror as myself, declared I 
was the most eminent physician in the world, and that 
Dara'.~ soldiers had used me extremely ill, depriving me of 
everything valuable. I t  was fortunate for me that we 
succeeded in creating in these people an interest in my 
favour; for after detaining me seven or eight days, they 
attached a bullock to my carriage, and conducted me 
within view of the minarets of dmed-Abnd. In this city 
I met with an Omrah who was proceeding to Dehli, and I 
travelled under his protection. On the road our eyes were 
too often offencled with the sight of dead men, elephants, 
oxen, horses, and camels; the wrecks of poor Dara's army. 

While Darn pursued his dreary way towards Trtfn-baknr, 
the war was still raging in Bntgnle; Sultan Srljnh making 
much greater efforts than had been foreseen by his enemies. 
But the state of affairs in this quarter occasioned little 
inquietude to Aurertg-Zebe, who knew how to appreciate 
the talents and conduct of Emir-Jernlla ; and the distance 
of Uerrgnle from Agra lessened the immediate importance 
of the military operations in that country. A source of 
much greater anxiety was the vicinity of Solitnatt-Chekotch, 
and the apprehension which seemed generally to prevail 
that he and the Raja were about to descend with a hostile 
force from the mountains,' distant scarcely eight days' 
journey from Agra. This enemy Airrertg-Zebe was too 
prudent to despise, and how to circumvent Soliazna-Clwko~~lt 
became now the chief object of his attention. 

The most likely inetl~od of attaining that object was, 
he conceived, to negotiate wit11 the Rnja of Serc-naguer; 
through the medium of Jesseirrgtce: who accordingly wrote 
to him letter upon letter promising the most splendid 
remuneration if he delivered up Solimn~c-('ltekorrl~, a11t1 
threatening the severest punishment should he refuse to 

' Of Srtnagar, i .c. the Sialliks. See p. 59. footnote 
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comply. The Raja answered that the loss of his whole 
territory would affect him less than the idea that he had 
been guilty of so base and ungenerous an action. When 
it became evident that neither solicitation nor menace 
could move the Ruja from the path of honour and 
rectitude, Aureng-Zebe marched his army to the foot of 
the mountains, and there employed an immense number 
of pioneers in levelling huge rocks and widening narrow 
ways: but the  Ruja laughed at  these vain and puerile 
attempts to  gain an ingress into his country; the  
mountains would have been inaccessible though assailed 
by the armies of four such countries as Hindorista~i ; so 
that after all this display of impotent resentment, the 
army was withdrawn. 

Meanwhile Dara approached the  fortress of Tala- bakar ; 
and when only two or three days' journey from the place, 
he  received intelligence (as I have been since informed 
by our Frenchmen and other Franks who formed part of 
the garrison) that Mir-Baba, by whom the  fortress had 
been long besieged, had at  length reduced it to the  last 
extremity. Rice and meat sold for upwards of a crown 1 

per pound: and other necessaries in the same proportion. 
Still the Governor continued undaunted ; making frequent 
and successful sorties, and in every respect approving 
himself a prudent, brave, and faithful soldier; opposing, 
with equal calmness and resolution, the vigorous assault 
of General Mir-Baba, and deriding both the threats and 
the  promises of Aureng-Zebe. 

That such was the praiseworthy conduct of the Gover- 
nor I have been well assured by Frenclrmen, our fellow- 
countrymen, and many other Franks who were his com- 
panions in arms. I have heard them say that when he  
received news of Dara's approach, 11e increased his liberal 
payments ; and that the whole garrison would cheerfiilly 
have sacrificed themselves in an effort to drive the enemy 

Ern in the original, worth qs. 6d. 
Livre in the original, equivalent to 11b. loz. lo& dr. av. 
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from the walls, and open a passage for the  entrance of 
Dara;  so well did this valiant co~nmander understand 
how to gain the hearts of his soldiers. H e  had moreover 
so judiciously managed, by means of numerous and intel- 
ligent spies, whom he contrived, by various dexterous 
schemes, to introduce in Mir-Bnba's camp, as to impose 
upon the besiegers a firm belief that Dara was coming up 
with a formidable body of troops for the purpose of raising 
the siege. These spies pretended they had themselves 
seen him and his army; and this stratagem produced all 
the effect which the  governor anticipated ; terror seized 
the enemy's troops, and no doubt was entertained that, 
if Darn had arrived a t  the time he  was confidently ex- 
pected, Mir-Baba's army would partly have disbanded, and 
partly joined the Prince's party. 

But Darn seemed doomed never to succeed in any en- 
terprise. Considering it impossible to raise the  siege 
with his handful of men, he was a t  one time resolved to 
cross the river Itmdmcs, and make the  best of his way to 
Persia; although that plan would likewise have been 
attended with nearly insurmountable ol~stacles : he would 
have had to traverse the lands of the Palatrs,' inconsider- 
able Rujas who acknowledge neither the authority of 
Persia nor of the  Mngol; and a vast wilderness interposed 
in which he could not hope to find wholesome water. But 
his wife persuaded him to abandon the idea ofpenetrating 
into that kingdom, alleging a rnucll weaker reason than 
those I have mentioned. If he persevered in his inten- 
tion, he must make up his ~ninil, she told him, to see 
both her and his daughter slaves of the Persian Monarch, 
an ignominy which no member of his family could pos- 
sibly endure. She and Dam forgot, or seemed to forget, 
that the wife of Hounmayon, when placed under similar 
circumstances, was subjected to no such indignity, but 
treated with great respect and kindness.2 

IIere meaning the Afghins, and tlieir numerous clans 
See p. 71 .  
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While Dara's mind was in this state of perplexity and 
indecision, it occurrecl to him that he was at no con- 
siderable distance from Gim-kaik,l a Yn/an of some power 
and note, whose life he had been twice the means of 
preserving, when condemned by Chll-Jehan to be thrown 
under the elephant's feet, as a punishment for various 
acts of rebellion. To Givrr-kan Dara determined to pro- 
ceed, hoping to obtain by his means forces to enable him 
to drive Mir-Bubo from the walls of Tutu-baknr. The plan 
he now proposed to himself was briefly this :-after raising 
the siege with the troops supplied by the Z'alan, he in- 
tended to proceed, with the treasure deposited in that 
city, to Kandalmr, wl~ence he might easily reach the king- 
dom of Kaboul. When in Kaborcl he felt quite sanguine 
in the  expectation that Mohabel-kan would zealously and 
~~nhesitatingly embrace his cause. I t  was to Dara this 
officer was indebted for the government of that country, 
and being possessed of great power and influence, and 
very popular in Kabor~l, the Prince was not unreasonable 
in the  hope that he would find in Mohabel-kart a sincere 
and efficacious ally. But L)arals family, agitated by dismal 
forebodings, employed every entreaty to prevent him from 
venturing in Givrr-ka~r's presence. His wife, daughter, 
and his young son, Sepe-Chekouh, fell at his feet, endea- 
vouring, with tears in their eyes, to turn him aside from 
his design. The Pufarr, they observecl, was notoriously a 
robber and a rebel, anti to place confidence in such a 
character was a t  once to rush headlong intodestruction. 
There was no sufficient reason, they added, why he should 
be so pertinaciously bent upon raising the siege of Tala- 
bakar; the road to Kaboul might be safely pursued without 

The ' hiPlik Jiwan Ayyilb, an Afghin ' of the 'Alanrgir-rdnia ; 
whose territory was Didar, the chief town of the same name, being 
about 5 miles east of the Bolan Pass, and between Sibi and Icindli on the 
Bolan section of the Sind Pishin Ky., ' surroundetl by bare and rocky 
hills, which render the heat in sumnler pel-haps greater than that of any 
other place in the world in the same parallel [zg' 28' N.] of latitude.' 
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that operation, for Mir-Baba would scarcely abandon the 
siege for the sake of interrupting his march. 

Dara, as if hurried away by his evil genius, could not 
perceive the force of these arguments; remarking, what 
indeed was the truth, that the journey to hh60trl would 
be full of difficulty and danger; and that he did not 
believe it possible he should be betrayed by a man bound 
to him by such strong ties of gratitude. H e  departed, 
notwithstanding every solicitation; and soon afforded an 
additional and melancholy proof that the wicked feel not 
the weight of obligations when their interests demand 
the sacrifice of their benefactors. 

This robber, who imagined that Dara was attended by a 
large body of soldiers, received the Prince with apparent 
respect and cordiality, quartering his men upon the iu- 
habitants, with particular injunctions to supply all their 
wants, and treat them as friends and brethren. But 
when Gion-kan ascertained that Dara's followers did not 
exceed two or three hundred men, he threw off all disguise. 
I t  is still doubtful whether he had been tampered with 
by Aure~tg-Zebe, or whether he  were suddenly tempted to 
the commission of this monstrous crime.' The sight of 
a few mules laden with the  gold, which Dnra hat1 saved 
from the hands of the robbers, by whom he had been con- 
stantly harassed, very probably excited his cupidity. Be 

Tavemier tells us that D M ,  on hearing of the death of one of his 
wives whom he loved most ' from heat and thirst (see p. 103, footnote 2, 

for Khifi Khin's account, which confirms Tavemier), was so over- 
come by this grief, although he had always appeared to be unmoved 
on all previous occasions of misfortune, that he refused all the consola- 
tion orered by his friends and put on garments of mourning. ' I t  was 
in this miserable costume that he entered the house of the traitor JUIN 

KHAN, where, having laid himself down on a camp-bed to rest, a new 
subject of grief appeared on his awakening. J U I N  KHAN on attempting 
to seize SEPEHR SHEKO, the second son of D A d  SHAH, the young 
Prince, though but a child, resisted the traitor with courage, and having 
taken up his bow and arrow laid three men low on the ground. But 
being alone he was unable to resist the number of traitors, who secured 
the doors of the house, and did not allow any one of those who might 
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this as i t  may, the Pafa~r having assembled, during the 
night, a considerable number of armed men, seized this 
gold, together with the women's jewels, and fell upon 
Ilara and Sge-Ckkouh, killed the persons who attempted 
to defend them, and tied the Prince on the back of an 
elephant. The public executioner was ordered to sit 
behind, for the purpose of cutting off his head, upon the 
first appearance of resistance, either on his own part, or 
on that of any of his adherents; and in this degrading 
posture Dam was carried to the army before T&-bakar, 
and delivered into the hands of General Mir-Baba. This 
officer then commanded the Traitor, Gion-kan, to proceed 
with his prisoner, first to Lnhw and afterwards to Ilehli. 

When the unhappy Prince was brought to the gates of 
Lkhli, it became a question with Aureng-Zebe, whether, in 
conducting him to the fortress of Gouakor, he should be 
made to pass through the capital. I t  was the opinion of 
some courtiers that this was by all means to be avoided, 
because, not only would such an exhibition be derogatory 
to the royal family, but it might become the signal for 
revolt, and the rescue of Dara might be successfully 
attempted. Others maintained, on the contrary, that he 
ought-to be seen by the whole city; that it was necessary 
to strike the people with terror and astonishment, and to 
impress their minds with an idea of the absolute and 

have aided him to enter. DARA SHAH, having been awakened by the 
noise which these cruel satellites made when seizing this little Prince, 
saw before his eyes his son, whom they brought in with his hands tied 
behind his back. The unhappy father, unable to doubt any longer the 
black treason of his host, could not restrain himself from launching 
these words against the traitor J U I N  KHAN : " Finish,jEnish," said he, 
I' ungrateful and infamous wretch that thou art,jEnish that which thou 
hasf commenced; we are the victims of mil f k t u n c  and the unjurt 
pLusion of AURANGZEB, but remember that I d o  not nrerif drath exrep 
for having sm~ed thy  lzye, and remember that a Prince of the royal 
blood ncver had his hands tied behind his back." J U I N  K H A N ,  being to 
some extent moved by these words, ordered the little Prince to be 
released, and merely placed guards over DARA SHAH and his son. 
-Trwcls ,  vol. i. pp. 351, 352. 

I3 
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irresistible power of Arrreng-Zebe. I t  was also advisable, 
they added, to undeceive the Omrab and the people, who 
still entertained doubts of Dara's captivity, and to extin- 
guish at  once the hopes of his secret partisans. Aureng- 
Zebe viewed the matter in the same light; the wretched 
prisoner was therefore secured on an elephant ; his young 
son, Sepe-Ckko~ih, placed at his side, and behind them, 
instead of the executioner, was seated Bhdur-Knn.1 This 
was not one of the majestic elephants of Pegu or Cqlotr, 
which Dara had been in the habit of mounting, pompously 
caparisoned, the harness gilt, and trappings decorated with 
figured work; and carrying a bealltifully painted howdah, 
inlaid with gold, and a magnificent canopy to shelter the 
Prince from the sun: Dam was now seen seated on a 
miserable and worn-out animal, covered with filth ; he no 
longer wore the necklace of large pearls which distinguish 
the princes of Hindoustan, nor the rich turban and em- 
broidered coat ; he and his son were now habited in dirty 
cloth of the coarsest texture, and his sorry turban was 
wrapt round with a Kackmire shawl or scarf, resembling 
that worn by the meanest of the people. 

Such was the appearance of Dam when led through the 
&ranra and every quarter of the city. I could not divest 
myself of the idea that some dreadful execution was about 
to take place, and felt surprise that government should 
have the hardihood to commit all these indignities upon 
a Prince confessedly popular among the lower orders, 
especially as I saw scarcely any armed force. The people 
had for some time inveighed bitterly against the unnatural 
conduct of Aureng-Zebe: the imprisonment of his father, 
of his son Sultan Mahnroud, and of his brother &lorad- 
Bakck, filled every bosom with horror and disgust. The 
crowd assembled upon this disgraceful occasion was 
immense; and everywhere I observed the people weep  
ing, and lamenting the fate of Dara in the most touching 

Bahldur Khin, one of Aurangzeb's officers, who had been sent 
fronl Ajmere in pursuit of D i d .  
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language. I took my station in one of the most con- 
spicuous parts of the city, in the midst of the largest 
bazar; was mounted on a good horse, and accompanied 
by two servants and two intimate friends. From every 
quarter I heard piercing and distressing shrieks, for the 
Indian people have a very tender heart; men, women, 
and children wailing as if some mighty calamity had 
happened to themselves. Gion-kan rode near the wretched 
Data; and the abusive and indignant cries vociferated 

FIG. 5.-Prince UlrP Shikoh and I1i.i son Sipihr Shikoh. 

as the traitor moved along were absolutely deafening. 
I observed some Fakir- and several poor people throw 
stones at the infamous Palan ;l but not a single move- 
ment was made, no one offered to draw his sword, with a 

1 He received the title of Bakhtiyar K h h  for this act of treachery. 
See Sir H. M. Elliot's H i s t v ,  vol. vii. pp. 245, 246 for KUfi 
Khdn's very vivid account of the indignation of the people against 
Malik Jlwan. 
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view of delivering the beloved and compassionated Prince. 
When this disgraceful procession had passed through every 
part of Dehli, the poor prisoner was shut up in one of his 
own gardens, called Heider-Abad.1 

~ u r e n ~ - ~ e b e  was immediately made acquainted with the 
impressibn which this spectacle produced upon the public 
mind, the indignation manifested by the poplace against 
the Patan, the threats held out to stolle the perfidious 
man, and with the fears entertained of a general insurrec- 
tion. A second council was consequently convened, and 
the question discussed, whether it were more expedient 
to conduct Dara to Goiialeor, agreeably to the original 
intention, or to put him to death without further delay. 
By some it was maintained that there was no reason for 
proceeding to extremities, and that the Prince might 
safely be taken to Goiiuleor, provided he were attended 
with a strong escort : ~anechi~end-knn, although he and 
Dara had long been on bad terms, enforced this opinion 
with all his powers of argument: but it was ultimately de- 
cided that Dara should die, and that Sge-Ckkouh should 
be confined in Goiialeor. At this meeting IEauclrenara- 
Begum betrayed all her enmity against her hapless brother, 
combating the arguments of Daaech-Mend, and exciting 
Awreng-Zebe to this foul and unnatural murder. Her efforts 
were i u t  too successfully seconded by Kalil-ullah-kan and 
Chah-kst-kan, both of them old enemies of Dara; and by 
Takarrnbkan, a wretched parasite recently raised to the rank 
of Ommh, and formerly a physician. He  was originally 
distinguished by the appellation of Hakim Daotid, and had 
been compelled to fly from Per&.VThis man rendered 

' Khizrildd, in old Dehli,' in Khifi Khin's account. 
Hhkim (Doctor) Daoud was the principal medical attendant on Shlh 

Silf!~. the king of Persia who reigned from 1628-41, but by his in- 
triguing conduct was obliged to fly to India, where he amassed great 
wealth, part of which he spent in building one of the principal mosques 
in Ispahan (the Hdfinr Daoud Madid), where his family lived in great 
style on the money he remitted to them from Hindostan. Chardin sags 
that he was called Arch Carl in India, and that his end there was a 
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himself conspicuous in the council by his violent harangue. 
' Dnra ought not to live,' he exclaimed ; ' the safety of the 
State depends upon his immediate execution ; and I feel 
the less ;eluctal;t to recommend his being put to death, 
because he has long since ceased to be a fifustrlmarc, and 
become a Kafer. If it be sinful to shed the blood of such " 
a person, may the sin be visited upon my own head ! ' An 
imprecation which was not allowed to pass unregarded ; 
for divine justice overtook this man in his career of wicked- 
ness : he was soon dispaced, declared infamous, and sen- - 
tented to a miserable death. 

The charge of this atrocious murder 1 was intrusted to 
a slave of the  name of Naeer, who had been educated 
by Chh-Jehua, but experienced some ill-treatment from 
Dam. The Prince, apprehensive that poison would be 
administered to him, was employed with Sep-Chekoalr 

miserable one, his downfall being brought on by the failure of some of 
his political intrigues. See p. 462 of vol. vii. of Voyagcs du Chevalier 
Chrdilr err Pcrsc, Paris 1811. Areb Can is probably intended for 
TQkurab KhLn, as given by Bernier, as Chardin is not so correct in 
his transliteration a s  his friend Bernier. 
' Catrou's account of this tragic scene, which he took from the 

narrative of Manouchi, the Venetian physician, who, as  has been be- 
fore stated (p. 6), had attached himself to the person and fortunes 
of Did,  and was probably an eye-witness, is as follows :-' Dara was 
waiting in his prison the decision of his fate, when his son was taken 
from his arms, to be conveyed to the citadel of Gualier, the ordinary 
place of confinement for Princes. When the father found hinlself de- 
prived of his son he rightly judged that it was time to think of preparing 
for death. The Christian sentiments, with which the Missionaries had 
endeavoured to inspire him, were revived in the closing hour of his life. 
H e  requested to beallowed a conversation with Father Busbe, a Flemish 
Jesuit, who had formerly instructed him in our sacred hlysterier. All 
communication with the Europeans was denied him. In this universal 
desolation, the Prince sought for consolation in God. H e  was heard 
to say more than once : Jfohonret has drstroyed ntc,Jcsus Chrisl the 
son of the Eternal will save me. A few hours before he was put to 
death Oraogzeb caused a captious question to be put to his brother : 
"What would you have done to the Emperor," they said to him, 
" had he fallen into your hands as you have fallen into his? " " H e  
is P rebel and a parricide," said Dara ; " let him judge of the treat- 
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in boiling lentils, when Naeer and four other rutiians 
entered his apartment. 'My dear son,' he cried out, 
' these men are come to murder us ! ' He then seized a 
small kitchen knife, the only weapon in his possession. 
One of the murderers having secured ~ e p e - ~ h c k o t r h , ~  the 
rest fell upon Darn, threw him down, and while three of 
the assassins held him, N u x e ~  decapitated his wretched 
victim. The head was instantly carried to Aureng-Zebe, 
who commanded that it should be placed in a dish, and 
that water should be brought. The blood was then washed 
from the face, and when it could no longer be doubted 
ment he has merited by reflecting upon his crimes, and such deserts 
he would have received with the utmost rigour at my hands." This 
answer exasperated Orangzeb. H e  only now sought a minion who 
would have the barbarity to execute his orders. Nazar, one of the 
slaves of Cha-Jaham, whose occupation was that of a writer to the 
Emperors, offered himself for this cruel service. I l e  proceeded to the 
spot where Dara was expecting the moment which was to terminate 
his miseries. H e  found the Prince in his apartment raising his eyes 
to heaven, and repeating these words : " Afalranred nrara rrricuchd 2 
Im dla Mariarn nri kM" [Mahammad ma-ra mikushad, ibn Allah 
Maryam mibhhaid, Pers.], which is, " hlahomet gives me death, and 
the Son of God [and Mary] will [are necessary to] save me." H e  had 
scarcely finished these words, when the executioner threw him to the 
earth and cut off his head. Such was the termination of the life of 
a Prince in whose character was blended such a mixture of virtues 
and defects as to render him more capable of taking the lead as a 
Mogol noble, than fit him for controlling the Empire. ZIe died on 
the 22d of October in the year 1657 [sic], lamented by the people, 
and regretted even by those who had abandoned and betrayed him.' 

I t  is probable that 1657 is a misprint for 1659. Khali Khin states 
that it was in September 1659 that the order was given for his execu- 
tion, 'under a legal opinion of the lawyers, because he had apostatised 
from the law, had vilified religion, and had allied himself with heresy 
and infidelity.' The judicial murder may thus have been perpetrated 
on the 22d October as stated by Manouchi ; on this point, however, 
there are many conflicting statements. See the late Professor Bloch- 
mann's paper on The Capture and  Death of Ddrd Shikoh, Jour. As. 
Soc. Bengal, pp. 274-279, vol. X X X ~ X . ,  1870. 

Tavernier says, ' I n  the meantime SRPEHR SHEKO was drawn 
aside, and, whilst they amused him, a slave cut off DAaA SHAH'S 
head.'-3iavelr, vol. i. p. 354. 
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that it was indeed the head of Ilara, he shecl tears, and 
said, Ah [Ai] Bed-bakf ! Ah wretched one ! let this shock- 
ing sight-n; more offend my eyes, but take away the 
bead, and let it be buried in Hournayon's tomb.' 1 

Dara's daughter was taken that same evening to the 
seraglio, but afterwards sent to Chah-Jehn and Begum- 
Sakb;  who begged of Aureng-Zebe to commit the young 
Princess to their care. Dara's wife, foreseeing the 
calamities which awaited her and her husband, had 
already put a period to her existence, by swallowing 
poison at Lahor.2 Sepe-Chekouh was immured in the 

Catrou (Manouchi) tells us that when DAri's head was brought to 
Aurangzeb, 'he  examined it with an air of satisfaction ; he touched it 
with the point of his sword; he opened the closed eyes to observe a 
speck, that he might be convinced that another head had not been 
substituted in the place of the one he had ordered to be struck off.' 
Afterwards, following the counsel of Raushan Ar6 Begum, he caused it 
to be embalmed and conveyed to Shah Jahan and enclosed in a box, 
to be offered to him in the name of Aurangzeb. Before the box was 
opened the old Emperor said, ' I t  is at least a consolation for an un- 
happy father to find that the usurper has not wholly forgotten me,' 
but when the packet was opened, and he beheld ' the head of the son 
so tenderly beloved, the good old man fell into a swoon. The Princess 
Begbm Saeb, always faithful to the cause of Dara, made the airresound 
with her cries. Nothing, indeed, could be more affecting than the 
melancholy and despair excited by so tragical a spectacle in the prison 
of Agra. ' 
' I t  is stated by KhAfi Khin, that DArb's wife, Nddira Begum, died 

when with her husband in Mdik  Jiwnn's territory, and that her body 
was sent to Lahore to be buried. ' When Dirk reached the land of 
this evil wmlnddr, Malik Jiwan came out like the destroying angel to 
meet him. As a guest-murdering host he conducted DdrA home, and 
exerted himself to entertain him. During the two or three days that 
D4rb remained here, his wife Nddira Begam, daughter of Parwez 
[Sultan Parwez his uncle, second son of the Emperor Jihbngir. DArd 
was married to Nadira in 1633, when he wan twenty years of age, and 
she was the mother of Sulaiman Shikoh and Sipihr Shikoh], died of 
dysentery and vexation. Mountain after mountain of trouble thus 
pressed upon the heart of D6r6, grief was added to grief, sorrow to 
sorrow, so that his mind no longer retained its equilibrium. Without 
considering the consequences [the deceased had left a will desiring to 
be buried in ~indostan- 'dlarri~~r-d~~~a] ,  he sent her corpse to 
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fortress of Goiialeor; and soon after these tragical events 
Gion-kan was summoned before the council, and then 
dismissed from Dehli with a few presents. H e  did not 
escape the fate, however, which he  merited, being way- 
laid and atlsassinated in a forest, within a few leagues of 
his own territory. This barbarian had not sufficiently 
reflected, that though tyrants appear to countenance the 
blackest crimes while they conduce to their interest, or 
promote a favourite object, they yet hold the perpetrators 
in abhorrence, and will not scruple to punish them when 
they can no longer be rendered subservient to any ini- 
quitous project. 

In the  mean time, the brave governor of Tala-bakar 
was compelled to surrender the  place, an order for its 
immediate surrender, exacted from Dara himself, having 
been sent to the faithful eunuch; who insisted, how- 
ever, on honourable terms of capitulation. The per- 
fidious enemy, intending to violate every promise, readily 
assented to the conditions proposed, and Mir-Babn was 
admitted into the  town. 

The governor proceeded to Lahur, where he and the 
feeble remains of his intrepid garrison were miserably 
slaughtered by KaliGullah-kan, who commanded in that 
city. The reason for this atrocious act was, that although 
the eunuch professed his intention of visiting the King 
a t  Uehli, to gratify the  desire expressed by Aure~~g-Zebe 
to converse with so brave a soldier, yet he really medi- 
tated a rapid march to Serenaguer, wit11 all his followers, 
for the purpose of making common cause with Solimarr- 
Chekouh. Among these followers (many of whom were 
Pranks) he distributed money with a liberal hand. 

Of Duru's family, there now remained o~lly Solirtiall- 
Chekonh, whom it would not have been easy to draw from 

U h o r e  in charge of Gul Muhammad to be buried there. H e  thus 
parted from one who had been faithful to him through his darkest 
troubles.' Sir H. M. Elliot's History, vol. vii. p. 244. Seep. 69, note, 
for Tavcrnier's account. 
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Semu~guer, if the Rajn had been faithful to his engage- 
ments. But the intrigues of Jeaaeinpuc, the promises and 
threats of Aureng-Zebe, the death of Dara, and the hostile 
preparations of the neighbouring Rajas, shook the resolu- 
tion of this pusillanimous protector. Solima~r-Chckouh felt 
that he was no longer in safety, and endeavoured to reach 
Great Tibet.' His route lay across the most dreary country, 
cousisting of nothing but sterile and mountainous tracts. 
H e  was pursued by the Raja's son, overtaken and wounded; 
and being conveyed to Dehli, was shut up in Selim-guer, 
the fortress in which Morad-Bakchc was imprisoned.2 

Aureng-Zebe acted upon this occasion as he had done in 
the case of Dara. That Solirnan-Chekorrh's identity might 
be established, the King commanded that he shoi~ld be 
brought into the presence of all the courtiers. I could 
not repress my curiosity, and witnessed the whole of this 
dismal scene. The fetters were taken from the Prince's 
feet before he entered the chamber wherein the Omralrs 
were assembled, but the chains, which were gilt: remained 
about his hands. Many of the courtiers shed tears a t  the 
sight of this interesting young man, who was tall and 
extremely hanclsome. The principal ladies of the court 

The territory now known as Ladakh. See 11. 69. 
When Isaac Comnenus, king of Cyprus, surrendered to Richard I. 

Caeur de Lion, king of England, in hlay 1191, he begged that he 
might not be fettered with chains of iron. Richard accordingly 
ordered that his chains should be of silver in consideration of his royal 
birth. In the words of John Brompton, the compiler of old chronicles, 
who, in this instance, is confirmed by historians of accepted authority, 
El runt irr nranu et potcstdc rcgis ontnia janr essent d rege solunr petiit, 
nc in  contpedibus et maniris fcrrcis pcrr~~itteret crrnt porri . . . A'w vcro 
pctifioncnr + audicm ail,  Quia nobizis est et noluntrts ennt mori, 
sui ut  vivaf inrroxius, rafhcnis argenteis astritrgatur. Col. 1200. 

Catrou tells us that the 'fetters and handcuffs' with which M ~ ~ r i d  
Bakhsh was secured (p.68) were of silver, and that his brother 
(Aurangzeb) had caused them to be made a long time previously, 
'and which he often showed to his son Mahamud, to keep him to 
his duty. As for the eunuch [ShAhbBz], he was secured without 
difficulty nnd loaded with iron fetters.' 
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had permission to be present, concealed behind a lattice- 
work, and were also greatly moved. Aut-ettg-Zebe, too, 
affected to deplore the fate of his nephew, and spoke to 
him with apparent kindness. 'Be comforted,' the King 
told him; 'no harm shall befall you. You shall be 
treated with tenderness. God is great, and you should 
put your trust in him. Dam, your father, was not per- 
mitted to live only because he had become a Kafer, a man 
devoid of all religion.' Whereupon the Prince made the 
salaam, or sign of grateful acknowledgment, lowering his 
hands to the ground, and lifting them, as well as he was 
able, to his head, according to the custom of the country. 
He  then told the King, with much self-possession, that if 
it were intended to give him the poust to drink, he begged 
he might be immediately put to death. Aureng-Zebe 
promised in a solemn manner, and in a loud voice, that 
this drink should most certainly not be administered, and 
that his mind might be perfectly easy. The Prince was 
then required to make a second salaam ; and when a few 
questions had been put to him, by the King's desire, 
concerning the elephant laden with golden roupies, which 
had been taken from him during his retreat to Serettaguer, 
he was taken out of the chamber, and conducted on the 
following day to Goiialeol; with the others. 

This potist is nothing but poppy-heads crushed, and 
allowed to soak for a night in water. This is the potion 
generally given to Princes confined in the fortress of 
Goiialeor, whose heads the Monarch is deterred by pru- 
dential reasons from taking off.' A large cup of this 

Johannes de Laet, at p. 40 of his book DL B~zpcrio Magni Mogolis, 
sivc India Vera, Lugd. Bat. Elzevir, 1631, gives a very interesting 
description of the Mogul state prisons in Hindostan. In his account 
of the fort at Gwalior, he says : ' Above the fourth and highest gate 
stands the figure of an elephant skilfully cut out of stone. [This is the 
well-known Hdhipul, or '&Elephant's Gateway," and de Laet also 
describes, in a previous passage, the vast staircase leading to it, so 
familiar to all visitom to this celebrated fortress.] This gate is 
most sun~ptuously built of green and blue stone ; on the top are 
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beverage is brought to them early in the morning, and 
they are not given anything to eat until it be swallowed; 
they would sooner let the prisoner die of hunger. This 
drink emaciates the wretched victims; who lose their 
strength and intellect by slow degrees, become torpid and 
senseless, and at length die. I t  is said that it was by 
this means, that Sepe-Chekouh, the grandchild of Momd- 
Bakck and ~ol i rnan-~hekouh,  were sent out of the world. 

Mornd-Bakche was put to death in a more violent and 
open manner. Though in prison, he was yet very popular, 
and verses were continually composed in praise of his 
courage and conduct. Aureng-Zebe, therefore, did not 
deem it safe to make away with him in secret, by the 
polut as the others were ; fearing that there would always 

several gilded turrets that shine brilliantly. Here the Governor of the 
place dwells ; and here also State prisoners are confined. The King 
is said to have three prisons of this kind. The second is at Rantipore 
[Ranthambhor or Rintimbur, the picturesque ancient rock-fortress in 
the Jeypore State, formerly a stronghold of the RAji of Blindi who trans- 
ferred it to the Emperor Akbar], forty coss from this place, whither 
the King sends those whom he has condemned to death. They are 
for the most part kept here for two months, after which the Governor 
brings them out, places them on the top of the wall, and having caused 
them to drink some milk, casts them down headlong on the rocks 
Ixneath. [Pracfcrtw arris eos produiit, ct in fastip.0 rtt,rat-i ronstitu- 
tor ct la& potator, praccipircs up2 in sud.jectas rupcs, thus in the 
originaL The " milk " beinga decoction of the milky juice of the poppy 
given to the prisoners to render them insensible. The fiust, a slow 
poison (plista, from $st, a poppy, also called Rokndr, which, like some 
of the preparations of murlduk, sold in the opium dens of Lucknow, 
had the effect of emaciating those who partook of it by taking away 
an appetite for solid food) of Bernier's description being reserved for 
members of the Royal family, as being a more secret death, free from 
the outward signs of laying violent hands upon one of the Blood Royal. 
See in this connection pp. 97, loo, and I&]. The third prison fortress 
is in the fort of Rotas [Rohthgarh, about 30 miles south of the town of 
Sassaam, in Bengal, overlooking the junction of the Koel and Soane 
rivers, an ancient site, the top of the plateau, on which the remains of 
the fort stand, being 1490 feet above the level of the adjacent country], 
in the province of &ngal, whither are sent those who are condemned 
to imprisonment for life ; they very seldom manage to escape.' 
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be some doubt whether he had been really put to death 
or not, and that this uncertainty might some day be used 
as a pretext for an uprising, the following charge, they 
say, was brought up against him. 

At the period when Mod-Bakche was making extensive 
preparations for war, in his government of Gzlearate, he 
put to death n certain Sayed at Amed-Abad, that he might 
obtain possession of his great wealth. The children of 
the murdered Saayed now presented themselves in open 
court, calling loudly for justice, and demanding the head 
of Moracl-Bakclte. No Omrah would venture to reprove 
or silence this procedure; both because the person 
whose innocent blood had been shed was a Sayed, or 
descenda~lt of the prophet Mahomet, to whom unbounded 
veneration is due, and because it could not but be evident 
to every person that this was a mode designed by the 
King to rid himself of a dangerous rival under the cloak of 
justice. The demand of the sons' was granted, and with- 
out any other form of process, an order for the head of 
the murderer was given, with which they immediately 
repaired to Goiiulcor. 

There now existed only one member of his family who 
created anxiety or apprehension in the mind of .41tm1g- 
Zebe, and this was Sztltan Stljnh. Hitherto he had dis- 
played much resolution and vigour, but now felt the 
necessity of yielding to the power and fortune of his 

Khifi Khbn's (who states that his father was one of M u d d  Bakhsh's 
confidential servants) account of this mock trial does not quite agree with 
Bernier's. H e  says that the eldest son refused to demand satisfaction 
for his father's death, but that the second son complied with the ex- 
pressed wish of some of the Emperor's friends, viz,  that the two sons 
of AH Nbkt, whom hlurid Bakhsh had put to death, should bring a 
charge of murder against him. Also that after the death of Murbd 
Bakhsh, Aurangzeb rewarded the eldest son for not enforcing his 
claim of blood. Catrou states that Aurangzeb compassed his brother's 
death by ordering some soldiers of his guard to proceed to Gwalior, 
and there sting him ' hy one of those adders whose poison is quick and 
mortal.' 
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brother. Reinforcements continued to  be sent to Emir- 
Jemla, until the  Prince, encompassed on all sides, was 
compelled to fly for his personal safety to Dakk,' which is 
the last town in Bengale, on the borders of the sea ; and 
this ends the  whole Gagedy. 

The Prince being destitute of ships to put to sea, and 
not knowing whither to fly for refuge, sent his eldest son, 
Sultan Banque, to the  King of Racan, or Mag: a Gentile or 
idolater, to ascertain if he would grant him a temporary 
asylum, and a passage to Moka, when the  favourable 
season arrived; 3 i t  being his wish to proceed thence to  
Meca, and afterward take up his residence in Turkey or 
Persin. The King's answer was in the affirmative, and 
expressed in the kindest terms. Sullan Banque returned 
to Dakk with a large number of galeasses4 (as they call 
the half galleys of this King) manned by Franks, for so 
I would designate those fugitive Portuguese, and other 
wandering Christinns, who had entered into the King's 
service, and whose chief occupation was to ravage this 
part of h e r  Bengale. On board these vessels, Sultan 
Sy'ah embarked with his family, consisting of his wife, his 
three sons and his daughters. The King [of Arakan] gave 
them a tolerable reception, and supplied them with every 
necessary of life. . Month after month passed ; the  favour- 
able season arrived, but no mention was made of vessels 
to convey them to Moka, although Sultan Stjah required 
them on no other terms than the payment of the hire ; for 
he yet wanted not mupies of gold and silver, or gems. H e  
had indeed too great a plenty of them : his great wealth 

Dacca, on the Burlgangi river, formerly the main sfream of the 
Ganges. 

Arakan or Magh, the RnRhatzg of Kh6li Khin. 
a 'La moisson du vent'  in the original. Moisson is for the 

Arabic word nrausir/t, a season, which the Portuguese corrupted into 
nrotyao ; our nronsoon, the French nrousson. 

From the early Portuguese word gcluas, which was the name for 
a kind of half-decked craft used on the shores of the Red Sea, called 
in Arabic jalbn, from which is derived our English word jolly-bod. 
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being probably the cause of, or at  least very much con- 
tributing to, his ruin. These barbarous kings are devoid of 
true generosity, and little restrained by any promises which 
they have made. Seldom guided by considerations of 
good faith, their present interest is the sole guide of their 
conduct, and they appear insensible of the mischief which 
may accrue to themselves from their perfidiousness and 
cruelty. To escape out of their hands, either you must 
have nothing to tempt their avarice, or you must be 
possessed of superior strength. I t  was in vain that Sultan 
Sujd evinced the utmost solicitude to depart for Moka; 
the King turned a deaf ear to his entreaties; became cool 
and uncivil, and reproached the Prince for not visiting him. 
I know not whether Stcltan StIjali considered it beneath 
his dignity to associate with him, or whether he appre- 
hended that his person would be seized, and his treasure 
plundered, if he ventured into the palace. EmirJemla 
had offered the King, in the name of Aureng-Zebe, large 
sums of money, and other considerable advantages, on 
condition of his delivering up the Prince. Though Sullan 
Sujah would not himself venture into the royal residence, 
yet he sent his son, Sullan Banqicc, who, as he approached 
the palace, bestowed largesse to the people, throwing 
among them half -pies, and also whole mupies, both of 
gold and silver; and, when he came before the King, 
presented him with various rich brocades and rare pieces 
of goldsmith's work, set with precious stones of great 
value; and apologising for the unavoidable absence of 
his father, who was indisposed, entreated the King to 
remember the vessel and the promise which he had 
made. 

This visit proved as unavailing as every preceding effort 
to induce the barbarian to fulfil his engagements ; and to 
add to the mortification and perplexity of the illustrious 
fugitive, the King, five or six days after this interview, 
made a formal demand of one of hls daughters in marriage. 
Sttlfnn SujnYs refusal to accede to this request exasperatetl 
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him to such a degree that the Prince's situation became 
quite desperate. What then ought he to do ? To remain 
inactive was only quietly to await destruction. The season 
for departure was passing away ; i t  was therefore necessary 
to come to a decision of some kind. He  meditated, a t  
length, an enterprise which never was exceeded in ex- 
travagance, and which proves the hopelessness of the 
situation to which he was reduced. 

Although the King of Rukan be a Gentile, yet there are 
many Mahometam mixed with the people, who have either 
chosen to retire among them, or have been enslaved by 
the Portuguese before mentioned, in their expeditions to 
the neighbouring coasts. SuNnn Sujah secretly gained 
over these Mahetans ,  whom he joined with two or three 
hundred of his own people, the remnant of those who 
followed him from Bengale ; and with this force re- 
solved to surprise the house of the King, put his family 
to the sword, and make himself sovereign of the country. 
This bold attempt, which resembled more the enterprise 
of a desperado than that of a prudent man, had neverthe- 
less a certain feasibility in it, as I was informed by several 
Mahometam, Porfuguese, and Hollanders, who were then on 
the spot. But the day before the blow was to be struck, 
a discovery was made of the design, which altogether 
ruined the affairs of Sultan Sujah, and involved in it the 
destruction of his family. 

The Prince endeavoured to escape into P e p ;  n purpose 
scarcely possible to be effected, by reason of the vast 
mountains and forests that lay in the route; for there is 
not now, as formerly, a regular road in that direction. 
He  was pursued and overtaken, within twenty-four hours 
after his flight : he defended himself with an obstinacy of 
courage such as might have been expected, and the 
number of barbarians that fell under his sword was 
incredible ; but at length, overpowered by the increasing 
host of his assailants, he was compelled to give up the 
unequal combat. SuUar~ Banqtle, who had not advanced 
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so far as his father, fought also like a lion, until covered 
with the blood of the wounds he received from the stones 
that had been showered upon him from all sides, he was 
seized, and carried .away, with his two young brothers, 
his sisters, and his mother. 

No other particulars, on which much dependence may 
be placed, are known of Sultan Sujah. I t  is said that he 
reached the hills, accompanied by an eunuch, a woman, 
and two other persons ; that he received a wound on the 
head from a stone, which brought him to the ground; 
that the eunuch having bound up the Prince's head with 
his own turban he arose again, and escaped into the 
woods. 

I have heard three or four totally different accounts of 
the fate of the Prince, from those kven who were on the 
spot. Some assured me that he was found among the 
slain, though it was difficult to recognise his body; and I 
have see11 a letter from n person at  the head of the Factory 
which the Hollanders maintain in that region, mentioning 
the same thing. Great uncertainty prevails, however, 
upon the subject, which is the reason why we have had 
so many alarming rumoum at DehLi. I t  was reported, at 
one time, that he was arrived at  Massipafam,l and that 

1 Masulipatam, the modern rendering of the vernacular name 
Machhli-patnam or 'Fish Town,' the generally received etymology of 
the name, which, however, Colonel Yule considered erroneous. 
That distinguished historical-geographer held that the coast was the 
Mrsolia of the Greek geographers, and believed the name to be a 
relic of that word. Bernier's version of the name seems to me to 
support Colonel Yule's contention. It may, however, be intended 
for Machipatam,' a local, clipped, colloquial way of pronouncing 
the name ; similar to  ' MacAAlshuLr ' for Machhlkhahr, a town in the 
Jaunpur District of the North-Western Provinces which is a modern 
name, meaning 'City of Fishes,' given to it owing to its liability 
to floods in the rainy season, its ancient name being Chiswi. The 
Dutch established a factory at Masulipatam about 1615, the English 
in 1622, the French in 1669, and the site of their factory, a patch 
of ground about three hundred yards square, is still claimed by France. 
Sterne's ' Eliza ' was at one time a resident at Masulipatam, where her 
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the Kings of Golkonda and Visapour engaged to support 
his cause with all their forces. I t  was confidently said. 
at  another period, that he had passed within sight of 
Soutale, with two ships flying red colours, with which he 
had 'been presented either by the King of Pegu or of 
Siam. Again, we were told that the Prince was in Persia; 
that he had been seen in Schirax, and soon afterwards in 
Kandahar, ready to invade the kingdom of Caboul. 
Aureng-Zebe once observed, perhaps by way of joke, that 
S d a n  S~rjah was become at last an Agyl or pilgrim; 
insinuating that he had visited Meca; and even at this 
day, there are a great many persons fully persuaded that 
he is returned to Persia from Consladingle, having ob- 
tained large supplies of money in that city. But in my 
opinion there never existed ground for any of these reports. 
I attach great importance to the letter from the Dutclr 
gentleman, whichstates that the Prince was killed in his 
attempt to escape; and one of Sultan Sujafis eunuchs, 
with whom I travelled from Bengale to Blassipalam, and 
his former commandant of artillery, now in the service 
of the King of Golkonda, both assured me that their master 
was dead, although they were reluctant to communicate 
any further information. The French merchants whom I 
saw a t  Dehli? and who came direct from Zspahan, had never 
heard a syllable of Sultan Sujafis being in Persia. I t  seems 

husband Mr. Daniel Draper was stationed in the service of the Honour- 
able East India Company, and ' Eiiza's Tree' was to be seen there, 
until it was unfortunately washed away in the cyclone of 1864. See 
Rourrd &out Botttbay, by James Douglas, and Sir George Birdwood's 
article, illustrated, in Th journnl of Indian Art, for January 1891, 
entitled ' Eliza Draper's Letter.' 

For HAjji, the incorrect form used by Turks and Persians of the 
Arabic word H~,JJ, a pilgrim to Mecca. 
' Although Bernier does not mention his name, I believe one of 

the French merchants to have been Tavernier, who had left Ispahan 
on the q t h  February 1665, and travelling vid Bandnr Abbas reached 
Surat on the 5th May. He remained in Surat for some time, and 
travelling most probably by BurhAnpur, Gwalior, and Agra, reached 
JahAnAbki (Delhi) in September, where he halted for a few weeks. On 

H 
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also that his sword and dagger were found soon after his 
defeat: and if he reached the woods, as some people 
pretend, it can scarcely be hoped that he escaped ; as it 
is probable he must have fallen into the hands of robbers, 
or have become a prey to the tigers or elephants which 
very greatly infest the forests of that country. 

But whatever doubts may be entertained of the fate of 
Sultan S~(jah, there are none as to the catastrophe which 
befell his family.' When brought back, men, women, and 
children were all thrown into prison, and treated with the 
utmost harshness. Some time after, however, they were 
set at  liberty, nnd used more kindly: the K ~ I I ~  then 
married the eldest Princess, and the Queen-mother evinced 
a strong desire to be united to Sultan Baaque. 

While these events were happening, some servants of 
Sullan Banque joined the Mahometans, of whom I have 
spoken, in a plot similar to the last. The indiscreet zeal 
of one of the conspirators, who wns probably heated with 
wine, led to the discovery of the design on the day on 
which it was to be executed. In regard to this affair, too, 
I have heard a thousand different tales ; and the only fact 
I can relate with confidence is, that the King felt so 
exasperated against the fnmily of Sttjah as to give orders 
for its total extermination. Even the Princess whom he 
had himself espoused, and who, it is said, was advanced in 

the loth November he was shown the Emperor's jewels, including the 
great Mogul diamond (see p. 22, footnote '). Shortly afterwards 
he left for Agra, and on the 25th November 1665 he, in company with I 
Bernier, started for Bengal. Tavernier had with him a young nephew, 
son of his brother Maurice Tavernier, four attendants of different I 
professions, and a surgeon.-Travels, Introduction to vol. i. and 
generally. 

Catrou states that ' the subjects of the King of Arracan invested 
on all sides the palace in which the Mogol Prince was residing. The 
unfortunate Cha-chuia found no longer any security but was compelled 
to fly to the forests. H e  made his escape to their depths, but these 
tigers pursued him ; and after having massacred, without pity, his wives 
and his children, they deprived him of life on the 7th of February in 
the year 1658.' 
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pregnancy, was sacrificed according to his brutal mandate. 
Su[!an Bangue and his brothers were decapitated with 
gruesome-looking axes,' quite blunt, and the female 
members of this ill-fated family were closely confined in 
their apartments, and left to die of hunger. 

In this manner terminated the war which the lust of 
domination had kindled among these four brothers. I t  
lasted between five and six years; that is to say, from 
about the year 1655 to the year 1660 or 1661 ; and it left 
Aureng-Zebe the undisputed master of this mighty Empire. 

' Avec de nlalheureuses haches toutes 6mouss6es ' in the original, 
probably intended to denote the well-known duo or hill-knife, which 
has a blade about eighteen inches long, narrow at the haft, square and 
broad at the top, pointless and sharpened on one side only, set in a 
h'mdle of wood, a bamboo root being considered the best ; a common 
weapon at the present day among the Arakan hill trilxs, and others 
on the north-east frontier of India. 



O C C U R R E N C E S  

Or art acroutrt qf the tnost iniporia~d eoenls d le r  the tuar, 
duringjoe years or thereby, itr tlte States qf the Great 
iTi0gol. 

HE war being ended, the Tartars of Usbec eagerly 
despatched ambassadors to Aureng-Zebe. These 
people had been witnesses of his conduct and 

valour in many battles, when in command of the corps 
which ChahJehutr sent to the assistance of the Kan of 
Satnamade, then engaged in hostilities with hirn of Balk; 
and they had reason to apprehend that Auretrg-Zebe did 
not forget the treachery of which they had been guilty 
when he was on the point of capturing Balk, the capital 
city of the enemy. Upon that occasion, the two Kans 
made up their differences, and united in one common 
effort to drive him back, lest he should seize upon both 
their territories, in the same manner as Ekbar had obtained 
possession of the kingdom of Kachemire. The Usbec 
Tartars were not ignorant of the occurrences which had 
taken place in Hindoustan, of the victories gained by 
Atimtg-Zebe, and of the total discomfiture and death of 
the other competitors for the crown. They were aware 
that although Chuh-Jehun still lived, yet his son was, in 
reality, the recognised and established King of the Indies. 
Whether, then, they dreaded his just resentment, or 
hoped, in their inbred avarice and sordidness, to obtain 

116 
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some considerable present, the two Kans sent ambassadors, 
with a proffer of their services, and with injunctions to 
perform the ceremony of the Moburek: that is, to express 
in a solemn manner their wishes that his reign might 
be long and auspicious. Aureng-Zebe knew how to value 
an offer of service made at the conclusion of o war: he 
knew the fear of punishment, or the expectation of advan- 
tage, had induced the Kans to send their ambassadors. 
They were received, however, wit11 due form and polite- 

I I 
FIG. 6.-The Emperor Alnmqir (Aurnnq7r1,) 

ness, and as I happened to be present at the audience, I 
can relate the particulars with accuracy. 

The ambassadors, when at a distance, made the Sala~n, 
or Indian act of obeisance, placing the hand thrice upon 
the head, and as often dropping it down to the ground. 
They then approached so near that Aureng-Zebe might 
easily have taken the letters from their own hands; but 
this ceremony was performed by an' Omrah : the letters 
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were received and opened by him, and then presented to 
the King, who, after having perused the contents with a 
grave countenance, commanded that there should be given 
to each of the ambassadors a Ser-apah or vesture from head 
to foot; namely, a vest of brocade, a turban, and a sash 
or girdle, of embroidered silk. This done, the presents 
from the Kans were brought before the King, consisting 
of some boxes of Lapis-lazuli or the choicest Amre'; a 
few long-haired camels; several horses of great beauty, 
although the Tarfar horses are generally something 
better than merely beautiful : some camel-loads of fresh 
fruit, such as apples, pears, grapes, and melons; Usbec 
being the country which principally supplies Delrli with 
these fruits, which are there eaten all the winter, and 
many loads of dry frui t ,  as Bokara prunes? apricots, 

Used, pounded up, by the calligraphers of Persia, Kashmir, and 
Delhi as the basis for that ' azure blue ' colour, in their choice illumi- 
nated MSS., which is unsurpassable, and cannot even be approached by 
any modern artificial chemical substitute. Lapis-lazuli was largely 
used in the pietra dura work in the TAj ; and these Tartar ambas- 
sadors may have been bringing some of it as a tribute or offering 
to the Mogul Court for this very purpose. This tomb, although 
finished in 1648 as far as the mere structure is concerned, was 
probably worked at for many years afterwards ('built by Titans, 
finished by jewellers '), as much of the exquisite detail of its decora- 
tions could not have been carried out in any other way. In  a tmnsla- 
tion of a Persian MS.,  published at Lahore in 1869, at the Victoria 
Press, by Azeezoodeen, giving an account of the building of the Ti j ,  
particulars are given of the source of supply and cost of the various 
stones used. I n  this account lapis-lazuli is said to have been brought from 
Ceylon, but I believe that this mineral is never found there. W e  are also 
informed that 'most of these [stones] were received in lieu of tribute 
from different nations under the Emperor's rule, or were made presents 
voluntarily, or otherwise, by the different Rajahs and Nawabs.' 

The fine up-standing Turkoman horse ' of the everyday Calcutta 
horse-dealers' sale-catalogues. hIwrcrolt's journey to Tibet, in 1819, 
was chiefly undertaken with the object of obtaining Turkoman horses 
of the choicest breed, which it was his great ambition to domesticate 
in Ind ia  

The Rlu' Bohzras imported largely into India at the present day, 
and most excellent simply stewed, or in a tart. 
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kichmiches,l or raisins, apparently without stones, and two 
other kinds of raisins, black and white, extremely large 
and delicious. 

Aureng-Zebe expressed himself well pleased with the 
liberality of the Kans; extolling in exaggerated strains 
the beauty a l ~ d  rareness of the fruits, horses, and camels ; 
and when he had spoken a few words on the fertility of 
their county, and asked two or three questions concern- 
ing the College at Samarcande,2 he desired the ambassadors 
to go and repose themselves, intimating that he should be 
happy to see them often. 

They came away from the audience delighted with their 
reception, without any feeling of mortification on account of 
the salam d IZndie~r, which certainly savours of servility, 
and not at  all displeased that the King had refused to re- 
ceive the letters from their own hands. If they had been 
required to kiss the ground, or to perform any act of still 
deeper humiliation, I verily believe they would have com- 
plied without a murmur. I t  should indeed be observed 
that it would have been unreasonable to insist upon 
saluting Aureng-Zebe according to the custom of their own 

Kishrnish, the stoneless raisins of the modern dried-fruit sellers. 
The present city of Samarkand, at  one time the capital of Timnr, 

is but a wreck of its former self, but time brings round strange changes, 
and this Holy city may have a renascence. 'The central part of 
Samarkand is the Righistan, a square limited by the three madmsahs 
(colleges) of Ulug-beg, Shir-dar, and Tilla-kari ; in its architectural 
symmetry and beauty this is rivalled only by some of the squares of 
Italian cities. . . . The college of Shir-dar (built in 1601) takes its 
name from the two lions, or rather tigers, figured on the top of its 
doorway, which is richly decorated with green, blue, red, and white 
enamelled bricks. I t  is the most spacious of the three, and 128 
hlollahs inhabit its sixty-four apartments. The Tilla-kari ('dressed in 
gold') built in 1618, has fifty.six rooms. But the most renowned of 
the three madrasahs is that of Ulug-beg, built in' I420 or 1434, by 
Timur, the grandson of the great conqueror. It is smaller than the 
others, but it was to its school of mathematics and astronomy that 
Samarkand owed its wide renown in the fifteenth century.' P. A. 
K.[ROPOTKINE], E~ICYC. Bn'l. ninth ed. 1886. 
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country, or to expect that the  letters would be delivered 
without the  intervention of .an Ommh: these privileges 
belong exclusively to Persian ambassadors; nor are they 
granted, even to them, without much hesitation and 
difficulty. 

~ h e s e  people remained more than four months a t  Dehli, 
notwithstanding all their endeavours to obtain their con& 
This long detention proved extremely injurioh to  their 
health ; they and their suite sickened, and many of them 
died. I t  is doubtful whether they suffered more from the 
heat of Hindowtan, to which they are unaccustomed, or 
from the  filthiness of their persons, and the insufficiency 
of their diet. There are p r o b a b l v n o o ~ l e  more narrow- 
minded. so@id,>r uncleanly, than the Usbee Tartars. The 
inbividuals who composeh th isembassy hoaxed the  
money allowed them by Aureng-Zebe for ;heir expenses, - 
and lived on a miserable pittance, in a style quite unsuit- 
able to their station. y e t  they were dismissed with great 
form and parade. The King, in the  presence of all his 
Omrahs, invested each of them with two rich Sera&, and . . 
commanded that eight thousand mupies should be carried to 
their respective houses. H e  also sent by them, as presents 
to the two Kans, their nlasters, very handsome Seraphs, 
a large number of the richest and most exquisitely wrought 
brocades, a quantity of fine linens, ahhas,' or silk stuffs 

Generally in pieces about five yards long, with a wavy line pattern 
running in the length on either side. The name alrhah or akifrhah, 
was also applied to any corded stuff. At p. 135 the markings of a 
zebra are compared to this fabric. Sirajl, the Mahratta chief, in his 
portrait (Fig. 8), which was taken from life evidently by a Dutch artist, 
reproduced at p. 187 of this book, is therein depicted as clothed in aWnh. 
1; the words of Valentyn, 'we represent this Signior . . . from life, 
arrayed in a golden alcha, as well as a turban on his head' (Wy ver- 
toonen dien Heer . . . na't leven, met een goude Alegia bekleed, en 
met zoo een tulbant op't hoofd.-Bcschrying, p. 265). I n  this portrait 
the pattern of the fabric is well shown; and it was from authentic 
pictures such as these, the work of Indian artists as a rule, that our 
manufacturers, and those of other nations, took their first Oriental 
designs 
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interwoven with gold and silver, a few carpets, and two 
daggers set with precious stones. 

During their stay I paid them three visits, having been 
introduced as a physician by one of my friends, the son of 
an Usbec, who has amassed a fortune at  this court. I t  was 
my design to collect such useful particulars concerning 
their country as they might be able to supply, but I found 
them ignorant beyond all conception. They were un- 
acquainted even with the boundaries of Usbec, and could 
give no information respecting the Tarlars who a few 
years ago subjugated China.' In short, I could elicit by 
my conversation with the ambassadors scarcely one new 
fact. Once I was desirous of dining with them, and as 
they were persons of very little ceremony, I did not find 
it difficult to be admitted at their table. The meal a p  
peared to me very strange; it consisted only of horse- 
flesh. I contrived, however, to dine. There was a 
m g d  which I thought eatable, and I should have 
considered myself guilty of a breach of good manners 
if I had not praised a dish so pleasing to their palate. 
Not a word was uttered during dinner; my elegant hosts 
were fully employed in cramming their mouths with as 
much pelau2 as they could contain ; for with the use of 
spoons these people are unacquainted. But when their 

The  first Tartar (correctly Tatar) conquest of China was in I IW. 

The invaders were afterwards expelled, but reconquered China in 1644, 
when Shun-chee, or, as it is sometimes written, Chun-chee, was de- 
clared Emperor. I t  is to this conquest that Bernier here refers, the 
Manchoo Tartar dynasty then established continuing to the present day. 

A corruption of the Persian word +&o, that favourite dish among 
the Muhammadans in the East. Ovington, in A Voyagr ro StrraN, in  
the Year 1689, p. 397 (Lond. 1696), tells us that ' Palau, that is, Rice 
boiled so artificially, that every grain lies singly without being added 
together, with Spices intermixt, and a boil'd Fowl in the middle, is 
the most common Indian Dish ; and a dumpoked Fowl, that is, hoil'd 
with butter in any small Vessel, and stuft with Raisons and Almonds, 
is another.' 'Dumpoked ' is meant for a'umpdkht, from the Persian, 
meaning ' steam-cooked.' For achieving a dumpokht fowl to perfec- 
tion, a bain-matic pan must be used. 
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stomachs were sated with the dainty repast, they re- 
coveretl their speech, and would fain have persuaded me 
that the Usbecs surpass all other men in bodily strength, 
and that no nation equals them in the dexterous manage- 
ment of the bow. This observation was no sooner made 
than they called for bows and arrows, which were of a 
much larger size than those of Hiridorufan, ant1 offered to 
lay a wager that  they would pierce an ox or a horse 
through and through. They proceeded to extol the 
strength and valour of their country-women, in com- 
parison with whom the  Arnazoris were soft and timorous. 
The tales they related of female feats were endless: 
one especially excited my wonder and admiration; 
would that I could relate i t  with genuine Tartar 
eloquence. I t  seems that when Aureng-Zebe was pro- 
secuting the war in their country, a party of five-and- 
twenty or thirty horsemen entered a small village; and 
while employed in pillaging the houses, and binding the 
inhabitants, whom they intended to cany away as slaves, 
a good old woman said to  them : ' Children, listen to my 
counsel, and cease to act in this mischievous manner. My 
daughter happens just uow to be absent, but she will soon 
return. Withdraw from this place, if you are prudent; 
should she light upon you, you are undone.' They made 
contemptuous sport of the  good lady, continuing to 
plunder the property, and to  secure the persons, of in- 
dividuals, until, having fully laden their beasts, they 
quitted the village, taking with them many of the in- 
habitants and the old woman herself. They had not 
gone half a league, however, before the  aged mother, 
who never ceased to look behind, cried out in an ecstasy 
of joy, ' My daughter ! My daughter ! ' Her person was 
indeed hid from view ; but the extraordinary clouds of 
dust, and the loud trampling of a horse, left no doubt 
on the  mind of the anxious parent, that her heroic child 
was a t  hand to rescue her and her friends from the  power 
of their cruel enemies. Presently the Tartar maiden was 
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seen mouiited on a fiery steed, a bow and quiver hanging a t  
her side; and, while yet at  a considerable distance, she 
cried out that  she was still williiig to spare their lives, on 
condition that they restored the  plunder, released their 
captives, and retired peaceably to their own country. The 
3fogols turned as deaf an ear to the nonls of the young 
heroine as to the entreaties of her aged parent; but were 
astonished when they saw her in a moment let fly three 
or four arrows, which brought to the  ground the same 
number of men. They had instant recourse to their own 
bows, but the  damsel was much beyond the reach of their 
arrows, and laughed a t  such impotent efforts to avenge 
the  death of their companions. She continued to per- 
form dreadful execution among them, with an accuracy of 
dm,  and strength of arm, which was quite different to 
theirs; until having killed half of their number with 
arrows, she fell sword in hand upon the remainder, and 
cut them in pieces.' 

The ambassadors from Tarfay were still in Delili, when 
Atireng-Zebe was seized with a dangerous i l l n e s ~ . ~  H e  was 
frequently delirious from the  violence of the fever, and his 
tongue became so palsied that he  could scarcely articulate. 
The physicians despaired of his recovery, and it was 
generally believed he  was dead, though the event was 
concealed by Ruuchenara-Begum from interested motives. 
I t  was even rumoured that the  Raja Jessomseingue, governor 
of Gtcsarafe, was advancing to  release Chali-Jelian from 

In  the Dutch edition of Bernier, Amsterdam, 1672, at  p. 10 of 
the section, Ifc.r~arkoblt Occrrrretues (Bysontlere Uytkomsten), there is a 
very quaint illustration to this passage. A copperplate engraving after 
a mere fancy sketch, in which the Tartar maiden is shown as dealing 
great execution among the ranks of the Moguls, their arroas falling 
short of her, a burning village indicated in the background. The 
consternation among the Moguls is very cleverly depicted, and the 
action of the Amazon's horse charging down on their ranks is ex- 
ceedingly well expressed. See Bibliography, entry No. 5. 

a The date of this illness varies in the various annals of the time. 
The date, 1662, given by Khifi Khin, iq generally accepted us correct. 
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captivity; that Mohubet-kan, who had at  length acknow- 
ledged Aureng-Zebe's authority, had quitted the govern- 
ment of Kaboul, passed already through Lnhor, and was 
rapidly marching on Agra, at  the head of three or four 
thousand horse, with the same intention; and that the 
eunuch Etbar-kan, under whose custody the aged monarch 
was placed, felt impatient for the honour of opening the 
door of his prison. 

On the one hand, Sullan Mneum intrigued with the 
Omrab, and endeavoured by bribes and promises to attach 
them to his interest. H e  even went one night in disguise 
to the Raja Jesseingue, and entreated him, in the most 
respectful and humble language, to declare in his favour. 
On the other hand, a party formed by Rauchenura-Begum 
was supported by several Omrahs and Feday-kan,' grand 
master of the artillery, in behalf of the young Prince, 
Sultan Ekbar, the third son of Attrey-Zebe, a boy only seven 
or eight years of age. 

It  was pretended by both these parties, and believed 
by the people, that the sole object they had in view was 
to set Chah-Jehan at liberty ; but this was merely for the 
sake of gaining popularity, and to save appearances, in 
case he should be liberated by Etbar, or by means of any 

secret intrigues on the part of other grandees. T '  
was in fact scarcely aperson of rank or influence who 
entertained the wish of seeingChnh-Jelian restored to the 
throne. With the exception, perhaps, of Jessomsezt~gt~, 
-el-kan, and a few others who had hitherto refrained 
from acting flagrantly against him, there was no Otnrah 
who had not basely abandoned the cause of the legitimate 
Monarch, and taken an active part in favour of Awmg- 
Zebe. They were aware that to open his prison door 
would be to unchain an enraged lion. The possibility of 
such an event appalled the courtiers, and no one dreaded 

Fidaf Khan, foster-brother to Aurangzeb. About 1676 he was 
honoured with the title of h i m  Khan, and appointed Governor of 
Bengal, where he died in 1678. 
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it more than Etbar, who had behaved to his wretched 
victim with unnecessary rudeness and severity. 

But Aureng-Zebe, notwithstanding his serious indisposi- 
tion, continued to occupy his mind with the affairs of 
government, and the safe custody of his father. H e  
earnestly advised Sulian Mneum, in the event of his 
death, to release the King from confinement; but he was 
constantly dictating letters to Etbar-kaa, urging him to the 
faithful and rigid discharge of his duty; and on the fifth 
day of his illness, during the crisis of the disorder, he 
caused himself to be carried into the assembly of the 
Omrah, for the purpose of undeceiving those who might 
believe he was dead, and of preventing a public tumult, 
or any accident by which Chah-Jehan might effect his 
escape. The same reasons induced him to visit that 
assembly on the seventh, ninth, and tenth days; and, 
what appears almost incredible, on the thirteenth day, 
when scarcely recovered from a swoon so deep and long 
that his death was generally reported, he sent for the 
Raja Jesskngue, and two or three of the principal Omrak, 
for the purpose of verifying his existence. He then 
desired the attendants to raise him in the bed; called 
for paper and ink that he might write to Et6ar-kan, and de- 
spatched a messenger for the Great Seal, which was placed 
under Ruucheriara-Bepn's care enclosed in a small bag, 
which was impressed with a signet which he always kept 
fastened to his arm;' wishing to satisfy himself that 
the Princess had not made use of this instrument to pro- 
mote any sinister design. I was present when my Aga/i 
became acquainted with all these particulars, and heard 
him exclaim, 'What strength of mind ! What invincible 

I have seen contemporary portraits of the Mogul Emperors, the 
work of Indian artists, in which is shown this counter-seal (not to be 
confounded with an amulet, which would be worn on the left arm), 
fastened underneath the right armpit. An engraving from such a 
portrait 'which was taken from a picture of his, drawn to the life' 
will be found between folios 346-7 of Edward Teny's A Yoyagc to 
Lasf I7dia. London, 1771 ; a reprint of the edition of 1655. 
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courage! Heaven reserve thee, Aureng-Zebe, for greater 
achievements! Thou art not yet destined to die.' And 
indeed after this fit the  King improved gradually in 
health. . 

As soon as Azrre~ig-Zebe became convalescent, he en- 
deavoured to withdriw Dara's daughter from the hands 
of Clmh-.Jehan and Begum-Saheb, with the design of giving 
her in marriage to his third son, S~tltarr Ekbar. This is 
the  son, whom, it is supposed, he intends for his successor, 
and such an alliance would strengthen Ekbais authority 
and ensure his right to the throne. H e  is very young, 
but has several near and powerful relations a t  court, 
and being born of Chak-Nazvaze-kati's daughter, is de- 
scended fro~n the ancient sovereigns of illa[s]r/tnte.' The 
mothers of Strltrc~t itlahtrroud and S~iltarr 32aztirn were only 
Rngipodr!ys, or daughters of Rajas; for although thesk 
Kings are Mahotnefajrs, they do not scruple to many into 
heathen families, when such a measure may promote their 
interests, or when they may thus obtain a beautiful wife.= 

But Aurertg-Zebe was frustrated in his intention. Chah- 
Jelran and Begum-Saheb rejected the  proposition with 
disdain, and the  young Princess herself manifested the 
utmost repugnance to the marriage. She remained in- 
consolable during many days from an apprehension that 
she might be forcibly taken away, declaring i t  was her 

See p. 73. 
a I n  the Ma-arir-i'Ala~tt~d(~lliot, vol. vii. pp. 195, 196) it is stated 

that Muhammad Sultin the eldest, and Sultan Mu'azzam the second 
son, were both by the same mother, Xawab Bal ; also that the mother 
of Muhammad Kim Bakhsh, the fifth and last son, was Bai Udaipuri; 
a statement which, if correct, hardly bears out the truth of the boast 
of the Udaipur family, that their house never gave a daughter to the 
Mogul zenana. Bernier has probably confused the eldest and the 
youngest son, although he correctly states that Aurangzeb had two 
Hindoo wives, daughters of Rajplits, or Rajplitnts as he correclly calls 
them. Prince Muhammad Akbar was Aurangzeb's fourth son. His 
mother was a Muhammadan, the daughter of S h h l w a z  Khin, and 
it was mainly on this account that Aur~ngzeb  desired to make him 
his successor to the throne 
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firm purpose to die by her own hand, rather than be 
united to the son of him who murdered her father.' 

H e  was equally unsuccessful in his demand on Ctiah- 
Jehan for certain jewels, with which he  was desirous of 
completing a piece of workmanship that he was adding to 
the  celebrated throne, so universally the  object of admira- 
tion.2 The captive Monarch indignantly answered that 
Aureng-Zebe should be careful only to govern the kingdom 
with more wisdom and equity: he commanded him not 
to meddle with the throne; and declared that he would 
be no more plagued about these jewels, for that hammers 
were provided to beat them into powder the next time he  
should be importuned upon the  subject. 

The Hollanders would not be the last to present Attreng- 
Zebe with the Mohbarec. They determined to send an 
ambassador to him, and made choice of Monsieur Adrican; 
chief of their factory at  Sotrrale. This individual possesses 
integrity, abilities, and sound judgment; and as he does 
not disdain the advice offered by the wise and experienced, 
i t  is not surprising that he acquitted himself to the satis- 
faction of his countrymen. Although in his general de- 
portment Aureng-Zebe be remarkably high and unbending, 
affects the  appearance of a zealous &lahe tan ,  and con- 
sequently despises Franks or Chrislians, yet upon the  
occasion of this embassy, his behaviour was most courteous 
and condescending. H e  even expressed a desire that 
Mmieur  Adrican, after that gentleman had performed 
the Itdian ceremony of the Salaam, should approach and 
salute him d la Frank. The King, i t  is true, received the 

See p. 166. 
The celebrated 'Peacock Throne,' see p. 269, which Shih Jahin 

designed and caused to be made. 
a Dirk van Adrichem, who was chief, or director, of the Dutch 

factory at Surat from 1662 to 1665. IIe succeeded in obtaining a ' con- 
cession' (Firmaan, of gunst-bn'#in the Dutch original), dated Delhi, 
29th October 1662, from Aurangzeb, which conferred valuable privi- 
leges upon the Dutch in Bengal and Orissa-Valentyn, Bcrchryving, 
p. 261. 
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letters through the  medium of an Ommh, but this could 
not be considered a mark of disrespect, since h e  had done 
the same thing in regard to the letters brought by the 
Usbec ambassadors. 

The preliminary observances being over, Aurmg-Zebe 
intimated that the  ambassador might produce his presents ; 
a t  the same time investing him, and a few gentlemen in 
his suite, with a Ser-Apah of brocade. The presents con- 
sisted of a quantity of very fine broad cloths, scarlet and 
green ; some large looking-glasses ; and several articles of 
Chinese and Japan workmanship ;l among which were a 
pkky and a Tack-rauan,2 or travelling throne, of exquisite 
beauty, and much admired. 

The Great M o p l  is in the habit of detaining all ambas- 
sadors as long as can reasonably be done, from an idea 
that it is becoming his grandeur and power, to receive the 
homage of foreigners, and to number them among the 
attendants of his court. Monsieur Adricatr was not dis- 
missed, therefore, so expeditiously as he wished, though 
much sooner than the  ambassadors from Tarfay. His 
secretary died, and the other individuals in his retinue 
were falling sick, when Aurerg-Zebe granted him per- 
mission to depart. On taking leave the King again 
presented him with a Ser-Apah of brocade for his own use, 
and another very rich one for the governor of Bdavia," 
together with a dagger set with jewels; the whole 
accompanied by a very gracious letter. 

The chief aim of the  Hollanders in this embassy was to 
ingratiate themselves with the  iklogol, and to impart to 

I possess contemporary pictures, of Mogul court-life, by Indian 
artists, in which Japanese hangings and Chinese vases are very correctly 
and artistically shown. 
' Tukhf-i-rawan, from fukhf, a seat or throne, and rawan, the pre- 

sent participle of the verb ruflccn, to go, to move, to proceed. The 
tukht-i-rawan was carried on men's shoulders, and was used by royalty 
alone. See p. 370. 

a Who was the chief of all the Dutch factories and possessions in 
the East Indies, the Governor-General of the Dutch Indies in fact. 
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him some knowledge of their nation, in order that a 
beneficial influence might thus be produced upon the 
minds of the governors of sea-ports, and other places, 
where they have established factories.' They hoped that  
those governors would be restrained from offering insult, 
and obstructing their commerce; by the consideration that 
they belonged to a powerful State, that they could obtain 
immediate access to the  King of the  Ittdies to induce 
him to listen to their complaints, and to redress their 
grievances. They endeavoured also to impress the 
government with an opinion that  their traffic with 
Hidousfan was most advantageous to that kingdom; 
exhibiting a long list of articles purchased by their 
countrymen, from which they showed that the gold and 
silver brought by them every year into the  Indies 
amounted to a considerable sum: but they kept out of 
sight the  amount of those precious metals extracted by 
their constant importations of copper, lead, cinnamon, 
clove, nutmeg, pepper, aloes-wood, elephants, and other 
merchandise." 

I t  was about this period that one of the most dis- 
tinguished Omrahs ventured to express to Aureng-Zebe his 
fears lest his incessant occupations should be productive 
of injury to his health, and even impair the soundness and 
vigour of his mind. The King, affecting not to hear, 
turned from his sage adviser, and advancing slowly toward 
another of the principal Omrahs, a man of good sense and 
literary acquirements, addressed him in the  following 
terms. The speech was reported to  me by the  son of 
that Omrah, a young physician, and my intimate friend. 

'There can surely be but one opinion among you learned 
men, as to the  obligation imposed upon a sovereign, in 
seasons of difficulty and danger, to hazard his life, and, if 

' The farnrdn (lit. an order, a ' patent' or commission) obtained by 
Dirk van Adrichem, see p. 127, footnote is here very accurately 
summarised by Bcrnier. 
' I n  this connection see Bernier's letter to Colbert, pp. 200 d seq. 

I 
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necessary, to die sword in hand in defence of the people 
committed to his care. And yet this good and considerate 
man would fain persuade me that the public weal ought 
to cause me no solicitude; that, in devising means to 
promote it, I should never pass a sleepless night, nor spare 
a single day from the  pursuit of some low and sensual 
gratification. According to him, I am to be swayed by 
considerations of my own bodily health, and chiefly to 
study what may best minister to my personal ease and 
enjoyment. No doubt he would have me abandon the  
government of tliis vast kingdoin to some vizier : he seems 
not to consider that, being born the  son of a King, and 
placed on a throne, 1 was sent into the world by Provi- 
dence to live and labour, not for myself, but for others; 
that it is my duty not to think of my own happiness, 
except so far as i t  is inseparably connected with the 
happiness of my people. I t  is the repose and D rity 
of my be%ovesS-zxe 
these to be sacrificed to anything besides the demands of 
justice, the maintenance of the  royal authority, a l e  
security o m ~ i s  nlan cannot penetrate into the 
consequences of the inertness he recommends, and he  is 
ignorant of the  evils that attend upon delegated power. 
I t  was not witliout reason that our great Sudi emphatically 
exclaimed "Cease to be Kings ! Oh, cease to be Kings ! or 
determine that your dominions shall be governed only 
by yourselves." Go, tell thy friend, that if he be desirous 
of my applause, he must acquit himself well of the trust 
reposed in him; but let hirn have a care how he  again 
obtrudes such counsel as it would be unworthy of a King 
to receive. Alas ! we are sufficiently disposed by nature 
to seek ease and indulgence, we need no such officious 
counsellors. Our wives, too, are sure to assist us in 
treading the flowery path of rest and luxury.' 

A melancholy circumstance happened at this time which 
excited a great deal of interest in Delrli, particularly in 
the St*ruglio, a i d  which proved the  fallacy of an opinion 
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entertained by myself, as well as by others, that he who 
is entirely deprived of virility cannot feel the passion of 
love. 

Didar-Kan, one of the principal eunuchs of the Seraglio, 
had built a house, to which he sometimes resorted for 
entertainment, and where he often slept. He became 
enamoured of a beautiful woman, the sister of a neighbour, 
a Genlik,' and a scrivener by profession. An illicit inter- 
course continued for some time between the.m, without 
creating much suspicion. After all, it was but an eunuch, 
privileged to enter anywhere, and a woman ! 

The familiarity between the two lovers became at 
length so remarkable, that the neighbours began to sus- 
pect something, and chaffed the scrivener on the subject. 
He felt so stung by these taunts that he threatened to put 
both his sister and the eunuch to death if the suspicions 
of their guilt should be verified. Proof was not long 
wanting: they were one night discovered in the same 
bed, by the brother, who stabbed Didar-Kan through the 
body, and left his sister for dead. 

Nothing could exceed the horror and indignation of the 
whole Seraglio. Wolne~~ and eunuchs entered into a 
solemn league to kill tlie scrivener; but their machina- 
tions excited the displeasure of Aurerrg-Zebe, who contented 
himself by compelling the man to become a Muho~netun. 

I t  seems nevertheless to be the general opinion that he 
cannot long escape the power and malice of the eunuchs. 
Emasculation, say the Ii~dia~ir, produces a different effect 
upon men than upon the brute creation; it renders the 

1 I n  the original 'un Ecrivain Gentil,' or, in other words, a Hindoo 
writer or clerk. At this period the collection of the revenue, the 
keeping of the accounts, the conduct of the official correspondence of 
the Court was all in tlie hands of I-Iindoo clerks, well versed in Persian. 
As Professor Blochmann tells us in his Calcutta Review article already 
quoted (p. 40, footnote I ) ,  'the 1Iindhs from the 16th century took so 
zealously to Persian education, that, before another century had elapsed, 
they had fully come up to the Muhammadans in point of literary 
acquirements.' 
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latter gentle and tractable ; but who is the eunuch, they 
ask, that  is not vicious, arrogant and cruel ? I t  is in vain 
to  deny, however, that  many among them are exceedingly 
faithful, generous, and brave. 

Much about the same time, Rauclrerrara-Begum incurred 
the displeasure of Atcreng-Zebe, the I'rincess having been 
suspected of admitting two men into the  seraglio. As it 
was only suspicion, however, the  King was soon reconciled 
to his sister. Nor did he exercise the same cruelty toward 
the two men, who were caught and dragged into his 
presence, as C h a h J e h t ~  had done upon a similar occasion 
toward the  unhappy gallant concealed in the cau1dron.l 
I shall relate the  whole story exactly as I lieard it from 
the mouth of an old woman, a half-caste Portrgi~ese,~ who 
has been many years a slave in the seraglio, and possesses 
the privilege of going in and out at  pleasure. From her 
I learnt that Rarichennru-Begttr,c, after having for several 
days enjoyed the company of one of these young men, 
whom she kept hidden, committed him to the  care of her 
female attendants, who promised to conduct their charge 
out of the Seraglio under cover of the night. But whether 
they were detected, or only dreaded a discovery, or what- 
ever else was the  reason, the women fled, and left the  
terrified youth to wander alone about the  gardens : here 
11e was found, and taken before Aurerrg-Zebe ; who, when 
he had interrogated him very closely, without being able 
to draw any other confession of guilt from him than that 
he had scaled the walls, decided that he should be com- 
pelled to leave the seraglio in the  same manner. But the 
eunuchs, i t  is probable, exceeded their master's instruc- 
tions, for they threw t h e  culprit from the  top of the  wall 
to the bottom. As for the  second paramour, the old 
Portrlpese informed me that  he too was seen roving about 
the gardens, and that having told the King he had entered 

Seep.  12. 

' ' Unc vieillc Mestice de Portugais,' in the original ; fro111 rlrcst40, 
the Portuguese word for one of mixed parentage. 
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into the Seraglio by the regi~llrr gate, he was commanded 
to quit the place through that same gate. Aiweng-Zebe 
determined, however, to inflict a severe and exemplary 
punishment upon the eunuchs; because it was essential, 
not only to the honour of his house, but even to his 
personal safety, that the entrance into the seraglio should 
be vigilantly guarded. 

Some months after this occurrence five ambassaclors 
amved at Deiili, nearly at  the same time. The first was 
from the Cherifl of Meca, and the presents that accom- 
panied this embassage consisted of a small number of 
Arabian horses and a besom which had been used for 
sweeping out 2 the small chapel situated in the centre of 
the Great Mosque at  Meca ; a chapel held in great venera- 
tion by Illalwmelans, and called by them Bed-Allah, or the 
House of God. They believe this was the first temple 
dedicated to the true God, and that it was erected b y  
Abraham. 

The second ambassador was sent by the King of 
Hymnan, or Arabia Felix ;s and the third by the 
Prince of Bassora; both of whom also brought presents 
of Arabian horses. 

The two other ambassadors came from the King of 
Ekche, or Ethiopia' 

Little or no respect was paid to the first three of these 
diplomatists. Their equipage was so miserable that every 

The Grand Shereef (from the Arabic sdarif, noble) of Mecca, who 
has control over the Ifoly Places, claims to be a lineal descendant of 
the Prophet Muhammad. The name of the present ( 1 8 g r )  Grand 
Shereef is 'Aun Cr-Rafiq, and he succeeded to this dignity in 1882. 

Similar to the small hand-bmshes, generally made of leaves of the 
date-palm, used in the mosque; of India for a like purpose. The 
'small chapel' being the Ka'bah, or Cube-house, in which is placed 
the Black Stone, in the centre of 'The  Sacred Mosque ' (Masjidu '1- 
Haram) at Mecca. The term Bnifu'llah or ' House of God ' is applied 
to the whole enclosure, although it more specially denotes the 
Ka'bah itself. 

a Yemen, the territory of a(- Yamcn, to the south-east of Mecca. 
Abyssinia, see p. 2 text, and footnote ? 
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ment, but gave me such advice as deterred me from visit- 
ing Ethiopia, as was observed a t  the commencement of 
this history.' bItirat is likewise sent every year to Moka 
for the  same object as the Mahometan merchant, and 
always takes with him the annual presents from his 
master to the English and Dutch East-India Companies, 
and conveys those which they give in return to Gonder. 

The African Monarch, anxious that his ambassador 
should appear in a style suitable to the occasion, contri- 
buted liberally toward the  expenses of the embassy. H e  
presented them with thirty-two young slaves, boys and 
girls, to be sold at  Moka; and the  money raised by thifi 
happy expedient was to supply the expenses of the  mis- 
sion. A noble largess indeed ! for let it be recollected 
that  young slaves sell at  Moka, one with another, at  five- 
and-twenty or thirty crowns per head.2 Besides these, 
the Ethiopian King sent to the  Great biogol twenty-five 

- - -  -- 
choice slaves, n-_tin of whom *er<oXtender age 
and in a state to be_made eunuchs. This w a s m u r e ,  
an appropriate t l ona t ioaom a C h r i s t i a m P r i n c e  ! but 
then the Christianity of the-&ltip@n.~ differs greatly- e m  
ours. The ambassadors also took charge of other presents 
foFthe Great kfogol; fifteen horses, esteemed equal to those 
of Arabia, and a small species of mule, whose skin I have 
seen : no tiger is so beautifully marked, and no alachci of 
the  Indies, or striped silken stuff, is more finely and vari- 
ously ~ t r e a k e d ; ~  a couple of elephants' teeth, of a size 
so prodigious that i t  required, i t  seems, the utmost exer- 
tion of a strong man to lift either of them from the 
ground; nnd lastly, the  horn of an ox, filled with civet, 
which was indeed enormously large, for I measured the 

See p. 2. 

a kcus, or 'white crowns' as they were then called, worth qs. 6d. 
each. See p. 120, footnote 

A zebra, which is stlll considered a great curiosity in India, as 
evidenced by the admiring crowds to be seen round the specimen in 
the Calcutta Zoological Gardens. 
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mouth of it a t  Dehly, and found that i t  exceeded half a 
foot 1 in diameter. 

The ambassadors, thus royally and munificently pro- 
vided, departed from Gonder, the capital city of Ethiopia, 
situated in the province of Dutnbk. They traversed a 
desolate country, and were more than two months travel- 
ling to Beilotrl, an out-of-the-way seaport, near Bah-el- 
Mandel and opposite to ilfokn. For reasons, which I shall 
perhaps disclose in the  course of my narrative, they dared 
not take the  usual and caravan road from Gonder to 
Arkiko, a journey easily performed in forty days. From 
Arkiko it is necessary to  pass over to the  island of Mmotma, 
where the  Grand Seiprretir2 has a garrison. 

While waiting a t  Beiloul for a 1l1oka vessel to cross the 
Red Sea, the party were in want of many of the neces- 
saries of life, and some of the  slaves died. 

On arriving a t  Moka, the  ambassadors found that the  
market had been that year overstocked with slaves. The 
boys and girls, therefore, sold a t  a reduced price. As 
soon as their sale was effected, they pursued their voyage, 
embarking on board an Indian vessel bound to Sourafe, 
where they arrived after a tolerable passage of five-and- 
twenty days. Several slaves, however, and many horses 
died ; probably from want of proper nourishment, the  
funtls of this pompous embassy being evidently insufficient 
to supply all its wants. The mule also died, but the skin 
was preserved. 

They had not been many hours on shore at  Sotirate when 
a certain rebel of Visapour, named Seua-Gi,S entered the  

' The French ' pied de Ville ' most probably, equal to 12% inches 
English. 

That is, the Sultan of Turkey. 
' Sivaji, the founder of the Maratha power, born 1627, died (on 

the 5th April according to Elphinstone, hut the 1st June is the date 
given in Valentyn's narrative) 1680. Of him it has been well said by 
Elphinstone (History of India, p. 647, ed. of 1874)~ 'Though the son 
of a powerful chief, he had begun life as a daring and artful captain of 
hdit t i ,  had ripened into a skilful general and an able statesman, and 
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town, which he pillaged and burnt. The house of the 
ambassadors did not escape the general conflagration ; and 
all their effects that they succeeded in rescuing from the  
flames, or the  ravages of the enemy, were their credentials ; 
a few slaves that Sera-Gi could not lay hold of, or whom 
he spared because they happened to be ill ; their Ethiopian 
apparel, which he  did not covet; the mule's skin, for 
which, I expect, he had no particular fancy ; and the ox's 
horn that had already been emptied of its civet. 

These exalted individuals spoke in exaggerated terms 
of their sad misfortunes; but it was insinuated by the  
malicious Indians, who witnessed their deplorable condi- 
tion on landing-without decent clothing, destitute of 
money or bills of exchange, and half famished-that the 
two ambassadors were, in fact, lucky people, who ought to 
number the  ransacking of Sotcrate' among the  happiest 
events of their lives, since it saved them from the mortifi- 
cation of conducting their wretched presents as far as 
Dehli. Sew-Gi, the Indians said, had furnished these 
worthy representatives of the  Ethiopian King with an 
admirable pretext for appearing like a couple of mendi- 
cants, and for soliciting the  governor of Sourale to supply 
them with the  means of living, and with money and carts 
to enable them to proceed to the  capital. The attack 
upon Sourafe had also covered their misdeeds, in disposing. 
for their own benefit, of the  civet, and many of the  
slaves. 

left a character which has never since been equalled or approached by 
any of his countrymen. The distractedstateof the neighbouring countries 
presented openings by which aninferior leader might have profited ; 
but it required a genius like his to avail himself as he did of the 
mistakes of Aurangzlb by kindling a zeal for religion and, through 
that, a national spirit among the Marattas. It was by these feelings 
that his government was upheld after it passed into feeble hands, and 
was kept together, in spite of numerous internal disorders, until it had 
established its supremacy over the greater part of India.' 

This took place in January 1664. The Dutch account of the sack, 
as given by Valentya, confirms Bernier's narrative very remarkably. 
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My excellent friend Monsieur Adrican,' chief of the 
Dutch factory, gave Mumt, the Armenian, a letter of in- 
troduction to me, which he delivered into my hands at  
Dehli, without being aware that I had been his guest at  
Moka.9 I t  was an agreeable surprise to meet thus unex- 
pectedly, after an absence of five or six years. I embraced 
my old friend with affection, and promised to render him 
all the sewice in my power. Yet, though my acquain- 
tance among the courtiers was pretty extensive, I found 
it difficult to be useful to these empty-handed ambassa- 
dors. The mule's skin, and the ox's horn, wherein was 
kept arrack, or brandy extracted from raw sugar, of which 
they are excessively fond, constituted the whole of their 
presents; and the contempt which the absence of valu- 
able presents would alone inspire was increased by their 
miserable appearance. They were seen about the streets 
without a paleky, clad in true Bedouin fashion, and followed 
by seven or eight bare-footed and bare-headed slaves, 
who had no raiment but a nasty strip of cloth passed 
between their buttocks, and the half of a ragged sheet 
over the left shoulder, which was carried under the right 
arm, in the manner of a summer cloak. Nor had the 
ambassadors any other carriage than a hired and broken- 
down cart; and they were without any horse except 
one belonging to our Missionary Father, and one of 
mine that they sometimes borrowed, and which they 
nearly killed. 

In vain did I for a long time exert myself in behalf of 
these despised personages ; they were regarded as beggars, 
and could excite no interest. One day, however, when 
closeted with my Agah Danecirmend-katr, who is minister 
for foreign affairs, I expatiated so successfully upon the 
grandeur of the Ethiopian Monarch, that A~treng-Zebe was 
induced to grant the ambassadors an audience, and to 
receive their letters. H e  presented both with a Ser-upnk, 
or vest of brocade, a silken and embroidered girdle, and a 

Sce p. 127. a See p. r 34. 
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turban of the same materials and workmanship; gave 
orders for their maintenance, and a t  an audience, when 
the Emperor gave them their cone, which soon took place, 
he invested each with another Ser-apah, and made them a 
present of six thousand mupies, equal at present to nearly 
three thousand crowns:' but this money was unequally 
divided, the Mahometan receiving four thousand mlipies, 
and Mtrrat, because a Christian, only two thousand. 

Aureng-Zebe sent by them, as presents to their royal 
master, an extremely rich Ser-apah; two large comets, 
or trumpets, of silver gilt ; two silver kettle-drums ;2 a 
poniard studded with rubies; and gold and silver ro1ipie.r 
to the amount of about twenty thousand francs: hoping, 
as he kindly expressed it, that this last gift would be 
peculiarly acceptable, and considered a rarity ; the King 
of Ethiopia not having any coined money in his country. 

The Mogol was well aware that not one of these mupies 
would be taken out of Hindodan, and that the ambassa- 
dors would employ them in the purchase of useful com- 
modities. I t  turned out just as he foresaw. They bought 
spices, fine cotton cloths, for shirts for the King and 
Queen, and for the King's only legitimate son, who is to 
succeed to the throne, alachns or silken stuffs striped, 
some with gold and some with silver, for vests and 
summer trousers ; English broadcloths, scarlet and green. 
for a couple of abbs: or Arabian vests, for their King; 
and lastly, quantities of cloth less fine in their texture 
for several ladies of the seraglio and their children. All 

l This agrees with Tavernier's value (2s. 3d.) of the rupee. See also 
p. 135, footnote ', and p. 200, note. 

Kamrrtfs, trumpets with a bend, somewhat of the type of a comet. 
and naMraRr, drums in shape like the modem kettle-drum, but beaten 
resting on the ground by a man who either stands or squats behind them, 
according to their size, were part of the insignia of Mogul royalty. 

ALaA, the well-known short coat or vest. English broadcloths were 
highly esteemed at  the Mogul court, and the early travellers make 
frequent mention of them. Also see the chapter (32 of the first book) 
in the Aln-i-Akbad, in which details of their price are given. 
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these goods they were privileged, as ambassadors, to 
export without payment of duty. 

Notwithstanding all my friendship for Il.lurd, there 
were three reasons why I almost repented of having 
exercised my influence in his behalf. The first was, that 
after he had promised to sell me his boy for fifty mrrpiea, 
he sent word he would not part with the boy for less than 
three hundred. I felt almost disposed to give him his 
price, that I might have i t  in my power to say a father 
had sold me his own child. The lad was remarkably 
well made, and his skin of the clearest black; the nose 
was not flat, nor the lips thick, as is commonly the case 
among the EIhigians. I was certainly angry with Mumt 
for having violated his engagement. 

I had, in the next place, ascertained that my friend, 
as well as his ~ahometan companion, had solemnly pro- 
mised Atcreng-Zebe to urge his King to permit the repair 
of a mosque in Elhwpin, which had been in ruins since 
the time of the Portuguese. The 1Cfogol gave the am- 
bassadors two thousand roupies in anticipation of this 
service. The mosque, erected as the mausoleum of a 
certain Cheik, or deniche, who left Meca for the purpose 
of propagating Mahornetanism in Ethiopia, and had n~ade  
great progress there, was demolished by the Portuguese, 
when they entered the county  with troops from Goa, 
as allies of the lawful sovereign, who had embraced 
Christianity, and been driven from the throne by a 
Mahometan prince. 

My third objection to nltirat's conduct arose from the 
part he took in entreating Aureng-Xebe, in the name of 
the Ethiopian King, to send the  latter an Alcuran and 
eight other books, with the names of which I am familiar, 
and which are of the first repute among the treatises 
written in defence of the hlalrornetan creed. 

There seemed to me  something extremely base and 
wicked in these proceetlings, on the part of a Christian 
nmbassador, acting in the name of a Christian King. They 
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afforded but too satisfactory a confirmatiou of the accouut 
I had received at Moka of the low ebb to which Chris- 
tianity is reduced in the kingdom of Ethiopia. Indeed, 
all the measures of its government, and the character 
of the people, savour strongly of Mahuinefanian, and it 
cannot be doubted that the number, even of nominal 
Christians, has been on the decline since the death of 
the  King, who was lnaintaiued on the throne by the troops 
from-Goa. Soon after that event, the Porfrrguese, in con- 
sequence of the intrigues of the Queen-mother, were either 
killed or driven out of the country. The Jesuit Patriarch, 
whom his countrymen had brought from Goa, was com- 
pelled to fly for his life. 

During the stay of the ambassadors at Dehli, my Agalr, 
ever eager in search of knowledge, invited them frequently 
to his house. H e  asked many questions concerning the 
condition of their country and the nature of its govern- 
ment; but his principal object was to obtain information 
respecting the source of the Nile, which they call Abbabile,' 
and concerning which they talked to us as so well ascer- 
tained that no one need question it. AIurat and a Mogol, 
who travelled with him from Efhiopiu, have visited the 
source, and the particulars given by them both are sub- 
stantially the same as those I had learnt at Moka. They 
informed us that the Il'ile has its origin in the country of 
the Agans, rising from two bubbling and contiguous 
springs, which form a small lake of about thirty or forty 
paces in length ; that the water running out of this lake 
is already a pretty considerable river; which continues, 
however, to increase in size by reason of the small tributary 
streams which, from here and there, flow into it. They 
added that the river went on in a circuitous course, 
forming, as i t  were, a large island; and that after falling 
from several steep rocks, it entered into a great lake 
wherein are several fertile islands, quantities of crocodiles, 
and, what would be much more remarkable, if true, 

' The Fnther of w a t e ~ s '  
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numbers of sea-calves which have no other means of 
ejecting their excrement than the mouth. This lake 
is in the county  of Dutnbia, three short stages from 
Goder, and four or five from the source of the  Nile. 
The river, they rontinued, when i t  leaves the great lake, 
is n~uch  augmented by the numerous rivers and torrents 
which fall into that lake, especially in the rainy season; 
which is as periodical as in the  Itrdies, commencing towards 
the  end of July. This, by the way, is an important con- 
sideration, and accounts for the  overflowing of the Nik. 
From the lake just mentioned the river runs by Sonnar, 
the  capital city of the King of Fungi (tributary to the  
King of Ethiopia), and continues its course until it reaches 
the  plains of Mesra or Egypt. 

The two ambassadors dilated more copiously than was 
agreeable either to my Agah or myself on the magnificence 
of their sovereign, and the  strength of his army ; but their 
travelling companion, the  ilIogol, never joined in these 
panegyrics, and told us, during their absence, that he had 
twice seen this army in the  field, commanded by the King 
in person, and that  it is impossible to conceive troops 
more wretched and worse disciplined. 

The Afogol gave us a great deal of illformation about 
Ethiopia, the whole of which is noted in my journal, and 
may one day be given to the  public. At present I shall 
content myself with noticing three or four facts related by 
rMurat, and which, considering that  they occurred in a 
Christian land, will be deemed sufficiently remarkable. 

H e  said that in Et/riol)ic~ there are few men who do not 
keep several wives; nor was he  ashamed to confess that 
he himself had two, besides the  wife to whom he was 
legally married, and who resided in Aleppo. The Ellriopiaa 
women, he observed, do not hide themselves as in the  
Indies among the  Aiahov~eiatrs and even the Genliles; and 
nothing is more common than to see females of the  lower 
ranks, whether single or married, bond or free, mingled 
together, day and night, in the same apartment ; the 
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whole of them perfectly unacquainted with those feelings 
of jealousy so prevalent in other nations. The women, or 
wives of grandees, are a t  no great pains to conceal their 
attachment to any handsome cavalier, whose house they 
enter without fear or scruple. 

If I had visited Ethiopia, I should have been compelled, 
they told me, to marry. A few years ago, a wife was 
forced upon an European, a Padry,' who passed for a Greek 
physician ; and it is curious enough that the woman whom 
they obliged him to wed was the same that he designed 
for one of his sons. 

A man, eighty years of age, having presented to the 
King four-and-twenty sons, all of mature age, and able to 
carry arms, was asked by His Majesty whether those were 
the only children he could exhibit ? The old gentleman 
answered that they were indeed the whole of the male 
part of his family, but that he was also the father of a few 
daughters. ' Out then from my presence, thou old calf! ' 
was the King's rejoinder. ' I am astonished that instead 
of feeling shame, thou presumest to  appear before me. 
Is there a lack of women in my dominions that thou, a 
man well stricken in years, canst boast of only two dozen 
sons ? ' The Ethiopian King himself has a t  least eighty J 

children, who are met running about indiscriminately in all 
parts [qui couroient pele mele] of the seraglio. They are 
known by a round stick varnished, resembling a small 
mace, which the King had made for them, and which 
they carry about with great delight, as a sceptre, to 
distinguish them from those who are the children of 
certain slaves or other people of the seraglio. 

Aureng-Zebe sent twice for the ambassadors. H e  hoped, 
like my Agah, to increase his stock of knowledge by their 
conversation ; but his chief anxiety was to be made 
acquainted with the state of bfabmeianism in their 
country. H e  expressed a desire to see the mule's skin, 
which somehow or other remained afterward in the 

A Roman priest, see p. 323, footnote '. 
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fortress, in possession of the officers; much to my dis- 
appointment, for it was promised me in return for my 
good services, and I had counted upon one day presenting 
i t  to one of our Virtuosi in Ertrope. I strongly recom- 
mended the ambassadors to show the great horn to the  
King, as well as the skin : but this might have subjected 
them to the very embarrassing question : how it happened, 
that in the  ransacking of Sotrmfe they lost the  civet, and 
yet retained the  horn ? 

The Elhiopian embassy was still in Delrli, when Aureng- 
Zebe assembled his privy-council, together with the 
learned men of his court, for the purpose of selecting a 
suitable preceptor for his third son, Sullnn Ekbar,' whom 
he designs for his successor. H e  evinced upon this 
occasion the  utmost solicitude that this young Prince 
should receive such an education as might justify the  
hope of his becoming a great man. No person can be 
more alive than Aurerrg-Zebe to the necessity of storing , the  minds of Princes, destined to rule nations, with useful 
knowledge. As they surpass others in power and eleva- 
tion, so ought they, he says, to be pre-eminent in wisdom 
and virtue. H e  is very sensible that the  cause of the  
misery which afflicts the empires of A&, of their misrule, 
and consequent decay, should be sought, and will be 
found, in the  deficient and pernicious mode of instructing 
the children of their Kings. Intrusted from infancy to the 
care of women and eunuchs, slaves from Iitwia, Circassia, 
Mirtgrelia, Gurgislan,2 or Ethiopia, whose minds are debased 
by the  very nature of their occupation; servile and mean 
to superiors, proud and oppressive to dependants ;- 
these Princes, when called to the  throne, leave the  walls of 
the Seraglio quite ignorant of the duties imposed upon 
them by their new situation. They appear on the stage 
of life, as if they came from another world, or emerged, 

Muhammad Akbar, his fourth son, but the third then alive, revolted 
against his father, and took refuge in Persia, where he died. 

Weorgia. 
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for the first time, from a subterraneous cavern, astonished, 
like simpletons, at  all around them. Either, like children, 
they are credulous in everything, and in dread of every- 
thing; or, with the obstinacy and heedlessness of folly, 
they are deaf to every sage counsel, and rash in every 
stupid enterprise. According to their natural tempera- 
ment, or the first ideas impressed upon their minds, such 
Princes, on succeeding to a crown, affect to be dignified 
and grave, though it be easy to discern that gravity and 
dignity form no part of their character, that the appear- 
ance of those qualities is the effect of some ill-studied 
lesson, and that they are in fact only other names for 
savageness and vanity; or else they affect a childish 
politeness in their demeanour, childish because un- 
natural and constrained. Who. that is conversant with 
the history of Asia, can deny the faithfulness of this 
delineation ? Have not her Sovereigns been blindly 
and brutally cruel,-cruel without judgment or mercy ? 
Have they not been addicted to the mean and gross 
vice of drunkenness, and abandoned to an excessive 
and shameless luxury ; ruining their bodily health, 
and impairing their understanding, in the society of ,' 
concubines ? Or, instead of attending to the concerns of ' 
the kingdom, have not their days been consumed in the 
pleasures of the chase? A pack of dogs will engage 
their thoughts and affection, although indifferent to the 
sufferings of so many poor people who, compelled to 
follow the unfeeling Monarch in the pursuit of game, are 
left to die of hunger, heat, cold, and fatigue. In a word, 
the Kings of Asia are constantly living in the indulgence ' 

of monstrous vices, those vices varying, indeed, as I said 
before, according to their natural propensities, or to the 
ideas early instilled into their minds. It is indeed a rare 
exception when the Socem'gn is not profoundly ignorant 
of the domestic and political condition of his empire. The 
reins of government are often committed to the hands of 
some Vizier, who, that he many reign lord absolute, with 

ti 
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security and without contradiction, considers it an essential 
part of his plan to encourage his master in all his low 
pursuits, and divert him from every avenue of knowledge. 
If the sceptre be not firmly grasped by the first minister, 
then the country is governed by the King's mother, 
originally a wretched slave, and by a set of eunuchs, 
persons who possess no enlarged and liberal views of 
policy, and who employ their time in barbarous intrigues ; 
banishing, imprisoning, and strangling each other, and 
frequently the Grandees and the Vizier himself. Indeed, 
under their disgraceful domination, no man of any pro- 
perty is sure of his life for a single day. 

When Aurpng-Zcbe had received the different embassies 
I have described, news at length reached the court that 
one from Per& had arrived on the frontier. The Persian 
Omrab, and others of that nation, in the service of the 
Mogol, spread a report that affairs of the utmost moment 
brought the ambassador to Hindo~rstan. Intelligent per- 
sons, however, gave no credence to the rumour: the 
period for great events was gone by, and it was clear that 
the Persians had no other reason for saying their country- 
man was intrusted with an important commission, than a 
vain and overweening desire to exalt their nation. I t  was 
also pretended by the same individuals, that the Omralr 
appointed to meet the ambassador on the frontier, and to 
provide for his honourable treatment during his journey 
to the capital, was strictly enjoined to spare no pains to 
discover the principal object of the embassy. H e  was 
instructed, they said, to prepare, by degrees, the haughty 
Persian for the ceremony of the Salnm, which was to be 
represented, as well as that of delivering all letters 
through the medium of a third person, as a custom that 
has invariably obtained from time immemorial. I t  is 
sufficiently evident, however, from what we witnessed, 
that these were idle tales, and that Aureng-Zebe is raised 
much above the necessity of recurring to such ex- 
pedients. 
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On his entry into the capital, the ambassador was 
received with every demonstration of respect. The 
B ~ a r s  through which he passed were all newly 
decorated, and the cavalry lining both sides of the way 
extended beyond a league. Many O m r h ,  accompanied 
with instruments of music, attended the procession, and 
a salute of artillery was fired upon his entering the gate 
of the fortress, or royal palace. Aumg-Zebe welcomed 
him with the greatest politeness ; manifested no displea- 
sure at  his making the snlam in the Persian manner, ant1 
unhesitatingly received from his hands the letters of which 
he was the bearer; raising them, in token of peculiar 
respect, nearly to the crown of his head. An eunuch 
having assisted him to unseal the letters, the King per- 
used the contents with a serious and solemn countenance, 
and then commanded that the ambassador should be clad, 
in his presence, with a vest of brocade, a turban, and a 
silken sash, embroidered with gold and silver, called a ser- 
apah, as I have before explained. This part of the cere- 
mony over, the Persiatr was informed that the moment 
was come for the display of his presents; which con- 
sisted of five-and-twenty horses, as beautiful as I ever 
beheld, with housings of embroidered brocade; twenty 
highly bred camels, that might have been mistakee 
for small elephants, such was their size and strength ; a 

considerable number of cases1 containing excellent rose- 
water, and another sort of distilled water called Beidmichk,Z 
a cordial held in the highest estimation and very scarce ; 
five or six carpets of extra-e - -  and beauty - ; a few 

.A 

pieces of brocade extremely rich, wrought . in small flowers, 

I Ca i~s t s  in the original. Rosewater and bedt/rrrshR were enclosed in 
glass bottles, holding about 24 gallons each, called in Persian Rardbas 
(hence the English word carboy) covered with wicker-work. Case is 
therefore P better rendering than box, as used by former translators of 
these Trarels.  

BbdrrrnsM, a cordial still highly esteemed in Northern India, dis- 
tilled from a species of willow, bid in Persian. 
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in so fine and delicate a style that I doubt if anything so 
elegant was ev; seen in Etwonc ; four Damascus cutlasses. - ' - 
a<d the same number of poniards, the whole covered with 
precious stones ; and lastly, five or six sets of horse-furniture, 
which were particularly admired. The last were indeed 
very handsome and of superior richness ; ornamented with 
superb embroidery and with small pearls, and very beauti- 
ful turquoises, of the old rock.' 

I t  was remarked that Aureng-Zebe seemed unusually 
pleased with this splendid present; he examined every 
item minutely, noticed its elegance and rarity, and fre- 
quently extolled the munificence of the King of Persin. 
H e  assigned the ambassador a place among the principal 
Omrnhs ; and after speaking about his long and fatiguing 
journey, and several times expressing his desire to see 
him every day, he dismissed him. 

H e  remained a t  Dehli four or five months, living 
sumptuously a t  Atiteng-Zebe's expense, and partaking of 

I n  the original, ' de  la vieille Roche,' which means that they 
were, so to speak, of the finest water. This phrase was used to denote 
those precious stones in general that exhibited more or less perfect 
crystalline forms, being considered more developed than those with 
amorpl~ous forms. Tavernier's (Travels, vol. ii. pp. 103, 104) descrip- 
tion of the turquoise is valuable, as elucidating Bernier's account of 
the presents. 'Turquoise is only found in PERSIA, and is obtained in 
two mines. The one, which is called " the old rock," is three days' 
journey from MESHED towards the north-west and near to a large town 
called NICIIABOURC [Nishapur in Meshed is the classic locality for 
the true turquoise] ; the other, which is called "the new," is five days' 
journey from it. Those of the new are of an inferior blue, tending to 
white, and are little esteemed, and one may purchase as many of them 
as he likes at small cost. But for many years the King of PERSIA has 
prohibited mining in the "old rock " for any one but himself, because 
having no gold workers in the country besides those who work in 
thread, who are ignorant of the art of enamelling on gold, and with- 
out knowledge of design and engraving, he uses for the decoration of 
swords, daggers, and other work, these turquoises of the old rock 
instead of enamel, which are cut and arranged injaftnrrs  like flowers 
and other figures which the (jewellers) make. This catches the eye 
and passes as a laborious work. I t  is wanting in design.' 
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the hospitality of the chief Omrah, who invited him 
by turns to grand entertainments. When permitted to 
return to his country, the King again invested him with a 
rich Ser-apah, and put him in possession of other valuable 
gifts, reserving the presents intended for the Persiati 
Monarch for the embassy that he determined to send, and 
which was very soon appointed. 

Notwithstanding the strong and unequivocal marks of 
respect conferred by Aureng-Zebe upon this last ambassador, 
the Persians a t  the court of Dehli insinuated that the 
King of Per~ia, in his letters, reproached him keenly 
with the death of Dara, and the incarceration of C f d -  
Jehan, representing such actions as unworthy a brother, 
a son, and a faithful Musulmatr. He also, they said, 
reproved him for having assumed the name of Alem-G~rire, 
or Conqueror of the World, and for causing it to be 
inscribed on the coins of Hindouslan. They went so far 
as to affirm that these words formed part of the letters: 
'Since then thou art this Alem-Guire, Besm-Illah, in the 
name of God, I send thee a sword and hones. Let us 
now, therefore, confront each other.' This would indeed 
have been throwing down the gauntlet. I give the story 
as I received it : to contradict it is not in my power; easy 
as any person finds it in this court to come to the know- 
ledge of every secret, provided he be acquainted with the 
language, possess good friends, and be as profuse of money 
as myself for the sake of gratifying his curiosity. But I 
cannot be easily persuaded that the King of Persia made 
use of the language ascribed to him : it would savour too 
much of empty bluster and menace, though it cannot be 
denied that the Persians are apt to assume a lofty tone 
when they wish to impress an itlea of their power and 
influence. I rather incline to the opinion entertained by 
the best informed, that Persia is not in ci condition to act 
aggressively against such an empire as fli&u~(slati. She 
will have enough to do to retain Kan-a'uher, in the direction 
of Hindoustan, and preserve the integrity of her frontier 
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towards Yitrkey. The wealth and strength of that nation 
are accurately estimated. Her throne is not always filled 
by a Ciuzh-Abas,' a Sovereign intrepid, enlightened, and 
politic; capable of turning every occurrence to his benefit, 
and of accomplishing great designs with small means. If 
her government meditate any enterprise against Hiadoustan, 
and be animated, as is given out, by these sentiments of 
regard for ChIGJehan and the ~ ~ h n a n  faith, who can 
explain why, during the late civil wars, which lasted so 
long in Hitrdotulan, she remained a quiet and apparently 
an unconcerned spectator of the scene ? She was unmoved 
by the entreaties of Darn, of ChhJehan, of Sulfan St~jah, 
and perhaps of the Governor of Caboul ; although she might, 
with a comparatively small army, and at an inconsider- 
able expense, have gained possession of the fairest part of 
Hitdotcstan, from the kingdom of Caboul to the banks of 
the Zndus, and even beyond that river; thus constituting 
herself the arbitress of every dispute. 

The King of Persia's letters, however, either contained 
some offensive expressions, or Aureng-Zebe took umbrage 

1 Shbh 'libbas I., surnamed the Great, who ascended the throne in 
1588, and died in 1629. ' H e  was the first who made Isfahln the 
capital of Persia, was brave and active, and enlarged the boundaries of 
his dominions. I i e  took conjointly with the English forces, in 1622, 
the island of Ormus, which had been in the possession of the Portuguese 
for 122 years.'--Bcal. I have been told by learned natives of India 
that the Indian exclamation, Shahbnsh (Persian Shdh-Msh), meaning, 
' Well done 1 ' ' Bravo ! ' ' REX FIAS,' takes its origin from the name of 
this Persian monarch, or as Ovington, in his Voyakv to Surafl  in  the 
Ycur 1689 (London, 1696), p. 169, so quaintly puts it, 'The  mighty 
Deeds and renown'd Exploits of Schah Abbas, the Pcrsiarr Emperor, 
have likewise imprinted Eternal Characters of Fame and Honour upon 
his Name, which is now by vulgar use made the signification of any 
thing extrzordinary or hliraculous ; so that when any thing surpassing 
Excellent, or wonderful, is either done or spoken, the 111dians presently 
say of it, Srhah-Allas ! ' Compare Horace, 

. . . At pueri ludentes, Rex mis, aiunt 
Si rccte facies. 

I Episr. i. 59, 60. 
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a t  the conduct or language of the ambassador; because 
the King complained, two or three days after the embassy 
had quitted Dehli, that the horses presented in the name 
of the Persian Monarch had been hamstrung by order of 
the ambassador. He  commanded, therefore, that he 
should be intercepted on the frontier, and deprived of all 
the Ztidian slaves he was taking away. I t  is certain that 
the number of these slaves was most unreasonable ; he had 
purchased them extremely cheap on account of the famine, 
and it is also said that his servants had stolen a great 
many children. 

Aureng-Zebe, during the stay of this embassy at  Dehli, 
was careful to demean himself with strict propriety ; 
unlike his father, Chh-Jehan, who, upon a similar 
occasion, either provoked the anger of the ambassador 
of the celebrated Chh-Abm, by an ill-timed haughti- 
ness, or excited his contempt by all unbecoming 
familiarity. 

A Persian, who wishes to indulge in any satirical merri- 
ment at the expense of the Zt~diatls, relates a few such 
anecdotes as the following. 

When Chah-Jellan had made several truitless attempts 
to subdue the arrogance of the ambassador, whom no 
arguments or caresses could induce to salute the Great 
diogol according to the Itidian mode, he devised this 
artifice to gain his end. H e  commanded that the grand 
entrance of the court leading to the Am-Kas, where he 
intended to receive the ambassador, should be closed, and 
the wicket o111y left open; a wicket so low that a man 
could not pass through without stooping, and holding 
down the head as is customary in doing reverence d 
flndien. Chah-Jehan hoped by this expedient to have it 
in his power to say that the ambassador, in approaching 
the royal presence, bowed the head even nearer to the 
ground than is usual in his court; but the proud and 
quick-sighted Persian, penetrating into the dlogol's design, 
entered the wicket with his h c k  turned toward the 
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King. Chah-Jehua, vexed to see himself overcome by 
the ambassador's stratagem, said indignantly, ' Eh-bed-bak/ 
(Ah, wretch !) 1 didst thou imagine thou wast entering a 
stable of asses like thyself? ' ' I did imagine it,' was the 
answer. ' Who, on going through such a door, can believe 
he is visiting any but asses ? ' 

Another story is this:-CM J e h ,  displeased with some 
rude and coarse answer made by the Persian ambassador, 
was provoked to say, ' Eft-bed-bakf ! has then Chnh-Abas no 
gentleman in his court that he sends me such a fool ? '  
' 0, yes ! the court of my Sovereign abounds with men far 
more polite and accomplished than I am; but he adapts 
the Ambassador to the King.' 

One day, ChahJehan having invited the ambassador to 
dine in his presence, and seeking, as usual, an occasion to 
discompose and vex him; while the Persian was busily 
employed in picking a great many bones, the King said 
coolly, ' Eh Eltchy-Gy (Well, My Lord Ambassador), what 
shall the dogs eat ? ' 'Kicky,' was the prompt answer; 
a favourite dish with Chah-Jehan, which he was then in- 
dulging in,-Kichey being a mess of vegetables, the 
general food of the common people.2 

The Mogol inquiring what he thought of his new DekCi, 
then building, as compared to Ispahan ; he answered aloud, 

111-conditioned or ill-bred fellow, literally. 
' The dish 'kedgeree,' formerly a favourite dish in Anglo-Indian 

families, but now going somewhat out of fashion. The word is derived 
from the Hindoo khiclrrl, a mess ofrice cooked with ghee and dH1 (Caja- 
nus Indims, Spreng.) and flavoured wi!h a little spice, stewed onions, 
and the like. Ovington, of. cif . ,  p. 310, has the following pleasant 
description of this dish :-'h'itchcric is anolher Dish very common 
among them, made of Dol, that is, a small round Pea and Rice boiled 
together, and is very strengthening, tho' not very savoury. 0 1  this the 
Euwpcarz Sailers feed in these parts once or twice a Week, and are 
forc'd at those times to a Pagan Abstinence from Flesh, which creates 
in them a perfect Dislike and utter Detestation to those Bannian Days, 
as they commonly call them.' Bannian is a rendering of the word 
Banyan, a Hindoo trader, Bunya being the familiar name among 
Anglo-Indians in Upper India for a grain-deder. 
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and with a11 oath, Billah ! billah ! 1 Zsljahuharr cannot be com- 
pared to the dust of your Dehli:' which reply the King 
took as a high encomium upon his favourite city, though 
the ambassador intended it in sportive derision, the dust 
being intolerable in Dehli. 

Lastly, the Persians gave out that their countryman, 
being pressed by Chuh-Jehan to tell him candidly how he 
estimated the relative power of the Kings of H i ~ d o i u h ~  
and Persia, observed that he likened the Kings of the 
India to a full moon fifteen or sixteen days old, and those 
of Persia to a young moon of two or three days. This 
ingenious answer was at  first very flattering to the Great 
Mogors pride, but became a source of deep mortification 
when he had rightly interpreted the ambassador's mean- 
ing; which was, that the kingdom of Hindoustan is now on 
the decline, and that of Persia advancing, like the crescent 
moon, in splendour and magnitude. 

Such are the witticisms so much vaunted by the 
Persians in the Indies, and which they seem never tired 
of repeating. For my part, I think a dignified gravity 
and respectful demeanour would better become an am- 
bassador than the assumption of a supercilious and un- 
bending carriage, or the indulgence of a taunting and 
sarcastic spirit. Even if he possessetl no higher principle 
to regulate his conduct, it is surprisi~~g that Chah-Abas's 
ambassador was not constrained by common considerations 
of prudence; and how much he had to fear from the re- 
sentment of a despot, whom he foolishly and un- 
necessarily provoked, was seen by the danger he narrowly 

Colloquial for Bi-'llcfhi equivalent to ' By God.' This word fornls 
part of the expression so constantly on the lipsof Moslems, La haula wa 
kf quwwata illd bi-'lldhi 'l'aliyi 'I-'arinr, 'There is no power nnd 
strength but in God, the High One, the Great.' The Prophet 
Muhammad ordered his followers to recite it very frequently, 'for 
these words are one of the treasures of Paradise. For there is no 
escape from God but with God. And God will open for the reciter 
thereof seventy doon of escape from evil, the least of which is poverty. 
-Mirhkdtri'l-fifaablh, Book x .  ch. ii. 
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escaped. Chah-Jehn's malignity grew so violent and un- 
disguised that he addressed him only in the most oppro- 
brious terms, and gave secret orders that when the 
ambassador entered a long and narrow street in the 
fortress, leading to the Hall of Assembly, an elephant 
must,' and in a very dangerous state, should be let loose 
upon him. A less active and courageous man must have 
been killed; but the Persian was so nimble in jump 
ing out of his paleky, and, together with his attendants, 
so prompt and tlexterous in shooting arrows into the 
elephant's trunk, that the animal was scared away. 

I t  was at  the time of the return of the Persian am- 
bassadors that Atcreng-Zebe accorded that memorable re- 
ception to his quondam teacher &fullalr SaIC.2 It  is an 
uncommonly good story. This old man had resided for 
several years near Kaboul in retirement on an estate pre- 
sented to him by Chh-Jehaw, when he was made ac- 
quainted with the termination of tlie civil war, ant1 the 
complete success which had attended the ambitious 
projects of his former pupil. He  hastened to Dehli, 
sanguine in his expectation of being in~metliately ad- 
vanced to the rank of Omrah; and there was no person 
of influence, up to Raiicbaara-Begum, whom he did not 
engage in his favour. Three months elapsed before 
.4umg-Zebe would even appear to know that such a 
person was within the purlieus of the court; but weary 
at last with seeing him constantly in his presence, the 

Thus I render ' qui etoient en humeur.' 
a Mulla Shah, a native of Badakshin, was the Murshid or spiritual 

guide of D i r i  Shikoh, and was highly respected by Shih J a h h .  H e  
died in Kashmir about the year 1660. l i e  may be the Mullah Sal iof  
Bernier's narrative, and have taught Aurangzeb also. I possess a 
very fine contemporary portrait, by a Delhi artist, of Diri 's teacher, 
who was one of the disciples of Midn Shah Mir of Lahore, after whom 
part of the area now occupied as the Cantonment of Miin Mir (Meean 
Meer), near the capital of the Punjab, was named ; the Miin Sihib's 
tomb, with a mosque and land attached, being included within its 
boundaries. 
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Mogol commanded that he  should come to him in a 
secluded apartment, where only Hakim-ul-Mouluk 
Danech-mend-kan, and three or four other grandees, 
who pride themselves upon their accomplishments, 
were present. H e  then spoke in nearly the  follow- 
ing words. I say nearly, because it is impossible to 
transcribe so long a discourse precisely in the terms in 
which i t  was delivered. Had I been present myself, 
instead of my dgah, from whom I received a report of 
the speech, I could not hope to be verbally correct. 
There can be no doubt, however, that what dureng-Zebe 
said was substantially as follows :-k Pray what is your 
pleasure with me, AZulZah-gy-[Mulla-,Ti] Monsieur the  
Doctor?-Do you pretend that  I ought to exalt you to 
the first honours of the  State ? Let us then examine your 
title to any mark of distinction. I do not deny you would 
possess such a title if you had filled my young mind with 
suitable instruction. Show me a well-educated youth, and 
I will say that  it is doubtful who has the stronger claim to 
his gratitude, his father or his tutor. But what was the  
knowledge I derived under your tuition ? You taught me 
that the whole of Frangubfan 1 was no more than some in- 
consitlerable island, of which the  most powerful Monarch 
was formerly the  King of Porlugal, then he of Holland, 
and afterward the  King of England. In regard to the 
other sovereigns of Frangccislaa, such as the King of France 
and him of dndalrisia, you told me they resembled our petty 
Rajas, and that the potentates of Hindoustan eclipsed the 
glory of all other kings; that they alone were Ht~mayons, 
Ekbars, Jehaa-Guyres, or Cluh-Jehans ; the Happy, the  
Great, the  Conquerors of the World, and the  Kings of the 
World ; and that Persia, Usbec,Kachgrter, Tartary, a ~ ~ d  C a t a ~ , ~  

Europe. Franya, in the original. 
' Here Calay (Cathay) is used as if the name of a distinct country 

other than China, whereas Khitai was the name for all China, from 
milan ,  the dynasty that ruled its Northern Provinces for zoo years 
See p. 427, footnote f 
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P e p ,  Siurn, Chitra and ~Vdchitie,' trembled at the name of 
the Kings of the Indies. Admirable geographer! deeply 
read historian ! Was it not incumbent upon my preceptor 
to make me acquainted with the distinguishing features of 
every nation of the earth ; its resources and strength ; its 
mode of warfare, its manners, religion, form of government, 
and wherein its interests principally consist; and, by a 
regular course of historical readi~g, to rentler me familiar 
with the origin of States, their progress and decline ; the 
events, accidents, or errors, owing to which such great 
changes and mighty revolutions, have been effected ? Far 
from having imparted to me a profound and comprehensive 
knowletlge of the history of mankind, scarcely ditl I learn 
from you the names of my ancestors, the renowned founders 
of this empire. You kept me in total ignorance of their 
lives, of the events which preceded, and the extraordinary 
talents that enabled them to achieve, their extensive con- 
quests. A familiarity with the languages of surrounding 
nat io~~s may be indispensable in a King; but you would 

I teach me to read and write Arabic; doubtless conceiving 
that you placed me under an everlasting obligation for 

ty 
sacrificing so large a portion of time to the study of a 
language wherein no one can hope to become proficient 
without ten or twelve years of close application. For- 
getting how many important subjects ought to be em- 
braced in the education of a Prince, you acted as if it were 
chiifly necessary that he should possess great skill in 
,mmmar, and such knowledge as belongs to a Doctor of 
law; and thus did you waste the precious hours of my youth 

In  the original ' Tchine et Matchine,' a rotund way of saying China. 
In olden times the more intelligent Muhammadans used the tern) hfd~hin 
(a contrnction for AfdLichirra, ' Great China,' the ancient IIindoo name 
for China) when talking of the Chinese Empire. Cl~ in  Michin, which 
occurs in many of the narratives of the old travellers, is, as Colonel Yule 
has pointed out (Cathay and the Way Thither), an instance of the use of 
a double assonant name, to express a single idea, a favourite Oriental 
practice ; just as in Iierodotus we have Crophi and hlophi, Thyni and 
Bithyni, and at the present day Thurn and Taxis, 
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in the dry, unprofitable, and never-ending task of learn- 
ing words ! ' 1 

Such was the language in which Arreng-Zebe expressed 
his resentment ; but some of the learned men, either wish- 
ing to flatter the Monarch and add energy to his speech, 
or actuated by jealousy of the Mullah, affirm that the King's 
reproof did not end here, but that, when he had spoken 

It is hut seldom that an Emperor takes the world into his confi- 
dence, and proclaims aloud what he thinks of his schools and schwl- 
masters. Just this is what the Emperor Aurangzeb did in the speech 
reported by Bernier, and the utterances on the same subject made by 
the German Emperor at Berlin on the 4th December I-, bear such a 
remarkable resemblance to those of the Mogul Emperor, constituting 
an interesting historical parallel, that it seenls advisable to reproduce 
them here, from the report in The Tinter of the 5th December :- 

BERLIN, Drc. 4. 
T o d a y  a special conference on educational reform in the higher schools and 

gymnasia of Prussia was opened, under the presidency of the Emperor himself in 
the hiinistry of Public Worship. H e n  von Gossler, the Minister, bcgan by thank- 
ing the Emperor for the warm personal interest he displayed in such matters. The 
time had now come, he said, to consider whether Prussian schools were to continue 
on the same old classical path, or whether they should not now rather endeavour to 
adapt themrclves to the spirit and practice and needs of modern life. All the 
learned professions were now 611ed to u c e n ,  and Germany was producing too many 
University men, for whom there seemed to bc but scanty prospects in the growing 
struggle for existence. 

The Empemr then followed with a long and well-thought-out address H e  
tabled a series of querieson the subject under d~scuuion, and procedcd to argue at  
elaborate length that the gymnasia or higher public schools no longer answered the 
requirements of the nation and the necessities of the time. They produced crammed 
youths, hut not men, wasting on Latin and classical lore the time which should be 
devoted to the German language and to German history-a knowledge which wu 
of infinitely more value to a German thnn all the chronicles of antiquity. . . . H e  
had himself sat on the various forms of a Gymnaqium at  CPSMI, and knew all about 
their ways and methods, and the sooner these were mended the better it would be 
for every one. . . . Since 1870, the philologists, as drati)ossidtntrs, had been 
sitting enthroned in the gymnasia, devoting their attention more to increasing the 
book-learning of their pupils than to forming their characters and training them for 
the needs of practical life. This evil had gone so far that it could go no further. 
Much more stress war laid on cramming young men's heads with knowledge than 
on teaching them how to apply it. 

H e  had frequently been described as a fanatical foe of the gymnasinl system, but 
that was not so. H e  had an open eye to its crying defects, and of the* perhaps the 
chief was its preposterous partiality for c lass id  education. The basis of ilrstruction 
in all such schools ought to be German, and their principal aim should be to turn 
out young G e m ~ n s  ins tud  of youthful Creeks and Romans. I hey murtcourage- 
ously break with the medieval and monkiih habit of mumbling away a t  much Latin 
and a little Greek, and take to the German language as the basis ofall thcir scholastic 
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for a short time on indifferent subjects, he resumed his 
discourse in this strain : 'Were you not aware that it is 
during the periodof infancy, when the memory is commoilly 
so retentive, that the mind may receive a thousand wise 
precepts, and be easily furnished with such valuable in- 
struction as will elevate it with lofty coi~ceptions, and 
render the individual capable of glorious deeds ? Can we 

studies. The same remark applied to history a s  to language. Preference should be 
given in all schools to German history, geographical and legendary. I t  was only 
when they knew a11 the ins and outs of their own house that they could afford to 
moon about in a museum. When he was a t  school the Great Elector wnq to him 
hut a nebulous personage. As for the Seven Ycars' War, it lay outside the region 
of study altogether, and history ended with the French Revolution a t  the close of 
the last century. The Liberation wars, however, which wcrc ertremely important 
for the young, wcrc not included, and it was only, thank God, by means of supplc- 
mentary and very interesting lectures which he received from his private tutor, Dr. 
Hinzpcter, whom he was now glad to see before him, that he got to know anything 
nt all about modern history. . . . His Majesty then proceeded to discuss what 
ought to be the relations between the classical and commercial education, even in 
the schools which had hitherto been devoted to one of these directions only, his 
remarks being listened to with the keenest interest, and regarded as a masterpiece 
of practical wisdom.-Our Own Coms#orrAa~t. 

The German Emperor's speech has naturally given rise to a great 
deal of discussion, and the opinions expressed by Scholars and Educa- 
tional Experts all over Europe, as to his views on ' classical education 
differ very widely. As it will be my constant aim throughout Constable's 
Oricnfal Afisrelhny to impartially present both sides of any question 
on which there may be a difference of opinion among competent 
authorities, I now quote the opinions on the educational utility of the 
study of Greek, recently enunciated by a great Englishman (using this 
word in its widest signification), and one of the leading Educational 
Experts of the day. 

On the 14th March 1891, Mr. Gladstone paid a visit to Eton, the 
school where, seventy years ago, he had been taught, and delivered a 
Saturday lecture lo the boys now being educated there, on Thr 
rhar3cIw a d  atfn'bufes o f f h  goddess Arfentis in  the IZiadand Odyssey. 

A t  the conclusion of his lecture, Mr. Gladstone said (I quote from 
the report in The Tintes newspaper ofthe 16th March) :- 

When I wps a boy I c a d  nothing at  all about the Homeric gods. I did not enter 
into the subject until thirty or forty years afterwards, when, in a conversation with 
Dr. PUKY, who, like me, had been an Eton boy, he told me, having more sense and 
brains than I had, that he took the deepest interest and had the greatest curiosity 
about these Homeric gods They are ofthe greatest interest, and you cannot really 
study the text of Homer without gathering fruits; and the more you study him the 
more you will be astonished a t  the nlultitudc of lessons and the completeness ofthe 
picture which he give5 you. There is a perfect encyclopsedia of human character 
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repeat our prayers, or acquire a knowledge of law and of 
the sciences, only through the medium of Arabic? May 
not our devotions be offered up as acceptably, and solid 
information communicated as easily, in our mother tongue ? 
You gave my father, Chh-Jelran, to understand that you 
instructed me in philosophy ; antl, indeed, I have a perfect 
remembrance of your having, during several years, harassed 

and human cxprience in the poems of Homer, more complete in every detail than is 
elsewhere furnished to us of Achaian life. (The right hon. gentleman mumed hi 
l u t  amid hearty cheers.) 

The Rev. Dr. Hornby, the Provost of Eton College, then proposed 
n hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Gladstone for his kindness in coming 
among them, and the great honour he did to the present generation of 
his old school in thus addressing them in a lecture so full of matter for 
careful after-study, and also stated that it would be difficult, a t  once, 
to single out any special points for notice. The Provost then ended by 
saying :- 

But 1 am sure we shall all have felt great p l u s ~ =  and some comfort in knowing 
that a man M able, so laborious, so full of ideas ns Mr. Gladstone, should still return 
in his leisure time to the old subjects which formed so large a portion of his x h w l  
days. I hope I shall not be abusing his kindness by attributing to him an excessive 
educational conservatism which perhap  he would repuduta But I cannot but 
think he intends to encourage us to hold farit to the old studies, as to which, though 
they cannot keep the exclusive place which was formerly theirs, we have Mr. Glad- 
stone's authority for saying t h t  there is no better foundation for the highest culture 
than the old Greek literature, and that in that literature there is nothing morc 
healthy, more noble and splendid, than the early part of it, which Mr. Gladstone 
has done M much to illustrate and recommend to this generation. I propose a vote 
ofthanks to Mr. Gladstone, to which, I am sure, you will accord a hearty m c p -  
tion. (Cheers.) 

Mr. Gladstone, in thanking his audience for the manner in which he 
had been received, and telling them how refreshing it was for an old 
man to come back among young ones, standing more or less in the 
position he once stood himself, concluded with these words :- 

' I  have mentioned a subject wMch is of such profound and vast extent, that were 
I to allow myself to he tempted, it would lead me to make another infliction upon 
you, but I answer the Provost by saying he has understood me rightly. 1 have not 
the smallest desire that all boys should be put upon the bed of Procrustes, and either 
contracted or expanded to the possession of Creek and Latin, especially of Greek, 
culture. I may say it would probably be a case of expansion rather than contnc- 
t ioa But the object is to find right and s a f i i c n t  openings for all characten and 
d l  capaci~ies. But this, Mr. Provost, I say with confidence, that my conviction 
and experience of life leads me to the belief that if the purpose of education be to fit 
the human mind for the efficient prformrncc of the greatest functions, the ancient 
culture, and, above all, Greek culture, is by far the best, the highest, the most 
lasting, nnd the most elastic instrument that can possibly be applied to it.' (Loud 
chws.)  
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my brain with idle and foolish propositions, the solution 
of which yield no satisfaction to the mind-propositions 
that seldom enter into the business of life; wild and ex- 
travagant reveries conceived with great labour, and 
forgotten as soon as conceived ; whose only effect is to 
fatigue and ruin the intellect, and to render a man head- 
strong and insufferable [their Philosophy abounds rvith even 
more absurd and obscztre notions tlmn our own.-Bernier]. 
0 yes, you caused me to devote the most valuable years 
of my life to your favourite hypotheses, or systems, and 
when I left you, I could boast of no greater attainment in 
the sciences than the use of many obscure and uncouth 
terms, calculated to discourage, confound, and appal a 
youth of the most masculine understanding [their Philo- 
sophers employ even more gibbetish i h ) r  ours do.-Bernierl : 

terms ,invented to cover the vanity and ignorance of pre- 
tenders to philosophy ; of men who, like yourself, would 
impose the belief that they transcend others of their 
species in wisdom, and that their dark antl ambiguous 
jargon conceals many profound mysteries known only to 
themselves. If you had taught me that philosophy which 
adapts the mind to reason, antl will not suffer it to rest 
satisfied with anything short of the most solid arguments ; 
if you had inculcated lessons which elevate the soul 
and fortify it against the assaults of fortune, tending 
to produce that enviable equanimity which is neither in- 
solently elated by prosperity, nor basely depressed by nd- 
versity ; if you had made me acquainted with the nature 
of man ; accustomed me always to refer to first principles, 
and given me a sublime and adequate conception of the 
universe, and of the order and regular motion of its 
parts ;-if such, I say, had been the nature of the philo- 
sophy imbibed under your tuition, I should be more 
indebted to you than Alexander was to Arislolle, and 
should consider it my duty to bestow a very different 
reward on you than Arisiolle received from that Prince. 
Answer me, sycophant, ought you not to have instructed 
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me on one point a t  least, so essential to be known by 
a King; namely, on the reciprocal duties between the 
sovereign and his subjects ? Ought you not also to 
have foreseen that I might, at some future period, 
be compelletl to content1 with my brothers, swortl in 
hand, for the crown, and for my very existence? Such, 
as you must well know, has been the fate of the 
children of almost every King of Hindodur~.  Did 
you ever instruct me in the art of war, how to besiege 
a town, or draw up an army in battle array? Happy 
for me that I consulted wiser heads than thine on these 
subjects ! Go ! withdraw to  thy village. Henceforth let 
no person know either who thou art, or what is become 
of thee.' 

At that time a slight disturbance arose against the  
astrologers, which I did not find unpleasing. The ma- 
jority of Asiutics are so infatuated in favour of being 
guided by the signs of the heavens,' that, according to 
their phraseology, no circumstance can happen below, 
which is not written above. In every enterprise they 
consult their astrologers. When two armies have com- 
pleted every preparation for battle, no consideration can 
induce the generals to commence the engagement until 
the Suhel' be performed; that is, until the propitious 
moment for attack be ascertained. In  like manner no 
commanding officer is nominated, no marriage takes place, 
and no journey is undertaken, without consulting Monsieur 
the Astrologer. Their advice is considered absolutely 
necessary even on the most trifling occasions; as the pro- 
posetl purchase of a slave, or the  first wearing of new 
clothes. This silly superstition is so general an annoy- 
ance, and attended with such important and disagreeable 
consequences, that I am astonished it has continued so 
long : the astrologer is necessarily made acquainted with 

In the original AslrologicJudiciaire. 
More correctly mitt, from the Arabic sa'id, fortunate, propitious. 

See p. 244. 
L 
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every transaction public and private, with every project 
common and extraordinary. 

Now it happened that the King's principal astrologer 
fell into the water and was drownetl. This melancholy 
accident caused a great sensation at  court, and proved in- 
jurious to the reputation of these professors in divination. 
The man who had thus lost his life always performed tile 
SaheI for the King and the Otnralrs; antl the people natur- 
ally wondered that an astrologer of such extensive experi- 
ence, and who hat1 for many years predicted happy inci- 
dents for others, should have been incapable of foreseeing 
the sad catastrophe by which he was himself overwhelmed. 
I t  was insinuated that in Frn~tgrcistarr, where the sciences 
flourish, professors in astrology are considered little better 
than cheats and jugglers, that it is there much doubted 
whether the science be founded on good and solitl prin- 
ciples, antl whether it be not used by designing men as a 
means of gaining access to the great, of making them feel 
their dependence, and their absolute need of these pre- 
tended soothsayers. 

The astrologers were much displeased with these and 
similar observations, and particularly with the following 
anecdote, which was universally known and repeated :- 
Chah-Abns, the great King of Persia, having given orders 
that a small piece of ground within the seraglio should be 
prepared for a garden, the master-gardener intended to 
plant there several fruit-trees on a given day; but the 
astrologer, assuming an air of vast consequence, declnred 
that unless the time of planting were regulated by the 
Sahet, it was impossible that the trees should thrive. 
Chah-Abas having acquiesced in the propriety of the 
remark, the astrologer took his instruments; turned over 
the pages of his. books, made his calculations and con- 
cluded that, by reason of this or that co~ijunction of the 
planets, it was necessary to plant the trees before the 
expiration of another hour. The gardener, who thought 
of nothing less than an appeal to the stars, was absent 
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when this wise determination was formed; but persons 
were soon procured to accomplish the work: holes were 
dug, and all the trees put into the ground, the King 
placing them himself, that it might be said they were all 
planted by the hand of Chh-Abas. The gardener, return- 
ing at his usual hour in the afternoon, was greatly sur- 
prised to see his labour anticipated; but observing that 
the trees were not ranged according to the order he had 
originally designed-that an apricot, for exan~ple, was 
placed in the soil intended for an apple-tree, and a pear- 
tree in that prepared for an almond-he pulled up the 
premature plantation, and laid clown the trees for that 
night on the ground, covering the roots with earth. In 
an instnnt the astrologer was apprisecl of the gardener's 
proceedings, and he was equally expeditious in complain- 
ing to Chh-dbas, who, on his part, sent immetliately for 
the culprit. ' How is it,' cried the Monarch indignantly, 
' that  you have presumetl to tear up trees planted by 
my own hands ; trees put into the ground after the sol em^^ 
performance of the Sahet ? We cannot now hope to re- 
pair the mischief. The stars had marked the hour for 
planting, and no fruit can henceforth grow in the garden.' 
The honest rustic had taken liberal potations of Schircu 
wine, and looking askance at  the astrologer, observed 
after an oath or two, 'Billah, Billah, an admirable Sahet 
certainly ! thou augur of evil ! Trees planted under thy 
clirection at  noon, are in the evening tom up by the 
roots !' Chh-Abaa, hearing this unexpected piece of 
satirical drollery, laughed heartily, turned his back upon 
the astrologer, and walked away in silence. 

I shall mention two other circumstances, although they 
happened during the reign of Chnh-Jehan. The narration 
will be useful in showing that the barbarous and ancient 
custom obtains in this country, of the King's constituting 
himself sole heir of the property of those who die in his 
service. 

h'eik-natn-Katr was one of the most distinguished Otnrahs 
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at  court, and during forty or fifty years while he held 
important offices had amassed an immense treasure. This 
lord always viewed with clisgust the odious and tyrannical 
custom above mentioned, a custom in consequellce of 
which the widows of so many great Omrahs are plunged 
suddenly into a state of wretchedness and destitution, 
compelled to solicit the  Monarch for a scanty pittance, 
while their sons are driven to the liecessity of enlisting as 
private soldiers under the command of some Ommk. 
Finding his end approaching, the old man secretly dis- 
tributed the whole of his treasure among distressed 
widows and poor cavaliers, and afterwards filled the coffers 
with old iron, bones, worn-out shoes, and tattered clothes. 
When he had securely closed and sealed them, he observetl 
that those coffers contained property belongi~~g exclusively 
to Cllah-Jekan. On the death of hTeik-na~tr-Kan, they were 
conveyed to the  King, who happened to  be sitting in 
durbar, ant1 who, inflamed with eager cupidity, com- 
manded them to be instantly opened in the presence of 
all his Otnmks. His disappointnient and vexation may 
easily be conceived ; he started abruptly from his seat and 
hurried from the hall. 

The second is but the record of the ready wit of a 
woman. Some years after the death of a wealthy laryaae,' 
or Gentile merchant, who had always been employed in 
the  King's service, and, like the generality of his country- 
men, had been a notorious usurer, the son became 
clamorous for a certain portion of the money. The widow 
refusing to comply with the  young man's request, on 
account of his profligacy and extravagance, he had the  
baseness and folly to make Chakl-Jehan acquainted with 
the  real amount of the property left by his father, about 
two hundred tllousand crorvtts. Tlie M g o l  immediately 

In Bernier's time Barayan was the name generally applied by 
foreigners too Hindo traders generally. It is now, at least in Bengal, 
the name for a native broker attached to a house of business. See 
p. 152, footnote ? 
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summoned the old lady, and, in presence of the assembled 
Omrahs, commanded her to send him immetliately one 
hundred thousand roupies, and to put her son in possession 
of fifty thousand. Having issued this peremptory injunc- 
tion, he  ordered the attendants to turn the  widow out of 
the  hall. 

Although surprised by so sudden a request, and s m e -  
what offended at  being rudely forced from the chamber 
without an opportunity of assigning the reasons of her 
conduct, yet this courageous woman did not lose her 
presence of mind ; she struggled with the servants, 
exclaiming that she had something further to divulge 
to the King. 'Let  us hear what she has to say,' cried 
Chh-Jehan. ' Haeret-Salamet ! (Heaven preserve your 
Majesty !) I t  is not perhaps without some reason that 
my son claims the  property of his father; he is our son, 
and consequently our heir. But I would humbly inquire 
what kinship there may have been between your Majesty 
and my deceased husband to warrant the demand of one 
hundred thousand roupies ? ' Chah-Jrhm was so well 
pleased with this short and artless harangue, and so 
amused with the idea of a banyane, or Gentile tradesman, 
having been related to the Sovereign of the Indies, that 
he burst into a fit of laughter, and commanded that the 
widow should be left in the  undisturbed enjoyment of' 
the  money of her deceased husband. 

I shall not now relate all the  more important events which 
took place, from the conclusion of the  war in or about the 
year 1660, to the  period of my departure, more than six 
years afterwartls. I doubt not that the account would very 
much promote the object I hat1 in view in recording some of 
them : namely, an acquaintance with the manners and genius 
of the  Mogols and I~rdiu~ls, and I may, therefore, notice the  
whole of those events in another place. At present, how- 
ever, I shall confine my narration to a few important 
circumstances which regard personages with whom my 
readers have become familiar ; beginning with Chah-Jehntr. 
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Although dureq-Zebe kept his father closely confined 
in th;-fortress of A n a  and ~i&lected no mecaution to ... " - -- 
pr- hls escape, yet ftiee~3eposed monarcli was other- 
*Tie treated with indulgence and respect. He was per- 
mZ_tedto occupy his former apartments, and t o w e  
society of Bepun-Snheb and the whole of his _female 

7 e&ablishment, i n c l ~ h e ~ $ i ~ ~ ~ n c n  women, 
c-dthers. In these respects no request was ever 
denied him; ant1 as the old man became wondrously 
clevout, certain Mul luh  were allowed to enter his apart- 
ment and read the Korna. He possessed also the 
privilege of sending for all kinds of animals, horses of 
state, hawks of different kinds, and tame antelopes, which 
last were made to fight before him. Indeed, Aurmg- 
Zebe's behaviour was throughout kind and respectful, and 
he paid attention to his aged parent in every possible 
way. He loaded him with presents, consulted him as an 
oracle, and the frequent letters of the son to the father 
were expressive of duty and submission. By these means 
Chah-Jchnn's anger and haughtiness were at length sub- 
dued, insomuch that he frequently wrote to Aumtg-Zebe 
on political affairs, sent Dnra's [laughter to him, and begged 
llis acceptance of some of those precious stones, which he 
hat1 threatened to grind to powder if again importuned 
to resign them.' He even granted to his rebellious son 
the paternal pardon and benediction which he had often 
with vehement importunity in vain solicited.2 

It  should not be inferred from what I have said, that 
Chah-Jehan was always soothed with compliant submission. 

See p. 127. 
1 See Elliot'sHistory, vol. vi;. pp.251, 252, for Khlfi Khin'saccount 

of these transactions. Khlfi Khln  slates that 'many letters passed 
between the Emperor Shdh Jahln and Aurangzeb full of complaints 
and reproaches on one side, and of irritating excuses on the other.' 
The historian gives three letters from Aurangzeb irr txfmso, the third 
being an answer to one written by Shdh Jahdn to Aurangzeb, pardon- 
ing his otTrnces and sending some jewels and clothes, belonging to 
DirL Shikoh which had been left in his palace. 
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I was convinced by one of Atrreng-Zebe's letters, that he 
could address his father with energy and decision, when 
provoked by the arrogant and authoritative tone some- 
times assumed by the aged monarch. 1 obtained a sight 
of a portion of the letter, which ran in these words :- 
' It  is your wish that I should adhere rigidly to the old 
custom, and declare myself heir to every person who dies 
in my service. We have been accustomed, as soon as an 
Otnrah or a rich merchant has ceasetl to breathe, nay 
sometimes before the vital spark has fled, to place seals 
on his coffers, to imprison and beat the servants or officers 
of his household, until they made a full disclosure of the 
whole property, even of the most inconsiderable jewel. 
This practice is advantageous, no doubt; but can we deny 
its injustice and cruelty ? and should we not be rightly 
served if every Ommh acted as Nkk-nam-Kan, and if like 
the Hind001 merchant's witlow, every, woman concealed 
her wealth ? 
' I wish to avoid your censure, and cannot endure that 

you should form a wrong estimate of my character. My 
elevation to the throne has not, as you imagine, filled me 
with insolence and pride. You know by more than forty 
years' experience, how burthensome an ornament a crown 
is, and with how sad and aching a heart a monarch retires 
from the public gaze. Our great ancestor Ekbar, anxious 
that his successors should exercise their power with mild- 
ness, discretion and wisdom, recommended to their serious 
attention in the excellent memoirs left behind him, a fine 
characteristic of Mir-li'pnur. He recounts that on the day 
on which Bajase12 was made prisoner, when he was 
brought into the presence of li'mnr, the latter, after 
attentively fixing his eyes upon the haughty captive, 

Indm4 in the original. 
"he ' popular ' and time-honoured form of the name of the Turkish 

Sultan Baiazld I., taken prisoner by Timilr Lang on the 21st July 1402, 
then confined in an iron cage and carried about in this manner with 
the conqueror's camp, till he died on the 8th March 1403. 
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laughed in his face. Bajazet, much offended a t  this rude- 
ness, told the  conqueror not to exult too extravagantly in 
his good fortune; " I t  is God," said he, "who exalts or 
debases Kings, and though you are victorious to-day, you 
may be in chains to-morrow." " I am very sensible," 
answered Timtcr, " of the  vanity and mutability of earthly 
possessions, and Heaven forbid that I should insult a 
fallen enemy. My laughter proceeded not from any wish 
to wound thy feelings, Bajazet; it escaped involuntarily, 
while I was indulging a series of ideas suggested by the 
uncomeliiiess of both our persons. I looked at  thy 
countenance, rendered unsightly by the  loss of an eye ; 
and then considering that I am myself a miserable cripple, 
was let1 into a train of reflections, which provoked me to 
laughter. What can there be within the circle of a 
crown," I asked, "which ought to inspire Kings with in- 
ordinate self-esteem, since Heaven bestows the  bauble 
upon such ill-favoured mortals ? " 

'You seem to think, that  I ought to devote less time 
and attention to measures which I conceive essential to 
the consolidation and security of the kingdom, and that it 
would better become me to devise and execute plans of 
aggrandisement, I am indeed far froill denying that con- 
quests ought to distinguish the reign of a great Monarcli, 
and that I should disgrace the bloocl of the great li'tnttr, our 
hollourecl progenitor, if I did not seek to extend the bot~nds 
of my present territories. At the  same time, I cannot be 
justly reproached with inglorious inaction, and you cannot 
with truth assert that my armies are unprofitably employed 
in the Decan and in Bengale. I wish you to recollect that 
the  greatest conquerors are not always the greatest Kings. 
~ h ~ ~ i a t i o n s  ot tlie eartil7i-aveoften been subjugatefi-y inere 
uncivilised barbarians, ant1 the most extensive conquests 
have in a few short years crumbled to pieces. H e  is tlie 
truly great King who makes it the  chief business of liis 
life to govern liis subjects with equity,' and so fnrtli. ~ ' / I c  
retnainder of this letter did ?tot fall into 7 t y  iUr71d.v. 
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SECONDLY. I shall now say a few words regarding the 
celebrated Enrir-Je~nla, recur to  some of the incidents 
wherein he was concerned after the termination of the 
civil war, and mention the  manner in which he  closed 
his brilliailt career. 

In effecting the subjugation of Bengale that great man 
did not behave to Stillan Sr!ja/r with the cruelty and breach 
of faith practised by Giori-Kan, that infamous Pafan, towards 
Dara, or by the Raja of Serenaguer towards Soliman- 
Chekotih. H e  obtained possession of the country like a 
skilful captain, and disdaining any unworthy stratagem to 
secure Szrjnh's person, contented himself with driving the 
discomfited Prince to the sea, and compelling him to leave 
the kingdom.' Enrir-Jetnla then sent an eunuch to 
Avreng-Zebe with a letter, supplicating the  King to permit 
his family to repair to Bengale under the eunuch's care. 
'The war is happily at  an end,' he said, 'and as I am 
enfeebled and broken down by age, you will not, you 
surely cannot, refuse me the consolation of passing the  
remainder of my days with my wife and children.' But 
riureng-Zebe penetrated at  once into the design of this 
expert politician; he  knew that if his son fifah~net E i ~ i r -  
kart  were permitted to visit Botgale, the father, .Jmnla, 
would aspire to the independent sovereignty of that 
kingdom, if indeed such an acquisition would have 
satisfied the pretensions of that extraordinary man. H e  
wns intelligent, enterprising, brave, and wealthy; a t  the 
head of a victorious army; beloved and feared by his 
soltiiers, and in possession of the  finest province in 
Hiitdoustart. The transactions in which he  had been 
engaged in Golkonda proved his impatient and daring 
spirit, and directly to refuse compliance with his request 
would unquestionably have Lee11 attended with danger. 
Allretag-Zebe acted upon this occasion with his wonted 
prudence and address. H e  sent to the Emir his wife and 
daughter, together with his son's cliildren ; created him 

' See p. 19. 
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FIG. 7.-Amir Jnmia amosing himself in his Zenana. 
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about to be invaded, and Jemlo and his troops ascended 
the stream in a north-east direction, until they reached a 
fortress named A20, distant about one hundretl leagues 
from Dakk, which the Raja of ildatta had wrested from a 
former Governor of Bettple. Azo was besieged arid taken 
in less than a fortnight. The Emir then proceeded to- 
ward C'hamdara, the key of tlie Raja's dominions, which 
he reached after a long march of eight-and-twenty days. 
Here a battle was fought to the  Rajn's disadvantage, 
who retired to Guerguorr,' his capital city, forty leagues 
from Vlratndara ; but being closely and vigorously pressed 
by Jetnla, he  had not time to fortify himself in that place, 
and was therefore compelled to continue his retreat to 
the  mountains of the  kingdom of Lossa. Chamdarn and 
G~tergccon were given up to pillage. The latter contained 
an infinite booty for the  captors. I t  is a large and well- 
built city, very commercial, and celebrated for the  beauty 
of its women. 

The progress of the invaders was checked by the rains 
which fell sooner than is customary, and which in this 
country are very heavy, inundating every spot of ground, 
with the  exception of villages built on eminences. In 
the mean time, the  It(Ga cleared the  whole country, round 
the Emir's position, of cattle and every kind of provision, 
so that ere the rains ceased the army was reduced to 
great and urgent distress, notwithstanding the  immense 
riches which it l~atl accumulated. Je~nla found it equally 
ditticult to advance or to recede. The mountains in front 
presentetl iinpracticable barriers, while a retreat was pre- 
vented not only by the waters and deep mud, but also 
by the precaution taken by the l b j a  to break down the  
dike which forms tlie road to (lira~~~dara. The Errtir, there- 
fore, was confined to his camp during the whole of the 
rainy season, and, on the return of dry weather, his men 
were so tlispirited by their incessant fatigue and long 
privations, that he abantloned the idea of conquering 

Ghar-ginw of l<h6f[ Khin. 
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Achnv~. Uniler a less able commander, the army coulcl 
not have hoped to reach Bettgale : the want of provisions 
was severely felt ; the mud, being still thick, greatly im- 
peded the motions of the troops, and the Hnja was active 
and indefatigable in pursuit; but Jnnla conclucted the 
movements of his army with his usual skill, and by his 
admirable retreat added greatly to his reputation. H e  
returned laden with wealth. 

The Emir, having improved the fortifications of Azo, 
left a strong garrison in that fortress, intending to renew, 
early in the following year, the  invasion of Acharn ; but 
how far is it possible for the  body, worn out by old 
age, to withstand the effects of fatigue ? He, as well 
as others under his command, was not made of brass, 
ancl this illustrious man fell a victim to the  dysentery 
which attacked the army soon after their arrival in 
Bettgale.1 

His death produced, as might be expectecl, a great 
sensation throughout the  Indies. ' I t  is now,' observed 
many intelligent persons, ' that  Atrreng-Zebe is king of 
Bengale.' Though not insensible of his obligations of 
gratitude, the  Mogol was perhaps not sorry to have lost 
a vicegerent whose power and mental resources had 
excited so much pain and uneasiness. 'You mourn,' he 
publicly said to filalrtnet Emir-kan, 'you mourn the death 
of an affectionate parent, and I the  loss of the most 
powerful and most dangerous of my friends.' H e  be- 
haved, however, with the utmost kindness and liberality 
to ~Ilalrnzet; assured the  young man that in himself he  
should always find a second father; and instead of 
diminishing his pay, or seizing upon Jettila's treasures, 
Atrreng-Zebe confirmed nfahmet in his office of Bakehis, 
increased his allowance by one thousand roupies per 
month, and constituted him sole heir to his father's 
property. 

THIRDLY. I shall now bring before the notice of nly 
He died on the 3rst March 1663 at Khizarplir in Kuch Behir. 
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readers Aureng-Zebe's uncle, Cltah-hestkan,' who, as I have 
already said, contributed in an essential degree by his 
eloquence and intrigues to  the  exaltation of his nephew. 
H e  was appointed, as we have seen,2 Governor of Agm, a 
short time before the battle of Kndjoiie', when A~mrg-Zebe 
quitted the capital to meet Strltan Srrjah. H e  was after- 
wards3 nominated Governor of the Decnrr, and commander- 
ill-chief of the forces in that provi~lce; and, upon Er~rir- 
Jemla's decease, was transferred to  the government of 
Betigale,' appointed General of the army in that kingdom, 
and elevated to the  rank of ,*fir-111-Omrnh, which hacl 
become vacant by the death of Jenlln. 

1 owe i t  to his reputation to  relate the important 
enterprise in which he  was engaged, soon after his arrival 
in Bengale ; an enterprise rendered the  more interesting 
by the  fact that  i t  was never undertaken by his great 
predecessor, for reasons which remain unknown. The 
narrative will elucidate the past and present state of the 
kingdoms of Bengale and IWan, which have hitherto been 
left in much obscurity, and will throw light on other 
circumstances which are deserviiig of attention. 

To comprehend the  nature of the expeclition meditated 
by Chah-hestkan, and form a correct idea of the occurrences 
in the Gulf of Bengale, it should be mentioned that the  
Ki~igdom of Itakan, o-og, has harbour-any 
years several E.'or?ng~~ese sektle_rs, 3 great nu_mbgr_ of 
Christian slaves, or half-caste Portuguese, - and o t h e z a n h  
collected from various parts of the  world. TGtkingdom 
na; - the place Z e t r i a t  for_f&iEs fim ~ m ~ o r r ,  
('oclrin, Malncca, and o t h e r ~ t t l e m e n f s i n  t h ~ l t r d i e s ~  held 
formerly by the Porfrcgrcese; and no persons were better 
received tha-ho && deserted their monasteries, 
married two or three wives, or committed t h s r e a t  -- 
~ r i p ~ ~ .  These people were Christians only in name ; the  
lives led b v e s t a b k ,  massacring or 

Shaista Khln, Amir-ul-Umarh. See p. 66. 
a In 1659. ' In 1666. 
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poisoni~~g one another without compunction or remorse, 
and sometimes assassinating even their priests, who, to  
confess the  truth, were too often no better than their 
murderers. 

The King of M a t t ,  who lived in perpetual dread of the 
iMogol, kept these foreigners, as a species of aclvanceil 
guard, for the  protection of his frontier, permitting them 
to occupy a seaport called Chaligon,' and making them 
grants of land. As they were unawed and uilrestrained 
by the government, it was not surprising that these 
renegades pursued no other trade than that of rapine and 
piracy. They scoured the neighbouring seas in light 
galleys, called galleasses, entered the  numerous arms and 
branches of the Ganges, ravaged the  islands of Lower 
Bengale, and, often penetrating forty or fifty leagues up 
the country, surprised and carrier1 away the entire popula- 
tion of villages on market clays, and at  times when the 
inhabitants were assembled for the  celebration of a 

marriage, or some other festival. The marauders made 
slaves of their unhappy captives, and burnt whatever 
could not be removed. I t  is awing to  these repeated 
depredations that we see so many fine islands at  t he  mouth 
of the  Ganges, formerly thickly peopled, now entirely de- 
serted by human beings, and become the desolate lairs 
of tigers and other wild beasts.? 

Their treatment of the  slaves thus obtained was most 
cruel ; and they had the audacity to offer for sale, in the  
places which they had but recently ravaged, the aged 
people whom they could turn to no better account. I t  
was usual to  see young persons, who had saved themselves 

Chittagong, re-named in  1666 by the Moslems, Zslanzabad, com- 
manding the mouth of the Megna, a port which played a very important 
part in the early history of European adventure in India. 

In Rennell's Map of fhc Srmderbrind arrd Baliagot Passagrs, pub- 
lished in 1780, a note is entered across part of the territory referred to 
by Bernier : Country dejopulatcd 4 the M w s .  Changes in the course 
of the Ganges had also much to do with the desertion of this tract 
of country. 
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by timely flight, endeavouring twday to redeem the parent 
who had been made captive yesterday. Those who were 
not disabled by age the pirates either kept in their service, 
training them up to the  love of robbery and practice of 
assassination, or sold to the l'ortupese of Gon, Ceylort, 
Sat1 T I w d ,  and other places. Even the  l'orltrguese of 
Ogorcli,l in Bengrtle, purchased without scruple these 
wretched captives, and the horrid traffic was transacted 
in the vicinity of the island of Galles, near Cape drrs 
I'altnm.2 The pirates, by a mutual understanding, waited 
for the arrival of the Porltrguese, who bought whole cargoes 
a t  a cheap rate ; and it is lamentable to reflect that other 
Europeans, since the decline of the  Portuguese power, 
have pursi~etl the  same flagitious commerce with these 
pirates, who boast, the  infamous scoundrels, that they 
make more Christians in a twelvemonth than all the mis- 
sionaries of the  Indics do in ten years. A strange mode 
this of propagating our holy religion by the  constant 
violation of its most sacred precepts, and by the open 
contempt and defiance of its most awful sanctions ! 

The I'orlrrgttese established themselves a t  Ogorcli under 
the  auspices of Jehall-Guyre, the grandfather of Atrretrg- 
Zehe. That Prince was free from all prejudice against 
Christians, and hoped to reap great benefit from their 
commerce. The new settlers also engaged to keep the  
Gulf of Bengale clear of pirates. 

Chah-Jeiutn, a more rigid Mahometan than his father, 
visited the Portuguese at  Ogouli with a terrible punish- 
ment. They provoked his displeasure by the encourage- 
ment afforded to the depredators of Rakali, and by their 
refusal to release the numerous slaves in their service, who 
had all of them been su1)jects of the  Mogol. H e  first 

Highll, where the East India Company established a factory in 
1640. Shhisti Kbin's punitive expedition against the Arakan RijB 
was undertaken in 1664-65. 

Now called Palmyras Point, the well-known headland on the 
Orissa coast. 
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exacted, by threats or persuasion, large sums of money 
from them, and when they refused to comply with his 
ultimate demands, he besieged and took possession of the  
town, and commanded that the  whole population should 
be transferred as slaves to Agrrr.1 

The misery of these people is unparalleled in the  
llistory of modern times: it nearly resembled the  grievous 
captivity of Babylon; for even the children, priests, and 
monks shared the  universal doom. The handsome women, 
as well married as single, became inmates of the seraglio ; 
those of a more advanced age, or of inferior beauty, were 
distributed among the  Owmhs; little children underwent 
the rite of circumcision, and were made pages; and the  
men of adult age, allured, for the most part, by fair 
promises, or terrified by the daily threat of throwing them 
under the feet of elephants, renounced the  Christian faith. 
Some of the monks, however, remained faithful to their 
creed, and were conveyed to Goa, and other Portuguese 
settlements, by the kind exertions of the Jesuits and 
missionaries a t  Agra, who, notwithstantling aH this 
calamity, continued ill their dwelling, and were enabled 
to accomplish their benevolent purpose by the powerful 
aid of money, and the warm intercession of their friends. 

Before the  catastrophe at  Ogouli, the missionaries had 
not escaped the resentment of Cltnh-Jehnn : he ordered 
the large and handsome church at  Agra, which, together 
with one at  Lahor, hat1 been erected during the  reign of 
Jehntl-Ggre, to be demolished. A high steeple stood 
upon this church, with a bell wl~ose sountl was heard in 
every part of the city. 

Some time before the capture of Ogouli, the pirates 

1 This was in 1629-30, and other reasons than those given by 
Rernier led Lo the action taken by Shhh Jahin ; such ns the refusal of 
all aid to him, when in 1621, as Prince Khurram, he had revolted 
against his father, the Emperor Jahingir, and applied to the Portu- 
guese at Hlighli for assistance in the shape of  soldiers and munitions 
of war. 

M 
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made a formal offer to the Viceroy of Goa, to deliver the  
whole kingdom of lEakan into his hands. Bastian Consalve 
was then chief of the  pirates, and so celebrated and 
~owerful  was he, that he  married the King of Iiakan's 
daughter. I t  is said that the Viceroy was too arrogant 
and envious to  listen to this proposal, and felt unwilling 
that  the King of Podtigal should be indebted to a man of 
low origin for so important an acquisition. There was 
nothing, however, in the proposal to excite surprise ; i t  
was quite in keeping with the general conduct of the 
Portuguese in Japafr, I'egrl, Ethiopia, and other places. 
The decay of their power in the lndies is fairly ascribable 
to  their misdeeds, and may be considered, as they candidly 
allow, s proof of the  divine disl)leasi~re. Formerly their 
name was a tower of strength; all the Indiun princes courted 
their friendship, and the Porlttpese were distinguished 
for courage, generosity, zeal for religion, immensity of 
wealth, and the  splendour of their exploits : but they were 
not then, like the Portccguese of the present day, addicted 
to every vice, and to every low and grovelling enjoyment. 

The pirates, about the time of which I am speaking, 
made themselves masters of the island of So1dinn,2 an 

Sebastian Gonzales Tibao,who had been a common sailor. Accord- 
ing to Stewart (History ofGcnga1, 1,ond. 1813, p. ZIO), he marlied the 
Mugh's sisfcr who had become a Christian, ant1 this historian states 
that it was Anaporam, a brother of the King of Aracan, who, having 
been guilty of some misdemeanour when Governor of a province of 
that country, fled for refuge to Sundeep where he niet Gonzales, whom 
he enlisted in his cause. They invaded Aracan and were able to save 
the family of Anaporam ant1 bring away a good deal of treasure. 
Anaporam then gave Gonzales a large sum of money and his sister in 
marriage, but shor~ly after that died, poisoned it is believed, and all 
his wealth fell into the hands of the pirate. 

Sundeep (Sandwlp), offthe coast of Chittagong, at the mouth of the 
Meghna, and described by the Venetian traveller Cesare di Fedrici 
(circa 1565)) as being one of the most fertile places in the country, and 
that such was the abundance of materials for shipbuilding i n  the neigh- 
bourhood that the Sultan of Constantinople found it cheaper to have 
his vessels built there than elsewhere. 
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advantageous post, commanding part of the mouth of the  
Ganges. On this spot, the notorious Fra-Joan, an Atigtwtine 
monk, reigned, as a petty Sovereign, during many years ; 
having contrivetl, God knows how, to rid himself of the 
Governor of the island. 

These also are the identical freebooters who, as we have 
seen,' repaired in their galleas.ces to Daka, for the purpose 
of conveying St~ltntl Strjah to Rnkatt. They found means 
of opening some of his chests, and robbing him of many 
precious stones, which were offered secretly for sale in 
lhdan and disposed of for a mere trifle. The diamonds 
all got into the hands of the Dutch and others, who easily 
persuaded the ignorant thieves that the stones were soft, 
and that they would pay for them only according to their 
hardness. 

I have said enough to give an idea of the trouble, vexa- 
tion and expense, to which the bfogol was for many years 
exposed by the unjust and violent proceedings of the 
pirates established in Rnkatt. He had always been under 
the  necessity of guarding the  inlets of the kingdom of 
Bengal~, of keeping large bodies of troops and a fleet 
of gallcas.ws on the alert. All these precautions, how- 
ever, did not prevent the ravaging of his territories; 
the pirates were become so bold and skilful that with 
four or five galleasses they would attack, and generally 
capture or destroy, fourteen or fifteen of the i+logol's 
galleys. 

The deliverance of Bntgale from the cruel and incessclnt 
devastations of these barbarians was the immediate object 
of the  expedition contemplated by C'lcah-lteslkan upon his 
appointment to the government of that Kingdom. But 
he had an ulterior design,-that of attacking the King of 
Hnkan, and punishing him for his cruelty to Stlllan Sujah 
and his family, Atirettg-Zebe having determined to avenge 
the  murder of those illustrious personages, and, by a signal 
example, to teach his neighbours, that Princes of the 

See pp. 58, 109. 
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Blood Royal, in all situations and under all circumstwces, 
must be treated with humanity and reverence.' 

Chah-hestkan has accomplished his first plan with 
consummate address. I t  was scarcely practicable to 
march an army from Bengale into the kingdom of Rakan 
owing to the great number of rivers and channels that 
intersect the  frontiers; and the  naval euperiority of the  
pirates rendered i t  still more difficult to tranHport an 
invading force by sea. I t  therefore occurred to-him to 
apply to the Lhtch for their co-operation, and with this 
view he sent an envoy to Bataria, with power to negotiate, 
on certain conditions, with the general commandant of 
that colony, for the  joint occupation of the kingdom of 
Rokan ; in the same manner as Cliali-Abas treated formerly 
with the English in regard to Ormtis.2 

The Governor of Balavia was easily persuaded to enter 
into a scheme that offered all oppoiuility of still further 
depressing the  Portugttese influence in the bdies, and from 
the success of which the Dutch company would derive 
important advantages. H e  despatched two ships of war 
to Bmtgnle for the purpose of facilitating tlie conveyance 
of the Afogol's troops to Chatigon; but Chah-hest, in the 
meantime, had collected a large number of galleasses and 
other vessels of considerable tonnage, niid threatened to 
overwhelm tlie pirates in irremediable ruin if they did not 
immediately submit to the I)Iogol's authority. ' Aureng- 
Zebe is fixed in the resolution,' said 11e to them, <of 
chastising the  King of Rakatr, and a Dutch fleet, too 
powerful to be resisted, is near a t  hand. If you are wise, 
your personal safety and the care of your families will now 
engross all your attention ; you will quit the service of the 

1 See p. 106, footnote '. 
2 The officers of Shah Abbas, who looked with a covetous and 

resentful eye on the Portuguese occupation of Ormus, invoked the aid 
of the English Council at Surat, and on the 18th February 1622 tlie 
combined Persian and English forces laid siege to Orn~us. The Portu- 
guese, after a gallant resistance of five weeks, surrendered on the 
1st May. 
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King of Rukan, and enter into that of Aarerrg-Zebe. In  
Bengale you shall have as much land allotted as you may 
deem necessary, and your pay shall be double that which 
you at  present receive.' 

The pirates about this period had assassinated one of 
the  King of Hakan's principal officers, and it is not known 
whether they were more struck with terror by the punish- 
ment awaiting them for that crime, or moveil by the  
promises and threats contained in Chh-hest's communica- 
tion. Certain it is, however, that  these unworthy I'odtr- 
guese were one day seized with so strange a panic as to 
embark in forty or fifty galhsses and sail over to Bengale, 
and they adopted this measure with so much precipitation 
that they had scarcely time to take their families and 
valuable effects on board. 

Chalr-kslkan received these extraordinary visitors with 
open arms; gave them large sums of money; provided 
the women and children with excellent accommodatio~~ in 
the town of Daka,' and after he had thus gained their 
confidence, the  pirates evinced an eagerness to act in con- 
cert with the  AIogol's troops, shared in the  attack and 
capture of Sondiva, which island had fallen into the hancls 
of the King of Iiakan, and accompanied the Indian army 
from Soondiva to Chaligorr. Meanwhile the two Dutch ships 
of war made their appearance, and Chalr-heslkan having 
thanked the commanders for their kind intentions, in- 
formed them that he  had now no need of their services. 
I saw these vessels in Ba~gale, and was in company with 
the officers, who considered the Indian's thanks a poor 
compensation for the violation of his engagements. In 
regard to the Portuguese, Chuh-ksl treats them, not per- 
haps as he ought, but certainly as they deserve. He  has 
drawn them from Chatigon ; they and their families are in 

According to Stewart (Hirfory nf Rcngal, p. 299) at a place about 
twelve miles below Dacca, hence called FennnsALc Bawr, where some 
of their descendants yet reside. The Fringybazar of Kennell's Plan of 
the Ewvirorr~ of the City ofDacra, published in 1780. 
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his power ; an occasion for their services no longer exists ; 
he considers it, therefore, quite unnecessary to fulfil a 
single promise. H e  suffers month after month to elapse 
without giving them any pay; tleclaring that they are 
traitors, in whom it is folly to confide ; wretches who have 
basely betrayed the Prince whose salt they had eaten for 
many years. 

In this manner has Chah-keslkrtn extinguishetl the power 
of these scoundrels in Cltatigo~r ; I  who, as I have already 
said, had depopulated a i d  ruined the  whole of Lonm 
Be~tgale. Time will show whether his enterprise against 
the  King of Rukan will ba rowne t l  with similar success.' 

FOURTHLY. Respecting the two sons of Aareng-Zebe, 
Sultan illalrmo~d and Sultan ,lfasum, the former is still 
confined in Goiinleor ; but, if we are to believe. the general 
report, witl~out being made to drink pottsl, t l ~ e  beverage 
usually given to the inmates of that fortress.3 Stdltas 
A l n c ~ l ~ n  appears to comport himself with liis accustomed 
prudence and moderation, although the transaction I am 
about to relate is perhaps an evidence that this Prince 
during the dangerous illness of his father had carried on 
secret intrigues, or that the displeasure of Aurertg-Zee was 
excited by some other circumstance unknown to the public. 
I t  may be, however, that, without any reference to the 
past, t he  King was only anxious to obtain authentic proof 
both of his son's obedience and of his courage, when he 
commanded him, in a full assembly of Ommh, to kill a 
lion which had descended from the mountains and was 
then laying waste the surrounding country. The Grand 
Master of the Hunt ventured to hope that Sttltan ~llamal 

For an exceedingly valuable account of the Feringhees of Chitta- 
gong and their present state, and what has led to their decline, see 
pp. 57, 89 of The Calrrrtta Xn~icur, vol. liii., 1871. 

The enterprise was eventually successful, and the Province of 
Aracal~ annexed to the Kingdom of Bengal. 

"ee p. 106, footnote I .  

' The Af i r  Shikdr, an important officer at the hlogul Court, corre- 
sponding to our Chief Ranger of old days 
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might be permitted to avail himself of those capacious nets 
which are ordinarily made use of in so perilous a -chase.' 
' H e  shall attack the lion without nets,' sternly replied 
the King. 'When I was Prince I thought not of such pre- 
cautions.' An order given in so decisive a tone could not 
be disobeyetl. The Prince declined not the  fearful under- 
taking ; he encountered and overcame the  tremendous 
beast with the loss of only two or three men ; some horses 
were mangled, and the wounded lion bounded on the  head 
of the Sultan's elephant. Since this strange adventure, 
Aurenp-Zebe has behaved to his sonwith the  utmost affection, 
and has even raised him to the government of the  Decan. 
I t  must be owned, however, that Sultan Mazum is so 
limited in authority2 and circumscribed in pecuniary means, 
that he cannot occasion much uneasiness to his father. 

FIITHLY. The next personage I would recall to the  
recollection of my readers is &loIrabet-Kan, the governor of 
Kaboul.8 H e  was induced at  length to resign the govern- 
ment of that province, and Aureng-Zebe generously refused 
to punish him, declaring that the  life of such a soldier was 
invaluable, and that he deserved commendation for his 
fidelity to his benefactor Chah-Jehtr. The King even nom- 
inatecl him Governor of Giuarate instead of Jessomseingrre, 
who was sent to the seat of war in the  Decan. I t  is true 
that a few costly presents may have disposed the  Mogol's 
mind in Mohabet's favour; for besides what he gave to  
1.lauchenara-13egum, he sent tlie King fifteen or sixteen 
thousand golden roupies and a considerable number of 
Persian horses and camels.4 

The mention of Kaboal reminds me of the ~djacell t  
kingdom of Kalrdahar, a t  present tributary to  Persia; to 

See PP. 378, 379. 
I t  was in 1663 that Prince hluhammad Muazzam was made 

SCIbadar of the Deccan and given the command of the troops then 
being employed against Sivajl. a See p. 70. 

hiahabat KhAn was the second son of the celebrated Mahibat 
Khin or JnhAngir's reign, and is said to have died in 1674 when on 
his way from Kabul to the presence. 
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the subject of which I ought to devote one or two pages. 
Much ignorance prevails concerning that country, as well 
as on the political feeling which i t  creates between the 
governments of Persia and Il~~adorcstaa. The name of the 
capital is also Kandahar, which is the strongholtl of this 
rich a~ltl fine kingdom. The desire of possessing the 
capital has been, for some ages, the cause of sanguinary 
wars between the Alogols and Yersiarrs. The great Ekbar 
wrested i t  from the latter,' and kept it during the 
remainder of his reign. Chah-Abas the celebrated King 
of Persia took the city from Jehafi-Ggre,' the son of E k h r ;  
and the treachery of the Governor Aly bZerdanknr83 de- 
livered it into the hands of ChahJehan the son of Jehan- 
Guyre. Aly Merdan immediately placed himself under the 
protection of his new Sovereign; he had many enemies 
in his own country, and was too prudent to obey the 
summons of the Persian monarch, who called upon him 
to  give an account of his government. Kandahar was 
again besieged and captured by the  son of Chah-Abas,' 
and afterwards twice unsuccessfully attacked by Chali- 
J e h n .  The first failure was owing to the bad conduct 
or the perfidy of the Persian omrahs in the Great Alvgol's 
service, the most powerful noblemen of his court, and 
strongly attached to their native country. They betrayed 
a shameful lukewarmness during the siege, refusing to 
follow the Raja Rorcp who had already planted his stan- 

In 1594. In 1622. 
a Ali hlardin Khdn, a Persian, was governor of Kandahar under 

Shah Safl, who it is said, treated him so cruelly that in despair he gave 
up the place in 1637 to ShLh Jahin,  who received him well at Dell~i, 
to which city he hntl returned. Ali Mardin KhAn was a niost capable 
administrator, and was at various times made Governor of Kabul and 
Kashmir, and has left behind him various monuments of his skill as a 
constructor of public wprks, notably the canal at Delhi, which bears 
his name, ancl, somewhat remotlelled, is in use at the present day. It is 
said that he introdoced the Chcrrar (Oriental plane-trec) into Kashmir. 
H e  died in 1657 when on his way to I<ashniir, ancl was buried at  
Lahore. In  1648. 
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dard on the waN nearest to the mountain. Aureng-Zebe's 
jealousy occasioned the second failure. H e  woulrl not storm 
the breach which the cannon of the  Franks-English, 
Poriirjiaese, Gen~rarw, and Frettclr-had rendered suffi- 
ciently practicable ; because the  enterprise had originated 
with Dara, a t  that time with his father in the city 
of Kabottl, and he  felt unwilling that his brother should 
have the  credit of so valuable an acquisition. Chh-  
Jefmrr, a few years before the  late troubles, seemed on 
the point of besieging Katulahar for the third time, but 
was deterred from the enterprise by Emir-Jonla, who, as 
we have stated, advised the A310gol to send his army to 
the Deca11.1 A!y ilferdankan seconded with great earnest- 
ness the  Emir's arguments, and addressed the King in 
these extraordinary words:-'Your Majesty will never 
succeed in taking Kandahnr, unless her gates be opened 
by such a traitor as myself; or unless you detennine to 
exclude all Persiuns from the besieging army, and issue 
a proclamation promising entire freedom to the bazaars ; 
that is, exempting them from the  payment of any duty 
on provisions brought for the use of the army.' A few 
years ago Ar~rerrg-Zebe, following the example of his pre- 
tlecessors, made preparations for the attack of this cele- 
brated city, being offended with the letter written by 
the King of Persia, or with the  ungracious receptiou ex- 
perienced by his uml)assador, l'clrbief-Kart,2 at  the Persian 
court : but he heart1 of the  King's death, and abandoned 
the project; feeling reluctant, as he pretended, to act 
with hostility against a child just seated on the throne; 
although Ckah-Solirnan, who succeedetl liis father, cannot, 
I think, be less than five-and-twenty years of age. 
SIXTHLY. I would now say something of the warm par- 

See pp. 22, 23. 
Probably Shall-ullih I ihin,  who had had conferred upon him the 

title of Tarbiat Khin Barias, a native of Persia who came to India 
and served under Shah Jah6n and Aurengzeb. H e  died at Jaunpur, 
of which he was Governor, in 1685. 
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tisans of Ar~reng-Zebe, most of whom have been promoted 
to situations of high trust and dignity. His uncle CIIU~L- 
hestkan was made, as we have mentioned, Governor and 
Commander-in-chief in the Decan ; subsequently this noble- 
man was made governor of Bengale. A I i r - K ~ I  obtained the 
government of Knborrl ; Kalilrrllrth-Knn that of Lahor ; Mir- 
baba, of Elabns ; Laskerkan, of I'atna ; and the son 1 of that 
Allah-verdi-Kan, whose advice cost SuNan S ~ j n h  the battle 
of Kadjoiie, was made Governor of Scimdy. Fazelkarc, whose 
counsels and address had been essentially useful to Aureng- 
Zebe, was invested with the office of Kane-satnun," or Grand 
Chamberlain of the royal llousehold. Danechmend-Kan 
was appointed Governor of Dehli; and, in consideration 
of his studious habits, and the time which he necessarily 
devotes to the affairs of the  foreign department, he is 
exempted from the ancient ceremony of repairing twice 
a day to the assembly, for the purpose of saluting the 
King; the  ornission of which, subjects other O~trrah to 
a pecuniary penalty. To Diriaet-Katz, Arrreng-Zebe has 
intrusted the  government of Kachrnis, a little kingdom 
nearly inaccessible, and conside&d t h e  terrestrial paradise 
of the Indies. Ekbar became possessed of that delightful ., 
country by stratagem.. I t  boasts of authentic histories, 
in its own vernacular tongue, containing an interesting - -  . 

account of a long succession of ancient kings ; sometimes 
- - - - - - - 

so powerful as to have reduced to X~ZijCE€ion t h e o l e  
---- - ---- .- - 

of Nitrdolrslatc, as far as the island of (,'er/lon. Of these 
histories ~eha~z-~;ir~c-caIised-a~i ~ibri&ine>t to b e d e  

-- - .- 

in the Persian languave ; a l ~ ~ - ~ i s T ~ o c G e c ~ c o p y . -  
I t  is proper to inention in this place that Arirenp-Zebe 
cashiered A'tzjabatkatr, who greatly distinguished himself 
in the  battles of Sarnotrguer and hhdjoiii; but he  seems 

Jafar Khan, appointed Subadar of Allahabad, where he died in 
1669 (Hcalc).  

? Properly Khansaman, a Persian word meaning a house steward. 
Now applied, in Northern India, to the chief table-servant and pnr- 
veyor in Anglo-Indian households. 
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to have brought that disgrace upon himself by continually 
dwelling upon the  services he had rendered the  King. 
As to those infamous individuals, Giottkan and Kazer, the 
well-deserved fate of the former has been reco~~n ted  ; but 
what subsequently became of Naeer is not ascertained. 

In  regard to Jussomseingue and Jesseitcpc, there is some 
obscurity which I shall endeavour to clear up. A revolt 
had taken place, headed 
by a gerdile of Visapour, 
who made himself master 
of several important for- 
tresses and one or two 
seaports belonging to the 
King of that country. 
The name of this bold 
adventurer is Seua-Gi, or 
Lord Seva.1 H e  is vigi- 
lant, enterprising, and 
wholly regardless of per- 
sonal safety. Club-hestkas, 
when in the  Decari, found 
in him an enemy more 
formidable than the King 
of FMal~our at  the  head 
of his whole army and 
joined by those Rajas 
who usually unite with 

FIG.. 8.-Siv.yi. 
that prince for their com- 
mon defence. Some idea may be formed of Seca-Gi's 
intrepidity by his attempt to seize Chult-hestkan's person, 
together with all his treasures, in the midst of his troops, 
and surrounded by the walls of Arretzg-Ahad. Attended by 
a few soldiers he  one night penetrated into C'hah-hestkan's 
apartment, and would have succeeded in his object had 
lie remained undetected a short time longer. C/~ah-Aest 
was severely wounded, and his son was killed in the act of 

See pp. 136-37 text, and footnote a on p. 135. 
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drawing his sword. Seua-Gi sooil engaged in another daring 
expedition, which proved more successful. Placing him- 
self at  the head of two or three thousand men, the flower 
of his army, he sileiltly withdrew from his camp, and 
pretended during the march to be a Raja going to the  
Mogol's court. When within a short distance of Sourale, 
he met the  Grand Prozlost of the country,' on whom he 
imposed the belief that he  intended to prosecute his 
journey without entering the town: but the pluilder of 
that famous and wealthy port was the principal object of 
the  expedition ; he rushed into the place sword in hand, 
and remained nearly three days, tortiring the population 
to compel a discoviry of their  coccealed riches. Burning 
what he could not take away, Seoa-Gi returned without 
the  least opposition, laden with gold and silver to the 
amount of several millions; with pearls, silken stuffs, fine 
cloths, and a variety of other costly merchandise. 4 
secret understantling, it wa5 suspected, existed between 

- - -- 
&sso~nseiri~gue and Setla-Gi, and-ihe former was sumosed to 
have been ~ c ~ e s ~ o ~ ~ n ~ p i i i ~ h - ~ e ~ f  as wellas 
the attack of Sour-ale. The Kaja was iherefore recalled 
f G t l i e  Uecnrr, but TiTstead o€ goSg-6 D e w h e  retunled 
t o % ~  owl~  territories. 

I forgot to mention that during the pillage of Sourale, 
Seua-Gi, the Holy Seva-Gi ! respected the habitation of the  
Reverend Father Ambrose, the Capuchin missionary. ' The 
Frard-isfa Padrys are good men,' lie said, and shall not be 
molested.' H e  spared also the house of a deceased Delale 
or Gentile broker,' of the Dtcfch, because assured that he 

1 In the original 'grand Prcvost de la campagne.' Valentyn calls 
him the 'Stadsvoogd' and sajs  that they met at ' Utena, a village 
about one and a half miles from the town.' The official was most 
likely the Kotwll or commandant of the fort, and this rendering agrees 
with Bernier's narrative (see p. 369) where he talks of the Coloiial, 
qui est conrnre Ic Gqrartd Pre~~osl (of the Mogul's camp). 

The appointment of Broker (Hindostanee d f f d f )  was an ex- 
ceedingly important one. Tavernier, in chapter xiv. of his Tmwlr, 
~01. ii. pp. 33, 71 ,  entitled 'Concerning the Methods to beobserved for 
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had been very charitable while alive. The dwellings of 
the English and Dt~tch likewise escaped his visits, not in 
consequence of any reverential feeling on his part, but 
because those people had displayed a great deal of 
resolution, and defended themselves well. The English 
especially, assisted by the crews of their vessels, per- 
formed wonders, and saved not only their own houses 
but those of their neighbours.1 The pertinacity of a Jew, 

establishing a new Commercial Company in the EAST INDIES,' insists 
upon the importance of securing for this post the services of one 'who 
should be a native of the country, an idolater and not a Muhammadan, 
because all the workmen with whom he will have to d o  are idolaters. 
Good manners and probity are above all things necessary in order to 
acquire confidence at first among these people.' 

Tavernier also gives some interes~ing details regarding the DBldl 
whose house was spared by Sivajl (Trazlcls, vol. ii. p. 204)~ where he 
tells us that in the month of January of the year 1661 the SArof or 
money-changer of the Dutch Company, named MONDAS PAREK, died 
at  SURAT. H e  was a rich man and very charitable, having bestowed 
much alms during his life on the Christians as well as on the idolaters ; 
the Rev. Capuchin Fathers of SURAT living for a part of the year on 
the rice, butter, and vegetables which he sent them. 

In  the first English translation of this book, the passage about the 
dkf l  is translated as follows : ' H e  had also regard to the House 
of the Deceased U c  Laic,' a rendering which has been followed in other 
editions. 

Sir George Oxindon (thus 11e signed his name, as may be seen 
from records in the India Office, not Oxendon, or Oxendine, or Oxen- 
din, or Oxenden, as frequently printed) was then Chief Factor or 
President, ' In whose time ( R f a  G i  plunder'd J ~ d t a f  ; but he defended 
himself and the Merchants so bravely, that he had a Collaf or Serfam, 
a Robe of Honour from Head to Foot, offered hinl from the Gmaf 
Mogul, with an Abatement of Customs to Two and a half pcr ccttf. 
granted to the Company: for which his Masters, as a toktn of the 
high Sense they had of his Valour, presented him n Medal of Gold 
with this Device : 

Non mitlor csf v i ~ f v s  quanz quacrercparia firm'.' 

Fryer's R N m  Rccorrtzt of East India and Persia, London, r6g8, p. 87. 
Oxindon was appointed chief of the English Factory at Surat, on the 

18th September 1662, and he died there on the 14th July 1669, aged 
fifty. His elaborate mausoleum forms the most prominent object in the 
old English cemetery at Surat. 
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a native of Cons/anlinol~le, astonished everybody. Serva-Gi 
knew that he  was in possession of most valuable rubies, 
which he intended to sell to dzrrotg-Zebe; but he per- 
severed in stoutly denying the fact, although three times 
placed on his knees to receive the  stroke of a sword 
flouiished over his head. This conduct was worthy of a Jew, - 
whose love of money generally exceeds his love of life. 

- -  

ircreng-Zebe prevailed with JcsseinzgtZ to take the  
cominani of the army in the Becan, attended by SuNnn 
,*fazunt, who, however, was not invested with any 
authority. The Raja's first operation was vigorously to 
attack Seva-Gi's principal fortress ; but he had recourse, 
a t  the same time, to his favo~irite art, negotiation, which 
he brought to a favourable issue, as the place surrendered 
by capitulation long before it was retluced to extremity. 
Sem-Gi having consented to make common cause with 
the .%fogol against Yisal~ocrr; Aurncg-Zebe proclaimed him 
a linja, took him under his protection, and granted an 
o~nrah's pension to his son. Some time afterwards, the 
King meditating a war against Persia, wrote to Setvz-Gi in 
such kind and flattering terms, and extolled his generosity, 
talents and conduct so highly, as to induce him to meet 
the .XIogol at  Dehli, Jesseingue having plighted his faith for 
the  cliieftaiu's security. ChaA-hcslkan's wife, a relation of 
Aurctcg-Zebe's, happened to be then a t  court, and never 
ceased to urge the arrest of a man who had killed her son, 
wounded her husband, and sacked Sourale.' The result 
was that Sevn-Gi, observing that his tents were w~~tched  
by three or four o~nrahv, effected his escape in disguise 
under favour of night. This circumstance caused great 
uneasuless in the palace, and Jesseingue's eldest son, being 
strongly suspected of having assisted Se~*a-C;i in his flight, 
was forbidden to appear at  court. Attreng-Zebe felt, or 

Surat in those days being the place of embarkation of pilgrims 
to Mecca was looked upon as a sacred place by the Moslems of 
India. It was then sometimes called Hdb r r l  Afakkah, or the Gate of 
hlecca. 
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seemed to feel, equally irritated against the father and 
the  son, and Jesseingue, apprehending that lie might avail 
himself of this pretext to seize his territories, abandoned 
his command i n t h e  Decan and hastened to the  defence of 
his dominions, but he died on his arrival at  Brantporrr.1 
The kindness shown by tlie bfogol to the Raja's son,l 
when apprised of this melancholy event; his tender 
condolences, and the grant to him of the pension enjoyed 
by the father, confirm many persons in the opinion that 

wi thog the connivance cf Aureng- 
sence a t  court must indeed have 
e King, since X e  Tiatred -of the - - 

w5men was most fierce and rancorous against him: they 
ah a m o ~ ~ s t a  wh!)had iImbued his hands 

in the blood of friends and k insmei~ .~  
But here let us take a cursory review of the history of 

the Decan, a kingdom that, during more than forty years, 
has constantly been the  theatre of war, and owing to 
which the kIopol is so frequently embroiled with the 
King of Golkonda, the King of Visal~our, and several other 
less powerful sovereigns. The nature of the quarrels in 
that part of Hirzdottstan cannot be well understood while 
we remain ignorant of the chief occurrences and have 
only all imierfect kilowledge of the condition of the 
Princes by whom the country is governed. 

Burhanpur. Singh. 
Fryer's account (OR rit. pp. 173, 174) of these transactions agrees 

with Bernier's na~rative in m:my particulars, and with regard to Sivajl's 
escape from Dehli (Agra according to Fryer), he says that Aurangzeb, 
'tlesirous to try if by Kindness he could redaim this famous Rebel, 
allures him to Court (Faith being plighted for his Safety), where shortly 
after, the Outcries of the Women in whose Kindred's Hlood his hands 
were imbrued, made him shift for himself in an Hamper on a Porter's 
Back, which passed the Guards among many others, which were forced 
to be sent as Pisrades' [Peshcush, Persian pcsh-kash, a present to a 
great man, etc.] ' to his Friends, as the manner is when under Con- 
finement: With this Slight he got away (~ io t  without the Alogul's 
Privity), nnd 'tis believed will hardly venture to A p n  again, unless 
better gu5rtled.' 
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Two centuries have scarcely elapsed since the great 
peninsula of India, stretching from the Gulf of Camb~~,e 
on the west to the Gulf of Betigale near Jugomate 011 the  
east, and extending southerly to Cape Cottrori,l was, with 
the  exception perhaps of a few mountainous tracts, under 
the  domination of one arbitrary despot. The indiscretion 
of Raja, or King, Ram-ras, the  last Prince nnder whom 
it was united, caused the dismemberment of this vast 
monarchy, and this is the reason why it is now divided 
among many sovereigns professing different religions. 
Ram-ras had tlirce Georgiarr slaves in liis service, whom 
he distinguislied by every  nark of favour, ant1 at  lengtll 
nominated to the (;overiiment of tliree coiisiderable 
districts. One was appointed governor of nearly the 
whole of the territory in the Decan wliich is now in the 
possession of the ilfogol; Daulet-Abnd was the capital of 
that government, which extended from Hide,; Yrtranda' 
and Sorrratc as far as ,Varbadar. The territory now forming 
tlie kingdom of l'isal~our was the portion of the second 
favourite ; ant1 the third obtained the country compre- 
hended ill the present kingdom of Golkotula. These three 
slaves becanie extremely rich and powerful, and as they 
professed the nialtmetatl faith and declared then~selves 
of the Clr,yas sect, which is that of the Persians, they 
receiver1 the countenance and support of a great number 
of .liogol! in the service of Itasz-rns. They coultl not, 
even if so disposed, have eml)mcetl the religion of the 
Gentiles, because the gertiles of Irrdia admit no stranger 
to the participation of their mysteries. A rebellion, in 
which tlie three Georgian slaves united, terminated in the 
murtler of Itartr-rns, after wliicli they returned to their 
respective governments, ant1 ust~rpetl the title of Chah, or 
King. Ram-ws's children, inca1)able of contending with 
these men, wrnained cluietly in the country known 

Tlie old and correct form for Conlorin ; see p. 23, footnote l. 
Purandhar, 20 miles south-east of Poona city, now a sanitarium for 

European troops. 
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commonly by t h e  name of t h e  K(una/cck, and called on 
our maps Hisnagaer,l where their posterity are  Rajas t o  
this day. T h e  remainder of t h e  Peninsula was split a t  
t h e  same t ime into all those smaller states still existing, 
governed by Ilujm, ,liliqnr.~,2 and other  Kittglels. While t h e  
t h r e e  S l a ~ ~ c s  and their successors preserved a good tinder- 
stantling with each other, they were able t o  defend their 
kingdoms, and t o  wage wars on a large scale against t h e  
.Mogols ; but  when t h e  seeds of jealousy were sown among 
them, and they chose t o  act as independent sovereigns 
who stootl in no need of foreign assistance, they ex- 
perienced t h e  fatal effects of disunion. Thirty-five or 
forty years ago, t h e  ~IIogol, availing himself of their 
differences, invaded t h e  dominions of N<ja~tt-Chah, or King 
Nejam, t h e  fifth or sixth in succession from t h e  first Slntre 
and made himself master of t h e  whole country.3 .V(jc~ttt 
died a prisoner ill L)nnlr/.,.lbrtd, his fornter capital.4 

Since tltat period, t h e  Kings of (;ol~!~owda have been 
preserved from invasion, not in consequence of their 
great strength, but  of the employment given t o  tlie 
,IIogol by t h e  two sister kingtloms, antl of t h e  necessity 
he was untler t o  capture their  strong plltces, such as  
Amber. I'arr~ttda, B i d o  and others, before (;olkotrdn could b e  
~) r t~( len t ly  attacked. T h e  safety of those Kings may also 
be ascribed t o  t h e  wisdom of their policy. l'ossessing 
great  wenlth, they have always secretly stlpplietl t h e  
monarch of Visr~l)ot~r with money, to  enable him to defentl 
his country ; so that  w,llc~ie\,rr t h e  la t ter  is threatened, 

' Vijayanagar (Rijianuggur). The site of tile ancient capital of this 
kingdom, whose ruins cover nine square miles, is Hampi in the Bellary 
District of the Madras I'residency, thirty-six miles north-west of 
Uellary. 

Naik, from the Sanskrit ntiyaka, a leatler or chief. The name of 
n Telugu caste, whence the general name of these petty kings as 
7;-iniul rzaik, and so forth. 

Daulatabatl was cal>turctl in 1632. 
' It is stated in the Bddshdlr-rmdnia of Alxlul IIamirl Lahori, that 

Nizam Shah was confined in the fort of G\valior. 
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the  King of Golkonda i~lvariably marches an army to the  
frontiers, to show the Alogol not only that preparations 
are made for internal defence, but that an ally is a t  hand 
to assist Visaporrr, if driven to extremity. I t  appears like- 
wise that the govenlment of Golkonda employs large sums 
as bribes to the  generals of the  kIogol's army, who there-. 
fore constantly give it as their opinion that J-isal~o~tr 
ought to be attacked rather than Golkottda, on account of 
its greater proximity to Datilel-dbad. Indeed, after the 
convention concluded, as we have seen, between Auretrg- 
Zebe and the present King of Golko~trlrr, the  fonner has no 
great i~iducement to march troops into that kingdom, 
which he probably considers as his own. I t  has been long 
tributary to the i%IogoI, to whom it presents ann~~a l ly  a 
considerable quantity of hard cash, home-manufactured 
articles of exquisite workmanship, and elephants imported 
from P e p ,  Siam, and Cqloa. There is now no fortress 
between Daukt-Abad and Golkonda capable of offering any 
resistance, and Aureng-Zebe feels confident, therefore, that 
a single campaign would suffice to conquer the country. 
In  my own opinion, nothing has restrained him from 
attempting that  conquest but the  apprehension of having 
the Decan overrun by the King of Visapour, who knows 
that if he permits his neighbour to fall, his own destruc- 
tion must be the necessary consequence. 

From what I have said, some idea may be formed of 
the present state of the King of Golkorrda in relation to the  
Mogol. There can be 110 doubt that his power is held 
by a most uncertain tenure. Since the nefarious transac- 
tion in Golkmtda,l planned by Ewtir-Jevtla and executed 
by Aureng-Zebe, the King has lost all mental energy, ant1 
has ceased to hold the reins of goveniment. H e  never 
appears in public to give audience and administer justice 
according to the custom of the country; nor does h e  
venture outside the walls of the fortress of <;olkottda. 
Confusion and misrule are the ~ ~ a t u r a l  and unavoidable 

See p. 16, et sef. 
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consequences of this state of things. The grandees, 
totally disregarding tlie commands of a Monarch for whom 
they no longer feel either affection or respect, exercise a 
disgusting tyranny; and the  people, impatient to throw 
off the  galling yoke, would gladly subniit to the more 
equitable government of A tirerrgZebe. 

I shall advert to five or six facts that prove the low 
state of degradation to which this wretched King is re- 
duced. 

Firsf.-When I was a t  Golko~da, in the year 1667, an 
ambassador extraordinary arrived from A~rmg-Zebe, for 
the purpose of declaring war, unless the King supplied 
tlie Mop1 with ten thousand cavalry to act against 
Vbapour. This force was not indeed granted ; but, what 
pleased Aurmg-Zebe still better, as much money was given 
as is considered sufficient for the maintenance of such a 

body of cavalry. The King paid extravagant honours to 
this ambassador and loaded hi111 with valuable presents, 
botli for himself and the i%Iogol his master. 

Secotrd.-Atirorg-Zebc's ordinary am bnssador at the court 
of Gulkonda issues his commands, grants passports, meiiaces 
and ill-treats the people, and in sllort, speaks and acts 
with the uncontrolled authority of an absolute sovereign. 

Third. -E~t~irJetnlc's son, .+IaA~tiet-Ettiir-Kalc, although 
nothing more than one of Aureng-Zebe's Omrahs, is so much 
respected ia Golkonda, and chiefly in A+Iaslipa/am 1 that the 
toptapa, his agent or broker, virtually acts as master of the 
port. H e  buys and sells, admits and clears out cargoes, 
free of every impost and without any person's intervention. 
So boundless was the  father's influence formerly in this 
country, that it has descended to the  son as a matter of 
right or necessity. 

Fourth.-Sometimes the Dutch presume to lay an em- 
bargo on all the Golko~tda merchant-vessels in the port, 
nor will they suffer them to depart until the King comply 
with their demands. I have known them even protest 

Masulipatam (Machlipatnam), see p. I 12, footnote l. 
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against the King becc~use the Governor of f i s l i~wtam 
prevented them from taking forcible possession of an 
English ship in the port, by arming the whole population, 
threatening to burn the Dutch factory, and to put all 
these inso le~~ t  foreigners to the sword. 

Fijtk.-Another symptom of decay in this kingdom is 
the debased s t i~ te  of the current coin ; which is extremely 
prejudicial to the commerce of the coontry. 

Sir/h.-A sixth instance I woultl adduce of the  fallen 
power of the King of (;olko~rda is, that the Portuguese, 
wretched, poor, and despised as they are become, scruple 
not to menace him with war, and with the capture and 
pillage of llIaslipa/a,rr and other towns if 11e refuse to cede 
Snn Thorn&,' a place which these same I'orttiguese, a few 
years ago, volr~ntarily resigned into his hands to avoid 
the disgrace of yielding it to the superior power of the 
Dutch. 

Many intelligent persons, however, assured me, when I 
was in (;olko~rda, that the  King is by no means devoid of 
understanding ; that this appearance of weakness and 
indecision ant1 of indifference to the affairs of government 
is assumed for the purpose of deceiving his enemies ; that 
he has a son concealed from the public eye, of an ardent 
and aspiring spirit, who~n he intends to place on the  
throne at  a favo~~rzible jl~ncture, and then to violate his 
treaty with drcrer~,o%ebe. Leaving it to time to decide 
upon the soundness of these opinions, we shall proceed to 
say a few words about Visnponr. 

That country, though it has to contend frequently with 
the  32ogo1, still preserves the name of an i~ldcpendent 
kingdom. The truth is, that the generals employed 
against I'isa~ma~-, like comnlanders employed in every 
other service, are delighted to be a t  the heat1 of an army, 
ruling at  a distance from the court with the i~athority of 
kings. They conduct every operation, therefore, with 

' St. Thomas' Mount, which still contains several remains of the 
Portuguese setllrment. 
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languor, and avail themselves of any pretext for the pro- 
longation of war which is alike the source of their emo- 
lument and tlipity. I t  is become a proverbial saying, 
that the Ilecan is the bread and support of the soldiers of 
Hitrdoustnn.' I t  should also be observed, that  the king- 
dom of Visapotir abounds with almost impregnable for- 
tresses in mountainous situations, and that the country on 
the side of the Great Mogol's territories is of a peculiarly 
difficult access, owing to the scarcity both of forage and 
of good wholesome water. The capital is extremely 
strong ; situated in an arid and sterile soil, and pure and 
palatable water is found only within the gates. 

Visapour, however, is verging toward dissolution. The 
Mop1 has macle himself master of I'arartdn,2 the key of 
the  kingdom ; of Bider,s a strong and handsome town, 
and of other important places. The death of the King 
without male issue must also operate unfavourably on the  
future concerns of this country. 'rhe throne is filled by 
a young man, educated, and adopted as her son, by the 
Queen, sister of the King of Golkonda, who, by the by, 
has been ill requited for her kindness. She returned re- 
cently from iMecca, and experienced a cold and insulting 
reception ; the  young monarch pretending that her con- 
duct on board the Dutch vessel which conveyed her to 
iMokn was unbecoming both her sex and rank. I t  is even 
said that she was criminally connected with two or three 
of the crew, who abandoned the  vessel a t  Aloka for the 
purpose of accompanying the  Queen to hfecccr. 

Setla-Gi, the getilile leader lately spoken of, profiting 
by' the distracted state of the  kingdom, has seized upon 
many strongholds, situated for the most part in the moun- 

Or, as Fryer puts it (p. 167), ' frustratedchiefly by the means of the 
Soldiery and great Onrbralrs, who live Lazily and in Pay, whereupon 
they term Duccan, Tht  B r e d  of the hfilitary M a . '  

a The fort was treacherously surrendered to the Mogul aboot the 
year 1635. 

Bidar Has captured in 1653. 
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tains.1 This mall is exercising all the powers of an iude- 
pendent sovereign ; laughs at the threats both of the 
iMogol and of the King at I'isaporrr; makes frequent in- 
cursions, and ravages the country on every side, from 
Sourale to the gates of Goa. Yet it c a n ~ ~ o t  be doubted 
that, notwithstanding the deep wounds which from time 
to time he inflicts upon Visapour, the kingdom finds in 
this daring chieftain a seasonable and powerful coadjutor. 
H e  distracts the attention of Atcreng-Zebe by his bold and 
never-ceasing enterprises, and affords so much employment 
to the Indian armies, that the ,JIogol cannot find the 
opportunity of achieving the conquest of J'isnpour. How 
to put down Seua-Gi is become the object of chief import- 
ance. We have seen his success a t  Soumle ; he after- 
wards captured the Portuguese settlement of Elnrdes, an 
island contiguous to Gon. 

SEVENTHLY. I t  was after I had left Dehli, on my return 
[to France], that I heartl, at Golkondn, of the tleath of Chah- 
Jehat~,%nd that Atrrerrg-Zebe seemed much affected by the 
event, and discovered all the marks of grief which a son 
can express for the loss of his father. H e  set out imme- 
diately for Agra, where Begum-Suheb received him with 
distinguished honour. She hung the mosque with tapes- 
tries of rich brocades, and in the same manner decorated 
the place where the Nogol intended to alight before he 
entered the fortress. On arriving at the women's apart- 

"Ti5 undeniable he hath taken and maintains against the MoguIs 
Sixty odd strong Hills : Hut the Cause is, the Moguls are unacquainted 
with, and their Bodies unfit for such barren and uneasy Places ; so that 
they rather cl111se to desert than defend them : Whereby it is suffici- 
ently evident SEVA GI is unable in the Plain to do anything but Rob, 
Spoil, and return with all the speed inlaginable : And on that account 
it is Avrorpc6 calls him his hlountain-Rat, with which the greatest 
Systems of Monarchy in the World, though continued by an unin- 
terrupted Descent of Imperial Ancestry, have ever been infested, finding 
it more hard to fight with Mountains than Men.'-Fryer, p. 171. 

H e  died on the zzd January 1666, and lies buried in the Taj, close 
by the grave of his wife, the 'Lady of the Taj.' 
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the Afogol marched from Ateck on the Indus to Kaborrl ; for 
the purpose of besieging Katrdnhar.' By stopping the 
supply of water from the mountains, and preventing its 
descent into the fields contiguous to the public road, they 
completely arrested the army on its march, until the 

L . . -- - . . _- 
I .  . -  ( 1 1 1  2.1 I ' l l .  

"E would do1 nn'clrry one, 
Till the lonycsl day was done, 
An"e dkb't uetn to know tho we  o' fur . '  

moui~taineers received from the ,lIogoI the presents which 
they had solicited in the way of alms. 

The I'atatls also arc an intractable race. They are 
Mahometans, who formerly inhabited o country in the 
vicinity of the Ganges, toward Uer~gale. Before the in- 

In 1651.52. 
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vasion of India by the Jfogols, the Palaas hnd rendered 
themselves formidable in several places. Their power 
was felt principally a t  Dchli,' niany of the neighbouring 
Rajas being their tributaries. Even tlie menials and 
carriers of water belonging to that nation are high-spirited 
and warlike.2 ' I f  it be not so, may I never ascend the  
throne of Llehli,' is t l ~ e  usual phraseology of n I'alas, when 
wishing to enforce the  truth of ally assertion. They holtl 
the brducnr, both Gentiles and A%fogo/s, in the  utmost coil- 
tempt ; and, recollecting the consideration in which they 
were formerly held in Irrdia, they mortally hate the Afogols, 
by whom their fathers were dispossessed of great princi- 
palities, and driven to the mountains far from Dellli antl 
Agra. In these mountains some Palans established tliem- 
selves as petty sovereigns or Rnjas; but without ally 
great power. 

The King of Visrrl,ortr, so far froin paying tribute to tlie 
,'Uogol, is engnged in perpetual war with him, a i d  contrives 
to defend his dominions. H e  owes his preservation less 
to tlie strengtll of his arms than to many peculiar circtim- 
stances.-is kingclom is a t  a great distance from Agra 
and Dehli, the ,\logofu usual places of residence ; tlie 
capital city, called also I'isaportr,4 is strong, and not easily 
accessible to an invading army, because of the bad water 

The Pnthin Sultlns of Dehli may be said to have reigned from 
1192-1554, somewhat more than three centuries and a half, during 
which time six dynasties, numbering in all forty kings, succeeded to 
the throne of Dehli. The boundaries of their Empire, at all times 
uncertain in extent, varying from the extreme limits of Eastern 13engal 
on one side to Kibul and Kandnhir on the west, with Sinrl and the 
Southern Peninsula to complete the circle; occasionally retlucetl to a 
few districts around the capital antl in one instance confined to the 
single spot enclosed within the walls of the metropolis itself. See 
Thomas's Chrorricles of thr Pafhdrr ETirrg of Dch/i,  1877. 

How true this is at the present day. The regimental 81lrsfhi or 
water-carrier, generally a Pathbn, is still a universal favourite, and his 
prowess has lately been sung in spirited verse hy 12udyarcl Kipling in 
his barrack-room ballad of GIINCA D I N  (YXr Scots 08srrz~rr, 7th June 
1890). See p. 196. ' Bijapilr. 
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and scarcity of forage in the surrounding country; and 
several Rujm for the sake of mutual security join him, 
when attacked, with their forces. The celebrated S'ei,n-(;i 
not long ago made a seasonable diversion in his favour, by 
plundering and burning the rich seaport of Soc~r~/e.l 

There is again the wealthy and powerful King of Gol- 
kotrda, who secretly supplies the King of k'isnponr with 
money, and constantly keeps an army on the frontiers, 
with the tlouble object of defending his own territories and 
aiding Yisnportr in the  event of that country being closely 
pressed. 

Similarly, among those not paying tribute may be num- 
bered more than a hundred 12njns, or (;e~rtile sovereigns of 
considerable strength, dispersed over the whole empire, 
some near and some at  a distance from ;4pm ant1 Dehli. 
Fifteen or sixteen of these I1njn.v are rich and fonniclable, 
particularly Ihrra,' formerly consitleretl Emperor of the 
Itajas, and supposetl to be descendetl from King Porus, 
Jesscirrgue 3 and Jcs.vo~nreirryr~e.' If these three chose to 
enter into an offensive league, they would prove dangerous 
opponents to the Jlogol, rach of them I~aviug at  all times 
the means of taking the field with twenty thousand cavulry; 
better than any that could be opposetl to them. These 
horsenlell are calletl l~ngipor~.~, or solis of I h j f 7 . y .  Their 
military occupation, as I have stated elsewl~ere,~ descentls 
from fi~ther to son ; ant1 every Inan receives a grant of land 
on condition that Ile be always preparetl to mount his 
horse and follow the Hnjn, whitl~er he shall command. . . 1 hese men entlr~re a great dc;~l  of fatigue, and require only 
tliscipline to become excellent soldiers. 

Third.-It is material to remark that the (;rent &logo1 is 
a Maliometan, of the sect of the  Sorrro~j.~, who, believing 
with the Turks that Osman was the true successor of 
Afnltort~et, are tlistinguished by the name of Osltrnlr!y.v. 'The 

' See p. 188. Rnne Snngn or Sunka of Chittor. 
See p. 34 text, and footnote '. 
' See p. 37 text, acil footnote 2. See p. jg. 
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majority of his courtiers, however, being Persians, are of 
the party known by the appellation of Chias, believers in 
tlie real succession of A(y. hloreover, the Greal ~\logol is a 
foreigner in Hindo~rstaa, n descendant of Tanrerlan, chief of 
those .Ciogols from Tarlay who, about the year 1401, over- 
ran and conquered tlie Indies. Consequently he finds him- 
self in an hostile country, or nearly so ; a country containing 
hundreds of (;o~lile.v to one ~Mogol, or even to one 
-Jlalun~~faa. To maintain himself in such a country, in the 
midst of donlestic and powerful enemies, ant1 to be always 
prepared against any hostile movement on the side of 
I'ersia or Usbec, he is under the necessity of keeping up 
numerous armies, even in the time of peace. These armies 
are composed either of natives, such as Ragipous and 
Palatrs, or of genuine Afogols and people who, though less 
esteemed, are called Mogols because white men, foreigners, 
and ~lfahomelans. The court itself tloes not now consist, 
as originnlly, of real Mogols ; but is a medley of Usbecs, 
Z'ersians, Arabs, ant1 Turks, or descendants from all these 
people ; known, as I said before, by the general appellation 
of ,%gols. I t  should be added, however, that children of 
the third and fourth gene.ration, who have the brown 
complexion, and the languid manner of this country of 
their nativity, are held in mucli less respect than new 
comers, and are seltlom invested with official situations : 
they consider themselves happy, if permitted to serve as 
private soldiers in the infantry or cavalry.-Rut it is time 
to give your lordship some idea of the armies of the Great 
:%fop/, in order that you may judge, by the vast expendi- 
ture to which they subject him, what are really his effec- 
tive means and resources. 

I shall first speak of the native army,' which he must 
perforce entertain. 

Under this head are comprehended the rag+us of 
Jessein,we and of Jessomseingrce; to whom, and to several 
other Rajas, the Mogol grants large sums for the service 

1 In the original, ' Milice du pais.' 
0 



of a certain number of their mgil~orrs, to be kept always 
ready and at his disposal. llajnv bear an equal rank with 
the foreign ant1 Mahometan O~nmlts, whether employetl in 
the arnly whicll the King retains a t  all times near his 
person, or ill those stationed in the provinces. They are 
also generally subjected to the sallle regulations as the 
Otnralts, even to mounting guard; wit11 this difference, 
however, that the Huj(rs never ~nount within a fortress, 
but invariably without the walls, untler their own tents, 
not enduring the idea of being co~~fined (luring four-and- 
twenty h o ~ ~ r s ,  and always refusing to enter ally fortress 
unless well attended, and by men determined to sacrifice 
their lives for their leaders. l'his self-devotion has been 
sufficiently proved when attempts have bee11 made to deal 
treacl~erously wit11 a Ilrtjrr. 

There are many reasons why the .\lop/ is obligetl to 
retain Rujus in his service. 

First. Iiagipous arc not only excellent soldiers, but, as I 
have saitl, some liqjru can in any oue day bring more t l~an  
twenty thousand to the field. 

Second. They are necessary to keep in check such IlrGrls 
as are not in the Mogol's pay; to reduce to subn~ission 
those who take up arms rather t11a11 pay tribute, or refuse 
to join tile army when summoned by the .\logo/. 

Thirtl. It is the King's policy to foment jealousy and 
discortl amongst the lictjm, and by caressing and favouring 
some more tllan others, he often succeeds, when desirous 
of doing so, in kindling wars anlong them. 

Fourth. Tlley are always at hantl to be employed against 
the I'r~tnns, or against any rebellious 0111mll or governor. 

Fifth. Whenever the King of Golkorrdn witllholds his 
tribute, or evinces an inclination to defend the King of [-is- 
allour or any neighbouring Ilclja whom the i\fu,vol wishes 
to despoil or render tributary, Ilajns are sent against him 
in preference to O~tirab, who being for the most part 
I'ersinnz, are not of the same religion as the ,\logo/, to w i t  
Sottn~rys, but Clrios, as are the Kings of lJersicc and Golkorrdn. 
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Sixth. The .\logo/ never finds the Rvjas more useful 
than when he is engaged in hostility with the Persians. 
His Otnmh, as I have just remarked, are generally of 
that nation, and shudder a t  t he  idea of fighting against 
their natural King ; especially because they acknowledge 
him as their Ztnum, their Cu/i$e or sovereign pontiff, and 
the descendant of Aly, to bear arms against whom they 
therefore consider a great crime. 

The Mogol is also compelled to engage Pulans in his 
service by reasons very similar to those I have assigned 
for employing ragipous. 

In fine, he is reduced to the  irecessity of supporting 
those troops of foreigners, or Mopls, which we have 
noticed ; and as they form the principal force of the king- 
dom, and are maintained a t  an incredible expense, a de- 
tailed description of this force may not be unacceptable. 

These troops, both cavalry and infantry, may be con- 
sidered under two heads: one part as always near the 
iliopl's person ; the other, as dispersed in the several 
provinces. In regard to  the  cavalry retained near the 
King, I shall speak first of the  O~nrahs, then of the 
Ma~rsebdars, next of the Rouziadrrrx ; and, last of all, of 
the common troopers. I shall then proceed to the in- 
fantry, and describe the musketeers and all the  foot-men 
who serve in the artillery, saying a word in passing on the 
horse artillery. 

I t  must not be imagined that the  Omrab or Lords of 
the ~7.iopl's court are members of ancient families, as our 
nobility in France. The King being proprietor of all the 
lands in the  empire, there can exist neither Dukedoms 
nor Marquisates ; nor can any family be found possessed 
of wealth arising from a domain, and living upon its own 
patrimony. The courtiers are often not even descendants 
of Ohruh, because, the King being heir of all their posses- 
sions, no family can long maintain its distinction, but, 
after the  Otnrah's death, is soon extinguished, and the 
sons, or a t  least the grandsons, reduced generally, we 
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might almost say, to beggary, and compelled to enlist as 
mere troopers in the cavalry of some Ofnrah. The King, 
however, usually bestows a small pe~~s ion  on the widow, 
and often on the  family; and if the  Ornmh's life be suf- 
ficiently prolonged, he may obtain the  advancement of 
his children by royal favour, particularly if their persons 
be well formed, and their complexions sufficiently fair to 
enable them to pass for genuine Mogols.1 But this ad- 
vancement through special favour proceerls slowly, for i t  
is an almost invariable custom to pass gradually from 
small salaries, and inconsiderable offices, to situations of 
greater trust and emolument. The Omruiw, therefore, 
mostly consist of adventurers from different nations who 

-entice one another to the court; and are generally per- 
sons of low descent, some having been originally slaves, 
and tlie majority being destitute of education. The 
i\fogol raises them to dignities, or degrades them to 
obscurity, according to his ow11 pleasure and caprice. 

Some of the  O~nralrs have the title of Ziasnr-y, or lord of 
a thousand horse; some, of llorr Hnzay, lord of two thou- 
sand horse ; some, of Perrge, lord of five thousand horse ; 
some, of Hechl, lord of seven thousand horse ; some, of 
Deh Huzary, lord of ten thousantl horse ; and sometimes an 
Otnmh has the title of Dotlazdeh Hnznv, lord of tweive 
thousand horse; as was the case wit11 the King's eldest 
son. Their pay is proportionate, not to the number of 
men, but to the number of horses, and two horses are 
generally allowed to one trooper, in order that the ser- 
vice may be better performed ; for in those hot countries 
it is usual to say that  a soldier with a single horse has one 
foot on the ground. But let it not be supposed that an 
Omrah is expected to keep, or indeed that the King woold 
pay for, such a body of horse as is implied by the titles of 
Douasdeh or tiecht IZuznq ; high-sounding names intended 
to impose on the credulous, and deceive Foreigners. The 
King himself regulates as well the effective number 

See PP. 3,404. 
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that each Omrah is to maintain, as the nominal number 
which he need not keep, but which is also paid for, and 
usually forms the principal part of his salary. This salary 
is increasetl by the money that the O~timh retains out of 
every man's pay, and by what accrues from his false re- 
turns of the horses he is supposed to provide : all which 
renders the O~nrah's income very considerable, particularly 
when he is so fortunate as to have some good JaA-ghirs, or 
suitable lands, assigned to him for the payment of his 
salary: for I perceived that the Omrah under whom I 
served, a Penge-Hazary, or lord of five thousand, whose 
quota was fixed at five hundretl horses, had yet a balance 
over after the payment of all expenses, of nearly five 
thousand crowns a month, although, like all those who 
have no Jah-ghirs, he was a h'agdy,' that is to  say, one who 
drew his pay in cash from the treasury. Notwithstanding 
these large incomes, I was acquainted with very few 
wealthy Omrab; on the contrary, most of them are in 
embarrassed circumstances, and deeply in debt;  not that 
they are ruined, like the nobility of other countries, by 
the extravagance of their table, but by tlie costly presents 
made to the King at certain annual festivals, ant1 by their 
large establishments of wives, servants, camels, and horses. 

The Omrahs in tlie provinces, in the armies, and at 
court, are very nunlerous; but it was not in my power to 
ascertain their number, which is not fixed. I never saw 
less than five-and-twenty to thirty at court, all of whom 
were in the receipt of the large incomes already mentioned, 
dependent for the amonnt upon their number of horses, 
from one to twelve thousand. 

I t  is these Oatmhs who attain to the highest honours 
and situations of the State,-at court, in the provinces, 
and in the armies; and who are, as they call themselves, 
the Pillars of the Empire. Tney maintain the splendour 
of the court, and are never seen out-of-doors but in the 

From the Persian word rragri, meaning silver, used in the sense of 
ready money. 
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most superb apparel ; mounted sometimes on an elephant, 
sometimes on horseback, and not unfrequently in a Paleky 
attended by many of their cavalry, and by a large bocly ot 
servants on foot, who take their station in front, and a t  
either side, of their lord, not only to clear the way, but to 
flap the flies and brush off the dust with tails of peacocks; 
to carry the picpedettll or spitoon, water to allay the 
OtnraL's thirst, and sometimes account-books, and other 
papers. Every Otrrmh at court is obliged, under a certain 
penalty, to repair twice a day to the assembly, for the 
purpose of paying his respects to the King, a t  tell or 
eleven o'clock in the morning, when he is there seated to 
dispense justice, and a t  six in the evening. An (hnrah 
must HISO, in rotation, keep guard ill the fortress once 
every week, during four-and-twenty Iiours. H e  sends 
thither his bed, carpet, and other furniture; the King 
supplying hini with nothing but his meals. These are 
received with pecul~ar ceremony. 'Thrice the Ornlalr per- 
forms the Inmli~tr, or reverence, the face turned toward the 
royal apartment; first dropping the hand clown to tlie 
grotuld, and then lifting it up to tlie head.2 

Whenever the King takes an excursion in his I'aleky, 
on an elephant, or in a Tact-llat~nn (or travelling throne, 
carried upon tlie shoulders of eight men, who are cleverly 
relieved from time to time wlieu 011 the march by eight 
others), all the 0trrrnh.s who are not prevented by illness, 
disabled by age, or exempted by a peculiar oftice, are 
bountl to accompany him on horseback, exposed to the 

' A capital transliteration of the IIindostanee word pik-din, spit- 
box. The ' pigclaun ' of nlmlern Anglo-Indian colloquial. In  another 
English translation of this book the word piryrrcdc~rt has heen rende~etl 
' tooth-pick,' a mistake tliat has been copied I)y others. 

'The  salutation calletl fas/iru consists in placing the back of the 
right hand on the ground, and then raising it gently till tlie person 
stands erect,  lien he puts the palm of his hand upon the crown of 
his heatl, which pleasing manner of saluting signifies that he is ready 
to give himself as an offering.'-Ain-i-AA.bnri, Bloch~nann's trans- 
lation, vol. i. p. 158. See 11. 258 text, and footnote :. 
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inclemency of the weather antl to suffocatiiig clonds of 
dust. On every occasion tlie King is completely sheltered, 
whether taking the diversion of Iiuntinp;, marching at  the  
liead of his troops, or making his progresses from one city 
to another. N'lien, however, he confines his hunting to 
the neighbourllood of tile city, visits his country house or 
repairs to the mosque, he sometimes dispenses with so 
large a retinue, and prefers being attended by such 
O~nrnh  only as are that day on guarcl. 

~\fnrtseldarsl are horsemen with mnnseb pay, which is a 
peculiar pay, both honourable and considerable ; not equal 
to that of tlie Ort~rrcb, but much greater than the commoii , 

pay. Hence they are looketl on i ~ s  petty Otr~ralrs, and as 
being of the rank from which tile O~trralu are taken. 
They acknowledge no other chief but the King, and have 
much the same duties imposed ripon them as the Ontrahx, 
to whom they woiild be equal if they hat1 horsemen under 
them, as formerly was sometimes tile case; biit now they 
have only two, four, or six service horses, that is, such 
as bear the King's mark; antl their pay is, in some in- 
stances, as low ns one huntlretl antl tifty rorrpies per month, 
and never exceeds seven hundrecl. l'lieir number is not 
fixed,' biit they are mucli more numerolls than the (hnrahx : 
besides those in tlie provinces antl armies, tliere are never 
less than two or three hundred at  court. 

1t'orr:irrdnrs are also cavaliers, wlio receive their pay tlaily, 
as the word ini1)orts ; but their pay is greater, in some 
instauces, than that of mnny of the ~t~i1nse1)dnr.v. I t  is, 
however, of a diffrrent kintl, and not thought so honour- 
able, but the lior~:irrdrrrs are not subject, like tlie Manseb- 
dars, to the :tgrnns; that is, are not bountl to take, at  a 
valuation, carpets, ant1 other pieces of furniture, that  have 

iva~sab means in Arabic and Persian an office, hence Afansnbdar 
an officer, but the word was generally restricterl to high officials. 

2 Akbar fixed the nunlber of hlansabs at  sixty.six, to correspontl 
with the value of the letters in the name of Allah. See Blochmann's 
Airr, vol. i .  11. 327. 
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been used in the  King's palace, and on which an un- 
reasonable value is sometimes set. Their number is very 
great. They fill the inferior offices ; many being clerks 
and under-clerks; while some are employed to affix the 
King's signet to Bara l t~s ,~  or orders for the payment of 
money; and they scruple not to receive bribes for the  
quick issuing of these documents. 

The common horsemen serve under the  Olttmhs: they 
are of two classes ; the  first consists of those who keep a 
pair of horses which the O7tirah is bound to maintain for 
the  King's service, and which bear the Ommh's mark on the  
thigh, and the second of those who keep only one horse. 
The former are the more esteemed, and receive the greater 
pay. The pay of the troopers depends, in a great measure, 

A bnrdf corresponded somewhat to the modern cheque; it was a 
statement of account which contained details of the service or work 
for which it was issued, a pay order. It had to pass through nrany 
hands for ' countersignatu~e ' befote being actually cashed. ' 'I he 
receipts and expenditure of the Imperial workshops, the deposits ant1 
payments of salaries to the workmen (of whom some draw their pay 
on [military] descrillt~ve rolls, and others according to the services 
performed by them, as the men engaged in the Impe~ial  elephant and 
horse stables, and in the w.agon department) are all made by barafs 
(Ain ,  p. 262). 

The Emperor Akbar who o~ganised in a very thorough manner all 
the various departments of State, being desirous of avoiding delay, 
'and from motives of kindness' ordered that certain classes of state 
papers, among others hardts, then all included in the term sanad, 
need not be placed before him personally. 'This practice appears 
from Bernier's statement to have h e n  conlinucd by succeeding 
Emperors, but apparently with not altogether satisfactory results. 

At the present day the word berd is applied to certain documents of 
state in Turkey, and in The Star~dar(lnewspaper, London, October  st, 
1890, we read with reference to the doings of Monsignor Senessi 
the Bulgarian Archbishop, In Macetlonia, that . . . 'There can be 
littledoubt, however, that, by the terms of his Bcrat, he is strictly with- 
in his right in visiting all villages where the Exarchist population is in 
marked majority, and in corisecrating churchcs for t l ~ e n ~ .  Further- 
more, besitles the written authority, which might cpunt for very little, 
he seems to enjoy if not the countenance, at least the tolerance of the 
Turkish authorities. . . .' 
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on the generosity of tlie Omrnh, who may favour whom 
he pleases; althougll it is understood by the  &logo1 that  
he that keeps only one horse shall not receive less than 
five-and-twedty mipies a month, and oil that footing he  
calculates his accoii ts  with the Olrrrak.l 

The foot-soldiers receive the slnallest pay ; and, to be 
sure, the musketeers cut a sorry figure at  the best of times, 
which may be said to be when squatting on the  ground, 
and resting their muskets on a kind of wooden fork which 
hangs to them. Even then, they are terribly afraid of 
burning their eyes or their long beards, and above all lest 
some Dgen,2 or evil spirit, should cause the  bursting of 
their musket. Some have twenty ror~pies a month, some 
fifteen, some ten ; but their artillerymen who receive great 
pay, particularly all the  FrcttrgCiS or Christians,-Podrcguese, 
English, Dtrtch, Grrmans, and French ; fugitives from Goa, 
and from the  Dutch and English companies. Formerly, 
when tlie Mogols were little skilled in the management of 
artillery, the pay of the  fim was more liberal, and 
there are still some remaining who receive two hundred 
mupies a month: but now the  - K i n n ~ d m i t s  them with 
~ff icul ty  into the service, and limits their pay to t h 9 -  
two roul~ies. 

T h e l l e r y  is of two sorts, the  heavy and the light. 
or, as they call the latter, the artillery ofthe stirrup. With 
respect to the heavy artillery, I recollect that when the 
King, after his illness, went with liis army to Lahor and 
fichemire to pass the summer in that  dear little ' paradise of 
the Zndies,' it consisted of seventy pieces of cannon, mostly 
of brass, without reckoning from two to three hundred 
light camels, each of which carried a small field-piece of 
the size of a clouble musket, attaclietl on the h c k  of the 

In the time of the Emperor Akbar, a j~adaspah (one horse) 
trooper was paid according to the kind of hor:e he maintained, and 
the amount varied from Ks. 30 per mensen) for an Iriqf ( A m l h n )  to 
I<s. 12 for a Janglah, or what wo~tlcl now lie called a 'country bred.' 

= Thc Aml)icjirrrr. 
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animal, much in tlie same manner as swivels are fixed in 
our barks. I shall relate elsewhere this expedition to  
Kacltnnire, and describe how the King, during that long 
journey, amused himself almost every day, with the  sports 
of the  field, sometimes letting Iiis birds of prey loose 
against cranes; sometimes hunting the rcilsgacis, or grey 
oxen (a species of elk) ; another day hunting antelopes 
with tame leopards ; and then indulgitig in the exclu- 
sively royal hunt of the lion. 

The artillery of the stirrup, which also accompanied the  
Nogol ill the journey to 1,altor and Kachmire, appeared to 
me extremely wellappointetl. I t  coiisistetl of fifty or sixty 
small field-pieces, all of brass; each piece moiintetl on a well- 
made and hentlsomely painted carriage, containing two 
ammunitioii chests, one beliind ant1 another in frolit, and 
ornamentetl witli a variety of small red streamers. The 
carriage, witli tlie tlriver, was drawn by two fine horses, 
ant1 attentled by a tliird horse, led by an assistant tlriver as 
a relay. 'I'lie lieavy artillery did not always follow the  
King, who was in the habit of diverging from the highroad, 
in search of liunting-ground, or for the ptirpose of keeping 
near the rivers and other waters. I t  could not move along 
clifficult passes, or cross the bridges of boats thrown over 
the rivers. But tlie light artillery is always intendecl to be 
near tlie King's person aiitl on that account takes the naiiie 
of artillery of the  stirrup. When he resumes Iiis journey 
in tlie morning, and is disposetl to shoot or Iiunt in game 
preserves, tlie avenues to which are guarded, it moves 
straight forwnrtl, and reaches with a11 possible speed the  
next place of encanipmeiit, where the royal tents and those 
of the principal Ot11ra1ts have beell pitched since the pre- 
ceding day. The guns are then ranged in front of tlie 
King's quarters, ant1 by way of signal to the aruiy, fire a 
volley the moment lie arrives. 

The lirlny stationetl in the  provinces diff'ers ill nothing 
from that allout tile King's persoil, except in its superior 
numbers. 111 every district there are Ottcrnh, .\Ian.ve/dars, 
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Roci r~dar~ ,  common troopers, infantry and artillery. In 
the Decan alone the cavalry amounts to twenty or five-and- 
twenty, and sometimes to thirty thousand; a force not 
more than sufficient to overawe the  powerfill King of 
Golkonda, and to maintain the  war against the King of 
Visapour and the Rujas who, for the sake of mutual pmtec- 
tion, join their forces with his. The number of troops in 
the kingdom of Kaboul, which it is necessary to quarter in 
that country to guard against any hostile movement on the 
part of the IJer.~iarts, Atcgaru, Balouclrees,a~id I know not how 
many other mountaineers, cannot be less than twelve or 
fifteen thousand. In the kingdom of Kachnttire there are 
more than four thotisand. 111 Bntgale, so frequently the 
seat of war, the number is much greater; and as there is 
no province whicli can dispense with a military force, more 
or less numerous, accortling to its extent aiid particular 
situation, tlie total amount of troops in IIBdoas/an is almost 
incredible. 

Leaving out of our present calculatioii the infantry, whicli 
is of small amount, and the number of horses, which is 
merely nominal, aiid is apt to deceive a superficial observer, 
I should think, with many persons well conversant with 
this matter, that the effective cavalry, coniinonly about the  
King's person, iliclucling that  of the Itajar and IJalans, 
a~iiount to thirty-five or forty tliousantl ; which, added to 
those in the provinces, forms a total of more than two 
hundred thousand horse. 

I have said that the  infantry was inconsiderable. I do 
not think that ill the army immediately about the King, 
tlie number can exceed fifteen thousand, including mus- 
keteers, foot artillery, and generally, every person con- 
nected with that  artillery. From tliis, an estimate may 
be formed of the  number of infantry in the  provinces. 
I cannot account for the prodigious amount of infantry 
with which some people swell tlie armies of the (;real 
Alogol, otherwise tlian by supposing that with tlie figlitiiig 
men, they confourid servants, sutlers, tradesmen, ant1 all 
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those individuals belonging to baznr.~, or markets, who 
accompaliy the troops.' Including these followers, I can 
well conceive that the army immediately about the  King's 
person, particularly wlien it is known that he intends to 
absent himself for some time from his capital, may amount 
to two, or even three hundred thousanti infantry. This 
will not be deemed an extravtlga~it computation, if we 
bear in mind the  immense quantity of tents, kitchens, 
baggage, furniture, and even women, usually attendant on 
the army. For the conveyance of all these are again 
required many elephants, camels, oxen, horses, and porters. 
Your Lordsliip will bear in mi11t1 that, from tlie nature and 
government of this country, where tlie King is sole pro- 
prietor of all the land in the empire, a capital city, such as 
Dehly or Agra, derives its chief support from the  presence 
of the  army, and that tile population is reduced to the  
necessity of followi~~g the Mogul whenever he undertakes 
a journey of long continuance.2 Those cities resemble any 
place rather than Paris; they might more fitly be com- 
pared to a camp, if the  lodgings and accommodations were 
not a little superior to those found in the  tents of armies. 

I t  is also important to remark the absolute necessity 
which exists of paying the whole of this army every two 
months, from tlie or~tralr to the private soldier; for the  
King's pay is their only means of sustenance. In Fmrrce. 
when the  exigencies of the  times prevent the government 
from immediately discharging an arrear of tlebt, an officer, 
or even a private soldier, may contrive to live for some 
time by means of his own private income ; but ill the  
Indies, any unusual delay in the payment of the  troops is 
sure to be attended witti fatal consequences; after selling 
whatever trifling articles they may possess, tlie soldiers 
disband and die of Iiunger. Toward the close of the late 
civil war, I discovered a growing disposition in the  

In the time of the IC~nperar Akl~ar, porters, dhk runners or post- 
men, gladiators (s/za~t~shr!rhar), wrestlers, palki bearers, and wnter- 
carriers, were all classed as infantry. See p. 381. 
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troopers to sell their horses, which they would, no doubt, 
so011 have done if the  war had been prolonged. And no 
wonder; for consider, My Lord, that it is difficult to find in 
the Siopl's army, a soldier who is not married, who has not 
wife, children, servants, ant1 slaves, all depending upon him 
for s~~ppor t .  I have known many persons lost in amazement 
while contemplating the  number of persons, amounting to 
millions, who depend for support solely on the  King's pay. 
Is it possible, they have asked, that any revenue can 
suffice for such incredible expenditure ? seeming to forget - 

the riches of the  Greal Mngol, and the peculiar manner in 
which Hit~cioustrrrr is goveged. 

But I have not enumerated all the expenses incurred 
by the Great Mogol. He keeps in Dehly and Agrn from 
two to three thousand fine horses, always at  hand in case 
of emergency: eight or nine hundred elephants, and a 
large number of baggage hokes, mules, ant1 porters, 
intended to carry the numerous and capacious tents, with 
their fittings, his wives and women, furniture, kitchen 
apparatus, Ganges1-itwter,' ant1 all the other articles neces- 

' The Mogul Emperors were great connoisseurs in the matter of 
good water, and the following extract from the Ain-i-Akbari, 
vol. i. p. 55, regnrding the department of state, the Abdar Kharrah, 
which had to do with the supply and cooling of drinking water, 
also with the supply of ice, then hrought in the form of frozen 
snow from the Himalayas, is interesting. ' His Majesty calls this 
source of life "the water of immortality," and has committed the 
care of this department to proper persons. He does not drink much 
but pays much attention to this matter. B o ~ h  at home and on travels 
he drinks Ganges water. Some trustworthy persons are stationed on 
the banks of that river, who despatch the water in sealed jars. When 
the Court was at  the capital Agrn and in Futtepore, Seekree, the 
water came from the district of Sarun,] but now that his Majesty is in 
the Panjab, the water is brought from I-Iardwar. For the cooking of 
the food, rain water or water taken from the Jamnah and Chenab is 
used, mixed with a little Ganges water. On journeys and hunting 
parties his Majesty, from his predilection for good water, appoints 
experienced men as water-tasters.' 

-. - - - - - - - - 
I Thus in prlnted translation: rhould In Sornn. the well-known place on the G w  South-.rat 

born 8.h. and thenearen point on lhat river frozn Apa. 



wry for the  camp, which the .4fogol has always about him, 
as in his capital, things which are not considered necessary 
in our kingtloms in Europe. 

Add to this, if yo11 will, thc enormous expenses of the 
&rglio, where the coi~sumption of fine cloths of gold, and 
brocades, silks, embroideries, pearls, musk, nmber and sweet 
essences, is greater than can be conceived. 

Thus, although the (;rent ~%logol be in the receipt of an 
immense revenue, liis expenditure being much in the same 
proportion, he cannot possess the vast surl)lus of wealth 
that most people seem to imagine. I admit that his 
income exceeds probably the joint revenues of the (;rand 
Seip~ior and of the  King of lJer.ria; but if I were to call 
him a wealthy monarch, it would be in the  sense that  a 
treasurer is to be considered wealthy who pays with one 
hand the large sums which he receives with the  other. 
I should call that King effectively rich who, witllout 
oppressilig or impoverishing liis people, possessed revenues 
sufticient to support the expenses of a numerous ant1 
magnificent court-to erect grant1 and useful edifices-to 
iudulge a liberal and kind disposition-to maintain a 
military force for the defence of his domiiiions-and, 
besides all this, to reserve an accumulating fund that 
would provitle against any unforeseen rupture with his 
iieighbours, altliougll it should prove of some years' dura- 
tion. The Sovereign of the Itrdies is doubtless possessetl 
of many of these advantages, but not to the degree 
generally supposed. What I have said on the subject of 
the great expenses to which he is unavoidably exposed, 
has perhaps inclinecl you to this opi~iioil ; and the two 
fiicts I am about to relate, of which I had ail opportunity 
to ascertain the correctness, will convince your lordship 
that the  pecuniary resources of the (;rent ,llogol himself 
may I,e exaggerated. 

First.-Toward the conclusion of the lnte war, Avrer~g- 
Zehe was perplexed how to pay and supply his armies, 
llotnithsta~iding that the war had contii~ued but five 
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years. that the pay of the troops was less than usual, that, 
with the exception of Bettgale where Srcltalt Srjah still held 
out, a profou~id tranquillity reigned in every part of Hin- 
dorcs~atr, and that he hat1 so lately appropriated to himself 
a large portion of the treasures of his father f,'ltah-Jeha~r. 

Second.- Chrrh-Jefmn, who was a great economist, and 
reigned more than forty years without being involved in 
any great wars, never amassetl six kortrottrs of ro~~'es.~ 
But I (lo not i ~ ~ c l u d e  in this sum a great abundance 
of gold and silver articles, of various descriptions, 
curiously wrought, and covered with precious stones; or 
a prodigious quantity of pearls and gems of all kintls, 
of great size and value. I doubt whether any other 
Montlrcl~ possesses more of this species of wealth; a 
throne of the  great .lfogol, coveretl wit11 pearls and 
tliamonds, being alone valuetl, if my memory be correct, 
at three koc~rortrs of ror~l~ieo. But all these precious 
stones, and valuable articles, are the spoils of ancient 
princes, Z'alorr.~ and Ilajas, collected during a long course 
of years, and, increasing regularly under every reign, I)y 
presents which the Onrrahs are compellet1 to make on 
certain annual festivals. The whole of this treasure is 
considered the  property of the crown, which it is criminal 
to  touch, and upon the security of which the King, in a 
time of pressing necessity, would find it extremely difficult 
to raise the smallest sum. 

Before I conclude, I wish to explain how it happens that, 
although this Empire of the ,llogol is such an abyss for gold 
and silver, as I said before, these precious metals are not 
in greater plenty here than elsewhere ; on the contrary, 
the  inhabitants have less the appearance of a moneyed 
people than those of nlany other parts of t l ~ e  globe. 

In the first place, a large quantity is meltetl, re-melted, 
and wasted, in fabricating women's bracelets, both for 

I have already stated [see p. zoo, footnote] that a roufie is worth 
a b u t  twenty-nine sols. One hundred thousand make a leryuc, ant1 
one hundred lecques one kourour.-Bernzrr. 
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the  hands and feet, chains, ear-rings, nose and finger rings, 
and a still larger quantity is consumetl in manufacturing 
embroideries ; alachas, or striped silken stuffs; toriras,~ or 
fringes of gold lace, worn on turbans; gold and silver 
cloths; scarfs, turbans, and brocatles.2 The quantity of 
these articles made in India is incredible. All the troops, 
from the  Otnrah to the  man in the ranks, will wear gilt 
ornaments; nor will a private soldier refuse them to his 
wife and children, though the whole family should die of 
hunger; which indeed is a common occurrence. 

In the second place, the  Kbg, as proprietor of the 
land, makes over a certain quantity to military men, as 
an equivalent for their pay; and this grant is called 

jah-ghir, or, as in Turkey, tirnar; the word jah-ghir signify- 
ing the spot from which to draw, or the place of salary. 
Similar grants are made to governors, in lieu of their 
salary, and also for the support of their troops, on con- 
dition that they pay a certain sum annually to the  King out 
of any surplus revenue that the laud may yield. The lands 
not so granted are retained by the King as the peculiar 
domains of his house, and are seldom, if ever, given in the 
way of ,inh-ghir; and upon these domains he keeps con- 
tractors," who itre also bound to pay him an annual rent. 

' From the l'ersian word trrrr6h, a lock of hair. Fringes, with 
which the ends of turban cloths are finished ofi: 

W e c e n t  travellers have remarked upon this ' abyss for gold ant1 
silver,' to use Rernier's forcihle language, in the East generally, and in 
an interesting special article in T/u T i r ~ r c s  of March r y h ,  1891, de-  
scribing the cutting of the top-knot (a 'coming of age ' ceremony) of the 
heir-apparent to the Crown of Siam which took place on the 19th of 
January, we read, Opt-opos of the grand procession :- 

' Rut a Siamese procession is in itself a marvel, compared with which the most 
ambitious Inrd Mayor's Show is a very one-hone affair. The Royal crown alone 
worn by the King in his palanquin, would, if converted into pounds sterling. pay for a 
great many such shows. So would his jcwellcd uniform, and so would the crown of 
the small Prince. Many thousands of pounds' worth of pure gold is carried along on 
the belts and Court uniforms of the grandees : and an inventory of the other "pro- 
perties" displayed would rather astonish a manauer ofstage processions in Europe.' 

In  this connection see Appendix IV.  
In the original, F c r r ~ t i r r s .  
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The persons thus put in possession of the land, whether 
as tirnarioh, governors, or contractors, have an authority 
almost absolute over the peasantry, and nearly as much 
over the artisans and merchants of the towns and villages 
within their district ; and nothing can be imagined more 
cruel and oppressive than the manner in which it is 
exercised. There is no one before whom the injured 
peasant, artisan, or tradesman can pour out his just corn- 
plaints; no great lords, parliaments, or judges of local 
courts, exist, as in Fmrue, to restrain the wickedness of 
those merciless oppressors, and the Kndis, or judges, are 
not invested with sufficient power to redress the wrongs 
of these unhappy people. This sad abuse of the royal 
authority may not be felt in the same degree near capital 
cities such as Dehly and Agra, or in the vicinity of large 
towns and seaports, because in those places acts of gross 
injustice cannot easily be concealed from the court. 

This debasing state of slavery obstructs the progress of 
trade and influences the manners and mode of life of every 
individual. There can be little encouragement to engage 
in commercial pursuits, when the success with which they 
may be attended, instead of adding to the enjoyments 
of life, provokes the cupidity of a neighbouring tyrant 
possessing both power and inclination to deprive any man 
of the fruits of his industry. When wealth is acquired, as 
must sometimes be the case, the possessor, so far from 
living with increased comfort and assuming an air of inde- 
pendence, studies the means by which he may appear 
indigent: his dress, lodging, and furniture, continue to 
be mean, and he is careful, above all things, never to in- 
dulge in the pleasures of the table. In the meantime, 
his gold and silver remain buried at  a great depth in the 
ground ; agreeable to the general practice among the 
peasantry, artisans and merchants, whether lCIaholtre(n~rs 
or Gentiles, but especially among the latter, who possess 
almost exclusively the trade and wealth of the country, 
and who believe that the money concealed during life 

P 
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will prove beneficial to them after death. A few indi- 
viduals alone who derive their income from the King or 
from the Omrab, or who are protected by a powerful 
patron, are at  no pains to counterfeit poverty, but partake 
of the comforts and luxuries of life. 

I have no doubt that this habit of secretly burying the 
precious metals, and thus withdrawing them from circula- 
tion, is the principal cause of their apparent scarcity in 
Hindowtan. 

From what I have said, a question will naturally arise, 
whether it would not be more advantageous for the King 
as well as for the people, if the former ceased to be sole 
possessor of the land, and the right of private property 1 
were recognised in the Indies as it is with us? I have 
carefully compared the condition of European states, where 
that right is acknowledged, with the condition of those 
countries where it is not known, and am persuaded that 
the absence of it among the people is injurious to the best 
interests of the Sovereign himself. We have seen how in 
the Indies the gold and silver disappear in consequence 
of the tyranny of Timariots, Governors, and Revenue 
contractors--a tyranny which even the monarch, if so 
disposed, has no means of controlling in provinces not 
contiguous to his capital-a tyranny often so excessive as 
to deprive the peasant and artisan of the necessaries of 
life, and leave them to die of misery and exhaustion-a 
tyranny owing to which those wretched people either 
have no children at  all, or have them only to endure the 
agonies of starvation, and to die at  a tender age-a 
tyranny, in fine, that drives the cultivator of the soil from 
his wretched home to some neighbouring state, in hopes 
of finding milder treatment, or to the army, where he 
becomes the servant of some trooper. As the ground 
is seldom tilled otherwise than by compulsion, and as 
no person is found willing and able to repair the ditches 
and canals for the conveyance of water, it happens that 

In the original, cc Mien el re Tim. 
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the whole country is badly cultivated, and a great part 
rendered unproductive from the want of irrigation. The 
houses, too, are left in a dilapidated condition, there 
being few people who will either build new ones, or repair 
those which are tumbling down. The peasant cannot 
avoid asking himself this question: ' Why should I toil 
for a tyrant who may come to-morrow and lay his rapacious 
hands upon all I possess and value, without leaving me, if 
such should be his humour, the means to drag on my 
miserable existence ?'-The Timariots, Governors, and 
Revenue contractors, on their part reason in this manner : 
Why should the neglected state of this land create un- 

easiness in our minds? and why should we expend our 
own money and time to render it fruitful? We may be 
deprived of it in a single moment, and our exertions would 
benefit neither ourselves nor our children. Let us draw 
from the soil all the money we can, though the peasant 
should starve or abscond, and we should leave it, when 
commanded to quit, a dreary wilderness.' 

The facts I have mentioned are sufficient to account for 
the rapid decline of the Asiatic states. It  is owing to 
this miserable system of government that most towns in 
Hindowlan are made up of earth, mud, and other wretched 
materials ; that there is no city or town which, if it be 
not already ruined and deserted, does not bear evident 
marks of approaching decay. Without confining our 
remarks to so distant a kingdom, we may judge of the 
effects of despotic power unrelentingly exercised, by the 
present condition of Mesopotamia, Analolia, Paledtine, the 
once wonderful plains of Anfioch, and so many other 
regions anciently well cultivated, fertile, and populous, 
but now desolate, ant1 in many pnrts marshy, pestiferoiis, 
and unfit for human habitation. II:,q/pt also eshihits-%sat1 -- 

picture of an enslaved countrv. ' : \ ~ o r ~  thnn one-tcnth 
~mrt  of t h a t  ~ncomnparal~le - terr i toly_Ii :~~een~lost  ~\.itllin -- 
t l i e ~ r ~ t y  years, 1~ec~~r1se-no-one-wiIl be at _the 
espenS~?re~:tirin~ - - - the irription channels, and confining 
- - _- - -  
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the hi'le within its banks. ..- The low lands are thus 
violently inundated, and covered with sand, which mnnot 
be>oved without much labour and expense. Can it 
excitk wonder, that under-these circumstances, the arts 
do not flourish here as they would do under a better 
government, or as they flourish in our happier France? 
No artist can be expected to give his mind to his calling 
in the midst of a people who are either wretchedly poor, 
or who, if rich, assume an appearance of poverty, aud who 
regard not the beauty and excellence, but the cheapness 
of an article : a people whose grandees pay for a work of 
art considerably under its value, and according to their 
own caprice, and who do not hesitate to punish an im- 
portunate artist, or tradesman, with the korrah, that long 
and terrible whip hanging at every OmraA's gate. Is it 
not enough also to damp the ardour of any artist, 
when he feels that he can never hope to attain to any 
distinction ; that he shall not be permitted to purchase 
either office or land for the benefit of himself and family; 
that he must at  no time make it appear he is the owner 
of the most trifling sum ; and that he may never venture 
to indulge in good fare, or to dress in fine apparel, lest he 
should create a suspicion of his possessing money ? 1 The 
arts in the Indies would long ago have lost their beauty 
and delicacy, if the Monarch and principal Omrafts did not 
keep in their pay a number of artists who work in their 
houses,2 teach the children, and are stimulated to exertion 
by the hope of reward and the fear of the korrah. The 
protection afforded by powerful patrons to rich merchants 
nnd tradesmen who pay the workmen rather higher 
wages, tends also to preserve the arts. I say rather 

1 I n  1882 on the occasion of the formation of a Loan Collection of 
arts and manufactures in connection with an Agricultural Exhibition 
at  Lucknow, many of the possessors of various ancient family jewels, 
amulets, and other works of art, were at first unwilling to lend them, 
lest by their doing so they should acquire the reputation of k i n g  
wealthy and be assessed a t  a high rate for Income-tax. 
' See p. 258 text, and footnote 
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higher wages, for i t  should not be inferred from the good- 
ness of the manufactures, that  the  workman is held in 
esteem, or arrives at  a state of independence. Nothing 
but sheer necessity or blows from a cudgel keeps him 
employed ; he never can become rich, and he feels it no 
trifling matter if he have the  means of satisfying t h e  
cravings of hunger, and of covering his body with the 
coarsest raiment. If money be gained, it does not in any 
measure go into his pocket, but only serves to increase 
the wealth of the  merchant who, in his turn, is not a 
little perplexed how to guard against some act of outrage 
and extortion on the part of his superiors. 

A profound and universal ignorance is the natural coq- 
sequence of such a state or society as I have endeavoured 
to-describe. 1s- to  establish 111 H~sdorrslan 
academies and colleges properly endowed? \VliE+Siall - 
we seek for founders? or, should they be found, where aTe 
thd scholars ? Where the individuals whose property is 
sufficient to support their children at  college ? or, if such 
indivicluals exist, who would venture to display so clear a 
proof of wealth ? Lastly, if any persons should be tempted 
to commit this great imprudence, yet where are the 
benefices, the employments, the  offices of trust and dignity, 
that require ability and science and are calculated to ex- 
cite the emulation and the  hopes of the  young student? 

Nor can the  commerce of a country so governed be 
conducted with the  activity and success that we witness in 
Europe; few are the men who will voluntarily endure 
labour and anxiety, and incur danger, for another person's 
benefit,-for a governor who may appropriate to his own 
use the  profit of any speculation. Let  that profit be ever 
so great, the man by whom it has been mnde must still 
wear the garb of indigence, and fare no better, in regard 
to eating and drinking, than his poorer neighbours. In 
cases, indeed, where the  merchant is protected by a 
military man of rank, he may be induced to embark in 
commercial enterprises ; but still he must be the slave of 
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his patron, who will exact whatever terms Ile pleases as 
the price of his protection. 

  he Great Mop1 cannot select for his service, princes, 
noblemen and gentlemen of opulent and ancient fanlilies; 
nor the sons of his citizens, merchants and manufacturers ; 

men of education, possessing a high sense of propriety, 
affectionately attached to their Sovereign, ready to sup- 
port, by acts of valour, the reputation of their family, and, 
as the occasion may arise, able and willing to maintain 
themselves, either a t  court or in the army, by means of 
their own patrimony; animated by the hope of better 
times, and satisfied with the approbation and smile of their 

from the dregs of soeety; strangersr to loyalty and 
patriotism ; f w f f e r a b l e  pride, and destitute of 
courage, of honour, and of decency, 

The co~~nt rv  is ruined by the necessity of defraying the 
enormous charges required to ma~ntain the splendour of 

. No 

p e o p i e . l ~ l e  cudgel and the whip compel them to=- 
cessclnflabour for the benefit of others; and driven to 
despair by every kind of cruel treatment, their revolt or 
their flight is only prevented by the presence of a military 
force. 

The misery of this ill-fated country is increased by the 
practice which prevails too much at all times, but especially 
on the breaking out of an important war, of selling the 
different governments for immense sums in hard cash. 
Hence i t  naturally becomes the principal object of the 
individual thus appointed Governor, to obtain repayment 
of the purchase-money, which he borrowed as he could at 
a ruinous rate of interest. Indeed whether the govern- 
ment of a province has or has not been bought, the 
Governor, as well as the timariot and the farmer of the 
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revenue, must find the means of making valuable presents, 
every year, to a Visir, a Eunuch, a lady of the Seraglio, 
and to any other person whose influence at court he con- 
siders indispensable. The Governor must also enforce the 
payment of the regular tribute to the King; and although 
he was originally a wretched slave, involved in debt, and 
without the smallest patrimony, he yet becomes a great 
and opulent lord. 

Thus do ruin and desolation overspread the land. The 
provincial governors, as before observed, are so many petty 
tyrants, possessing a boundless authority ; and as there is 
no one to whom the oppressed subject may appeal, he 
cannot hope for redress, let his injuries be ever so grievous 
or ever so frequently repeated. 

It  is true that the Great Mogol sends a Vakea-Nevhl to 
the various provinces ; that is, persons whose business it is 
to communicate every event that takes place; but there 
is generally a disgraceful collusioli between these officers 
and the governor, so that their presence seldom restrains 
the tyranny exercised over the unhappy people. 

Gqvernments also are not so often and so o p e n w c l  
in Hinduwian as in Turkey. I say 'so openly,' because the 
c;stly presents, made occasionally by the governors, are 
nearly equivalent to purchase-money. The same persons, 
too, generally remain longer in their respective govern- 
ments than in Turkey, and the people are gradually less 
oppressed by governors of some standing than when, in- 
digent and greedy, they first take possession of their 
province. The tyranny of these men is also somewhat 

A corruption of the Persian word Wdhfahnawfs, a newswriter, an 
institution of the Emperor Akbar's. Fryer partly attributed Au~ung- 
zeb's non-success in the Deccao, although he had large armies there, 
to the false reports sent by his newswriters, stating :-' Notwithstand- 
ing all these formidable Numbers, while the Generals and Vocanoviccs 
consult to deceive the Emperor, on whom he depends for a true state 
of things, it can never be otherwise but that they must be mis- 
represented, when the Judgment he makes must be by a false Per- 
spective.' 
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mitigated by the apprehension that the people, if used 
with excessive cruelty, lilay abandon the country, and seek 
an asylum in the territory of some Rqja, as indeed happens 
very often. 

1n Persia likewise are governine>ts neither so frequently 
nor so publicly sold as in T r 1 9 ;  for it is not uncommon 
for the children of governors to succeed their fathers. The 
co%equence of this better state of things is seen in3he 
superior condition of the people, azompared  to t h o F o f  

----- . 

Turkey. The Persians also are more polite, and there are - 
even instances of their devot@hemselves --- -- to study. 
- Those three countries, Turkey, Ersia, and Hisdofrstan, 
have no idea of the principle of rnetim and futrm, relatively 
to land or other real possessions ; and having lost that 
respect for the right of property, which is the h i s  of all 
that is good and useful in the world, necessarily resemble 
each other in essential points: they fall into the same 
pernicious errors, and must, sooner or later, experience 
the natural consequences of those errors-tyranny, ruin, 
and misery 

How happy and thankful should we feel, My Lord, that 
in our quarter of the globe, Kings are not the sole pro- 
prietors of the soil ! Were they so, we should seek in vain 
for countries well cultivated and populous, for well-built 
and opulent cities, for a polite, contented, and flourish- 
ing people. If this exclusive and baneful right prevailed, 
far different would be the real riches of the sovereigns of 
Europe, and the loyalty and fidelity with which they are 
served. They would soon reign over solitudes and deserts, 
over mendicants and barbarians. 

Actuated by a blind and wicked ambition to be more 
absolute than is warranted by the laws of God and of 
nature, the Kings of Asia grasp at everything, until at 
length they lose everything; or, if they do not always 
find themselves without pecuniary resources, they are in- 
variably disappointed in the expectation of acquiring the 
riches which they covet. If the same system of government 
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existed with us, where, I must again ask, should we find 
Princes, Prelates, Nobles, opulent Citizens, and thriving 
Tradesmen, ingenious Artisans and Manufacturers? 
Where should we look for such cities as Paris, Lyons, 
Toulorrse, Rotren, or, if you will, London, and so many 
others? Where should we see that infinite number of 
towns and villages; all those beautiful country houses, 
those fine plains, hills and valleys, cultivated with so much 
care, art and labour? and what woulcl become of the  ample 
revenues derived from so much industry, an industry 
beneficial alike to the sovereign and the subject? The 
reverse of this smiling picture would, alas! be exhibited. 
Our large towns would become uninhabitable in conse- 
quence of the  unwholesome air, and fall into ruins without 
exciting in any person a thought of preventing or repair- 
ing the decay; our fertile hills would be abandoned, and 
the plains woulcl be overrun with thorns and weeds, or 
covered with pestilential morasses. The excellent ac- 
commodation for travellers would disappear ; the good 
inns, for example, between Z'aris and Lyons, would 
dwindle into ten or twelve wretched caravansaries, and 
travellers be reduced to the necessity of moving, like the  
G.yp.n'es, with everything about them. The Eastern 
Karavan-r-Serrah resemble large barns, raised and paved all 
round, in the same manner as our Punt-nmf: Hundreds of 
human beings are aeen in them, mingled with their horses, 
mules, and camels. In snmmer these buildings are hot and 
suffocating, and in winter nothing but the breath of so 
many animals prevents the  inmates from dying of cold. 

But there are countries, I shall be told, such for instance 
as the Grand Seignior's dominions, which we know better 
than any without going as far as the Zndies, where the 
principle of irrearn and tlraln is unknown, which not only 
preserve their existence, but maintain a great and i11- 
creasing power. 

An empire so prodigiously extensive as that of the 
Grand Seignior, comprising countries whose soil is so 
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deep and excellent that even without due cultivation i t  
willcontinue fertile for many years, cannot be otherwise 
than rich and powerful. Yet how insignificant is the 
wealth and strength of ~urk~-rison to its - _-- extent 
and natural advantages ! ~ e t  us oniy suppose that country 
as populous and as carefi~lly cultivated as ~t w_o_ul,kl_kexome 

- -- . - - - -. - - - - - 
if the right of private property were recognised and acted 

-- 
u z n ,  and we cannot doubt that it could ralse and s u ~ p o r t  
armies as numerous and well-appointed as formerly : but 
even a t  Consfantinople three months are now reauired to 
raise five or six thousand men. I have travelled through 
nearly every part of the empire, and witnessed how 
lamentably i t  is ruined and depopulated. Some support 
it undoubtedly derives from the ~ h r i s l i a n  slaves brought 
from all quarters; but if that country continue many 
years under the present system of government, it must 
necessarily fall and perish from innate weakness, though, 
to all appearance, it is now preserved by that weakness 
itself; for there is no longer a governor, or any other 
person, possessed of pecuniary means to undertake the  
least enterprise, or who could find the men he would re- 
quire to accomplish his purpose. Strange means of pre- 
servation ! Turkq seems to owe its transient existence to 
the seeds of destruction in its own bosom ! To remove 
the danger of commotion and put an end to  all fears on 
that subject, nothing more appears necessary than the 
measure adopted by a Bramal of Pegvt, who actually 

Thus in the original. Ferdinand Mendez Pinto, who travelled in 
Pegu about 1542-45, styles the then king of that country Branraa. I t  
is probable that Bernier uses the term to denote the Supreme King of 
Pegu, who in 1593 caused many of his most loyal officers to be put to 
death, and by other deeds of cruelty so alarmed his subjects that thou. 
sands abandoned the country and fled, which thus became depopulated 
and uncultivated. See chapter Ixiii. of Thc Voyages onlrd Advetiturcs of 
Ftrdinand Menlrdez Pinto, a Porfrrgal; During his trazrls for the space 
of one-and- twenty years in the Kingdorrts of Ethiopia, China, . . Prgtc 
. . London 1663, which is entitled That ruhich the King of Bramaa did 
after Air am'valal fhc cily of Pegu, topcthcr with his besicpgrnsof Savady. 
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caused the death of half the population by famine, con- 
verted the country into forests, and prevented for many 
years the tillage of the land. But all this did not suffice : 
even this plan was unsuccessful ; a division of the kingdom 
took place, and Avn, the capital, was very lately on the 
point of being captured by a handful of fugitives from 
China.' We must confess, however, that there seems 
lit-bility of the total ruin and a e s G t i o n ~ f i h e  
Turkish WP in our clay-it_ will be happy if we see 
nothing worse !-because the neighbouring states, so far - 
from being able toat tack it, are not in a condition-to 
defend --- themse7vG~ffectua~,-w<tfiout foreignniil,-Ghich 
remoteness and >iJousy wfiT always- render tardy, in- 
efficient, and liable to suspicion. - - -  

If it be observed that there is no reason why eastern 
states should not have the benefit of good laws, or why 
the people in the provinces may not complain of their 
grievances to a grand Yisir, or to the King himself; I 
shall admit that they are not altogether destitute of good 
laws, which, if properly administered, would render Asia 
as eligible a residence as any other part of the world. 
But of what advantage are good laws when not observed, 
ant1 when there is no possibility of enforcing their 
observance? Have not the provincial tyrants been 
nominated by the same grand Yisir and by the same 
King, who alone have power to redress the people's 
wrongs? and is it not a fact that they have no means 
of appointing any but tyrants to rule over the provinces? 
either the Yisir or the King has sold the place to the 
Governor. And even admitting that there existed a 
dispositio~i to listen to a complaint, how is a poor peasant 
or a ruined artisan to defray the expenses of a journey 
to the capital, and to seek justice at  one hundred and 
fifty or two hundred leagues from home? H e  would 

l This happened in May 1659, and it is said that the repulse of the 
Chinese was mainly due to the skill and bravery of native Christian 
gunners, descendants of Portuguese captives. 
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be waylaid and murdered, as frequently happens, or 
sooner or later fall into the  Governor's hands, and be 
a t  his mercy. Should he  chance to reach the  royal 
residence, he would find the  friends of his oppressor 
busy in distorting the  truth, and misrepresenting the 
whole affair to the King. In short, the  Governor is 
absolute lord, in the  strictest sense of the  word. H e  
is in his own person the intendant of justice, the  parlia- 
ment, the presidia1 court, and the assessor and receiver 
of the  King's taxes. A Pcrr&n, in speaking of these 
greedy Governors, Timariots, and Farmers of Revenue, 
aptly describes them as men who extract oil out of sand. 
No income appears adequate to maintain them, with 
their crowds of harpies, women, children, and slaves. 

If it be remarked that the  lands which our Kings hold 
as domains are as well cultivated, and as thickly peopled 
as other lands, my answer is that there can be no analogy 
between a kingdom whose monarch is proprietor of a few 
domains, and a kingdom where the  monarch possesses, in 
his own right, every acre of the soil. In Fmrrce the laws 
are so reasonable, that the  King is the  first to obey them : 
his domains are held without the violation of any right ; 
his farmers or stewards may be sued at law, and the 
aggrieved artisan or peasant is sure to find redress against 
injustice and oppression. Rut in eastern countries, the 
weak and the injured are without any refuge whatever; 
and the only law that decides all controversies is the cane 
and the  caprice of a governor. 

There certainly however, some may say, are some ad- 
vantages peculiar to despotic governments : they have 
fewer lawyers, and fewer law-suits, and those few are 
more speedily decided. We cannot, indeed, too greatly 
admire the old Persian proverb, ,Yo-ltac Kocctn Beller-Ez 
hac Derae: 1 'Speedy injustice is preferable to tardy 
justice.' Protracted law-suits are, I admit, insupportable 

Or, as more correctly tmnsliterated, Nd-haqyi k~i tah bihtar a: 
Aayyi d i r k  
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evils in any state, and it is incumbent upon a Sovereign 
to provide a remedy against them. I t  is certain that no 
remedy would be so eficacious as the destruction of the 
right of private property. Do away with this ~ t ~ e u ~ t t  and 
fzurm, and the necessity for an infinite number of legal 
proceedings will at  once cease, especially for those which 
are important, long, and intricate : the larger portion of 
magistrates employed by the  King to administer justice to 
his subjects will also become useless, as will those swarms 
of attorneys and counsellors who live by judicial contests. 
But i t  is equally certain that  the  remedy would be 
infinitely worse than the  disease, and that  there is no 
estimating the misery that would afflict the country. 
Instead of magistrates on whose probity the monarch can 
depend, we should be at  the mercy of such rulers as I 
have described. In Asia, if justice be ever administered, 
it is among the  lower classes, among persons who, being 
equally poor, have no means of corrupting the  judges, and 
of buying false witnesses; witnesses always to be had 
in great numbers, a t  a cheap rate, and never punished. 
I am speaking the language of several years' experience ; 
my information was obtained from various quarters, and is 
the result of many careful inquiries among the  natives, 
European merchants long settled in the  country, ambassa- 
dors, consuls, and interpreters.' My testimony is, I 
know, at  variance with the account given by most of our 
travellers. They happened, perhaps, in passing through 
a town, to see two poor men, the  dregs of the people, in 
the presence of a Kadi. Our countryman may have seen 
them humed out of court to receive, either the one or 
the  other, if not both, hard blows on the  soles of the feet, 
unless the parties were immediately dismissecl with a 
' hfay6aU-Balraa,'2 or a few soft words which the magistrate 
sometimes utters when he finds that no bribe can be 

Tt-nciremcns in the original, our ' dragoman.' 
Intended for nrubd'cllh Baba, ' Be at peace, my children,' equiva- 

lent to advising them to settle their case out of court. 
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expected. No doubt, this summary mode of proceeding 
excited the admiration of our travellers, and they returned 
to France, exclaiming, 0, what an excellent and quick 
administration of justice ! 0, the upright Kadis ! Models 
for the imitation of French magistrates ! ' not considering 
that if the party really in the wrong had possessed the 
means of putting a couple of crowns into the hands of the 
Kadi or his clerks, and of buying with the same sum two 
false witnesses, he would indisputably have gained his 
cause, or prolonged it as long as he pleased. 

Yes, My Lord, to conclude briefly I must repeat i t ;  take 
away the right of private property in land, and you intro- 
%we,  as a sure and necessary consequence, tyranny, slavery, 
injustice, beggary and barbarism : the ground will cease to 
be cultivated and become a dreary wilderness ; in a word, 
the road will be opened to the ruin of Kings and the de- 
struction of Nations. I t  is the hope by which a man is 
animated, that he shall retain the fruits of his industry, and 
transmit them to his descendants, that forms the main 
foundation of everything excellent and beneficial in this 
sublunary state ; and if we take a review of the different 
kingdoms in the world, we shall find that they prosper 
or decli~le according as this principle is acknowledged or 
contemned: in a word, it is the prevalence or neglect 
of this principle which changes and diversifies the face 
of the earth. 







L E T T E R  
T O  M O N S I E U R  

I M O T H E  L E  V A Y E R  

I Written at Dehli the  first o f  July 1663. 

Conlaining a description of Dehli atrd Agra, the Capital Cilus 
qf the Etripire of the Great Blogol, logelher ?aiih varioiu 
details illuslmlive of the Court Life und the Civilisalion 
of the Mogols and the Pevple of the Indies. 

1 I know that your1 first inquiries on m y  return t o  
! France will be respecting the  capital cities o f  this empire. 
I You  will be anxious t o  lean, i f  Dehli and Agrn rival 

I 
1 Franqois de la Mothe le Vayer, 1588-1672, was a very voluminous 

and able writer on ethnological, geographical, and historical subjects. 

; He succeeded his father FClix, who died on the 25th September 1625, 
in a parliamentary office, but soon abandoned law for letters. Bernier 
was one of his most intimate friends, and when he came to see him 
as he lay on his death-bed, alnlost his last utterance was the greeting, 
' Eh bien ! quelles nouvelles avez-vous du grand Mogol ? ' (Well ! 
what news have you of the Great Moml?) 
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Paris in beauty, extent, and number of inhabitants. I 
hasten, therefore, to gratify your curiosity upon these 
points, and I may perhaps intersperse a few other matters 
which you will not find altogether uninteresting. 

In treating of the beauty of these towns, I must premise 
that I have sometimes been astonished to hear the con- 
temptuous manner in which Europeans in the Indies speak 
of these and other places. They complain that the 
buildings are inferior in beauty to those of the Western 
world, forgetting that different climates require different 
styles of architecture ; that what is useful and proper at 
Paris, London, or Anrsferda~n, would be entirely out of 
place at  Dehli ; insomuch that if it were possible for any 
one of those great capitals to change place with the 
metropolis of the Indies, it would become necessary to 
throw down the greater part of the city, and to rebuild it 
on a totally different plan. Without doubt, the cities of 
Erlrope may boast great beauties; these, however, are of 
an appropriate character, suited to a cold climate. Thus 
Delrli also may possess beauties adapted to a warm climate. 
The heat is so intense in Hindorcsfan, that no one, not 
even the King, wears stockings; the only cover for the 
feet being babouches,' or slippers, while the head is pro- 
tected by a small turban, of the finest an? most delicate 
materials. The other garments are proportionably light. 
During the summer season, it is scarcely possible to keep 
the hand on the wall of an apartment, or the head on a 
pillow. For more than six successive months, everybody 
lies in the open air without covering-the common people 
in the streets, the merchants and persons of condition 
sometimes in their courts or gardens, and sometimes on 
their terraces, which are first carefully watered. Now, 
only suppose the streets of S. Jaques or S. Denis trans- 
ported hither, with their close houses and endless stories ; 
would they be habital?le ? or would it be possible to sleep 
in them during the night, when the absence of wind 

Puut~posh ; literally fwl-cover. 
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increases the  heat almost to suffocation? Suppose one 
just returned on horseback, half dead with heat and 
dust, and drenched, as usual, in perspiration; and then 
imagine the luxury of squeezing up a narrow dnrk stair- 
case to the fourth or fifth story, there to remain almost 
choked with heat. In the  Indies, there is no such trouble- 
some task to perform. You have only to swallow quickly 
a draught of fresh water, or lemonade ; to undress ; wash 
face, hands, and feet, and then immediately drop upon a 
sofa in some shady place, where one or two servants fan 
you with their great panhnsl or fms. But I shall now 
endeavour to give you an accurate description of Dehli, 
that you may judge far yourselves how far it has a claim 
to the appellation of a beautiful city. 

7 I t  is a b u t  forty years ago that  Cftuft-Jeftan, father of the 
present Great Mogol, Atrreng-Zebe, conceived the design of 
immortalising his name by the erection of a city near the  
site of the ancient Dehli. This new capital he called after 
his own name, Chft-Jehan-Abnd, br, for brevity, Jehan- ' 

Abad; that is to say, the  colony of Chah-Jelmn.) Here he 
resolved to fix his court, alleging as the reason for its 
removal from Agra, that the excessive hent to which that 
city is exposed during summer rendered it unfit for the 
residence of a monarch. Owing to their being so near a t  
hand, the  ruins of old Dehli have served to build the  new 
city,bnd in the Indies they scarce speak any more of Deftli, 1 
but only of Jehan-Abad; however, as the city of Jehnn- , 
Abad is not yet known to us, I intend to speak of it under 

1 
the old name of Dehli, with which we are familiar) 

Dehli, then, is an entirely new city, situated in a flat 
country, on the  banks of the Gemna, a river which may be 
comparetl to the Loire, and built on one bank only in such 
a manner that it t m i n a t e s  in this place very much in the  
form of a crescent, having but one bridge of boats to cross 
to !lie country. Excepting the  side where it is defended 
by the river, the  city is encompassed by walls of brick. 

'I 
Thus in original ; a misprint lorpankhas. 

e 
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The fortifications, however, are very incomplete, as there 
are neither ditches nor any other kincl of additional 
defence, if we except flanking towers of antique shape, 
at intervals of about one hundred paces. and a bank 
of earth forming a platform behind the walls, four or five 
feet in thickness. Although these works encompass not 
only the city but the citadel, yet their extent is less than 
is generally supposed. I have accomplished the circuit 
with ease in the space of three hours, and notwithstanding 
I rode on l~orseback, I do not think my progress exceeded 
a league per hour. In this computation I do not however 
include the suburbs, which are considerable, comprising a 
long chain of buildings on the sicle of Laltor, the extensive 
remains of the old city, and three or four smaller suburbs. 
By these additions the  extent of the city is so much 
increased that a straight line may be traced in it of more 
than a league and a half; and though I cannot undertake 
to define exactly the circumference, becaus these suburbs 
are interspersed with extensive gardens open spaces, 
yet you must see that it is very great. 

2 
The citadel, which contains the Mekalle or Seraglio, and 

the other royal apartments of which I shall have occasion 
to speak hereafter, is round, or rather semicircular. I t  
commands a prospect of the river, from which it is 
separated by a sandy space of consiclerable length and 
width. On these sands are exhibited the combats of 
elephants, and there the corps belonging to the Omrahs 
or lonls, and those of the Rajas or gentile princes, pass in 
review before the Sovereign, who witnesses the spectacle 
from the windows of the palace. The walls of the citadel, 
as to their antique and round towers, resemble those of 
the city, but being partly of brick, and partly of a red stone 
which resembles marble, they have a better appearance 
The walls of the fortress likewise excel those of the town f 
in height, strength, and thickness, being capable of 
admitting small field-pieces, which are pointed toward 
the city. Except on the side of the river, the citadel 
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is defended by a deep ditch faced with hewn stone, 
filled with water, and stocked with fish. Considerable 
as these works may appear, their real strength is by 
no means great, and in my opinion a battery of moderate 
force woulrl soon level them with the ground. 

Adjoining the  ditch is a large garden, filled at all times 
with flowers and green shrubs, which, contrasted with the 
stupendous red walls, produce a beautiful effect. 

Next to the garden is the great royal square, faced on 
one side by the gates of the fortress, and on the opposite 
side of which terminate the two most considerable streets 
of the city. 

The tents of such Rajm as are in the King's pay, and 
whose weekly turn it is to mount guard, are pitched in 
this square ; those petty sovereigns having an insuperable 
objection to be encloser1 within walls.' The guard within 
the fortress is mounted by the Ornrak and Matrsebdars. 

In this place also at break of day they exercise the  royal 
horses, which are kept in a spacious stable not far distant ; 
and here the Kobat-kan, or grand Muster-master of the 
cavalry, examines carefully the horses of those who have 
been received into the service. If they are found to be 
Turki horses, that is, from firkistan or Tariay,2 and of a 
proper size and adequate strength, they are branded 
on the thigh with the King's mark and with the mark 
of the Omrah under whom the horseman is enlisted. This 
is well contrived, to prevent the loan of the same horses 
for different review days.8 

Here too is held a baaar or market for an endless variety A of things ; which like the Pmt-neuf at Paris, is the r ender  
vous for all sorts of mountebanks and jugglers. Hither, 
likewise, the astrologers resort, both M a h e t a n  and Gentile. 
These wise doctors remain seated in the sun, on a dusty 

See p. 210. 
9 Called Turki horses, and reckoned by Akbnr as third class. 
a Akbar introduced, or rather revived, very elaborate regulations 

for branding the royal horses. See Aim, vol. i. p. 139 rt scq. 
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piece of carpet, handling some old mathematical instru- 
ments, and having open before them a large book which 
represents the  signs of the zodiac. In this way they attract 
t he  attention of the passengers, and impose upon the  
people, b whom they are considered as so many infallible 
oracles. hey tell a poor person his fortune for a pajssn 
(whicll b s worth about one sol); and after examining the  
hand and face of the applicant, turning over the leaves of 
the large book, and pretending to make certain calcula- 
tions, these impostors decide upon the  Sahet 1 or propitious 
moment of commencing the business he may have in hand. 

-Silly women, wrapping themselves in a white cloth from 
head to foot, flock to the astrologers, whisper to them all 
the  transactions of their lives, and disclose every secret 
with no more reserve than is practised by a scrupulous 
penitent in the presence of her confessor. The ignorant 
and infatuated people really believe that the stars have 
an influence which the astrologers can control. 

The most ridiculous of these pretenders to divination 
was a half-caste Porluguese, a fugitive from Goa. This 
fellow sat on his carpet as gravely as the  rest, and had 
many customers notwithstanding he could neither read 
nor write. His only instrument was an old mariner's com- 
pass? and his books of astrology a couple of old Romish 
prayer-books in the Portugrese language, the  pictures of 
which he pointed out as the  signs of the European zodiac. 
A la1 Bestias, tal Aslrologu)~ he  unblushingly observed to 
the Jesuit, the Reverend Father BuzC, who saw him a t  his 
work. 

1 Read Saizt, see p. 161. 
The Chinese used a modified form of the mariner's compass for 

purposes of divination from an early period. See p. 169 ct srp. of a 
Lctfcr to Baron Humbollit, on the /noention of thc Ili'ariner's Contjuss, 
by M. 1. Klaproth. Paris, Dondey-DuprC, 1834. Other Oriental 
nations appear to have done the same. 

8 ' For such brutes, such an astrologer,' equivalent to Like nfastcr, 
like man, or the Hindostanee proverb, Such a country, such a drrss 
(Jaisa dhcs waisae l ius) .  
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I am speaking only of the poor baaar-aslrologers. 
Those who frequent the court of the grandees are con- 
sidered by them eminent doctors, and become wealthy. 
The whole of Asia is degraded by the same superstition. 
Kings ant1 nobles grant large salaries to these crafty 
diviners, and never engage in the most trifling transaction 
without consulting them. They read whatever is written 
in heaven ; fix upon the Saki,  and solve every doubt by 
opening the Koran. 

The two principal streets of the city, already mentioned 
as leading into the square, may be  five-and-twenty or thirty 
ordinary paces in width. They run in a straight line 
nearly as far as the eye can reach ; but the one leading to  
the Lairor gate is much the longer. In  regard to houses 
the two streets are exactly alike. As in our Place Royale, 
there are arcades on both sides ; with this difference, how- 
ever, that they are only brick, and that the top serves for 
a terrace and has no additional building. They also differ 
from the Place Zbjale in not having an uninterrupted 
opening from one to the other, but are generally separated 
by partitions, in the spaces between which are open shops, 
where, during the day, artisans work, bankers sit for the 
despatch of their business, and merchants exhibit their 
wares. Within the arch is a small door, opening into a ware- 
house, in which these wares are deposited for the night. 

The houses of the merchants are built over these war 
houses, a t  the back of the arcades: they look handsonle 
enough from the street, and appear tolerably commodious 
within; they are airy, at a distance from the dust, and 
communicate with the terrace-roofs over the shops, on 
which the inhabitants sleep at night ; the houses, however, 
are not continued the whole length of the streets. A few, 
and only a few, other parts of the city have good houses 
raised on terraces, the buildings over the shops being 
often too low to  be seen from the street. The rich 
merchants have their dwellings elsewhere, to which they 
retire after the hours of lusiliess. 
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There are five streets, not so long nor so straight as 
the two principal ones, but resembling them in every other 
respect. Of the  numberless streets which cross each 
other, many have arcades; but having been built a t  
different periods by individuals who paid no regard to 
symmetry, very few are so well built, so wide, or so straight 
as those I have described. 

Amid these streets are dispersed the habitations of 
Mansebdars, or petty Omrahs, officers of justice, rich 
merchants, and others; many of which have a tolerable 
appearance. Very few are built entirely of brick or stone, 
and several are made only of clay and straw, yet they 
are airy and pleasant, most of them having courts and 
gardens, being commodious inside and containing good 
furniture. The thatched roof is supported by a layer of 
long, handsome, and strong canes, and the  clay walls are 
covered with a fine white lime. 

Intermixed with these different houses is an immense 
number of small ones, built of mud and thatched with 
straw, in which lodge the common troopers, and all that 
vast multitude of servants and campfollowers who follow 
the court and the army. 

I t  is owing to these thatched cottages that Delrli is 
subject to such frequent conflagrations. More than sixty 
thousand roofs were consumed this last year by three fires, 
during the prevalence of certain impetuous winds which 
blow generally in summer. So rapid were the  flames that 
several camels and horses were burnt. Many of the  in- 
mates of the  seraglio also fell victims to the devouring 
element; for these poor women are so bashful and help- 
less that they can do nothing but hide their faces a t  the 
sight of strangers, and those who perished possessed not 
sufficient energy to fly from the danger. 

I t  is because of these wretched muti and thatch houses 
that I always represent to myself Dehli as a collection 
of many villages, or as a military encampment with 
a few more conveniences than are usually found in such 
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places. The dwellings of the  Ornrahs, though mostly 
situated on the banks of the  river and in the suburbs, are 
yet scattered in every direction. In  these hot countries 
a house is considered beautiful if i t  be capacious, and if 
the situation be airy and exposed on all sides to the wind, 
especially to the  northern breezes. A good house has its 
courtyards, gardens, trees, basins of water, small j e ts  
d'eau in the  hall or a t  the entrance, and handsome sub- 
terraneous apartments which are furnished with large fans, 
and on account of their coolness are fit places for repose 
from noon until four or five o'clock, when the air becomes 
suffocatingly warm. Instead of these cellars many persons 
prefer Kas-kanays,l that is, small and neat houses made of 
straw or odoriferous roots placed commonly in the  middle 
of a parterre, so near to a reservoir of water that the  
servants may easily moisten the  outside by means of water 
brought in skins. They consider that a house to be greatly 
admirer1 ought to be situated in the  middle of a large 
flower-garden, and should have four large divan-apart- 
ments raised the  height of a man from the ground,'and 
exposed to the four winds, so that the coolness may 
be felt from any quarter. Indeed, no handsome dwelling 
is ever seen without terraces on which the family may 
sleep during the night. They always open into a large 
chamber into which the bedstead is easily moved in case 
of rain, when thick clouds of dust arise, when the  cold air 
is felt at  break of day, or when it is found necessary to 
guard against those light but penetrating dews which 
frequently cause a numbness in the limbs and induce a 
species of paralysis. 

The interior of a good house has the whole floor covered 

K/rasRRas, the roots of a plant, Androfogorr r~~uricafus (Retz.), 
used for the well-known screens which are placed in the doorways of 
houses in India during the hot winds, and kept constantly wetted, so 
that the external air enters the house cool and fragrant. Rooms or 
khanahs, the kanays of Bernier, are sometimes made of these Mas- 
k h s  mats. 
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with a cotton mattress four inches in thickness, over which 
a fine white cloth is spread during the summer, and a silk 
carpet in the winter. At the most conspicuous side of the 
chamber are one or two mattresses, with fine coverings 
quilted in the form of flowers and ornamented with delicate 
silk embroidery, interspersed with gold and silver. These 
are intended for the master of the house, or any person 
of quality who may happen to call. Each mattress has a 
large cushion of brocade to  lean upon, and there are 
other cushions placed round the room, covered with 
brocade, velvet or flowered satin, for the rest of the  
company. Five or six feet from the floor, the sides of 
the room are full of niches, cut in a variety of shapes, 
tasteful and well proportioned, in which are seen porcelain 
vases and flower-pots. The ceiling is gilt and painted, 
but without pictures of man or beast, such representations 
being forbidden by the religion of the country. 

This is a pretty fair description of a fine house in these 
parts, and as there are many in Dehli possessing all the 
properties above mentioned, I think it may be safely 
asserted, without disparagement to the towils in our 
quarter of the globe, that the capital of Hindoustan is not 
destitute of handsome buildings, although they bear no 
resemblance to those in Etrrope. 

That which so much contributes to the beauty of 
European towns, the brilliant appearance of the shops, is 
wanting in Dehli. For though this city be the seat of a 
powerful and magnificent court, where an infinite quantity 
of the richest commodities is necessarily collected, yet 
there are no streets like ours of S. Denis, which has not 
perhaps its equal in any part of Asia. Here the costly 
merchandise is generally kept in warehouses, and the  
shops are seldom decked with rich or showy articles. For 
one that makes a display of beautiful and fine cloths, silk, 
and other stuffs striped with gold and silver, turbans 
embroidered with gold, and brocades, there are a t  least 
five-and-twenty where nothing is seen but pots of oil or 
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butter, piles of baskets filled with rice, barley, chick-peas, 
wheat, and an endless variety of other grain and pulse, the 
ordinary aliment not only of the Gentiles, who never eat 
meat, but of the lower class of Mahometans, and a con- 
sidernble portion of the military. 

There is, indeed, a fruit-market that makes some show. 
I t  contains many shops which during the summer are well 
suppliecl with dry fruit from Persia, Balk, Bokara, and 
Samarkande; such as almonds, pistachios, ancl walnuts, 
raisins, prunes, and apricots; and in winter with excellent 
fresh grapes, black and white, brought from the same 
countries, wrapped in cotton ;l pears and apples of three 
or four sorts, and those admirable melons which last the 
whole winter. These fruits are, however, very dear; a 
single melon selling for a crown and a half. But nothing 
is considered so great a treat : i t  forms the chief expense 
of the O m m b ,  and I have frequently known my Agah 
spend twenty crowns on fruit for his breakfast. 

In summer the melons of the country are cheap, but 
they are of an inferior kind: there are no means of pro- 
curing good ones but by sending to Pwsia for seed, ancl 
sowing i t  in ground prepared with extraordinary care, in 
the manner practised by the grandees. Good melons, 
however, are scarce, the soil being so little congenial that 
the seed degenerates after the first year. 

Ambas: or Man,ws, are in season during two months 
in summer, and are plentiful and cheap ; but those grown 
a t  Dehli are indifferent. The best come from Bengale, 
Golkonda, and Goa, and these are indeed excellent. I do 
not know any sweetmeat more agreeable. 

A common practice to the present day, the round wooden boxes 
filled with grapes imbedded in cotton wool arriving in India about 
November, brought by Afghan traders. 

Am or Ambra (from the Sanskrit a n ~ m ) ,  is the Northern Indian 
name for this well-known fruit. From the Tamil name, mankay, was 
derived the Portuguese mansa, Anglicised as mangoe. The places 
named by Bernier are still renowned for the excellent quality of their 
mangoes. 
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Pateques,' or water-melons, are in great abundance nearly 
the whole year round ; but those of Dehli are soft, without 
colour or sweetness. If this fruit be ever found good, i t  
is among the wealthy people, who import the seed and 
cultivate it with much care and expense. 

There are many confectioners' shops in the town, but 
the sweatmeats are badly made, and fill1 of dust and flies. 

Bakers also are numerous, but the ovens are unlike our 
own, and very defective. The bread, therefore, is neither 
well made nor properly baked. That sold in tile Fort 
is tolerably good, and the Ornralis bake a t  home, so that 
their bread is much superior. In its composition they 
are not sparing of fresh butter, milk, and eggs; but 
though it be raised, it has a bunit taste, and is too much 
like cake, and never to be compared to the Pain de 
Gonesse,2 and other delicious kinds, to be met with in Park.  

In the bmars there are shops where meat is sold 
roasted and dressed in a variety of ways. But there is no 
trusting to their dishes, composed, for aught I know, of 
the flesh of camels, horses, or perhaps oxen which have 
died of disease. Indeed no food can be considered whole- 
some which is not dressed a t  home. 

Meat is sold in every part of the city ; but instead of 
goats' flesh that of mutton is often palmed up011 the  
buyer; an imposition which ought to be guarded against, 
because mutton and beef, hut particularly the former, 
though not unpleasant to the taste, are heating, flatulent, 
and difficult of digestion.3 Kid is the best food, but being 

Puftca is the word used by the Portuguese in India for a water 
melon (derived from the Arabic al-butfikh), whence the French 
past2quc. 

"0 called from the small town of Gonesse, about gk miles to the 
north-east of Paris, in the midst of a fine agricultural country, now 
and anciently celebrated for its corn, flour, and bread. I t  was the 
head-quarters of the British army on the 2d July 1815. 

At the present time in Northern India the complaint of the Anglo- 
Indian housewife is that goats' flesh is palmed off upon the buyer as 
mutton. 
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rarely sold in quarters, i t  must-.be purchased alive, which 
is very inconvenient, as the meat will not keep from 
morning to night, and is generally lean and without 
flavour. The goats' flesh found in quarters a t  the  
butchers' shops is frequently that of the she-goat, which 
is lean and tough. 

But i t  would be unreasonable in me to complain; be- 
cause since I have been familiarised with the  manners of 
the people, it seldom happens that  I find fault either with 
my meat or my bread. I send my servant to the  King's 
purveyors in the  Fort, who are glad to sell wholesome 
food, which costs them very little, at  the  high price I am 
willing to pay. My Agaft smiled when I remarked that I 
had been for years in the habit of living by stealth and 
artifice, and that the one hundred and fifty crowns which 
he gave me monthly would not otherwise keep me from 
starving, although in France I could for half a r o r ~ i e  eat 
every day as good meat as the  King. 

As to capons, there are none to be had ; the people being 
. tender-hearted toward animals of every description, men 

only excepted; these being wanted for their Seraglios. 
The markets, however, are amply supplied with fowls. 
tolerably good and cheap. Among others, there is a 
small hen, delicate and tender, which I call Ethiopian, the  
skin being quite black.' 

Pigeons are exposed for sale, but not young ones, the  
Indiaiu considering them too small, and saying that it 
would be cruel to deprive them of life a t  so tender an age. 

This is a curious instance of the acute observation of Bernier. 
I t  is, as he tells us, the skin of certain fowls that is black, not the 
flesh as asserted by other travellers. Linschoten relates of the fowls 
of hfozambique, which he visited in August 1583, remaining there 
for two weeks, that 'There are certain henncs that are so blacke 
both of feathers, flesh, and bones, that being soddcn they seeme as 
black as inke ; yet of very sweet taste, and are accounted better than 
the other; whereof some are likewise found in India, but not so 
many as in hfossambique.'-Vqyagc to East Inclirs, pp. 25, 26, vol. i. 
Hakluyt Soc. Ed., 1885. 
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There are partridges, which are smaller than ours, but 
being caught with nets, and brought alive from a distance, 
are not so good as fowls. The same thing may be re- 
marked of ducks and hares, which are brought alive in 
crowded cages. 

The people of this neighbourhood are indifferent fisher- 
men ; yet good fish may sometimes be bought, particularly 
two sorts, called sirtg-ala and rarc.1 The former resembles 
our pike ; the latter our carp. When the weather is cold, 
the people will not fish at all if they can avoid i t ;  for 
they have a much greater dread of cold than Europeans 
have of heat. Should any fish then happen to be seen in 
the market, it is immediately bought up by the eunuchs, 
who are particularly fond of it ; why, I cannot tell. The 
Omrahs alone contrive to force the fishermen out a t  all 
times by means of the korrah, the long whip always 
suspended at their door. 

You may judge from what I have said, whether a lover 
of good cheer ought to quit Paris for the sake of visiting 
Dehli. Unquestionably the great are in the enjoyment of 
everything; but it is by dint of the numbers in their 
service, by dint of the korrali, and by dint of money. In 
Delrli there is no micldle state. A man must either be of 
the highest rank or live miserably. My pay is consider- 
able, nor am I sparing of money ; yet does it often happen 
that I have not wherewithal to satisfy the craving of 
hunger, the bacars being so ill supplied, and frequently 
containing nothing but the refuse of the grandees. Wine, 
that essential part of every entertainment, can be obtained 
in none of the shops at Dehli, although it might be made 
from the native grape, were not the use of that liquor 
prohibited equally by the Gettlil(~ and iliahornelan law. I 
drank some at  Amed-abad and Golkonda, in Dutcll and 
English houses, which was not ill-tasted. If wine be 

Sirrf-a/a is the sin$ (Si/rrrrrspvrrptn/issinrrrs, Buch.), and rau the 
well-known rokrl (Cyprirrtrs dcnfirufufus Buch.), still considered the 
best ordinary river fish in Northern India. 
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sometimes found in the Mogol empire, it is either Chirae 
or Canay. The former is sent by land from Persia to 
Bander Alasy, where it is embarked for Sourafe, from 
which port it reaches Dehli in forty-six days. The Canay 
wine is brought by the Dutch to Sourale; but both 
these wines nre so dear that, as we say at home, the 
taste is destroyed by the cost. A bottle containing 
about three Parh pints' cannot be purchased under six 
or seven crowns. The liquor peculiar to this country 
is Arac, a spirit drawn by distillation from unrefined 
sugar; the sale of which is also strictly forbidden, and 
none but Christians dare openly to drink it. Arac is 
a spirit as harsh and burning as that made from corn in 
Poland, and the use of it to the least excess occasions 
nervous and incurable disorders.2 A wise man will here 
accustom himself to the pure ant1 fine water, or to the 
excellent lemonade: which costs little and may be drunk 
without injury. To say the truth, few persons in these 
hot climates feel a strong desire for wine, and I have no 
doubt that the happy ignorance which prevails of many 
distempers is fairly ascribable to the general habits of 
sobriety among the people, and to the profuse perspiration 
to which they are perpetually subject.' The gout, the 

About three imperial quarts, English. 
See p. 441. 
Made ordinarily of squeezed limes and water, the rtirnbzi (lime) 

gatti (water) of the present day. For those who could afTord it, there 
were various sherbets ; rose water and sugar being added to the juice 
of limes, pomegranates, and the like. 

Fryer, writing of the mortality among the English at Bombay and 
the parts adjacent, says : 'Notwithstanding this Mortality to the 
English, the Country People and naturalised Portugals live to a good 
Old Age, supposed to be the Reward of their Temperance ; indulging 
themselves neither in Strong Drinks, nor devouring Flesh as we do. 
But I believe rather we are here, as  Exotick Plants brought home to 
us, not agreeable to the Soil : For to the Lustier and Fresher, and 
oftentimes the Temperatest, the Clime more unkind ; but to Oltl Men 
and Women it seems to be more suitable.'-A nczv account of Earl 
India artd Pcrsia. London, 1698, p. 69. 
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stone, complaints in the kidneys, catarrhs and quartan 
agues are nearly unknown ; and persons who arrive in the 
country afflicted with any of these disorders, as was the 
case with me, soon experience a complete cure. Even the 
venereal disease, common as it is in Hindotrslnn, is not of 
so virulent a character, or attended with such injurious 
consequences, as in other parts of the world. But althongh 
there is a greater enjoyment of health, yet there is less 
vigour among the people than in our colder climates ; and 
the feebleness and l~nguor  both of body and mind, conse- 
quent upon excessive heat, may be considered a species of 
unremitting malady, which attacks all persons indiscrimin- 
ately, and among the rest Europeans not yet inured to 
the heat. 

Workshops, occupied by skilful artisans, would be vainly 
sought for in Dehli, which has very little to boast of in 
that respect. This is not owing to any inability in the 
people to cultivate the arts, for there are ingenious men in 
every part of the Indies. Numerous are the instances 
of handsome pieces of workmanship made by persons 
destitute of tools, and who can scarcely be said to have 
received instruction from a master. Sometimes they 
imitate so perfectly articles of European manufacture 
that the difference between the original and copy can 
hardly be discerned. Among other things, the Indians 
make excellent muskets, and fowling-pieces, and such 
beautiful gold ornaments that it may be doubted if the 
exquisite workmanship of those articles can be exceeded 
by any European goldsmith. I have often admired the 
beauty, softness, and delicacy of their paintings and 
miniatures, and was particularly struck with the exploits 
of Ekbar, painted on a shield 1 by a celebrated artist, who 

In the Times newspaper of the 20th March 1891, will he found an 
interesting account of a shield, called the Pamayana shield, then just 
completed, the work of the premier Jeypore state workman, Ganga 
Baksh, Khati, who executed the work under the direction of Surgeon- 
Major T. 11. Hendley, C I. E., the Residency Surgeon, and Iionorary 
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is saitl to have been seven years in completing the pic- 
ture. I thought it a wonderful performance. The India71 
painters are chiefly deficient in just proportions, and in 
the expression of the face ; but these defects would soon 
be corrected if they possessed good masters, and were 
instructed in the rules of art.1 

Want of genius, therefore, is not the reason why works 
of superior art are not exhibited in the capital. If the 
artists and manufacturers were encouraged, the useful 
and fine arts would flourish ; but these unhappy men are 
contemned, treated with harshness, ant1 inadequately 
remunerated for their labour. The rich will have every 

Secrctary, Jeypore Museum. On this shield the story of the Ramayana 
is told in a series of plaques, 'nearly all of which are faithful reproduc- 
tions in relief, in silver-plated brass, of paintings by the most celebrated 
artists who flourished in Akbar's time.' It is further stated that Dr. 
EIendley has arranged for the production of two more large shields One 
of these will be a companion to the Ran~ayana shield, the story of thc 
Mihdbdrata being taken as the second great epic poem of the I-Iindoos. 
Here, again, the paintings of Akbar's time will be copied. The other 
shield will be known as the Ashwameda (horse sacrifice) shield, and 
will contain seven plaques, illustrating the sacrifice which Yudhishthira 
performed, an incident in the Mdidbdrafa, the drawings being taken 
from Akbar's own copy of the Raznrnarnah, or Persian version of the 
great Hindoo epic. Jeypore will thus eventually possess three specimens 
of metal-work in relief unrivalled throughout India. In  this connec- 
tion, see p. 258, footnote S. 

' I  have to notice that the observing of the figures of objects and 
the making of likeness of them, which are often looked upon as an 
idle occupation, are, for a well-regulated mind, a source of wisdom, 
and an antidote against the poison of ignorance. Bigoted followers 
of the letter of the law are hostile to the art of painting; but their 
eyes now see the truth. One day at a private party of friends, His 
Majesty [the Emperor Akbar], who had conferred on sevcral the 
pleasure of drawing near him, remarked, "There are many that hate 
painting; but such men I dislike. I t  appears to me as if a painter 
had quite peculiar means of recognising God ; for a painter in sketch- 
ing anything that has life, and in devising its limbs, one after the other, 
must come to feel that he cannot bestow individuality upon his work, 
and is thus forced to think of God, the giver of life, and will thus in- 
crease in knowledge." '-Ain, vol. i. p. 108. 
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article a t  a cheap rate. When an Omrah or Matirebdar 
requires the services of an artisan, he sends to  the b a a r  
for him, employing force, if necessary, to make the poor 
man work; and after the task is finished, the unfeeling 
lord pays, not according to  the value of the labour, but 
agreeably to his own standard of fair rernuneration; the 
artisan having reason to congratulate himself if the korrah 
has not been given in part payment. How then can it be 
expected that any spirit of emulation should animate the 
artist or manufacturer? Instead of contending for a 
superiority of reputation, his only anxiety is to finish his 
work, and to earn the pittance that shall supply him with 
a piece of bread. The artists, therefore, who arrive at 
any eminence in their art are those only who are in the 
service of the King or of some powerful Omrah, and who 
work exclusively for their patron. 

The citadel contains the Seraglio and other royal 
edifices; but you are not to imagine that they are such 
buildings as the Louvre or the Esc1irial.1 The edifices in 
the Fort have nothing European in their structure; nor 
ought they, as I have already observed, to resemble the 
architecture of France and Spain. I t  is sufficient if they 
have that magnificence which is suited to the climate. 

The entrance of the fortress presents nothing remarkable 
except two large elephants of stone, placed a t  either side 
of one of the principal gates. On one of the elephants is 
seated the statue of Jemel, the renowned Raja of Chilor ; 
on the other is the statue of Polla, his brother. These 
are the brave heroes who, with their still braver mother, 

'The  palace at Delhi is, or rather was, the most magnificent 
palace in the East, perhaps in the world, and the only one, at least in 
India, which enables us to understand what the arrangements of a 
complete palace were when deliberately undertaken, and carried out 
in one uniform plan.'-Ferysson, History of Indian Archilertrrrc, 
edition of 1876. The harem and other private apartments of the 
palace alone covered more than twice the area of the Escurial, or, in 
fact, of any palace in Europe. 
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immortalisecl their names by the extraordinary resistance 
which they opposed to the celebrated Ekbar; who de- 
fended the towns besieged by that great Emperor with 
unshaken resolution; and who, at  length reduced to 
extremity, devoted themselves to their country, and chose 
rather to perish with their mother in sallies against the 
enemy than submit to an insolent invader. I t  is owing 
to this extraordinary devotion on their part, that their 
enemies have thought them deserving of the statues here 
erected to their memory. These two large elephants, 
mounted by the two heroes, have an air of grandeur, and 
inspire me with an awe and respect which I cannot 
describe.' 

After passing into the citadel through this gate, there 
is seen a long and spacious street: divided in the midst 
by a canal of running water. The street has a long divan, 
or raised way, on both sides, in the manuer of the Pmrl- 
rietf. five or six feet high and four broad. Bordering the 
tlivan are closed arcades, which run up the whole way ill 

the form of gates. I t  is upon this long divan that all the 
collectors of market-dues and other petty officers exercise 
their functions without being incommoded by the horses 
and people that pass in the street below. The hZanse~ars 
or inferior O~rirulrs mount guard on this raised way during 
the night. The water of the canal runs into the Seraglio, 
divides and intersects every part, and then falls into the 
ditches of the fortification. This water is bought from 

Rajas Jai~nal and Patt i  or Fatta. Chittor was besieged and taken 
by Akbar in 1568. For an interesting note on these statues, and a 
tlixussion of many vexed points in connection therewith, see Appen- 
dix A. of A Hardbook /or Jlisitors to U d h i  and i l s  Nei~rhbourhwrl, 
11. G. Kecne, hI.L.A.S., Fourth edition : Calcutta ; Thacker, Spink 
8 Co., 1882. 

The two figures are now in the Museum at Delhi, and one of the 
elephants is in the public gardens there. The other elephant seems to 
have totally disappeared. The statues themselves were discovered 
alwut 1863, buried among some rubbish inside the Fort. 
' The well-known Chandni Chouk, or ' Silver Street.' 

H 
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tile river Gej~~na by means of a canal opened at  a distance 
of five or six leagues above Deh!y, and cut with great 
labour through fields and rocky ground.1 

Tlie other principal gate of the fortress also conducts to 
a long and tolerably wide street, which has a divan on 
both sides bordered by shops instead of arcades. Properly 
speaking, this street is a lazar, rendered very conveiiieiit 
in the summer and the rainy season by the long and high 
archetl roof with wliich it is covered. Air and light are 
admitted by several large round apertures in the  roof. 

Besides these two streets, the citadel contains many 
sm:~ller ones, both to the right and to the  left, leading to 
tlie quarters where the Oarrab i~iount guartl, during four- 
and-twenty hours, in regular rotation, once a week. The 
places where this duty is performed may be called splenctid, 
the 011traits making it a point to adorn them a t  their own 
expense. In general they are spacious divans or alcoves 
facing a flower-garden, embellished by small canals of 
running water, reservoirs, and fountains. The Onrrak on 
guartl have their table supplied by the King. Every meal 
is sent ready dressed, and is received by them with all 
suitable ceremony, they three times performing the lnslirn, 
or salute of grateful acknowledgment, by turning the 
face toward the  King's residence, aiid then raising the 
hand to the head and lowering it to the g r o ~ n d . ~  

There are, besides, many divans and tents in different 
parts of the fortress, whicli serve as offices for public 
business. 

Large halls are seen in many places, called Kar-kanayss 

The canal was made by Ali hfardan lihan ; sce p. 184, footnote =. 
a ' Before taking leave, or presentation, or upon receivit~g a ~rransub, 

a jigir or a dress of honour, or an elephant, or x horse, the rule is to 
n ~ a k e  three taslinrs ; but only one on all other occasions, when salarics 
are paid, or presents n~atle.'-Ain, vol. i. p. 158. See p. 214, footnote ?. 

Kharkllanahs. 111 the palace of the hfahir i j i  of Umares, nt 
Ramnagar, may still be seen excellent examples of such 'palace 
workkhops,' which have served not a little to maintain a high s t a ~ ~ d a r d  
or workmanship, or Illany of the specialities of the district. See p. 228. 
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or workshops for the  artisans. In  one hall enibroiderers 
are busily employed, superintended by a master. In an- 
other you see the  goldsiniths ; in a third, painters ; in a 
fourth, varnishers in lacquer-work; ill a fifth, joiners, 
turners, tailors, and shoemakers; in a sixth, manufac- 
turers of silk, brocade, and those fine muslins of which 
are made turbans, girdles with golden flowers, aiid 
drawers worn by females, so delicately fine as fre- 
quently to wear out in one night. This article of dress, 
whic11 lasts only a few hours, may cost ten or twelve 
crowns, and even more, when beautifully embroidered 
with needlework. 

The artisans repair every morning to their respective 
Kar-kanqys, where they remain eniployed the whole day ; 
and in the evening return to tlieir homes. In this quiet 
and regular manner tlieir tinie glides away ; no one aspir- 
ing after any improvement in tlie condition of life wherein 
he happens to be born. The embroiderer brings up his 
son as an embroiderer, the son of a goldsmith becomes a 
goldsmith, and a physician of the city educates his son for 
a pliysician. No one marries but in his own trade or pro- 
fession ; and this custom is observed almost as rigidly by 
fi1aho1rretans as by the Gmrliles, to whom it is expressly 
enjoined by their law. Many are tlie beautiful girls thus 
doomed to live singly, girls who might marry ad- 
vantageously if their parents would connect them with a 
family less noble than their own. 

I must not forget the AHI-KRF,~ to which you at ' lcngth 
arrive, after passing the places just mentioned. This is 
really a noble edifice: it consists of a large square caul-t 
of arcades, not unlike our Piktce Ryyule, with this difference, 
however, tliat the arcades of the  Artl-Km have no buildings 
over them. Each arcade is separatetl by a wall, yet ill 
sucll a manner tliat thcre is a sninll door to pass from one 
to the other. Over the  grand gate, situated in the n~idtllc 
of one side of this court, is a capacious tlivali, quite ope11 

l Am-Khas, place of audience. See p. 261. 
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on the side of the court, called the Nagar-Karraj.1 In 
this place, which thence derives its name, are kept the 
trumpets, or rather the hautboys and cymbals, whicli play 
in concert a t  certain hours of the day and night. To tlie 
ears of an European recently arrived, this music sounds 
very strangely, for there are ten or twelve hautboys, and 
as many cymbals, wliich play together. One of tlie haut- 
boys, called Kanla, is a fathom and a half in length, 
and its lower aperture cannot be less than a foot. The 
cymbals of brass or iron are some of them at least a 
fatliom in diameter. You may judge, therefore, of the 
roaring sound whicli issues from the hrogur-Kurtny. On 
my first arrival it stunned me so as to be insupportable: 
but such is tlie power of habit that this same noise is now 
heard by me with pleasure; in the night, particularly, 
when in bed and afar, on my terrace this music sounds in 
my ears as solemn, grand, and melodious. This is not 
altogether to be wontlered at, since it is played by persons 
instructed from infancy in the rules of melody, and possess- 
ing the skill of modulating and turning the harsh sounds 
of the hautboy and cymbal so as to produce n symphony 
far from disagreeable when heard a t  a certain distance. 
The Kngar-Ka~~aj is placetl in an elevated situation, and 
remote from the royal apartments, that the King may not 
be annoyed by tlle proximity of this music. 

Opposite to the grand gate, which supports the Nagar- 
Kanny, as you cross the court, is a large and magnificent 
hall, decorated with several rows of pillars, which, as well 
as the ceiling, arc all painted and overlaid with gold. The 
hall is raised consitlernbly from tlie ground, and very airy, 
being open on the three sides that look into the court. 
In tlie centre of the wall that separates the hall from the  

Nakcirahkhatrah, from ~zakcirulr a drum, ant1 khatrah a room or 
turret chamber. T h e  rmbi,aA resembled a kettle-drum, and twenty 
pairs were used in the royal nnkirahkhannli, of karranas, ' they nevcr 
blow less than four' (Ain) ,  and three pairs of cyml,als, called 
~a~zj:  
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Seraglio, and higher from the floor than a man can reach, 
is a wide and lofty opening, or large window,' where the 
Monarch every day, about noon, sits upon his throne, with 
some of his sons a t  his right and left ; while eunuchs stand- 
ing about the  royal person flap away the flies with 
peacocks' tails, agitate the air with large fans, or wait 
with undivided attention and profound humility to per- 
form the different services allotted to each. Immediately 
under the throne is an enclosure, surrounded by silver rails, 
in which are assembled the whole bocly of Ommb, the 
Zbjas, and the Ambassadors, all standing, their eyes bent 
downward, and their hands crossetl. At a greater distance 
from the throne are the Mansebdars or inferior Omra/t.r, also 
standing in the same posture of profound reverence. The 
remainder of the spacious room, and indeetl the whole 
courtyard, is filled with persons of all ranks, high and 
low, rich and poor; because it is in this extensive hall that 
the King gives audience indiscriminately to all his s u b  
jects : hence it is called Am-Kas, or audience-chamber of 
high and low. 

During the hour and a half, or two hours, that this 
ceremony continues, a certain number of the royal l~orses 
pass before the throne, that the King may see whether 
they are well used and in a proper condition. The 
elephants come next, their filthy hides having been well 
washed ant1 painted as: black as ink, with two large red 
streaks from the top of the head down to the trunk, where 
they meet. The elephants are covered with embroidered 
cloth ; a couple of silver bells are suspended to the two 
entls of a massive silver chain placed over their back, and 
white cow-tails2 from Greal Tibel, of large value, hang 
from the  ears like immense whiskers. Two small 
elephants, superbly caparisoned, walk close to these 
colossal creatures, like slaves appointed to their service. 

The  celebratedjhnrokah, still to lx seen at Delhi. 
The  tails of the Ti l~etan ox or yak, called chowries, still in common 

use in Inilia. 
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As if proud of his gorgeous attire ant1 of the ~nag~ificence 
that surrouncls him, every elephant moves with a solemn 
ancl dignified step ; nl~tl when in front of the throne, tlle 
driver, who is se:lted on his shoultler, pricks 11i1n with a 
pointed iron, animates ant1 speaks to him, until the animal 
bends one knee, lifts his trunk on high ant1 roars aloud, 
which the people consider as the elephant's mode of per- 
forming the  laslim or usual reverence. 

Otller animals are next introducetl ;-tame antelopes, 
kept for the purpose of fighting with each other;' Xilgnrcx,? 
or grey oxen, that appear to me to be a species of elk ; 
rhinoceroses ; large ll~ngnle bt~ffaloes with prodigio~~s horns 
which enable then1 to contend against lions and tigers ; 
tame leopards, or panthers, employed in hunting ante- 
lopes ; some of the fine sporting dogs from Usbc'c, of every 
kind, and each dog with a small red coveri~ig; lastly, 
every species of t l ~ e  birds of prey used in field sports for 
catching patritlges, cranes, hares, ant1 even, it is said, for 
1111nting antelopes, on which they pounce with violence, 
I~eating their heads and blinding them with their wings 
and claws.3 

13esitles this processio~l of animals, the cavalry of one or 
two Otlrrcib frequently pass in review before the King ; 
the llorsemen being better tlressed than usual, the  horses 
furnislletl with iron armour, a~lcl tlecorated with an endless 
variety of f:~ntastic trappings. 

The King takes pleasure also in having the  blades of 
cutlasses tried on dead sheep, brought before him without 

The Emperor Akbar was very fond ol  this sport, and in the Air? 
(pp. 218-222) will be found fi111 details regartling the kintls of fighting 
deer, how they were fought, together with elaborate regnlations as to 
the betting allowed on such encounters. 

"Literally 'blue cows,' the IIindostanee name being A'iLgau. See 
page 364, footnote 5 also page 377. 

See the illustration of a I h r k i ~ t  eagle attacking a dccr, froni 
Arkinson's Sibrria, at  p. 3Y5, vol. i. of Yule's h/arco 1'010, secontl ed., 
1875, and the chapter (xviii. same vol.) on thc animals and Lirtls kept 
I J ~  the K u n  lor the chasc. 
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tlie entrnils and neatly bouiitl up. Young Onrmb, M[t,rsc.B- 
dars, ant1 Gourzc-6erdnrs,l or mace-bearers, exercise their 
skill, and put forth all their strength to cut through the  
four feet, which are fastened together, ant1 tlle body of 
the sheep at  one blow. 

Rut all these things are so many interludes to more 
serious matters. The King not only reviews his cavalry 
with peculiar attention, but there is not, since the war has 
been ended, a single trooper or other soltlier wllom he 
has not inspected, and made himself persoiially acquainted 
with, increasing or reducing the  pay of some, anel dis- 
missing others from the  service. All tlie petitions heltl 
up in the  crowd assemblecl in the Attr-h'ns are brought to 
the King and read in l ~ i s  hearing; and the  persons con- 
cerned being orderetl to apr~roacl~ are examined by the  
Monarch himself, who often redresses on the spot the 
wrongs of the  aggrieved party. On another clay of the  
week he devotes two hours to hear in private the  petitions 
of ten persons selected from tlle lower orders, and pre- 
sented to the King by a gmtl ant1 rich old man. Nor does 
he  fail to attend the justice-chamber, callecl Adnlel-Ka~rmj, 
on another day of the week, attended by the two principal 
Kadis,2 or chief justices. I t  is evident, therefore, that 
barbarous as we are apt to consicler the sovereip~s of Asin, 
they are not always unmindful of the justice that is due to 
their subjects. 

What I have statecl in the proceetlings of the assembly 
of the Am-Kns appears sufficiently rational and even noble ; 
11ut I must not conceal from you the base ant1 clisgusting 
adulation which is invariably witnessed there. Whenever 
a word escapes the lips of the  King, if at all to the purpose, 
how trifling soever may be its import, it is immediately 
caught by the  surroonding throng ; and the cliief O~nrnhs, 
extentling their arms towar(1s heaven, as if to receive some 

Curz-burdar, from pt?, a l'ersian wortl, signifying n mace or war. 
club. 

Kitli,the Arabic word for n judge, cc~lloquinlly I<&. 
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benediction, exclaim h7a,nrnat ! h-arantal ! wa~iderful ! 
wonderful ! lie has spoken wonders ! Indeed there is no 
Mogol who does not know and does not glory in repeating 
this proverb in Persian verse : 

Aguer chah ronzra Goyed cheb est in 
Bubayed Gouft inck mah ou peruin.' 

[Shonld the King say that it is night at noon, 
Be sure to cry, Behold; 1 see the moon !] 

The vice of flattery pervades all ranks. ij'lien a ~~Io~gol,  
for instance, has occasion for my services, lie comes to tell 
me by way of preamble, and as matter of course, that I am 
the ArislolaC, the  Uorrale, and the .IBoiiysi11a-UIza~t1a11,2 
the Aristotle, tlie Hippocrates, and the  Avicenna of the age. 
At first I endeavouretl to prevent this fiilsonie mode of 
address by assuring my visitors that  I was very far from 
possessing the merit they seemed to imagine, and that no 
coniparison ought to be made between such great men ancl 
me ;  I ~ u t  finding that my n~odesty only increaser1 their 
praise, I determinetl to accustom my ears to their flattery 
as I had clone to their music. I shall here relate an 
anecdote which 1 consitler quite cliaracteristic. A UraAvwn 
l'endet or C;c71lile doctor, wliom I introduced into my 
Agall's service, woultl fain pronounce this panegyric; 
and after comparing liiin to the greatest Conquerors tlie 
worlrl has ever known, ancl making for the purpose of 
flattery a hundred nauseous and impertinent observations, 
he concluded his l ia rang~~e in these words, uttered with all 
conceivable seriousness : 'When, my Lord, you place your 
foot in tlie stirrup, marching at  the Iiead of your cavalry, 
the earth trembles under your footsteps; the  eight 
elephants, on whose heads i t  is borne, fintling it impossible 
to support the extraordiiiary pressure.' The conclusion of 
this speech protluced the effect that might be expected. 

1 Agar Shah roza goyad shall ast in, 
Bclxlyed gufl inak mnh u parwin. 

' ROII-Alircnt~a u/-znn~arr, 
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I could not avoid laughing, but I endeavoured, with 
a grave countenance, to tell my Agcllr, whose risibility 
was just as much excited, that it behoved him to be 
cautious how he mounted on horseback and created 
earthquakes, which often caused so much mischief. 
' Yes, my friend,' he answered without hesitation, ' and 
that is the reason why I generally choose to be camed in 
a Paleky.'l 

The grand hall of the Am-h-as opens into a more retired 
chamber, cnlled the Gosel-Kan42 or the place to wash in. 
Few persons are permitted to enter this room, the court of 
which is not so large as that of the Art&-Kas. The hall is, 
however, very handsome, spacious, gilt and painted, and 
raised four or five French feet from the pavement, like a 
large platform. It  is in this place that the King, seated 
in a chair, his Omrak standing around him, grants more 
private audiences to his officers, receives their reports, and 
deliberates on important affairs of state. Every Omralt 
incurs the same pecuniary penalty for omitting to attend 
this assembly in the evening as for failing to be present 
at  the Am-Kas in the morning. The only grandee whose 
daily attendance is dispensed with is my Agah, Danech- 
mend-Kutt, who enjoys this exemption in consequence of his 
being a man of letters, and of the time he necessarily 
devotes to his studies or to foreign affairs; but on 
Weclnesdays, the day of the week on which he mounts 
guard, he attends in the same manner as other Omrahs. 
Tllis custom of meeting twice a day is very ancient ; and 
no 0111rah can reasonably complain that it is binding, since 
the King seeins to consider it as obligatory upon himself 

Sir William Jones quotes approvingly this paunge from BERNIER 
in his dissertation on Eastern poetry, in that portion of chapter I., 
Asiafiros fcr2 otnrus Portirae inijcnsirts cssc dedifos, devoted to a con- 
sideration of Indian verse, p. 352, v01. ii. of the quarto edition of his 
works in six vols. London, 1799. 

a Ghzrzl khanah, although strictly menning a hth-room, was the 
name applied to the Inore private apartments in a Mogul palace. 
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as upon his courtiers to be present ; 1 nothing but urgent 
business, or serious bodily affliction, preventing him from 
appearing at the two assemblies. In his late alarming 
illness Aureng-Zele was camiecl every day to the one or 
the other, if not to both. H e  felt tlie necessity of show- 
ing himself at least once (luring the twenty-four hours ; 
for his disorder was of so dangerous a character that his 
absence, though only for one day, might have thrown the  
whole kingdom into trouble and insurrection and caused 
the closing of every shop.2 

Although the King, when seated in the hall of Gosel- 
Knnny, is engaged about such affairs as I have mentioned, 
yet the same state is maintained for the most part as 
in the Am-Kns; but being late in the day, and the 
atljoining court being small, the cavalry of the 01nrnh.s 
does not pass in review. There is this peculiar cere- 
mony in tlie evening assembly, that all tlie Mnnselr- 
dnrs who are on guarcl pass before the King to salute 
him with much form. Before them are borne with 
great ceremony that which they call the Kojrs," to wit, 
many figures of silver, beautifiilly made, and mounted 
on large silver sticks : two of them represent large 
fish ; 4 two others a horrible and fantastic animal called 
Riedehn ; G t h e r s  are the figures of two lions ;%others of 

' His Majesty generally recei\-es twice in the course of twenty-four 
hours, when people of all classes can satisfy their eyes and hearts 
with the light of his countenance.'-Air;, vol. i. p. 157. The first public 
appearance of the Emperor was called D~rsan,  from the Sanskrit 
darpm, sight, Greek 6tpropar. 

See pp. 123-126. 
birr was the name given to the collection of flags, arms, ant1 

other insignia of royalty. 
' 1 u ~ t i - i - 1 a i ,  or insignia of the fish, one of the ensigns of 

&logul royalty 
Azluiah, a dragon. 

a ' T h e  royal standard of the Great Mogul, which is a coucl~ant 
lion shadowing part of the body of the sun.'-Terry's l>jmcefo  Esst 
India. London, 1665. 
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two hands,l and others of scales ;%nd several more which 
I cannot here enumerate, to which the Indians attach a 
certain mystic meaning. Among the Kotrrs and the Matt- 
seldars are mixed many Gwune-berdars, or mace-bearers 
cliose~i for their tall a~lcl handsome persons, nncl whose 
business it is to preserve order in assemblies, and to carry 
the King's orders, and execute his commands with the 
utmost speed. 

I t  would afford me pleasure to conduct you to the + 

Seraglio, as I have introduced you into other parts of the 
fortress. Rut who is tlle traveller that can describe from 
ocular observation the interior of that building? I have 
sometimes gone into i t  when the King was absent from 
Dehli, ancl once pretty far I thought, for the puqmse of 
giving my professional advice in the case of a great latly 
so extremely ill that she could not be movetl to the ont- 
ward gate, according to the customs observed upon similar 
occasions ; but a h'achenirr shawl covered my head, hanging 
like a large scarf down to my feet, and an eunuch led me 
by the hand, as if I had becn a blind man. You must be 
content, therefore, with such a general description as I 
have received from some of the eunuchs. They inform me 
that the Seraglio contains beautiful apartments, separated, 
and more or less spacious and splentlid, according to the 
rank and income of the females. Nearly every chamber 
has its reservoir of running water at the door; on every 
side are gardens, delightful alleys, shady retreats, streams, 
fountains, grottoes, deep excavations that afford shelter 
from the sun by day, lofty divans and terraces, on which 
to sleep coolly a t  night. Within the walls of this enchant- 
ing place, in fine. no oppressive or inconvenient heat is 
felt. The eunuchs speak with extravagant praise of a 
small tower, facing the river, which is covered with plates 

' p14ttJh. 

The symbol of a pair of scales, in gold and colours, can still be 
seen in the middle of the screen of mnrble Iracery-work separating the 
Divan-i-Khas from the private rooms in the palace at Delhi. 
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of gold, in the same manner as the two towers of Apn ; 
and its apartments are decorated with gold and azure 
exquisite paintings ant1 magnificent mirrors.' 

Before taking our final leave of the fortress, I wish to  
recall your attention to the Am-Kas, which I am desirous 
to describe as I saw it  during certain annual festivals; 
especially on the occasion of the rejoicings that took plnce 
after the termination of the war. Never did I witness a 
more extraordinary scene. 

The King appeared seated upon his throne, at the entl 
of the great hall, in the most magnificent attire. His vest 
was of white and delicately flowered satin, with a silk and 
gold embroidery of the finest texture. The turban, of 
gold cloth, had an aigrette whose base was composed of 
diamonds of an extraordinary size and value, besides an 
Oriental topaz,2 which may be pronounced unpamlleled, 
exhibiting a lustre like the sun. A necklace of immense 
pearls, suspended from his neck, reached to the stomach, 
in the same manner as many of the Genliles wear their 
strings of beads. The throne was supportetl by six massy 
feet, said to be of solid gold, sprinkled over with rubies, 
ememlds, and diamonds. I cannot tell you with accuracy 
the number or value of this vast collectio~~ of precious 
stones, because no person may approacll sufficiently near 
to reckon them, or judge of their water and clearness; 
but I can assure you that there is a confusion of diamonds, 
as well as other jewels, and that the throne, to the best 
of my recollection, is valued a t  four Koutvurs of Rotq~ies. 
I observed elsewhere that a Lecque is one hundred thousand 

1 The Khas Afuhal, still one of the wonders of the world, and visited 
by travellers from far and wide. 

? This was probably the jewel shown to  Tavernier, on the 
~d November 1665 (Trmels, vol. i. p. 400)~ and descrilxd by him as 
'of very high colour, cut in eight panels.' I l e  gives ils weight as 1581 
Florentine carats, or 152,\ English carats, and states that ' i t  was 
bought at Coa for the Great Mogul for the sum of 181,ooo rupees or 
271,gm livrcs [L20,412, 105.1 of our money.' I t  is figured 1)y 
'l'avernier. 
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rozrpies, and that a Kourour is a hundred Lecgues; so that 
the throne is estimated a t  forty millions of &rTies,l.worth 
sixty millions of pounds [livres] or thereabouts. I t  was 
constructed by Chh-Jebn,  the father of Aureng-Zebc, for 
the purpose of displaying the immense quantity of precious 
stones accumulated successively in the treasury from the 
spoils of ancient Rajas and Patans, and the annual presents 
to the Monarch, which every Ortarah is bound to make 
on certain festivals. The cdnstruction and workmanship 
of the throne are not worthy of the materials; but two 
peacocks, covered with jewels and pearls, are well con- 
ceived and executed2 They were made by a workman of 
astonishing powers, a Frenchman by birth, named . . . . .3 

who, after defrauding several of the Princes of Etrrope, by 
m a n s  of false gems, which he fabricated with peculiar 
skill, sought refuge in the Great Mogol's court, where he 
made his fortune. 

At the foot of the throne were assembled all the 
Omrab, in splendid apparel, upon a platfonn surrounded 
by a silver railing, and covered by a spacious canopy of 
brocade with deep fringes of gold. The pillars of the hall 
were hung with brocades of a gold ground, and flowered 
satin canopies were raised over the whole expanse of the 
extensive apartment fastened with red silken cords, from 
which were suspended large tassels of silk and gold. The 

Which, at 2s. 3d. to the rupee, would amount to 154,500,ooo. 
Tnvernier's corrrcfcii valuation was (see Appendix 1x1.) 1512,037,500. 

See Appendix 111. p. 474, for Tavernier's account of this throne 
(Travrh, vol. i. pp. 381.385) the remainsof which, now in the Shah of 
Persia's possession in the Treasury at  Teheran, have been valued at  
a b u t  152,600,ooo (S. G. W. Benjamin in the volume on ' I'ersia' in 
the Sfofy of the Naliotrs series) ; and truly styled, although but a mere 
wreck of the throne as seen by Tavernier and Bernier, ' the grandest 
object of sumptuary art ever devised by man.' The throne was part 
of the plunder which Nadir Shah took with him to Persia when he 
sacked Delhi in 1739. 

Hernier does not tell us his name, but Steuart, in his edition of part 
of this book, Calcutta, 1826 (see Bibliography, No. IS), gives it as La 
Grange. I have not been able to verify this. 
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floor was covered entirely with carpets of the richest silk, 
of immense length and breadth. A tent, called the aspek, 
was pitched outside, larger than the hall, to which it 
joined by the top. I t  spread over half the court, and was 
completely enclosed by a great balustrade, covered with 
plates of silver. Its supporters were pillars overlaid with 
silver, three of which were as thick and as high as the 
mast of a barque, the others smaller. The outside of this 
magnificent tent was red, and the inside lined with elegant 
:IIm/ipnfa~n chintzes,' figured expressly for that very pur- 
pose with flowers so natural and colours so vivid, that the 
tent seemed to be encompassed with real parterres. 

As to the arcade galleries round the court, every Omrail 
had received orders to decorate one of them at  his own 
expense, and there appeared a spirit of emulation who 
should best acquit himself to the Monarch's satisfaction. 
Conseque~~tly all the arcades and g:iIleries were covered 
froni top to bottom with brocade, and the pavement with 
rich carpets. 

On the third day of the festival, the King, and after 
him several Omrrtlw,2 were weighed with a great deal of 
ceremony in large scales, which, as well as the weights, 
are, they say, of solid gold. I recollect that ill1 the 
courtiers expressed much joy when it was foulid that 
Arirer~g-Zcbc weighed two pounds more than the year 
preceding. 

Siniilar festivals are held every year, but never bcfore 
were they celebrated with equal spleiitlour arid expense. 
I t  is thought that the princ~pr~l inducement with the King 
for the extraordiuary milgrlificcnce t1isl)lnyed oil this 
occasion was to affol-cl to the merchants an olqwrtuiiity of 
tlisposii~g of the quantities of brocacles, wliicli thc war had 

Chifkr in thc original, a corruption of the wort1 ch i~r / ,  t11c Indian 
name, whence chintz. The Ixst canic from hlasi~lipata~n (hlaslipalan~) 
on the hIadras coast. Scc p. 362. 

Many curious details concerning this ceremony arc to be fount1 in 
the din, vol. i. pp. 266, 267. 
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for four or five years prevented them from selling.' The 
expense iucurred by the Omralrs was considerable, but 
a portion of it fell ultimately on the common troopers, 
whom the 01tt1uk obliged to purchase the brocades to 
be made up into vests. 

An ancient custom attends these anniversary days of 
rejoicing, not a t  all ag-reeable to the Ornrahs. They are 
expected to make a handsome present to the Kiug, more 
or less valuable according to the amount of their pay.2 
Some of them, indeed, take that opportunity of presenting 
gifts of extraordinary magnificence, sometimes for the sake 
of an ostentatious display, sometimes to divert the King 
from instituting an inquiry into the exactions committed 
in their official situations or governments, and someti~nes 
to gain the favour of the King, and by that means obtain 
an increase of salary. Some preseut fine pearls, diamonds, 
emeralds, or rubies; others offer vessels of gold set with 
precious stones ; others again give a quantity of gold coins, 
each worth about a pistole and a 11alf.Y During a festival 
of this kind Auret~g-Zebe having paid a visit to JaJcr-kart,' 
not as his Vizir but as a kinsman, on the pretext that 
he wished to see a house which he lately erected, the 
Vizir made a present to the King of gold coins to the 
amount of one hundred thousand crowns, some handsome 
pearls, and a ruby, which was estimated a t  forty thousand 
crowns, but which CiraliJelran, who understood better than 
any man the value of every kind of precious stone, dis- 

See p. 459. 
a This payn~ent was called Pesh-bash, and corresponded somewhat 

to the modern income-tax. See p. 191, footnote a. 
a A singlepistole was worth about 16s. gd., which would give about 

25s. as the value of these coins. Or the double pistole, worth about 
f ; ~ ,  13s. 3d. may be meant, in which case the coins referred to were 
probal~ly slxcially minted gold mohurs prcpared for the purpose. 

4 Jifar Khdn, entitled Umdat-ul-Mulk, was appointed l'rime Minister 
by Aurangzeb (Alamgir) in 1662, and died in 1670 at Dehli. I l e  was 
the son of Sddik Khin, a cousin of NJr Jahin's, who had married one 
of her sistcrs ; hence his kinship to Aurongzcb. 



covered 1 to be worth less than five hundred, to the great 
confusion of the principal jewellers, who in this instance 
had bee11 completely deceived.2 

A whimsical kind of fair 3 is sometimes held during these 
festivities in the illelule, or royal seraglio : it is conducted 
by the handsomest and most engaging of the  wyives of the 
Otnr(da and principal fiIanse6dnrs. The articles exhibited 
are beautiful brocades, rich embroideries of the newest 
fashion, turbans elegantly worked on cloth of gold, fine 
muslins worn by women of quality, and other articles of 
high price. These bewitching females act the part of 
traders, while the purchasers are the King, the Begu7ns or 
Princesses, and other distinguished ladies of the Seraglio. 
If any Otnrah's wife happens to have a handsome daughter, 
she never fails to accompany her mother, that she may 
be seen by the King and become known to the Beglt~ts. 
The charm of this fair is the most ludicrous manner in 
which the King makes his bargains, frequently disputing 
for the value of e penny. H e  pretends that the good lady 
milnot possibly be in earnest, that the article is much too 
dear, that it is not equal to that he call find elsewhere, and 
that positively he will give no more than such a price. 
The woman, on the other hand, endeavours to sell to the 

When the question was referred to him as an expert, by Aurang- 
zeb, as we learn from Tavernier's narrative. 

a Tavernier figures this ruby, and gives a full account of the incident 
narrateci by Eernier, in his Travcls, vol. ii. pp. 127, 128. 

'On  the third feast day of every month, IIis hlajesty holds a large 
assembly, for the purpose of inquiring into the many wonderful things 
found in this world. The merchants of the age are eager to attentl, 
and lay out articles from all countries. The people of IIis Majesty's 
harem come, and the women of other men also are invited, and buy- 
ing and selling is quite general. lIis Majesty uses such days to select 
any articles which he wishes to buy, or to fix the prices of things, and 
thus add to his knowledge. The secrets of the Empire, the character 
of the people, the good and bad qualities of each ofice and workshop 
will then appear. His Majesty gives to such days the name of Khus- 
roz, or the joyful day, as they are a source of much enjoyment.'-Aitt, 
vol. i. pp. 276, 277. 
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best advantage, and when the King perseveres in offering 
what she considers too little money, high w o ~ l s  frequently 
ensue, and she fearlessly tells him that he is a worthless 
trader,' a perSon ignorant of the value of merchandise; 
that her articles are too good for him, and that he had 
better go where he  can suit himself better, and similar 
jocular expressions.2 The Begrrrns betray, if possible, a 
still greater anxiety to be served cheaply ; high words are 
heard on every side, and the loud and scumlous quarrels 
of the sellers and buyers create a complete farce. But 
sooner or later they agree upon the price, the Princesses, as 
well as the King, buy right and left, pay in ready money, 
and often slip out of their hands, as if by accident, a few 
gold instead of silver mupie#, intended rrs a compliment to 
the fair merchant or her pretty daughter. The present is 
received in the same unconscious manner, and the whole 
ends amidst witty jests and good-humour. 

Clmh-Jehnn was fond of the sex and introduced fairs a t  
every festival, t l l o ~ ~ g h  not always to the satisfaction of some 
of the Otnrahs.3 H e  certainly transgressed the bounds of 
decency in admitting a t  those times into the seraglio sing- 
ing and dancing girls called Kenchens (the gilded, the 
blooming), and in keeping them there for that purpose 

In the original, 'un Marchand de neige.' 
In  the original, 'et ainsi de ces autres raisons de Dame Jeanne.' 

Similar badinage was indulged in at like fairs (tneena k z a r )  held at 
Lucknow, during the reigns of some of the kings of Oudh, notably 
Nuseer-04-deen Hyder and Wajid Ali. 

The  orthodox Moslems at the Mogul Court were always opposed 
to these fairs. Badioni, the fearless historian of Akbar's reign (circa 
1596), who was bitterly opposed to the Emperor's religious policy, 
records of these fairs that, ' I n  order to direct another blow at the 
honour of our religion, His Majesty ordered that the stalls of the fancy 
bbirrs, which are held on New Year's Day, should, for a stated time, 
be given up for the enjoyment of the Begums and the women of the 
harem, and also for any other married ladies. On srlch occasions, 
IIis Majesty spent much money; and the important anhirs of harem 
people, marriage contracts, and betrothals of boys and girls, were 
arranged at such meetings.' 

8 
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the whole night; they were not indeed the  prostitutes 
seen io bazaars, but those of a more private and respect- 
able class, who attend the  grand wedtlings of Omrub and 
Ma~rsebdars, for the purpose of singing and dancing. Most 
of these Knwherrs are handsome and well dressed, and sing 
to perfection; and their limbs being extremely supple, 
they dance with wonderful agility, and are always correct 
in regard to time; after all, however, they were but com- 
mon women. I t  was not enough for Chh-Jehntr that t he  
Kenchmrs visited the  fairs ; when they came to him on the  
Wednesdays to pay their reverence a t  the  Am-Kus, accord- 
ing to ail ancient custom, he  often detained them the whole 
night, and amused himself with their antics and follies. 
Arircng-Zebe is more serious than his father ; he forbids the 
K m h s  to enter the  seraglio; but, complying with long 
established usage, does not object to their coming every 
Weilnesday to the  Am-Km, where they make the salani 
from a certain distance, and then immediately retire. 

While on the subject of festivals, fairs, and h'nlclrerra, or 
Keitchenys, I am tempted to relate an ancedote of one of 
our countrymen, named Bertrard. 1 agree with Pltdnrch, 
that trifling incidents ought not to be concealed, and that 
they often enable us to fonn more accurate opinions of the 
manners and gellius of a people than cvents of great im- 
portance. Viewed in this light, the story, ridiculous as it 
is in itself, may be acceptable. Bentnrd resided a t  the 
court of Jehati-Gryrr, during the latter years of that King's 
reign, and was reputed, with apparent justice, to be an 
excellent physician and a skilful surgeon. H e  enjoyed the 
favour of the &lopl ,  ant1 became his companion at  table, 
where they oftell drank together to excess.' The King 

Catrou says of J ihinglr  that ' All the Franks in Agra, that is, all 
Europeans of whatsoever nation, were allowed free access to the palace. 
I-ie continued drinking in their company till thc return 01 (lay, and he 
abandoned himself especially to these midnight debaucheries at the 
season which the hlnhomednns olxcrvc nc n fast with the most scrupu- 
lous exactness,' 
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and his physician possessed congenial tastes ; the former 
thought only of his pleasures, and left the management 
of public affairs to his wife, the celebrated n'ori~--&Ichnlc 
or Noar-Jehan-Begtim, a woman, he used to say, whose 
transcendent abilities rendered her competent to goveni 
tile Empire without tlie interference of her husbancl. 
]Ie~-~lard's daily and regular pay was ten crowns [kcus] ; 
but this was greatly increased by his attendance on the 
l~igli ladies of the Seraglio and 011 all the Ow~mls, who 
seemed to vie with each other in making him the most 
liberal presents, not only because of the  cures he effected, 
but on account of his influence a t  court. This man, how- 
ever, disregarded the  value of money; what he  received 
with one hand he gave with the other; so that he was 
much belovetl by everybody, especially by the Ke)tcirn~.s, 
on whom 11c lavished vast sums. Among the females of 
this description who nightly filled his house, was e young 
and beautiful damsel, remarkable for the  rlefi.?nce of her 
dancing, with whom our countryman ft.11 violently ill 
love ; but the mothcr, al>prehentling that the girl wo111cl 
lose l ~ c r  health ant1 bodily vigour wit11 her virginity, 
never for a moment lost sight of her, and she resisted 
all the overtures and incessant solicit~tions of the court 
physician. LVhile in despair of obtaining the object of 
his affections, Jefiatt-Guyre, at  the Am-Kas, once offered 
him s present before all the O~ttrcrbs l q  way of re- 
munerntion for an extraordinary cure wliicli hc had 
effectctl in the seraglio. ' Your Majesty,' said Bernard, 
'will not be offended if I refuse tlie gift so mr~tlificentl~ 
offered, and im~>lore that in lieu thereof your Mnjesty 
would bestow on me the young Kenclteny now waiting 
with others of her company to mr~ke tlie customary snk(~n~.' 
The whole assem1)ly smiled at this refusal of tlie present, 
and a t  a request so little likely to be granted, he being 
a Christian and the girl a M~homcln~r and a Kcttc/ro~:j; 
but Jehm~-Gcyre, who never felt any religious scruples, was 
thrown into a violent fit of lt~ughter, and commanded the 
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girl to be given to him, 'Lift her on the physician's 
shoulders,: he said, 'and let him carry the Ketchei awny.' 
No sooner said thall done. In thc midst of a crowded 
assembly the girl was placed on Hernaml's hck ,  who with- 
drew triumphantly with his prize oncl took her to his 
house. 

Tlle festivals generally conclude with an amusement 
unknown in Europe-a combat between two elephants; 
which takes place in the presence of all the people on the 

FIG. 10.-An elephant fight at Lucknow during the Nawabl. 

sandy space near tlie river : the King, the principal ladies 
of the collrt, and the Otnrulrs viewing the spectacle fro111 
different apartments in the fortress. 

A wall of eartli is raised three or four feet wide and 
five or six high. The two ponclero~~s beasts meet one 
another face to face, on opposite sides of the wall, each 
liaviilg a couple of riders, that the place of the inan who 
sits on the shoulders, for the purpose of guiding the 
elephant with a large iron hook, may immediately be s u p  
plied if he should be thrown down. The riders animate 
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the elephants either by soothing words, or by chidillg them 
as cowards, and urge them on wit11 their heels, until the 
poor creatures approach the wall and are brought to the 
attack. The shock is tremendous, and it appears s u y r i s  
ing that they ever survive the dreadful wounds and blows 
inflicted with their teeth, their heads, and their trunks. 
There are frequent pauses during the fight ; it is suspended 
and renewed ; and the mud wall being at  length thrown 
down, the stronger or more courageous elephant passes on 
and attacks his opponent, and, putting him to flight, pursues 
and fastens upon him with so much obstinacy, that the 
animals can be separated only by means of clrerkys,' or 
fireworks, which are made to explode between them ; for 
they are naturally timid, and have a particular dread of 
fire, wliich is the reason why elephants have been used 
with so very little advantage in armies since the use of 
fire-arms. The boldest come from Ceylun, but none are 
employed in war wliich have not been regularly trained, 
and accustomed for years to the discharge of muskets close 
to their heads, and the bursting of crackers between their 
legs. 

The fight of these noble creatures is attended with mucll 
cruelty. It frequently happens that some of the riders 
are trodden untlerfoot, and killed on the spot, the 
elephant having always cunning enough to feel the i~n-  
portilnce of dismounting the rider of his adversary, whom 
he therefore endeavours to strike down with his trunk. 
So imminent is the danger considered, that on the day of 
cornbat the unhappy men take the sarne formal leave of 
their wives and children as if condemned to death. They 
are somewhat consoled by the reflectioll that if their lives 
should be p r e s e ~ c d ,  and the King be pleased with their 
conduct, not only will their pay be augnlclltetl, but a sack 
of Pyssas (equal to fifty fr;ulcs) will be prese~lted to tliein 

Clrarklrl or wheel, Catherine wheels on the end of a stick, a 
common firework in Northern India at the present day. For the mode 
of using them in elephant fqhts, see Fig. lo, opposite. 
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the inoniciit they ;rliglit froin the elt.l)licrnt.l They have 
also the satisfaction of knowing that in tlie event of their 
death the pay will I)e continuctl to their widows, niid that 
their sons will bc irppoiiited to the same situation. Tlie mis- 
chief with which this amusenlent is atteiicletl does not always 
tenninntc with the ( l a t h  of the rider: it often Iiappens 
that some of tlie spectators are knocked down ~ l l d  trampled 
up011 by tlie clel)lialit5, or by tlic crowd ; for the rush is 
terrible \vheii, to avoid the infuriatetl combakiits, men and 
horses in confusion take to flight. 'I'lie secoild time I 
witiiessccl this exhibition I owctl rny safety entirely to thc 
goodness of my horse ntlcl the exertions of my two servants. 

But it is tinie we should quit the fortress, ant1 return to 
the city, where 1 oniitted to describe two edifices worthy 
of notice. 

The tirst is the principal ,~lvsqrtL:c~,~I~icli is conspicuous 
a t  a great distance, being situated on the top of a rock in 
the centre of the town. The surface of the rock was 
previously levelled, and around it a space is cleared suffi- 
ciently large to form n handsome square, where four fine 
long streets terminate, opposite to the four sicles of the 
~ ~ 1 o s q t t k  ; one, opposite to tlie principal entrance, in front 
of the building ; a second, a t  tlie back of the building ; ant1 

' ' Each elephant has his match appointed for fighting: some are 
aluays ready at  the palace and engage when the order is given. \!'hen 
a fight is over if the combatants were khtffnh [ i .e .  for the E~nperor's 
own use] elephants, the bhot's [attendants, of which each elephant had 
three in the rutting season, at other times two] receive 250 d d r ~ s  as 
a present ; but if other elephants the bhols got 20od.'-Ai11, vol. i. 
1). 131. According to the latest investigations the t l i n ~  in A k k ' s  time 
was an actual coin, twenty.fivr of which were equal to one paisa (pice 
= 14 farthings). I t  was the custom to keep bags of ~ooo rlauts at hand 
ready for tlistribution, as noted by Bernicr. 

The J a ~ n i  Jlasjid, of which Iiernier's is one of the best descriptions 
ever written. It was begun in 1644, and finished in 1658, the same 
year that witnessed the deposition of its founder, the Emperor Shdh 
Jahdn. Fergusson says of it ( / / i s (ory  of Indian and Eastcm Archi- 
trclurc), that it is ' one of the few mosques, either in India or else- 
where, that is designed to produce a pleasing effect externally.' 
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the two others, to the gates that are in the middle of the  
two sides. The ascent to the three gates is by means of 
five-and-twenty or thirty steps of beautiful and large 
stones, whicli are continued the  whole lengt l~  of the  front 
and sides. T l ~ e  back part is cased over, to the height of 
the  rock, with large and handsome hewn stone, which hides 
its inequalities, and tends to give a noble appearance to 
the building. The three entrances, composed of marble, 
are magnificent, and their large doors are overlaid with 
finely wrought plates of copper. Above the principal 
gate, wliicl~ greatly exceeds the others in grandeur of 
appearance, there are several small turrets of white 
marble that produce a fine effect; and a t  the back part 
of the Masquk are seen three large domes, built also of 
white marble, within and without. The middle dome 
is much larger and loftier than the other two. The 
end of the Mosqrde alone is covered : the space between 
the three domes ant1 the principal entrance is without any 
roof; the extreme heat of the climate rendering such an 
opening absolutely necessary. The whole is paved with 
large slabs of marble. I grant that this builtling is not 
constructed acco~l ing to those rules of architecture w.liic11 
we seem to think ougl~t  to be implicitly followed ; yet I can 
perceive no fault that offends the taste ; every part appears 
well contrived, properly executed, and correctly propor- 
tioned. I am satisfied that even in Paris a church erected 
after the model of this temple would be admired, were it 
only for its singular style of architecture, and its extra- 
ordinary appearance. With the exception of the three 
great domes, and the numerous turrets, which are all of 
white marl~le, the Mosqake is of a red colour, as if built 
with large slabs of red marble: altl~ough i t  consists of a 
species of stonc, cut wit11 great facility, but apt  to peel off 
in flakes after a certain tinle.1 The natives pretend that 

This is a marked characteristic of the red sandstone of Delhi, 
and it is not considered a good building material unless selected with 
great care. 
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tlie quarries from which it is taken repr~ luce  the stone by 
degrees : this, if true, is very remarkable ; but whether or 
not tliey rightly attribute it to the water which fills the 
quames every year, I cannot decide. 

The King repairs to this MosquCe every Friday, for tlie 
purpose of prayer, that day corresponding in Af&~nefan 
countries to our Sunday. The streets through which he 
passes are watered to lay the dust and temper the heat: 
two or three hundred musketeers form an avenue from the 
gate of tlie fortress, and as many more line both sides of 
a wide street leading directly to the mosque. The muskets 
of these soldiers are small but well finished, and have a 
sort of large scarlet covering with a little streamer on the 
top. Five or six horsemen, well mounted, are also ready 
a t  the fortress gate, and their duty is to clear tlie way for 
the King, keeping, however, at a considerable distance in 
advance, lest he should be incommoded by their dust. 
These preparations completed, his Majesty leaves the 
fortress, sometimes on an elephant, decorated with rich 
trappings, and R canopy supported by painted and gilt 
pillars ; and sometimes in a throne gleaming with azure 
and gold, placed on R litter covered with scarlet or brocade, 
which eight chosen men, in halidsome attire, carry on their 
shoulders. A body of 011imlrs follow the King, some on 
liorseback, and others in Palekys; and among the Ornmlrs 
are seen a great number of i+fc~nsebdurs, and the bearers of 
silver maces, whom 1 have elsewhere described. I canuot 
say that this train reseinbles the pompous processions, or 
(whicli is a more appropriate tenn) the masquerades of 
tlie Grand Seigrrior, or tlie martial retinues of Europea~~ 
Monarclis : its magnificence is of a different character ; but 
it is not therefore the less royal. 

The other edifice in Delrly to whicli I would druw 
your attelltion is what tliey call the Knrctntrsara of the 
I'rii~eess,~ becnuse built by the celebrated IIeptttr-Saltel, 
CI~1h-Jelrarr's eldest (laughter, of whom I have so often 

The well-known L ( ~ W I I ~  Scrai. 
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spoken in my history of the late war. Not only this 
Princess, but all the O7nrak who wished to gain the favour 
of the old Monarch, embellished the new city a t  their own 
expense. The Karwnsara is in the form of a large square 
with arcades, like our Place Noyale, except that the arches 
are separated from each other by partitions, and have smnll 
chambers a t  their inner extremities. Above the arcades 
runs a gallery all round the building, into which open the 
same number of chambers as there are below. This place 
is the rendezvous of the rich Persian, Usbek, and other 
foreign merchnnts, who in general may be accommodated 
with empty chambers, in which they remain with perfect 
security, the gate being closed a t  night. If in Paris we 
had a score of similar structures, distributed in different 
parts of the city, strangers on their first amval would be 
less embarrassed than a t  present to find a safe and reason- 
able lodging. They might remain in them a few days 
until they had seen their acquaintance, mid looked out 
a t  leisure for more convenient apartments. Such places 
would become warehouses for all kinds of merchandise, 
and the general resort of foreign mer~haxits.~ 

Before I quit the subject of Dekli, I will answer by 
anticipation a question which I am sensible you wish to 
ask, namely, What is the extent of the population of that 
city, and the number of its respechble inhabitants, as 
compared wyith the capital of Frairce? When I consider 
that Paris consists of three or four cities piled upon one 
another, all of them containing numerous apartments, 
filled, for the most part, from top to bottom, that the 
streets are thronged with men and women, on foot and 
horseback; with carts, chaises, and coaches; and that 
there are very few large squares, courts, or gardens; re- 
flecting, I say, upon all these facts, Paris appears to me 
the nursery of the world, and I can scarcely persuade 
myself that Delili contains an equal number of people. 

But see p. 233, where Bernier does not pass such a favourable 
judgment on these buildings. 
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On the other hand, if we take a review of this metropolis 
of the Indies, and observe its vast extent and its nuinber- 
less shops; if we recollect that, besides the Chnmhs, the 
city never contains less than thirty-five thousantl troopers, 
nearly all of whom have wives, children, and a great 
number of servants, who, as well as their masters, reside 
in separate houses ; that there is no house, by whom- 
soever inhabited, which does not swarm with women and 
children; tliat during the hours when the abatement of 
the heat permits the inhabitants to walk abroad, the 
streets are crowded with people, although many of those 
streets are very wyide, and, excepting a few a r t s ,  unin- 
cumbered with wheel carriages; if we take all these cir- 
cumstaxices into consideration, we shall hesitate before we 
give a positive opinion in regard to the comparative popu- 
lation of I 'ak  and Delrli; and I conclude, that if the 
number of souls be not as large in the latter city as in our 
own capital, it cannot be greatly less. As respects the 
better sort of people, there is a striking difference in favour 
of Paris, where seven or eight out of ten individuals seen 
in the streets are tolerably well clad, and have a certain 
air of respectability; but in Ilehli, for two or three who 
wear decent apparel, there may always be reckoned seven 
or eight poor, ragged, and miserable beings, attracted to 
the capital by the army. I cannot deny, however, that I 
continually meet with persons neat and elegant in their 
dress, finely formed, well mounted, and properly attended. 
Nothing, for instance, can be conceived much more brilliant 
than the great square in fcont of the fortress at  the hours 
when the Orriralts, l+jns, and Manseldars repair to the 
citadel to mount guarcl, or attend the assembly of the 
Atn-Kas. The 1lfartse6drcrs flock thither from all parts, well 
moui~ted and equipped, and splendidly accompanied by 
four servants, two behind and two before, to clear the 
street for their masters. O?nrahs and Hnjas ride thither, 
some on horseback, some on majestic elephants; but the 
greater part are conveyed on the sl~oulders of six men, in 
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ricll I'uleXys, leanii~g against a thick cushion of brocade, 
ancl chewing their bet-/&, for the double purpose of sweeten- 
ing their breath and reddening their lips. On one side 
of every paleky is seen a sewant bearing the piq~leduns,' 
or spitoon of porcelain or silver; on the other side, two 
more servants fan the luxurious lord, and flap away the 
flies, or brush off the dust with a peacock's-tail fan ; three 
or four footmen inarcli ill front to clear tlie way, ant1 
a choscn number of the best formed and best mor~nted 
horsemen follow in the rear. 

The cou~ltry in the neighbourhood of Dclili is extremely 
fertile. I t  produces corn, sugar, a~ril or Indigo,2 rice, millet, 
and three or four other kinds of pulse, the foocl of tlie 
comnion people, in great abundance. Two leagues from 
the city, on the Agra road, in a place which the &fahotnetarrs 
call Koin Kolub-eddit~c,R is a very old edifice, formerly a 
Lleiira, or Temple of idols, collL3ining inscriptio~ls written 
in ch'uacters different from those of ally language spoken 
in the Indies, and so ancient that 110 one understands 
them. 

In  another direction, and a t  a d i ~ t a i ~ c e  of two or three 
leagues from DeRli, is the King's country house, called 
Clurh-limur, a handsome and nolde building, but not to be 
compared to Fontaineblcari, Suinf Gennain, or Versailles. I 

l From the IIindi pik-dart, very necessary in connection with betel- 
chewing. Pik is properly the saliva caused by the lime and spices 
and the f i n  leaf used with the betel-nut. See p. 214, footnote l. 

* Anil was the old Portuguese name for indigo, from the Arabic 
al-rdl, pronounced an-nil. NII is the common name in India, from 
the Sanskrit rrila, blue. 

* By this Nernier may mean, Koh-i-Kulab-ud-din, or the hill or 
eminence of the Saint Kutab-ud-din Bakhtyirkiki, after whom the 
renowned Mosque and Minar are by some believed to have k e n  
named. As is well known, this mosque was built about 1200, and 10 
some extent from the remains of ancient Hindoo and other temples. 

The Shahlamar gardens were begun about the fourth year of Shbh 
]&An's reign, 1632, and Catrou states t h t  their design was the 
invention of a Venetian. 



assure you there are no such places in the vicinity of 
Dehli, nor seats such as Saint Cloud, Clmrtil!r/, ~Veudort, 
Liuncortr, Vau,  or Nuelles, or even the snlaller country 
houses belonging to private gentlemen, citizens, or mer- 
chants; but this will create no surprise when it is con- 
sidered that no subject can hold landed property in his 
own right. Between Deltli and Agra, a distance of fifty or 
sixty leagues, there are no fine towns such tls travellers pass 
through in France ; the whole road is cheerless and un- 
interesting ; nothing is worthy observation but ~\fal?cras,~ 
where an ancient and magnificent temple of idols is still to 
be seen; a few tolerably handsome caravansaries, a day's 
journey from each other ; and a double row of trees 2 planted 
by order of Jelmrr-Guyre, and continued for one hundred and 
fifty leagues, with small pyran~ids or turrets,3 erected from 
kosse to kosse, for the purpose of pointing out the different 
roads. Wells are also frequently met with, affolulu~g drink 
to travellers, and serving to water the young trees. 

What I have said of Deltli may convey a correct idea of 
Agra, in regard at  least to its situation on the Cottltcl, to 
the fortress or royal residence, and to most of its public 
builtlings. But Agra having been a favourite and more 
frequent abode of the Kings of Ili~~dousfati since the days 
of Ekbar, by &om it was built and named Akber-abad, i t  
surpasses Delili in extent, in the multitude of residences 
belonging to Or~tmhs and Rajos, and of the g d  stone or 
brick llouses inhabited by private individuals, and in the 
number and conveniency of its Karunns-*St-rrahs. Agra has 
also to boa5t of two celebrated mausoleums, of which I shall 
speak by-and-by : i t  is, however, without walls, ant1 inferior 
in some respects to the other capital ; for not having been 

Mathura, considered by the hloguls one of the most fertile and 
agreeable situations in IIindoostan. 

a LVhich form such a prominent feature in all the early maps of the 
hiogul Empire, and in some are continued from Dehli to Lahore. 

The kosii-minars, one or two of which are standing at the present 
day. Actual measurements between five pair of these koG-minars, 
near Drlhi, gave a mean of 2 miles, 4 fur., 158 yds. to the kos. 
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constructed after any settled design, it wants the uniform 
and wide streets that so eminently distinguish Uefrli. Four 
or five of the streets, where trade is the principal occupa- 
tion, are of great length and the houses tolerably good ; 
nearly all the others are short, narrow, and irregular, and 
full of windings and corners : the consequence is that M-hen 
the court is a t  A p  there is often n strange confusion. I 
believe I have stated the chief particulars wherein the two 
capitals differ; but I may add that Agra has more the 
appearance of a country town, especially when viewed from 
an eminence. The prospect it presents is rural, varied, and 
agreeable ; for the grandees having always made it a 
point to plant trees in their gardens and courts for tlie sake 
of shade, the mansions of Omrc~fs, Rnjns, and others are 
all interspersed with luxuriant and green foliage, in the 
midst of which the lofty stone houses of Hurynnes or Gentile 
nierch~nts have tlie appearance of old cnstles buried in 
forests. Such a landscape yields peculiar pleasure in R hot 
and parched country, where the eye seeks in verclure for 
refreshment and repose. 

You need not quit I'arb, however, to contemplate the 
finest, the most magnificent view in the world; for 
assuredly i t  may be found on the Pont-nntf: Place yourself 
on that bridge during the clay, and what can be conceived 
more extraordinary than tlie throngs of people and 
camages, the strange bustle, the various objects by which 
you are surrounded? Visit the same spot a t  night, and 
what, I fearlessly ask, can impress the mind like the scene 
you will witness ? The innumerable windows of the lofty 
houses seen from the bridge exhibit their chastened and 
subclued lights, while the activity and bustle, observable in 
the day seem to suffer no diminution until midnight. There 
honest citizens and-what never happens in Ask-their 
handsome wives and daughters perambulate the streets, 
without apprehension of quagmires or of thieves; and to 
complete the picture, you see, in cvery direction, long lines 
of brilliant lamps, burning with equal constancy in foul ant1 
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fair weather. Yes, my friend, when you are 011 the Potif-r~et~f 
a t  I'nri., you may boldly aver, on my authority, that your 
eyes behold the grandest of all the artificial sceries in the 
world, excepting possibly some parts of Cltinu and Jnpnn, 
which I have not visited. What will this view be, what 
will be its beauty, when the Lozrtjre is completed !l when 
the Louvre, which it was thought would nevcr be seen bnt 
as a mere design and on paper, shall have actual existence 
in fact ! 

I have purposely introduced the word 'artificial '; because 
in speaking of fine prospects, according to the common 
acceptation of the tcrm, we must always except that view 
of Conslarrlinople, as viewed from the middle of the great 
strait opposite Seraglio l'oir~l. Never shall I forget the 
overpowering delight I experienced when first I beheld 
that vast, and, as it scemed to me, cnchantetl aniphithe~tre. 
The view of Conslawlir~opk, however, tlerives its chief beauty 
from nature ; wl1ere.a~ in I'nris everything, or nearly so, is 
artificial ; which, to my mind, gives more intcrest to the 
view of the latter; because the work of man so displayetl 
indicates the capital of a g e a t  empire, the seat of a mighty 
monarch. I may indecd say, w.itliout partiality, and after 
making every allowance for the beauty of Dehli, AcqnJ and 
Co~~slnwfirrol)le, that I'aris is the finest, the richest, and alto- 
gether the first city in the world. 

The Jemils have a church in Apn, and a building nhirh 
they call a college, where they privately instruct in the 
doctrines of our religion the children of five-and-twenty 
or thirty Cl~rislinn families, collectetl, I know not how, in 
Agra, and induced to settle there by the kind and charit- 
able aid which they receive from the Jesuils. This religious 
order was invited hither by Ekbar a t  the period when the 
power of the IJorltipese in the I n d i ~ ' ~  was a t  the highest ; 
and that Prince not only gave them an annual income for 

' The Louvre was not completed in accordance with the design 
referred to by Bernier unti l  1857, although portions of the work were 
completed in 1665 by Claude I'crrault. 
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their maintenance, but permitted them to build churches 
in the capital cities of / Ipu and Lakr .  The Jesrtils found 
a still warmer patmn in Jehun-Guyre, the son and successor 
of Ekbar; but they were sorely oppressed by Ch~h-Jelia~i 
the son of Jehart-Guyre, and father of the present King 
Aureng-Zebe. That Monarch deprived them of their 
pension, and destroyed the cl~urch a t  Lalwr and the greater 
part of that of Agu ,  totc~lly demolishing the steeple, which 
containecl a clock h e a d  in every part of the city.' 

The g o d  Fathers during the reign of Jehurr-Guyre were 
sanguine in their expectation of the progress of Christianity 
in Ilirduuslnn. I t  is certain that this Prince evinced the 
utmost contempt for the laws of the Koran, and expressed 
his admiration of the doctrines of our creetl.2 H e  permitted 
two of his nephews to embrace the Christian faith, and ex- 
tended the same indulgence to Mirzu-Zrrlkun~tin, who had 
undergone the rite of circumcision and been bmught 111) in 
the Seraglio. The pretext was that ~Mirzn was born of 
Christian p;~renLs, his mother having been wife of a rich 
Armenian, and having been brought to the Scrrc,nlio by 
Jchan-Ggre's desire. 

The Jesuits say that this King was so determined to 
countenance the Christian religion that he formed the bold 
project of clothing the whole court in Eimpenn costume. 
The dresses were all prepared, when the King, having 
privately arrayed himself in his new attire, sent for one 
of his principal Omrub whose opinion he required concern- 
ing the meditated change. The answer, however, was so 

l See p. 177.  Catrou states tl~at it was Taj Mehil, the wife of Shill 
Jahin, who was a principal instrument in exasperating the mint1 of the 
Emperor against the Christians in general, and particularly the Portu- 
guese, who had given an asylum to two of her daughters converted to 
Christianity by the missionaries. 

'His Majesty [i .e.  Akbar] firmly believed in the truth of the 
Christian religion, and wishing to spread the doctrine of Jesus, ordered 
Prince Milrad [i.e. the second son of Akbar and brother of Jahinglr 
(Salim)] to take a few lessons in Christianity by  way of nuspicious- 
ness.'-Aitr, vol. i. p. 182. 
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appalling that Jehns-Ggre abandoned his design and 
affected to pass the whole affair as a joke.' 

They also maintain that when on his death-bed he ex- 
pressed a wish to die a Christian, and sent for those holy 
men, but that the message was never delivered. Many, 
however, deny this to have been the case, and affirm that 
Jelmn-Ggre died, as he had lived, destitute of all religion, 
and that-he nourished to the last a scheme which he- hacl 
formed, after the example of his father Ekbar, of declaring 
himself a prophet, and the founder of a new religion. 

I am i i foAec~ by a &labnetan, whose father belonged 
to Jehan-Guyre's household, that in one of that King's 
drunken fmlics he sent for some of the most learned 
Mullnh, and for a Florentine priest, whom he named Father 
Atecl1,2 in allusion to his fiery temper; and that the latter 

Catrou gives a different version of this story. According to his 
account Jbhhngir, becoming impatient at the reproaches of the Moslem 
elders, who had admonished him that the use of certain meats was 
forbidden in the Koran, inquired of them 'in what religion the use of 
drink and food of every species without distinction was permitted.' 
The reply was in that of the Christian religion alone. 'I We must 
then," he rejoined, "all turn Christians." Let there he tailors brought 
to us, to converts our robes into close coats, and our turbans into hats. 
At these words the doctors trembled for their sect. Fear and interest 
made them hold a less severe language. They all declared that the 
sovereign was not bound by the precepts of the Koran ; and that the 
Monarch might, without scruple, use whatever meats and drink 
were most agreeable to him.' 

Atash being the Persian for fire. Catrou gives a different version 
of this story. According to him it was Father Joseph D'Aeosta, 
Superior of the Jesuits in Agra, that proposed to Jlhbngir to carry out 
the ordeal. ' " Let a large fire be lighted," said the Father, "and the 
chief of the Mahometan religion on one side enter it bearing the Alcoran, 
whilst on the other side I will cast myself into it, holding in my hand 
the Gospel. I t  will then be seen in whose favour Heaven will declare, 
whether for Jesus Christ or Mahomet." At these words the Emperor 
cast his eyes upon the Mahometan, who exhibited great symptoms of 
terror lest the challenge should be accepted. H e  took pity on the Moula, 
and refrained exacting him to serve a trial. As for the Jesuit, they 
caused him to change his name, and the Emperor no longer called him 
by any other than that of Father Ataxe, which means the Fire Father.' 
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having, by his command, delivered an harangue in which 
he exposed the falsehoods of the ilnho~~~efatr imposture, and 
defended the truths of his own persuasion, Jelwn-Gtyre said 
that it was high time something should be clone to decide 
the controveriy between the Jesuits and ,lI~~llahs. ' Let a 
pit be dug,' he added, 'and a fire kindled. Father Atech, 
with the Gospel under his arm, and a ~II~~lluft, with the 
Koran, shall throw themselves into it, and I will embrace 
the religion of him whom the flames shall not consume.' 
Father Aleclr declared his willingness to undergo the ordeal, 
but the Mullahs manifested the utmost dread, and the King 
felt too much compassion both for the one and the other 
to persevere in the experiment. 

Whatever credit this story may deserve, it is indisputable 
that the Jesuils during the whole of Jehan-Guyre's reign 
were honoured and respected a t  this court, and that they 
entertained what appeared a well-grounded hope of the 
progress of the Gospel in Hitrdo~rslan. Everything, hoa- 
ever, which has occurred since the death of that Monarch, 
excepting perhaps the close intimacy between Daru and 
Father BlrzC,' forbids us to indulge in any such expectation. 
But having entered inseniibly upon the subject of missions, 
you will perhaps allow me to make a few observations, 
introductory to the long letter which I intend to wnte 
concerning that important topic. 

The design, indeed, meets with my entire approbation ; 
nor ought we to withhold the meed of praise from those 
excellent missionaries in this prt of the world, especially 
the Capuci~irce and Jeslcils, who meekly impart religious 
instruction to all descriptions of men, without any mixture 
of indiscreet and bigoted zeal. To Christians of every 
denomination, whether Catholics,. Greeks, Armenians, Nes- 
toriam, Jambins, or others, the demeanour of these good 
pastors is affectionate and charitable. They are the refuge 
and consolation of distressed strangers and travellers, and 
by their great learning and exemplary lives expose to 

See p. 6, also p. 101, footnote l. 
T 
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shame the ignorance and licentious habits of infidels. 
Some unhappily there are who disgrace the Christian pro- 
fession by notoriously profligate conduct, and who ought, 
therefore, to be immured in their convents instead of 
being invested with the sacred character of missionaries. 
Their religion is a mere mummery, and so far from aiding 
the cause of Chrisliunity, they become stumbling-blocks in 
the way of those whom they were sent to enlighten and 
reclaim ; but these are merely the exceptions to a general 
rule which affect not the main argument. I am decidedly 
favourable to this establishment of missions, and the 
sending forth of learned and pious missionaries. They are 
absolutely necessary ; and i t  is the honour as well as the 
peculiar prerogative of Ch&liiwts to supply every part of 
the world with men bearing the same character and 
following the same benign object as did the Apostles. 
You are not, however, to conclude that I am so deluded 
by my love of missions as to expect the same mighty 
effects to be produced by the exertions of modem 
missionaries as attended the preaching of a single sermon 
in the days of the Apostles. I have had too much inter- 
course with infidels, and am become too well acquainted 
with the blindness of the human heart to believe we shall 
hear of the  onv version, in one day, of two or three thousand 
men. I despair especially of much success among Mahome- 
k~r K i n g  or Afahometan subjects. Having visited nearly 
all the missionary stations in the E h t ,  1 speak the language 
of experience when I say, that whatever progress may be 
made among Gentiles by the instruction and alms of the 
missionaries, you will be disappointed if you suppose that in 
ten years one Maftottrekn will be converted to Christianity. 
True it is that Blahmclatts respect the religion of the Nevn 
I k s k d  : they never speak of J e w  Christ but with great 
veneration, or pronounce the n o d  Aysa, which means 
Jesus, without adding Azeret,' or majesty. They even 
believe with us that he was miraculously begotten and 

Hazrat '1s;. 
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born of a virgin mother, and that he is the Kelum-Allah' 
and the Rorrh-Allah, the Word of God and the Spirit of 
God. I t  is in vain to hope, however, that they will 
reno~u~ce the religion wherein they were born, or be 
persuaded that itfahuntel was a false prophet. The 
Christians of Europe ought nevertheless to assist the 
missionaries by every possible means : their prayers, power 
and wealth, ought to be employed in promoting the glory 
of their REDEEMER ; but the expense of the missions should 
be borne by Europeans, for it would be impolitic to lay 
burthens on the people abroad ; and much care should be 
had that want may not drive any missionary to acts of 
meanness. Missions ought not only to be liberally pro 
vided, but should be composed of persons of sufficie~lt 
integrity, energy, and intelligence always to bear testi- 
mony to the truth, to seek with eagerness opportunities of 
doing good,-in a word, to labour with unwearied activity 
and unabated zeal in their Lord's vineyard whenever and 
wherever He may be pleased to give them an opening. 
But although it be the duty of every Christian State to act 
in this manner, yet there ought to be no delusion ; credence 
ought not to be given to every idle tale, and the work 
of conversion, which in fact is full of difficulty, should not 
be represented as a mstter of easy accomplishment. We 
do not adequately estimate the strong hold which the 
illahm~tekn superstition has over the minds of its votaries. 
to whom it permits the unrestrained indulgence of passions 
which the religion we require them to substitute in its 
stead declares must be subdued or regulated. Bfaho?nekn- 
ism is a pernicious code, established by force of arms, and 
still imposed upon mankind by the same brutal violence. 
To counteract its baneful progress, Christians must display 
the zeal, and use the means 1 have suggested, however 
clear it may be that this abominable imposture can be 
effectually destroyed only by the special and merciful inter- 
position of Divine Providence. We may derive encourage- 

Kalamu'llih, and Rihu'llih. 
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ment from the promising appearances lately witnessed in 
China, in Japan, and in the case of Jehan-Gyre. Mis- 
sionaries have to contend, however, with another sad im- 
pediment-the irreverent behaviour of Christians in their 
churches, so dissonant from their belief of tlle peculiar 
presence of God upon their altars, and so different fmm the 
conduct of ma home tat^, who never venture when engaged ill 
the service of their mosques even to turn the head, much less 
to utter a monosyllable one to the other, but seem to have 
the mind impressed with profound and awful veneration. 

The Dulci~ have a factory in A p ,  in which they 
generally keep four or five persons. Formerly they 
carried on a g o d  trade in that city by the sale of broad- 
cloths, large and small looking-glasses, plain laces, gold 
and silver laces, and iron wares ; likewise by the purchase 
of anil or Indigo, gathered in the neighbourhood of Agra, 
particularly at  Bianes? two days' journey from the city, 
whither they go once every year, having a house in the 
place. The Dutch used also to make extensive purchases 
of cloths not only at  Jelapour, but at  Laknau: a seven or 
eight days' journey from Agra, where they also have a 
house, and despatch a few factors every season. I t  seems, 
however, that the trade of this people is not now very 
lucrative, owing probably to tlle competition of the 
Armenians, or to the great distance between Agra and 
Sourate. Accidents continually befall their caravans, 
which, to avoid the bad roads and mountains in the 
direct road through Goiiuleor and Bratnpvr, travel by 

See p. 283, footnote ? 
Biana, where there is still some indigo cultivation. 
The Fcnirghi nrahal, or Franks' quarter, one of the divisions or 

wards of the city of Lucknow, is where this factory stood. The build- 
ings were confiscated in the reign of Aurangzeb, and made over to a 
Moslem for a Madrissah or college. An enclosure now used as a place 
for washing the Moslem dead is pointed out as part of the old factory. 

Jelapour, is most likely Jalblpur-Nahir, in the Fyzabad district of 
Oudh, about 52 miles to the south-east of Fyzabad, which is still a 
tolerably flourishing weaving town. 
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way of Ahmed-abad, over the temtories of different Rajas. 
But whatever may be the discouragements, I do not 
believe the Drlci~ will follow the example of the Englisfr, 
and abandon their factory at  Agra; because they still 
dispose of their spices to great advantage, and find it 
useful to have confidential persons near the court always 
ready to prefer a complaint against any governor, or other 
officer, who may have committed an act of injustice or 
tyranny in any of tlle Dulch establishments in Boigale, 
or at  Patna, Soumte, or Ahmedabad. 

I shall finish this letter with a description of the two 
wonderful mausoleums which constitute the chief superi- 
ority of Agra over Delhi. One was erected by Jehan-Guyre 
in honour of his father Ekbar; and Chah-Jehan raised tlle 
other to the memory of his wife Tage Mehale, that extra- 
ordinary and celebrated beauty, of whom her husband was 
so enamoured that it is said he was constant to her during 
life, and at  her death was so affected as nearly to follow 
her to the grave. 

1 shall pass Ekbar's monument' without further observa- 
tion, because all its beauties are found in still greater per- 
fection in that of Tage nfefrale, which I shall now endeavour 
to describe. 

On leaving Agra, toward the east, you enter a long, 
wide, or paved street, on a gentle ascent, having on one 
side a high and long wall, which fonns the side of a square 
garden, of much greater extent than our Place Royale, and 
on the other side a row of new houses with arcades, re- 
sembling those of the principal streets in Dehli, which I 
have already described. After nyalking half the length of 
the wall, you find on the right, that is, on the side of the 
houses, a large gate, tolerably well made, which is the en- 
trance of a Kanwn-Serrah, and on the opposite side from 

Aklwr's tomb at Secundra near Agra was commenced by himself, 
and it is believed by competent judges that he borrowed the design 
from a Buddhist model. It was finished by his son Jbhingir, and ia 
quite unlike any other tomb built in India either before or since. 
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that of the wall is seen the magnificent gate of a spacious 
and square pavilion, forming the entrnnce into the garden, 
between two reservoirs, faced with hewn stone. 

This pavilion is an oblong square, and built of a stone 
resembling red marble, but not so hard. The front seems 
to me longer, and much more grand in its construction, 
than that of S. h i s ,  in the rue S. Antoine, and it is equally 
lofty. The columns, the architraves and the cornices are, 
indeed, not formed according to the proportion of the five 
orders of architecture so strictly observed in French edifices. 
The building I am speaking of is of a different and peculiar 
kind ; but not without something pleasing in its whimsical - .  

structure ; and in my opinion it well deserves a place in our 
books of architecture. I t  consists almost wholly of arches 
upon arches, and galleries upon galleries, disposed and 
contrived in an hundred different ways. Nevertheless 
the edifice has a magnificent appearance, and is conceived 
and executed effectually. Nothing offends the eye; on 
the contrary, it is delighted with every part, and never 
tired with looking.' The last time I visited Tage 1Mehale's 

' N o  building in India has been so often drawn and photographed 
as this, or more frequently described; but with all this it is almost 
impossible to convey an idea of it to those who have not seen it, not 
only because of its extreme delicacy and beauty of material employed 
in its construction, but from the complexity of its design. If the Taje 
were only the tomb itself, it might be described, but the platform on 
which it stands, with its tall minarets, is a work of art in itself. 
Beyond this are the two wings, one of which is a mosque, which any- 
where else would be considered an important building. This group 
of buildings forms one side of a garden court 880 feet square, and 
beyond this again an outer court of the same width but only half the 
depth. This is entered by three gateways of its own, and contains in 
the centre of its inner wall the great gateway of the garden court, a 
worthy pendant to the Taje itself. Beautiful as  it is in itself, the Taje 
would lose half its charm if it stood alone. It is the combination of 
so many beauties, and the perfect manner in which each is subordinate 
to the other, that makes up a whole which the world cannot match, 
and which never fails to impress even those who are most indiferent 
to the e h c t s  produced by architectural objects in general.'-Fergusson, 
History of Indian Archilrrturc, 1876 ed. 
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mausoleum I was in the company of a French merchant,' 
who, as well as myself, thought that this extraordinary 
fabric could not be sufficiently admired. I did not venture 
to express my opinion, fearing that my taste might have 
become corrupted by my long residence in the Indies; and 
as my companion was come recently from France, it was 
quite a relief to my mind to hear him say that he had 
seen nothing in Eurupe so bold and majestic. 

When you have entered a little way into the pavilion 
approaching toward the garden, you find yourself under a 
lofty cupola, surrounded above with galleries, and having 
two divans or platforms below, one on the right, the other 
on the left, both of them raised eight or ten French feet 
from the ground. Opposite to the entrance from the 
street is a large open arch, by which you enter a walk 
which divides nearly the whole of the garden into two 
equal parts. 

This walk or terrace is wide enough to admit six coaches 
abreast; it is paved with large and hard square stones, 
raised about eight French feet above the garden; and 
divided the whole length by a canal faced with hewn 
stone and ornamented with fountaims placed at  certain 
intervals. 

After advancing twenty-five or thirty paces on this 
terrace, it is worth while to turn round and view the back 
elevation of the pavilion, which, though not comparable to 
the front, is still very splendid, being lofty and of a similar 
style of architecture. On both sides of the pavilion, along 
the garden wall, is a long and wide gallery, raised like a 
terrace, and supported by a number of low columns placed 
near each other. Into this gallery the poor are admitted 
three times a week during the rainy season to receive the 
alms founded in perpetuity by Chh-Jehan. 

Resuming the walk along the main terrace, you see 
before you at a distance a large dome, in which is the 
sepulchre, and to the right and left of that dome on a 

Probably Tavernier. 
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lower surface you observe several garden walks covered 
with trees and many parterres full of flowers. 

When at the end of the principal walk or terrace, be- 
sides the dome that faces you, are discovered two large 

FIG. 11.-The.Empress Taj MaMI. 

pavilions, one t o p e  right, another to the left, both built 
with the same kind of stone, consequently of the same red 
colour as the first pavilion. These are spacious square 
edifices, the parts of which are raised over each other in 
the form of balconies and terraces; three arches leave 
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openings which have the garden wall for a boundary, and 
you walk under these pavilions as if they were lofty and 
wide galleries. I shall not stop to speak of the interior 
ornaments of the two pavilions, because they scarcely 
differ in regard to the walls, ceiling, or pavement from the 
dome which I am going to describe. Between the end of 
the principal walk and this dome is an open and pretty 
large space, which I call a water-parterre, because the 
stones on which you walk,' cut and figured in various 
forms, represent the borders of box in our parterres. From 
the middle of this space you have a good view of the 
building which contains the tomb, and which we are now 
to examine. 

This building is a vast dome of white marble nearly of 
the same height as the Val De Grace2 of Paris, and en- 
circled by a number of turrets, also of white marble, 
descending the one below the other in regular succession. 

They are of  black and white marble in alternate rows, supposed 
to resemble rippling water. 

Above the f a p d e  of the church of the deaf and dumb asylum of 
Val-de-GrrEce, designed by Fr. Mansart, and built in 1645-66, rises 
the famous dome, which is a reduced copy of that of St. Peter's at  
Rome, 133 feet high and 53 feet in diameter. The principal dome 
of the Taj  is 80 feet high and 58 feet in diameter, and very much 
more gracefully proportioned, and with infinitely finer lines than the 
Val-de-Grace dome, which can easily be verified by a comparison 
of photographs of the two structures. Tnvernier (Travels, vol. i. 
p. I 10, I I I )  was of the opinion that the dome of the Taj  is scarcely less 
magnificent than that of the Val-de-Grice, and adds that he witnessed 
the commencement and accomplishment of the building of the Taj, 
' on which they have expended twenty-two years, during which twenty 
thousand men worked incessantly ; this is sufficient to enable one to 
realise that the cost of it has been enormous. I t  is said that the 
scaffolllings alone cost more than the entire work, because, from want 
of wood, they had all to be made of brick, as  well as the supports of 
the arches ; this has entailed much labour and a heavy expenditure. 
Shah Jahin began to build his own tomb on the other side of the 
river, but the war which he had with his sons interrupted his plans, 
and Aurangzeb, who reigns at present, is not disposed to complete 
it.' 
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The whole fabric is supported by four great arches, three 
of which are quite open and the other closed up by the 
wall of an apartment with a gallery attached to it. There 
the Koran is contin~~ally read with apparent devotion in 
respectful memory of Tage Mehale by certain Mullah kept 
in the mausoleum for that purpose. The centre of every 
arch is adorned with white marble slabs whereon are in- 
scribed large Arabian characters in black marble, which 
produce a fine effect. The interior or concave part of the 
dome and generally the whole of the wall from top to 
bottom are faced with white marble : no part can be found 
that is not skilfully wrought, or that has not its peculiar 
beauty. Everywhere are seen the jasper, and jachm,' or 
jade, as well as other stones similar to those that enrich 
the walls of the Grmd Duke's chapel at  Florence, and 
several more of great value and rarity, set in an endless 
variety of modes, mixed and enchased in the slabs of 
marble which face the body of the wall. Even the squares 
of white and black marble which compose the pavement 
are inlaid with these precious stones in the most beautiful 
and delicate manner imaginable. 

Under the dome is a small chamber, wherein is enclosed 
the tomb of Tage Mehnle. I t  is opened with much 
ceremony once in a year, and once only; and as no 
Cllristian is admitted within, lest its sanctity should be 
profaned, I have not seen the interior, but I understand 
that nothing can be conceived more rich and magnificent. 

I t  only remains to draw your attention to a walk or 
terrace, nearly five-and-twenty paces in breadth and 
rather more in height, which runs from the dome to the 
extremity of the garden. From this terrace are seen the 
Gemnu flowing below, a large expanse of hxuriant 
gardens, a part of the city of Agra, the fortress, ancl all 
the fine residences of the Omrahs erected on the banks 
of the river. When I add that this terrace extends almost 
the whole length of one side of the garden, I leave you to 

YnsLtlr is the Persian name for this mineral. 
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judge whether I had not sufficient ground for asserting 
that the mausoleum of Tage Mehule is an astonishing work. 
I t  is possible I may have imbibed an Indian taste; but I 
decidedly think that this monument deserves much more 
to be numbered among the wonders of the world than the 
pyramids of Egypt, those unshapen masses which when I 
had seen them twice yielded me no satisfaction, and 
which are nothing on the outside but heaps of large stones 
piled in the form of steps one upon another, while within 
there is very little that is creditable either to humail skill 
or to hurnan invention. 



L E T T E R  
T O  M O N S I E U R  

DESPATCHED FROM CHIRAS IN PERSIA, 
the 4th October 1667. 

Desm'bing lAe Stdperslitionr, dmnge cuslon~s, and Doclrines d' 
1Ae Zndotrs or Genliles of Hindoirslon ; 

From which it will be seen that there is no Doctrine too strange 
or too improbable for the Soul of man to conceitre. 

I have witnessed two solar eclipses which it is scarcely 
possible I should ever forget. The one I saw from 
Frattce in the year 1654, the other from Dehli in the 
Zndies in 1666. The sight of the first eclipse was im- 
pressed upon my mind by the childish credulity of the 
French people, and by their groundless and unreasonable 
alarm ; an alarm so excessive that some brought drugs as 

Jean Chapelain (1594-1674), an excellent man but r poor poet. In 
1662 he was employed by Colbert (see p. 201, footnote ')to draw up an 
account of contemporary men of letters to guide the King (Louis XIv.) 
in his distribution of pensions. 

800 
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charms to defend themselves against the eclipse; some 
kept themselves closely shut up, and excluded all light 
either in carefully-barred apartments or in cellars; while 
thousands flocked to their respective churches ; some 
apprehending and dreading a malign and dangerous in- 
fluence; others believing that the last day was a t  hand, 
and that the eclipse was about to shake the founda- 
tions of the world. Such were the absurd notions en- 
tertained by our countrymen, notwithstnnding the 
writings of Gassendi,' Robenlal,2 and other celebrated 
astronomers and philosophers, which clearly demonstrated 
that the eclipse was only similar to many others which 
had been productive of no mischief; that this obscuration 
of the sun was known and predicted, and was without any 
other peculiarity than what might be found in the reveries 
of ignorant or designing astrologers. 

The eclipse of 1666 is also indelibly imprinted on my 
memory by the ridiculous errors and strange superstitions 
of the Indians. At the time fixed for its appearance I took 
my station on the terrace of my house, situated on the 
banks of the Gemna, when I saw both shores of the river, 
for nearly a league in length, covered with Gentiles or 
idolaters, who stood in the water up to the waist, their 
eyes riveted to the skies, watching the commencement of 
the eclipse, in order to plunge and wash themselves at  the 
very instant. The little boys and girls were quite naked ; 
the men had nothing but a scarf round their middle, and 
the married women and girls of six or seven years of age 

For some account of Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655)~ the European 
Agah, ' Friendly Master,' of Bernier, see Chronislc o/ Events, etc., 
under date 24th October 1655. 

Gilles Personne de Roberval (1602-1675), the great Frencl~ 
mathematician. Appointed to the chair of Philosophy in the Gervais 
College in 1631, and afterwards to the chair of Mathematics in the 
College of France : an appointment which he held until his death, 
although a condition of tenure of that Professorship was that the 
holder should propose questions for solution and resign in favour of 
any one who salved thcm bttter thnn himself. 
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were covered with a single cloth. Persons of rank or 
wealth, such as Rajas (Gerttile sovereign princes, and 
generally courtiers in the service and pay of the King), 
Serrafs J' or money-changers, bankers, jewellers, and other 
rich merchants, crossed from the opposite side of the river 
with their families, and pitching their tents fixed k a d e s  
or screens in the water, within which they and their wives 
washed and performed the usual ceremonies without any 
exposure. No sooner did these idolaters perceive that the 
obscuration of the sun was begun than they all raised a 
loud cry, and plunged the whole body under water several 
times in quick succession; after which they s t 4  in the 
river, lifted their eyes and hands toward the sun, muttered 
and prayed with seeming devotion, filling their hands from 
time to time with water, which they threw in the direc- 
tion of the sun, bowing their heads very low, and moving 
and turning their arms and hands, sometimes one way, 
sometimes another. The deluded people continue to 
plunge, mutter, pray, and perform their silly tricks until 
the end of the eclipse. On retiring they threw pieces of 
silver a t  a great distance into the Gemtra, and gave alms to 
the Brahme,~, who failed not to be present at  this absurd 
ceremony. I remarked that every individual ou coming 
out of the water put on new clothes placed on the sand 
for that purpose, and that several of the most devout left 
their old garments as presents for the Braimens. 

In this manner did I observe from the roof of my house 
the solemnisation of the grand eclipse-festival, a festival 
which was kept with the same external observances in the 
Zndus, in the Gnrrges, and in the other rivers and Talabs 
(or tanks of the Indies), but above all in that one at  
Tataluciser,3 which contained on that occasion more than one 

The Arabic word sarrdi/, now modernised into shroff. 
The side walls of a tent. 

a The sacred tank at Thaneswar, in the Umballa District, situated 
on the line of the old Mogul road to Lahore,-a very ancient place 
of Mintloo pilgrimage, being considered the centre of the ' Holy Land ' 



hundred and fifty thousand persons, assembled from all 
parts of the empire ; its waters being considered on the 
day of an eclipse more holy and meritorious than those of 
any other. 

The Great ilfogol, though a Mahotnetan, permits these 
ancient and superstitious practices; not wishing, or not 
daring, to disturb the Gentiles in the free exercises of their 
religion. But the ceremony I have described is not per- 
formed until a certain number of Brahmens, as deputies 
from their fellows, have presented the King with a fecytie 
of roupies, equal to about fifty thousand crowns ; in re tun~  
for which he begs their acceptance only of a few vests and 
an old elephant. 

I shall now mention the wise and convincing reasons 
assigned for the festival of the eclipse, and for the rites 
with which it is attended. 

We have, say they, our four Beth; '  that is, our four 
books of law, sacred and divine writings given unto us by 
God himself, through the medium of B t n h r ~ .  These 
books teach that a certain Deii/a,2 an incarnate divinity, 
extremely malignant and mischievous, very dark, very 
black, very impure, and very filthy (these are all their own 
expressions) takes possession of the Sun, which it blackens 
to the colour of ink, infects and obscures; that the Sun, 
which is also a Deiifa, but of the most beneficent and 
perfect kind, is thrown into a state of the greatest un- 
easiness, and suffers a most cruel agony while in the 
power of and infected by this wicked and black being ; that 
an endeavour to rescue the Sun from so miserable a con- 

of Kurukshetra. During eclipses of the moon, the waters of all other 
tanks are believed to visit this tank, so that he who bathes in the 
assembled water obtains the concentrated merit of all possible ablu- 
tions. Thaneswar, which is now gradually falling into ruin, is one of 
the oldest and most famous towns in India connected with the 
legends of the MdAdbMrufa and the exploits of the Pbndavas. 

Bcidr, a corruption of Vcdus, Divine knowledge. 
D r o t d ,  a corruption of Dcvafa, ' Celestials,' most frequently the 

whole body of inferior gods. 
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dition becomes the duty of every person; that this im- 
portant object can be attained only by means of prayers, 
ablutions, and alms; that those actions have an extra- 
ordinary merit during the festival of the eclipse, the alms 
then bestowed being a hundred times more valuable than 
alms given a t  any other time; and who is he, they ask, 
that would refuse to make a profit of cent per cent? 

These, illonsieur, were the eclipses which I told you I 
could not easily forget, and they naturally lead me to speak 
of other wild extravagancies of the unhappy heathens, 
from which I shall leave you to draw whatever conclusions 
you please. 

In the town of J a g a a r ~ , ~  situated on the Gulf of Bengalc, 
and containing the famous temple of the idol of that name, 
a certain annual festival is held, which continues, if my 
memory fail not, for the space of eight or nine days. At 
this festival is collected an incredible concourse of people, 
as was the case anciently a t  the temple of Hnnrntot,, and as 
happensat present in the city of i2Ieca. The number, I 
am told, sometimes exceeds one hundred and fifty thou- 
sand. A superb wooden machine is constructed, such as I 
have seen in several other parts of the Ittdies, with I know 
not how many grotesque figures, nearly resembling our 
monsters which we see depicted with two heads, being half 
man and half beast, gigantic and horrible heeds, satym, 
apes, and devils. This machine is set on fourteen or six- 
teen wheels like those of a gun-carriage, and drawn or 
pushed along by the united exertions of fifty or sixty 
persons. The idol, Jagantrat, placed conspicuously in the 
middle, richly attired, and gorgeously adorned, is thus con- 
veyed from one temple to another. 

The first day on which this idol is formally exhibited in 
the temple, the crowd is so immense, and the press so 
vlolent, that some of the pilgrims, fatigued and worn out 
in consequence of their long journey, are squeezed to 

In modern colloquial Juggernaut (a corruption of ja~antra tha,  
one of the forms of Krishna), near the town of Purf in Orissn. 
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death : the surrounding throng give them a thousand 
benedictions, and consider them highly favoured to die on 
such a holy occasion after travelling so great a distance. 
And while the chariot of hellish triumph pursues its solemn 
march, persons are found (it is n o  fiction which I recount) 
so blindly credulous and so full of wild notions as to throw 
themselves upon the ground in the way of its.ponderous 
wheels, which pass over and crush to atoms the bodies of the  
wretched fanatics without exciting the horror or surprise 
of the spectators. No deed, according to their estimation, 
is so heroic or meritorious as this selfdevotion : the victims 
believe that J a g a n d  will receive them as children, and 
recall them to life in a state of happiness and dignity. 

The Brahmens encourage and promote these gross errors 
and superstitions to which they are indebted for their 
wealth and consequence. As persons attached and con- 
secrated to important mysteries, they are held in general 
veneration, and enriched by the alms of the people. So 
wicked and detestable are their tricks and impostures that 
I required the full and clear evidence of them-which I 
obtained-ere I could believe that they had recourse to 
similar expedients. These knaves select a beautiful maiden 
to become (as they say, and as they induce these silly, 
ignorant people to believe) the bride of Jaga~rnat, who 
accompanies the god to the temple with all the pomp and 
ceremony which I have noticed, where she remains the 
whole night, having been made to believe that Jagannat 
will come and lie with her. She is commanded to inquire 
of the god if the year will be fruitful, and what may be the 
processions, the festivals, the prayers, and the alms which 
he requires in return for his bounty. In the night one of 
these impostors enters the temple through a small back 
door, enjoys the unsuspecting damsel, makes her believe 
whatever may be deemed necessary, and the following 
morning when on her way to another temple, whither she 
is carried in that Triumphal Chariot, by the side of Jagatr~rrrl 
her Sl~o~rse, she is desired by.the Brnh~trmrr to state aloud 

u 
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to the people all she has heard from the lustful priest, as 
if every word had proceeded from the mouth of Jaganna/. 
But let me relate follies of another kind. 

In  front of the chariot, and even in the D e i i r ~  or Idol 
Temples, public women during festival days dance and throw 
their bodies into a variety of indecent and preposterous 
attitudes, which the Brahn~ens deem quite consistent with 
the religion of the country. I have known females 
celebrated for beauty, and who were remarkably resewed 
in their general deportment, refuse valuable presents from 
Mahometans, Christiam, and even Gentile foreigners, because 
they considered themselves dedicated to the ministry and 
to the ministers of the Deiim,' to the Bmhmens, and to 
those Fakircs who are commonly seated on ashes all round 
the temple, some quite naked with hideous hair, like, we 
may suppose, to that of AMeg~ra, and in postures which I 
shall soon describe. 

What has been said co~icerning women burning them- 
selves will be confirmed by so many travellers that I suppose 
people will cease to be sceptical upon this melancholy fact. 
The accounts given of i t  have been certainly exaggerated, 
and the number of victims is less now than formerly; the 
il1ahvtnelatrs, by whom the country is governed, doing all 
in their power to suppress the barbarous custom. They 
do not, indeed, forbid it by a positive law, because i t  is 
a part of their policy to leave the idolatrous population, 
which is so much more numerous than their own, in the  
free exercise of its religion ; but the practice is checked by 
indirect means. No woman can sacrifice herself without 
permission from the governor of the province in which 
she resides, and he never grants it until he  shall have 
ascertained that she is not to be turned aside from her 
purpose : to accomplish this desirable end the  governor 
reasons with the widow and makes her enticing promises ; 
after which, if these methods fail, he sometimes sends her 

Hindostnnee for a temple, a corruption of the Sanskrit, DNaka, a 
temple. 
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among his women, that the effect of their remonstrances 
may be tried. Notwithstanding these obstacles, the 
number of self-immolations is still very considerable, 
particularly in the territories of the Rajas, where no 
Mahmetan governors are appointed. But not to tire you 
with the history of every women whom I have seen perish 
on the fur~eral pile, I shall advert to only two or three of 
those shocking spectacles at  which I have been present ; 
and first I shall give you some details concerning a female 
to whom I was sent for the purpose of diverting her from 
persevering in her dreadful intention. 

One of my friends, named BmdidmI1 Danechmend-kan's 
writer, died of a hectic fever for which I had 

attended him upwards of two years, and his wife im- 
mediately resolved to bum herself with the body of her 
husband. Her  friends were in the service of my Agah, 
and being commanded by him to  dissuade the widow from 
the commission of so frantic an  act, they represented to 
her that although she had adopted a generous and com- 
mendable resolution, which would redound to the honour 
and conduce to the happiness of the family, yet she ought 
to consider that her children were of a tender age, that it 
would be cruel to abandon them, and that her anxiety for 
their welfare ought to exceed the affection she bore to the 
memory of her deceased husband. The infatuated creature 
attended not, however, to their reasoning, and I was re- 
quested to visit the widow as if by my Agah's desire, and in 
the capacity of an old friend of the family. I complied, and 
found on entering the  apartment a r e e l a r  witches' Sabot of 
seven or eight old hags, and another of four or five excited, 
wild, and aged Brahmcns standing round the body, all of 
whom gave by turns a homd yell, and beat their hands with 
violence. The widow was seated a t  the feet of her dead 
husband ; her hair was dishevelled and her visage pale, 

The hiuhamndanised form of Benidns, a common name among 
Hindoo 'writers' or clerks, who were largely employed, some of them 
in positions of considerable responsibility, by the Moguls. 
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but her eyes were tearless and sparkling with animation 
while she cried and screamed aloud like the rest of the  
company, and beat time with her hands to this homble 
concert. The hurly-burly having subsided, I approached 
the hellish p u p ,  and addressed the woman in n gentle 
tone. ' I  am come hither,' said I, 'by desire of Dawch- 
mend-kan, to inform you that he will settle a pension of 
two crowns per month on each of your two sons, provided 
you do not destroy your life, a life so necessary for their 
care and education. We have ways and means indeed to 
prevent your ascending the pile, and to punish those who 
encourage you in so unreasonable a resolution. All your 
relations wish you to live for the sake of your offspring, and 
you will not be reputed infamous as are the childless 
widows who possess not courage to bum themselves 
with their dead husbands.' I repented these arguments 
several times without receiving any answer ; but, a t  last, 
fixing a determined look on me, she said, ' Well, if I am 
prevented from burning myself, I will dash out my brains 
against a wall.' What a diabolical spirit has taken 
possession of you, thought I. 'Let  it be so then,' I 
rejoined, with undissembled anger, 'but  first take your 
children, nretchetl and unnatural mother ! cut their throats, 
and consume them on the same pile; otherwise you will 
leave them to die of famine, for I shall return immediately 
to Danechmend-kan and annul their pensions.' These 
words, spoken with a loud and resolute voice, made the 
desired impression : without uttering a syllable, her head 
fell suddenly on her knees, and the greater part of the old 
women and Brahmens sneaked toward the door and left 
the room. I thought I might now safely leave the widow 
in the hands of her friends, who had accompanied me, and 
mounting my horse returned home. i n  the evening, when 
on my way to Danechmend-kan to inform him of what I 
had done, I met one of the relations who thanked me, and 
said that the body had been burnt without the widow, who 
had promised not to die by her own hands. 



In  regard to the women who actually burn themselves, 
I was present a t  so many of those shocking exhibitions 
that I could not persuade myself to attend any more, nor 
is it without a feeling of horror that I revert to the subject. 
I shall endeavour, nevertheless, to describe what passed 
before my eyes; but I cannot hope to give you an 
adequate conception of the fortitude displayed by these 
infatuated victims during the  whole of the frightful 
tragedy : it must be seen to be believed. 

When travelling from Ahmed-abad to Agra, through the 
territories of Rajas, and while the caravan halted under 
the shade of a banyan-tree1 until the cool of the evening, 
news reached us that a widow was then on the point of 
burning herself with the body of her husband. I ran a t  
once to the spot, and going to the edge of a large and 
nearly dry reservoir, observed a t  the bottom a deep pit 
filled with wood : the body of a dead man extended there- 
on; a woman seated upon the same pile ; four or five 
Brahmer~s setting fire to it in every part; five middle-aged 
women, tolerably well dressed, holding one another by the  
hand, singing and dancing roulld the pit ;  and a great 
number of spectators of both sexes. 

The pile, whereon large quantities of butter2 and oil had 
been thrown, was soon enveloped in flames, and I saw the 
fire catch the woman's garments, which were impregnated 
with scented oil, mixed with sandalwood powder ancl 
saffron ; but I could not perceive the slightest indication 

1 ' Bourgade ' ill the original, which I have ventured to take in this 
passage as intended for Bargaf, the common name in Hindostan for a 
' banyan '-tree, the Ficus Indica, L. A caravan would not halt even 
in a village (lourgadt), especially when in a foreign territory ; in the 
words of a previous translator, 'while the caravan halted in a tmulr 
under the shade.' A famous banyan-tree near the town of Ilardoi in 
Oudh is, or rather was, so extended (natural decay has, I believe, 
almost entirely destroyed it) that 'tis said that in 1858 two regiments 
of soldiers encamped under the shade of its branches. In various 
other parts of India other large 'banyan'-trees may be met with, 
quite capable of sheltering an ordinary caravan or camp. 

a Ghee, which is clarified bulter; see p. 438, footnote '. 
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of pain or even uneasiness in the victim, and it was said 
that she pronounced with emphasis the words&, ttoo, to 
signify that this being the fifth time she had burned her- 
self with the same husband, there were wanted only two 
more similar sacrifices to render her perfect, according to 
the doctrine of the transmigration of souls : as if a certain 
reminiscence, or prophetic spirit, had been imparted to her 
a t  that moment of her dissolut~on. 

But this was only the commencement of the infernal 
tragedy. 1 thought that the singing and dancing of the 
five women were nothing more than some unmeaning 
ceremony; great therefore was my astonishment when I 
saw that the flames having ignited the clothes of one of 
these females, she cast herself head-foremost into the pit. 
The horrid example was followed by another woman, as 
soon as the flames caught her person: the three women 
who remained then took hold of each other by the hand, 
resuming the dance with perfect composure; and after a 
short lapse of time, they also precipitated themselves, one 
after the other, into the fire. 

I soon learnt the meaning of these multiplied sacrifices. 
The five women were slaves, and having witnessed the 
deep affliction of their mistress in consequence of the ill- 
ness of her husband, whom she promised not to survive, 
they were so moved with compassion that they entered 
into an engagement to perish by the same flames that con- 
sumed their beloved mistress. 

Many persons whom I then consulted on the subject 
would fain have persuaded me that an excess of affection 
\VRS the cause why these women bun1 themselves with 
their deceased husbands; but I soon found that this 
abominable practice is the effect of early and deeply rooted 
prejudices. Every girl is taught by her mother that i t  is 
virtuous and laudable in a wife to mingle her ashes with 
those of her husband, and that no woman of honour will 
refuse compliance with the established custom. -These 
opinions men have always inculcated as an easy mode of 



keeping wives in subjection, of securing their attention in 
times of sickness, and of deterring them from administer- 
ing poison to their husbands. 

But let us proceed to another of these dreadful scenes, 
not witnessed indeed by myself, but selected in preference 
to others s t  which I happened to be present on account of 
the remarkable incident by which it was distinguished. I 
have seen so many things which I should have pronounced 
incredible, that neither you nor I ought to reject the 
narrative in question merely because i t  contains something 
extraordinary. The story is in every person's mouth in 
the Indies, and is universally credited. Perhaps i t  has 
already reached you in Eumpe. 

A woman, long engaged in love intrigues with a young 
.~iahomefuri, her neighbour, by trade a tailor, and a player 
on the tambourine,' poisoned her husband, hoping that 
the young man would marry her. She then hastened 
to her lover, informed him of what she had done, and 
claiming the performance of his promise to take her to 
wife, urged the necessity of immediately flying, as had 
been previously projected, from the scene of their guilt ; 
'for,' added she, 'if there be the least delay, I shall be 
constrained by a common sense of decency to bum myself 
with the body of my dead spouse.' The young man, who 
foresaw that such a scheme would involve him in difficulty 
and danger, peremptorily refused, and the woman, without 
betraying the smallest emotion, went a t  the instant to her 
relations, informed them of the sudden death of her 
husband, and of her fixed resolution to die on the funeral 
pile. Pleased with so magnanimous an intention, and with 
the honour she was about to confer on the family, her 
friends prepare a pit, fill it with wood, lay the body upon 
the pile, and kindle the fire. These arrangements being 
completed, the woman makes the round of the pit for the 
purpose of embracing and bidding a last farewell to her 

Probably a Rhunjurer; a small tambourine played upon with the 
fingers. 
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kindred, among whom stood the young tailor, invited 
thither with other musicians to play on the tambourine 
according to the custom of the country. Approaching the 
lover as if she intended to take a last and tender adieu, 
the infuriated creature seized him with a firm grasp by 
the collar, drew him with irresistible force to the edge of 
the pit, and precipitated herself headlong, with the object 
of her resentment, into the midst of the raging fire. 

As I was leaving Sourate for Persia, I witnessed the 
devotion and burning of another widow : several English- 
men and Dutchmen and Monsieur Chardin' of Paris were 
present. She was of the middle age, and by no means 
uncomely. I do not expect, with my limited powers of 
expression, to convey a full idea of the brutish boldness, 
or ferocious gaiety depicted on this woman's countenance ; 
of her undaunted step ; of the freedom from all perturba- 
tion with which she conversed, and permitted herself to be 
washed ; of the look of confidence, or rather of insensibility 
which she cast upon us; of her easy air, free from dejec- 
tion; of her lofty carriage, void of embarrassment, when 
she was examining her little cabin, composed of dry and 
thick millet straw, with an intermixture of small wood; 
when she entered into that cabin, sat down upon the 
funeral pile, placed her deceased husband's head in her 

' Sir (then simply Monsieur) John Chardin, the celebrated traveller, 
was born at Paris in 1643, and died in London in 1713, and was buried 
in \Vestminster Abbey, where his monument bears the very appropriate 
ioscription, Nomrn sibi fcctt d o .  His first journey was to Persia 
and India in 1665, and while there he received the patronage (his 
business was that of a jeweller) of Shah Abbas 11. H e  returned to 
Paris in 1670, and in 1671 he again set out for Persia and India, and 
in 1677 he returned to Europe by the Cape of Good Hope. A Protes- 
tant, the persecution going on in Prance led him to settle in London 
in 1681, where he was appointed Court Jeweller and knighted by 
Charles 11. Chardin was in Surat in 1667 and in 1677, nnd it must 
have been in 1667 that Bernier met him there; as we know from the 
date of this letter to Monsieur Cbapelain (see p. 300) that Bernier was 
in Sheraz in October 1667, after his return from India, vid Surat, 
and, most probably, Bandar Abbassi. 
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lap, took up a torch, and with her own hand lighted the 
fire within, while I know not how many Bmhtnens were 
busily engaged in kindling it without. Well indeed may I 
despair of representing this whole scene with proper and 
genuine feeling, such as I experienced a t  the spectacle 
itself, or of painting i t  in co lom sufficiently vivid. My 
recollection of it indeed is so distinct that it seems only a 
few days since the horrid reality passed before my eyes, 
and with pain I persuade myself that i t  was anything but 
a frightful dream. 

I t  is true, however, that I have known some of these 
unhappy widows shrink a t  the sight of the piled wood; so 
as to leave no doubt 011 my mind that they would willingly 
have recanted, if recantation had been permitted by the 
merciless Brahtneru; but those demons excite or astound 
the affrighted victims, aud even thrust them into the fire. 
I was present when a poor young woman, who had fallen 
back five or six paces from the pit, was thus driven for- 
ward; and I saw another of these wretched beings 
struggling to leave the funeral pile when the fire increased 
around her person, but she was prevented from escaping 
by the long poles of the diabolical executioners. 

But sometimes the devoted widows elude the vigilance 
of the murderous priests. I have been often in the com- 
pany of a fair Idolater, who contrived to save her life by 
throwing herself upon the protection of the scavengers,' 
who assemble on these occasions in considerable numbers, 
when they learn that the intended victim is young and 
handsome, that her relations are of little note, and that 
she is to be accompanied by only a few of her acquaint- 
ance. Yet the woman whose courage fails a t  the sight of 
the horrid apparatus of death, and who avails herself of 
the presence of these men to avoid the impending sacrifice, 
cannot hope to pass her days in happiness, or to be treated 
with respect or affection. Never again can she live with 

Sweepers, Italal-khorr, who frequent burning guts (places for 
cremation) for various purposes at the present day. 
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the Gentiles: no individual of that nation will a t  any time, 
or under any circumstances, associate with a creature so 
degraded, who is accounted utterly infamous, a ~ d  execrated 
because of the dishonour which her conduct has brought 
upon the religion of the country. Consequently she is 
ever afterwards exposed to the ill-treatment of her low 
and vulgar protectors. There is no ,Mogol who does not 
dread the consequences of contributi~~g to the preservation 
of a woman devoted to the burning pile, or who will 
venture to afford an asylum to one who escapes from the 
fangs of the B r d v u m ;  but many widows have been 
rescued by the Porticguese, in sea-ports where that people 
happened to be in superior strength. I need scarcely 
say how much my own indignation has been excited, 
and how ardently I have wished for opportunities to exter- 
minate those cursed Bmhmeris. 

At Lahor I saw a most beautiful young widow sacrificed, 
who could not, I think, have been more than twelve years 
of age. The poor little creature appeared more dead than 
alive when she approached the dreadful pit: the agony o! 
her mind cannot be described ; she trembled and wept 
bitterly; but three or four of the Brahwens, assistecl by an 
old woman who held her under the arm, forced the un- 
willing victim toward the fatal spot, seated her on the 
wood, tied her hands and feet, lest she should run away, 
and in that situation the innocent creature was burnt alive. 
I found it difficult to repress my feelings and to prevent 
their bursting forth into clamorous and unavailing rage ; 
but restrained by prudential considerations, I contented 
myself with silently lamenting the abominable superstition 
of these people, and applied to it the language of the poet, 
when speaking of Zyhigaiia, whom her father Agatnern~iorr 
had offered in sacrifice to Uiatta :- 

. . . quod coritra saepius illa 
religio peperit scelerosa atque impia facta 
dulide quo pcta Trioicri virginis warn 
Iphiaircweui turparunt sanguine foede 
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ductores Danaum delecti, prima virorum. . . . . . . . . 
tantum religio potuit suadere malorum.' 

I have not yet mentioned all the barbarity and atrocity 
of these monsters. In some parts of the Zndies, instead of 
burning the women who determine not to survive their 
husbands, the Brahmn~ bury them alive, by slow degrees, 
up to the throat ; then two or three of them fall suddenly 
upon the victim, wring her neck, and when she has been 
effectually and completely choked, cover over the body 
with earth thrown upon it from successive baskets, and 
tread upon the head. 

Most of the Gentiles bum their dead ; but some partially 
broil the bodies with stubble, near the side of a river, and 
then precipitate them into the water from a high and 
steep bank.2 I have attended these funeral rites on the 
Ganges several times, and observed Rights of crows flutter- 
ing about the carcass, which becomes as much the prey 
of those b i d s  as of the fish and crocodiles. 

Some again carry a sick person, when a t  the p i n t  of 
death, to the river-side; place his feet in the water, let 
him sink gradually to the neck ; and when i t  is supposed 
that he is about to expire, they immerse his whoie body 
into the river, where they leave him, after violently clap- 
ping their hands, and crying out with great vehemence. 
The object of this ceremony (at which I have been present) 
is that the soul may be washed, on taking its flight, from 

' This quotation (from Lucretius, Dc Xcrrrnr Nafrtra, Book i. 

82-102) has been thus rendered by H. A. J. Munro :-'Whereas on 
the contrary, often and often, that very religion has given birth to 
sinful and unholy deeds. Thus in Aulis the chosen chieftains of the 
Danai, foremost of men, foully polluted with Iphianassa's blood the 
altar of the Trivian maid. . . . So great the evils to which religion 
could prompt ! ' I have substituted the latest critical version, for 
the one given by Bernier, which he took from a Dutch edition of 
Lucretius. 

This is done by those too poor to aKord the cost of an ordinary 
cremation. 
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all impurities which it may have contracted during its 
abode in the body. This absurd notion is not confined to 
the vulgar; I have heard it seriously defended by men of 
the highest reputation for learning. 

Among the vast number, and endless variety of F d i n s ,  
or Ueruiches, and Holy Men, or Gentik hypocrites' of the 
Indies, many live in a sort of convent, governed by 
superiors, where vows of chastity, poverty, and submission 
are made. So strange is the life led by these votaries 
that I doubt whether my description of it will be credited. 
I allude particularly to the people called Jauguis,P a name 
which signifies 'united to God.' Numbers are seen, day 
and night, seated or lying on ashes, entirely naked; 
frequently under the large trees near talnbs, or tanks of 
water, or in the galleries round the Deiiras, or idol temples. 
Some have hair hanging down to the calf of the leg, 
twisted and entangled into knots, like the coat of our 
shaggy dogs, or rather like the hair of those afflicted with 
that Polish disease, which we call lu Plie.8 I have seen 
several who hold one, and some who hold both arms, 
perpetually lifted up above the head; the nails of their 
hands being twisted, and longer than half my little finger, 
with which I measured them. Their arms are as small 
and thin as the arms of persons who die in a decline, 
because in so forced and unnatural a position they receive 
not sufficient nourishment; nor can they be lowered so 
as to supply the mouth with food, the muscles having 
become contracted, and the articulations dry and stiff. 
Novices wait upon these fanatics, and pay them the utmost 
respect, as persons endowed with extraordinary sanctity. 
No Fuy in the infernal regions can be conceived more 

' In the original, 'ou Santons Gentils des Indes.' Santon originally 
rneant a peculiar sect of Moslem devotee, but I have translated the 
word as meaning a hypocrite, in which sense it is used by Rabelais. 

"ogi, n corruption of Yoga, union or junction. Applied to those 
followers of the Yoga doctrine who are supposed to go about preaching 
the duty and necessity of religious retirement and meditation. 

a The disease known as i'lica Polorriia. 
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horrible than the Jaugub, with their naked and black skin, 
long hair, spindle arms, long twisted nails, and fixed in the 
posture which I have mentioned. 

I have often met, generally in the territory of some 
Raja, bands of these naked Fakire.~, hideous to behold. 
Some had their arms lifted up in the manner just described ; 
the frightful hair of others either hung loosely or was tied 
and twisted round their heads ; some carried a club like to 
Hmules; others had a dry and rough tiger skin thrown 
over their shoulders. In this trim I have seen them shame- 
lessly walk, stark naked, through a large town, men, 
women, and girls looking at  them without any more 
emotion than may be created when a hermit passes through 
our streets. Females would often bring them alms with 
much devotion, doubtless believing that they were holy 
personages, more chaste and discreet than other men. 

I was for a long time disgusted with a celebrated Fakire, 
named Sannet, who paraded the streets of Dehli as naked 
as when he came into the world. He  despised equally 
the promises and the threats of Aureng-Zebe, and under- 
went at  length the punishment of decapitation from his 
obstinate refusal to put on wearing apparel. 

Several of these Fakires undertake long pilgrimages, not 
only naked, but laden with heavy iron chains, such as are 
put about the legs of elephants. I have seen others who 
in consequence of a particular vow stood upright, during 
seven or eight days, without once sitting or lying down, 
and without any other support than might be afforded by 
leaning forward against a cord for a few hours in the night ; 
their legs in the meantime were swollen to the size of 
their thighs. Others again I have observed standing 
steadily, whole hours together, upon their hands, the head 
down, and the feet in the air. I might proceed to 
enumerate various other positions in which these unhappy 
men place their body, many of then1 so difficult and 
painful that they could not be imitated by our tumblers ; 
ancl all this, let it be recollected, is performed from an 
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assumed feeling of piety, of which there is not so much as 
the shadow in any part of the Indies. 

I confess that this gross superstition filled me, on my 
first amval in Hindotcstan, with amazement. I knew 
not what to think of it. Sometimes I should have been 
disposed to consider the Fakires as remnants, if not as 
the founders, of the ancient and infamous sect of Cynics, 
could I have discovered anything in them but brutality 
and ignorance, and if they had not appeared to me vege- 
tative rather than rational beings. At another time, I 
thought they might be honest though deluded enthusiasts, 
until I found that, in fact they were, in the widest sense of 
the word, destitute of piety. Again, I reflected that a 
life of vagrancy, idleness, and independence may have a 
powerful and attractive charm; or that the vanity which 
iutermingles itself with every motive of human action, 
and which may be discovered as clearly through the 
tattered mantle of a Diogenes as under the comely garb of 
a Pluto, was probably the secret spring that set so many 
strange engines in motion. 

The Fakires, it is said, exercise painful austerities in the 
confident hope that they will be Rajas in their renascent 
state; or, if they do not become Rajas, that they shall be 
placed in a condition of life capable of more exquisite 
enjoyment than is experienced by those sovereign princes : 
but, as I have frequently observed to them, how can it be 
believed that men submit to a life of so much misery for 
the sake of a second state of existence, as short and un- 
certain as the first, and which cannot be expected to yield 
a much greater degree of happiness even to him who may 
be invested with the high dignity of Ruaa, or who may 
resemble Jesseingue or Jessomskngue, the two most powerful 
Rajas of the Zndies? I am not to be so easily deceived, 
soid I to them ; either you are egregious fools, or you are 
actuated by some sinister views which you carefully hide 
from the worltl. 

Some of the Faitires enjoy the reputation of being 
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peculiarly enlightened saints, perfect Jarrgtrib, and really 
united to God. These are supposed to have entirely 
renounced the world, and like our hermits they live a 
secluded life in a remote garden, without ever visiting a 
town. When food is brought to them, they receive it : if 
none be offered to them it is concluded that the holy men 
can live without food, that they subsist by the favour of 
God, vouchsafed on account of previous long fasts and 
other religious mortifications. Frequently these pious 
Jaupis are absorbed in profound meditation. I t  is pre- 
tended, and one of the favoured saints himself assured me, 
that their souls are often rapt in an ecstasy of several hours' 
duration ; that their external senses lose their functions ; 
that the Jauguis are blessed with a sight of God, who 
appears as a light ineffably white and vivid, and that they 
experience transports of holy joy, and a contempt of 
temporal concerns which defy every power of description. 
My saintly informant added that he could a t  pleasure fall 
into such a trance as he described, and not one of the 
individuals who are in the habit of visiting the Jauguis 
doubts the reality of these vaunted ecstasies. I t  is possible 
that the imagination, distempered by continued fasts and 
uninterrupted solitude, may be brought into these illusions, 
or that the rapturous dreams of the Fakires may resemble 
the natural ecstasies into which Cardan1 tells us he could 
fall whenever he pleased, especially as the Fakires practise 
some art in what they do, prescribing to themselves certain 
rules for the binding up of their senses by slow degrees. 
For example, they say that after having fasted several days 
upon bread and water, it is necessary to be alone in a 
sequestered spot, to fix the eyes most steadily toward 
heaven, and when they have been so riveted for some 

Girolamo Cardan, born at Pavia in [Sot, died 1576, was famous 
as a mathematician, physician, and astrologer. He published his 
celebrated treatise on astrology in 1543, and in 1552 visited Scotland, 
as the medical adviser of Archbishop Hamilton of St. Andrews. 
Cardan, owing to the boldness of many of the theories which he 
enunciated, was involved in many disputes with his contemporaries. 
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time, to lower them gradually, and then point them both 
in such a manner that they shall look at  one and the same 
time upon the tip of the nose, both sides of that feature 
being equally seen; and in this posture the saint must 
continue firm, the two sides of the nose in even proportions 
remaining constantly within sight until the bright luminary 
makes its appearance. - - 

The trance, and the means of enjoying it, form the grand 
Mysticism of the sect of the Jalr@,l as well as that of the 
Sotffys. I call it Mysticism [Mystere], because they keep 
these th inp  secret among themselves, and I should not 
have made so many discoveries had it not been for the 
aid of the Pendet, or Zndou Doctor whom Daaechmend-kart 
kept in his pay, and who dared not conceal anything from 
his patron ; my Aguh, moreover, was already acquainted 
with the doctrines of the Soufys.2 

I believe that extreme po&rty, long fasts, and perpetual 
austerities count for something in the condition at  which 
these men amve. Our Friars and Hermils must not 
suppose that on these points they surpass the Ja~rguis or 
other Asiatic religionists. I can, for instances, appeal to 

1 In  the original, ' le grand hlystere d e  la Cabale des Jauguis.' 
a I t  would be difficult to give any better definition of Sufism than 

that by Mr. E. H. Whinfield, M.A., late B.C.S., in the Introduction 

(pp. IS,  16) to his edition of the Masnavi-i Ma'travi, the SpiduaC 
coujlcfs, of Afiddna jaln'lrr-'d-din Mt~hamurai- i  Ru'ntf,, London, 
Triibner, 1887. After explaining that the message of Muhammad, as 
revealed in the Koran, was eminently practical and not speculative, 
popular in language, and not meant to bear the strain of analysis, 
S i r .  Whinfield relates how, after the death of Muhammad, the Faith- 
ful did philosophise, notwithstanding all the injunctions extant against 
such speculation as was then indulged in. Schoolmen arose who 
carried philosophy into divinity, and, in the light of the new learning, 
derived from Plato, Aristotle, and the speculations of the Christian 
sects, debated all the trite topics of hioslem theology. 'Parallel to 
this stream of scholasticism there ran another stream of mystical 
theosophy-derived in part from Plato, " the Attic Moses," but 
mainly from Christianity, as presented in the "spiritual Gospel " of 
St. John, and as expounded by the Christian Platonists and Gnostic?. 
This second stream was Sufism.' 



the lives and fasts of the A171rertiurrs, (bpls, Greeks, Xeskslurians, 
Jncobia~, and Mamrriles; comparetl to these people our 
Enropean devotees are mere novices, though it must be 
confessetl, from what I have myself experienced, that the 
pains of hunger are not so sensibly felt in the Zrrdies as in 
our colder climates. 

I have now to give a11 accouiit of cerbiil Fakires totally 
different froni the Srrirrls just tlescribed, but who also 
are extraordinary Ixrsonages. They almost continually 
perambulate the country, n ~ a k e  light of everything, affect 
to live without care, and to be possessetl of inost important 
secrets. The people imagine that these favouretl beings 
are well acquainted with the art of making gold, and that 
they can prepare mercury ill so admirable w manner that 
a grain or two swallowed every mon~ing must restore w 
diseased body to vigorous health, ant1 so strengthen the 
stomach that it may feed with avidity, i1nd digest with 
ease. This is not a11 : when two of these good Jartpris 
meet, ant1 can be excited to a spirit of emulation, they 
make such a tlisphy of the power of Ja~rgrrid.ism, that it 
inay well be doubtetl if Sinroll iCIczgris, with all his sorceries, 
ever perforn~ed inore surprising feats. They tell any 
person his thoughts, cause the branch of a tree to blossom 
and to bear fruit within an hour, hatch an egg in their 
bosoni ill less than fifteen minutes, producing whatever 
b i d  may be demandetl, irntl make it fly about the m m ,  
iind execute many other prodigies that need not be 
enumeratetl. 

I regret that I c~i inot  bear my testinlo~iy to the trnth 
of all that people report of these conjurers. My Agah 
sent for one of these famous soothsayers, and promised to 
give him three hundred rorrpiea (about an hundred and 
fifty crowns) if on the  following day he would tell him, 
as he said he could do, what might then be passing in 
his mind, which he would previously write down in his 
presence to prevent any suspicion of unfair dealing on his 
own part. I engagetl at  the same time to present him 

S 
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with five-antl-twenty roupies if he mentioned my thoughts ; 
but the prophet did not again approach our house. On 
another occasion I was also disappointed in my expecta- 
tion of the  company of one of these egg-hatchers, t o  
whom I had promised twenty roupies. Notwithstanding 
my diligence to pry into everything, I have never been so 
fortunate as to  witness any marvellous performance; and 
whenever 1 happened to be present when a deed was 
done which excited the  surprise of the  spectators, it was 
generally my misfortune to examine and to question until 
I ascertained that the cause lay in some cheat or sleight 
of hand. I recollect detecting the gross deception of a 
fellow who pretended to find out, by the rolling of a cup, 
the  person who had stolen my Agah's money. 

But there are Fakires of a much more comely appear- 
ance than those whom we have been considering, and 
their lives and tlevotion seem less extravagant. They 
walk the  streets barefooted and bareheaded, girt with a 
scarf which hangs down to the knee, and wearing a white 
cloth which passes under the  right arm and goes over the 
left shoulder in the form of a mantle, but tiley are with- 
out any under garment : their persons, however, are always 
well washetl, and they appear cleanly in every respect. 
In general they walk two and two with a very modest 
demeanour, holding in one hand a small and,fair three- 
footed earthen pot with two handles: they do not beg 
from shop to shop like many other Fakires, but enter 
freely into the houses of the Gentiles, where they meet 
with a hearty welcome and an hospitable reception, their 
presence being esteemed a blessing to the  family. 
Heaven defend him who accuses them of any offence, 
although everybody knows what takes place between the 
sanctified visitors and the  women of the house : this, how- 
ever, is considered the custom of the country, and their 
sanctity is not the less on that account. I do not indeed 
attach much importance to their transactions with the  
females of the house : such practices we know are not 
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confined to the Great MogoCs dominions; but what 
appears truly ridiculous is their impertinent comparison 
of themselves with our own clergy in the Ztidies. I have 
sometimes derived much amusement from their weakness 
and vanity : I used to address them with great ceremony, 
and apparently with the  most profound respect, after 
which they imn~ediately observed to one another : 'The 
Fratcgui knows who we are; he has resided many years ill 
the Indies, and is well aware that u7e are the Padrys' of the 
Ittdons.' But I dwell too loug lipon these heathen beggars, 
alid shall proceed to notice the books of law and science. 

Do not be surprised if, notwithstanding my ignorai~ce 
of Sarrscril2 (the language of the learned, and possibly that 
of the anciellt Bralr~rrerts, as we may learn further on), I 
yet say something of books written in that tongue. My 
Agall, Droceclt~rtertd-karr, partly from my solicibtio~~ cuid 
partly to gratify his own curiosity, took into his service 
one of the most celebrated Pettdets in all the Ittdies, who 
hat1 formerly belonged to the household of Drtra,Y the 
eldest son of the King C'lirtlr-Jehna ; and not only was this 

' The I'ortuguese word I'rcdru \\,as originally applied to Roman 
priests only. I t  is now the name given all over Intlia to priests, 
clergymen, or ~ninisters of all denominations, and is sometimes applied 
by natives to their own priests. Lal Parire Solrib, or the Lord I'adre 
Sahib, is now the Indian name for a Christian bishop. 

' Hanscrit ' in the original, see 11. 329, footnote 9 
Ddrd Shikoh, when Governor or Viceroy of Uenares, in 1656, 

caused a I'ersian translation to be lnade from the Sanskrit text of the 
Upanishads ( '  the word that is not to be revealed '), which he called 
the Sarr-i-/\stir, or Surcl of Sec.rz/s. This translation, which was 
made by a large staff of Uena~es I'andits, has been rendered into 
Latin by Anquetil-Duperron, and published by him at Paris, 1801, 
under the title of Oujrtckhat ( id  csf, Serrrfurt~ 7igc1rdurtr) opus ipsa 
in Irrdio rarissit~~u~rr, etc. etc. Ilis version is criticised in an article 
published in the second number (January 1803) of Thc Edirrbrtrgh 
h'cvinu, which I believe to have been written by Alexander IIamilton, 
' a Scotchman who had k e n  in India ; . . . of excellent conversation 
and great knowledge of Oriental literature. I Ie  was afterwards pro- 
fessor of Sanscrit ' [in the official lists he is designated Profissor of 
Hirad12 Littrafure and llistory of Asia] 'in the East India College at  
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man my c o n s t a n t  c o m p a n i o n  d u r i n g  a period o f  three years, 
but he a l s o  i n t d u c e d  me to the soc ie ty  o f  other learned 
Peadcls, w h o m  he a t t r a c t e d  to the house.  W h e n  weary of 
e x p l a i n i n g  t o  m y  A g a h  the r e c e n t  discoveries o f  Hnrreta 
and Pccyrtcl i n  a n a t o m y ,  and o f  d i scours ing  on the philo- 

sophy of Gnssetrdi and l)escar/cs,~ w h i c h  I translated to 

Ilaileybury,'p. 141, vol. i. Cockburn's Li / ro fLor( f jmy ,  Edin. 1852, 
also see p. 256, vol. i. of Lord Brougham's L,;ir nnd Yimts, Edin. and 
Lontl. 1871. In this critique pleasing testimony is borne to the great 
abilities of I'rince D i r i  Shikoh, as follows :-' If intolerance and fana- 
ticism be the u*ual concomitants of lslamism (an assertion, we think. 
too generally expressed), the descendants of Tamerlane, who reigned 
in Hindfistan, furnish some remarkable exceptions to the received 
opinion. At the head of these illustrious personages we should, 
perhaps, place Dara Shecuh, the eldest son of the En~peror Shah 
Gehan. The attention which this I'rince bestowed, investigating the 
antique dog~nas of the IIindu theology, and the munificence with 
which he rewarded the learned Brahmans, whom he collected from all 
parts of the empire, furnished his brother Aurengzebe with a pretext 
to niisrcpresent his motives, antl to alarm the zealous AIoslems w i ~ h  
the danger of an apostate succeeding to the throne. The melancholy 
catnstrophe ~ h i c h  ensuetl; the tleath of the unhappy Darn, with the 
long antl brilliant reign of the successful hypocrite, who founded his 
greatness on the destruction of his brothers, are detailed in the page of 
history. If the sceptical philosopher Ix dislwscd to exclaim with the 
Roman Epicurean, 'Tanta Religio potuit suaclcre nialorun~,' we must 
state our conviction that aml,i~ion, not fanaticisn~, prompteil the deed ; 
though the steps I I ~  which he mounted the thrune threw the rigid veil 
of sulxrstition over the sul~seqi~cnt contli~ct of .111rcngzcl~, and gave 
that tone to his court.' 

\Villiam Harvey, born in 1578, and ilied in 1657. It was in 1616, 
the year of Shakespeare's cleatli, that he Iwgan his course of lecturts 
to the Ro)al College of l'hpsicians in London, and formally anoounccd 
his discovery of the circulation of the blood, which 1 1 s  rendered his 
name for ever famous. 

Jean Pecquet, born at Dieppe, in I'rance, in 1622, died in 1674. I re  
studictl medicine at >Ionrpcllier, where Bernier was also a student, 
and it was there that he prosecuted those investigations which led to 
his discoveries, in connection with the conversion of the chyle into 
blood, which have immortalised his name. 

Ren6 Descartes, Iwrn at La Haye, Tournine, in France, in 1596, 
and tlietl at Stockholm in 1650. 
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liim in Pemfan (for this was my principal employment for 
five or six years) we had generally recourse to our Pendet, 
who, in his turn, was calletl upon to reason in his own 
manner, and to communicate his fables ; these he  related 
with all imaginable gravity without ever sniiling; but at  
length we became disgusted both with his tales and 
childish arguments. 

The Hindol~s then affirm that God, whom they call 
Achar, the Immovable or Immutable, has sent to them 
four books, to which they give tlie name of Be/b, a won1 
signifying science, because, according to them, these books 
conlprel~end all the sciences. The first of the books is 
named Atherbabed ; the second Zagerbed ; the third Rek- 
bed; and the fourth Samabed. These books enjoin that 
the people shall be divided, as in fact they are most effect- 
ually, into four tribes [Tribus] : first, the tribe of Brah~ne~ts, 
or interpreters of the law ; secondly, the tribe of Qtretleys, 
or warriors ; thirdly, the tribe of Be.~c~k, or merchanLs and 
tradesme~i, commonly called Batryrrrres; and fourthly, the 
tribe of Sqdra, or artisans and lalpurers. These different 
tribes are not permitted to intermany, that is to say, a 

Brahmen is forbidden to marry a Queltey, and tlie same 
injunction holds good in regard to the other tribes.' 

Achara is well defined I)y Bernier, and this whole chapter is a 
good example of the careful manner in which he investigated such 
subjects. The word also means eternal beatitude, or exemption from 
further transmigration. His enumeration of the order of the Vedas 
does not correspond with that now generally adopted as the results of 
modern criticism, which assigns to the Rig-reda the greatest antiquity, 
after which the I'ajur-veda, then the Sbma-veda, and places the 
Atharva-veda last, as the most recent of all. Bernier possessetl a 
good knowledge of Persian, and as a rule his transliterations are 
excellent. In the enumeration of the theoretical divisions of Hindoo 
society, it is evident that he had to transliterate from the aim¶ vort 
account given in Sanskrit or perhaps Hindi, by his Pandit, into 
Persian, then into French. Bernier's Trilus is a much more scientific 
term than our word 'caste,' or ' cast ' as Elphinstone prefers to have 
it, a word derived from the Portuguese Casfa, 'creed, race, or kind.' 
The modern renderings of these four divisions are, Brhhmans, Kshatt- 
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The Gentiles believe ill a tloctrine similar to that of the  
~lltagorrarrs with regard to the transmigration of souls, 
and hold it illegal to kill or eat any aninla1 ; an exception 
being made, however, in favour of a few of the second 
tribe, provided the flesli eaten be not that of the cow or 
peacock. For these two animals they feel a peculiar 
respect, particularly for the cow, imagining that it is by 
holding to a cow's tail they are to cross the river which 
separates this life from the next. I'ossibly their ancicnt 
legislators saw the sllephenls of Empt in a similar nnlanner 
pass the river ATiile, holding with the left hantl the tail of 
H buffalo or ox, and carrying in the right a stick for the 
guidance of the animal; or this superior r e p n l  for the 
cow may more probably be owing to her extraordinary 
usefulness, as being the animal which supplies them with 
milk and butter (a consitlerable part of their aliment), antl 
which may be considered the source of husbandry, con- 
sequently the preserver of life itself. I t  otight likewise to 
be obsen,ed that owing to the great deficiency of pasture 
land in the Indies it is impossible to maintain large nuni- 
bers of cattle ; the whole therefore would soon disappear 
if animal food were eaten in anything like the proportion 
in which it is consumed in France and England, and tlle 
country woultl thus remain uneultivatetl. Tlie heat is so 
intense, antl the ground so parched, tluring eight months 
of the year, that the beasts of the fielcl, ready to tlie of 
hunger, feed on every kind of filth like so many swine. 
I t  was on account of the scarcity of cattle that Jcltctn-Guyre, 
a t  tlie request of the Brnlrrne~~s, issued a11 eclict to forbid 
the killing of beasts of pasture for a certain number of 
years ; anti not long since they presented a similar petition 

riyas, Vaisyas, and Sildras. There appears to be a slip in Bernier's 
transliteration of the name of the second tribe or class; Khittrl, a 
subdivision of the Vaisyas, is confounded with Kshattriyas, or, in its 
popular form, Chutree ; although as a matter of fact some authorities 
hold that the Khbtris are included in the second division. 
' That is, ghee. 
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to Atrreng-Zebe, offering to him a considerable sum of money 
to ensure his compliai~ce.~ They urged that the neglected 
and ruinous condition of many tracts of country during the 
last fifty or sixty years was attributable to the paucity and 
dearness of oxen. 

Perhaps the first legislators in the Ittdies hoped that the 
interdiction of animal food would produce a beneficial effect 
upon the character of the people, and that they might be 
brought to exercise less cruelty toward one another when 
required by a positive precept to treat the brute creation 
with humanity. The doctrine of the transmigration of 
souls secured the kind treatment of animals, by leading to 
the belief that no animal can be killed or eaten without 
incumng the danger of killing or eating some ancestor, 
than which a more heinous crime cannot be committed. 
I t  may be also that the Hrahmens were influenced by the 
consideration that in their climate the flesh of cows or 
oxen is neither savoury nor wholesome except for a short 
time during winter. 

The Hetlts render it obligatory upon every Gen~ile to say 
his prayers with his face turned to the East thrice in the 
twenty-four I~ours : in the morning, a t  noon, and a t  night. 
The whole of his body must also be washed three times, 
or a t  least before every meal; and he is taught that it is 
more nleritorious to perform his ablutions and to repeat 
his prayers in running than in stagnant water. Here 
again regard was probably had to what is not only proper 
but highly importnnt in such a climate as that of 
Hindotcslan. This, however, is fount1 an inconvenient law 
to those who happen to live in cold countries, allcl I have 
met in my travels with some who placed their lives in 
imminent danger by a strict observance of that law, by 
plunging into the rivers or tanks within their reach, or if 
ilone were sufficiently near, by throwing large pots full of 
water over their heads. Sometimes I objected to their 

In recent years, similar action as regards petitioning the Supreme 
Government has k e n  taken in India by intlueotial Iiindoos. 
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religion that it contained a law which it would not be 
possible to observe in cold climates during the winter 
season, which was, in my mind, a clear proof that i t  
possessed no divine original, but was merely a system of 
human invention. Their answer was amusing enough. 
' We pretend not,' they replied, ' tha t  our law is of 
universal application. God intended it only for us, ancl 
this is the reason why we cannot receive a foreigner into 
our religion. We do not even say that yours is a false 
religion: it may be adapted to your wants and circum- 
stances, God having, no doubt, appointed many different 
ways of going to heaven.' I fount1 it impossible t o  
convince them thnt the Christian faith was designed for 
the whole earth, and theirs was mere fable and gross 
fabrication. 

The Beth  teach that God having determined to create 
the world would not execute his purpose immediately, 
but first created three perfect beings ; one was Brakmn, 
a name which signifies penetrating into all things ; the  
secontl, Besclre~r, that is, existing in all things ; and the  
third Melmlrdnc, or the mighty lord. By means of Braltrtrn 
he created the world ; by means of Beschen he upholds it ; 
and by means of :lfehnlUleyc Ile will destroy it.' I t  was 
BrnAn~n who, by God's command, published the four 
BetAs, and for this reason he is represented in some 
temples with four heads. 

I have conversed with Eiiropean missionaries who 
thought that the Ga~liles have some idea of the mystery of 
the Ik'nit.y, and maintained that the Betlrs state in direct 
terms that the three beings, though three persons, are one 
God. This is a subject on which I have frequently heard 

Hmhn~a was from the beginning considered as the Eternal Creative 
Power, the Holiest of the IIoly, and he continuecl to be regarded as 
fulfilling the same function even after he had sunk into a sul>or.dinate 
position, and had come to be represented by the votaries of Vishnu 
and Mahadeva respectively as the mere creature and agent of one or 
other of these two gods. 
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the Pettenrlet.~ dilate, but they explain themselves so obscurely 
that I never could clearly comprehend their opinion.' I 
have heard some of them say that the beings in question 
are in reality three very perfect creatures, whom they call 
Ileiitas, without being able, however, properly to explain 
what they mean by this word Driita, like our ancient 
idolaters, who could never, in my opinion, explain what 
they meant by the names Grttii ancl N~ittrian, which were 
probably equivalent to the Deiitn of the Ittdktts.2 I have 
also discoursetl with other Pe~rdels distinguished for 
learning, who said that these three beings are really 
one and the same God, considered under three different 
characters, as the creator, upholder, and destroyer of all 
things ; but they said nothing of three distinct persons in 
oiie only God. 

I was acquainted with the Reverend Father Ron,R a 

' I shall declare to thee that form composed of Hari and I-Jara 
(Vishnu ant1 hlahadeva) combined, which is without beginning, 
mitltlle or entl, imperishable, undecaying. IIe who is Vishnu is 
Rudra : he who is Rudra is Pitimahn (Hrahma) : the substance is one, 
the gotls are three : Rudra, Vishnu, nntl 1'itimaha.'-Muir's O n ~ i t ~ a l  
Sarrskril Trxfs, vol. iv. p. 237. 

See p. 303. 
Thus in all the editions of Bernier's Traz,c/s known to the 

editor, intended for Father Heinrich Roth, S. J., attached to the 
Goa Mission. About 1650-1660 he journeyed from Goa to Agra, 
z ~ i d  Central India, antl during these years stutlied Sanskrit ancl the 
doctrines of the llintloo religion, in which he was ever afterwards 
regarded as the best authority of his time, and it is pleasant to find 
that even thus early, a German should attain such fame as a Sans- 
krit scholar. About 1665 he tmvelled from Agra to Rome, z p i c f  

Lahore, Multan, down the Intlus to ' Sintli ' [? Sind] at its moull~, 
thence by sea, z i d  Surat, to Ormuz, and overlantl through I'ersia 
and Armenia to Smyrna and Rome. H e  there drew up for Father 
Kircher (see p. 332, footnote I ) ,  the five engraved plates published 
I>y him in his Chirra / / ~ u s f r ~ ~ f a .  The first four plates contain the 
alphabet and elements (in the Devanagri character) of Sanskrit, 
explainetl in Latin, and the fifth is Our Lord's I'rayer and an Ave 
Maria, in Sanskrit and Latin, to serve as an exercise for beginners. 
In  most of the early editions of Bernier, certainly in all of those pub- 
lished during his lifetime, Sanskrit is everywhere printed Harts~rit.  'This 
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Jesuit, a German by birth, and missionary at  Agra, who hacl 
made great proficiency in the  stutly of Sattsm'l. H e  nssurerl 
me that th<books o f ~ t h e  ~ett l i lesnot only state that there 
is one God in three persons, but that the  second person has 
been nine times embodied in flesh.' H e  added that  when 
lle was at  Cltiras, on his return to Rome, a Carmelite Father 
in that city succeeded, with mtich address, in ascertaining 
that the following doctrines are held by the Genlifes. 
The second person in the Trinity has been, according to  
them, nine times incarnate in consequence of various evils 
in the world, from which he  delivered mankind. The  
eighth incarnation was the most remarkable ; 2 for they 
say that the world having been enthralled by the power 
of giants, it was rescued by the second person, incanlated 
and born of a virgin a t  midnight, the angels singing in 
the air, and the skies raining flowers that whole night. 

peculiarity has ariaen, I believe, in this wise. Father Roth doubt- 
lessly acquired his grounding in Sanskrit from a I'ersian Munshi, 
who would call the langu'qe ' Sanskrit, or Sahatzskrlt,' the form used 
in the Persian texts of the Ain, which was written about 1599. 
Itre learn from Father Kircher (who by the way never uses the word 
Sanskrit in any form), in the text of the work cited above, that it was 
Father Roth \\rho with his own hnnrl drew out the originals of these 
plates. The first plate is llended Elcn~rrrta Lirtp~a [sic] Hanskrtt, 
the letters Sa having been omitted by the engraver, or 'dropped,' to 
use a technical term; because although he has begun the heading 
correctly as to position, the centre of the ' title' being axial with the 
I,orly of the plate, the word Ifanrkret ends just too short by a space 
sufficient for two letters. This error was probably discovered too late 
to be satisfactorily remedied, and hns misled many subsequent writers 
without special or technical knowledge ; and in Yule's Glossary this 
form of the word is characteriserl as ' difficult to account for.' Hyde, 
the well-known Orientalist of the Oxford University, has, however 
(p. 264, vol. ii., Syntag~r~a Disscr/ationttt~z p a s  olim Yfiomas Ifydt 
stpnmtim cdidit. Oxon. 1767. Edited by Gregory Sharpe), questioned 
the correctness of Father Kircher's Harrskd, himself using the wold 

Sanscreet ' to denote the language of the Brahmins. 
1 Avatar, a descent, especially of a deity from heaven ; an inmrna- 

tion. Allusion is made by nernier to the ten avata~s of Vishnu. 
"rhnt of \'ishnu as Krishna, in which he is supposed to have Ieen 

completely incarnate, at Brindabun in the Mathura (Muttra) District. 
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This in some degree savours of Christianity, but here 
comes the fable again ; for it is added that this incarnate 
god began by killing a giant who flew in the air, and was 
so huge as to obscure the sun : his fall caused the whole 
earth to tremble, and by his weight he so penetrated it 
that he tumbled at once into hell. The incarnate deity, 
wounded in the side in the conflict with this mighty 
giant, fell also, but by his fall put his enemies to flight. 
He  arose again, and after delivering the world ascendetl 
into heaven, and because of his wound, he is generally 
known by the appellation of 'The wounded in the side.' 
The tenth incarnation, say the Getrfiles, will have for its 
object the emancipation of mankind from the tyranny of 
the Malrmnetnn, and it will take place at  the time when, 
according to our calculation, Artiichrist is to appear; this 
is however but a popular tradition, not to be found in 
their sacred books. 

They say also that the third person of the Trinity 1 has 
manifested himself to the world ; the following story is 
related of him. The daughter of a certain king, when 
she had reached the age of puberty, was desired by her 
father to mention the person whom she felt disposed to 
marry, and having answered that she would be united to 
none but a divine beir~g, the third person of the Trinity 
appeared in the same instant to the king in the form of 
fire. He  presently apprised his daughter of this happy 
circumstance, and she without hesitation consented to the 
marriage. The divine personage, though still assuming a 
fiery appearance, was invited to the king's council, ant1 
finding that the privy counsellors opposed the match, he 
first set fire to their beards, and then burnt them together 
with the royal household, after which he married the 
princess. Ridiculous ! 2 In regard to the second person, 
the Gentiles say that his first incarnation was in the nature 
of a Lion, the second in that of a Hog, the third in that 

Mahadev or Siva, the Destroyer and Creator. 
In the original, ' Contes de ma mere l'Oye.' 
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of a Torloise, the fourth in that of a Serpcrf, the fiRh in 
that of a dwarfish female Braheir [Pygmee Brahmctne], 
only a cubit in height, the sixth was in the form of a 
monstrous Man-lion, the seventh in that of a Dragon, the  
eighth as nlready described, the ninth in the nature of 
an Ape, antl the tenth is to be in the person of a mighty 
Cavalier. 

I entertain no doubt that the Reverend Father Rw 
derives from the Beth his knowledge of the doctrines 
held by the (ieuliles, and that the account he gave me 
forms the basis of their mythology. I had written a t  
considerable length upon this subject, sketched the 
figures of several of the gods or idols placed in their 
temples, and caused them to give me the characters of 
their language, Sanscrit ; but finding that the principal 
matter of my manuscript is contained in the Chitta 
Illrcslrtcta of Father Kirkerl (who obtained much of his 
informatioil when at Roine from Father Roa?), I deem 
it sufficient to recommend that book to your perusal. I 
must observe, however, that the word 'incarnation,' 
employed by the Reverend Father,= was new to me, 
having never seen it used in the same direct sense. 

Published at  A~nsterdan~ by Jnnszon in 1667, in which, between 
folios 162 and 163, will be found five full-page copperplate engrav- 
ings, the first specimens of Sanskrit ever printed or engraved (as for 
n book) in Europe, or indeed anywhere. Athanasius Kircher, S. J., 
was born at Gicssen near Fulda in 1602, and died at  Rome in 1680. 
A man of immense literary activity, he was, inter aka,  what we would 
now call IIome Editorial Secretary of the annual reports sent to 
Europe by the Jesuit antl other Roman missionaries. Kircher was 
also at one time I'rofessor of Oriental Languages at Wiirtzburg. See 
p. 329, footnote =. 

Father Koth supplied Kircher with 111 the information concerning 
l i i n d w  mythology contained in his China Ilittstrafa, which will be 
found, illustrated with curious engravings after Indian drawings, at 
pp. 156-162 of that work. 

Kircher quotes Father Roth's own words as follows :-' Universim 
dicunt, secundam personam ex Trinitate novies jam inca~natam fuisse, 
et adhuc semel incarnatum est,' 
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Some Perrdek explained their doctrine to me in this 
manner : formerly God appeared in the fonlls which are 
mentioned, and in those forms performetl all the wonders 
which have been related. Other Pendefs said that the 
souls of certain great men, whom we are wont to call 
heroes, had passed into the different bodies spoken of, 
and that they had become Deiilns; or, to speak in the 
phraseology of the idolaters of old, they had become 
powerful Divinities, Ntr~thicc, Getrii, and D~orutrs ; or, if you 
will, Spitits and Fairies ; for I know not how else to 
render the word Deiita; but this second explanatiou 
comes much to the same thing as the first, inasmuch as 
the Itrdorcs believe that their souls are constituent parts 
of the deity. 

Other Poidele again gave me a more refined inter- 
pretation. They said that the incarnations or apparitions 
mentioned in their books, having a mystic sense, and 
being intended to explain the various attributes of Gotl, 
ought not to be understood literally. Some of the most 
learned of those Duclurs frankly acknowledged to me that 
nothing can be conceived more fabulous than all the 
incarnations, and that they were only the invention of 
legislators for the sake of retaining the people in some 
sort of religion. 011 the supposition that our souls are 
portions of the deity, a doctrine common to all Getrfiles, 
must not (observed the Pendels) the reality of those 
incarnations, instead of being made a mysterious part of 
religion, be exploded by sound philosophy ? for, in respect 
of our souls, we are God, and therefore it woultl in fact 
be ourselves who had imposed upon ourselves a religious 
worship, and a belief in the transmigration of souls, in 
paradise, and in hell,-which would be absurd. 

I am not less indebted to Messieurs Henry Lor ant1 
Abrahana Roger' than to the Reverend Fathers Kirker and 

Henry Lord, the Anglican chaplain at Surnt and author of ( I )  A 
Display of two forraipne Serts i / r  the East Zrrriies ; ( 2 )  A Disrmterie of 
the .\eif of the b'a~ria~rs ; (3)  7he A1e[iA>iou 01 C ~ C  l'ersres. 1111prilr'cd 
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Roa. I had collected a vast number of particulars 
concerning the Gentiles, that I have since found in the  
books written by those gentlemen, and which I could not 
have arranged in the order which they have observed 
without great labour and difficulty. I t  is not necessary, 
therefore, that I could do more than touch briefly on the 
studies and the science of this people ; which I shall do 
in a general and desultory manner. 

The town of Beturres, seated on the (;atrges, in a 
beautiful situation, and in the midst of an extremely fine 
and rich country, may be considered the general school 
of the Gerrliles. I t  is the Athens of India, whither resort 
the Urah~ttetrs and other devotees ; who are the only 
persons who apply their minds to study. The town 
contains no colleges or regular classes, as in our 
universities, but resembles rather the schools of the 
ancients ; the masters being dispersed over different 
parts of the town in private houses, and principally in 
the gardens of the suburbs, which the rich merchants 
permit them to occupy. Some of these masters have four 
disciples, others six or seven, and the most eminent may 
have twelve or fifteen; but this is the largest number. 
I t  is usual for the pupils to remain ten or twelve years 
under their respective preceptors, during which time the 
work of instruction proceeds but slowly; for the gene- 

al Lorrriorr for Frnrr( is Corrstadlr, arrd ore to be SOW at his ShoFpe irr 
Patrlc's Chrrrr.hyard, at thc sigrrc of tlte Crarrr, 1630. 

i ibral~am Roger, the first Dutch chaplain (1631.1641) at I'ulica~, 
the earliest settlenlent of the tlollanders on the mainland in India; 
their fort, which they called Geldria, having been built in 1609. IIc 
returned home in 1647, and died at Gouda i11 1649. IIis widow 
published her husband's work, which is in every way superior to 
lIenry Lord's, as ' L a  /'orlc orrwrtc, porrr paruerrir d la ronrroissarrcc 

r h  Pa~arrisr~rc Cnchtl. Amsterdam, Chez Jean Schipper, 167a' The 
information contained in this book is very correct, as  the author had 
it a11 at first-hand from a Brahman, whom he calls Padmanaba 
(Prulrrraruibha), who knew Dutch, and who gave him a Dutch trans- 
lation of Bhartrihari's Sa(okas, see p. 293 of Roger's Look, the first 
published translation from Sanskrit into any European language. 
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rality of them are of an indolent disposition, owing, in a 
great measure, to their diet and the  heat of the  country. 
Feeling no spirit of emulation, and entertaining no hope 
that  honours or emolument may be the  reward of extra- 
ordinary attainments, as with us, the  scholars pursue 
the  studies slowly, and without much to distract their 
attention, while eating their kichery,l a mingled mess of 
vegetables supplied to them by the  care of rich merchants 
of the place. 

The first thing taught is the SRIISCI-i/, a language known 
only to the Pmdets, and totally different from that which 
is ordinarily spoken in Hirrdorrsta~r. I t  is of the Sc~~rscril 
that Father Ziirkcr has published an alphabet, which he 
received from Father Roa.2 The name signifies 'pure 
language ;' and because the Genliles believe that the  four 
sacred books given to  them by God, through the medium 
of Brahrna, were originally published in Satrscril, they call 
it the holy arrd divine larrguage. They pretend that it is 
as ancient as Bmht~ra himself, whose age they reckon by 
Iecqrces, or hundreds of thousands of years, but I could not 
rely up011 this marvellous age. That it is extremely old, 
however, i t  is impossible to deny, the  books of their 
religion, which are of unquestionable antiquity, being all 
written in Sartscril. I t  has also its authors on philosophy, 
works on medicine written in verse, and many other kinds 
of books, with which a large hall a t  Bennres is entirely 
filled. 

When they have acquired a knowledge of Sanscrit, 
which to them is difticult, became without u really good 
grammar, they ge~lerally study the Pttrn~te,%hich is a11 
abridgment and illterprettltio~i of the Beths; those books 
being of great bulk, a t  least if they were the Beths 
which were show11 to me at  Be~rares. 'I'hry are so scarce 

See y. 152, footnote 2 ? See p. 329, footnote 8. 

The Pudnas, eighteen in number ; and it  is said that there are 
also eighteen Upa-Purinas or minor I'urinas, but many of them are 
not now procurable. 
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that my Aguk, iiotwithstaiidirig a11 his dilige~ice, has ~ i u t  
succeeded in purchasing a copy. The Gmliles indeed 
conceal them with much care, lest they should fall Into 
the hands of the 1%1ahotttefuar, and be bunit, as frequently 
has happeiietl. 

After the Acrurte, some of the students apply their 
miiids to philosophy, wherein they certainly make very 
little progress. I have already intimated that they are 
of a slow and i~idoleiit temper, and strangers to the excite- 
merit which the possibility of atlvancement in all ho~~ou~r-  
;hie professioii ~)rmluces ttrnollg the n~en~bers  of Eurol)enn 
u~iiversities. 

Among the philosol)hers who have flourished in 
Hindoustaa six bear a great iiame ; I  anrl from these have 
spruiig the six sects, which cause much jealousy and 
dispute, the Petrdels of each pretentli~ig that the cloctriiies 
of their particular sect are the souiidest, a n ~ l  most in coil- 
forniity to the Hrths. A seventh sect has arisen, callerl 
HacdP,2 which agai~i is the parerit of twelve others ; but 
this sect is uot so cousiderablt: as the forn~er : its adherelits 
;Ire clespised :tnd hated, censured as irreligious and 
ictheistical, and lead a life peculiicr to themselves. 

1111 their wcretl books speak of first priiiciples; but 
each in a manner totally different froni the others. Some 
say that everything is composed of sn~all lmclies which are 
i~itlivisible, riot by reason of their solirlity, harclness, autl 
resistance, but because of their smalliiess ; iu~d upoil this 
iiotion they build many other hypotheses, which have ail 
itfti~iity to the theories of Democn'las ant1 i.;pictcrrrs ; brut their 

' 'These schools of philosophy are : I .  Thc Nydya, founded by 
t i a l ~ t a ~ n a  ; 2. The Vaiseshika, by Kanitla ; 3. The Sinkhya, by 
Kapila ; 4. The Yoga, by, I'atanjali ; 5. The hfinidnd, 11y Jaimini ; 
6. 'The Vedanta, by Gdarayana. 

Buddha, whose religion, Buddhisni, although asserting itself from 
the first as an independent religion, may be fairly said to be in many 
recpecls a development of Brahmanism. This passage bears un- 
mistakable signs of the IIincloo origin of thc information regarding 
this creed iccordert 11y Ber~licr. 
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opinions are expressed in so loose and indeterminate a 
manner that i t  is difficult to ascertain their meaning ; and 
considering the extreme ignorance of the Yetcdels, those 
even reputed the most learned, i t  may be fairly doubtetl 
whether this vagueness be not rather attributable to the 
expounders than to the authors of the books. 

Others say that everything is composed of matter and 
form, but not one of the doctors explains himself clearly 
about matter, and still less about form. They are so far 
intelligible, however, as to show me that they under- 
stand neither the one nor the other in the same manner 
as these terms are usually explained in our Schools, where 
we speak of educing form out of the power of matter; for 
they always take their examples from material objects, 
such as that of a vessel of soft clay, which a potter turns 
and forms into various shapes. 

Some hold that all is composed of the four elements ant1 
out of nothing; yet they give not the least explanation 
concerning commingling and tn~nsmutation. And to 
'nothing,' which is nearly tantamount to our privation, 
they admit I know not how many sorts, which I imagine 
the Pmdels neither comprehend themselves, nor can make 
intelligible to others. 

Some maintain that light and darkness are the first 
principles, and in support of this opinion they make a 
thousand foolish and confusetl observations ; alleging 
reasons disowned by true philosophy, and delivering 
long discourses which would suit the ear only of the 
vulgar and illiterate. 

There are others again who admit privation as a 
principle, or rather the privations which they distinguish 
from nothing, and of which they make a long enumeration, 
so useless and unpllilosophical that I can scarcely believe 
their authors would employ the pen about such trifling 
opinions, and that consequently it cannot be contained in 
their books. 

Many, in fine, pretentl that everything is the result of 
T 
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fortuitous circumstances, and of these they also have a long, 
strange, and tedious catalogue, worthy only of an ignorant 
and low babbler. 

In regard to all these principles, it is agreed by the  
Pendets that they are eternal. The production from 
nothing does not seem to have occurred to their mind, 
any more than to t l ~ e  mind of many of tlie ancient philo- 
sophers. There is one of the sages, however, who, they 
pretend, has said something on the subject. 

On physic they have a great number of small books, 
which are rather collections of recipes than regular 
treatises. The most ancient and the most esteemed is 
written in verse. I shall observe, by the way, that their 
practice differs essentially from ours, and that it is punc led  
on the following ncknowledged principles : a patient with 
a fever requires no great nourishment; the sovereigl 
remedy for sickness is abstinence; nothing is worse for a 
sick body than meat broth, for it soon corrupts in the 
stomach of one afflicted with fever; a patieut sholilcl be 
bled only on extraordinary occasions, and where tlie 
necessity is most obviouq-as when there is reason to a p  
prehend a brain fever, or when an inflanlination of the 
chest, liver, or kidneys, has taken place. 

Whether these modes of treatment be judicious, I leave 
to our learned physicians to decide; I shall only remark 
that they are successfill in Hindotcslan, and that the hlogol 
ant1 hlakomela~~ physicians, who follow the rules of Avicnit~u 
and Aven-oes, adopt them no less than do those of the  
Gettliles, especially in regard to abstinence from meat 
broth. The Mogols, it is h i e ,  are rather more given to  
the practice of bleeding than the Ge~tliles; for where 
they apprehend the inflammations just mentioned, they 
generally bleed once or twice, not in the trifling manner 
of the modern practitioners of Goal and Paris, but 

The doctors of Goa were held in high esteem, and great honours. 
such as being allowed to hare umbl.ellas carried over them, were paid 
to them: John Huyghen van I.inschoten, who lived in Goa for five 
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copiously, like the ancients, taking eighteen or twenty 
ounces of blood, sometimes even to fainting; thus fre- 
quently subduing the disease a t  the commencement, 
according to the advice of Galerr, and a5 I have witnessed 
in several cases. 

I t  is not surprising that the Gentiles understand nothing 
of anatomy. They never open the body either of man or 
beast, and those in our household always ran away, with 
amazement and horror, whenever I opened a living goat or 
sheep for the purpose of explaining to my Agah the circula- 
tion of the blood, and showing him the vessels, discovered 
by Pecqrrel, through which the chyle is conveyed to the right 
ventricle of the heart.' Yet notwithstanding their pro- 
found ignorance of the subject, they affirm that the number 
of veins in the human body is five thousand, neither more 
nor less; just as if they had carefully reckoned them. 

In regard to astronomy, the Gentiles have their tables, 
according to which they foretell eclipses, not perhaps 
with the minute exactness of Ez~ropean astronomers, but 
still with great accuracy. They reason, however, in the 
same ridiculous way on the lunar as on the solar eclipse, 
believing that the obscuration is causecl by a black, filthy, 
and mischievous Deiifa, named Rnch,* who takes possession 
of the moon and fills her with infection. They also main- 
tain, much on the same ground, that the moon is four 

years, 1583-1588, says of them : 'There are in Goa many Heathen 
phisitions which observe their gravities with hats carried over them 
for the sunne, like the Portingales, which no other heathens doe, but 
[onely] Ambassadors, or some rich Marchants. These Heathen 
phisitions doe not onely cure there owne nations [and countrienien] 
but the Portingales also, for the Viceroy himselfe, the Archbishop, 
ant1 all the Monkes and Friers doe put more trust in them then in 
their own countrimen, whereby they get great [store of] money, and 
are much honoured and esteemed.'- Voyagc to the East Zndics, Hak- 
luyt Soc. ed. 188j, vol. i. p. 230. 

1 See p. 324. 
1 Rakshasas, literally giants, 'unknown creatures of darkness, to 

which superstition of all ages and races has attributed the evils that 
at tenl  this life, and a malignant desire to injure mankind.' 
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hundred thousantl coses, that is, above fifty thousand 
leagues, higher than the sun ; that she is a luminous b+, 
ant1 that we receive from her a certain vital liquid seem- 
tion, which co1lect.q principally in the brain, and, descend- 
ing thence as from its source into all the members of the 
body, enables them to exercise their respective functions. 
They believc likewise that the sun, moon, and stars are 
a11 so many deiilas ; that the darkness of night is caused 
by the sun retiring behind the Sonreire,,' an imaginary 
mountain placed in the centre of the earth, in fonn like 
an inverted sugar loaf, and an altitude of I know not how 
many thousand leagues: so that they never enjoy the liglit 
of day but when the sun leaves the back of this mountain. 

In geography they are equally uninstructed. They 
believe that the world is flat and triangular; that it is 
composer1 of seven distinct habitations, differing in beauty, 
perfection, and inhabitants, and that each is surrounded 
by its own peculiar sea; that one sea is of milk ; another 
of sugar; a thircl of butter; a fourth of wine ; and so OII ; 
so that sea and land occur alternately until you arrive at 
the seventh stage from the foot of the Sonteire mountain, 
which is in the centre. The first habitation, or that 
nearest to the Someire, is inhabited by Deiilas who are 
very perfect; the seconcl lias also Deiiicrs for inhabitants, 
but they are less perfect; and so it is with the rest, whose 
inhabitants are less and less perfect, until the seventh, 
which is our earth, inhabited by n ~ e n  infinitely less perfect 
than any of the Deiilas; and finally that the whole of this 
world is supportetl on the heads of a number of elephants, 
whose occasional motion is the cause of earthquakes. 

If the renowned sciences of the ancient Brapa~ces of 
the I~rdies consisted of all the extravagant follies \vllich I 

detailed, mankincl have indeed been tleceivetl in the 

1 By this is meant Su-meru, or the Golden IIeru, the shape of 
which is variously described in the diwerent Purinas, though all re- 
present it as of enormous size and great beauty-the Olympus of the 
Hindoos 
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exalted opinion they have long entertained of their 
wisdom. I should find it difficult to persuade myself 
that such was the fact, did 1 not consider that the religion 
of the Indians has existed from time immemorial; that it 
is written in Sanscn't, as are likewise all their scientific 
books; that the Sarrscrit has long become a dead 
language, understood ouly by the learned; and that its 
origin is unknown : all which proves a very great antiquity. 
I will now say a word or two on the worship of idols. 

When going down the river Ganges, I passed through 
Benares, and called upon the chief of the Pendek, who 
resides in that celebrated seat of learning. He  is a 
Fakire or Devotee so eminent for knowledge that C'hh- 
Jehan, partly for that consideratioo, and partly to gratify 
the Rnjns, granted him a pension of two thousand rorcpies, 
which is about one thousand crowns. He  is a stout, 
well-made man, ancl his dress consists of a white silk 
scarf, tied about the waist, and hanging half way down 
the leg, and of another tolerably large scarf of red 
silk, which he wears as a cloak on his shoulders. 1 
had often seen him in this scanty dress at  Dehli, in the 
assembly of the Omralw and before the King, ancl met 
him in the streets either on foot or in a paleky. During 
one year he was in the constant habit of visiting my Agnh, 
to whom he paid his court in the hope that he would 
exercise his influence to obtain the pension of which 
Attreng-Zebe, anxious to appear a true Musrrlnran, deprived 
him on coming to the throne. I formed consequently a 
close intimacy with this distinguished personage, with 
whom I had long and frequent conversations; and when 
I visited him at Berrcrres he was most kind and attentive, 
giving me a collation in the university library,' to which 

' Tavernier, when travelling from Agra to Bengal in 1665, on which 
journey he was accompanied by Bernier, was at Benares on the ~ r t h ,  
I l th,  and 13th December of that year. H e  tells us (TravcCs, vol. ii. 
pp. 234, 235) that adjoining a great temple, 'on the side which faces 
the setting sun at midsummer, there is a llouse which serves as a 
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he invited the six most learned I'midrls in the  town. 
Finding myself in such excellent company, I determined 
to ascertain their opinion of the  adoration of idols. I told 
them 1 was leaving the  Irrdies scandalised a t  t he  
prevalence of a worship which outraged common sense, 
and was totally unworthy such philosophers as I had then 
the  honour of addressing. ' W e  have indeed in our 
temples,' said they, ' a  great variety of images, such as 
that of UraWnm, of illehadeit,' of Gniich,hnd of GnuanijS 
who are the  principal and the  most perfect of the  Deiifar, 
and we have many others esteemed less perfect. To  all 
these images we pay great honour ; prostrating our 
bodies, and presenting to them, with much ceremony, 
flowers, rice, scented oil, saffron and other similar articles. 
Yet do we not believe that these statues are themselves 
Urah~tta or Bccherr ; but merely their images and repre- 
sentations. We show them deference only for the  sake 
of the deity whom they represent, and when we pray 
it is not to  the statue, but to that deity. Images are ad- 
mitted in our temples, because we conceive that  prayers 
are offered up with more devotion where there is some- 
thing before the eyes that fixes the mind ; but in fact we 
acknowledge that God alone is absolute, that  H e  only 
is the  omnipotent Lord.' 

I have neither added to nor taken from the answer 
that the  Perldels gave me ; but I suspect i t  was so framed 

college, which the fiaja Jal SINGH, the most powerful of the idol- 
atrous princes, who was then in the Empire of the GREAT MOGUL, 
has founded for the education of the youth of good families. I saw 
the children of this I'rince, who were being educated there, and had 
as teachers severnl BraAnrirrs, u h o  taught them to read a ~ , d  write ill 
u language which is reserved to the priests of the idols, and is very 
different from that spoken by the people.' 

Mahi-Deva, the great god, one of the names of Siva  
Ganesh, the son of Siva and Pawati, the god of good luck. 
I'robably a misprint for Baavani, meaning Bhawani, one of the 

names of the wife of Siva. 
' Vishnu, the preserver and restorer 



as to correspond with the tenets of Chrid.tkai(y. The 
observations made to me by other learned pe'errdeb were 
totally different. 

1 then turned the conversation to the subject of 
chronology, and my company soon showed me a far 
higher antiquity than ours. They would not say that 
the world was without a beginning; but the great age 
they gave it sounded almost as if they had pronounced i t  
eternal. Its duration, said they, is to be reckoned by 
four Dpgries, or distinct ages ; not ages composed, as 
with us, of an hundred years, but of one hundred Lcqrres, 
that is t o  say, of an hundred times one hundred thousand 
years. I do not recollect exactly the number of years 
assigned to each Dpigue, but I know that the  first, called 
Sale-Dgrcgcte, continued during a period of five-and-twenty 
lecqries of years ; that the second, called Trila, lasted above 
twelve lecques; the third, called Drinpor, subsisted, if I 
mistake not,eight lecyrresand sixty-four thousand years; and 
the fourth, called the Kale-Dgr'grie, is to contiuue I forget 
how many lecyries of years. The first three, they said, and 
much of the fourth, are passed away, and the  world will 
not endure so many ages as i t  has done, because i t  is 
destined to perish a t  the  termination of the fourth 
Dgrrgae, when all things will return to their first prin- 
ciples. Having pressed the  Pendets to tell me the  exact 
age of the  world, they tried their arithmetical skill over 
and over again ; but finding that they were sadly 
perplexed, and even a t  variance as to the  number of 
lecqrres, I satisfied myself with the  general information that 
the world is astonishingly old. Whenever any of these 
learned Briiirmem is urged to state the  facts on which he 
grounds his belief of this vast antiquity, he entertains the 
iuquirer with a set of ridiculous fables, and finishes by 

Yugas or ages, concerning the correct method of reckoning which 
there are many conflicting accounts. They are termed the Krita 
(same as the Sate, for Sdf, of Bernier's enumeration), Tre:i, Dwipara, 
and Kali Yuga. 
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asserting that it is so stated in their Betits, or Hooks ?I' the 
Lutus, which have been given to them by Umiu~m. 

I then tried them on the nature of their Deiilas, but 
their explanation was very confused. These Gods consist, 
they said, of three kinds, good, bad, and indifferent. Some 
of the learned believe that the Deiilas are composed of fire, 
others that they are formed of light, and many are of 
opinion that they are Bicq~ek;l a word of which I could ob- 
tain no clearer explication than that God is Biapek, that our 
soul is Biapek, and that whatever is Biapek is incorruptible 
and independent of time and place. There arePendets again 
who, according to my learned host and his co~npanions, 
pretend that Ileiilus are only portions of the divinity ; and 
lastly, others consider them as certain species of distinct 
divinities, dispersed over the surface of the globe. 

I remember that I also questioned them on the nature 
of the Le?~gtgue-ch~rire,' which some of their authors admit ; 
but 1 coultl elicit no more from them than what I had 
long before learnt froni our Peirdet ; namely, that the 
seeds of plants, of trees, and of animals do not receive a 
tlew creation ; that they have existed, scattered abroad 
and intermixed with other matter, from the first creation 
of the world ; and that they are nothing more or less, not 
only in potentiality, as it is called, but in reality, than 
plants, trees ant1 animals entirely perfect, but so minute 
that their separate parts only become visible when being 
brought to their proper place, and there receiving 
t~ourishment they tlevelop ant1 increase ; so that the 
eeetl of an apple- or pear-tree is a Lo~~g~ie-clierirr, a small 

For vySpa4a (Sanskrit), all-pervading. 
Linga, or spiritual body, of the Rhngauad Cifh, or Sacred Lay, the 

great Sanskrit philosophical poem. Bernier here alludes to the 
doctrine of the immortality of the soul and the transmigration of the 
soul, after the material body fornietl i n  the womb has been dissolved 
into its primary elements aftcr death. The spiritual W y  (lirrga), 
formed of the liner elements of matter, then accon~panies the soul in 
all its migrations, unti l  the latter has attained to rrirz~arm, or absorp- 
tion into the Supreme Creator. 
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apple- or pear-tree, perfect in all its essential parts ; and 
the seed of a horse, of an elephant, or of a man is a 
Lmpe-clren're, a small horse, a small elephant or a small 
ma& which requires only :life and nourishment in order - - 
to its visibly assuming its proper form. 

In conclusion, I shall explain to you the iMyslicbn of a 
Great Sect 1 which has latterly made great noise in Hi~r- 
douptan, inasmuch as certain Pendels or Gettlile Doclors 
had instilled it into the minds of Dara and Sultan S'ah, 
the elder sons of Chh-Jehn.2 

You are doubtless acquainted with the doctrine of 
In the original, ' le mystere d'une grande Cabale.' 

a M i r i  Muhammad Kazim, the historian, in his Akat~tgfr Nhma, 
which is a history of the first ten years of the reign of the Emperor 
Alamgir (Aurangzeb), written in 1688, treats of the heresy of Dar l  
Shikoh as follows :- 

' D l r l  Shukoh in his later days did not restrain himself to the free- 
thinking and heretical notions which he had adopted under the name 
of Tasaruwuf (Sufism), but showed an inclination for the religion and 
institutions of the Hindirs. I Ie  was constantly in the society of 
BrAhtrrans,Jogis, and Santrydsls, and he used to regard these worthless 
teachers of delusions as learned and true masters of wisdom. I l e  
considered their books, which they call Bed, as being the Word of 
God and revealed from Heaven, and he called them ancient and 
excellent books. H e  was under such delusion about this Bed that 
he collected Brahtrratrs and Sannydsfs from all parts of the country, 
and paying them great respect and attention, he employed them in 
translating the Bed. He spent all his time in this unl~oly work, and 
devoted all his attention to the contents of these wretched h o k s .  . . . 
Through these perverted opinions he had given up the prayers, fasting, 
and other obligations imposed by the law. . . . I t  became manifest that 
if D M  Shukoh obtained the throne and established his power, the 
foundations of the faith would be in danger and the precepts of Islam 
would be changed for the rant of infidelity and Judaism.'-Elliot, 
Hirfo~y of India, vol. vii. page 179. For a definition of Sufism, which 
is and always has been looked upon as rank heresy by orthodox 
Moslems, see p. 320, footnote a. Santydsl is the name in modem 
times for various sects of Hindoo religious mendicants who wander 
about and subsist upon alms; the 'naked F d i r t ~  ' described by 
Rernier (p. 317)~  of whom Sarmet was one. According to the laws 
of Manu, the life of a Brahman was divided into four stages, the 
fourth of which was that of n Sannylsl. ' T h e  religious mendicant 
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many of the a n c i e n t  p h i l o s o p h e r s  c o n c e r n i n g  that great 
l ife-giving p r i n c i p l e  of the wor ld ,  of w h i c h  they a r g u e  
that we and all l i v i n g  c r e a t u r e s  are s o  many i f - w e  
carefu l ly  e x a m i n e  the w r i t i n g s  o f  P l a l o  and Aristotle, we 
s h a l l  p r o b a b l y  d i s c o v e r  that they i n c l i n e d  towards t h i s  
opinion.  T h i s  i s  the  a l m o s t  un iversa l  d o c t r i n e  of the  
Gentile Pelidets of the Iridies, and i t  i s  t h i s  same doctrine 
w h i c h  i s  held by the sect o f  the Soufys a n d  the greater 
part of the learned men o f  Pers ia  a t  the present day, and 
w h i c h  i s  set f o r t h  i n  P e r s i a n  poetry i n  v e r y  e x a l t e d  and 
e m p h a t i c  language, i n  t h e i r  ~orrl-tclren-raz,i or Garden of 
Myster ies .  T h i s  w a s  also the opin ion  of Flrcd,2 w h o m  

who, freed from all forms and observances, wanders about and subsists 
on alms, practising or striving for that condition of mind which, 
heedless of the flesh, is intent only upon the Deity and final absorp- 
tion.'-Dowson, Classical Dirt. of Hirrdtr Afytholo~, London, 1879. 

The Culshan Kaz, or ' Mystic Rose Garden,' was composed in 
717 A.H. (1317 A.D.)  in answer lo fifteen questions on the doctrines of 
the Sufis propounded by Amir Syad Hosaini, a celebrated Sufi of 
l ihor idn .  Hardly anything is known of the author, hluhammatl 
Shalistari, further than that he was born at  Shabistar, a village in 
Azarbaijin, and that he wrote this poem and died at  Tabriz, the 
capital town of the same province, in 720 A.H. = 1320 A.D. ' T o  the 
European reader the CulsAatt Ras is useful as  being one of the clear- 
est explanations of that peculiar phraseology which pervades Persian 
poetry, and without a clear understanding of which it is impossible to 
appreciate that poetry as it deserves. And it is also interesting as 
being one of the most articulate expressions of " Sufism," that remark- 
able phrase of Muhammadan religious thought which corresponds 
to the mysticism of European theology.' See the Gtrlshan Raz 
of Najnr ud dirt, ofhctwisc called Sa'd ud din i)-lohtttrrd Shabisfarr 
Tabrisi. Translated by E.  Ii. Whinfield, M.A., of the Bengal Civil 
Service. Wyman and Co., Publishers, Mare Street, Calcutta, 1876. 
' Robert Flud, or Fludd, Physician, healer by ' faith-natural,' and 

Rosicrucian, was born at Bearsted in Kent in 1574, and died in 
London, 1637. H e  is the chief English representative of that school of 
medical mystics who laid claim to the possession of the key to universal 
science, and his voluminous writings on things divine and human, 
attracted more attention abroad than in his own country. Gassendi's 
contribution to the controversy was his Exanrcn Philosojhioc Ffud- 
darcae, poblished in 1633, a ~ d  an earlier treatise, published in 1631. 



our great Gassendy has so ably refuted; and it is similar 
to the doctrines by which most of our alchymists have 
been hopelessly led astray. Now these Sectaries or Zndotr 
Pendeis, so to speak, push the incongruities in question 
further than all these philosophers, and pretend that  God, 
or that supreme being whom they call Achar 1 (immov- 
able, unchangeable) has not only produced life from his 
own substance, but also generally everything material or 
corporeal in the universe, and that this production is not 
formed simply after the manner of efficient causes, but 
as a spider which produces a web from its own navel, and 
withdraws it at pleasure. The Creation then, say these 
visionary doctors, is nothing more than an extraction or 
extension of the individual substance of God, of those 
filaments which H e  draws from his own bowels; and, in 
like manner, destruction is merely the recalling of that 
divine substance and filaments into Himself; so that the 
last clay of the world, which they call maperli or ~ r n l e a , ~  
and in which they believe every being will be annihilated, 
will be the general recalling of those filaments which God 
had before drawn forth from Himself.-There is, therefore, 
say they, nothing real or substantial in that which we 
think we see, hear or smell, taste or touch ; the whole of 
this world is, as it were, an illusory dream, inasinuch as 
all that variety which appears to our outward senses is 
but one only and the same thing, which is God Himself; 
in the same manner as all those different numbers, of ten, 
twenty, a hundred, a thousand, etc., are but the frequent 
repetition of the same unit.-But ask them some reason 
for this idea; beg them to explain how this extraction and 
reception of substance occurs, or to account for that a p  
parent variety ; or how it is that God not being corporeal 

See p. 325. 
Maha-pralaya, or total dissolution of the universe at the end of a 

Ral'  (a day and night of Brahnla, equal to 4,320,000,000 years) when 
the seven l o k  (divisions of the universe) and their inhabitants, men, 
saints, gods, and Brahmi himself, are annihilated. Pralaga is a 
modified form of dissolution. 
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but biapek, as they allow, and incorruptible, H e  can be  
thus divided into so many portions of body and soul, they 
will answer you only with some fine similes :-That God 
is as an immense ocean in which many vessels of water 
are in continual motion ; let these vessels go where they 
will, they always remain in the same ocean, in the same 
water; and if they should break, the water they contain 
would then be united to  the whole, to that ocean of which 
they were but parts.-Or they will tell you that it is with 
God as with the light, which is the same everywhere, but 
causes the objects on which i t  falls to assume a hundred 
different appearances, according to the various colours or 
forms of the glasses through which it passes.-They will 
never attempt to satisfy you, I say, but with such com- 
prisons as these, which bear no proportion with God, and 
which serve only to  blind an ignorant people. In vain 
will you look for any solid answer. If one should reply 
that these vessels might float in a water similar to their 
own, but not in the same ; and that the light all over the 
world is indeed similar, but not the same, and so on to 
other strong objections which may be made to  their 
theory, they have recourse continually to the same similes, 
to fine words, or, in the case of the Sottfjs, to the beautiful 
poems of their Gortl-tchen-ras. 

Now, Sir, what think you ? Had I not reason from all 
this great tissue of extravagant folly on which I have re- 
marked ; from that childish panic of which I have spoken 
above; from that superstitious piety and compassion 
toward the sun in order to deliver it from the malignant 
and dark Deiitn ; from that trickery of prayers, of ablutions, 
of dippings, and of alms, either cast into the river, or 
bestowed on Brahttieas; from that mad and infernal hardi- 
hood of women to burn themselves with the body of those 
husbands whom frequently they have hated while alive; 
from those various and frantic practices of the Fakires; 
and lastly, from all that fabulous trash of their Beth  and 
other books; was I not justified in taking as a motto to  
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this letter,-the wretched fruit of so many voyages and 
so many reflections, a motto of which the modem satirist 
has so well known how to catch and convey the idea 
without so long a journey-'There are no opinions too 
extravagant and ridiculous to find reception in the mind 
of man ' ? 

To conclude, you will clo me a kindness by delivering 
Molrsieur Chapelle'r 1 letter into his own hands; it was he who 
first obtained for me that acquaintance with your intimate 
and illustrious friend, &I-evr Gnsserrdi, which has since 
proved so advantageous to me. I nm so much obliged to 
him for this favour that I cannot but love and remember 
him wherever my lot may be cast. I also feel myself under 
much obligation to you, and am bound to honour you all 
my life, not only on nccount of the partiality you have 
manifested toward me, but also for the valuable advice 
contained in your frequent letters, by which you have 
aided me during my journeys, nnd for your goodness in 
having sent me so disinterested1y:and gratuitously a collec- 
tion of books to the extremity of the world, whither my 
curiosity had led me; while those of whom I requested 
them, who might have been paid with money which I had 
left at .~~~rseilles, nnd who in common politeness should have 
sent them, deserted me and laughed a t  my letters, looking 
on me RS a lost man whom they were never more to see. 

The letter referred to, despatched, as  was the present one, from 
Chiras, but on the 10th June 1668, Corrrtrning his intenfio?~ of rtxrrmitrg 
his sfrrdirs, on some pcitrfs whicJ rtlde to the docfn'ne of atoms, and to 
tie natrrre of the hztnrarr vtrtl'rrstandimg, is not printed in this present 
edition. It contains much curious matter, but nothing directly relating 
to Rernier's Indian experiences. Claude-Emmanuel Luillier Chapelle 
(1626-1645) was a natural son of Franqois Luillier's, at whose house 
Gassendi was a frequent guest ; struck by the talent of y o u ~ ~ g  Chapelle 
he gave him lessons in philosophy together with MoIiPrc and Rernier. 



F I R S T  L E T T E R  

T O  M O N S I E U R  

I I E  M E R V E I L L E S  
Written at Dehli, the 14th December I W ,  

Aureng-Zebe being about to set forth. 

Cotrcerning the March y j  Arreng-Zebe. His A m y ,  with lhe 
horse Artille y which as n nile he retains as a body-guard. 
Tlre Stale mnitdained hy his prmcipal Nobles. The causes 
of the bndtress yf lhe nuder, and ~!nriort.v olher delnils 
nwrthy qf nole trhen fratullitrg i t  the Indies. 

O N S I E U R ,  

SINCE the time of Aareng-Zebe's recovery it had been 
constantly rumoured that he intended to visit Lahot 
and Kachnire, in order to benefit his health by change of 
air and avoid the approaching summer heat, from which 
a relapse might be apprehended. Many intelligent persons, 
it is true, could scarcely persuade themselves that the King 
would venture upon so long a journey while his father 
remained a prisoner in the citadel of Agm. Considerations 
of policy, however, have yielded to those of health ; if in- 
deed this excursion may not rather be attributed to the  

950 
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arts and influence of Hauchenara-Begtrm, who has been 
long anxious to inhale a purer air than that of the Sera- 
glio, and to  appear in her turn amid a pompous and mag- 
nificent army, as her sister Begrr,rr-Snlwb had done during 
the reign of C h h J e k t t .  

l l e  King left this city on the sixth of December, at 
three o'clock in the afternoon; a day and hour which, 
according to the astrologers of Dehli, cannot fail to prove 
propitious to long journeys. Having reached Chah-li~nnr, 

FIG. 12.-Rnushan Ar i  Begum. 

his country villa, which is about two leagues distant from 
the capital, he remained there six wllole days in order to 
afford time for the preparations required by an expedition 
which was to last eighteen months. We hear to-day that 
he has set out with the intention of encamping on the 
Lahor road, and that after two days he will pursue his 
journey without further delay. 

H e  is attended not only by the thirty-five thousand 
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cavalry which a t  all times coinpose his My-guard, and by 
infantry exceeding ten thousand in number, but likewise 
by the heavy artillery and the light or stirrup-artillery, so 
called because i t  is inseparable from the  King's person, 
which the large pieces of ordnance must occasionally quit 
for the high roads, in order that they may proceed with 
greater facility. The heavy artillery consists of seventy 
pieces, mostly of brass. Many of these cannon are so 
ponclerous that twenty yoke of oxen are necessary to draw 
them along; and some, when the road is steep or rugged 
require the aid of elephants, in addition to the  oxen, to 
push the carriage-wheels with their heads and t r ~ ~ n k s .  
The stirrup-artillery is composetl of fifty or sixty small 
field-pieces, all of brass ; each mounted, as I have observed 
elsewhere, on a small camage of neat construction and 
beautifully painted, decorated with a number of red 
streamers, and drawn by two handsome horses, driven by 
an artilleryman. There is always a third or re!ay horse, 
which is led by an assistant gunner. These field-pieces 
travel at  a quick rate, so that they may be ranged in front 
of the royal tent  in sufficient time to fire a volley as a 
signal to the  troops of the Kirtg's arrival. 

So large a retinue has given rise to a suspicion that 
instead of visiting Kachemire, we are destined to lay siege 
to the important city of Knndalmr, which is situated 
equally on the  frontiers of Persia, Hittdorutan and Usbec. 
I t  is the  capital of a fine and productive country, yielding 
n very considerable revenue ; and the possession of it has 
consequently been at  all times warmly contested between 
the Monarchs of Per& and Itrdia. 

Whatever may be the destination of this formidable 
force, every person connected therewith must hasten to 
quit Dehli, however the  urgency of his affairs may require 
his stay ; and were I to delay my own departure I should 
find it difficult to overtake the  army. Besides, my Navaab, 
or Agah, Daaech-mend-knn, expects my arrival with much 
impatience. H e  call no more dispense with his philo- 
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sophical studies in the afternoon than avoid devoting 
the morning to his weighty duties as Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs and Grand Master of the Horse. 
Astronomy, geography, and anatomy are his favourite 
pursuits, and he reads with avidity the works of Gassendy 
and Descarles.1 I shall commence my journey this very 
night, after having finally arranged all my affairs, and 
supplied myself with much the same necessaries as if I 
were a cavalry officer of rank. As my pay is one hundred 
and fifty crowns per month, I am expected to keep two 
good Turkoman horses, and I also take with me a power- 
ful Persian camel and driver, a groom for my horses, a 
cook and a servant to go before my horse with a flagon 
of water in his hand, according to the custom of the 
country. I am also provided with every useful article, 
such as a tent of moderate size, a carpet, a portable 
bed 2 made of four very strong but light canes, a pillow, 
a couple of coverlets, one of which, twice doubled, serves 
for a mattress, a soctfra;"r round leathern table-cloth 
used at meals, some few napkins of dyed cloth, three 
small bags with culinary utensils which are all placed 
in a large bag, and this bag is again carried in a 
very capacious and strong double sack or net made of 
leathern thongs. This double sack likewise contains the 
provisions, linen, and wearing apparel, both of master and 
servants. I have taken care to lay in a stock of excellent 
rice for five or six days' consumption, of sweet biscuits 
flavoured with anise, of limes and sugar. Nor have I 
forgotten a linen bag with its small iron hook for the 
purpose of suspending and draining days, or curds; 
nothing being considered so refreshing in this country as 

See p. 324. 
a In  the original, lit d sanglcr, a camp-bed with ordinary webbing or 

tape (~znuar in Hindostanee), in common use at the present day, most 
useful for travelling in Kashmir. 

Sufra, sometimes made of cotton chintz. Leather ones, of the 
sambhur deer-skins are still made in the Gorakhpur district of North- 
ern India, 

a 
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lemonade and days.' All these things, as I said before, 
are packed in one large sack, which becomes so unwieldy 
that three or four men can with difficulty place it on the  
camel, although the animal kneels dew* close to it, and 
all that is required is to turn one of the sides of the sack 
over its back. 

Not a single article which I have mentioned could 
conveniently be spared during so extended an excursion 
as the one in prospect. Here we cannot expect the 
comfortable lodgings and accommodations of our own 
country; a tent will be our only inn, and we must make 
up our minds to encamp and live after the fashion of 
Arabs and Tartars. Nor can we hope to supply our wants 
by pillage : in Hindoustnr~ every acre of land is considered 
the property of the King, and the spoliation of a peasant 
would be a robbery committed upon the King's domain. 
In undertaking this long march it is consoling to reflect 
that we shall move in a northern direction, that it is the 
commencement of winter, and that the periodical rains 
have fallen. This is, indeed, the proper season for 
travelling in the Indies, the rains having ceased, and the 
heat and dust being no longer intolerable. I am also 
happy at the idea of not being any longer exposed to the 
danger of eating the bazar bread a of Dehli, which is often 
badly baked and full of sand and dust. I may hope, too, 

Dhyc, the curdled milk so well known lc all Anglo-Indians, some- 
what resembling the dirke milch (thickened milk) of Northern Germany. 
Ovington, at p. 310 of A voyage to Sumff in the year 1689, Lond. 1696, 
describes it very correctly as follows : ' Dye is a particular innocent kind 
of Diet, fed upon by the Indians for the most part about Noon. It is 
sweet Milk turn'd thick, mix'd with boil'd Rice and Sugar, and is very 
effectual against the Rage of Fever and of Fluxes, the prevailing Dis- 
tempers of India. Early in the Morning, or late at Night, they 
seldom touch it, because they esteem it too cool for their Stomachs 
and Nocturnal Delights.' 

a Bazaar ka roN is still at a discount in India. It is considered 
rather a reproach among the Moslems of Northern India to habitually 
eat ' bazaar-baked bread,' as implying that their families are too indo- 
lent, or for other reasons unable to provide good ' hotne-ma* ' hread. 
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fo r  better wa te r  t h a n  t h a t  of  the capital, the impuri t ies  o f  
which exceed  m y  power  of  description ; a s  i t  i s  accessible 
t o  a l l  persons a n d  animals, a n d  the receptacle  of  every  
k ind  of  filth. Feve r s  mos t  difficult t o  c u r e  a r e  engen- 
dered b y  it, a n d  worms a r e  bred in the legs which 
produce violent inflammation, a t t e n d e d  wi th  m u c h  danger.  
I f  the pa t i en t  leave Dehli,. the worm is general ly  soon 
expelled,  a l though  there have  b e e n  instances where  i t  has  
cont inued i n  the sys tem for  a y e a r  o r  more.  They a r e  
commonly o f  the size and l e n g t h  of  the treble s t r i n g  o f  a 
violin, a n d  m i g h t  b e  easily mis t aken  for  a sinew. In 
ex t r ac t ing  t h e m  great caut ion should  be used lest t h e y  
b reak  ; the b e s t  way  is t o  d r a w  t h e m  o u t  l i t t l e  by li t t le,  
f rom d a y  t o  day, g e n t l y  wind ing  t h e m  round a small  tw ig  
of  t h e  size o f  a pin.' 

I t  i s  a m a t t e r  of  considerable satisfaction t o  m e  t o  
t h i n k  that I shall n o t  be exposed t o  a n y  o f  t h e s e  incon- 
veniences a n d  dangers,  a s  my 2LTavaab has  w i t h  m a r k e d  
kindness  o rde red  t h a t  a n e w  loaf of h i s  o w n  household 

1 The Guinea.a*orm, a parasitic worm (Filarin Mcdimnrir) inhabit- 
ing the subcutaneous cellular tissue, so called on account of their 
prevalence in Guinea as recounted in P l t r r k .  Indian medical ex. 
perts, foremost among whom is Sir William Moore, K.C.I.E.,Q. H.P., 
of the Bombay Establishment, are of opinion that the ' fiery serpents ' 
with which the children of Israel were d i c t e d  were Guinea-worms 
' 5. And the people spake against God, and against Moses, Wherefore 
have ye brought us up out of Egypt to die in the wilderness? for fhcrc 
is no bread, neither u thcrc atry waler ; and our soul loatheth this light 
bread.' '6. And the Lord sent fiery serpents among the people, and 
they bit the people ; and much people of Israel died.' (Numbers xxi.) 

Thanks to the measures for introducing improved sanitation into 
India, one of the grentest benefits that British rule has conferred upon 
that country, 'there is a consensus of opinion that dysentery has be- 
come less severe in its nature and also less prevalent. Guinea-worm 
has been banished from localities where it was formerly endemic. 
Delhi-sore has become almost a memory of the past, as most opine 
from the use of good water.' See Sir William Moore's paper on 
Sarritary Progrcrs in India, read at a special meeting for the considera- 
tion of questions relating to hygiene and demography in India, held 
at the London University, 13th August 1891. 
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bread, and a sourai of Ganges water (with which, like 
every person attached to the  court, he has laden several 
camels) should be presented to me every morning. A 
oourai is that tin flagon of water, covered with red cloth, 
which a servant carries before his master's horse. I t  com- 
monly holds a quart, but mine is purposely made to contain 
two, a device which I hope may succeed. This flagon 
keeps the water very cool, provided the cloth which covers 
it be always moist. The servant who bears it in his hand 
should also continue in motion and agitate the air; or i t  
should be exposed to the wind, which is usually done by 
putting the flagon on three neat little sticks arranged 
so that i t  may not touch the ground. The  moisture 
of the cloth, the agitation of the air, or exposure to  
the wind, is absolutely necessary to keep the water 
fresh, as if this moisture, or rather the water which has 
been imbibed by the cloth, arrested the  little bodies, or 
fiery particles, existing in the air at the same time that 
i t  affords a passage to the nitrous or other particles 
which impede motion in the water and produce cold, 
in the same manner as glass arrests water, and allows 
light to pass through it, in consequence of the contexture 
and particular disposition of the particles of glass, and the 
difference which exists between the minute particles of 
water and those of light. I t  is only in the field that this 
tin flagon is used. When at home, we put the  water 
into jars made of a certain porous earth, which are covered 
with a wet cloth ; and, if exposed to the wind, these jars 
keep the water much cooler than the flagon. The 
higher sort of people make use of saltpetre, whether in 
town or with the  army. They pour the water, or any 
other liquid they may wish to cool, into a tin flagon, 
round and long-necked, as I have seen English glass 
bottles. The flagon is then stirred, for the space of 
seven or eight minutes, in water into which three or four 
handfuls of saltpetre have been thrown. The liquid thus 

See p. 221. 
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becomes very cold and is by no means unwholesome, as 
I apprehended, though a t  first i t  sometimes affects the 
bowels.' 

But to what purpose am I indulging in scientific dis- 
quisitions when on the eve of departure, when my 
thoughts should be occupied with the burning sun to 
which I am about to be exposed, and which in the India 
it is sufficiently painful to endure a t  any season; with the 
claily packing, loading and unloading; with the never- 
ceasing instructions to servants; with the pitching and 
striking of my tent ; with marches by day, and marches by 
night; in short, with the precarious and wandering life 
which for the ensuing eighteen months I am doomed to 
experience? Adieu, my Friend; I shall not fail to per- 
form my promise, and to impart to you from time to time 
all our adventures. The army on this occasion will advance 
by easy marches: it will not be disquieted with the a p  
prehension of an enemy, but move with the gorgeous 
magnificence peculiar to the Kings of Hindoi~8tatr. I shall 
therefore endeavour to note every interesting occurrence 
in order that I may communicate i t  as soon as we amve 
a t  Luhor. 

'Saltpetre, which in gunpowder produce; the explosive heat, is 
used hy his Majesty as a means for cooling water, and is thus a source 
of joy for great and small.'-din, p. 55. 



S E C O N D  L E T T E R  

T O  T H E  S A M E  

Written at Lahor, the 26th February 1%. 

Aureng-Zebe having arrived there. 

Cotrcenring the extent, the magn@nrce, arrd the ntode oj '  
ordering the Cntttl) of  the Great Mogol. The ,lumber o f  
the Elephants, Catnets, bfrcles, and Mm-Porters necessary 
for  its transport. The awangernent qf the Bazars or 
Royal Markets, the qrrarters set apart ,for the Omrahs or 
il'obles, arrd the rest of the Antry. The urea occcupied by 
the Army ruhen th rrs etrcanrped. The 19arioru dtflm~lties 
tnel ~u2h  arrd how or~ercortre. The lneasrrres taken lo pre- 
tlenl robberies. The modes of lrauelling adopted by the 
Kitig, the Princesses, arrd the rest of  the Harem. The 
risks orre encoutrters on approaching too near the Sera- 
glio. Tlre varior~s kinds cf Huntirrg enjoyed by t k  K i ~ g ,  
cimmpatued by all his Army. The number of  persons 
accotnl)anyirrg the A nny, and hotu they exist. 

THIS is indeed slow and solemn marching, what w e  
here call d la Mogolc. Lahor is little more than one 
hundred and twenty leagues or about fifteen days' journey 
from Dehli, and we have been nearly two months on the  
road. The King, i t  is true, together with the greater 
part of the  army, diverged from the highway, in search 

858 
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of better ground for the sports of the field, and for the 
convenience of obtaining the water of the Gemna, which 
we had gone in search of to the right ;I and we leisurely 
skirted its bank, hunting and shooting amid grass so high 
as almost to conceal our horsemen, but abounding in every 
kind of game. We are now in a good town, enjoying 
repose ; and I cannot better employ my time than in com- 
mitting to paper the various particulars which have en- 
gaged my mind since I quitted W l i .  Soon I hope to 
conduct you to Kachemire, and to show you one of the most 
beautiful countries in the world. 

Whenever the King travels in military pomp he has 
always two private camps ; that is to say, two separate 
bodies of tents. One of these camps being constantly a 
day in advance of the other, the King is sure to find at  
the end of every journey a camp fully prepared for his 
reception. I t  is for this reason that these separate bodies 
of tents are called Peiche-kanksz or houses which precede. 
The two Peiclre-kanb are nearly equal, and to transport 
one of them the aid of more than sixty elephants, two 
hundred camels, one hundred mules, and one hundred 
men-porters is r e q ~ i r e d . ~  The most bulky things are 
camcd by the elephants, such as the large tents, with 
their heavy poles, which on account of their great length 
and weight are made so as to be taken down into three 
pieces. The smaller tents are borne by the camels, and 
the luggage and kitchen utensils by the mules. To the 
porters are confided the lighter and more valuable articles, 
as the porcelain used at  the King's table, the painted and 
gilt beds, and those rich Karguais," of which I shall speak 
hereafter. 

See p. 221, footnote l. 

a Paish-Mad, advance house or camp, the double set of tents 
which add so immensely to the comfort of 'camping ' in India 
' ' Each encampment requires for its carriage roo elephants, 500 

camels, 400 carts, and roo bearers.'-Ain, p. 47. 
' Khargihs, folding tents, some with one, others with two doors, 

and made in various ways. 
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One of the Peicice-ka~tks has no sooner reached the  place 
intended for the new encampment than the  Grand Quarter- 
Master selects some fine situation for the  King's tents, 
paying, however, as much attention as possible to t h e  
exact symmetry of the  whole camp. H e  then marks out  
a square, each side of which measures more than three 
hundred orclinary paces. A hundred pioneers presently 
clear and level this space, raising square platforms of 
earth on which they pitch the tents. The whole of this 
extensive square is then encompassed with kannles, o r  
screens, seven or eight feet in height, secured by cords 
attached to pegs, and by poles fixed two by two in the  
ground, a t  every ten paces, one pole within and the  
other without, and each leaning upon the other. The  
kanntes are made of strong cloth, linecl with printed Indian 
calico, representing large vases of flowers.' The royal 
entrance, which is spacious and magnificent, is in the  
centre of one of the sides of the  square, and the  flowered 
calico of which it is composed, as well as that  which lines 
the  whole exterior face of this side of the  square, is of 
much finer texture and richer than the res t  

The first and largest tent  erected in the  royal camp is 
named Am-kas; being the place where the  King mid all 
the  nobility keep the ~nokam ; that is, where they assemble 
a t  nine o'clock in the  morning for the  purpose of de- 
liberating on affairs of state and of administering justice.2 
The Kings of Hitldouslnn seldom fail, even when in t h e  
field, to hold this assembly twice during the twenty-four 
hours, the same as when in the  capital. The custom is 
regarded as a matter of law and duty, and the  observance 
of it is rarely neglected.3 

The second tent, little inferior in size and somewhat 

These khanafs were technically called guldlbdr, and were a series 
of folding screens, frames of wood covered with red cloth tied on with 
tape, and fastened together with leather straps. See Ain, p. 54. 

a In the Emperor Akbar's camps this was a two-storied tent or 
pavilion. a See p. 266. 
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further within the enclosure, is called thegosle-kad,' or the 
place for bathing. I t  is here that all the nobility meet 
every evening to pay their obeisance to the King, in the 
same manner as when the court is at Delrli. This evening 
assembly subjects the Olnrak to much inconvenience; 
but it is a grand and imposing spectacle in a dark night 
to behold, when standing at  some distance, long rows of 
torches lighting these Nobles, through extended lanes of 
tents, to the gosle-kuni, and attending them bock again to 
their own quarters. These flambeaux, although not made 
of wax, like ours in Frnnce, bum a long time. They merely 
consist of a piece of iron hafted in a stick, and surrounded 
at the extremity with linen rags steeped in oil, which 
are renewed, as occasion requires, by the masalchis, or 
link boys, who cany the oil in long narrow-necked vessels 
of iron or brass. 

Still deeper in the square is the third tent, smaller than 
those I have spoken of, called Kulwl-kani, the retired spot, 
or the place of the privy council. To this tent none but the 
principal ministers of state have access, and it is here that 
all the important concerns of the kingdom are transacted. 

Advancing beyond the Kaliret-kanb, you come to the 
King's private tents, which are surrounded by small 
kanates, of the height of a man, some lined with fiIasli- 
palan* chintz, painted over with flowers of a hundred 
different kinds, and others with figured satin, decorated 
with deep silken fringes. 

Adjoining the royal tents are those of the Begums, or 
Princesses, and of the great ladies and principal female 
attendants of the Seraglio. These tents are also enclosed 
on every side by rich kanafes; and in the midst of them 
are the tents of the inferior female domestics and other 
women connected with the Seraglio, placed generally in 
much the same order, according to the offices of the re- 
spective occupants. 

Theghurl-khdna, or bath-room, at that period the name given to 
the private apartment in the Mogul's palace. See p. 265, footnote 2. 
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The Am-kas, and the five or six other principal tents, are 
elevated above the rest, as well for the sake of keeping off 
the heat as that they may be distinguished at  a distance. 
The outside is covered with a strong and coarse red cloth, 
ornameilted with large and variegated stripes; but the 
inside is lined with beautiful hand-painted chintz, manu- 
factured for the purpose a t  nlaslipntam, the ornamentation 
of which is set off by rich figured satin of various colours, 
or embroideries of silk, silver, and gold, with deep axid 
elegant fringes.' Cotton mats, three or four inches in 
thickness, are spread over the whole floor, and these again 
are covered with a splendid carpet, on which are placed 
large square brocade cushions to lean upon. The tents are 
supported by painted and gilt pillars. 

In each of the two tents wherein the King and nobility 
meet for deliberation is erected a stage,= which is most 
sumptuously adorned, and the King gives audience under a 
spacious canopy of velvet or flowered silk. The other 
tents have similar canopies, and they also contain what are 
called karguuis or cabinets, the little doors of which are 
secured with silver padlocks.3 You may form some idea 
of them by picturing to yourself two small squares of 
our folding screens, the one placed on the other, and 
both tied round with a silken cord in such a manner 
that the extremities of the sides of the upper square 
incline towards each other so as to form a kind of dome. 
There is this difference, however, between the kargwio and 
our screens, that all their sides are composed of very thin 
and light deal boards painted and gilt on the outside, and 
embellished around with gold and silk fringe. The inside 
is lined with scarlet, flowered satin, or brocade. 

I believe that I have omitted nothing of consequence 
contained within the great square. 

'The inside is ornamented with brocade and velvet, and the out- 
side with scarlet sackcloth, tied to the walls with silk tape.'-Ain, p. 5 4  
' Such a stage or raised platform may still be seen in the ruins of 

Fathpiu Sikri, near Agra. a See P. 359. 
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In describing what is to be seen without, I shall first 
notice two handsome tents on either side of the grand 
entrance, or royal gate.' Here is to be seen a small 
number of the choicest horses, saddled and superbly 
caparisoned, ready to be mounted upon any emergency, 
but intended rather for ceremony and parade.? 

On both sides of the same royal gate are ranged the 
fifty or sixty small field-pieces of which the stirrupartillery 
is composed, and which fire a salute when the King enters 
his tent, by which the army is apprised of his arrival. 

A free space, as extensive as may be convenient or 
practicable, is always kept in front of the royal entrance, 
and at its extremity there is a large tent called Xagar-kant!: 
becal~se it contains the trumpets and the cymbals. 

Close to this tent is another of a large size, called 
tchuky-katd,' where the 01nrah.e in rotation mount guard 
for twenty-four hours, once every week. Most of them, 
however, order one of their own tents to be pitched in its 
immediate vicinity, where they find themselves more com- 
fortable and are in greater privacy. 

Within a short distance of the three other sides of the 
great square are the tents of officers and others appro- 

The grand entrance was usually at the eastern end of the camp 
enclosure. 

a Among them were two horses for the Emperor's own use, also 
courier horses. 

Properly Nahdrah Udnuh, the nakirah was a monster kettledrum. 
Some were as high as four feet, resting on the ground and played upon 
by one man with a pair of sticks. In each nakirrah khannh, there 
were twenty pairs, more or less, of these instruments, together with 
trumpets and horns of various shapes, and cymbals (sanj) of which 
three pairs were used. See p. 260, footnote '. 

C b k i - k M n d ,  the first part of which has passed into English 
slang, as the name for a prison. 
' From predilection and a desire to teach soldiers their duties, as also 

from a regard to general etficiency, His Majesty pays much attention 
to the guards. If  any one is absent without having a proper excuse, or 
from laziness, he is fined one week's pay, or receives a suitable re- 
primand.'-din, p. 257. 
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priated to particular purposes, which, unless there be local 
impediments, are always placed in the same relative 
situation. Every one of these tents has its particular 
appellation, but the names are difficult of pronunciation, 
and as it is not within my scope to teach you the language 
of the country, it may suffice to state that in one of them 
are deposited the arms of the King ; in a second the rich 
harnesses ; and in a third the vests of brocade, which are 
the presents generally made by the King. The fruits, the 
sweetmeats, the Ganges water, the saltpetre with which it 
is cooled, and the belt%, are kept in four other tents. 
BetU is the leaf (of which I have spoken elsewhere1) 
which, after it has undergone a certain preparation, is 
given as a mark of royal favour (like coffee 2 in Turkey), and 
which when masticated sweetens the breath and reddens 
the lips. There are fifteen or sixteen other tents which 
serve for krtchens and their appurtenances; and ill 
the midst of all these are the tents of a great number of 
officers and eunuchs. There are, lastly, six others, of 
considerable length, for led horses ; and other tents for 
choice elephants and for the animals employed in hunting; 
for the birds of prey that invariably accompany the court, 
and are intended both for show, and for field sports ; for 
the dogs; the leopards for catching antelopes; the 
nil-ghuru, or grey oxen, which I believe to be a species of 
elk ;"he lions and the rhinoceroses, brought merely for 
parade ; the large Bengctle buffaloes, which attack the lieu ; 
the tamed antelopes, frequently made to fight in the 
presence of the King. 

The quarters of the Monarch are understood to compre- 

See p. 13. 
h3uve in the original, as previously used, spelt rauvC, by Bernier, 

see p. 202. I n  Arabic hdwa.  Most of the early writers who 
mention this beverage employ similar derivatives, such as ' Caova,' 
' Cahoa,' and ' Chaoua.' 

a The Hindostanee name is nllgau, or ' blue cow,' and is the popular 
name of the well-known large antelope :common over the greater 
portion of Northern India, the Portaxpirtrtr of Jerdon. 
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hend not only the great square, but the numerous tents 
situated without the square, to which I have just drawn 
your attention. Their position is always in the centre of 
the army, or as much so as the nature of the ground will 
admit. You will easily conceive that there is something 
very striking and magnificent in these royal quarters, and 
that this vast assemblage of red tents, placed in the centre 
of a numerous army, produces a brilliant effect when seen 
from some neighbouring eminence ; especially if the country 
be open, and offer no obstruction to the usual and regular 
distribution of the troops.' 

The first care of the Grand Quarter-master 2 is, as before 
remarked, to choose a suitable situation for the royal tents. 
The Am-kns is elevated above every other tent, because it 
is the landmark by which the order and disposition of the 
whole army is regulated. He  then marks out the royal 
bazars, from which all the troops are supplied. The 
principal baear is laid out in the form of a a ide street, 
running through the whole extent of the army, now on 
the right, then on the left of the Am-kas, and always as 
much as possible in the direction of the next day's en- 
campment. The other royal bazars, which are neither so 
long nor so spacious, generally cross this one, some on one 
side and some on another side of the King's quarters. All 
of them are distinguished by extremely long poles [cannes 
trhs-hautes] stuck in the ground at the distance of three 
hundred paces from each other, bearing red standards, 
and surmounted with the tails of the Great Tibet cows, 
which have the appearance of so many periwip3 

The quarter-master then proceeds to plan the quarters 
for the Ommhs, that there may always be the same 

Bernier's minute description of an Imperial camp is very correct, 
as may be seen by referring to the plan of one, plate iv., in vol. i. 
of the late Professor Blochmann's translation of the Aln-i-Akbarf. 

' Le grand Marbchal des Logis,' the Mfr-nranzil of the A h .  
A somewhat similar practice obtains at the present day in many 

of the regimental bazaars in our cantonments in India 
' The tails of the Great Thibet cows ' are the yak tails still largely 
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observance of regularity, and that each nobleman may be 
placed at  his usual distance from the royal square, whether 
on the right or on the left, so that no individual may be 
permitted to change the place allotted to him, or which 
he expressed a wish to occupy before the commencement 
of the expedition. 

The description I have given of the great square is, in 
many particulars, applicable to the quarters of the OInmhs 
and Rajas. In general they also have two pkche-kanb, 
with a square of ka~nfes enclosing their principal tents and 
those of their wives. Outside this square are likewise 
pitched the tents of their officers and troopers, and there 
is a baear in the form of a street, consisting of small tents 
belonging to the followers of the army, who supply it with 
forage, rice, butter, and other necessary articles of life. 
The Omraha need not, therefore, always have recourse to  
the royal bazars, where indeed everything may be pro- 
cured, almost the same as in the capital. A long pole is 
planted at  both ends of each baznr, and distinguished by a 
particular standard, floating in the air, as high as those of 
the royal bnzars, in order that the different quarters may 
be readily discerned from a distance. 

The chief Ornrahs and great Rajas pride themselves on 
the loftiness of their tents, which must not, however, be 
too conspicuous, lest the King perceive it and command 
that the tents be thrown down, as he did on our late 
march. For the same reason, the outside must not be 
entirely red, there being none but the royal tents that can 
be of that colour ; and as a mark of proper respect every 
tent has also to front the Am-kas, or quarters of the King. 

The remainder of the ground, between the quarters of 
the Monarch, those of the Omrahs, and the bazar,s, is filled 
with the tents of Bfansebdars, or inferior Ommhs, of 
nsed in India by RAjL, Nawabs and others, as fly flappers, or, mounted 
with silver in the hands of running footmen, etc., as marks of dignity ; 
see p. 261. The ranncs lrir h u f e s  of the original might be translated 
'tall bamboos,' of which such flag-staffs are generally made at the 
present day. See p. 362. 
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tradespeople 'of every description, of civil officers and 
other persons, who for various reasons follow the army; 
and, last of all, the tents of those who serve in the light 
and heavy artillery. The tents are therefore very 
numerous, and cover a large extent of ground; though 
with respect both to their number and the space occupied 
by them very extravagant notions are formed. When 
the army halts in a fine and favourable country, which 
leaves it a t  liberty to adopt the well-understood rules and 
order of a circular encampment, I do not believe that this 
space measures more than two leagues, or perhaps two 
leagues and a half 1 in circumference, including here and 
there several spots of unoccupied ground. I t  should be 
mentioned, however, that the heavy artillery, which 
requires a great deal of room, is commonly a day or two 
in advance of the army. 

What is said of the strange confusion that prevails in 
the camp, and of the alarm thereby occasioned to a new- 
comer, is also much exaggerated. A slight acquaintance 
with the method observed in the quartering of the troops 
will enable you to go, without much difficulty, from place 
to place as your business may require ; the King's quarters, 
the tents and standards peculiar to every Otnmh, and the 
ensigns and 'periwigs' of the royal bazars, which are all 
seen from a great distance, serving, after a little experi- 
ence, for unerring guides. 

Sometimes, indeed, notwithstanding all these precau- 
tions, there will be uncertainty and disorder, particularly 
on the arrival of the army at the place of encampment 
in the morning, when every one is actively employed in 
finding and establishing his own quarters. The dust that 
arises often obscures the marks I have mentioned, and it 
becomes impossible to distinguish the King's quarter, 

The 'licnt ' of Bemier's narrative may be taken as 2) miles. The 
actual lieuc dc postc of France was equal to 2 miles and 743 yards. Dr. 
Ball, in his edition of Travernier's TmveLr, takes the ross as equal to the 
French lime. The ross (k6s) in Northern India measured in Bemier's 
time 2 miles, 4 furlongs, 158 yards. See p. 284, footnote 3 
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the different baears, or the tents of the several 0ntrnlt.r. 
Your progress is besides liable to be impeded by the tents 
then pitching, and by the cords extended by inferior 
Omrak,  who have no pkche-kanks, and by Mansebdars 
to mark their respective boundaries, and to prevent not 
only the public path from passing through, but the fixing 
of any strange tent near their own, where their wives, if 
accompanying them, reside. A horde of their lusty 
varlets, with cudgels 1 in their hands, will not suffer these 
cords to be removed or loweretl ; you then naturally retrace 
your steps, and find that while you have been employed 
in unavailing efforts to pass at  one end, your retreat has 
been cut off a t  the other. There is now no m a n s  of 
extricating your laden camels but by menace and entreaty ; 
outrageous passion, and calm remonstrance ; seeming as if 
you would proceed to blows, yet carefully abstaining from 
touching any one ; promoting a violent quarrel between 
the servants of both parties, and afterward reconciling 
them for fear of the consequences, and in this way taking 
advantage of a favourable moment to pass your camels. 
But the greatest annoyance is perhaps in the evening 
when business calls you to any distance. This is the time 
when the common people cook their victuals with a fire 
made of cow and camel dung and green wood. The 
smoke of so many fires of this kind, when there is little 
wind, is highly offensive, and involves the atmosphere in 
total darkness. I t  was my fate to be overtaken three or 
four times by this wide-spreading v a p o ~ r . ~  I inquired, but 
could not find my way: I turned and roamed about, 
ignorant whither I went. Once I was obliged to stop 
until the smoke dispersed, and the moon arose; and at 
another time I with difficulty reached the aguaq-dig, at 
the foot of which I passed the night with my horse and 

1 In  the original gros bdfons, the well-known rlrariRiJnr3' lathi 
(watchmen's bamboo club) of that and the present period. 

2 All those who have been out in camp in the cold weather in North- 
ern India will be able to testify to the truth of this vivid picture of a 
common experience, 
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servant.' The aguacydii resembles a lofty mast of a ship, 
but is very slender, and takes down in three pieces. I t  is 
fixed toward the King's quarters, near the tent called 
nagar-knnk, and during the night has a lighted lantern 
suspended from the top. This light is very useful, for it 
may be seen when every object is enveloped in impene- 
trable darkness. To this spot persons who lose their way 
resort, either to pass the night secure from all danger of 
robbers, or to resume their search after their own lodgings. 
The name aguacy-dit may be translated Light of Heaven, 
the lantern when at a distance appearing like a star.a 

To prevent robberies every Omrah provides watchmen, 
who continually perambulate his particular quarters during 
the night, crying out Kaber-dor! or, Have a care! and 
there are guards posted rountl the whole army a t  every 
five hundred paces, who kindle fires, and also cry out 
Kaberdar ! Besides these precautions, the Cot~iinl,~ or 
Grand Provost, sends soldiers in every direction, who 
especially pervade the baears, crying out and sounding a 
trumpet. Notwithstanding all these measures, robberies 
are often committed, and it is prudent to be always on the 
alert; not to rely too much on the vigilance of servants; 
and to repose at  an early hour, so as to watch during the 
remainder of the night. 

I will now proceed to describe the different modes of 
travelling adopted by the Great Mogol on these occasions. 

The sais or groom, who in India on such occasions follows close 
behind his master. 

The ARdsdiaA, lrom dRiL, sky, and diah, lamp, was a great feature 
in the Imperial camp. ' In order to render the royal camp conspicuous 
to those who come from afar, His Majesty 11as caused to be erected in 
front of the Durbdr a pole upwards of forty yards high, which is 
supported by sixteen ropes ; and on the top of the pole is a large 
lantern which they call Akdsdiah. I t s  light is seen from, great dis- 
tances, guides the soldiers to the Imperial camp, and helps them to 
find their tents. In  former times, before the lamp was erected, the 
men had to suffer hardships from not being able to find the road.'-Rin, 
PP- 49-50. See p. 188, footnote '. 

2 A 
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Most commonly he is carried on men's shoulders in a 
laci-mvan,l or field throne, wherein he sits. This tact is a 
species of magnificent tabernacle, with painted and gilt 
pillars and glass windows, that are kept shut when the  
weather is bad. The four poles of this litter are covered 
either with scarlet or brocade, and decorated with deep 
fringes of silk and gold. At the end of each pole are 
stationed two strong and handsomely dressed men, who 
are relieved by eight other men constantly in attendance. 
Sometimes the King rides on horseback, especially when 
the weather is favourable for hunting ; and at other times 
he is camed by an elephant in a r~iikdember, or in a hause, 
which is by far the most striking and splendid style of 
travelling, as nothing can surpass the richness and magnifi- 
cence of the harness and trappings. The mikdember is a 
small house, or square wooden tower, gilt and painted ;2  

and the hauze,3 an oval chair with a canopy on pillars, also 
superbly decorated with colours and gold. 

In every march the King is accompanied by a great 
number of Otnrnhs and Rajas, who follow him closely on 
horseback, placing themselves promiscuously in a body, 
without much method or regularity. On the morning of a 
journey, they assemble a t  break of day in the Am-km, with 
the exception of those who may be exempted by age or the 
nature of their ofiice. They find these marches very 
fatiguing, especially on hunting-days, being exposed like a 
private soldier to the sun and dust, frequently until three 
o'clock in the afternoon. 

These luxurious lords move along very differently when 
not in the train of tile King: neither dust nor sun then 
annoys them, but they are stretched, as on (I bed, i11 a 

Tukht-i-rawan, see p. 128. 
'They also put comfortable turrets on the backs of swift-paced 

elephants, which serve as a travelling sleeping apartment.'-Ain, 
p. 131. 

a Similar to the nlodern howdah (a IIintlostanee word modified from 
thc Arabic Aaudaj), but with a canop).. 
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paleky, closed and covered or  not as may be found more 
agreeable; sleeping at  ease until they reach their tent, 
where they are sure to find an excellent dinner, the kitchen 
and every necessary article having been sent forward the 
preceding night, immediately after supper. The Omrahs 
are always surrounded by a number of well-mounted 
cavaliers, called gourze-berrlars, because they carry a kind of 
club,,,' or silver mace. The King is also attended by mimy 
of them, who go before him, both on the right and on the 
left, together with a multitude of footmen. The gourse- 
berdars are picked, good-looking men, of fine figures, and 
are employed to convey orders and despatches. With great 
sticks in their hands they drive everybody before them, 
and keep the way clear for the King. 

The Cours follow the Rajahs surrounded by a large 
number of players on cymbals and trumpets. The Cours, 
as I before observed,? consists of figures in silver, represent- 
ing strange animals, hands, balances, fishes and other 
mystic31 objects, borne a t  the end of large silver poles. 

A numerous body of Mansebdars or inferior O~nrahs 
comes next, well mounted, and equipped with sword, quiver, 
and  arrow^.^ This body is much more numerous than that 
of Otttrahs, which follows the King; because not only the 
Mansehdars who are on duty are obliged to assemble at  
break of (lay near the royal tent, for the purpose of accom- 
panying the King, but there are many who join the train in 
the hope of attracting notice and obtaining preferment. 

The Princesses and great ladies of the Seraglio have also 
different modes of travelling. Some prefer tchaudou~s,~ 
which are borne on men's shoulders, and are not unlike 
the tact-rauanr. They are gilt and painted and coveretl 
with magnificent silk nets of many colours, enriched with 

See p. 263, footnote l. 
See p. 266. The Rirr corresponded in some respects to the coloun 

of a regiment, it had a special guard assigned to it, and was saluted 
on various occasions. 

Bernier has omitted to mention the bow and shield which also 
formed part of their equipment. ' CAavdo/s. 
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embroidery, fringes, and beautiful tassels. Others traveI 
in a stately and close paleky, gilt and covered, over which 
are also expanded similar silk nets. Some again use 
capacious litters, suspended between two powerful camels, 
or between two small elephants. I t  is in this style 
I have sometimes seen Rauck~rara-Bepm pursuing her 
journey, and have observed more than once in front of the  
litter, which was open, a young, well-dressed female slave, 
with a peacock's tail in her hand, brushing away the dust, 
and keeping off the flies from the Princess. The ladies are 
not unfrequently carrietl on the backs of elephants, which 
upon these occasions wear massive bells of silver, and are 
decked with costly trappings, curiously embroidered. These 
lovely and distinguished females, seated in Mikdnnbers, are 
thus elevated above the earth, like so many superior beings 
borne along through the middle region of the air. Each 
illikdember contains eight women, four on a side: it is 
latticed and covered with a silken net, and yields not in 
richness and splendour to the fcharrdoule or the lacl-mcarr. 

I cannot avoid dwelling on this pompous procession of 
the Seraglio. I t  strongly arrested my attention during the 
late march, and I feel delight in recalling it to my memory. 
Stretch imagination to its utmost limits, and you can con- 
ceive no exhibition more grand and imposing than when 
Hauchctrara-Begum, mounted on a stupendous Pegrc elephant, 
and seated in a Mikdetnhcr,' blazing with gold and azure, 
is followed by five or six other elephailts with Mikdenrbers 
iiearly cis resplendent as her own, and filled with ladies 
attached to her household. Close to the Princess are 
the chief eunuchs, richly adorned and finely mounted, 
each with a wand of office in his hand ; and surrounding 
her elephant, a troop of female servants, Tar.iars and 
Kachnrrys, fantastically attired and riding handsome pad- 
horses. Besides these attendants are several eunuchs on 
horseback, accompanied by a multitude of Pagys,2 or 

For mcglrhr~~bhnr. 
"he Portuguese word pr2,  fro~npl, foot, and meaning a footman, 
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lackeys on foot, with large canes, who advance a great way 
before the Princess, both to the right and to the left, for 
the purpose of clearing the road and driving before them 
every intruder. Immediately behind Rnttchesara-Begum's 
retinue appears a principal lady of the court, mounted and 
attended much in the same manner as the Princess. This 
lady is followed by a third, she by a fourth, and so on, 
until fifteen or sixteen females of quality pass with a 
grandeur of appearance, equipage, and retinue more or less 
proportionate to their rank, pay, and office. There is 
something very impressive of state and royalty in the 
march of these sixty or more elephants; in their solemn 
and, as it were, measured steps; in the splendour of the 
hlikdembers, and the brilliant and innumerable followers in 
attendance: and if I had not regarded this display of 
magnificence with a sort of philosophical indifference, I 
should have been apt to be camed away by such flights 
of imagination as inspire most of the Indian poets, when 
they represent the elephants as conveying so many 
goddesses concealed from the vulgar gaze. 

Truly, it is with difficulty that these ladies can be 
approached, and they are almost inaccessible to the sight 
of man. Woe to any u~llucky cavalier, however exalted in 
rank, who, meeting the procession, is found too near. 
Nothing can exceed the insolence of the tribes of eunuchs 
and footmen which he has to encounter, and they eagerly 
avail themselves of any such opportunity to beat a man in 
the most unmerciful manner. I shall not easily forget 
being once surprised in a similar situation, and how narrowly 
I escaped the cruel treatment that many cavaliers have 
experienced: but determined not to suffer myself to be 
beaten and perhaps maimed without a struggle, I drew my 
sword, and having fortunately a strong and spirited horse, 

Anglicised into peon ; also the IIindostanee word piydda, also meaning 
a footman. Scotic6,pcdce (Latin, pcdisqurrs), a footboy : 'IVm. Gray, 
Petlee to one Smith in the Rebel Life Guards.'-List o/h'rbrls i f ;  1745, 
p. 275. Scot. Hist. Soc., 1%. 
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I was enabled t o  o p e n  a passage, s w o r d  i n  hand, t h r o u g h  
a h o s t  of assai lants ,  and to dash across the r a p i d  stream 
w h i c h  was b e f o r e  me. It  i s  i n d e e d  a proverb ia l  o b s e r v a -  

t i o n  i n  t h e s e  a r m i e s  that three t h i n g s  are to be c a r e f u l l y  
avoit led : the first, g e t t i n g  among the choice  and l e d  horses, 
w h e r e  k i c k i n g  a b o ~ i n d s  ; the second,  i n t r u d i n g  o n  the h u n t -  

i n g  g r o u n d ;  and the th i rd ,  a too near a p p r o a c h  to the  
lad ies  of the Sernglio. It is  m u c h  worse, however ,  i n  

Persia. I understand that i n  that c o u n t r y  l i fe  i t se l f  i s  
fo r fe i ted  i f  a man be w i t h i n  s i g h t  e v e n  of the e u n u c h s ,  
a l t h o u g h  he s h o u l d  be h a l f  a - league  d i s t a n t  f r o m  the 
w o m e n ;  and all the male i n h a b i t a n t s  o f  the t o w n s  and 
vil lages t h r o u g h  w h i c h  the Seraglio is  to pass m u s t  a b a n d o n  
t h e i r  h o m e s  and fly to a cons iderab le  distance.  

I sha l l  n o w  speak of the field sports o f  the King.'  I 

1 'Superficial, worldly observers see in killing an animal a sort of 
pleasure, and in their ignorance stride about, as if senseless, on the field 
of their passions. But deep inquirers see in hunting a means of 
acquisition of knowledge, and the temple of their worship derives from 
it a peculiar lustre. This is the cnse with His Majesty. H e  always 
makes hunting a means of increasing his Anowledge, and h i d e s ,  uses 
hunting parties as occasions to inquile, without having first given 
notice of his coming, into the condition of the people and the army. IIe 
travels i~cognito, and examines into matters referring to taxation, or 
to SayJqhdl lands, or to affairs connected with the household. H e  
lifts up such as are oppressed, and punishes the oppressors. On 
account of these higher reasons His Majesty indulges in the chase, nnd 
shews himself quite enamoured of it. Short-sighted and shallow 
observers think that IIis Majesty has no other object in view but hunt- 
ing ; but the wise ant1 experienced know that he pursues higher ainrs.' 
- A h ,  p. 282. Sayilrghll lands were those which had been given for 
benevolent purposes of various kinds. One of the classes of men on 
whom they were bestowed were 'inquirers after wisdom, who have 
withdrawn from all worldly occupation, and make no difference between 
night and daytime in searching after true knowledge.'-Ail$, p. 268. 
An early example of ' endowments for research,' in fact. Such lands 
were hereditary, and differed for this reason from j d g f r  lands, which 
were conferred for a specified time, and to which Bernier alludes at 
p. 213. Akbar, however, considerably interfered with these Sa)ilrghil 
lands, arbitrarily resuming many of them and increasing his domain 
lands to the ruin of many a family. 
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could never conceive how the Great Mogol could hunt with 
an army of one hundred thousand men; but there 
certainly is a sense in which he may be said to hunt 
with two hundred thousand, or with any number of which 
his army may consist. 

In the neighbourhoods of Agra and Delili, along the 
course of the Gevtna, reaching to the mountains, and even 
on both sides of the road leading to Lahor, there is a large 
quantity of uncultivated land, covered either with copse 
wood or with grasses six feet high. All this land is guarded 
with the utmost vigilance ; and excepting partridges, quails, 
and hares, which the natives catch with nets, no person, be 
he who he may, is permitted to disturb the game, which 
is consequently very abundant. 

Whenever the Monarch is about to take the field, every 
gamekeeper [Gardes Chasses] near whose district the army 
is to pass is called upon to apprise the Grand Master of the 
Hunt of the various sorts of game under his particular charge, 
and of the places where they are in the greatest plenty. 
Sentries are then stationed nt the different roads of that 
district, to guard the trnct of ground selected, which extends 
sometimes four or five leagues; and while the army is on 
its march, on one side or the other, so as to avoid that 
tract, the King enters it with as many 011irnlrs and other 
persons as have liberty to do so, and enjoys, leisurely and 
uninterruptedly, the sports of the field, varying them ac- 
cording to the nature of the game. 

I shall, in the first place, describe the manner in which 
they chase antelopes with tame leopards.' 

The cheetah or hunting leopard is still largely employed, chiefly in 
the Native States of India, for the sport described by Bernier. In the 
Ail; there is 3 story told of how once, 'from the kindness shown by IIis 
Majesty, a deer made friendship with a leopard. They livetl together 
and enjoyed each other's company. The most remarkable thing was 
this, that the leopard when let off against other deer would pounce 
upon them as any other leopard.' 

The lynx, the Hindostanee name for which, from the Persian, is sihd- 
go~h,  or 'black ear,' was also employed in the chase by the Mogul 
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I think that I have elsewhere told you that there are in 
the Indies large numbers of antelopes, very much resembling 
our fawns in shape; that they move generally in herds; 
and that every herd, which is never composed of more 
than five or six, is followetl by a male, who is easily dis- 
tinguished by his colour. When one of these little troops 
is discovered, the first step is to have it seen by t h e  
leopard, who is kept chained on a small car.' The saga- 
cious and cunning animal does not, as might be expected, 
run at  once towards the antelopes, but winds about, hides 
himself, crouches, and in this cautiotis manner approaches 
them unperceived, so as to give himself a fair chance of 
catching them with those five or six bounds, which the 
leopard is noted for making with incredible agility. If 
successful, he gluts himself with their blood, heart, and 
liver! but if he miss his prey, as frequently happens, he 
makes no other effort, but stands perfectly still. I t  would 
indeed be useless to contend with these animals in a fair 
race, for they run mtich more fleetly and much longer 
than the leopard. His keeper finds no great difficulty in 
securing him again on the car; he approaches him quietly, 

Emperors. ' His Majesty is very fond of using this plucky little animal 
for hunting purposes. In  former times it would attack a hare or a fox ; 
but now it kills black buck.'-Ain, p. 290. Capt. Alexander IIarnilton, 
in his New Account of the East Zndici, Edinburgh, 1727, 2 vols. 8v0, 
gives (vol. i. p. 124) an exceedingly quaint and graphic description of 
this mode of hunting, as follows : ' Deer, Antelopes, Hares, and Foxes 
are their wild Game, which they hunt with Dogs, Leopards, and a 
small fierce Creature, called by them a Shoegoore. It is about the 
Size of a Fox, with long prickt Ears like an Hare, and a Face 
like a Cat, a gray Back and Sides, and Belly and Breast white. I 
believe they are rare, for I never saw more than one. When they 
are taken out to hunt an Horseman carries it behind him hood-winkt, 
and their Deer and Antelopes, being pretty familiar, will not start 
before horses come very near. H e  who carries the Shotgoose, takes off 
the IIwd, and shews it the Game, which, with large swift Springs, it 
soon overtakes, and leaping on their Backs, and getting forward to 
the Shoulders, scratches their Eyes out, and gives the Hunters an easy 
prey.' Technically called a srtggrdr. 
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caresses him, throws down a few pieces of flesh, and, cover- 
ing his eyes, fastens his chain. During the march, one of 
these leopards very unexpectedly afforded us this amuse- 
ment, to the no small consternation, however, of many of us. 
A troop of antelopes ran through the mitlst of the army, 
as was indeed the case every day ; but these happened to 
pass very close to two leopards who were placed as usual 
on their car. One, whose eyes nere not covered, made so 
violent an effort as to break his chain, and rush after the 
antelopes, but without catching any. Impeded, however, 
in their flight, turned and pursued on all sides, one of them 
could not avoid again approaching the leopard, who 
pounced upon and seized the poor animal, notwithstand- 
ing the crowds of camels and horses that nere in his way, 
and contrary to the common opinion that the leopard 
never attacks the prey which he has once missed. 

There is nothing very interesting in the mode of hunt- 
ing the nil-ghnzix, or grey oxen ; which, as I before stated, 
are a species of elk.' They enclose them in greet nets, 
which are drawn closer by degrees; and, when the space 
is reduced to a small compass, the King enters with his 
Omrahs and huntsmen, and the animal is killed with 
arrows, short spikes, swords, and musketoons. Sometimes 
these animals are slaughteretl in such numbers that the 
King sends quarters of them as presents to all the Omrahs. 

I t  is curious enough to observe the manner in which 
cranes are caught. Their courageous defence in the air 
against the b i d s  of prey "fords much sport. Sometimes 
they kill their assaila~its; but from the slowness of their 
movements in wheeling round they are overcome a. the 
number of their enemies increases. 

See p. 364. The nllgau h a s  a heavy shambling pace, and at the 
present day it is not considered quite sportsmanlike to shoot them. 

a Hawks, of which several kinds were used. ' His Majesty, from 
motives of generosity and from a wish to add splendour to his Court, 
is fond of hunting with falcons, though superficial obsenrers think that 
merely hunting is his object.'-din, p. 294. 
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But of all the diversions of the field the hunting of 
the lion1 is not only the most perilous, but is peculiarly 
royal; for, except by special permission, the King and 
Princes are the only persons who engage in the sport. 
As a preliminary step, an ass is tied near the spot where 
the gamekeepers have ascerfainecl the lion retires. The 
wvretched animal is soon devoured, and after so ample a 
meal the lion never seeks for other prey, but w~thout 
molesting either oxen, sheep, or shepherds, goes in quest 
of water, and after quenching his thirst, returns to his 
former place of retirement. He  sleeps until the next 
morning, when he finds and devours another ass, which the 
gamekeepers have brought to the same spot. In this way 
they contrive, during several days, to allure the lion and to 
attach him to one place ; and when information is received 
of the King's approach, they fasten at the spot an ass 
where so many others have been sacrificed, down whose 
throat a large quantity of opium has been forced. This 
last meal is of course intended to produce a soporific effect 
upon the lion. The next operation is to spread, by means 
of the peasantry of the adjacent villages, large nets, made 
on purpose, which are gradually drawn closer, in the 
manner practised in hunting the ttil-&ux. Everything 
being in this state of preparation, the King appears on an 
elephant protectetl in places with thin plates of iron, and 
attended by tlie Grand Master of the Hunt, some Omrab 
mounted on elephants, and a great number both of gortrze- 
herdars on horseback and of gamekeepers on foot, amled 
with hnlf-l~ikes. He  immediately approaches the net on 
the outside, and fires at  the lion with a large musketoon. 
The wounded aninla1 makes a spring at the elephant, ac- 
cording to the invariable practice of lions, but is arrested 
by the net ; 2  ant1 the King continues to discharge his 
~riuskeloon, until the lion is a t  length killed. 

It  happenetl, Ilowever, during the last hunt, that the 

Except in Kathiawar lions are very rarely met with in any p r t  of 
India now. See pp. 182- 183. 
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enraged animal leaped over the net, rushed upon a trooper 
whose horse he killed, and then effected his escape for a 
time. Being pursued by the huntsmen, he was a t  length 
found and again enclosed in nets. The whole army was 
on that occasion subjected to great inconveniencies ant1 
thrown into a consitlerable degree of confusion. We re- 
mained three or four days patrolling in a country inter- 
sected with t o r r e ~ ~ t s  from the mountains, nnd covered with 
underwood, and long grass that nearly concealed the 
camels. No baearx had been formed nnd there were no 
towns or villages near the army. Happy those who during 
this scene of disorder could satisfy the cravings of hunger ! 
Shall I explain the weighty reason of this long detention 
in such ahminable quarters ? You must know, then, 
that as it is considered a favourable omen when the King 
kills a lion, so is the escape of that animal portentous of 
infinite evil to the state. Accordingly, the terminntion of 
the hunt is attended with much grave ceremony. The 
King being seated in the general assembly of the Otttrahs, 
the dead lion is brought before him, and when the carcass 
has been accurately m w n r e d  and minutely examined, it 
is reconled in the royal archives that such a King on such 
a day slew a lion of such a size and of such a skin, whose 
teeth were of such a length, and whose claws were of 
such dimensions,' and so on down to the minutest details. 

Let me just add a won1 on the subject of the opium 
given to the MS. One of the principal huntsmen assures 
me that it is a tale of the vulgar, and that the lion is suffi- 

1 The Emperor Akbar, who was a great sportsman, causetl not only 
an account to k kept of the game he shot, but ordered that par- 
ticulars of the guns used should also be recorded. Jdhhngtr inherited 
his father's love of sport, except that he never hunted elephants nor did 
he care for shooting waterfowl. In  his rlfemoirs he gives many details 
of his hunting exploits, and tells us how he caused the officials of the 
Hunting Department to draw up a 'game book' embracing his life 
from the age of twelve to fifty. This list tells us that during these 
years he shot 17,167 head of game of all kinds, including 86 tigers, 41 
sparrows, 3276 crows (!), ant1 10 alligators. 
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ciently disposed to sleep without it when he has eaten to 
satiety. 

I observed that the great rivers are commonly without 
bridges. The army crossed them by means of two bridges 
of boats, constructed with tolerable skill, and placed be- 
tween two or three hundred paces apart. Earth and straw 
mingled together are thrown upon the planking forming the 
footway, to prevent the cattle from slipping. The greatest 
confusion and danger occur at  the extremities; for not only 
does the crowd and pressure occur most there, but when 
the approaches to the bridge are composed of soft moving 
earth, they become so broken up and so full of pits, that 
horses and laden oxen tumble upon one another into them, 
and the people pass over the struggling animals in the 
utmost disorder. The evil would be much increased if the 
army were under the necessity of crossing in one day; but 
the King generally fixes his camp about hnlf a league from 
the bridges of boats, and suffers a day or two to elapse ere 
he passes to the opposite side of the river; when, pitching 
his tents within half a league from the bank, he again 
tlelays his departure so as to allow the army three days 
and nights at least to effect the passage. 

As to the number of people, whether soldiers or others, 
which the camp contains, it is not easy to determine this 
accurately ; so various are the opinions on this point. I 
may venture, however, to state generally that in this 
march there are at least one hundred thousand horsemen, 
ant1 more than one hundred and fifty thousand animals, 
comprising horses, mules, and elephants ; that besides 
these, there cannot be much less than fifty thousand 
cn~nels, and nearly as many oxen or horses employed to 
cany the wives and children, the grain and other pro- 
visions belonging to the poor people connected with 
the bazars, who when they travel take with them, 
like our gipsies, the whole of their fnmilies, goods, ant1 
chattels. The senants In the army must be indeed nume- 
rous, since nothing is done without their assistnnce. I 
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rank only with a two-horse cavalier, and yet I cannot 
possibly contrive with less than three men. Many are of 
opinion that the camp contains between three and four hun- 
dred thousand persons ; some believe this estimate to be 
too small, while others consider it rather exaggerated. 
Accurately to determine the question, the people should 
be numbered. All I can confidently assert is that the 
multitude is prodigious and almost incredible. The whole 
population of Delrli, the capital city, is in fact collected 
in the camp, because tlenving its employment and main- 
tcnance from the court and army, it has no alternative 
but to follow them in their march or to perish from want 
during their absence.' 

You are no doubt at  a loss to conceive how so vast a 
number both of men and animals can be maintained in the 
field. The best solution of the difficulty will be found in 
the temperance of the Indians and simple nature of their 
diet. Of the five-score thousand troopers not a tenth, no 
not a twentieth part, eat animal food; they are satisfied 
with their kichery, a mess of rice and other vegetables, 
over which, when cooked, they pour boiled butter.2 I t  
should be considered too that camels endure fatigue, 
hunger, and thirst in a surprising degree, live upon little, 
and eat any kind of food. At the end of every march, 
they are left to browse in the fieltls, where everything 
serves for fdder.  I t  is important likewise to observe that 
the same tradesmen who supply the bazars in Dehli are 
compelled to furnish them in the camp ; the shops of which 
they are composed being kept by the same persons 
whether in the capital or in the field. 

These poor people are at great pains to procure forage : 
they rove about from village to village, ant1 what they 
succeed in purchasing, they endeavour to sell in the army 
a t  an advanced price. I t  is a common practice with 
them to clear, with a sort of trowel, whole fields of a 
peculiar kind of grass, which having beaten and washed, 

See p. 220. a Ghee, see p. 438. 
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they dispose of in the camp at a price sometimes very 
high and sometimes inadequately low.' 

There is a curious fact respecting the King which I had 
almost forgotten to relate. He  enters the camp sometimes 
on one side, sometimes on another; that is, he will to-day 
pass near the tents of certain Omrahs and to-morrow near 
the tents of others.2 This variation of route is not, as 
you might suppose, accidental : the Ontrahs, whom the 
Monarch honours by his vicinity, must leave their quarters 
to meet him, and must present His Majesty with a purse of 
more or less value; from twenty to fifty golden rocipies, 
twenty being equal to about thirty pisloles, according to 
their liberality and the amount of their pay. 

I shall y y  nothing of the towns and villages between 
Dehli and Luhor: I have in fact scarcely seen any of them. 
My Agah's station not being in the centre of the a n y ,  
which often kept to the highroad, but in the front of the 
right wing, it was our custom to traverse fields and bye- 
paths during the night, guided by the stars; frequently 
mistaking our way, ant1 marching five or six leagues, in- 
stead of three or four, the usual distance between two 
encampments, till daylight again set us right. 

' The general practice at the present day throughout Northern India, 
' the peculiar kind of grass' being the well-known dtib (Cyirodon Dac- 
tylon, Royle). On account of its creeper-like stem, a Murpa, the 
trowel-like instru1.1ent of Bernier, is required to scrape it, as it were, 
from off the ground. 

'The nobles are encamped without on all sides according to their 
rank. The guards for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday encamp in the 
centre; those for Sunday and Monday on the right ; and those for 
Tuesday and Wednesday on the left.'-Ain, p. 48. 
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T O  T H E  S A R I E  

Written at Lhor,  the King being then about to depart 
for Kachemire. 

Description o j ' khor ,  the Cupilal of'lhe Pertje-ab, or 
Kingdom qf theLfive Rivers. 

IT is not without reason that the kingdom of which 
Luhor is the capital is named the Pettjeab, or the Region 
of the Five Waters ; because five rivers do really descend 
from the great mountnins which enclose the kingdom of 
fichemire, and, taking their course through this country, 
fall into the Indus, which empties itself into the ocean a t  
Scymdi,' near the mouth of the  Persian Gulf. Whether 
Lahor be the ancient Bscefalos, I do not pretend to 
determine. Alezander is here well known by the name 
of Sekander Filifous, or Alexander the son of Philip : con- 
cerning his horse, however, they know nothing. The river 
011 which the city was built, one of the five, is as consider- 
able as our Loire. and is much it1 want of a similar embank- 
ment as that on which the road is camed on the banks 
of the French river ; for it is subject to inundations, which 
muse great injury and frequently change its bet1 : indeed 
within a few years the river has receded a full quarter of 
a league from Lahor, to the great inconvenience of the 

By this I believe Bernier to mean Sind, which was called Sinda 
by Fryer, the mouths of the Indus being situated in the Province of 
Sind, 

883 
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inhabitants.' Unlike the buildings of Dehli and Agra, the 
houses here are very lofty ; but, the court having resided 
(luring the last twenty years or more in one of those two 
cities, most of the houses in Lahor are in a runious state.* 
Indeed, many have been totally destroyed and have buried 
mauy of the inhabitants under their ruins, in consequence 
of the heavy rains which have prevailed of late years. 
There are still five or six co~~siderable streets, two or three 
of which exceed a league 111 length ; but not H few of the  
houses in them are tumbling to the ground.3 The river 
having changed its bed, the King's palace is no longer 
seated on its banks' This is a high and noble edifice, 
though very inferior to the palaces of Dehli or Agra. I t  
is more than two months since we arrived in this city : we 
have waited for the melting of the snow on the mountains 
of Kachen~ire in order to obtain an easier passage into that 
country; our departure is finally fixed, however, for to- 
morrow, as the King quitted L a h r  two days ago. I have 
provided myself with a nice small kchemire  tent, which 
I purchased yesterday, as I was advised to do the same as 
others, and to proceed no further with my old tent, which 
is rather large and heavy. I t  will be tliflicult, they tell me, 
to find room for all our tents among the mountains of 
Kachemire, which besides are impassable to camels ; so that 
requiring porters for our baggage, the camage of my old 
tent would be too expensive. Farewell ! 

The old bed of the Ravee is well known to all who have visited 
Lahore, and it has been proposed in recent years to divert the present 
stream into its old channel again. 

"ee p. 459. 
The Emperor Jihingir, Shih Jahin's predecessor, frequently resided 

at Lahore, and after his time it began to decline in population. 
Brought about, it is said, by an embankment which Aurangzeb con- 

structed to prevent inundations, but which had the effect of so deflecting 
the current as to cause the river to alter its course entirely. 



F O U R T H  L E T T E R  

T O  T H E  S A M E  

Written from the Camp of the Army marchiiig from Lahor 
to Kachemire, the fuurth day of the March. 

1 HOPED that, its I hat1 survived the heat of .Vokn near 
the Straits of Bnb-el-wtaitdel, I should hiive uothiiig to fear 
from the burning rays of the suu ill ally prt of the earth ; 
but that hope has irbailtlo~ied me since the army left 
Lnhor four days ago. I an1 illdeed iio longer surprised that 
even the Ir~di(tits theinselves expressecl much apprehe~i- 
sioil of the misery which awaitetl them duriiig the eleven 
or twelve days' niarch of the airmy from Z.uhor to Bember,l 
which is situated a t  the entrance of the Knclteinire nlouil- 
tailis. I declare, without the least exaggenrtioil, that 1 have 
been reduced by the intenseness of the heat to the last 
extremity; scarcely believing I rose in the morning 
that I should outlive the cliiy. This extraordinary heat is 
occasioned by the high inoui~taiils of Knclteit~ire ; for being 
to the north of our roatl, they intercept the cool breezes 
which woulcl refresh us from that quarter, a t  the same 
time that they reflect the scorching sunbeams, a~i t l  leave 
the whole country arid and suffocating. But why shoultl 
I attempt to accot~nt philosophically for th81t which may 
kill me to-morrow ? 

Bhimbnr, where the reninins of one of the rest-houses built for the 
camps of the hlogul Emperors is still u$ed 11)' ~rnvcllcrs. 



F I F T H  L E r l ' T E H  

Written from the C'an~p of the Army marchiirg from Lahor 
to Kachemire, the sixth day of the March. 

I YESTERDAY crossetl one of the great rivers of India, 
called the i"cl1ertnrc.1 Its excellent water, with which the  
pri~icipal Otsmhs are providing themselves, illstead of the  
Ganges water that has Ilitllerto supplirtl their wa~lh ,  
iilduces nie to hope that the ascent of this river does not 
lead to the illfenla1 regioi~s, but that it may really coliduct 
us to the kingdom of Kacltrtnire, where they would make 
me believe we shoultl be gladdened with the sight of ice 
and siiow. Every day is found inore ii~supportable t h a ~ i  
the preceding, and the further we advalice the more does 
the heat increase. I t  is true that I crossed the bridge of 
boats a t  broad t lo oil day, but I am not sure that my suffer- 
ings would have been less if I had remained stifling ill my 
tent. My object urns ;rt least attailietl: I prssed over this 
britlge quietly, while everybody else was resting and wdt- 
ilia to cross towartl the close of the day, when the h u t  
is less oppressive. I'erhaps 1 owe my escape from some 
fatal accident to niy prudcilce and fnresiglrt, for ~ i o  passage 
of a river, since the army quitted Delrli, has been attended 
' The Chinib, which is nearly 72 miles from Lahore by Bernier's 

route. Ire had thcrefurc marched at the rate of about 12 miles a day. 
33'3 
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with such dreadful confusio1l.1 The eutrance at one ex- 
tremity of the bridge into the first boat, and the going 
out from the last boat at  the other extremity were 
renderetl extremely difficult and dangerous on account of 
the loose moving sand which it was necessary to pass, and 
which giving way under the feet of such crowds of animals, 
was carried off by the current, and left co~isiderable 
cavities, into which numbers of camels, oxen, and horses 
were thrown down, and trodden untlerfoot, while blows 
were dealt about without intermission. There are gener- 
ally upon these occasions officers rind troopers attached to 
Otnrcclm, who to clear the way for their masters and their 
baggage make an active use of their canes. hiy iVuuanb 
has lost one of his camels, with the iron oven it carried ;" 
so that I fear I shall be reduced to the necessity of eating 
the bnzcrr bread. Farewell ! 

This is the largest river they had yet crossed, and the sandy 
approaches to the main stream wcrc always, until a few ymrs .ago when 
the combined railway ant1 road bridge was built, very tedious for 
travellers, whether mounted or on foot. 
' Probably one of those porlablc ovens, matle of sheet-iron, so 

faniilinr to all Anglo-Indians, called a tandiir in EIintlostanee. 



' I 'HE S I X T H  L E ' I ' T E R  

Written from the Camp of tlie Army, rnarchiiig from Lahor 
to Kachemire, the eighth clay of the March. 

~IL.\s, my t1e;rr Sir!  a1i;tt cell iiiduce an Ettropean to 
expose Iliriiself to such tcarrible heat, ;tilt1 to tlirse haraissiiig 
;tiid perilous marches ? I t  is too milch curiosity ; or rather 
it is gross folly aiitl iiicoilsitlerate rasliness. My life is 
pl:rced ill coiltiiiu:tl jeopardy. Out of evil, however, may 
wise soine gootl. When at  I ~ l h o r  I was seized with a 
flux, acconipanietl by acute paills ill my limbs, ill conse- 
tliience of having passed whole nights on a terrace in the 
ope11 air, ats is coiliriioiily done ill Dcshli without danger. 
My health \r-:is sufferiiig ; but since we have been on the 
inarch the violelit pesl)irirtioiis, coritii~uetl for eight or 
nine clays, have t1issip;rted my bat1 humoiirs, and my 
parched aiitl witlleretl body is I)econie a mere sieve, the 
quart of wirtc.r, wliicli I s\r-;tllo\r~ :tt it draught, pwsiiig a t  
tlie same moment through every one of my pores, eve11 
to lily fi~igers' ends. I am sure that t(tday I have drunk 
more t11:lil ten pints. Amid all our siifferiiigs, it is a g u t  
colisol;itioii to be :thlr to tlrink ;13 niuch water as we please 
with impuuity, provitled it be of a good quality. 
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T O  T H E  S A M E  

Written from the Camp of the Army, marching from LaT~or to 
Kachemire, on the morning of the te~ith day of the March. 

THE sun is just but ri\ing, yet the heat is insupportable. 
There is not a cloud to be seen nor a breath of air to be 
felt. My horses are exhausted; they have not seen a 
blade of p e e n  grass since we quitted Lahor. My Indian 
senrants, notwithstanding their black, dty, and harcl skin, 
are incapable of further exertion. The whole of my face, 
my feet, and my hands are flayed. My b d y  too is entirely 
coveretl with small retl blisters, which prick like needles.1 
Yesterrlay one of our poor troopers, who was witllout a 
tent, was found cleacl at  the foot of a tree, whither he hat1 
crept for shelter. I feel as if I should myself expire before 
night. All my hopes are in four or five limes still remain- 
ing for lemonade, and in a little dry curd which I am about 
to drink diluted with water ancl with sugar.2 Heaven 
bless you ! the ink clries a t  the end of nly pen, nncl the pen 
itself drops from my hand. 

Prickly heat, so fa~niliar to m o d  Anglo-Intlian\. 
See p. 354 text, and footnote I. 



T H E  E I G H T 1 1  L E T T E R  

T O  T H E  S A M E  

\\'ritten at Bember, the entrance to the 11o111itains of Kachemire, 
aRer having encamped near that place for two days. 

A dtncril~tion of Bntther, n,e chnrtge o~ t r  mrringe there for that 
ndnpted to Hill trnt~elling, incrrdible r t~~nher of Alert- 
Porters, nnd ilw ordrr vf' ICfnrclr tlrnt 1tns to be obset ved 

,Jor.Jve dnyr 1t,1te11 going throligh the A I Z o ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ i l t  1'us.w~. 

AT lcngtli we have reached Bnnber, situated a t  tlie foot 
of R steep, black, and scorclietl mountain. We are eii- 
camped in tlie tlry becl of a coiisideruble torrent, upm 
pt.bblcs aiid bunii~ig sands,'-a very furnace; :~nd if a 
lieavy sliower had not fallen opportunely this ~noriling, ant1 
1 liad not received from the mountr~ins a seasonable supply 
of curdletl milk, limes, and a fowl, I k~iow not what would 
have become of your poor correspondent. Rut God be 
praised ! tlie atniosphere is evidently cooler, my appetite 
is restored, lily strength iniprovetl; and tlie first use 1 
uiake of retunling liealtli is to resume my pen. You must 

1 In the higher part of the town or Rhimbar are the remains of the 
Sami, a builtling about 3m feet square, where the Emperor and his 
personal staffused to camp. Down in the plain, close to where the  
present travellers' bungalow stands, was t h e  camping ground in the 
sands and boulders of the Bhimbar river which there enters the plains, 
where the rest of the callip was pitched, as graphically described by 
Bernier. 
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now be made acquaintetl with new marches ant1 fresh 
troubles. 

Yesterday, at  night, the King left these suffocating 
quarters. He was accompanietl by Rat~cAenara-be gun^ and 
tlie other women of the Seraglio, the Raja Ragtraf,' who 
acts as Viher, and Fnzel-kan, the High Stewad : ancl last 
night the grrl11cl master of the hunt also left the camp, 
with some principal officers of the royal household, and 
several ladies of clistinction. To-night it will be our turn 
to depart : besides my Navaab Darrechrnend-kan's family, + 
the party will consist of Malintel-Emir-kan, son of the 
celebrated E711ir Jernla, of whom I have already spoken so 
much ; of my excellent friend Dinnet-kan and his two sons, 
and of several other O~nrab, Rajas, and Mansebdars. The 
other Nob1e.r who are to visit Kachernire will clepart each 
in his tunl, to lessen the inconvenience and confusio~l that 
must attend the five days' journey between this place and 
Kachemire, through clifficult and mountainous paths. The 
remainder of the court, such as Feday-kan,2 tlie Grand 
Master of the Artillery, three or four principal Rajas, and a 
large number of Omrnhs, will continue stationed as guards, 
in this town ancl neighhurhoal, during three or four 
months, until the great heat be over, when the King will 
return. Some will pitch their tents on the banks of the 
Tchenari,s others will repair to the adjacent towns and 
villages, and the rest will be under the necessity of en- 
camping in this burning Betnber. 

That a scarcity of provisions may not be produced in the 
small kingdom of Kach~nire, the King will be followed by 
a very limited number of individuals. Of females he 
takes only ladies of the first rank, the intimate friends of 
Ihirchenara-Begtrm, and those women whose services cannot 
easily be dispensed with. The (hnrahs and military will 
also be as few as posqible; and those Lords who have per- 

Rhjb Raghunath. "ee p. 124, footnote '. 
Probably close to Gujrit, about 30 miles from Rhinibnr to the 

south-east. 
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mission to attend the Mo~iareli will be accompanied by no 
more than twenty-five troopers out of every hu~itlred ; not, 
however, to the exclusion of tlie immediate officers of their 
household. These regulations cannot be evarletl, an Ornmh 
being stationed a t  the lurss of the mountains, who reckons 
every person one by one, and effect~ially prevents the 
ingress of that multitucle of Matuehdars and other cavaliers 
who are eager to inhale the pure and refreshing air of 
Kachernirc, as well as of all those petty tradesmen ant1 
inmates . ~ f  the bazar.~, whose only object is to gain a 
livelihood. 

The King has a few of the choicest elephants for his 
baggage and the women of the Seraglio. Though heavy 
and unwieldy, these aninlals are yet very sure-footed, 
feeling their way when the road is difficult and dangerous, 
and assuring themselves of the firm hold of one foot before 
they move another. The King llas also a few mules ; but 
his camels, which would be more useful, are all left behind, 
the mountains being too steep and craggy for their long 
stiff legs. Porters supply the place of camels; and you 
may judge of the immense number that will be employed 
if what tliry tell me be true, that tlie King alone has no 
fewer than six thousand. I must myself have three, 
although I left my large tent and a consitlerable quantity 
of luggage nt I ~ l t o r :  every person (lid the same, not 
excepting the Omralts and the King himself; and yet it 
is calculated that there are a t  least fifteen thousand porters 
already collectetl in Uember; soine sent by tlie Governor 
of Kachentire ancl by the neighbouring Rajas, and others 
who are come voluntarily in the expectation of earning a 
little money. A royal ortlinance fixes their pay a t  ten 
crowns for every hundred pounds weight. I t  is computed 
that thirty thousand will be employetl; an enormous 
number, when i t  is considered that the King and Oinra/ts 
have been sending forward baggage, anti the tradespeople 
articles of every sort, for tlie last inontll. 



T H E  N I N T H  L E T T - E H  

T O  T H E  S A M E  

Written in Kachemire, the Terrestrial Paradise of the Illdies, 
after a residence there of three months. 

A* accurate descriplion q f  !he Kingdm11 q f  Kachernire, llrc 
present stale qf /he surrourding ~l.lorirttuitts, and replies to 
,fiv imporlunl gtiesliort.~ put by u Friend. 

THE histories of the ancient Kings of Kudernire maintain 
that the whole of this country was in former times one vast 
lake, ancl that an outlet for the waters was opened by a 
certain pire, or aged saint, named Kacheb,l who miraculously 
cut the mountain of Barantouk:. This account is to be met 
with in the  abr ic lpent  of the  above-mentioned historie3,z 

Kacheb or Knrhuf is the Persian form for hsyupa,  son of Marichi, 
son of Brahma, the Rishi or sage hy whom, according to Hindoo tradi- 
tion, the passage in question was formecl. 

By Haidar Malik, son of IIasan Mnlik B. Malik Muhammad 
Naji, Charvarah (also written Chadvarah, a village near Srinagar) who 
was of a nohle Kashmfr family. The work in question, a history 

89s 
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made by order of Jehaa-Gttyre, which I am now translating 
from the Persian. I am certainly not disposed to deny 
that this region WRS once covered with water: the same 
thing is reported of Tltes.qn(y and of otller countries ; but I 
cannot easily persuade myself that the opening in question 
was the work of Inan, for the mountain is very extensive 
and very lofty. I rather imagine that the mountain sank 
illto some subterraneous cavern, which was disclosed by a 

Kashmir from the earliest times till its conquegt by Akbar, is mainly 
abridged, as stated by its author, from the A'nj,itaranginl(' The Ocean of 
Kings') of Kalhnna, the Royal Chronicle of Kashmir ; but the Ilijra 
dates are substituted for those of the Hindoo era, and some additions 
have been made to it in the late period. The author in the preface 
says that he co~nn~enced the work in A.H. 1oz7= 1617 A.D., in the 
twelfth year of Jlhinglr's reign, but further on A.H. 1029- 1619 A.D. 

is mentioned as the current year; and in a vcry complete Ms. of this 
work in the British Museum (Addl. 16705) that came from the collec- 
tion of \\'illiam Yule, the father of the late Sir Henry Pule, an event 
of A.H. I O ~ O =  1620 A.D. is recorded. A portion of the Xajdtaran@zi, 
which is the only piece of history in Sanskrit which has come down to 
us, and is believecl to hare h e n  written in the 12th century A.D., 

was translatetl into Persian by command of the Sultan ZLn-ul-'dl)i~lin 
of Kashmir, who named this version the Bahr-112-usnm'r, or ' The Sea 
of Tales.' In  A.H.  1oo3=1594 A.D., the historian AM-ul-Kadir, 
Al.Radloni \\,as ordered by the Emperor Akbar to complete the 
translation, and he tells us how, during the progress of this work, the 
Emperor 'callecl me into his private bed-chamber to the foot of the 
bed, and till the morning asked for stories out of each chapter, and 
then said : " Since the first volume of the Bahr-ul-asr116r . . is in 
Archaic I'ersinn, and tlifficult to understand, do you translate it afresh 
into ordinary language, and take care of the rough copy of the l m k  
which you have translated." I perforn>ed the sanrlndhs [kissing the 
ground] and heartily undertook the comn~ission.' Pp. 415, 416 ~Wnn-  
takhab-tlrf-fazuan3h. Bibl. Indica Ed. : translated by W. 11. Lowe, 
M.A. Calcutta, 1889. 

All Orientalists must rejoice to know that at last there is every 
prospect of their posses5ing a satisfactory edition of the Rajn'taranyinf, 
as Dr. -4urel Stein, Principal of the Oriental College at Lahore, has 
lately h e n  able to secure the Codex Archcfyplrs of all extant Kashmir 
MSS. of that work, written in the 17th century. In  the Address to the 
Reader prefixed to the first edition ofhis Zrnvcls, Bernier promised to 
undertake (I translation of the Persian text of IIaidar Malik, 
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violent earthquake, not uncommon in these countries.1 If 
we are to believe the Ambs of those parts, the opening of 
Bnh-el-mrndel was effected in the same manner ; ancl it is 
thus that entire towns and mountains have been engulphed 
in great lakes. 

Krrclrmttire, however, is no longer n lake, but a beautiful 
country, diversified with a great nlany low hills: about 
thirty leagues in length, and from ten to twelve in breadth. 
I t  is situated a t  the extremity of Hitrdotrsfntt, to the north of 
Lnhor ; enclosecl by the mountains a t  the foot of Cnrtcnstts,2 
those of the Kings of Great Tibet ant1 Litfle Tibet,!' and of 
the Rrgn Gaarcnr,' who are its most immeclinte neighbours. 

Bernier's theory has a great deal in its favour. There are authen- 
tic records of several severe and destructive earthquakes in 1552, in 
1680, and one on the 26th June 1828, on which occasion, according to 
I'igne, who visited Kashnifr in 1835, ]zoo houses were shaken down 
ant1 1000 persons killed. The worst earthquake of all was that of the 
30th May 1885. The shock was felt over an area of about 130,000 
square miles, and its effects were destn~ctive, to a considerable degree, 
over an area of about 500 square miles. It has becn estinlatetl that 
zo,ooo houses, 30,000 cattle, and 3000 human beings were rlestroye~l. 
The fotrrs of dcsfrtrrfiota was nrar Uiraniilla, where the Fort, thc 
travellers' bungalow, ant1 three-fourths of the houses in the town 
were totally wrecked. 

"he name used by many of the ancient geographers for a supposed 
continuous range from \Vest to East, through the whole of Asia, 
embracing the Taurus Mountains of Asia Minor, the Persian Elburz, 
the Hindil Kush, and the Iiimalayas. 

Great Tibet wns the name then generally applied to what is now 
known as Ladakh, Little Tibet-a term still applietl to Baltistan. 

R i j i  of Jumnioo, the Rajput Kijas whose seat of rule has k e n  
establi.*hed in or near the existing town of Jummoo from a remote 
period, Hindoo historians say for 5000 years. It was the Mahiri j i  
Gulab Singh of Jumnioo who in 1846 was able to effect the consolida- 
tion of various states, including Kashnitr, into one Kingtlom, over 
which his descendants still rule. Raja Gar,ton has been itlentifiecl by 
Drew ( TheJzmiroo arrd Kashn~ir  zrrifories. Lond. I 875) as the Astor 
mj6, but it is dithcult to concur in this identification, which, however, 
hfr. Drew does not put forward as an al,solute fact. I t  is most likely 
that by a typographical error Ganron has lxen printed instead nf Gamorc 
in the various editions of Bernier's Traveb. 
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Tile first mount;lins which surround it, I mean those nearest 
to the plains, are of moderate height, of the freshest verclure, 
clecketl with trees and covered wit11 pasture land, on which 
cows, sheeps, goats, horses, and every kind of cattle is seen 
to graze. Game of various species is in great plenty,-- 
partridges, hares, antelopes, and those a~limals which yield 
musk. Bees are also in vast abundance ; ancl what may be 
considered very extraordinary in the Indies, there are, with 
few or no exceptions, neither serpents, tigers, bears, nor 
lions. These mountains may indeed be characterised not 
only as innocuous, but as flowing in rich exuberance with 
milk ancl honey.' 

Beyond the inountains just describetl arise othen of 
very considerable altitude, whose summits, a t  all times 
covered with snow, soar above the rlouds and ordinary 
mist, and, like 11fovrrt Olytnpus, are constantly bright and 
serene. 

From the sides of all these mountains gush forth innumer- 
uble springs ancl streams of water, which are conducted by 
means of embanked earthen cl~annels even to the top of the 
numerous hillocks "in the valley ; thereby enabling the in- 
habitants to i l~igate their fields of rice. These waters, after 
separating into a thousand rivulets and producing a thou- 
sand cascades through this chamling country, a t  length 
collect and fonn a beautiful r i ~ e r , ~  navipble for vessels as 
large as are borne on our Seine. I t  winds gently around 
the kingdom, and passing through the capital, bends its 
peaceful course t o a a ~ l  LZnrumovk6, where it finds all outlet 
between two sterp rocks, being then joined by several 
smaller riven from the mountains, and dashing over pre- 

1 Bears are not at all uncommon in Kashmlr at the present day, two 
varieties of the brown or red species ant1 a black bear. Bees are still 
kept by most cottagers in circular holes in the walls of their huts, 
especially by those living in the eastern portion of the valley. Milk is 
' a  drug in thc market,' and is excellent in quality. 

T h e y e  table-lands, called karauas, are a great feature in the land- 
scape. See p. 412, footnote. The Jhelum. 
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cipices it flows in the direction of AtekJ1 and joins tlie 
I~~dtrs. 

The numberless streams which issiie from the n ~ o u n h i ~ l s  
maintain the valley and the hillocks in the most delightful 
venlure. Tlie whole kingdom wears the appearance of a 
fertile ant1 highly ctiltivatetl garden. Villages and hamlets 
are frequently seen through the luxuriant foliage. Meadows 
and vineyartls, fields of rice, wheat, hemp, saffron, and 
many sorts of vegetables, among which are i~~termingled 
trenches filled with water, rivulets, canals, and several small 
lakes, vary the enchu~itiiig scene. Tlie whole ground is 
enamelled wyith our European flowers and plants, a i d  
covered with our apple, peur, pltrrn, apricol, a ~ l d  rwlnrd trees, 
all bearing fruit in great abundance. The private gardens 
are full of inelons, pafeqrcrr or waler ttlelons, water parst~ips, 
red heel, rudishes, most of our potherbs, and others with 
which we are unacquainted. 

The fruit is certainly inferior to our own, nor is it in such 
variety; but this I am satisfiecl is not attribtitble to the 
soil, but merely to the compurative ignorance of the 
gardeners, for they (lo not tinderstiui~tl the culture and the 
grafting of trees as we do i11 Frcrwce. I have eaten, how- 
ever, u great deal of very excellent fruit during my re- 
sidence in Kudrttrirr, ancl should entertain 110 doubt of its 
amving a t  tlie same degree of perfection as that of E~impe 
if the people were more attentive to tlie planting and soil 
of the trees and introduced grafts from foreign coul~tries. 

The capital of Kachmttire bears the same name as the 
k ingt lorn .Vt  is without walls ancl is not less than three 

Attuck. Bcrnier was probably misled. The Jhelum, which leaves 
the valley of Kashnrir at Rirami~la, falls into the Chit166 near Jhung, 
about IOO miles above Mooltan ; the general direction is quite correct. 
' Srinagar (or Surjyntrwar, ' t he  city of the sun') is the ancient 

and the present name of the city. During the rule of the hfuhamma- 
dans this Flindoo name was disused, but when the Sikhs conqueretl 
Kashmir in 1819 they restored the old Iiindoo name, although some 
Itfuhnmniadans still talk of the capital as hksh~rrir, or KasA~tt in thc 
Kahmiri language. 
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quarters of a league in length, and half a league in breadth. 
I t  is situated in a plain, distant about two leagues from 
the mountains, wliich seem to describe a semicircle, and 
is built on the banks of a fresh-water lake,' whose circum- 
ference is from four to five leitgues. This lake is formed 
of live springs and of streanis descending from the 
mountains, and communicates with the river, which rims 
through the town, by means of a canal sufficiently large to 
uclmit hats .  In the town there are two wooden bridges 
thrown over the river ; 2 and the houses, although for the 
  no st part of wood, arc well built and consist of two or three 
stories. There is, Iiowever, plenty of very fine freestone in 
the country; some old buildinp, cmd a great number of 
ancient idol-temples i11 ruins, are of stone ; but wootl is 
preferred on account of its cheapness, irnd tlie facility with 
which it is brought from the mountains by nieans of so 
marly small rivers. Most of the liouses irlong the banks of 
the river have little garcle~is, which produce tr very pretty 
effect, especially in the sprii~g i~nd  sun~mer, wile11 111ir11y 
parties of 11leasare bike place 011 the water. Indeetl niost 
houses in tlie city have ako their gadens  ; ; i~~cl  rnally have 
a ca~ial, 011 wliich the owner keeps a pleusure-boat, thus 
communicating with the lake. 

At one entl of tlic town appears an isolated hill, 
with handsome houses on its tleclivity, each 11avi1ig it . . ganle~l. 1 owarcl tlic sui i~~ni t  itre it .\lo.srl~te and Iler~rtitc~gr, 
both gocnl buildi~~gs ; i~nd  the hill is cn~wnctl with a large 
c1uaiitity of fine trees. I t  for~ns altogether in1 i~greeable 
object, ant1 from its trees and garden5 it is citllecl, in the 
languitge of the co~uitry, Htiryf)erlcl:' or the V c d a ~ l t  
hlountiiin. 

OppoGte to this hill is seen another, on which ih ;rlso 

Thc Dal lake. 
2 There 3rc now (1891) scvcn briclgcs across thc Jhclum in thc city. 

of Stinagar. 
I inr i  I'nrbnt, on  thc t u p  uf \vllicl~ thcrc is the fort built I J ~  thc 

LII I IJCIU~ A\kl,:\r. 
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erected a small Mosque with a garden and an extremely 
ancient building, which bears evident marks of having been 
a temple for idols, although named Tact-So~rli~~trrw,~ the 
Throne of Solomon. The il.labrnetctas pretend it wns 
raised by that celebrated Killg when he visited Kachet~tire; 
but I doubt whether they could prove that this coulltry 
was ever honourecl with his presence. 

The lake is full of islands, which are so many pleasure- 
grounds. They look beautiful and g e e n  in the midst of 
the water, being covered with fruit trees, and laid out 
with regular trellised walks. In general they are sur- 
rounded by the large-leafed aspen, planted at  intervals 
of two feet. The largest of these trees may be clasped 
in a man's arms, but they are as high as the m ~ . j t  of a ship, 
and have only a tuft of branches at  the top, like the palm- 
trees. 

.L e are The declivities of the nlountains beyond the I. k 
crowded wit11 houses and flower-gardens. The air is 
healthful, and the situation co~isidered most desirt~ble : 
they abound with springs and streams of water, and 
command il delightful view of the lake, t l ~ c  islti~ids, and 
the town. 

The n~ost beautiful of all these gardelis is one belo~~ging 
to the King, called Chk-1itttar.Vhe entriince from the 
lake is through a spacious canel, bordered with green turf, 
and ruli~iing between two rows of poplars .Vts  le1igt11 is 
itbout five hundred paces, iuid it leatls to a large summcr- 
house placed in the middle of the gartlcn. A second 

The Tnkht-i Suliman hill, on the top of which is n Uutltlhist te~nplc, 
built I J ~  Jaluka, thc son of Asoka, who rcignctl about 220 U.C. I'nrl of 
it was turnetl into a mosque at tile time of the first invasion of 
Kashmir by thc Muhan~madans, about 101s n.u. 

The Shj la~ni r  (Slrci/a, house or a h d c ,  ant1 r,rtir, thc name of the 
Ilintloo godtless of love) gartlcns still retain many of the features 
clescrikd by Bernier. It was the Trianon of the hlojiul Emlxrors. 

T h e  remains of this entrance can still Ix: traced in the shape of 
large blocks of mnsonry, as well as thc stone embanknlent which 
formerly lined thc canal thruughuut. 
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canal, still finer than the first, then coilducts you to another 
summer-house, a t  the end of the garden. This a n a l  is 
paved wyith large blocks of freestone, and its sloping sides 
are covered with the same. In the middle is a long row 
of fountains, fifteen paces asunder; besides which there 
are liere and there large circular b~siiis, or reservoirs, out 
of wd~ich arise other fountains, formed into a variety of 
shapes and figures.' 

The summer-houses are placed in the midst of the canal, 
consequently surrouilded by water, ant1 between the two 
rows of large ~wplars planted on either side. They are 
built in the form of a dome, and encircled by a gallery, 
into which four doors open ; two looking up, or down, the 
canal, and two leading to bridges that coi~iiect the build- 
i n p  with both banks. The houses consist of a large room 
in the centre, ant1 of four smaller apartments, one at  each 
corner. The whole of the interior is painted ant1 gilt, RIICI 
on the walls of :111 the chambers are inscribed certain 
sentences, written in large and beautiful Per.\iun chatracters.' 
The four tloors are estreinely valuable ; bring composed of 
large stolies, ant1 suplwrtetl by two beautiful pillars. The 
doors nut1 pillars were foond in some of the idol temples 
demolished by (%ah-Jeltrrrr, end it is impossible to estinlate 
their v:tlue. I cannot describe the nature of the stone, but 
it is far superior to porphyry, or ally species of rn~rb le .~  

Yo11 11:tve no doobt discovered before this time that I 
itin clianned with h'nclre~t~irr. 111 truth, the kiiigclom 
surptsses in beauty nll that my w a i l  imagination had 
a i t i c i t e l .  I t  is probably unequalled by any country of 
the same extent, ail(] sh0111d be, as ill fonner ages, the seat 
of sovereign authority, este~lding its dominioil over all the 

1 Thc water fur tlicse fountains is ot~tained fru~n a stream which rises 
in the hills behind the ganlen, and now on fC-te days the fountains arc 
matle to play, having been restorcd sonic years ago. 

Anlorig others, the celebrated legend, ' If there be an Elysiurn on 
earth, it is this, it is tl~is.' 

The niate~ial forming the pillars is Lelievecl to Ix: a black and grey 
fussiliferous n~arble ; the stone doors no longer exist. 
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c~rcumjacent mountai~ls, even as far as Tartmy and over 
the whole of Hindotrslun, to the island of Cey1on.l I t  is 
not indeed without reason that the Mogo6 call Krrche~trire 
the terrestrial paradise of the Zrulies, or that Ekbur was so 
unremitting in his efforts to wrest the sceptre from the 
hand of its native Princes. His son Jehn-Guyre became so 
enamoured of this little kingdom as to make i t  the place 
of his favourite a b d e ,  and he  often declared that he 
would rather be deprived of every other province of his 
mighty empire than lose Kach~nire .~  

I was quite prepared to witness the emulous contest 
between the Kaclrentiy and the Mogol poets. We were no 
sooner arrived than Aureng-Zebe received from the bards 
of both nations poems in praise of this favoured land, 
which he accepted and rewanled with kindness. They 
were written in a strain of extravagant hyperbole. One of 
them, I remember, speaking of the surrounding mountains, 
observed that their extraordinary height had caused the 
skies to retire into the vaulted form which we see ; that 
Nature had exhausted all her skill in the creation of this 
country, and rendered i t  inaccessible to the attack of 
hostile force ; because, being the mistress of the kingdoms 
of the earth, i t  was wise to preserve her in perfect peace 
ancl security, that she might exercise univeml clominion 
without the possibility of ever being subject to any. The 
poet went on to say that the summits of the higher and 
more distant mountains were clothed resplendently in 
white, and the minor and more contiguous preservecl 
in perpetual verdure and embellished with stately trees, 
because i t  was meet that the mistress of the kingcloms of 
the earth should be crowned with a diadem whose top and 

Surely this may be considered as a \.cry early argument in favour 
of locating the Supreme Government of India in the Hills. 

Jihinglr died on the 28th October 1627, at Changzs Sarai (Chin- 
giz Hatll), the Ti;qp~crq hatc/,j' of Blaeu's map of Tire E I I I ~ ~ Y C  of the 
Grut Mogul, 1655, between Rijiorl and Naushahra, three marches 
from Bhirnbar, when returning to Lahore. 

2 c 
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rays were diamonds issuing from a h e - w o r k  of emeralds. 
'The poet ' (I remarked to my Navaab Danechmcnd-kart, 
who wished me to relish these productions) 'might easily 
have amplified his subject. H e  could, with a pardon- 
able licence, have included the neighhuring mountainous 
regions within the kingdom of h-achemire, since it is 
pretended that they were once tributary to it. I mean 
Litllc Tibet, the states of Iinjn Gnmotr, Knchgtrpr, and 
Serrtrt~p~er.' H e  might then have gone on to say that tlle 
Gnr~ge.~, the Indus, the Cfteanrr, ant1 tlle Getn~ur, issue from 
tlle kingdom of Knchemire, rivers which cannot yield in 
beauty ant1 importance to the Phlr, the Gilrolr or the tw.0 
other rivers spoken of in Genesis; ancl that it may there- 
fore be reasonably concluded that the Garden of Eden was 
planted in Kachemire, and not, according to the received 
opinion, in Ar~nertia.' 

The Kachen~iys are celebrated for wit, and considererl 
much more intelligent and ingenious than the Zndiatrs. In 
poetry and the sciences they are not inferior to the Per.&ss. 
They are also very active and industrious. The wyorkman- 
ship and beauty of their palekya, bedsteads, trunks, 
inkstands, boxes, spoons, and various other things are 
quite remarkable, and article5 of their manufacture are in 
use in every part of the Irrdies. They perfectly understand 
tlle art of varnishing, and are eminently skilful in closely 
imitating the beautiful veins of a certain wood, by inlaying 
with goltl threads so delicately wrought that 1 never saw 
anything more elegant or perfect. But what may be 
considered peculiar to Kitchenire, and the staple com- 
motlity, that which particularly promotes the trade of tlie 
country and fills it with wealth, is the prodigious quantity 
of shawls which they manufacture, and which gives 
occupation even to the little children. These shawls are 

' By this Dernier means the Srlnagar in Uritish Garhwal, then 
known us part of Sirm6r (Sirmoor) ; not far from which place are the 
sources of the Ganges ancl the Jumna, Gangntri and Jamnotri. See 
P 59. 
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about a n  ell and a half long, and  an ell broad, orna- 

mented a t  both ends with a sort of embroidery, made 
in t h e  loom, a foot in width. T h e  Mogols and III~~URS, 
women as well as men, wear them in winter round their 

heads, passing them over t h e  left shoulder as a mantle. 
There are  two sorts manufactured: one kind with t h e  
wool of t h e  country, finer and  more delicate than tha t  
of Spain; t h e  other  kind with t h e  wool, or rather hair 
(called tow1) found on t h e  breast of a species of wild goat 
which inhabits Grent Tibet. T h e  touz shawls a re  much 

more esteemed than those made with t h e  native wool. 1 
have seen some, mcule purposely for t h e  O~rtralrs, which 
cost one hundred ancl fifty rollpies ; but  I cannot learn that  

t h e  others have ever sold for more than fifty. They  are  
very apt, however, t o  be  worm-eaten, unless frequently 
unfolderl and aired. T h e  fur  of t h e  beaver is not so soft 
and fine as  t h e  hair from these goats. 

Great  pains have been taken to manufacture similar 

shawls in  Pafsa, Agra, and Lalror ; but  notwithstanding 
every possible care, they never have t h e  delicate texture 
and softness of t h e  Kndet~l i re  shawls, whose unrivalled ex- 
cel le~lce may be owing to certain properties in t h e  water 

of that  c o u n t r y . V h e  superior colours of t h e  Maslipaia~tt 
chiftrs o r  cloths, painted I)y t h e  hand [peintes au pince 

1 T ~ J ,  the 'shawl goat.' By Article x. of the Treaty of the 16th 
March 1846, by which the Eritish Government made over for ever, as 
an intlrpntlcnt possession, the Kashmlr territory to the MaMdji 
Colab Singh of Jummw, he bouncl himself ant1 his heirs for ever to 
acknowledge the supremacy of the Eriti*h Government, ant1 in token 
of such supremacy to present annually to the British Go\,ernment, 'one 
horse, twelve perfect shawl goats of approved breed (six males and six 
females), and three pair of Cashmere shawls.' 

The Moguls were very anxious to introduce shawl-weaving into 
Ijindostan, while not neglecting to encourage the indigenous industry 
in Kashmlr. The Ain contains some very valuable information on the 
subject of shawls, from which the following is an extract :- 

' His Majesty improved this department [LC. of the Shawls, Stuffs, 
etc.] in four ways. The improvement is visible, j r s f ,  in the 2.1;s 

shawls, whi~h are made of the \\.ool of an animal of that name; its 
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au], whose freshness seems to improve by washing, are also 
ascribed to the water peculiar to that town. 

The people of ~uchemire are proverbial for their clear 
complexions and fine forms. They are as well made as 
Europeans, ancl their faces have neither the Tnrfar flat 
nose nor the small pig-eyes that distinguish the natives of 
Kacheguer, and which generally mark those of Grent Tibet. 
The women especially are very handsome ; and it is from 
this country that nearly every indiviclual, when first 
admitted to the court of the Grent .Mo_eul, selects wives or 
concubines, that his cliiltlren may be whiter than the 
Indians ant1 pass for genuine ~lopoL.1 Unquestionably 
there must be beat~tiful women among the higher classes, 
if we may judge by those of the lower o ~ l e r s  seen in the  
streets and in the sllops. When at  I ~ l h o r  I had recourse 
to a little artifice, often practised by the AIopls to obtnin 
a sight of these llidtlen treasures ; the women of that town 
being the finest brunettes in all the Indies, and justly re- 
nowned for their fine and slender shapes. 1 followed the 
steps of some elephants, prticnlarly one richly harnessed, 

natural colours are black, white, and red [hrown], but chiefly black. 
Sonletimes the colour is a pure white. This kind of shawl is unri\-allecl 
for its lightness, warmth, and softness. People generally wear it with- 
out altering its natural colour ; IIis Majesty hm hha it dyed. It is 
curious that i t  will not take a red dye.' [The secontl improvement 
was in the quality of the Alchahs (see p. ~zo) ,  and the third in the 
goltl ant1 silver emlnoidered stuffs.] ' Fotrrihb, an improvement was 
lnade in the width of all stuffs; IIis Majesty hat1 the pieces made 
large enough to yield the making of a full tlress.' 

'. . . In former times shawls were often brought from Kshmir.  
People foldeil them in four foltls, and wore them for a very long time. 
Now-a-days they are genernlly worn without foltls, ant1 merely thrown 
over the shoultler. Ilis Majesty hns colno~encetl to wear them double. 
which looks very well. Ilis 3lajesty encourages in every possible way 
the manufacture of shawls in Kashinir. In  Idh6r a!w there are more 
than a thousand workshops.' 

See pp. 3 and 212. Marco Polo Imre testimony to the good looks 
of the Alnshv~/ris, and snit1 of the inhahitants of the country. ' T h e  
men are brown ant1 lean, but the women, taking them as brunettes, 
are very beautiful.' 
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and was sure to be gratified with the sight I wcl.; ill search 
of, because the ladies no sooner hear the tinkling of the 
silver bells suspended from both sides of the elephant than 
they all put their heads to the windows. This is a 
stratagem with which I often amused myself in Kachnnire, 
until a more satisfactory n ~ e t l ~ o d  of seeing the fair sex was 
devised by an olcl pedagogue, well known in the town, 
with whom I read the I'ersMn poets. I purchased a large 
quantity of sweetmeats, and rrccompniecl him to more than 
fifteen houses, to which he had freedom of access. H e  
pretended I was his kinsman lately amved from Persia, 
rich and eager to marry. As soon as we entered a house, 
he distributed my sweetmeat5 among the children, and 
then everybody was sure to flock around us, the married 
women ant1 the single girls, young and old, with the two- 
fold object of being seen and receiving a share of the 
present. The illdulgel~ce of my curiosity drew many rorcpies 
out of my purse; but it left no doubt on my mind that 
there are as hanclsome faces in Kache~nire as in any part of 
Europe. 

I t  remains only to speak of my journey through the 
mountains, from Benrber to this place, with which I ought 
perhaps to have commencetl my letter ;--of the little ex- 
cursions I have made in the country, and finally of all 
which i t  has bee11 in my power to collect concerning the 
other mountainous tracts that encircle this kingdom. 

In respect then to the route from Bmnbw I was 
surprised to find myself on the very first night transported 
on a sudden from a torrid to a temperate zone: for we 
hacl no sooner scalccl that frightful wall of the world, I 
mran the lofty, steep, l~lack, and bare mount;lin of i3c1nber, 
and begun the descent on the other sidc, than we breathed 
a pure, mild, and refreshing air. U'hat surprised me still 
more was to find myself, as it were, transferret1 from the 
Illdies to Etrrope; the mountains we were traversing being 
coveretl with every one of our plants and shrubs, save the 
hyssop, thyme, miirjoram, and rosemary. I almost imagined 
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myself in the moulltai~is of Atruergtte, in a forest of fir, oak, 
elm, and plane trees, and could not avoid feeling strongly 
the contrast between this scene and the burning fields of 
Hiadvuslurr, which I had just quittecl and where nothing 
of the kind is seen. 

My attention was particularly arrested by a mountain, 
distant between one and two days from Bernber, covered on 
both sides with plants.' The side facing the south, that is, 
looking toward Hindomfan, is full of Indian and Europenrr 
plants, mingled together; but the side exposed to the 
north is crowded exclusively with the vegetable productions 
of Eirmpe. I t  would seem that one side participates 
equally of the air and temperature of India and Etiropc, 
and that the other feels only the milder climate of the 
latter quarter of the globe.2 

I could not avoid admiring, in the course of our march, 
the successive generation and decay of trees. I saw 
hundreds plunged and plunging into abysses, down which 
man never ventured, piled (lead one upon another and 
mouldering with time; while others were shooting out of 
the ground, and supplying the places of those that were no 
more. I observed also trees consumed by fire ; but I am 
unable to say whether they were struck by lightning, or ig- 
nited by friction, when hot and impetuous winds agitate the 
trees against each other, or whether, a5 the natives pretend, 
trees when grown old and dry may ignite spontaneously. 

The magnificent cascades between the rocks increase 
the beauty of the scene. There is one especially which 
I conceive has not its parallel. I observed it at  a distance 

Bernicr here refers to the Katan hlountains, which may 1% lwkecl 
upon as the first ' real mountains ' met with on the Pir l'anjal route. 
The Katan l'ir Pass, 8200 feet above sea-level, lies between Thanna 
hlandi and Baramgalla, the fifth ant1 sixth stcages from Bhinilrar. 

On .ascending the Pass, the heat of the sun, which is still felt there, 
is delightfully te~npered by the Iwacing air, while on the Baramgalla 
side of the mountain the ten~perature of the air will be found to be 
very much coltler than anything the traveller has yet experienced on 
his march from the plains. 
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from the side of a high mountain. A torrent of water 
rolling impetuously through a long and gloomy channel, 
covered with trees, precipitates itself suddenly down a 
perpendicular rock of prodigious height, and the ear is 
stunned with the noise occasioned by the falling of these 
mighty waters. Jeka~c-Guyre erected on an adjacent rock, 
which was smoothed for the purpose, a large building from 
which the court might leisurely contemplate this stupen- 
dous work of Nature, which, as well as the trees before 
mentioned, bears marks of the highest antiquity, and is 
perhaps coeval with the creation of the world.' 

A strange accident cast a gloom over these scenes and 
damped all our pleasure. The King was ascending the 
Pire-l>nt~'[~le mountains,' the highest of all the mountains, 
and from which a distant view of the kingdom of Kachnnirc 
is first obtained. H e  was followed by a long line of 
elephants, upon which sat the ladies in their tttikdonbers 
and onbarys. The foremost, appalled, as is supposed, by the 
great length and acclivity of the path before him, stepped 
h c k  upon the elephant that was moving on his track, who 
again pushed against the third elephant, the third against 
the fourth, and so on until fifteen of them, incapable of 
turning round or extricating themselves in u. road so steep 
and narrow fell down the precipice. Happily for the 
women, the place where they fell was of no great height; 
only three or four were killed ; but there were no means 

' This is the well-known N~rr-i-chasm (spring or stream of light) 
waterfall, which can be conveniently visited from Baramgalla A 
recent description of this noble fall, formed by a huge cleft in a mass of 
rock, bears out Bernicr's description very vividly. 'The  upper course 
of the icy torrent which feetls this fall runs through a most lovely tlell, 
clown which the stream bounds from rock to rock, roaring and splash- 
ing along as if rejoicing at the prospect of the mighty leap Ixlore it, 
of nearly 70 feet.' 
' The Plr Panjil Pass is 11,400 feet almve sea-level, some of the 

neighbouring peaks are upwartls of 16,000 feet high. I t  is wid that on 
clear clays the minarets of Lahore, 130 miles distant as the crow flies, 
can be seen from the top of the I'ir I'anjal Pass. 
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of saving any of the elephants. Whenever these animals 
fall under the tremendous burrlen usually placed upon their 
backs, they never rise again even on a good mad. Two 
days afterward we passed that way,' and I observed that 
some of the poor elephants still moved their trunks. The 
army, which had been marching four days in single file 
through the mountains, was subjected to serious inconveni- 
ence by this disaster. The remainder of the day and the 
following night, were employed in rescuing the women 
and in saving other matters, and the troops were under the 
necessity of halting during the whole of that time. Nearly 
every man continued pent up in the same spot, for it was 
impossible, in many places, to atlvance or recede, and the 
thieving varlets of porters with the tents and provisions 
were not within reach. My usual good fortune, however, 
attended me;  I contrived to clamber out of the line of 
march and find a spot whereon I and my horse slept pretty 
comfortably. The servant who followed me had a small 
quantity of bread, which we shared. I t  was here, I re- 
collect, that in stirring some stones, we found a large black 
scorpion, which a young JIog.01 of my acquaintance took 
up ancl squeezed in his hand, then in the hand of my 
servant, and lastly in mine, without any of us being stung. 
This young cavalier pretended that he had charmed the 
scorpion, as he had charmed many others, with a passage 
from the Koran ; 'but I will not,' added he, 'teach you 
that passage, because the occult power would then depart 
from me and rest with you, in the same manner as it left 
my teacher the moment he imparted the secret.' 

While traversing this same mountain of Pir~-pr~j(tle, 
where the elephants tumbletl down, three things recalled 
my old philosophical speculations. The first was that we ex- 

The  place where this accident happened is believetl to be close to 
the sltinmit of the I'ir Panjil Pass, a b u t  two miles on the liindostan 
side, where there are still rather ugly zig-zags in the road. In the 
map of Kashmlr in the 1672 Dutch edition, here rcprorluced, the site 
of this accident is very graphically shewn. 
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perienced the opposite seasons of summer and winter within 
the same hour. I11 ascending we were exposed to the 
intense heat of the sun, and perspired most profusely ; but 
when we reached the summit, we found ourselves in the 
midst of frozen snow., through which a passage for the 
army had been recently cut ; a small and congealed rain was 
falling, and the wind blew piercingly cold. The poor 111- 
clians, most of whom had never felt the severity of winter, 
and saw for the first time ice and snow, were in a state of 
great suffering and astonishment and fled with precipitation. 

The second circumstance was, that within two hundred 
paces the wind blew from two opposite quarters. While 
climbing toward the summit it blew in my face, that is, 
from the north; but I no sooner began to descend on the 
other side than it blew on my back, that is, from the 
south ; as if the vrlpours escaping from all sides, and rising 
to the summit of the mountain, had there condensed, ant1 
caused the wind ; which, equally attracted by the warm er- 
hausted air below, descended into the two opposite valleys. 

The third extraordinary appearance was an aged hermit, 
who had resided on the top of this mountain ever since 
the time of Jehnn-Guyre.' Of his religion everybody was 
ignorant; but it was said that he wrought miracles, caused 
strange thunders, and raised storms of wind, hail, snow, and 
rain.-is white and uncombed beard was extremely long 

This may have k e n  the Fakir who is buried at the top of the 
Pass, and whose shrine is largely visited at the present day. The 
Kashmiris sometimes carry up their dead from long distances and bury 
them close by. At the present day, a Fakir is generally to be found 
close to an octagonal watch-tower at the top of the Pass, who supplies 
travellers with milk, water, and other necessaries. The Persian word 
Ph means an old man or mint, and it has always k e n  the common 
practice for Fakirs or Pirs to establish themselves in such positions for 
the sake of contemplating the works of the Creator and of receiving the 
alms of travellers ; hence the wortl Pir in Kashnalr has now ncquiretl the 
secondary meaning of a mountain pass. Panjdl k i n g  the name of the 
lofty range close by, the word Pir Panjil may be translated as the Pass 
of the Great Range. 

Or as Marco Polo relates concerning the people of the kingdom of 



and bushy; he had soniewhat of the sllvage in his aspect, 
and was haughty in his manner of asking alms. H e  per- 
mitted the people to drink water out of some earthen cups 
placed in rows on a large stone, ~naking signs with his hand 
that they should not stop, but hastily leave the summit of 
the mountain. The old man was also very angry with 
those who made a noise. After I had entered his cave, 
and softened his countenance by nieans of half a mrcf,L, 
which I hunibly put in his hand, he informed me that noise 
made there stirred up the most furious tempests imagin- 
able. I t  was wise in Aurntg-Zik, he added, to be guided 
by his advice, and to order the army to pass with stillness 
and expedition. His father, C'hhJehatt, always acted 
with the same prudence ; but Jehnn-Glcyre having upon 
one occasion derided his counsel, and, notwithstanding 
his earnest remoristrance, having ordered the cymbals to 
be beaten ancl the trumpets to be sounded, narrowly 
escaped destruction.' 

I11 regard to my excursions in different parts of this 
kingdom, I shall begin by informing you that we no 
sooner arrived in the city of Krichemire than my Nawab, 
Danrcktnend-kart, sent me to the further end of the country, 
three short journeys from the capital, that I might witness 
the 'wonders,' as they are cnllecl, of a c e r k i ~ i  fountain.2 

Kashmlr : 'They have an astonishing acquaintance with the devilries 
of enchantment, inasmuch as they make thcir idols to speak. They 
can also I)y their sorceries bring on changes of weather and produce 
tlarkness, and do a number of things so extraordinary that no one with- 
out seeing them woultl bclicve them.' 

At the present day the bands of pilgrims who visit the lioly 
Shrines, situaterl in the lofty mountains of Kashmlr, refrain from chmt- 
ing their hymns of praise when in the vicinity of hanks of snow, as 
on several occasions the effect of such rcvcrberations of sound has been 
to disloclge avalanches, which swept away to destruction many men 
and women. 

This is probably the sacred spring at Bawan or hfattan, about 40 
miles to the svuth-east of Srlnagar. The temple, dedicated to Vishnu, 
and the tank mentioned I)y Bernicr, are still greatly resorted to by the 
Iiindoos. The water froin this spring finds its way into the Sandrnhan 
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I was accompanied by a native, and escorted by one of my 
~Vnvartl's troopers. The ' wonders ' consist in this : in the 
month of May, when the melting of the snows has just 
taken place, this fountain, during the space of fifteen days, 
regularly flows and ebbs three times a day,-when the 
morning dawns, a t  noon, and a t  night. Its flow generally 
continues three quartels of an hour, and is sufficiently 
abundant to fill a square reservoir ten or twelve feet 
deep, and as many in length and breadth. After a lapse 
of fifteen days, the supply of water becomes less copious 
and regular, and at the expiration of a month the spring 
ceases to run, unless in the time of heavy ant1 incessant 
mins, when it runs with the ebb and flow of other foun- 
tains. l'he Genliles have a small temple on the side of the 
reservoir dedicated to Brare, one of their deities; and 
hence this spring is called Serrd-bray, or water of Brare. 
Pilgrims flock fmm all parts to this temple, for the purpose 
of bathing and purifying themselves in the sacretl and 
miraculous water. Numberless fables are founded on the 
origin of this fountain, which, not having a shadow of truth, 
would be little entertaining in the recital. The five or 
six days that I remained in the vicinity of Smd-bray were 
employed in endeavours to trace the cause of the 'wonder.' 
I paid considerable attention to the situation of the moun- 
tain, a t  whose foot is found this supernatural spring. 
With much labour and difficulty I reached the top, leaving 
no part unexplorecl, searching and prying a t  every step. 
I remarked that its length extends from north to south, 
and that though very near to other mountains, yet it is 
completely detached from any. Its form resembles an 
ass's back; the summit is of extreme length, but the 
greatest breadth is scarcely one hundred paces. One side 
of the mountain, which is coveretl with nothing but green 
grass, has an eastern aspect ; but the sun, bei~lg intercepted 
by the opposite mountains, does not shine upon it before 

river (Serd-bmry of Bernier?) which joins the Jhelum close to Islam- 
abad, about 35 miles above Sdnagar. 
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eight o'clock in the monliug. The western side is covered 
with trees and lushes.' 

Having made these observations, it occurred to me that 
this pretended wonder might be accounted for l y  the 
heat of the sun, combinecl with the peculiar situation and 
internal disposition of the mountain. 

I supposed that the fmzen waters, which during the 
winter, when the whole ground is covered with snow, 
had penetrated illto the inner parts of that portion of 
the mountai~~ exposed to the morning sun, became par- 
tially melted, that these waters running down, little 
by little, into certain beds of live rock, and being thence 
conveyed toward the spring, produced the flow at 110011; 
that the sun qnitting this part of the mountain (which 
then becomes cool) darts its vertical beams up011 the 
summit, melting the congealed waters, which tlescend 
also by slow degrees, but through different channels, into 
the same beds of live rock, and are the cause of the flow 
at night; and finally, that the sun heating the westen] 
side of the mountain, similar effects are occasio~~ed, allrl 
the mon~irlg flow is the consequence. That this last is 
slower than the others may be accou~ltecl for by the re- 
moteness of the westen' side from the spring, by its being 
covered with wood, and therefore more sheltered from the 
sun, or simply by tlie coldness of the night. My reoson- 
ing may derive support from the fi~et of the water flowing 
most copiously during the first days, and that having gradu- 
ally diminished in quantity it ceaws to run altogether: as 
if the waters which had remained frozen in the earth were 

The spring at Bawan is situated untler the northern side of the 
darrwu (the Kahmiri  name for a plateau of alluvial or lacustrinc 
material) of Islamaba~l, which is a good specimen of the peculiar 
formation of the flat-topped type. Bernier hns described it  exactly, 
and it may be here stated that with rcference to Bernier's rcn~ark 
about the irrigation of the karewas, or hillocks as he calls them (see 
p. 396), that cxtcnsive works in the shapc of water channcls have in 
recent years been carried out by the Kashmir Darbar (Government), 
with the object of bringing water from a higher level to the TslamaLmd 
karewa, the soil of which till then w;is arid ant1 tlifficult of cultivation. 
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in greater plenty a t  the commencement than afterwards. 
I t  may be observetl too, that even at the beginning the 
supply of water as to the quantity is very uncertain, and 
that the flow is sometimes greater a t  noon than a t  night or 
in the morning, or in the inorning greater than a t  noon ; 
because, as I conceive, some days are hotter than others, 
and because clouds, sometimes rendering the heat unequal, 
thus become the cause of inequality in the flow of water. 

Returning from S'etrd-h[~ y, I turned a little from the 
high road for the sake of visiting Achiauel,' a country house 
formerly of the Kings of Kwhertiirc and now of the Gret~t 
Mogol. What principally constitutes the beauty of this 
place is a fountain, whose waters disperse themselves into 
a hundrecl canals mund the house, which is no means 
unseemly, and throughout the gc~rtlens. The spring gushes 
out of the earth with violence, as if it issued from the h t t o m  
of some well, and the water is so abundant that it ought 
rather to be called a river than a fountain. I t  is excellent 
water, and colt1 as ice. The garden is very handsome, lsitl 
out in regular walks, ant1 full of fruit-trees.-apple, pear, 
plum, apricot, and cherry. Jets-d'eau in various forms and 
fish-ponds are ill great number, and there is a lofty cascade 
which in its fall takes the form and colour of a large sheet, 
thirty or forty paces in length, producing the finest effect 
illlaginable ; especially a t  night, when innumerable lamps, 
fixed in parts of the wall adapted for that purpose, a& 
lighted under this sheet of water. 

From Aclriaael I proceedetl to another royal garden? 

1 Achibal, which is about five miles off the high road, was one of the 
favourite resorts of Nilrmahal, and the Imperial gardens with tl~eir 
various fountains and pavilions are still a favourite resort of visitors to 
Knshmlr, and are occasionally usetl Ily the hlahiriji,  I>y whom they 
are maintained in good order. 

Vernag (' the powerful snake ') about I 1 miles from Achibal in a 
direct line. A very lovely place. The gardens tlescrilxd by Bernirr 
were built by JAhhngfr in 1612-1619, and it is snit1 that they were 
designed and laid out by his wife Nilrmahal. The ' pond' containing 
the sacred fish is now in charge of Brahmin priests, and is the head- 
water or source of the river Jhelum. 
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emkllishecl much in the same manner. One of i t .  ponds 
contains fish so tanie that they approach upon being &lled, 
or when pieces of bread are thrown into the water. The 
largest have gold rings, with inscriptions, through the gills, 
placed there, it is said, by the celebrated Xotrr-Mehulle, 
the wife of Jchan-Gtcyre, grandfather to Aureng-Zebe. 

Drineclrmend-kun seemed well satisfied with the account 
I brought of Send-bray, and wished me to undertake 
another journey, that I might bear my testimony to what 
lie1 callecl a real ~tlirucle [miracle nssurC], such a miracle as 
would induce me to renounce my religion and beconie a 
Musrrl~~ia~~. ' Hasten to Buru~~iv~rlay,' said lie ; ' the distance 
is not greater than to Send-brury:2 there you will see a 
Masque which contains the tomb of a celebrated Pire: or 
Holy Dcra~iclie, who though dead yet miraculously cures the 
sick ancl infirm. Perhaps you may deny the reality either of 
the disease or of the cure; but anutlier miracle is wrought 
by the power uf this holy man, wliicll no person can see 
without acknowledging. There is a large round stone that 
the strongest man can scarcely rnise from the pound, but 
which eleven men, after a prayer made to the saint, lift up 
with the tips of their eleven fingers with the same ease as 
they would move a piece of straw.' I was not sorry for 
another little excursion, and set out with both my former 
companions, the trooper and the native of the country. I 
found B(~ru~tivaIny a rnther pleasnnt place ; the ~kIosque is a 
tolerable bl~ilcling ant1 the Saint's tomb is richly adonled.' 
I t  was surrountlecl with a great number of people, engaged 

The Nawab tlesiretl to be able to explain satisfactorily the reason 
for the intermittent flow at Bawan, and thus refute, like ago& Moslem, 
the fables of the Gentiles. Bernier's report having satisfied him, he 
appears to have resolretl upon showing that however the Gentiles might 
invent stories the Moslem wonders were all genuine. 

The distance from Srlnagar to Baramula, which is to the south. 
west, is about 32 miles by Inntl. 

a See p. 409, footnote '. 
Or Ziarat (shrine), which is still to Ix seen, also the 'kitchen ' 

men~ioned by Bernier. 
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in acts of devotion, who said they were ill. Adjoining the 
Mmgtre is a kitchen, wherein I observed large boilers 
filled with meat ancl rice, wliich I conceived at once to be 
the magnet that draws the sick, and the miracle that cures 
them. On the other side of the mosque are the apart- 
ments and garden of the Mullalu, who pursue the even 
tenor of their way under the shadow of the Pire's 
miraculous sanctity. They are sufficiently zealous in 
celebrating his praises, but as I am always unhappy on 
similar occasions, he performetl no miracle upon the sick 
while I remained there. As to the round ant1 heavy stone 
that was to convert me, I noticed that eleven M~rllrrks 
formed themselves into a circle round it, but what with 
their long caba.yes,l or vests, and the studied compactness 
of tlie circle, I had great difficulty to see the mode in which 
they held the stone. I watched narrowly, however, the 
whole of this cheating process, and although the Mttllahs 
stoutly maiiltained that each person used only the tip of 
one tinger, and that the stone felt as light as a feather, yet 
I could clearly discover that it was not raised from the 
ground without a great effort, and it seemed to me that 
the Mallahs made use of the thumb as well as of the fore- 
finger. StiH I mixed my voice with the cries of these im- 
postors and bystanders, exclaiming Kara7ttct ! Kararnet!- 
a miracle ! a miracle ! I then presented them with a mupip, 
and assuming a look of the deepest devotion, entreated 
that I might have for once the distinguished honour of 
being among the eleven who hfted the stone. The Mttllnh~ 
were reluctant to comply with my request, but having 
presented them with a second nntpie, and expressed my 
belief in the truth of the miracle, one of them gave up his 
place to me. No doubt they hoped that ten would be able, 
by an extraordinary effort, to lift the stone, although I 
contributed no other aitl than the tip of my finger, and 
they expected to manage so adroitly that I should not 
discover the imposture. But they were much mortified to 

The habd was a wadded coat or vest. 
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find that the stone, to which I persevered in applying the 
end of my finger only, was constantly inclining and falling 
towards me. I considered it prudent a t  last to hold i t  
firmly wit11 both my finger and thumb, when we succeeded, 
but with great difficulty, in raising i t  to the usual height. 
Observing that every person looked at me with an evil 
eye, not knowing what to think of me, and that I incurred 
the danger of being stoned, I continued to join in the cry 
of Kara~~tel! and throwing down a third roripie, stole away 
from the crowd. Though I hat1 taken no refreshment 
since my arrival, I dicl not hesitate to mount my horse 
directly, and to quit for ever the Den~iche and his miracles. 
I availed myself of this opportunity to visit those celebrated 
rocks that form the outlet of all the waters of the kingdom, 
and to wllicli I alluded a t  the commencement of this letter. 

I was induced to quit the high road for the sake of 
approaching a large lake1 that I saw at  some distance. I t  
is well stocked with fish, particularly eels, and covered 
with clucks, wild geese, and many other water-birds. The 
Governor comes hither in the winter, when these birds 
are in greatest plenty, to enjoy the sport of fowling. 
In the centre of the lake is a11 hermitage, with its little 
garden, which it is pretended floats miraculously upon the 
water. The hermit passes the whole of his life there ; he 
never leaves the place. I shall not fill up this letter by 
recounting the thousand absurd tales r r~wrted of this her- 
mitage, except i t  be the tradition that one of the ancient - 
Kiugs of Kache~lire, out of mere fancy, built it upon a 
number of thick beams fastened together-"he river 
wliich runs towanl Bara~norrlay passes through the nlicldle 
of this lake. 

Leaving this lake, I went in search of a spring, con- 
The \Vular (Woolar) Lake, through which the Jhelum flows. 

2 On the 22d Septeiilber 1874, the editor of this volume was fortunate 
enough to tliscover, near the ruins of a mosque, on the Lanka Island 
in the Wular Lake, to which Rernier refers, a slab of black slate, on 
which there was a Persinn inscription, n rubbing from which has been 
translatetl by Major H. S. Jarreit, B.S.C., as follows :- 
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sidered an object of curiosity.' It  bubbles gently and rises 
with some force, bringing with it a certain quantity of very 
fine sand, which returns the way it came ; after which the 
water becomes still a moment or two without ebullition 
and without bringing up sand, and then bubbles as before, 

May this edifice be as firm as the foundations of the heavens, 
May it be the most renowned ornament of the universe, 
As long as the Monarch Zayn Ibbd holds festival therein 
May it be like the date of his own reign,--' happy.' 

The numerical value of the letters in khurram (happy) is 847, which 
is the year of the Hijra it is intended to record, equivalent to A.D. 

1443, 1444, during which Zayn-ill-Aibidfn (the Zayn I U d  of the inscrip- 
tion, for both have thepame meaning, viz., Omantent of the Adorers) 
ruled in Kashmir. 

According to tradition, in the vicinity of the Wular Lake once stood 
a city of which the Kbja was Sudrasen. By reason of the enormity of 
his crimes the waters of the lake rose and drowned hini and his subjects. 
It was said that during the winter months, at low water, the ruins of a 
submerged idol-temple might be seen rising from the lake. Zayn-61- 
AAhidin constructed a spacious barge, which he sank in the lake, and 
upon which he laid a foundation of bricks and stones till it rose high 
enough to be level with the water. Upon this he erected a mosque 
and other buildings, and gave the islet the name of Lanka. The 
expense of the work was defrayed by the fortunate discovery of two 
idols of solid gold which had been brought up from the lake by divers. 
On the completion of Lanka the King ordered a great festival to be 
held, wherein large sums were distributed among the poor. Verses 
were written by the poets to conimelnorate this event, and among these 
the inscription under notice by Allniad Allimah, Kashmlri, was en. 
paved upon a stone and placed on the mosque. See pp. 54, 55, Proc. 
As. Soc. Bcngal for 1880 ; also pp. 16-20 lour.  As. SOL. Betagal, 
Part I. 1880, N0ft.s on an inscn)tion found upon a sfone lying near the 
ruim of a bfasjid on Lataka Island, Wular Lnkr, Kashu~ir. By Major 
H. S. jarret f ,  B. S. C. 

Al-Badaoni alludes to the Lanka island in his Muntakhab-ut- 
Tawarikh as follows : ' Sultin Zain-ul-'bbidin, whose history has been 
written succinctly in my abridgment of the history of Kashmir ' [see 
p. 393, footnote ' had a jar16 of stones thrown into the water ' [of the 
Lake], ' and built thereon a stone throne so lofty and grand that the 
like of it has not been seen in all the provinces of India.'-P. 398, Ed. 
Bib. f d i c a  As. SOC. Bcrigal, 1889. 

1 The Wular Lake is partly fed by internal springs, and there are 
many noted springs in the neighburhowl. 

2 D 
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mid with the same effect; thus continuing its  notion a t  - 

irregular i~itervals. But the wonder, they say, consists in 
this, that the least noise made, either by speaking or 
knocking the feet agai~lst the ground, agitates the water 
ancl causes it to run and bubble in the manner described. 
I discoverecl, however, that its niovenients are influenced 
neither by speaking nor knocking, and that its action is the 
same whether you make a noise or are silent. As to the 
real cause of the water rising in this manner, I have not - 

reflected sufficiently upon the subject to give you a satis- 
factory solution ; un~eHs it be that the sand by retunling 
continues to obstruct the narrow channel of this sniall and 
weak spring, until the water thus opposed and closed in - 
nlakes au effort to raise the sand and open a passage ; or 
it may rather be, that the wind pent in the channel of the 
spring rises at  inten~als, as is tlie case in artificial 
springs.' , 

When we had sufticiently exan~inecl this fountain, we 
ascended the mouiltains, for the purpose of seeing an ex- 
tensive Iake,2 ill which there is ice, even in summer, which 
the winds heap up and clisperse, as ill a frozen sea. W e  

1 I t  is very pleasant to trace in all Bernier's explanations of natural 
phenomena the influence of his greater nlnster Gassendi, of whom it has 
k e n  so well said that ' the clearness of his exposition and the manner 
in which he, like his great contemporary Bacon, urged the necessity 
nnrl utility of exlxximental rerearch were of inestinlable service to 
thc cause of science.' 

l'rotably the tiungabal Lake, about 15 miles to the north-east, x?i 
the crow flies, fro111 the Wular Lake. A great festival is held here in 
August attended by pilgrinls from all parts of the adjacent country. 
There are several lakes at  Gungabal formed originally by thc glaciers 
of the Haramuk Mountain, 16,903 feet high, ant1 Snrrg-i-subid, the 
White Stone, nlay have been the Persian name given by the 3iogils 
to thew and the many other glaciers close by ; or to limestone cliffs 
\vhicli are not far from the tiungabal lake. ' The grotto, full of 
wonderful congelations,' is probably the Amarnath cave where blocks 
of ice, stalagmit~.j, formed by the tlripping water from the roof, are 
worshippeil, by the many Hintloos who resort here, as imnges of Slliva. 
Glaciers surround this place, which is considerably to the south-cast 
uf GungaLal. 
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then passed through a place called Smgsafed, that is to say, 
Whitestone, remarkable for producing in summer every 
kind of flower, the  same as in a well-stored garden ;I and for 
a circumstance said to have been observed from time im- 
memorial, that when many persons visit this spot and make 
much noise and agitate the air, a heavy shower of rain in- 
variably descends. Whether this be generally the  case or 
not, there can be no doubt that a few years ago, when 
Setgsafed was visited by Chah-Jehu,), the whole party was \ 

in danger of perishing in consequence of the violent and 
extraordinary rains which fell, although he  had issued 
orders that no unnecessary noise should be made. This 
fact will remind you of the aged hermit's conversation 
with me on the summit of I'ire-pe~tjale.~ 

I was pursuing my journey to  a grotto full of wonderful 
congelations, two days' journey from SettgsujZ.d, when I 
received intelligence that  my itirznab felt very'lypatient 
m d  uneasy on account of my long absence. 

I regret that I can give you only imperfect and scanty 
information concerning the surrounding mountains. The 
subject has much occupied my thoughts since my amval 
in this country; but I can meet with no congenial mind, 
with no person of observation and research, who possesses 
much knowledge of the matters about which I wish to be 
informed. What I have learnt I shall, however, com- 
municate. 

The merchants who every year travel from mountain to 
mountain to collect the fine wool with which shawls are 
manufacturecl, all agree in saying that between all the 
mountains still dependent upon Kacherttire there are many 
fine stretches of country. Among these tracts there is one 
whose annual tribute is paid in leather and wool, and 
whose women are proverbial for beauty, chastity, and 
industry. Beyond this tract is another whose valleys are 

An oasis, not uncommon in the mountain chains of the West. J\ 

well-known example being the ' Jardin ' of hlont Blanc. 
' See p. 410. 
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delightful and plains fertile, abounding in corn, rice, apples, 
pears, apricots, excellent melons, and even grapes, with 
which g o d  wine is made. The tribute of this tract is 
likewise paid in wool and leather,' and it sometimes 
happens that the inhabitants, trusting to the inaccessible 
nature of the country, refuse payment ; but troops always 
contrive to penetrate, and reduce the people to submis- 
sion. I learn also from the merchants, that in the more 
distant mountains, which have ceased to be tributary to 
Kachmnire, there are other beautiful tracts and countries, 
where the inhabitants are white and well-formed, and 
remarkable for their attachment to their native land, 
which they seldom quit. Some of these people have no 
King, nor even, as far as can be discovered, any religion ; 
though certain tribes abstain from fish, and consider i t  
unclean. 

I shall add what was related to me a few days ago by 
;I fine old fellow, who married a descendant of the ancient 
k i n g  of Kachemire. At the period when Jehn-Guyre was 
making a diligent search after all persons connected with 
the royal family, this old man effected his escape to the 
mountains last mentioned, accompanied by three domestics, 
scarcely knowing whither he was going. Wandering from 
place to place, he found himself at  length in the midst of 
;L small but beautiful district, where he was no sooner 
known than he experienced a cordial reception. The 
happy man was laden with presents, and in the evening 
the handsomest girls were presented by their parents, and 
he was entreated to make his choice from them, that the 
country might be honoured with his offspring. My friend 
proceeded to another district in the vicinity and was 
received with equal kindness and respect: the evening 
ceremony was different, however, in one particular; as 

1 Prohably the goat-skins, tanned and coloured red, IdRi, for which 
there is still a great demand all over these hills, more particularly 
in Ladik, and Yarkand, where bright-coloured leathers are largely 
employed in the manufacture of boots, and for bridles and trappings 
of horses. See Cunningham's LuddR. London, 1854. 
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the husbands brought their wives,' not the fathers their 
daughters ; observing that their neighbours were simpletons 
in having supplied him with the latter, because the 
children might not continue in their household, but must 
follow the footsteps of the daughters' future husbands. 

Some few years since there existed great dissensions in 
the royal family of Little Tibet: a country bordering on 
Kachemire. One of the pretenders to the crown having 
applied secretly to the Governor of this kingdom for 
assistance, the latter was commanded by Chah-Jeha~r to 
afford all the succour he might need. The Governor 
accordingly invaded Little Tibet, slew or put to flight the 
other competitors, and left this prince in undisputed 
possession of the throne, subject to an annual tribute of 
crystal, musk, and wool. Thus circumstanced, this petty 
King has not well been able to avoid paying his personal 
obeisance to Aureng-Zebe, bringing with him some of these 
articles as presents; but. he is come with so wretched a 
retinue that I should never have taken him for a person 
of distinguished rank. My Kavaab invited this personage 
to dinner, hoping to obtain some information concerning 
those mountainous regions. H e  informed us that his 
kingdom was bounded on the east by Great Tibet; that it 
was thirty or forty leagues in breadth; that he was very 
poor, notwithstanding the crystal, musk, and wool, which 
he had in small quantities ; and that the opinion generally 
entertained of his possessing gold mines was quite erroneous. 

The system of polyandry, strictly confined to brothers, still prevails 
in Ladik. 'Each family of brothers has only one wife in common. 
The most usual number of husbands is two, but three, and even four 
husbands, me not uncommon. This system prevails, of course, only 
among the poorer classes, for the rich, as in all Eastern countries, 
generally have two or three wives, according to their circumstances. 
Polyandry is the principal check to the increase of population, and how- 
ever revolting it may be to our feelings, it was a most politic measure 
for a poor country which does not produce sufficient food for its inhahi- 
tank?--Cunningham's I&, p. 306. London, 1854. 

Or Baltistan, as it is now called. 
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The country, in certain parts,' he added, 'pmluces ex- 
cellent fruit, particularly melons, but the winters are most 
severe, bemuse of the deep snows.' The inhabitants 
heretofore were Gentiles, but the great majority have 
become Mahornetan, as well as himself; of the sect of the 
Chias, which is that of all I'wsia. 

He spoke also of the attempt made by ChhJehatc, 
seventeen or eighteen years ago, to conquer Great Tibet, a 
country frequently invaded by the Kings of Kachire.1 
The army, after a difficult march of sixteen days through 
the mountains, besieged and took a fortress, which threw- 
the inhabitants into such consternation that the conquest 
of tlle kingdom would no doubt have been completed if 
the army had immediately crossed a certain celebrated and 
rapid river, and marched boldly to the capital city. The 
season, however, was advanced, and the governor of Kache- 
mire, who commanded the troops, apprehending he might 
be overtaken by the snow, determined to retreat. H e  
placed a gamson in the fortress just captured, intending to 
resume the invasion of the county early in the spring ; but 
that garrison most strangely and unexpectedly evacuated 
the castle, either through fear of the enemy, or from want 
of provisions, and Great Tibet escaped the meditated attack 
that had been deferred to the next spring. That kingdom 
being threatened with war by Aareng-Zebe, the King 
despatched an ambassador when informed of the MogoPs 
arrival in Kachemire. The embassy was accompanied by 
various presents, the productions of the country; such as 
crystal, musk, a piece of jade,2 and those valuable white 
tails taken from a species of cow peculiar to Greai Tibet, 
which are attached by nay of ornament to tlle ears of 
elephants.3 The jade stone presented upon this occasion 
was of an extraordinary size, and therefore very precious. 

In 1638 when Ali Mardan Khan was Governor of Kashmir, i.e. 
about twenty-revm years before Bernier visited Kashmir. 
' Jnchen in the original, a corruption of Yashm, the Persian name 

for this mineral, see p. 298. See p. 251. 
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Jrcclretr is  i n  great es t imat ion  i n  the c o u r t  o f  the Jloml:  i t s  
L. 

colour  is  g reen ish ,  w i t h  w h i t e  veins, and i t  is  s o  hard as to 
be wrought o n l y  w i t h  d i a m o n d  powder. Cups and vases are 
made of t h i s  stone. I h a v e  some o f  m o s t  exquis i te  work-  
manship ,  in la id  w i t h  strings of gold, and e n r i c h e d  w i t h  

s tones .  The amb&ador's t r a i n  cons is ted  of three 
or four cavaliers, and ten o r  t w e l v e  tall men, dr ied-up  
l o o k i n g  and lean, w i t h  very s c a n t y  beards l i k e  the Chinese, 
and c o m m o n  red caps,' such as o u r  seamen wear.  The 

The Retl G p  sect of the Tibet Buddhists, called Dukpa or Shani- 
mar, in contradistinction to the Yellow Cap or Celupka sect, the 
followers of the great reforming Lama, named Tsong-khapa, born in 
1358, died 1419. H e  forbade clerical marriages, prohibited necro- 
mancy, ant1 introtlucetl the custom of frequent conferences among the 
L ~ m a s .  His refon~is led to a schism in the Tibetan Church. 

Bogle in his n~rrat ive of his 1nis3ion to Tibet in 1774, pp. 179, 180 
(edited by Clements R. Markham, C.B., F.R.S. London, 1876), gives 
an interesting account of an interview he had with a party of Red Caps, 
in April 1775, when on his return to Betlgal : ' A  blind man, with n 
young wife, came into the court ant1 serenaded us. H e  played on thc 
fiddle underhandwise; she sang; and both, assisted by a young boy, 
beat time hoppingly with their feet. The object of this conlpliment 
I fancy, it is needless to explain. Our musici.ms gave way to a parcel 
of mendicant priests. I t  may be necessary to state that there are two 
sets of clergy in Tibet, distinguished by, anti classed under the names 
of, Yellow Caps and Retl Caps. The Dalai and Teshu Lama$ are at 
the head of the Yellow Caps ; the Red Caps have their own Lamas and 
monasteries. In  tin~es of old there were violent disputes between them, 
in which the Yellow Caps got the victory, as well by the assistance of 
the Tartars as by their superior sanctity. But as I adhere to the 
tenets of this sect, ant1 have acquired my knowledge of religion froni 
its votaries, I will not here say much upon the subject lest it should be 
thought spiteful. I may be allowed, however, just to mention two 
things, which must convince every unprejudicetl person of the wicked 
lives and false doctrines of the Red Caps. In the first place, many of 
the clergy many ; ant1 in the next, they persist, in opposition to religion 
and common sense, in wearing Red Caps. The priests who now 
visited us were of the last sect. There mtght be about eight of them. 
Each held a staff in one hand and a rosary in the other. They formed 
into a circle, and began to chant their prayers, which, as I understood 
thcy were put up for my welfare, I was in no haste to interrupt. At 
length, to show them that however hostile to their principles I bore the111 
no personal grudge, I disn~issetl then1 with a few small pieces of silver.' 
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remainder of the apparel was worthy of their head-gear. 
I rather think that four or five of these gentlemen wore 
swords, but the others followed the ambassador without 
staves or sticks. H e  entered into a negotiation with 
Aureng-Zebe, and promised on the part of his master that 
a mosyue should be built in the capital, wherein prayers 
in the Mahometan form should be offered; that the coin 
should bear on one side the impress of Aurmg-Zebe; and  
that the Mogol should receive an annual tribute. But n o  
person doubts that this treaty will be totally disregarded 
as soon as Atireng-Zebe has quitted Kachemire, and that t h e  
King of Great Tibet will no more fulfil its stipulations than 
he did those of the treaty concluded between him and 
Clrah-Jehan. 

There was in the suite of the ambassador a physician, 
said to be from the kingdom of Kassn,' and of the hqy 
or Lama tribe ; a tribe which is the depositary of the law 
in Larsa as that of the Brehmens is in the Indies, with 
this difference, that the Brehmens of the Indies have no 
Calife or I'ontfl, which these people have, who is not 
only recognised as such in the kingdom of Lassa, but  
throughout all Tarfay, and is honoured and reverenced 
as a divine personage. The physician h d  a book of 
receipts which I could not persuade him to sell; the  
writing a t  a distance looked something like ours. We 
induced him to write down the alphabet, but he  did this 
with so much difficulty, and his writing was so wretchedly 
bad in comparison with that in his book, that we pro- 
nounced him an ignoramus. H e  was an ardent believer 
in metempsychosis, and entertained us with wonderful 
tales. Among others, he mentioned that when his Grand 
1ar11a was very old and on the point of death, he  as- 
sembled the council, and declared to them that his soul 
was going to pass into the body of an infant recently 
born. The child was nourished with tender care; and 
when he had attained his sixth or seventh year, a large 

' Lhasa, the capital of the U province of Tibet. 
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quantity of household furniture and wearing apparel was 
placed before him, mixed up with his own, and he had the 
sagacity to discern which part wa9 his own property, and 
which was not; a decisive proof, the physician observed, 
how true is the doctrine of the transmigration of souls. At 
first I thought the man was speaking in irony, but I soon 
discovered that he was perfectly serious. One day I went 
to see him at the ambassador's, taking a Kachemirian mer- 
chant acquainted with the language of Tibet with me as 
an interpreter, on the pretence that I desired to purchase 
certain stuffs which he had for sale, a species of felt about 
a foot wide ; but the real object of the visit was to obtain 
information concerning those imperfectly known regions. 
But I learnt little or nothing new : he only said generally 
that Gred Tibet would bear no comparison with his own 
country ; that the latter was covered with snow more than 
five months in the year, and that it was frequently engaged 
in war with the Tartars; but which Tariars these were he 
could not say. At length I found that the time passed 
with this man was misspent, for he was incapable of 
answering any one of the numerous questions I intended 
to ask 

The following which I now relate is such a well- 
established fact that no one here doubts it, namely that 
it is not twenty years since caravans went annually from 
Kachemire to Katny.1 They used to traverse the mountains 
of Great Tibet, enter Tariay, and reach Krrtay in about 
three months. I t  is an extremely difficult road, and there 
are impetuous torrents that can be crossed only by means 
of cords extended from rock to rock.2 The caravans re- 
turned with musk, China-acood [bois de Chine],3 rhrlbarb and 

l See p. 427, footnote '. 
This is an early mention of the rope suspension-bridges, jholas, 

which are common in Kashmlr and Tibet, the ropes being made of 
hemp, or willow or birch twigs. 

a Also known as China-root, used in the same way as sarsaparilla, to 
which species it belongs. It is held in great esteem at the present day 
in the native pharrnacopias of India and China 
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n~anrirottJ1 a small root in great repute for thc cure of bad 
eyes; and in returning through Great Tibet they further 
loaded themselves with the produce of that country, such 
as mwk, crystal, jade, and especially with a quantity of very 
fine wool of two kinds, the first from the sheep of tha t  
country, and the latter which is known by the  name of tous, 
and resembles, as already observed, the beaver, and should 
rather be called hair than wool. But since Chuh-Jehun's 
irruption into Great Tilet, the King has not only inter- 
dicted the passage of caravans, but forbidden any person 
from Kachmnire to enter his dominions. This is the reason 
why the caravans now take their cleparture from Palna on 
the'Gatrge,~ so as to avoid his territories : they leave Great 
Tilei on the left and proceed directly to the kingdom of  
slaves, Lns~a.' 

In regard to the kingdom known here by the name of 
ficheguer, which is in my opinion the same as our maps 
call Kascar, I shall relate all the information I have col- 
lected from merchants, natives of that country, who when 
they heard that Attrnrg-Zebe intended to visit Kmhemire, 
brought into this kingdom for sale a great number of young 
slaves, girls and boys. 

They say that Kachegrter lies to the east of Kachenirc 
inclining somewhat to the northward ; that the shortest 
route from one kingdom to the other is through Greaf Tibet, 
but, that passage being now shut, they were under the 
necessity of taking the road of Lillle Tibet. The first town 
they passed in returning was ~otrt&he," the last town de- 

Still, under the name of Afar~~iran-i-Clrini, n popular drug in the 
bazaars of the Punjab. I t  is groond up with rose-water and then 
applied to the eyes. 

The route from Pntna to Lhnsa was through Napaul, nnd ? r i d  the 
Ruti (Ninlam) Pass to S h i p t d ,  and thence to Lhasa. From Lhnsn 
there was a trade-route to Sining Fu on the Chinese frontier, north-east 
through Kokosai and the Chnring Nor. This heing the Pntna-China 
route mentioned by Bernier on the next page. 

As a matter of fact the town of Kashgar is clue north of S d n q a r  in 
Kashmlr. Garez or Gurnis. 
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pentlent upon Kacltetnire, and four days' journey from the 
city of Kaehemire : from GorricheJ they were eight days in 
reaching E.skenlo~r,l the capital of Little Tibet ; and in two 
days more they came to a small t o m  called C h e k ~ , ~  also 
within the temtory of Little Tibet, and situated on a river 
celebrated for its medicinal waters. In fifteen days they 
came to a large forest, on the confines of Liltle Tibet, and 
in fifteen days more they amved at Kachegtler, a small 
town which was formerly the royal residence, though now 
the King of Kachegrler resides at Jourkend,s a little more to 
the north, and ten days* journey from Kachegtrer. These 
merchants added that the distance from the town of Kache- 
grim to Kntny* is not more than a two months' voyage; 
that caravans go thither every year, which return laden 
with the articles I have enumerated, and proceed to P& 
by way of Usbek; as there are others that go from Katay 
to Patna, in Hindor&aa. They also informed me that the 
way from Kackguer to Kday is thmugh a small town, 
eight days' journey from Coten, and that Cden is the last 
town on that side in the kingdom of Kaehegcu~. The road 
from Kachmire to Kachegwr, they said, is extremely bad, 
and among other difficult paths, there is the place where, in 
every season, you must go a quarter of a league over ice.6 

' SkhdG, taken by the M a h G j i  GGlLb Singh in 1840. Yicf Gurez, 
it is fourteen marches from Sdnagar ; the marches may ha1.e been 
longer in Bernier's time. 

Shigar, on the river of that name. 
a Yarkand is to tlie south-east of the town of Kmhgar. 
' It is interesting to note Bernier's use of this word here. I t  is the 

name for China which would be used by his informants, the merchants 
from Kashgar, see p. 426, although he was probably tinder the im- 
pression, a very common one at his time, that Katay or Cathay was a 
country to the north of China. Father Martini, in his A ' m s  R f h  
Sincnsis (1655)~ was one of the first to fully recognise its identity with 
China See p. 155 text, and footnote '. 

Khotan. 
a This refers to a route from Skirdi~ to Yarkand, which crossed the 

Baltero Glacier, which now, owing to changes in the ice, is no longer 
passable. 
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This is all the information I could collect concerning 
these regions ; it is certainly confused and scanty, but after 
all will be found tolerably complete considering the igno- 
rance of these people, seldom able to give reasons for any- 
thing, and that I had also to deal with interpreters who 
experienced the utmost difficulty both in clearly s tat ing 
my interrogatories, and in explaining satisfactorily the 
answers.' 

Here I intended to close this letter, or rather this book, 
and take my leave of you until our return to Dehli ; but my 
inclination for writing is still strong, and I enjoy some 
leisure. I shall endeavour, therefore, to answer the five 
questions which you put to me in your last letter, on be- 
half of the industrious and inquisitive hfm'eur TAcwnd," 
who makes greater and more important discoveries in his 
study than others who circumnavigate the globe. 

His first inquiry is, whether it be true that Jews have 
for a long period resided in the kingdom of Kachaire : 
whether they be in possession of the Holy Scriptures, and, 
if so, whether there be any discrepancy between their Old 
Testament and our own. 

The second request is, that I should communicate what- 
ever observations I may have made concerning the Mobson, 
or Season of the periodical rains in the Indies. 

The third, that I make him acquainted with my remarks 
and opinions upon the singular regularity of the winds and 
currents in the seas of the Indies. 

The fourth, whether the kingdom of Bengale be as 
fertile, rich, and beautiful as is commonly reported. 

The fifth, that I give a decisive opinion on the old con- 
troversies as to the causes of the nl'le's increase. 

Hence doubtless arose the erron in stating the relative bearings of 
Kashmlr and Kashgar, and Kashgar, Yarkand. 

2 Melchisedec, the uncle of the TraveUer, Jean de ThCvenot (1633- 
1667), is the well-known Pullisher of travels (Fol. Paris, 1663 el seq.), 
and was born about r i m ,  and died in 1692. H e  was the French 
Hakluyt and Purchas 
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A ~ m e r  to the$rst Inquiry, cmuxrning the ~m8. 

I would be as much pleased as Monsieur Tkuenot him- 
self if Jems were found in these mountainous regions; I 
mean such Jetus as he would 110 doubt desire to find,- 
J m s  descended from the tribes transported by Shalnmnaer : 
but you may assure that gentleman that although there 
seems ground for believing that some of them were for- 
merly settled in thest countries, yet the whole population 
is a t  present either Gentile or ma home tar^. In China, indeed, 
there are probably people of that nation, for I have lately 
seen letters in the hands of our reverend Father the Jesuit 
of Dekli, written by a Gennun Jesuit from Pekin, wherein he 
states that he had conversed with Jews in that city, who 
adhered to the forms of J u d a h  and retained t h e  books 
of the Old Testament.' They were totally ignorant of 

The first settlement of the Jews in China is said to have taken place 
in the third century B.C. John de Marignolli, who was Papal Legate 
t o  the court of the Great Khan, and was in Peking (Cambnlec) in 1341, 
states that he had many and glorious disputations with the Jews and 
other sectaries, and also made a great harvest of souls in that Empire. 

The German Jesuit referred to was in all probability Father Johann 
Adam Schall, or Schaal as sometimes given, a German from Zell (Celle 
in Hanover), not Cologne, as has been stated by some writers. Father 
Schall was born in 1591, came to China in 1622, and died at Peking in 
1666. H e  was a great mathematician, and was one of those 'followers 
of the doctrine of the Lord of Heaven' (it. Christians), who were 
appointed to reform the Chinex calendar, the calculations of which 
had fallen into disorder. This was by a special decree of the Emperor, 
and the work was duly finished 'by means of the new system of the 
Foreigners ' in 1628. Father Schall was held in great esteem by the 
Emperor of China, who conferred upon him the Mandarin's button of 
the first grade, and as we know from independent Chinese sources the 
very great esteem in which this missionary from Je-rh-ma-ni (Germany) 
was held by all classes in the Chinese Empire, at Peking and elsewhere, it 
is quite likely that the Chinese Jews would ask him to rule over them. 
Schall was a constant contributor to Kircher's stores of learning, and 
his portrait in Chinese official dress will be found at p. 113 of China 
IIIustrufa, in which work a copy of the inscription tablets on the Jesuit 
church at Peking, built by Schall, is given at p. 107, from which we 
learn his birthplace as follows, . . PATER . JOANNBS . ADAMUS 

SCHAL. A .  ZELL . GERMANUS.  . . 
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the death of JESUS CHRIST and had expressed a wish to 
appoint the Jesud their Kakatil if he would abstain from 
swine's flesh. 

There are, however, many signs of Judaisnr to be folllld 
in this country. On entering the kingdom after crossing 
the Pice-pmtjak mountains, the inhabitants in the frontier 
villages struck me as resembling Jenr. Their counte~urnce 
and manner, and that indescribable peculiarity which en-  
ables a traveller to distinguish the inhabitants of different 
nations, all seemed to belong to that ancient people. You 
are not to ascribe what I say to mere fancy, the Jetaisi 
appearance of these villagers having been remarked by 
our Jesuit Fdher, and by several other Eamperura, long 
before I visited Kachewire. 

A second sign is the prevalence of the name of . ~ I u t r + ~ ,  
which means Mows, among the inhabitants of this city, 
notwithstanding they are all &Iuhunielatis. 

A third is the common tradition that Solmnoa visited 
this country, and that it was he who opened a passage for 
the waters by cutting the mountain of Baramoull. 

A fourth, the belief that Moses died in the city of 
Kache~nire, and that his tomb is within a league of it. 

And a fifth may be found in the generally received 
opinion that the small and extremely ancient edifice seen 
on one of the high hills was built by Solornon; and it is 
therefore called the Thro~ie of'~~oIcnnoa to this day." 

You will see then, that I am not disposed to deny that 
Jews may have taken up their residence in Kaclretr~ire." 

1 Khakan, or lnore properly Khaqan, the Sayctvor of the Byzantine 
historians, the title of the hlogol Chingiz, and those whosucceeded him 
on the throne of Northern China. The Great Caan of the early 
travellers. ' See p. 399. 

a I n  recent times visitors to Kashmir seeing the names Rahinlju, Lusju, 
Julju, e t c ,  etc., common ones among the tradespeople who cater for 
foreign visitors in Srfnagar, written up as RAHIM JEW, LUS JEW, JUL 

JEW, have imagined that the bearers of these names were ]nus by 
nationality ! 1 The Jewish cast of fe3tures of many of the inhabitants of 
Kashmir is noticed by many nlwlern travellers. 
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. . I h e  purity of their law, after a l a p e  of ages, may have 
been corrupted, until, having long degenerated into 
idolatry, they were induced, like many other pagans, to 
adopt the creed of bIoho1~tef.1 

I t  is certain that many Jews are settled in I'ercuiu, at Lar 
and H y s p ~ t  ; and in Hindmutan, towards Goo and Cochirc.? 
I also learn that in Ethiopia, where they are very numer- 
ous, these people are remarkable for courage and military 
prowess; and if I am to believe two ambassadors from 
the Ethiopian King, lately a t  this court, there was a Jew, 
fifteen or sixteen years ago, p w n  so formidable, that he 
endeavoured to erect an independent kingdom in a certain 
small and mountainous district difficult of access. 

A trsrcer to the secotrtl Z~rquiry, cowct.r~~i~rg thc 
Pericdird Haim i n  the Irtdkv. 

The s111l is SO strong and oppressive in the Ittdies during 
the whole year, particularly during eight months, that the 
grouud would be completely burnt, and rendered sterile 
and uninhabitable, if Providence did not kindly provide 
(I remedy, and wisely ordain that in the month of July, 
when the heat is most intense, rains begin to fall, which 
continue three successive months. The temperature of 

The hIoslein historian known xs AlGrCni, who was b r n  in a.u. 
973, says in his description of Kashmir, talking of the inhabitants: 
'They are particularly anxious about the natural strength of their 
country, and therefore take always much care to keep a stronghold 
upon the entrances and toads leatling into it. In  consequence it is very 
difficult to have any commerce with them. In former times they usetl 
to allow one or two foreigners to enter their country, particularly Jews, 
but at present they do not allow any Hindil whom they do not know 
personally to enter, much less other people.'-1'. 205, vol. i., English 
Ed. by Dr. Edward C. Sachau. Lontlon : TrUbner, 1888. 

I t  is said that Jews settled in Cochin in the first year of the 
Christian era, and from copperplates still extant it is put beyond tloubt 
that the Jewish church was firmly established there by the eighth cen- 
tury. There is a rey lnr  Jews' quarter in the town of Cochin. 
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the air thus becomes supportable, and the earth is rendered , 

fruitful. These rains are not, however, so exactly regular 
aa to descend undeviatingly on the same day or week. 
According to the observations I have made in various 
places, particularly in Dehli, where I resided a long time, 
they are never the same two years together. Sometimes 
they commence or terminate a fortnight or three weeks 
sooner or later, and one year they may be more abundant 
than another. I have even known two entire years pass 
without scarcely a drop of rain, and the consequences of 
that extraordinary drought were wide-spreading sickness 
and famine. I t  should be observed too that the rainy 
season is earlier or later, and more or less plentiful, in 
different countries, in proportion to their proximity o r  
remoteness Gom one another. In Bengak, for instance, 
and along the coast of Komnandel, as far as the Island of 
Ceylon, the rains begin and end a month sooner than to- 
ward the coast of Malabar; and in Bengale they fall very 
violently for four months, in the course of which it some- 
times pours during eight days and nights without the least 
intermission. In Dehli and Agra, however, the rains are  
neither so abundant nor of such long continuance ; two o r  
three days often elapsing without the slightest shower ; and 
from dawn of day to nine or ten o'clock in the morning, 
it commonly rains very little, and sometimes not a t  all. I t  
struck me very particularly that the rains come from dif- 
ferent quarters in different countries. In the neighbour- 
h o d  of Dehli they come Gom the east, where Bo~gale is 
situated ; in the province of Bogale and on the coast of 
Koromandel, from the south ; and on the coast of Malabar 
almost invariably from the west. 

I have also remarked one thing, about which, indeed, 
there is a perfect agreement of opinion in these parts,- 
that accordingly as the heat of summer comes earlier or 
later, is more or less violent, or lasts a longer or shorter 
time, so the rains come sooner or later, are more or less 
abundant, and continue a longer or a shorter period. 
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From these observations I have been led to believe that 
the heat of the earth and the rarefaction of the air are 
the principal causes of these rains which they attract. 
The atmosphere of the circumjacent seas being colder, 
more condensed, and thicker, is filled with clouds drawn 
from the water by the great heat of the summer, and 
which, driven and agitated by the winds, discharge them- 
selves naturally upon land, where the atmosphere is hotter, 
more rarefied, lighter, and less resisting than on the sea; 
and thus this discharge is more or less tardy and plentiful, 
according as the heat comes early or late, and is more or 
less intense. 

I t  is also in accord with the observations contained in 
this dissertation to suppose that if the rains commence 
sooner on the coast of Korolnandel than on the coast of 
 mal la bar, it is only because the summer is earlier; and 
that it is earlier may be owing to particular causes which i t  
would not perhaps be difficult to ascertain if the country 
were properly examined. We know that according to the 
different situations of lands, in respect of seas or mountains, 
and in proportion as they are sandy, hilly, or covered with 
wood, summer is felt more or less early, and with greater 
or less violence. 

Nor is i t  surprising that the rains come from different 
quarters; that on the coast of Kwomandel, for example, 
they come from the south, and on the Malabar coast from 
the west; because it is apparently the nearest sea which 
sends the rain ; and the sea nearest the Koromandel coast, 
and to which it is more immediately exposed, lies to the 
south; as the sea which washes the coast of Malabnr is to 
the west, extending itself towards Babel-mandel, Arabia, 
and the Persian Gulf. 

I have imagined, in fine, that although we see a t  Ddli 
the rainy clouds come from the east, yet their origin may 
be in the seas which lie to the south of that city: and 
being intercepted by some mountains or lands whose at- 
mosphere is colder, more condensed and resisting, they 

2 E 
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are forced to turn aside and discharge themselves in a 
country where the air is more rarefied, and wh~ch conse- 
quently offers less resistance. 

I had almost forgotten to notice another fact which fell  
under my observation while living in Dehli. There never 
falls any heavy rain until a great quantity of clouds have 
passed, during several days, to the westm.ard ; as if it were 
necessary that the expanse of atmosphere to the west of 
Dehli should be first filled with clouds, and that those 
clouds finding some impediment, such as air less hot a n d  
less rarefied, and therefore more condensed and more cap- 
able of resistance ; or encountering other clouds and con- 
trary winds, they become so thick, overcharged and heavy, 
as to burst and descend in rain ; in the same manner as i t  
happens when clouds are driven by the wind against some 
lofty mountain. 

A m e r  to the third Inqui~y, concerning the Regularity qf 
the Currents qf the Scu, and the Win& in the Indies. 

Aa soon as the rains cease, which happens commonly 
about the beginning of October, the sea takes its c o m e  
toward the South, and the cold North wind rises. This 
wind continues four or five months without any intermis- 
sion. I t  blows the whole of this time with equal force, 
unattended with tempests, and always from the same quar- 
ter, excepting sometimes for a single day when it changes 
or lulls. After the expiration of this period, the winds 
blow for about two months without any regularity. This 
is called the intermediate season, or, as the Dutch have very 
correctly named it, the time of the doubtful and variable 
winds. These two months being passed, the sea resumes 
its course from the South to the North, and the South wind 
commences and continues to blow and the current continues 
to run four or five months from the same quarter. There 
then elapse about two months more, which constitute the 
other intermediate season. 111 these intervals Navigation 
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is extremely difficult and perilous, but during the two sea- 
sons it is very easy, pleasant, and safe, excepting only the 
latter part of the South-wind season. I t  ought not, there- 
fore, to excite your surprise that the I~tdions, who are a very 
timid people and ignorant of the art of navigation, under- 
take pretty long and important voyages ; such as from Ben- 
gale to Tanassery, Achem, Malam, Siam, and Afakoscar, or to 
Maslipatam, Ceylon, the Maldives, Moka, and Bender-Abbaq. 
They are of course very careful to avail themselves of the 
favourable Season for going and the favourable season for 
returning. I t  often happens, however, that they are de- 
tained beyond the proper time, overtaken by bad weather, 
and wrecked. This is indeed sometimes the case with 
Eumpea~ls, although they be far better Sea-men, bolder 
and more skilful, and the condition and equipment of 
whose vessels are so greatly superior. Of the two inter- 
mediate Seasons, the one which follows the South wind is 
without comparison the more dangerous, being much more 
subject to storms and sudden squalls. That wind, even 
during the season, is generally more impetuous and unequal 
than the North wind. I must not omit to notice in this 
place, that toward the end of the Season of the South-wind 
and during the rains, although there be a perfect calm out 
at  sea, yet near the coasts, for a distance of fifteen or twenty 
leagues, the weather is extremely tempestuous. The c a p  
tains of European and other vessels should consequently be 
careful to approach the coast of the Indies, that of Y umle or 
Afaslipa&nn, for instance, just after the termination of the 
rains ; otherwise they incur great risk of being dashed on 
shore. 

Such is the order of the seasons in the Ittdies, so far a t  
least as my observations justify me in speaking upon the 
subject. I wish it were in my power to trace every effect 
to its true cause; but how is it possible to unravel these 
profound secrets of Nature ! I have imagined, in the first 
place, that the air by which our Globe is surrounded ought 
to be considerecl one of its component parts, just as much 
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as the waters of the sea and rivers ; because both the o n e  
and the other gravitating on this globe, and tending to t h e  
same common centre, are in this manner united to o u r  
sphere. The Globe then is formed of three bodies,-air, 
water, and earth. Second!y, our Globe being suspended 
and balanced in that free and unresisting space wherein 
it pleased the Creator to place it, would be easily displaced 
if it came in contact with any unknown body. Thiml!y, 
the sun, after having cmssed the line, while moving toward 
one of the Poles, towards the Arctic Pole, for example, 
darting its beams that way, pmduces sufficient impression 
to depress in some memure the Arctic Pole, which is 
depressed more and more in proportion as the sun advances 
towards the Tropic ; and in the same manner, the sun 
permits it again to rise gradually in proportion as i t  
returns toward the Equator; until the same effect is pro- 
duced by the power of its rays on the side of the Antarctic 
Pole. 

Taking for granted the truth of these suppositions, and 
considering them conjointly with the diurnal motion of the  
earth, it is not without reaqon that the Indiana affirm that 
the sun conducts and draws along with it both the sea and 
the wind; because, if it be true that, having passed the 
line on its way toward one of the Poles, the sun causes a 
change in the direction of the earth's axis and a dcpresqion 
of the Pole, it follows a5 a necessary consequence, that the 

. other Pole is elevated, and that the sea and air, which are 
two fluid and heavy bodies, run in this declension. I t  is 
therefore correct to say, that the sun advancing toward 
one Pole causes on that side two great and regular 
currents,-the current of the sea and the current of the 
air, which latter constitutes the Monsoon-mind; as the sun 
is the cause of two opposite currents when it returns 
toward the other Pole. 

Upon this theory it may, I think, be said that there are 
only two main and contrary flows [flux] of the sea, one from 
the - Northenr and the other from the Sorrthern Pole; that if 
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there existed a sea from one Pole to the other, which 
passed through Europe, we should there find these two 
currents regulated in every respect as in the Indies, and that 
the reason why this regularity is not general is that the 
seas are intercepted by lands,.which obstruct, break, and 
diversify their course ; in the same manner as some 
persons allege that the usual flux and reflux of the sea is 
prevented in those seas which, like the Mediterraaeatt, 
stretch from East to West. According to this theory, 
it might also, in my opinion, be maintained that there 
are only two principal and opposite currents of air or 
wind, and that in regard to them the same regularity 
would reign generally, if the earth were also perfectly and 
generally smooth, and similar throughout. 

Answer to tlte f w r t h  I~q id i y ,  as to the fertility, wealth 
and beauty of the Kingdom ofBengale. 

Egypt has been represented in every age as the finest 
and most fruitful country in the world, and even our modem 
writers deny that there is any other land so peculiarly 
favoured by nature : but the knowledge I have acquired of 
Bc~igale, during two visits paid to that kingdom, inclines 
me to believe that the pre-eminence ascribed to Epypl is 
rather due to Butgale. The latter country produces rice 
in such abundance that it supplies not only the neigh- 
bouring but remote states. I t  is camed up the Ganges as 
far as Patrur, and exported by sea to Maslipatanz and many 
other ports on the coast of Kommartdel. I t  is also sent to 
foreign kingdoms, principally to the island of Ceylon and 
the Maldives. Butgale abounds likewise in sugar, with 
which it supplies the kingdoms of Golkmtda and the 
Kardic,  where ,very little is grown, Arabia and Mesopo- 
Iarnia, through the towns of Moka and Bmsora, and even 
Persia, by way of Bender-Abbnsi. Bengale likewise is cele- 
brated for its sweetmeats, especially in places inhabited 
by Portuguese, who are skilful in the art of preparing 
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them, and with whom they are an article of considerable 
trade. Among other fruits, they preserve large ciftvns, 
such as we have in Europe, a certain delicate root about 
the length of sarsaparilla, that common fruit of the Indies 
called amba,' another called ananas,2 small mirobolans,s 
which are excellent, limes, and ginger. 

Bengak, it is true, yields not so much wheat as Egypt; 
but if this be a defect, it is attributable to the inhabitants, 
who live a great deal more upon rice than the Egypticmr, 
and seldom taste bread. Nevertheless, wheat is cultivated 
in sufficient quantity for the consumption of the country, 
and for the making of excellent and cheap sea-biscuits. 
with which the crews of European ships, Englialr, Duldc 
and Port~igt~ese, are supplied. The three or four sorts of 
vegetables which, together with rice and butter,' form t h e  
chief food of the common people, are purchased for t h e  
merest trifle, and for a single rortpie twenty or more good 
fowls may be bought. Geese and ducks are proportionably 
cheap. There are also goats and sheep in abundance ; 
and pigs are obtained at  so low a price that the Por- 
frcg~cese, settled in the country, live almost entirely 
upon pork. This meat is salted at  a cheap rate by the 
Dulcli and Etcglish, for the supply of their vessels. Fish 
of every species, whether fresh or salt, is in the same 
profilsion. In a word, Betrgnle abounds with every 

See p. 249. 
This is the name, fro111 the Brazilian nana or rtarrar, of the pine- 

apple in every country where it has been introduced from its ,original 
habitat in America, except England. This fruit is now very common 
in many parts of India, especially in those places that were Portuguese 
settlements, or came under the influence of that people. 

8 Myrobalans, the general name then given to various dried fruits 
and kernels exported from India from a very remote period, and which 
had a high reputation in the mediaeval pharmacopoeia. 

That is, ghee, which is clarified butter. In  preparing it, the butter 
is boiled until all the watery particles and curds have been thrown off 
by repeated skimmings. When the liquid is clear oil, it is poured into 
a vessel to cool, which it does in a granulated form, and if originally 
well boiled, will keep for years without taint. 
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necessary of life; and i t  is this abundance that has 
induced so many Porfuguese, Harf-cadtes,l and other 
Chrbtiatu, driven from their different settlements by the 
Dulch, to seek an asylum in this fertile kingdom. The 
Jesuih and Augrdins, who have large churches and are 
permitted the free and unmolested exercise of their 
religion, assured me that Ogmdi alone contains from eight 
to nine thousand Clrristians, and that in other parts of the 
kingdom their number exceeded five-and-twenty thousand. 
The rich exuberance of the country, together with the 
beauty and amiable disposition of the native women, has 
given rise to a proverb in common use among the 
Portuguese, English, and Dufcli, that the Kingdom of Bengale 
has a hundred gates open for entrance, but not one for 
departure. 

In regard to valuable commodities of a nature to attract 
foreign merchants, I am acquainted with no country 
where so great a variety is found. Besides the sugar I 
have spoken of, and which may be placed in the list of 
valuable commodities, there is in Betgale such a quantity 
of cotton and silks, that the kingdom may be called the 
common storehouse for those two kinds of merchandise, 
not of Hitdorutan or the Empire of the Gred Mogol only, 
but of all the neighbouring kingdoms, and even of Europe. 
I have been sometimes amazed at the vast quantity of 
cotton cloths, of every sort, fine and coarse, white and 
coloured, which the Hollatrders alone export to different 
places, especially to Japan and Europe. The English, the 
Porlugrcese, and the native merchants deal also in these 
articles to a considerable extent. The same may be said 
of the silks and silk stuffs of all sorts. I t  is not possible 
to conceive the quantity drawn every year from Bengale 
for the supply of the whole of the Mogol Empire, as far 
as I.ubr and Cabol, and generally of all those foreign 
nations to which the cotton cloths are sent. The silks 
are not certainly so fine as those of Per&, Syria, Sayd, 

Mcsfzics, in the original. 
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and Band,' but they are of a much lower price; and I 
know from indisputable authority that, if they were well 
selected and wrought with care, they might be manu- 
factured into most beautiful stuffs. The Dutch have some- 
times seven or eight hundretl natives employed in their silk 
factory at  Kwem-Bnzar, where, in like manner, the English 
t111d other merchants employ a proportionate number. 

Bevrgalc is also the principal emporium for snkpetre. A 
prodigious quantity is imported from Patrra.2 I t  is camed 
down the Ganges with great facility, and the Dtdch and 
English send large cargoes to many parts of the Indies, 
and to Europe. 

Lastly, it is from this fruitful kingdom, that the best 
Inc, opium, wax, civet, long pepper, and various drugs are 
obtained; and bulter,S which may appear to you an in- 
considerable article, is in such plenty, that although it 
be a bulky article' to export, yet it is sent by sea to num- 
berless places. 

SGda and Beirut (Beyrout), still great silk-producing places, on the 
shores of the Levant. Saida, close to the ancient site of Sidon, and 
Beirut about 25 miles to the north. 

One of the principal refineries of saltpetre was at Chuprah, about 
a5 miles from Patnn, where the French, Dutch, and l'ortuyese hat1 
kctoria.  

Chce, sec p. 438. There is still a large export trade in this 
article, and the following table shows the quantity and value of ghee 
consigned from India, to foreign countries, from recent returns : 

' On account of the unwieldy nature of the large vessels made of 
dried skins (brppah in Hindostanee), in which it was then exported. 
At the present time ghee is as a rule shipped in iron ' drums ' or large 
tin canisters. 

530,543 

z,oo,117 

l@Q- 

611,254 

2,26,940 

- 

Quantity in l h . ,  . 
Value in Rupees, . 

1889. 

469,5S1 

1~69,905 
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I t  is fair to acknowledge, however, that strangers seldom 
find the air salubrious, particularly near the sea. There 
was a great mortality among the Ddch and Etglish when 
they first settled in Berigale; and I saw in Balasorl two 
very fine English vessels, which had remained in that port 
a twelvemonth in consequence of the war with Hollatld, 
and a t  the expiration of that period, were unable to put to 
sea, because the greater part of the crews had died. Both 
the English and Dutch now live with more caution and the 
mortality is diminished. The masters of vessels take care 
that their crews drink less punch;2 nor do they permit 
them so frequently to visit the Indian women, or the dealers 
in arac3 and tobacco. Good Vin de Gruue or Catlay and 
Chiraa wines, taken in moderation, are found excellent 
preservatives against the effects of bad air, therefore I 
maintain that those who live carefully need not be sick, 
nor will the mortality be greater among them than with 
the rest of the world. Boulepotige is a drink composed of 
crrac, a spirit distilled from molasses, mixed with lemou 
juice, water and nutmeg; it is pleasant enough to the 
taste, but most hurtful to body and health. 

In describing the beauty of Bmrgale, it should be re- 
marked that throughout a country extending nearly a11 
Iiundred leagaes in length, on both banks of the Ganges, 

The port of Balasor on the Orissa coast is still frequented by sloops 
from the Madras c o a t  and Ceylon. In  the Balasor District were 
severnl considerable ports in Bernier's time. 

' Bouleponges ' in the original. A curious combination of the name 
of the drink and the vessel in which it was brewed. Bole-Ponjis 
confaitring the tale o j f h  Bucatucr : A Bofflc of A'ui Ink : The Dccline 
a d  FUN of Ghosts, and ofher it~grrdicnfs, 2 vols. 8v0, was the name 
adopted in 1852 by H. Meredith Parker, a Bengal civilian well known 
in the Lower Provinces for his literary and dramatic tastes, as the title 
of a book which he wrote. B m l c  is still the Gem~an name for punch, 
and the allied drinks. 

a The Bengal arrack was held in great repute in those days. Oving- 
ton, in A voyage to Suraff irr the Year 1686, Lond., 1696, says of it, 
'Beitgal is a much stronger spirit than that of Goa, though both are 
made use of by the Europcatrs in making punch. 
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from Raje-Meht~le to the sea, is an endless number of 
channels,' cut, in bygone ages, from that river with im- 
mense labour, for the conveyance of merchandise and of 
the water itself, which is reputed by the Indians to be 
superior to any in the world. These channels are lined on 
both sides with towns and villages, thickly peopled with 
Gentiles; and with extensive fields of rice, sugar, corn, 
three or four sorts of vegetables, mwtard, sesame for oil, 
and small mulberry-trees, two or three feet in height, 
for the food of silk-worms. But the most striking and 
peculiar beauty of Bengak is the innumerable islands filling 
the vast space between the two banks of the Ganges, in 
some places six or seven days' journey asunder. These 
islands vary in size, but are all extremely fertile, surrounded 
with wood, and abounding in fruit-trees, and pine-apples, 
and covered with verdure ; a thousand water-channels run 
through them, stretching beyond the sight, and resembling 
long walks arched with trees. Several of the islands, 
nearest to the sea, are now abandoned by the inhabitants,' 
who were exposed to the attacks and ravages of the 
Arrucaii3 pirates, spoken of in another place. At present 
they are a dreary waste, wherein no living creature is seen 
except antelopes, hogs,' and wild fowls, that attract tigers, 

I n  the original intmrrx, from which it would aln~ost appear that 
the artificial river embankments of Liengal lerl Bernier to believe that 
the rivers themselves were canals, the work of human agency in times 
past ; although further on, at p. 453, he states that the periodical rains 
in Bengal obviate the necessity of cutting irrigation canals in that 
country, as has to be done in Egypt. 
' Remains of houses and embankments have been found in isolated 

parts of this tract, c ~ l l e d  the Sundarbans ; and various attempts, which 
have been to some extent successful in the northern portion, at reclaim- 
ing and cultivating the land have been made from time to time since 
the British acquired Bengal. 
' In the original, ' Corsaires Franguys de Rakan ;' see p. 175. 

Jungle fowl. I n  the original, wlaiflc dcvcnirs sauvages, Bernier 
being apparently under the impression that the jungle fowl to be met 
with in the Sundarbans were descended from domestic poultry that 
c m p e d  and bcrame wild. 
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which sometimes swim from one island to another. 111 

traversing the Gangm in small rowing boats, the usual 
mode of conveyance among these islands, it is in many 
places dangerous to land, and great care must be had that 
t h e  boat, which during the night is fastened to a tree, be 
kept  at some distance from the shore, for it constantly 
happens that some person or another falls a prey to tigers. 
These ferocious animals are very apt, it is said, to enter 
into the boat itself, while the people are asleep, and to 
carry away some victim, who, if we are to believe the 
boatmen of the country, generally happens to be the 
stoutest and fattest of the party. 

I remember a nine days' voyage that I made from Pipli 
to Ogouli, among these islands and channels, which I can- 
not omit relating, as no day passed without some extra- 
ordinary accident or adventure. When my seven-oared 
scallop had,conveyed us out of the river of PipliI1 and we 
h d  advanced three or four leagues at sea, along the coast, 
on our way to the islands and channels, we saw the sea 
covered with fish, apparently large carp, which were pur- 
sued by a great number of dolphins. I desired my men to 
row that way, and perceived that most of them were lying 
on their side as if they had been dead ; some moved slowly 
along, and others seemed to be struggling and turning 
about as if stupefied. We caught four-and-twenty with our 
hands, and observed that out of the mouth of every one 
issued a bladder, like that of a carp, which was full of air 
and of a reddish colour at the end. I easily conceived that 

Pippli (P$il~afanr of Blaeu's map), at one time a very famous 
port, and the most important harhur on the Orissa coast, on the 
S u h a r e k a  River, about 16 miles from its mouth, the earliest mari- 
time settlement of the English in Bengal, founded in 1634, on the ruins 
of the Portuguese factory. Owing to changes in the course of the river 
not onestone now remains to mark the spot where the famous port once 
stood. I t  was probably here that Bernier saw the English vessels he 
mentions at p. 441. Subarnareka, about 12 miles from the mouth of 
the river, now a mere resort for fishing boats, was also at one time a 
considerable harbour of the Balmor district, after the decay of Pippli. 
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it was this bladder which prevented the fish from sinking, 
but could never understand why it thus protruded, unless 
it were that having been long and closely pursued by the 
dolphins, they made such violent efforts to escape, tha t  the 
bladder swelled, became red, and wns forced out of the 
mouth. I have recounted this circumstance to a hundred  
sailors, whom I found incredulous ; with the exception, in- 
deed, of a Didch pilot, who informed me that, sailing in a 
large vessel along the coast. of China, his attention was 
arrested by a similar appearance, and that putting out the i r  
boat they caught, as we did, with only their hands, many 
of the fish. 

The day following we arrived, at  rather a late hour, 
among the islands ; and having chosen a spot that appeared 
free from tigers, we landed and lighted a fire. I ordered 
a couple of fowls and some of the fish to be dressed, a n d  
we made an excellent supper. The fish was delicious. I 
then re-embarked, and ordered my men to row on till night. 
'I'here would have been danger in losing our way in the  
dark among the different channels, and therefore we re- 
tired out of a main channel in search of a snug creek, 
where we passed the night; the boat being fastened to o 
thick branch of x tree, a t  a prudent distance from the 
shore. While keeping watch, I witnessed a Phmumeno~i 
of ~Vature such as I had twice observed a t  Dehli. I beheld 
n lunar rainbow, and awoke the whole of my company, 
who all expressed much surprise, especially two Portugwsc 
pilots, whom I had received into the boat at  the request 
of a friend. They declared that they had neither seen 
nor heard of such a rainbow. 

The third day, we lost ourselves among the channels, 
and I know not how we should have recovered our right 
course, had we not met with some Portuguese, who were 
employed in making salt on one of the islands. This night 
again, our boat being under shelter in a small channel, my 
Portuguese, who were full of the strange appearance on the 
preceding night, and kept their eyes constantly fixed , 
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toward the heavens, roused me from my sleep and pointed 
out another rainbow as beautiful and as well defined as the 
last. You are not to imagine that I mistake a halo for an . . 
1m. I am familiar with the former, because during the 
rainy season at Dehli, there is scarcely a month in which a 
halo is not frequently seen round the moon. But they 
appear only when that luminary is very high above the 
horizon: I have observed them three and four nights 
successively, and sometimes I have seen them doubled. 
The iris of which I speak was not a circle about the moon, 
but was placed in an opposite direction, in the same 
relative position as a solar rainbow. Whenever I have 
seen a night iris, the moon has been a t  the west and the 
iris at the east. The moon was also nearly complete in its 
orb, because otherwise the beams of light would not, I 
conceive, be sufficiently powerful to form the rainbow ; nor 
was the iris so white as the lalo, but more strongly marked, 
and a variety of colours was even discernible. Thus you 
see that I am more happy than the ancients, who, accord- 
ing to Aristotle, had observed no lunar rainbows before his 
time. 

In the evening of the fourth day we withdrew, as usual, 
out of the main channel to a place of security, and passed 
a most extraordinary night. Not R breath of wind was 
felt, and the air became so hot and suffocating that we 
could scarcely breathe. The bushes around us were so full 
of glow-worms that they seemed ignited ; and tires resem- 
bling flames arose every moment to the great alarm of our 
sailors, who did not doubt that they were so many devils. 
Two of these luminous appearances were very remarkable. 
One was a great globe of fire, which continued longer than 
the time necessary to repeat a Pater, the other looked like 
a small tree all in flames, and lasted above a quarter of an 
hour. 

The night of the fifth day was altogether dreadful and 
perilous. A storm arose so violent, that although we were, 
as we thought, in excellent shelter under trees, and our 
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boat carefully fastened, yet our cable was broken, and we 
should have been driven into the main channel, there 
inevitably to perish, if I and my two Portuguese h a d  not, 
by a sudden and spontaneous movement, entwined our 
arms round the branches of trees, which we held tightly \ 
for the  space of two hours, while the tempest was raging i with unabated force. No assistance was to be expected 1 

from my Indian boatmen, whose fears completely over- 
came them. Our situation while clinging for our lives to 
the trees was indeed most painful; the rain fell rrs if 
poured into the boat from buckets, and the lightning a n d  
thunder were so vivid and loud, and so near our heads, that 
we despaired of surviviilg this horrible night'  

Nothing, however, could be more pleasant than t h e  
remainder of the voyage. U'e arrived a t  Ogouly on the 
ninth day, and my eyes seemed never sated with gazing on 
the delightful county  through which we passed. My 
trunk, however, and all my wearing-apparel were wet, t h e  
poultry dead, the fish spoilt, and the whole of my biscuits 
soaked wlth rain. I 

Anmer to t h e j f i h  Inqui y, cnmeming. the Periodical 
His ing  of the Nile. 

I know not whether my solution of this fifth question 
will be satisfactory; but I shall impart opinions formed 
after having been twice a witness of the increase, after  
having given to the subject the whole of my attention, a n d  
after making certain observations in the Indies which afford 
some facilities for the disquisition, which must have been 
wanting to tlie great man who has written so ingeniously 
and learnedly on this interesting topic, although he  never 
saw Egypt but in his study. 

Bemier appears to have travelled from Pippli to Hooghly, not by 
the main channel of the river, but through minor channels. All those 
who are familiar with the nature of the Sundarban tracts will be able 
to testify to the vividness of the traveller's description of his journey. 
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I have already mentioned that while the two Ethiopian 
ambassadors were a t  Dehli, my Agah, Danechmend-kan, 
whose thirst for knowledge is incessant, invited them 
frequently to his house, and that I was always one of the 
party.' His object was to be made acquainted with the 
state of their country, and the nature of its government. 
Among other subjects, we spoke a great deal about the 
source of the Nile, which is called by them Abbabik. 
They spoke of its source as of a thing generally well 
known, and concerning which no one entertained any 
doubt. One of the ambassadors had even seen it, accom- 
panied by a Mogol who had returned with him to 
Hindowtan. They told us that the source of the river 
Nile is in the country of the Agaw ; that it gushes out of 
the earth by two large and bubbling springs near one 
another, and forming a small lake of about thirty or forty 
paces in length ; that the river issuing from this lake is of 
considerable size, and that in its progress it receives many 
tributary waters, which swell it to an important stream. 
They went on to observe, that this stream pursues a 
winding course, and forms an extensive peninsula; and 
that after descending from several steep rocks, it falls into 
a large lake, in the country of Dumbia, only four or five 
days' journey from the source, and three short journeys 
from Gonder, the capital of Ethiopia ; that having traversed 
this lake, the river leaves it, with the accession of all the 
waters which fall into the lake ; passes through Sonnar, the 
chief city of the Funges or Barberia, tributaries to the King 
of Et-, whence, tumbling among the catarack, it 
pursues its way into the plains of M e ~ e r , 4  that is, Egypt. 

When the ambassadors had furnished these particulars 
as to the source and course of the Nile, I wished to form 
some idea of the situation of the country where the s o m e  

See p. 1% cl  scq. 
* The Arabic Misr, meaning reddish-bown mud, or perhaps from 

the Hebrew Mawr, the fortified, referring to the natural strength of 
the country. 
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is found : I therefore inquired in what part of Africa, 
relatively to Bab-el-matuiel, Duncbia is situated. But they 
could return no other answer than that it lay toward the 
West. I was surprised to hear this observation, especially 
from the f i l ahe tan  ambassador, who ought to be better 
informed than r Christian of the relative bearings of places, 
because all Mahometans are bound, when repeating their 
prayers, to look toward Meca. He also persisted in saying 
that Dumbiu is situated to the west of Bab-el-mandel; so 
that the source of the river IVile, according to these 
ambassadors, is considerably to the north of the equator, 
and not to the south, where it is placed by Rolemy, and in 
all our maps. 

We inquired further of them when it rained in EIhiopin, 
and whether the rains were periodical in that country 
as in the Indies. They answered that it seldom or never 
rained along the const of the Red Sea, from Stlaken, 
Arkiko, and the island of Masrnmn, to Bab-el-mandel, any 
more than at  Moka, in Arabia Felix, on the opposite shore 
of that sea. In the interior of the country, however, in 
the province of the Agaus, in Duncbia, and the circumjacent 
provinces, the rains were very heavy during the two hottest 
months of summer, those months when it also rains in the 
Indies, and exactly the time when, according to my com- 
putation, the increase of the Nile in Egypt takes place. 
They were quite aware, the ambassadors added, that the 
swelling of that river and the inundations of Egypt were 
caused by the rains of E;lhiopia; and that the former 
country owed its fecundity to the slime conveyed and 
deposited thither by the Nile. I t  was from these circum- 
stances, they observed, that the Kings of Ethiopia derived 
the right of exacting tribute from Egypt; and when that 
kingdom was subdued by the Mahometans, and its Christian 
population became oppressed and exposed to every in- 
dignity, the Ethiopian Monarch had thoughts of turning 
the course of the river toward the Red Sea, a nieasure 
which would have destroyed the fertility of Egypt, and 
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consequently proved ruinous to the country: but the 
project appeared so gigantic, if not impracticable, that the 
attempt was never made to carry it into execution.' 

All these particulars I had already been made acquainted 
with when at Moka, in the course of various conversations 
with ten or a dozen Gonder merchants, sent every year to 
that city by the King of Ethiopia for purposes of traffic 

This is a very curious version of the medixval belief in Europe that 
the Abyssinian King, Prester John, received a large tribute from the 
Sultan of Egypt to prevent him from diverting the course of the Nile. 
Simon Sijoli, who travelled in the Levant in 1384, states that the tribute 
was 3 ball of gold with a c r w  upon it, worth 3000 golden bezants, and 
many other references to this subject could be quoted, for some of which 
see Yule's Cathay and the W a y  Thither, \.ol. ii. pp. 348-350. London. 
Printed for the Hakluyt Society, 1866. Ariosto alludes to the belief 
in his Orlando Funbso, Canto xxxrrr. v. 106, es follows :- 

"Tir mid, the Sultan, Egypt's Sovereign, 
As subject to the King, d m  tribute pay; 
Since he the Nile L able to restrain 
From its right coorw, and elsewhere cause it stray 
And Cniro, thus afflicted, cauv remain, 
With famine, and the pans that round it lay, 
Senapus named, by those hi Empire own, 
We d l  him P-o, or else Pr+.tcr John.' 

TEMPLE HENRV CROKER'S Translation, 
London, 1755 

In our own time the feasibility of diverting the Nile into the Red 
Sea so as to ' put pressure on ' Egypt has been several times mooted. 
In 1851 the late Dr. Beke forwarded to Lord Palmerston, then 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, a copy of his Afemoir on tire 
po~n'bility of diverting t h  wattrs oftire Nile so as to prrucnl the Irraga- 
tion o/ Egypt. 

In Tlic TinKJ newspaper of the 9th October 1888 will be found a 
letter from Sir Samuel W. Baker, in which he attributes the then 
abnormally low state of the Nile to some 'unexplained interference 
with the river,' one of the results in his opinion of the abandonment of 
the Soudan ; and he goes on to reiterate his views as to the immense 
importance of the Soudnn to Egypt, and the necessity for keeping a 
firm hand upon the basin of the Nile, ' As an enemy in possession of 
the Blue Nile, and the Atbara River could by throwing a dam across 
the empty bed . . . prevent the necessary flow towards Egypt. . . . 
I have seen a spot, about 230 miles from the month of the Atbara, where 
the river might be deflected without difficulty, and be forced to an 
eastern course towards the Red Sea.' 

2 P 
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with the vessels from the  Indies. The information is 
useful, as tending to demonstrate that tlie Nile increases 
only by means of the rains which fall near its source, and 
a t  a distance from Egypt. But I attach still greater 
importance to my own observations, made upon two 
separate occasions during the overflowing of tllat river, 
because they expose the fallacy of some popular opinions, 
and prove them to be merely vulgar and idle tales, the 
inventions of a people much given to superstition, and lost 
in astonishment a t  witnessing the increase of a river during 
the heat of summer, in a country where rain is unknown. 
I allude, among other conceits, to the notion that there is 
a certain determinate day on which the Nile begins its 
increase ; that a particular dew, called the Gottie, falls on 
this first day of the increase, which puts an end to the 
plague, no person dying of that disease when the Goitle 11s 
begun to descend ; and that the overflowing of the Nile is 
owing to particular and secret causes. I have discovered 
that this celebrated stream, like other rivers, swells ancl 
overflows in consequence of abundant rains, and that we 
are not to ascribe its increase to the fermentation of tlie 
nitrous soil of Empt.1 

I have seen i t  rise more than a foot, and become very 
turbid, nearly a month before the pretended determinate 
day of the increase. 

I have remarked, in the time of its increase, and 
before the opening of the irrigation channels, that  after 
the water had swollen during some days a foot or two, it 
decreased little by little, and then began to increase anew ; 
and in this manner the river augmented or lessened, just 

1 The great cold in Western Tnrtary was attrih~~ted to the saltpetre 
in the soil. 'The saltpetre with which these countries abound may 
also contribute to this great cold, which is so violent that in digging the 
ground to three or four feet deep they take out clods quite frozen, as 
well as pieces of ice,' page 86 of The History ofthr, Tartar Congzurors 
q,f China. Front the Frmcir of P>re Piem Joseph D'Orlians, S.1. 
Translated by the Earl of ElZesn~rre, with an Introduction by 
R. H. Majorof the Brit, Mus. London. Hakluyt Soc., 1854. 
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according ss the rains did or did not fall near its source. 
The same thing is observable in our Loire ; it increases or 
diminishes in proportion to the rains on the  mountains 
whence that river flows. 

Once, on my return from Jercrsalen, I ascended the Nile 
from Dnmietta to Cairo, about a month before the day on 
which it is said that the Gode falls; and in the morning 
our clothes were soaked in consequence of the dew that 
had fallen during the night. 

I supped with M. de Bennon, our vice-consul a t  Roseitn, 
eight or ten days after the fall of the Goule. Three of the 
party were that same evening seized with the plague, of 
whom two died on the eighth day ; and the other patient, 
who happened to be M. de Bennon himself, would perhaps 
have fallen a victim to the disease if I had not ventured to 
prescribe a remedy, and lanced his abscess. I caught the 
infection, and but for the hrtler qf nntin~ony,* to which I 
had immediate recourse, it might have been seen in my 
case also that men die of the plague after the descent of 
the Gorde. The emetic, taken a t  the commencement of 
the disorder, performed wonders, and I was not confined 
to the house more than three or four days. A Bedowin 
sewant attended me; he endeavoured to keep up my 
spirits by swallowing, without a moment's hesitation, what 
remained of the soup I was taking; and being a predes- 
tinarian, he  laughed a t  the idea of danger from the plague. 

I am far from denying that this distemper is generally 
attended with less danger after the fall of the Gorrte. All 
I maintain is, that the decrease of danger should not be 
attributed to the Gocrte. In my opinion the mitigation of 
the  disease IS owing to the heat of the weather, then 
become intense, which opens the pores and expels the 
pestiferous and malignant humours that remained COII- 

fined in the body. 
Moreover I have carefully inquired of several Rays: or 

Now called, sublimated rnuriate of antimony. 
Read riis, the Arabic for n captain of a boat, a pilot. 
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masters of boats, who have ascended the Nile to the ex- 
tremity of the plains of Egypt, as far as the rocks and 
cataracts. They assured me that when the river overflows 
the Egyptian plains, the soil of which is represented as 
nitrous and fermentative, the Nile is greatly increased 
between the mountains of the cataracts, which i t  inundates 
in a surprising manner, although the soil upon those 
mountains is not apparently impregnated with nitre. 

I was also very particular in making the necessary in- 
quiries of the So~rt~ar negroes who repair to Giro for employ- 
ment, and whose country, tributary to the King of Ethiopia, 
is situated on the Nile among the mountainous tracts to the  
south of Egypt. These negroes all agreed in asserting, that 
a t  the time when the Nile inundates the plains of Egypt, 
it is swollen and impetuous in their own country, because 
of the rains which then fall, not only in their mountains, 
but lligher up, in the region of Habeche or Etlrbpia. 

The observations made by me on the periodical rains of 
the I~rdies, wllicll fall during the time that the X l e  is in- 
creasing in Egypl, throw considerable light upon this 
subject, and will lead you to imagine that the Zitdus, the 
Ganges, and all the other rivers in this part of the globe 
are so many rivers .il'i/e, and the countries contiguous to 
their nlouths so many lands of Egypt. Such were the 
ideas which suggested themselves to my mind when in 
Borgule, and the following is, woml for word, what I then 
wrote concerning this matter. 

The numerous islands in the gulf of Bengale, a t  the  
mouth of the Ganges, which the course of ages has united 
together,' and a t  length has joined to the continent, recall 

1 Or, us so well described in The /INprrial Caulleer of India, ' T h e  
country ' [ i . ~ .  the Sundarban district] 'is one vast alluvial plain, wbere 
the continual process of land-making has not yet ceased. I t  nbounds 
in morasses and swamps now gradually filling up, and is intersected by 
large rivers and estuaries running from north to south. These are 
connected with each other by innumerable smaller channels; so that 
the whole tract is a tangled network of streams, riven, and water- 
courses, enclosing a large number of islands of various shapes and sizes.' 
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to my mind the mouths of the river Nile. When in Egypt 
I remarked the same process of nature ; and as it is often 
said, in the language of Ari~lotle, that E;gypf is the work- 
manship of the Xle, so may it be obseweil that Beltgale 
is the production of the Gaagcs. There is only this differ- 
ence between the two rivers, that the Ga~rgcs being in- 
comparably larger' than the Xilt, it cames toward the sea 
a much greater quantity of earth ; and thus forms a num- 
ber of islands more numerous and lnrger than those of 
the Nile. The islands of the Nle too are destitute of trees ; 
but those of the Ganges nre all covered with them, owing 
to the four months of regular and excessive rains that fall 
in the midst of summer. These rains obviate the necessity 
of cutting canals in Bengule, as is done in Egypt, for the 

This statement, ant1 in fact the entire passage, is a striking ex- 
ample of Bernier's wonderful powers of correct observation ; the 
ordinary low water discharge of the Nile being 51,500 cubic feet per 
second, while that of the Ganges is 207,000; although tile lerrgfk of the 
stream of the Nile greatly exceeds that of the Ganges, the figures being 
3370 and I 557 miles respectively. As has been so well ant1 graphically 
stated by Sir W. W. Hunter in Tkc Zrriperial Gawttcer ofltrdin :- 

'After the l a p  oftwenty centuries, and the r i x a n d  fall of rival religions, venera- 
tion for the Ganges still figures a s  a chief article in the creed of modern Hinduism. . . . T o  bathe in the Ganges, especially a t  the g r u t  stated festivals, will wash 
away the stain of s in ;  and those who have thus purified themselves carry back 
bottles of the sacred water to  their l e u  fortunate relations. T o  die and be buried 
on the river bank is a passport to  eternal bliss. Even to exclaim "Gang&, Gangi," 
a t  the distance o f a  hundred leagues, will a tone for the sins committed during three 
previous lives. 

'The  river thus reverenced by the Hindus deserves their homage by reason of its 
exceptional utility for agriculture and navigation. None of the other rivers of 
India approach the Ganges in beneficence. T h e  Brahmaputra and the Indus may 
luvc  longer s t r eam,  as meuured  by the geographer, but the upper courses of  both 
lie hidden within the unknown recures of the Himilayas. Not one of the great 
rivers of central or Southern India is navigable in the pmper sense of the term. 
T h e  Ganges begins to  distribute fertility as soon as it reaches the plains, within 
zoo miles of its sources ; and a t  the same point i t  becomes in some sort navigable. 
Thenceforwards it rolls majestically down to the  s u  in a bountiful stream, which 
never becomes a mere destructive t o m n t  in the nins, and never dwindles away in 
tbe h o t t a t  summer. I f  somewhat diminished by irrigation, its volume is fonhwith 
restored by numerous great tributaries ; and the wide area of its river-basin receives 
annually a sufficient rainfall to  maintain the supply in every part. Embankments 
are in few places required t o  restrain its inundations, for the alluvial silt which i t  
spills over its banks year by year a f i r d s  t o  the fields a t o p d r a s i n g  of inexhaust- 
ible fertility. If one crop be drowned b y  the flood, the cultivator d c u h t e s  that  
his second crop will abundantly requite him.' 
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purpose of irrigating and enriching the land. They could 
indeed be made with as much facility in the one couxltry 
as in the other, the Guirges and other rivers of Hindoristan 
increasing, the same as the  vile, in summer in consequence 
of the rains which regularly fall at  that season. There is 
this difference betwyeen the two countries: that in Egypt 
no rain is known, neither in summer nor scarcely at any 
other time, excepting occasionally in a small quantity to- 
w a d  the sen. I t  is only near the source of the Xi&, in 
Efhiopia, that rain falls ; whereas throughout the Indies it 
rains perimlically in the countries through which the rivers 
flow. I t  should be observed, however, that this is not the 
case universally ; for in the kingdom of Scymdy, towad t h e  
Persian Gulf, where the mouth of the Irrdrrs is situated, there 
are years during which no rain whatever falls, although t h e  
lrrdrcs be greatly swollen. The fields are then i m g t e d ,  
as in Egypl, by means of kalis,' or artificial channels. 

In regard to the wish expressed by Monsieur l'herretd 
that I should send you a detailed narration of my Adven- 
tures in the Ihd  Seu, at  Srcrz, Tor, Mond Sinrci, Gidda (in 
that pretentled holy land of Mahomet, half a day's jour- 
ney from rllecn), in the island of Ka~rtaratre and at  Loci- 
Iqya,2 together with all the information which I obtained 
at  -1lokrc concerning the Kingdom of E/hiol,ia, and the best 
mute for entering tllerein, it is my intention to gratify 
that wish when I have had time to put in order, God 
helping me, niy I'apers. 

AXal, the name in Bengal for an inlet of the sea or of a large 
river, a creek ; the water being baletl from the Rhal, and then ciis- 
tributed over the fields by means of small artificial channels. 

2 Kameran, now a British possession, OK ~l i c  coast of Arabia, in the 
same latitude as Annesley Bay in Abyssinia. Loheia, a town on the 
mainland of Arabia, a b u t  20 miles to the north of the island of 
Kameran. 

F I N I S ,  







A MEMORANDUM o~nilled lo be itrclrided i t  ttiyj'rzl Work, lo 
complele the Map of Hitcdotrstna, and nloke hmun tltc 
reuettrrez of tlce Greal Mogol. 

T H E  better to understmld what follows it is necessary 
to know the signification of the following terms. 

1. Sorrb~, l  that is to say, Government alld Province. 

2. ~ ' r ~ c ~ r t t a , ~ h a t  is, the chief City, Burgh or Village 
which has many others subordinate to it, ant1 where 
the Rents are paid to the King, who is the absolute 
Lord [Sciptear] of all the lnnds of his Empire. 

3. L~erkur,"hat is the Exchequer of the King's income 
from all sources Presors du  Roy]. 

4. Katittt;,' that is, Treasury. 

5. Rorrl,ie,%e money of the Country, worth about thirty 
601s. 

1 S~ibah, derivetl fro111 the Arabic, originally a heap of money, or a 
granary, hence a Province. 

Pargarro, a tract of country comprising the lands of many villages ; 
there are several Parganas in a Zilla (or Shire), and several Zillas 
go to make up a Province. 

3 Sirkar, more familiarly ' circar,' as  the ' Northern Cirtars.' The 
word literally means a chief, a superior ; Bernier seems to w it in 
the sense of a sub-division of a Province in which a 'treasury' for rent 
collection was situated. 
' Khadrca, Bernier's rendering is the original meaning. It may 

also be translated us the public revenue, the land-tax or rent. 
Which is also Manouchi's and Tavernier's values. and makes the 

rupee then = 25. 3d. ; see page 200, footnote I. 
466 
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6. Lecqct,l that is, one hundred thousand. 
7. Koiirour,2 a hundred Lecques. 

1. Jehan-Abad or DeAli is the first SotibaL; it has sixteen 
Serkars dependent upon it, and two hundred and 
thirty Pragnas. I t  yields to the King 
in Roupies 1,95,45,000 

9. Agra, otherwise called Akber-abad, is 
the second ; it comprises fourteen 
Smkars, two hundred and sixteen 
Praplas, and yields to the King 2,52,25,000 

3. Lahor has fourteen Serkars, and three 
hundred and fourteen Prapas,  yield- 
ing to the King 2,46,9.5,000 

4. H m e r ,  which belongs to a Raja,' pays 
to the King a tribute of 2,l 9,70,000 

5. Gwarale, of which the capital is Ahmed- 
abad, has nine Serkars and one hundred 
and ninety Yragnas, yielding to the 
King I ,~s,g5,000 

6 .  The Kingdom of Caadnlnr belongs to 
the King of Persia, but the Pragtias 
which still remain united to the King- 
dom of the (;real Mogol are fifteen, 
and yield him a rental of 19,92,500 

Cnrry forward, 10,68,02,500 

Lack, from the Hindostanee laX.6 from the Sanskrit laksha, origi- 
nally meaning a mark. 
' Crore, from the Ilindostanee karor. Arb is the name lor 100 

crores. 
a For facility olreference the totals have been extended in this form, 

Bernier giving the figures in words only, which are difficult to add up. 
' Ajmere, although nominally a province of the Mogul Empire in 

Bemier's time, was also to a great extent under the influence of the 
Rahtor Princes of hlirwzir. It was with the object of consolidating 
the Mogul power there, that Ajmere was made the capital of the 
Empire during several years of Jbhbngir's reign. 
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Brought forward, 40,00,00,500 
18. C'andey~, of which t h e  chief town is 

h m p o u r ,  has three Serkars, three 
hundred Prugrtas, yielding 1,85,50,000 

19. I'alengatld,l which marches on t h e  King- 
dom of Golkonda, in  t h e  direction of 
AIa.dipaiam, has forty-three Pragrrar, 
yielding a rental of 6 8 , 8 5 , ~  

20 Bagana1a;hhich borders t h e  t emtory  
of t h e  Portugt~se and t h e  mountain 
strongholds of Saw-gi, t h e  Raja who 
plundered Soarate, has twelve Ser- 
kars, and eight  Pragttns, and yields a 
rental of 5 , ~ , 0 0 0  

/l~wurdittg lo l h b  411eu~ornttdt~ttt, ttqltich I do 11d believe lu bc 
t7ery e.rucl or credible, lire Great Afogol has cra nrurturl revcnne 

from his Intrds alone yf more thntr t a ~ o  [sic] KortrouresY vj' 
Rut~pics. 

NOTE on t h e  foregoiilg A\fe,ttora~~dr~ttt. 

The late Mr. Edward Thomas, F.R.S., formerly in the service 
of the Honourable East India Company in Bengal, in his ex- 
ceedingly valuable work, The Rmcnue Resources of the hfugkd 
Empire in  Indicl, frotn AD. I 593 to A.D. I 707 (London, Triibner, 
1 8 ~ 1 )  estimates the value of the above return very highly, 
although Bernier is apologetic for the table itself and expresses 
his distrust of the grand total, which he clearly considered to 
be far too large in amount. Mr. Thomas then goes on to say 
that 'so far from any excess in the grand total, I a111 disposed to 
impute a deficiency, especially in the complete omission of any 

Telingina. 
a The cradle of the future Mahratta power ; ' Between the aoth and 

nlst degree N. latitude.'-A'ct~ncll. 
In the original, Plus dc dczu Koumrcr, the word hvctrty being 

omitted. This mistake has been copied by all Bernier's subsequent 
editors and translators, but see No. 5 of the BiIIiograclphy. 
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return for the Province of Bengal, and the manifest absence of 
a nought in the sum assigned for Kashmir.' I would venture, 
however, to point out that Ilernier distinctly states (Item 12.) 
that the revenue from Bengal is included in that for 'Jag- 
annat,' which I hold to be Orissa. Rs. 72,70,0oo is certainly a 
comparatively small sum for the combined revenues, one of the 
Provinces, Uengal, being, according to Bernier's own showing 
(pp. 437-446) the richest in all the Indies ; but it should be 
borne in mind, that in his time Bengal had revolted, under 
Prince Shujah (see pp. 80 and 92), and it is not likely that 
the Emperor derived a large revenue from that Province 
during the period of rebellion. Bernier, however, does not 
tell us anything of the source from which he derived his figures, 
nor the exact period to which they refer, but as Mr. Thomas 
says 'they bear the stamp of a certain degree of authenticity, 
and allowing for deficiencies, they fairly fit in with the prior 
and subsequent returns.' It would be quite beyond the scope 
of the present publication to even attempt to deal tentatively 
with such an important subject as the revenues of Hindostan 
under the hloguls, but I believe that the following table, com- 
piled from Mr. Thomas's masterly work, jnay be of consider- 
able interest to many. It would be quite possible to explain 
the variations approximately, as due to the changing bound- 
aries of the Empire at various periods, or to the agricultural 
advance or retrogression of the several Provinces, the result of 
famines or other causes. The efTect of the residence of the 
Court upon the material prosperity of the favoured locality, 
a s  pointed out by Mr. Thomas, might also be learnt by an ex- 
haustive analysis of the Provincial totals-the latter a factor 
of prosperity or otherwise, which Bernier with his keen insight 
has not failed to notice, as may be learnt from pp. 220, 271, 
381 and 384 of this volume. 

THE GROSS PROVINCIAL REVENUES OF TIIE MOOUL EMPII~E 
A T  VAKIOUS PERIODS. 
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Increases and decreases may then be accounted for, broadly 
as  follows :- 

I, 2. Increases due to gradual consolidation of Akbar 's  
conquered Provinces. 

3. Decrease accounted for by the effects of the Rebellion, 
the richest Province, Bengal, in partial revolt for several years. 

4, 5.  Returning prosperity, and conquests in the Deccan,  
adding new Provinces to the Empire. 

6. The Mogul rule waning, the Marathls increasing in 
power, and incessantly harrying many of the Mogul Provinces, 
'levying ckuufh ' and sar&smukhi4 with the alternative o f  fire 
and sword : cutting OK the sources of revenue, and wearying out 
the disorganised armies of the Empire.' A. C. Lyall, BL-rar 
Gaaeffccr, Bombay, 1870, p. 122. 

A payment equal to one-fourth, hence the name, of the actual 
revenue collections of the Stat:, demanded as the price for forbearing to 
ravage, blackmail in fact. In Robert blabon's Skcfrhcs I/frrstr-dizv of 
Orientd Man~tersand Ctrstoins, Calcutta, 1797, will be found (plate vi. ) 
a very graphic illustration of the levying of chaufh, entitled ' hfahratta 
Pendairees returning to camp after a plundering Excursion.' 

The proportion of ten per cent. exacted from the revenues of the 
Muhammadan territories of the Deccan, in addition to the charttk. It 
was originally claimed by Si~aji as heacl Dcsnrubh (a hereditary native 
officer who exercised the chief police anrl revenue authority over a 
district), whence the name. 



Abstrnct qf the  king'.^ Licence. 

By the Favour and Licence of the King, dated the 25th April 1670, 
given at I'aris and signed MASCLARAV : The Sinrr BERNIER is per- 
mitted to print, sell and dispose of a book entitled Mer~toirs /y thr 
Sieur Btrrritr on the Entfitr of rhc Great Ilfopl, and this during the 
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Regarding Dryden's Tragedy q f AURENO-Z EBE 

Aureng-Zebe, A tragedy. Acted at the Royal Thcatre. Written 
by John Dryden, Servant to his hfajesty-is entered in the Stationers' 
Register on November zgth, 1675, and Malone is of opinion that it had 
probably been acted in the spring of that year. The dra~t~atispcrsortu 
and plot are as follows, from which, and from what follows, will be 
seen what poetical licence the Author has taken with the text of the 
History he used : j* ::,<. " 4 

THE OLD EMPEROU Inlove with Indamora]. 
AURENG-ZEUE, his s % n [in love with Indamora]. 
MORAT, his younger Son [son of Nourmahal]. 
A R I ~ I A N T ,  Governottr of Agra [in love with Indamora]. 
DIANE'I'. 1 
S O L Y ~ ~ A N  ACAH, 
~ I I R  BABA, 

I 1ttdi.x L a d s ,  or 

i 01~1raiis of 
ABBAS, 
ASAP~I CII~IWN, several Factions. 

FAZEL CIIAWN, 
NOURMAHAL,~ the Empress. 
INDAMORA, a captive Queen [of Cassimere, in love with 

Aureng-Zebe]. 
WELESINDA, wife to 11forut. 
ZAYDA, favourite Slave to the Empress. 

SCENE, Ajva, in the year 1660. 

The Emperour, who is yo years of age, had been so ill that his 
death was expected--his four sons hnd taken up arms to contend for 
the Empire-Bureng-Zebe, who remains loyal to his Father, defeats 

1 Nbr hIahal was the wife of the Enlperor jaMngir, and died, aged 72, in 
1645. M u m t h  Mahll waa S M h  Jnhan's wife, and she died in 16;r. and IS 

buried in the Taj. Many compilers of books of Indian History have confounded 
the one with the other. Drydea has of course availed himself of a poet's licence. 

2 0 
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two of his brothers and enten Agra, but without his forces ; the 
Emperour endeavours to persuade Aureng-Zebe to resign Indamom 
to him-he refuses-and the Emperour admits hiorat and h is  troops 
into the City, Aureng-Zebeis placed in confinement-Morat falls in 
love with Indamora-Nourmahal makes love to Aureng-Zebe-he 
rejects her advances with horror-she, in revenge, summons her mutes 
and offers him a cup of poison-Morat enters and takes away the  cup. 
This is a passage which most of the critics who have discussed this 
Tragedy, but apparently without any knowledge whatever of Bernier's 
book, have thought unworthy of its Author. I do not think, however, 
that, afier a careful perusal of Bernier's narrative, their verdict will 
be generally concurred in, especially when it is borne in mind that 
Ber~iier's orfirc work formed [he I t i l  f ~ ~ o f r x  nay a good deal more than 
that, of Dryden's drama. In  support of this opinion, the passage in 
question, in Act iv., is here given :- 

As Ac is going to drirtk, crrter Morat, after&. 

Mor. Make not such haste, you must my leisure stay : 
Tour Fate's deferr'd, you shall not die to-day. 

[ TaRittg the Cup/ro~~r Aim. 
Norrr. What foolish pity has possess'd your mind, 

T o  alter what your prudence once design'd ? 
,?for. What if I please to lenglhen out his date 

A day, and take a pride to cozen Fate? 
Norrr. 'Twill not be safe to let him live an hour. 
.Ifor. 1'11 do't, to show my Arbitrary pow'r. 

Now. Fortune may take him from your hands again, 
And you repent th' occasion lost in vain. 

Afor. I smile at what your Female fear foresees ; 
I'm in Fate's place, and dictate her Decrees. 
Let Arimant be called. 

hlorat and his father quarrel-the Emperour reconciles himself to 
Aureng-Zek-the latter defeats the forces of hIorat-Nourmahal is 
going to stab Indamorn, but is prevented by Xlornt-Moral dies of his 
wounds-hlelesinda deterniines to burn herself on his funeral pile- 
Nourmahal poisons hersclf, ancl dics mad-the Eniprour resigns 
Indamora to Aurengc-Zebe. 

Dryden has of course taken great l ikrt ics  with hibtury, thc manners 
and custonls of the Indies, and so forth, I)ut it is pleasing to see his 
keen appreciation of the genius of Bernier, which is well inustrated 
in a passage which will be found at the end of the Tragedy, Act v., 

1 Cornpre Rnushan Alil Begum's conduc: towards her brotbcr Ddr., when hb 
fate was being decidcd, at p. iw. 
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where Morat's wife is about to become a Suttee. With this may be 
compared pp. 306-315 of Bernier's narrative :- 

A Procession of Priuts, Shaves follmitrg, arrd fast, Melesinda i t r  white. 

I d .  Alas ! what nieans this pomp? 
Aur. 'Tis the Procession of a Funeral Vow, 

Which cruel Laws to Zmiian Wives allow, 
When fatally their Virtue they approve ; 
Chearful in flames, and Martyrs of their love. 

hid. Oh my foreboding heart ! th' event I fear ; 
And see ! sad Melesinda does appear. 

17Zcf. You wrong my love ; what grief do I k t r a y  ? 
This is the Triumph of my Nuptial clay. 
hly better Nuptials ; which, in spight of Fate, 
For ever joyn me to my dear ;lforaf. 
Now I ail1 pleas'd ; my jealousies are o'er : 
IIe's mine; and I can lose him now no more. 

Emrp. Let no false show of Fame your reason blind. 
Itrd. You have no right to die ; he was not kind. 
itfcf. Had he h e n  kind, I could no love have shown : 

Each vulgar Virtue would as much have done. 
My love was such, it needed no return ; 
But could, though he supplied no fuel, burn. 
Rich in it self, like Elemental fire, 
Whose pureness does no Aliment require. 
I n  vain you woultl bereave me of my Lortl ; 
For I will die : Die is too base a word ; 
I'll seek his breast, and, kindling by his sitle, 
Adorn'tl with flanies, I'll mount a glorious Ur~de. 

[ E ~ r t .  

Davies, in his Drarlratzi ~fis~~eflanies,  London I 784, pp. I 57- I 58 
vol. iii., styles it Dryden's last and most perfect tragedy in ryme :-' In 
this play the passions are strongly tlepicted, the characters were dis- 
criminated, and the diction more familiar ant1 dramatic than in any of 
his preceding pieces. . . . The Court greatly encouraged the play of 
Aureng-Zebe. The Author tells us, in his dedication, that Charles 11. 
altered an incident in the plot, and pronounced it to k the best of all 
Dryden's tragedies.' I t  was revived in 1708, 1709, and 1721, when it 
was performed on the I I th Decemhr at Drury Lane. 

Addison considered Aureng-Zebe's conlplaint of the vicissitudes and 
disappointments of life, Act iv. Scene I, the best lines in the play :- 

Aur. When I consider Life, ' t i ~  all a cheat ; 
Yet, lool'd with liope, nien favour the deceit ; 
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Trust on and think to-morrow will repay : 
T o  morrow's falser than the former day ; 
Lies worse ; and, while it says, we shall be blest 
With some new joys, cuts off what we possest. 
Strange couzenage ! none would live past years again, 
Yet all hope pleasure in what yet remain ; 
And, from the dregs of life, think to receive 
What the first sprightly running could not give. 
I'm tired with waiting for the Chymick Gold, 
Which fools us young, and beggars us when old. 

Davies tells us that he had heard Dr. Johnson highly commend the 
full and pertinent answer given by Nourmnhal :- 

Nour. T i s  not for nothing that we life pursue ; 
I t  pays our hopes with something still that's new : 
Each day's a hlistris, unenjoy'd before ; 
Like Travellers, we 're pleas'd with seeing more. 
Did you but know what joys your way attend, 
You would not hurry to your journey's end. 

As stated in our I'rcface, Dryden founded his play on the English 
translation, 1671.72, of Uernier's Travels, and even a cursory perusal 
of his Tragedy will show many passages which are mere paraphrases, 
so to speak, of Bernier's text-a remarkable instance being met with 
in Act I. Scene i., where h i inan t ,  Asaph Chawn, F u e l  C h a m ,  
and Solyman Agah are discussing the situation of affairs. In the course 
of their councils, they thus give their opinions as to the character of 
the Emperor's rebellious sons :- 

Asafh. The name or Father hateful to him grows, 
Which, for one Son, produces him three foes. 

Fax/. Darah, the eldest, Lears a generous mind ; 
But to implacable revenge inclined. 
Too openly does Love and hatred show ; 
A bounteous Jlnster, but a deadly foe. 

Solynr. From Sujnh's valour I should niucli expect, 
But he's a Ripf  of the Persian Sect, 
And, by a Foreign Int'rest seeks to Reign, 
Hopeless by Love the Sceptre to obtain. 

Asaph. ,Word's too insolent, too much a Brave, 
Iiis Courage to his Envy is a Slave. 
What he attempts, if his endeavours fail 
T '  effect, he is resolved no other shall. 

drinr. But Aurcn~r-Zrh, by no strong passion sway'd, 
Except his Love, more temp'rate is, and weigh'd : 
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This Atlas must our sinking State iiphold ; 
In Council cool, but in performance bold : 
IIe sums their Virtues in himself alone, 
And adds the greatest, of a Loyal Son : 
l I is  Father's Cause upon his Sword he wears, 
And with his Arms, we hope, his fortune bears. 

Solynr. 'Two vast Rewards may well his cour'age move, 
A parent's blessing, and a Mistris Love. 
If he succeed, his recompense, we hear, 
hlust be the Captive Queen of Cussinrere. 

Which may he compared with pp. 6-II, of Rernier's text. 

A P P E N D I X  11. 

On tltc identity of the ' Great Mogul's diatnmtd' 
with the Kolr-i-11cir. 

Catrou states that Mirza Mula (otherwise Mergi Mola) served for 
some time in the anny of the Mogul ( i t .  Shih  Jahin) and rose to high 
command. but that, disgusted with the contempt of Prince Di r i ,  he 
entered the service of the King of Golconda, by whom he was appointed 
'superintendent over the customs and the traffic of the King.' Profit- 
ing by so advantageous a post, and trading on his own account, he soon 
amassed immense wealth, which at first he used to gain the good graces 
of his master, p.rocuring for him as presents rarities from ~ u r o p c ,  
cabinets from China, and elephants from Ceylon. ' His magnificence 
caused him to be taken notice of at Court, and as soon as he became 
known, he attained to the first distinctions What brought him into 
chief notice was an intrigue of gallantry, which he carried on in private 
with the mother of the King. She was a princess who still preserved 
her beauty, at a rather advanced period of life. The King's acquaint- 
ance with the irregular conduct of his mother senred only to advance 
the fortunes of Mirza Mult. H e  was sent to a distance from the Court, 
that the queen-mother might be prevented from giving occasion to 
scandal; and the government of the province of the Carnatic was 
bestowed upon him. The artful Persian knew how to turn his dis- 
grace to his advantage. The diamond mine, which adds so much 
to the wealth of the kingdom of Golconda, was within the limits of his 
government. H e  consequently determined lo make the best use of 
his time. H e  retained for his own use the largest and the most perfect 
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of the tliamonds. One, which he gave in the sequel to the Mogul 
Emperor, was unparalleled in its kind. It is still the admiration of a l l  
connoisseurs. ' 

Tavernier tells us that the Great Mogul's diamond was obtained by 
the Amir Jamla, from the Coulour (I;oIlilr) mine (Si-avcls, English 
Trans. by V. Ball, vol. ii., p. 74). Dr. V. Ball, now Director of t h e  
Science and Art Museum, Dublin, but formerly of the Geological 
Survey of India, when in that country traced out by means of the routes 
given to it by Tavernier, who visited it personally, the position of t h i s  
mine, which, known by its modem name Kollilr, is situated on t h e  
Kistna river in N. latitude 16" 42' 30", E. longitude 80" 5', and on a n  
old route from hfasulipatan~ to Golconda (IIaidarabad). This identi- 
fication has since been further proved by the discovery of the remains 
of the old mining settlement at Kollilr. 

The exact date of the discovery of the gem is not known, but alwot 
1656 or 1657 it was presented, while still uncut, to Shah Jihan by M i r  
Jumla. I t  then weighed 756 English carats. Dr. Ball has shown 
that the carats used in his descriptions of stones by Tavernier were t h e  
Florentine, the lightest of all carats. Vide p. I 7, footnote 3. 

Tavernier was invited hy Aurangzeb to see all his jewels, and among 
them the great diamond, which he was allowed to examine, make a 
drawing of, and weigh. H e  found it to weigh 26848 English cara t s  
The loss in weight is thus explained by Tavernier (vol. i. p. 396) :-'If 
this stone had Ixen in Europe it would have k e n  treated in a different 
manner, for some good pieces would have been taken from it, and it 
would have weighed more than it does, instead of which it has been 
all ground down. I t  was the J i e r r r  HORTEXSIO BORGIO, a Venetian. 
who cut it, for which he was badly rewarded, for when it was cut h e  
was reproached with having spoilt the stone, which ought to have re- 
tained a greater weight; and instead of paying him for his work, the 
King fined him ten thousand rupees, and would have taken more if h e  
had possessed it. If the S i c t r r  IIORTENSIO had understood his trade 
well, he would have been able to take a large piece from this stone 
without doing injury to the King, and without having had so much 
trouble grinding i t ;  but he was not a very accomplibhed diamond 
cutter.' By thisjatter phrase, Dr. Ball, in opposition to a view held 
by Mr. King and others, is of opinion that Tavernier meant, not that 
Hortensio might have defrauded the Mogul by taking oKa large piece, 
but that he might with advantage have cleaved the stone instead of 
grinding it ; the pieces so cleaved would then have k e n  the property 
of the Mogul, not the perquicite of IIortensio. This, after a careful 
examination of the original tent, appears to me nlso to be the correct 
reading. 

In 1739 the diamond was plundered from Aurangze1~'s descendant, 
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Muhammad Shih, I?y Nadir Shdh when he sacked Delhi, ant1 carried 
it away, with an immense amount of other loot, to Persia. On first 
beholding it he is reported to have conferred upon it the title hbd-i-nrlr 
('Mountain of Light,' or Lustre), a most suitable name for the stone 
described by Tavernier as ' a round " rose," very high at  one side, of 
beautiful water, and a splendid stone.' 

Dr. Ball then traces its history through the hantls of Ahmed Shih 
Durani in 1751, Shih Zamin in 1793, Shdh Shujd in 1795, Ranjit 
Singh, in 1813, and, on the annexation of the Punjab in 1849, to the 
custody of the British Government, by whom it was sent - John 
Lawrence, afterwards Lord Lawrence, having been for a short time its 
custodian-to Her Majesty, Queen Victoria. I t  then weighed 1% 

carats English, and Dr. Ball ascribes the loss in weight, about 83 
carats, to mutilation, to which it was sul~jected as he proves by the 
marks of cleavage apparent when it was received in England, and 
which took place, he believes, when in the possession of either Shlh 
Rukh, Shah ZamAn, or Shah Shujh, whose necessities may have 
caused them to have had pieces removed t3 furnish them with ready 
money. 

In 1851 the Koh-i-trrir was exhibited in the first great Exhibitien, 
and in 1852 the re-cutting of the stone was intrusted by Her Majesty 
to  the Messrs. Garrards, who employed i'oorsanger, a diamond-cutter 
from hl. Coster's a/e[itr at Amsterdam. The actual cutting lasted 
thirty-eight days, and by it the weight was reduced to 1062, carats. 
The cost of the cutting amounted to A;8000. 

A P P E N D I X  111. 

It should be statetl that the GREAT Mw-UI. hzq seven magnificent 
thrones, one wholly covered with diamonds, the others \!it11 rubies, 
emeralds, or pearls. 

The principal throne, which is placed in the hall of the first court, is 
nearly of the form and size of our camp-beds ; that is to say, it is about 
6 feet long ant1 4 wide. Upon the four feet, which are very massive, 
and from 20 to 25 inches high, are fixed the four bars which support the 
base of the throne, and upon these bars are ranged twelve columns, 
which sustain the canopy on three sides, there not heing any on that 
which faces the court. Both the feet ant1 the bars, which are more 
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than 18 inches long, are covered with gold inlaid and enriched w i t h  
numerous diamonds, rubies, and emeralds. In  the middle of each lar 
there is a large halass ' [ M c t  in orig.] ruby, cut cn cabrrchon, with four  
emeralds round it, which form a square cross. Next in succasion, from 
one side to the other along the length of the bars there are similar crosses, 
arranged so that in one the ruby is in the middle of four emeralds, and in 
another the emerald is in the middle and four &lass rubies surround it. 
The emeralds are table-cut, and the intervals between the rubies and 
emeralds are covered with diamonds, the largest of which d o  not 
exceed 10 to 12 carats in weight, all being showy stones, but very flat. 
There are also in some parts pearls set in gold, and upon one of t h e  
longer sides of the throne there are four steps to ascend it. Of t b e  
three cushions or pillows which are upon the throne, that which i s  
placed behind the King's back is large and round like one of o u r  
bolsters, and the two others that are placed at his sidesare flat. There  
is to be seen, moreover, a sword suspended from this throne, a mace, 
a round shield, a bow and quiver with arrows ; and all these weapons, 
as also the cushions and steps, both of this throne and the other sir. 
are covered over with stones which match those with which each of  
the thrones is respectively enriched. 

I counted the large bafasr rubies on the great throne, and there a re  
about 108, all cahchonr, the least of which weighs too carats.9 but  
there are some which weigh apparently 200 and more. As for the 
emeralds, there are plenty of good colour, but they have many Raws ; 
the largest may weigh 60 carats and the least 30 carats. I counted 
about one hundred and sixteen ( I  16) ; thus there are more emeralds 
than rubies. 

The underside of the canopy is covered with diamonds and pearls, 
with a fringe of pearls all round, and above the canopy, which is 
a quadrangular-shaped dome, there is to be seen a peacock with 
elevated tail made of blue sapphires and other coloured stones, the 
body being of gold inlaid with precious stones, having a large ruby in 
front of the breast, from whence hangs a pear-shaped pearl of 50 carats 
or thereabouts, and of n somewhat yellow water. On both sides of the 
peacock there is a large bouquet of the same height as the bird, and 
consisting of many kinds of flowers made of gold inlaid with 
precious stones. On the side of the throne which is opposite the court 
there is to be seen a jewel consisting of a diamond of from 80 t o  go 
carats weight, with rubies and emeralds rountl it, and when the King 
is seated he has this jewel in full view. Eut that which in my opinion 

1 A corruption of Baldhshal, a popular form of BaakkhAPI, because these 
rubies came from the famous miner on the U p p r  O m ,  in one of the districts 
subject to BadakhsMn. A.C. 

2 Rubies of good quality weighing IW carats would be worth more than diamonds . 
of equal weight, but it is probable that these were not perfect in m r y  respect V.B. 
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is the most costly thing about this magnificent throne is, that the twelve 
columns supporting the canopy are surrounded with beautiful rows of 
pearls, which are round and of fine water, and weigh from 6 to l o  
carats each. At 4 feet distance from the throne there 'me fixed, on 
either side, two umbrellas, the sticks of which for 7 or 8 feet in height 
are covered with diamonds, rubies, and pearls. The  umbrellas are of 
red velvet, and are embroidered and fringed d l  round with pearls. 

This is what 1 have been able to observe regarding this famous 
throne, commenced by TAMERLANE and completed by SHLH J A H ~ N  ; 
and those who keep the accounts of the King's jewels, and of what this 
great work has cost, have assured me that it amounts to one hundred 
and seven thousand lakhs of rupees [sir] (i.e. 10,7oo,ooo,ooo), which 
amount to one hundred and sixty millions five hundred thousand liurts 
of our money (i.e. 160,50o,ooo).l 

Behind this grand and magnificent throne there is placed a smaller 
one, which has the form of a bathing tub. I t  is of an oval shape of 
about 7 feet in length and 5 in breadth, and the outside is covered over 
with diamonds and pearls, but it has no canopy.-Tmels, vol. i. pp. 
381, 385. 

A P P E N D I X  IV. 

Note on the Iefler to Mot~seignmr Co1bn.l concernit~g the 
a h s o ~ l i o l ~  o f  the p.recbrre ~netals in India. 

Numkrless writers have treated on the subject of the buried 
treasure of India, among others, Tavernier, who in his account of the 
Belirf of the /&Zattrs tmrrhing the Cadil ion of the Soul of man after 
Deafh, explains the reason fur treasure being hoarded as follows :- 

'There are some among them who are foolish enough to bury their 
treasures during their lifetime, as, for instance, nearly all the rich men 
of the kingdom of ASSAM, so that if they enter, after death, the body 
of any poor and miserable mendicant, they can have recourse to the 
money which they have buried in order to draw from it at necessity. 
This is the reason why so much gold and silver and so many precious 
stones are buried in INDIA, and an idolater must be poor indeed if he 
has not money buried in the earth.'--Travels, vol. ii. pp. 204, 205. 

All recent authorities agree in stating that within the last fifty years 

1 As Dr. V. Ball has pointed out, there appears to be n clerical e m  here. The 
figure should be roT,mo,mo, namely one thousand and seventy Zdhs, which at 3 
of n nape to the Zivrr would be equal to rbo,gm,mo Zivrtr, or Lrz,037,~00, the 
rupee being n. 3d. and the livrr 1s. 6d. 
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there has been ail enormous increase to the amount of capital lying 
idle in India, in the shape of hoarded treasure and in the ornaments 
used by the people in all parts of that county,  and one of the greatest 
of all Indian economic problems is the provision of means whereby the 
owners of this wealth could he induced to utilise pnrt of it in such a 
way as would materially benefit themselves and others. 

Mr. Clarmont J. Daniell, the well-known advocate for remonetising 
gold in India, estimates1 that at the beginning of the year 1889 there 
was 'lying in India a stock of gold bullion wholly use!ess for com- 
mercial purposes, and increasing at the rate of nearly three millions 
annually, of the value of not less than A270,000,000 at the market, 
being probably two and a half times as great as all the gold money 
in circulation in the United Kingdom.'-P. qg, op. <if. 

In  1886-87 the Indian Government was able to utilise for coining 
purposes 31,837,783 obsolete silver coins which had been buried in  
pits and wells in the palace of the MahAdjA Scindia, and were thus 
credited as part of the sum forming the Gwalior Durbar lorn, yielding 
interest, instead of remaining useless a s  they had done for a very long 
period. 

Bernier did not fail to observe the large consumption of gold and  
silver in Intlia for the making of jewellery, and in other articles of 
personal adornment ; see pp. 223, 224. Of late years such a use of 
the precious metals has largely increased, and reliable and convincing 
evidence of this, as regards the Punjnb, may be found in a recent 
account of the gold and silver works of the Punjab,' coinpiled by 
Mr. E. D. hlaclagan, B.C.S,, who finds after careful investigation 
that the forty years' peace that Province hns now enjoyed under British 
rule has brought about a threefold change in the goldsmiths' trade in  
that part of India, viz.: ' a  decrease in the merely ostentatious class 
of work : an increase but a concentration of the better forms of orna- 
ment industry, ant1 a large development of the simplest and coarsest 
kinds.'-Para. 12. 

Mr. Maclagan concludes his very \.aluable and exhaustive Monograph 
as follows:- 

T t re  FUTURE OF GOLD AND SILVER ORNAMENTS.-'The use of  
ornaments appears in this country so universal, and to most mind: s o  
excessive, that the subject has attracted some attention from a social 
point of view. The Punjibi is probably as profuse in ornamentation 
as the native of any other part of the plains of India ; foreigners in this  
Province at any rate, such as Parsis, Bangills, and the like, are far 

1 The Indnstrid Courfititimr of Asia Am Inquiry into the Z r f l w ~ e  g 
Cwrnncy or the Commmr of the Emfinirr the East. London. I+ 

2 Mmwgrujh mr the ColdaadS ihv~  Works of the Punjab. 1888-89 Published 
by Aulhority. I ~ h o r c .  1893. 
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more sparing than the native l'unjdbi in the ornamentation ofthem. 
selves and their wives. The actual amount of potential wealth that 
the native locks up in jewellery is something beyond conception. 
Europeans in dealing with the subject are far more inclined to under- 
than to over-value the amount of ornarnents which a native family, in 
whatever rank of life, possesses. And yet every day in large civil 
cases, in suits for dower, in dealing with wards' estates, in cases of 
elopements, thefts, burglaries, murders, and a thousand other ways, 
civil officers are constantly being confronted with this enormous mass 
of wealth lying in the coffers of the people. A competent authority 
guesses that in Amritsar city alone there are jewels to the value of two 
million pounds sterling. In  Kulu the ornaments are estimated at  a 
Iakh-and-a-half; and the gold and silver attached to dcofas [idols and 
their shrines] at  three lakhs. The Jullundur estimate is four lakhs, 
which is probably below the mark; that of Montgomery-fifty lakhs 
-is possibly above it. In  Jhelum two-fifths of the wealth of the 
district is said to be in ornaments. If we estimate the existing 
ornaments at twelve times the annual out-turn, those of the Gurgdon 
District must be valued at  over ten lakhs. In  Dera Ismail Khan, 
at  five rupees to each woman, the ornaments of the district must 
exceed ten lakhs in value; and we should probably add two lakhs 
to this estimate for the ornaments in the families of the Nawibs and 
other Raises [Gentry]. In Kohdt, again (probably one of the poorest 
districts of the Province in this respect), the estimate is taken 
at R s  800 for each Hindil family, and Rs. lo for each Mussnlmin 
family, and a lakh in aggregate for the Nnwib and other Raises; 
making a total for the district of seventy-five lakhs. This estimate is 
doubtless an exaggeration, but even a more exact calculation would 
probably surprise us in its results. These isolated instances will serve 
better than any formal estimate to show the extent to which the system 
is carried in the Province. 
' The main evil which is laid at the door of this system is the loss of 

wealth. Another is the incentive to crime; in Dera Ismail Khan, for 
instance, it has been calculated that in one year, out of 968 cases of 
burglary, house-breaking, and dacoity, 824 were connected with jewel- 
lery. Advocates, therefore, of economic and social progress look for- 
ward to a diminution of the stock of ornaments in the country, and it 
is not improbable that under our rule such a diminution will take place. 
The steps taken to reduce marriage expenses will doubtless d o  some- 
thing, though perhaps not very much, in the direction. The spread of 
English or Anglicised education will probnbly do more; for it is noticed 
that the classes 80 educated are on the whole simple in their habits in 
this respect. And if anything occurs to give a general impetus to com- 
mercial enterprise and mutual confidence, opening opportunities for 
investment, the use of ornaments may be extensively diminished. But 
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any such changes can only be most gradual, and there are obstacles in 
their way. The " female vote" is one. The enormous respect for 
jewellery among the people as a -criterion of respectability is another. 
And the distinctly agricultural, an$ the commercially unenterprising 
character of the c h s  which mainly upholds the system is another. 
There is no fear, therefore, of the practice of ornamentation dying out; 
and the position of the srrndrs [workers of gold or silver jeweller).] 
appears a fairly 'assured one. European competition has as yet had 
little influence on the articles prepared for native custom. False 
jewellery, except in large towns or among the very poorest classes. 
is not largely sought after. The general character of the popular type 
of gold and silver work is rough and unfinished ; it is more likely to 
improve than to deteriorate, and for its improvement it is at present 
being left to itself.' 

Manouchi, the Venetian Doctor, from whose Memoirs I have 
frequently quoted, gives a very graphic picture of the buried t r w u m  
of the Emperor ShAh Jah6n in the following words :- 

'As the Emperor grew old, his passions changed with his years. 
Avarice took the place of prodigality. I t  may be said, that this pas- 
sion equalled, or even surpassed, all his other vices. He rewarded the 
principal officers of his court and of the armies by permitting them to  
plunder the people with impunity, and as soon as the Omrhas [n'c] had 
become enriched by their extortions, the Emperor seized on their 
wealth, and appropriated to himself the spoil. In order to preserve 
with greater security the immense wealth, which tributes and extor- 
tions augmented every year, he caused to be constructed, under his 
palace of Dely, two deep caves, supported by vast marble pillars. 
Piles of gold were stored in the one, and of silver in the other ; and to 
render more difficult any attempt to convey away his treasure, he 
caused, of both metals, pieces to be made of so prodigious a size as to 
render them useless for the purposes of commerce [i.r. currency]. In  
these caves Cha-Jaham passed a great part of the day, under the pre- 
tence of enjoying their refreshing coolness: but, in reality, for the 
purpose of feasting his eyes on the prodigious wealth he had nccumu- 
lated.' 

At a meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, held at Calcutta on the 
jd January 1883, the Vice-President, the late Hon. Mr. Gibbs. CS.1.. 
C.I .E,  F.R.G.S.. exhibited a drawing and an estrmpge of a ' two 
hundred gold mohur piece ' struck by the Emperor Sbih Jahm ' in the 
Palace of Shah Jehanabad' [Delhi, see my text, p. qr.] A.M. 106.4 
[A.D. 16531. The drawing and estampage were sent by General Cun- 
ningham, who, in a note nccompanying them, was of opinion t h t  the 
coin was a piece used for the purpose of prescntntion to the Emperor 
by a Noble as a nuzur (or ceremonial present from an inferior-to n 
superior). Manouchi's account, which I believe has been hitherto orer- 
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looked, is, as will be seen, somewhat different. For a facsimile drawing 
of the two hundred gold mohur piece, intrinsically worth, probably, 
k450  sterling, see p. 3, Proc. As. Soc. Bmgal, for 1883. 

A P P E N D I X  V. 

Smne particulars relrrli1lg lo Mr. H [ e n y ]  O[uldinburph]. 

For a long time I was unable to discover the name of the Translator 
of the first English edition, 1671-1672, of Bernier's Travels, simply 
stated as H. 0. on the title-page thereof. At last, when examining 
the 1684 edition, No. KO of the Bibliography, I found out that it was 
Henry Ouldinburgh. 

Other investigations followed, and at length I identified the trans- 
lator as  the first Secretary of the Royal Society. By the gracious per- 
mission of the President and Council of that Society I was permitted to 
examine the Oldenburg (for so he spells his name) MS. in their posses- 
sion, where in a letter-book-M. I., and indexed as 62-1 found a 
transcript, 6 pp. folio, of the portion of the letter from M. de Monceaux, 
which is printed in the first volunle of the History of the late Revo- 
lution, etc., London, 1671, as  'giving a character of the book here 
Englished, and its author,' and which I have reprinted at  pp. xlix.-li. 
of my edition. 

This transcript, in a contemporary hand, not that of Henry Olden- 
burg, however, is headed Extrairt dune Lcttre dc I Morwirur De 
Monceaux I A Monsieur Oldmbourg Secrctaire-Dc la socicte Royale I 
and is dated Paris, 26th July 1670, not 16th as printed in the London 
edition of 1671, an error which has been copied in all subsequent issues. 

I am also permitted by the Council of the Royal Society to reprint 
the following biographical sketch of their first Secretary, which was 
compiled in 1860 by Charles Richard Welch, Assistant Secretary and 
Librarian, in connection with a descriptive catalogue of the portraits in 
the possession of the Society :- 

Hmry O M m b u ~ ,  E R.S., Paintni byyohrr van Cleef, born at 
Brenrrn 1626, died at Clmrlton, Kent, 1676. 

' Oldenburg descended from the Counts of Oldenburg in Westphalia, 
from whom he derived his name. I Ie  came to England as Consul for 
Bremen, and on losing that appointment undertook the education of 
Lord O'Brien. In  1656 he entered as student in the University of 
Oxford, and while there made the acquaintance of those philosophers 
who originated the Royal Society. On the incorporation of this 
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Institution Oldenburg was appointed Secretary. H e  performed t h e  
duties of his office with extraordinary zeal, carried on an extensive 
correspondence with learned foreigners, and published the Philosophical 
Transactions fr3m 1664 to 1677, contributing largely to them himself. 
His constant epistolary communication with foreign savamts, sometimes 
carried on under the anagrammatic name of Grubendol,' led to his being 
suspected of treasonable practices, and to his imprisonment in t h e  
Tower. H e  was, however, quickly liberated. His correspondence, so 
far as preserved, has been of the greatest importance in all questions 
relating to the scientific history of the time. 
' Towards the close of his life he was much distressed by a controversy 

with Hooke respecting the mechanism of watches, which was terminatal 
by the Council deciding in his favour. IIis portrait represents him 
holding a watch in his hand, probably in allusion to this controversy.' 

For the following account of the Oldenburg portrait I am indebted t o  
Mr. George Scharf, C.B., the Keeper and Secretary of the National 
Porlrait Gallery, who, through his assistant Mr. L G. Holland, caused 
it to be examined for the purpose, and whose description is as follows :- 

' A  life-sized figure, seen to the waist, turned to the right [spectator's], 
face seen in three-quarters to the left, his dark chestnut eyes look 
piercingly at  the spectator, with a severe expression, thick aquiline nose, 
thin dark grey eyebrows, tanned complexion, fat cheeks and full neck, 
double, cloven chin, compressed thin lips and peculiar long scanty 
dark moustaches, which only cover the middle space between his 
nostrils and upper lip. His dark auburn hair is parted in the middle 
and hangs down in tnasses on each side to his shoulders. IIis dress is 
of sombre black, only relieved by a broad lie-down collar and cutis of 
blue-grey. His right hand rests on a table holding a gold watch-case, 
the upper lid of which is open, by a handle ; while his left hand, dis- 
playing a ring on the little finger, is raised to his left breast. The  
shadows are very dark, and background plain dark brown.' 

1 When examil~ing the Oldenburg MSS. I chanced to find the following passage in 
the 'office copy' of a letter, dated London, June joth, 1669, and addressed to bIr. 
George Cotton in Rome, concerning a philosophical concspondence :-' And 1 
would desire that the Inscription of your Letters to mec m y  only run thus:-A 
Monsieur Monhr. Grubcndol, h Londres: N o  more but soe, and all will come more 
safely to my hands, than if they were directed to my ownc name.' A. c 
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- 
287 n. I 179, 182 and n. - - captures Chittor. 257 n ; fond Armenians, compete with Dutch in 

Abbs (Abah), presented Lo Abyssinian 
Embassy, 139 and n. 

Abdullah Kutb-Shah, Sultan of Gol- 
konda, 18 n, 19; betrayed by Mir 
Jnmla, 19, zo. 

A c h r ( A c h r a ) ,  Hindoo name of 'God,' 
325 and n. 

AIMranl, Moslem historian, quoted, 431 
n. 

Alexander the Great, 383. 
Ali N4ki a Saycd, put to death by 

M u d d  Bakhsh, 108 and n. 
Allah-Couly, bribed by Aurangzeb, 68. 
Allah-verdi-kan (Rliwardf Khdn), 

- -. 
of sport, 262 7r. 

- encour.ages shawl industry in 
Kashmir, 403 n. 
- tomb of, near Agra, 293 and n. 
Alachas or striped silken stuffs, 139. 
- silk stuffs interwoven with gold 

- (The Immovable), 347. governor of Patna, 77 n. 
Achrm (Acheen), in Sumatra, n. Aly Nerdankan ( A S  M a d d a  KMn),  
Rchiavei(AJibal), Royal Gardens, etc., ' governor ofKandahar, 184 and n, 185. 

of, 413 and n. 1 Anrbns (Skt. amra), North Indian name 
Rdalrt-hhnay, Justice Chamber, 263. I for mangoe, 249 n. 
A d r i a n  (Dirk Van AdriEhm), director Ambrose, Capuchin missionary, house 

of Dutch factory a t  Surat, 127 n ; ' of, at Surat, spared by Sivaji, 188. 

trade, 292. - 
Artillery of Aurangzeb, 352, 363. 
- of the Mogol's army, 217, 218. 
Arts in India, condition of, 228, 254 
255, 256. 

Ashwomrda (Horse sacrifice), shield 

received by Aurangzeb, 127, 128. 
Agra, account of city of, z&; diferences 

between Dehli and, 284,285; houses 
of Gentile merchants in, 285 ; Jesuit 
Church in, 286 ; Dutch factory at, 
292, 293 ; Tomb of Akbar at, 293 ; 
Tomb of Taj  Mahil at, 293 scq. 
- Chah-hest-kan, appointed Gover- 

nor of, 66, - Christian Church at, destroyed 
by Shlh Jahhn, !77, 287. 
- fortress of, seued by Sultan Mah- 

moud, 61, 62. - Province, revenue of, 456. 
AguqdiC(Akdsdiah), 'sky-lamp,' 369 

and n. 
Akbar (Ekbar) the Great, departments 

of State organised by, 216 n. 
- believes in truth of Christianity, 

and silver, 120 n. I with story of the, 255 n. 
2 H 

Amed-Abad (Ahmadabdd), city of, 73, 
74, fr .  

Am-Aas (Am-Khas), place of audience, 
259, 261, 263, 266, 268 ; dancing 
girls salute the Mogol in the, 274. 
- tent of justice, 360,362,365, 370. 
Ananas fruit (pine apples) preserved in 

Bengal, 4311. 
Anaporam, brother of King of Aracan, 
178 n. 

Anatomy, Hindoos ignorant of, 339. 
Atrrl (Arab. d-nll), mdigo, 283 and fa. 
Antelopes hunted with leopards, 376, 
377. 

I Arm, spirit distilled from unrefined 
sugar, 253, 441. - used in Bengal, 441 and n. 

Aracan (Rakan), punitive expedition by 
Shaista Khan against King of, 174, 
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Assam, war with Rdjd of, 171-173. 
Astrologers of Dehli, jugglery of, 243, 

245. 
Astrology in India, implicit belief in, 

161-163. 
Astronomy, ideas of Hindoo on, 339. 
Augans (Afghans); mountaineers on 

Persian frontier, 205, 206, 219. 
Aureng-abad, revenue of, 457. 
Aureng-zebe (Arwanpb),  son of Great 

Mogol, 5 fa, 7, l o ;  appointed gover- 
nor of the Deccan, 15  ; invades 
kingdom of Colkonda, 20, 21 ; as- 
pires to throne of Shdh Jahdn, 26. - gains over Sulaimdn Shikoh's 
troops to his cause, 58; arrives at 
Agra, 60 ; appoints Etbarkan gover- 
nor of Agra fortress, 64 ; defends his 
conduct in a letter to Shih Jahin,.6p. - persuades Murdd Bakhsh to Join 
him, 27 ; wins over Mir Jumla, 29, 
30 ; advances on Agra. 33 ; crosres 
river near Burhdnpur, 6 ;  gains battle 
near Narbadd river, 38, 39. - treachery of, to Murid Bakhsh, 66- 
68 ; bribes officers and army against 
do., 69. - receives troops of hlurdd Bakhsh 
into his service, 70 ; bribes Rdjd 
Jesseingue, 72, 73 ; gains battle of 
Khajria..75-78. - irnprlsons his son hluhammad in 
Gwalior, 83 ; warns his second son 
Sultan hfu'azzarn, 84 ; imprisons 
MurM Bakhsh in Gwalior, 85 ; ad. 
vances against D d d  at Ajmere, 86. - consents to D d d s  death, 101 ; 
sends Ddrd's head to Shah Jahdn, 
103 n. - embassy from Usbec ~ a r t a r s  to, 
I 16 scq.; presents ambassadors with 
rich .strapahs, etc., 118, 120 ; seized 
with illness, 123 ; wives of, 126 91 ; 
receives embassy from the Dutch, 127 
SY* - incessant occupations of, 129, 130; 
receivesembassiesfrom different coun- 
tries, 133; gives presents to Ethi- 
opian embassy, 139; aids rebuilding 
of mosque in Abyssinia, 140. - selects preceptor for Sultan Akbar, 
144 ; receives embassy from Persia, 
146 ; presents to, from Persia, 147. 

148 ; letters from King of Persia tu, 
149. 

Aureng-zebe, demeans himself t o  Persian 
embassy, 151; ordersambassador tobt 
intercepted at frontier, id. ; reception 
of his teacher Mullah SalC by, 1 9 :  
discourse on classical (Arabic) e d u a -  
tion of youth by, 155-161. --- pardoned by Shdh J a h i n ,  166: 
correspondence between, 165 n. 167, 
168; on the duties of kings, 168; at 
war with Assam, 171-173 ; o r d m  
Sultan hfu'azzarn to kill a l ion,  I&, 
183; rewards Mahdbat K h b ,  183. 

--- appoints governors of promum, 
186; cashiers Nejahtkan,  ib. ; a p  
points Sivaji a Rdja, IF;  forgive 
B e p m  Saheb, 198. 

-journey of, to Lahore, 350 e/ srg. : 
body-guard of, 352 ; travelling crr- 
riapes of, 370. - entry ill to Kasl~mir, 391, 392. - embassy to, from Great Tibet, qz. - Llryden's Tragedy of, 465-469 

Ava, attempted capture of, by Chinese, 
235 and ?a. 

Azam Khdn shoebeaten by Sh6h Jahdn. 
53 n. 

Azarn, Prince Muhammad's son, steals 
Murdd Bakhsh's weapons, 68 a. 

Azo, fortress of, captured by Mir Jumla, 
172, 173. 

BAB - EL - MANDEL (Bab - el - Mandeb), 
Straits of, 2, 3, 448. 

Baganala, revenue of, 458. 
Bagnaguer (Bhcignagar), City of, 19 m. 
Bajazct (Sultan Baiuld 1. of Turkey). 

167 and n. 
Balasor, Port of, in Orissa, 441 and n. 
Balnss (Balnbhshal) rubies, 472 and a. 
Ball (Dr. Valenrine), History of Koh-i. 

nlir diamond by, 470, 471. 
Balouches, mountaineers on P&o 

frontiers, 205, 206, 219. 
Banyane, name applied to  foreign 

traders, 164. 
- Gentile merchants, hou:es of, in 

Agra, 285. 
Banyan-trees in India, 309 n. 
Baranroulay (Bummula), mosque md 

sacred stone at, 414, 415. 
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Baruttcs (Banfts), orders for payment Bernier, quits Grand Cairo, I ; de- 
of money, 216 and n. 

Barbin (Claude), receives transfer of 
right* of publication from Bernier, xxi. 

Basaora, embassy from Prince of, to 

tained at  Gidda, ib. ; reaches Moka, 
2 ; arrives at Surate (Surat), 3. 
- at Mar~eilles. xxi; receives licence 

to print, ib. ; tmnslers rights in h ~ s  
Aurangzeb, 133. 1 book to Claude Barbin, ib. ; visits 

Bastian Consalve. f i e  Sebastian Con- Ellgland, ib ; death of, rb.. and xxii; 
axles Tibao. legacies hequeathed by, rxii ; dedica- 

Batavia,governorof,co-operatesagainst 
pirates of Chitlagong, 180, 181. 
- overnor of, 128 n. 
~ a u t f ( ~ t u f d h a ) ,  religion of, 336 and n. 
Rawan, Sacred Spring at, 410 and n, 

412 n. 
Bazar-bread of Dehli, 354 and n. 
Bazar dealers, 43 and n. - in camp 01 Great Mogol, 365. 
Bcchm (Vishrru), the preserver, 342 

and n. 
B/dnrushh, cases of, presented to Au- 

rangzeb, 147 and n. 
Begum-Saheb,daugh~er ofGreat Mogol. 

5, I I  d scq. ; amours of, 12, 13 ; re- 
ferred to, 21, 25, 57, 61 .  - influence of, over ShAh Jahin, 63 ; 
confined in fortress of Agra, 64. - presents Aurangzeb with precious 
stones, 199. - builder of a Serai near Delhi, 280, 
281. 

Beig (Bey) of the Red Sea, I n. 
Bcmber (Bhimbar), town of, 385 n ; 

description of, 3go and n ; Bernier's 
journey from, 405 scq. 

Benares, schools of, 334, 335. 
- temple at, 341 n. 
Bengal, fertility, wealth, and beauty of 

kingdom of, 437 ct scq. ; sugar pro- I 

I tion of his book to Kin$, xlv, xlvi ; 
epistle to reader, xlvii ; hbliography, 
xxv scq. - account of army of Di r i ,  47, 48 ; 
account of battle of Samligarh by, 
49-54 ; comments on, 55. 
- remarks on capture of Agra by 

S u l ~ a n  Mahmoud, 62,63 ; on conduct 
of Sultan hlu'auam, 85. 
- accompanies D M  in his flight, 

89, go; detained by 'Koullys,' gr, 
92. - account of reception of Usbec 
anibasudors by Aurangzeb, r 16 scq.; 
on habits of the Usbecs, I rg-121 ; 
bravery of Usbec women, 122-123; 
receives ambassador from Abyssinia, 
I 38; prumised a zebra skin, 144; com- 
ments on the upbringing of princes, 
144-146. 
- on philosophyof the Hindoos, 160. - account of kingdom of Kandahar, 

183 sty. ; obtains cnpy of History 
of Kashmlr in Persian, 186. - returns to France, 198 ; Letter to 
Colbert, zoo; account of M41g0l army, 
209-220 ; in service of an Onrrah, 213. 
- on wealth and inct-me of Great 

M q o l ,  221-223 ; on slavery and sub- 
ject~on of the peasantry of India, 225, 

d u d  in, 437 ; fruit in, 438 ; fowls, 226, 230 ; on neglect of tillage, etc., 
ib. ; Jesuits in, 4.49 ; cotton and silks 226, 227 ; on enslaved condition of 
of, id., 440 ; saltpetre, 440 ; export Egypt, 227, 228. 
of ghce, id. I -  on neglect of education and com- - wines used in, 441 islandsof, 442 merce in India, 229, 230 ; on sale of 

Bernard, French phy.~clan at Court of, governments in India and Persia, 
Jihinglr. 274, 275. 

Bernier (Fran ois), birth of, xix ; 
baptism of, ij. ; European travels of, 
ib. ; matriculates at Mont Ilier, xx ; 
takes his degree, ib. ; t e n f f ~ a s u n d i  
in his last ~llness, ib. ; visits Egypt, 
and has the plague, ib. ; sails for 
Surat, ib. ; summary of Indian travels, 
ih., m d  xxi. 

230-232; on degraded condition of 
Turkey, 234 ; Letter to Monsieur de 
la  Mothe le Vayer, 239.299. 
- compares Dell~i to a military en- 

cam men!, 246 ; on meat and bread 
of brh l i ,  250, 251 ; on living 
in Dehli, 252; tastes wine at Amen- 
Abad and Golkonda, 252 ; on price 
of wine, 253 ; on native painters, 255. 
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Bernier, on flattery ambng the Hindoos, 
264, 265 ; account of seraglio, 267 ; 
account of thrune of great hlogol, 
268,269 ; describes elephant combat, 
276 cf s r ~  ; account of chief mosque, 
the Jama hfas'id at Dehli, 278 sty. - account o/ Agra, 2% ct s q .  ; on 
the Jesuits and their missions, 286, 
2% d rrq. ; description of mausoleum 
of l'aj Mahal. 293 rf sty. ; Letter to 
Monsieur Chapelain, 300-349. 
- on two solar eclipses, 300.303 ; 

account of festival of Juggernaut, 304, 
305, 306 ; widow burnin witnessed 
by, 306-315 ; witnesses kneral rites 
on the Ganges, 316 ; translates Lks- 
cartes into Persian, 324. 
- on religious books and beliefs of 

Hindoos, 325 sq. - questions Pundits on nature of 
Hindoo gods, chronology, etc., 341- 
345 ; on doctrines of Hindoos, 346- 
349 ; Letter to M. Chapelle, 349 n. 
- first letter to Monsieur De Mer- 

' at  mosque of Bammula, 415. 416; 
visits Wular Lake, 416 and n : account 
of bubbling spring, 417, 418; Pisis 
Lake Gungabal, 418 and rr ; rc. 
count of kingdom of Kashgar, qz6 
s q .  ; on Jews in Kashmir a n d  China, 
429 and r, 33m. 

Bernier, on perlod~cal rains in India,4jt 

I ti stq. ; on regularity of currents of 
the.sea and winds in Ind in .  434 6 
s~p. ; on fertility, wealth, and besot? 
o Bengal, 437 t t  srq. ; witnesses a 
lunar rainbow, 444. 445. 
- caught in a storm, 445, 446; rn 

periodical rising of the Nile, qq6 r: 
srq. ; illness of, in Egypt. 451 : 
account of revenue of Great Magol. 
455 ct reg. ; abstract of the French 
king's licence to print his trawls. 
461. 
- letter to Monseigneur Colbmt. 

note on, 473 s q .  
BrtAs (Vedas) religious books of the 

Hindoos, 325 and n, 335 ; on tk 
veilles, 350-35, ; equipment of, 353 ; I creation of the world, 328 and tr. 
second letter to Monsieur De hler- Betel (Rf i rh t f t l ,  Lin.), 13 tr. 
veilles, 358-382. Bet-IC (betel) chewed to sweeten the - the league (lieut) of, 367 n ; loses 
his way ill camp, 368, 369. - third letter to M. de Meweilles, 

breath, 283, 364- 
Ijbadur-Kan ( B u h U u r  k3lfn), conduct. 

Darii through streets of Delhi, 98. 
383, 384 ; description of Lal~ore, 384 ; 99. 
fourth letter to M. de Alerveilles, 1 Biupek (Vy;Epaka), all pervacling, ~4 
385 ; fifth letter to M. de hIerveilles, 1 and n, 348. 
386, 387 ; crosses river Chlndb, ib. i Bibliograph of Bernier's Tm-els  an; 
and rr ; sixth letter to M. de Mer- , other worts, xxv scq. 
veilles, 388 ; seized with illness, id. : Bider (Bidur) captured by Aurangab. - seventh letter, to M. de Merveilles 22 and n, 197 rr. 
389 ; suffers from intense heat, ib., Bihsfhi, Pathan water-carrier, 207 n 
390; eighth letter to M. de Merveillts, Billah (Bi-'lldhi), 'By God,' 153 n. 
390-392 ; ninth letter to M. de hler- ' Biswguer (Vtjayunagar), kingdom d. 
veilles, 393 rf srq. ; on beauty of 19.3 tr. 
I(ashmir women, 404, 405 ; account ' Rokhara prunes (Alt'~ Bokhnm), I 18 n. 
of journey from Bh~mlur  to Kashmlr, Heulc@ngc (punch), of Bengal, ++I md 
405 el seq. I n. 
- crosses Ratan Mountains, 406 and 

18 ; crosses Plr Panjhl Pass, 407 r l  
sty. ; visits sacred spring at Bawan, 
410 andt r ,  411; onor ig inof ,  412 
and 91, 413; visits gardens of Achi- 
bal, 413 ; visits gardens of Vernag, 
il,. n, 414 : visits shrine and mosque 
at Baratnula, 414. - takes part In lifting sacred stone 

Brahma, the eternal creative power, 
328 u. 

Bmma of P q o ,  cruelties of, 234 and8 
235. 

Brampour (Burhdrtjur), city of, 31 a ;  
river, crwed by Aurnngzeb at, 36. 

Buddhists of Tibet, sects of, 423 n. 
Burning of widows, account of custom 

of, 306-315. 



B d e  (Reverend Father), 6, 7 n ; 
attends on D i d  in his last moments 
101 n, 244, 289. 

CABOUI. (Kabul), Mir-Kan appointed 
governor of, 186. 
- revenue of, 457. 
Calil-ulhh-Kan commands D i d ' s  right 

wing at Samkarh ,  48; treachery 
of, to Ddri, 51-54 : shoebeaten hy 
DAri, 53 ; offers his services to Au- 
mngzeb, 56 ; urges D6ri's being put 
t o  death, 100. 

C a m p  of Great Mogol, number of people 
in, 380, 381. 

Canclahar, revenue of, 456. 
Candrys (Khandish), revenue of, 458. 
Capuchil~ missi~~naries in India, 289. 
Caste, divisions of IIlndoos into, 325, 

and rr. 
Cafay, name of a country other than 

China, 155 ?r. 
Caucasus mountain mnge. 39 j n. 
Chah Atlas (Khwdja ShMbdr), lays 

siege to Castle ot Surat, 28 and rr ; 
cautions Murdd Bakhsh against Au- 
mngzeb, 32. 

C h a A - A h  (ShdA 'Abbcrr the Great), 
King of Persia, 150 rr. 
- trcts planted by astrologers of, 
162, 163. 

Chah-Hestkan (SMista XMlt), uncle 
of Aurangzeb, 13 rr. 

Chah-hest-kan (Shdisfcz A'hdu), uncle 
of Aurangzeb, promotes his views, 
56. - appointed governor of Agra, 66 ; 
u x e s  D M ' S  being put to death, 

fortress, a; accused of sending 
money to Ddri, 64, 65. 

Chah-Jehan, refules Aurangzeb certain 
jewels, 127. - anognnce of Persian ambassador 
to, 151-153. - outwitted by Neik-nam-Kan, 164 ; 
pardons Aurangzrb, 166 : letters to, 
from Aurangzeb, 167, 168. 
- punishes - Portuguese of Hlighli, 
176, 177 and n ; demolishes churches 
at Agra and Lahore. 177, 287. - death c~f, 198 and rr. 
- city of Jehan Abad built hy. 241. 

Str  Dehli, account of the city of. 
- encourages dancing girls, 273, 
274- - invades Little Tihet, 421 ;attempts 
conquest of Great Tibet, 422. 

CAak-limar (Shaklatltar), country house 
of Mngol, 283 and n. 
- country residence of Aurangzeb, 
351. - (SMlar~~dr)  Garden%, Kashmlr, 
399 and n, 400. 

Chah-Navnze-Kan (SMknawaz Kkdn), 
father-in-law of Aurangzeb, 73 n s ;  
receives DAd at  Ahmadabid, 74; 
betrays him to Aurangteb, 87 ; slain 
in battle of Deod,  id .  

Chamdarn, city of, captured by Mir 
Jumla, 172. 

Chapelain, letter from Bernier to 
Monsieur, on custonls, etc., of 
Hindoos, 300-349. 

Chapelle (Claude-Emmanuel Luillier), 
letter to, from Bcmier, 349 rr. 

Chardin, celebrated French traveller, - - 
I w. 312 n. - nominated governor of the Decan, Chatigon (Chittagong), pirates inhabi- 
etc., 174, 186 ; undertakes expedition tants of, 174-176. 
against King of Ankan ,  174, 179 et  Chatresale (Xlij~i Chhaffar Slil), com. 

wins over pirates of Chittagong, mander in DirA's army at Samligarh, 
182. 48 ; killed in the battle, 51. 

Chah-Jehan (Shdh-jahdn), the great I Chadk levied by Marathis, 460. 
Mogol, 3, 4 rr; has secret corre- Cheetah, hunting leopard, 375 and n. 
spondence with Auranpzeb, 16 ; re- 
fened to, 21 ; illness of, a+, 25; re. 
ferred to, 33, 34, 37, 41, 421 43. 

Chker  (Shifar), town of, 427. 
Chen~pet (Chnntpnt Rdl), chief of the 

Bundelas, 46 and n. - proposes assuming command Cherif (Sherrr/) of Mecca, embassy 
against Aurangzeb, qq ; influenced from, to Aumn b, 133 and n. 
by Bqvm Sdhib, 63 ; delivers up 1 Chrrky ( ~ h r k h r f i r e w o r k s  used to 
keys o Agra, 63 ; confined in the , separate fighting elephants, 277 tr. 
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Chias (Shiahs), Mogul courtiers of the 
sect of, log, 21 I. 

China, Tartar conquest of, 121 jr. 

Mogol, 5 n, 6, 7 ; suspects Aurangrcb 
10 ; appointed governor of ?bod 
and Moultan, 15; reigns wltb his 

China and Matchine (Tchine tt Muf- , father, 15 n, 21, 25. 
rhinr, 156 n ; Did ,  concerned in death of Sddullah- 

China-woemd (China-root). 425 n. Khdn, 23, 24. 
China, first settlement of Jews in 429 - asseu~bles two armies against h b  

I;. brothers, 34 ; numbers of, 43 ; d h -  
Chittor. captured by Akbnr, 257 a. sunded from attacking Aurangreb, 
Christianity, favoured by Akbar and 44 ; reasons for attacking, 45 ; t a k a  

J e n g i r ,  287 and n. the field against Aurangzeb, 46. 47 ; 
Chr~s t~ans  In India, irreverent behaviour , brave of, at Snmligarh, 49, 50. 

in churches of, 292. - dexated, 54 and n; marriage and 
Chronology among the Hindoos, 343. family of, 57 n, 103 n ; departs  with 
Churches, at  Agra and Lahore, des- 1 family for Dehli, 57. 58. 

troyed by Shah JahAn, 177, 287. - advances on Lahore, 70 ; seeks 
Civet, horn filled with, sent to Aurnng- refuge in fortress of Tata-bakar, 71. 

zeb, 135, 137, I44 73; European gunners in a r m y  of, 
Colhert. note on Bernier's letter to, 73 ; admitted into city of Ahmada- 
473 rcq. 1 '"d.7.4 

Comory (Kur~tdri, Comorin), Cape, 23 - q u ~ t s  Guzarate with army. 85; 
n. 

C O ~ J I O ~  (Contorin), Cape, 192 n. 
Compass, mariner's, used lor purposes 

of divination in China, t r .  
Constantinople, beauty of view of. 286. 
Cotoiinl (Grand Provost), guards 

mounted by, 369. 

advances on city of Ajmere, 86; 
defeated at battle of D e o d ,  88; re- 
treats to AhmadaMd, 89 ; retreats 
again to Tata-bakar, 91 ; made 
prisoner by Xlalik Jlwan. 96. 97; 
delivered to Aurangzeb, 97. - conducted in disgrace throngh 

Coun (Kurs) or Standards carried on , streets of Delhi, g8, 99 ; confined in 
march, 371 and w. 1 garden of Heider-Abad, 100 ; mar- 

Cow held in great respect in India, dered by a slave, 101, 102 ; head 
326. ; carried to Aurangzeb, 102, 103. 

Cranes, manner of hunting, 377. - Mulln Shhh, spiritual guide of, 
Currents of the sea in the Indies, 154 n. 

regularity of, 434 sq. ' -  Upanishads translated into Per- 
sian Ly authority of, 323 n, 324. 

DARIR (Ddlr-ul-Mulk), court official, - Heresy of, 3 5  st. 
20 N. 1 -  referred to, 26, 27, 28, 33, 3, 

Dacca, capital of Isengal, 171, 181, and 1 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, 64, 65. 
n. 1 Daulet-Abad (DnuZnfdb&f), Fort of, 19 

D'Acosta, Joseph, Superior of the 11 ; Aurangzeb to reside at, 14. 
Jesuits in Agra, 288 n. Dayr (Dhyc), curdled milk. 354 and n. 

Damascus Cutlasses, presented to Dcrarrkou, war-cry of Mlr Jumla, 76. 
Atlrangzeb, 148. Deccan, proverbial saying anent the, 

Danechmend-Kan(DanishnrandK6~in). 197 and n. 
Persian merchant, 4 11, ICO. 8 Dedication to King of Fnnce,  xlv, - appointed governor of Delhi, 186. 1 xlvi. - studies of, 353. Dch Haury, lord of ten thousand - endeavours to convert Bernier, 
414. 

Daoud-Kan, commander in army of 
Sulaiman Shikoh, 59 and r;. 

horse, 212. 
Delhi (Dehli), Danechmend-Kan, a p  

pointed governor of, 186. 
- account of city of, *I el sq. 

D i d  (Ddnf Shikoh), son of Great , Fortifications of, wz; citadel of, 
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z+, 257-258 ; garden and square of, 
243 ; Bazar held in square, ib. ; 
arcades and merchants' houses in, 
-5 ; tha~ched cottages in, 246 ; fires 
frequent in, ib. 

Delhi, dwellings of Omrnhs in, 246,247; 
construction of houses in, 247, 248 ; 
shops of, 248, 249 ; fruit market of, 
249 ; confectioners' shops in, 250 ; 
bakers in, rb. ; fleah meat sold in, ib., 

- - - - - 
n. I Aurangzeb, 19, 26. 

Diamond, Great, of Great hIogol iden- 1 - presents the Koh-i-Rdr diamond- 
tical with the Koh-i-nhr, 469.47 I. I to Shdh-Tahdn, 22 and n ; pretended 

Dou iYamty, lord of two thousand 
horse, 212. 

Dryden's Trqgrdy of Aurcng-Z&, 465- 
469. 

Ddb g r ~  (Cynodmr Dactylon), 382 
and n. 

Dutch, teach hluriid BBkhsh military 
mining, 31. 
- lay embargo on Golkonda rner- 

chant vessels, 195, 196. 

"., - province of, revenue of, 456. 
D e U e  (Ddldr), Gentile Broker, 188, 
19 a. 

I lel~l-kan (Diler Khdn), 35 n ; plun- 
dms Sulaimin Shikoh's baggage, 
60. 

L)eora, Battle between Aurangzeb and 
Diira at, 87, 88. 

- revenue of, 457. 
El Bahrein, Persian Gulf, pearl fishery 

at, 204, n. 
Elephants, combats between, 276, 277, 
278 and n. 

Emasculation of eunuchs. 131, 132. 
Embargo laid on Golkonda merchant 

vessels by Dutch, 195, 196. 

251 ; fowls and fish in, 251, 252. 1 -factories of, in Agra and Lucknow,  rice of wine in, 253 ; Seraglio 292 and rr ; trade of, 293. 
an royal apartment in, 256 and n ; - Silk factory of, in Bengal, 440. 
statues of Rajas Jaimal and Patti I 
of Chittor in 256, 257 and n ; streets 1 EARTHQUAKES in Kashmlr, 395 n. 
in, 245, 246, 257, 258 ; canal in, Ebcrhe or Ethiopia, embassy from King 
257, 258 I of, to Aurangteb, 133 ; personnel of - placeofaudiencein, 259,261,263. embassy, 134; plunderrd, 137 ; re- - sacked by Nadir Shiih, 269 n ; ' ceived by Aurangzeb, 138, 139. 

Driila (Drofd),  an incarnate deity, ; Embary (Anrdri), Murid Bakhsh con. 
causes eclipses, 303. fined in an, 69; Sultan Muham- 

Dnilar, sun, moon and stars called, mad confined in an, 83. 
339, 340; nature of.the,, 344, 348. Emir-Jemla (MfrJunrla, M f r  Mulanr- 

l)gm (Arab. jintr), e v ~ l  sp~rlt, 217. mad .)aid Artiosfanf), 16, el reg., 16 
Dgugrrrs ( YIW) of IIindoos, 343 and n ; betrays King of Golkonda to 

, . - .. - - 
Dianet-Kan a pointed governor of ; impIisonbent of, 29, 30. 

Kashmlr, I&! - joins Aurangzeb at battle of 

Throne of Great Mogol at, 268,269; 
Mosque, the JamA Masjid, 278 rep. ; 
Serai of, 280, 281 ; population of, 
281, 282. 

-country around, extremely fertile 
283 ; compared with Agra, 284, 285. - bazar bread of, 354 and t r ,  387; 
water of, 355 ; distance from Lahore, 
z ~8. 

Didar-Kan, principal eunuch of the 
Seraglio, amours of, 131 ; murdered, 
131. 

Doctors of Goa, 338 n. 
D o u d e h  Hnz~ry, lord of twelve thou- 

Eclipses witnessed by Bernier, 300 ; 
. caused by an incarnate deity, 303. 
Egypt an enslaved country, 227, 228. 
E ~ d c h a  (AeMaha), dragon insignia, 
266. 

Elabas (Zlahbas), Allahabad, victory of 
Sulairnhn Shikoh near, 36 and n. 
- Mir-baba appointed governor of, 

186. 

Khajha, ,75 ; war cry of, 76; sent 
agalnst Sultan Sujah, 79 ; goes into 
winter quarters at Rajmahiil, 81. - defeats Sultan Sujah, I@; created 
principal Amlr, 171 ; confirmed in 

sand horse, 212. 1 Government of Bengnl, ib. ; offered 
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management of war against Assam, Ganges water, carried on march ,3~6,  & 

~&bassadors  of, 447 scq. 
Eugenes( Gja in ,  qeirr)(theNerbudda), 

crossed by Aurangzeb, 36 n. 

171 ; death of, 173, 
E ~ b d  (\kt&), capital of Little 

Tibet, 427 and n. 
Etbarkan appointed governor of fortresa 

of &a, 64; cruelty of, to Shah 
J a h a c  125. 

Ethiopia (Abyssinia), no coined money 
in, 139. - Polygamy in, 142, 143 ; numerous 

FACTORY, Dutch, in Agra, 292, 293. 
Fairs held in the royal seraglio, 272 and 

n 273 ; opposed by orthodox Moslems 
273 n. 

Fakir of Pir Panjdl Paw, 432, 410, 414. 
Fakircs (fakirs), religious devotees, 

- funeral rites on the. 315. 
- account of river, 453 m. 
- discharge contrasted with that of 

the Nile, 453. 
Gassendi (P~ene) ,  teacher of h i - ,  

xx, I, 
Cnvaru' (Bavani), wile of Siva, 3% 
Gc&h (Cancsl), son of Siva, 342. 
Centils (Gentiles, Gtntoos), 3 n. 

- 
3x79 318, 32'1 322. 

Farrtrdn (concession), obtained from 
Aurangzeb by I)utch, 127. 129. 

Fazelkan appointed Grand Chamber- 
lain, 186. 

Feday-Kan (Fi&l Khcfti), foster-brother 

children of king of, 143. Gentiles burn their dead, 3!5. 
- Account of source of Nile by I - believe in t r a n s m i p t ~ o n  of souk, 

to Aurangzeb, r z q  rr. 
Ferdinand Mendez Pinto, travels of in 

pegus 234 n- 
Feringhees of Chittagong, 182 tr. 
Fcnr(tt,+ rrrohal, Frank's quarter at 

Lucknow, zg2 n. 
Flud (or Fludd), Robert, Physician and 

Rosicrucian, 346 n. 
Fra-Joan, an Augustine monk, rules in 

Sundeep, I 79. 
Franguis (Firinghrrs), 3 n. 
Frarr,,wistan, name for Europe, 155. 
Franks allowed free access LO palace in 

time of J i h i n d r ,  274 tr. 
French, superstition of, concerning 

eclipses, 300, 301. 
- 

Fruit imported into India, 203, 204. 
Fruit sold in Dehli, variety of, 249, 250. 

GALEASSES, half-decked boats, rog n. 
Galleasses of pirates of Chittagong, 175, 
179, 181. 

Camon (/umnroo), Raja of, 395 n. 
Ganges water for use of Mogul, 221 rr. 

326 ; respect for animal life, ib. ; 
dally prayers and ablutions of, 327 ; 
Trinity of, 328, 329 n, 330 ; doctrines 
of, 330-334. 

Geography, knowledge of, among 
IImdoos, 340. 

Ghee, m e ~ h d  of preparing, 438 r ; 
export of, 440 n. 

Gilles. Penonne de Roberval, French 
mathematician, 301 n. 

Gion-kan (Mdlik j f 7 m  Ayydb), t em-  
tory of, gj n ; receives D a d .  96: 
makes him and his son prisoners, 96 
n. 29 ; receives title of W h t i p i r  
Khin, 99 n ; assassinated, 1 0 6  

Girolamo Cardnn, mathematician, 319 
n. 

Cladstone (Right Hon. W. E.), quoted 
on education in Greek, 158 r:. 

Goo, doctors of, 338 rr. 
Gold in India, quantity and use of, 223, 
27.4. 

Gold absorption in India, note on, 473 
srp. 

Golkonda, coinage of, to bear the arms 
of Shah-Jahbn, 21. - kingdom of, preserves its inde- 
pendence, 193, 194, '"8; pays tribute, 
194 ; practically ruled by Aurangzeb, 
195 ; debased coinage of. 196. - Queen of, accused of immorality, 
.n., 
. Y l .  

Gondar (Cwndnr), capital of Abyssinia, 
2 n. 

Costl- A'al'ani (Clus l  A'Mmh) bath room, 
265 and n ; private audiences held ill 
ib.; 266 and n. 

Goul-trhcn-maa (Gulshran Rar), 346 n, 
348. 

Covrtck (Gurce), town of, &. 
Counr-Brtdars (Gun-burdu),  mace- 
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Learers, 263, 267; attend on Mogol, 
280. 

Gourzc-Berdars, couriers with maces, 
371 ; alsist in hunt~ng, 378. 

Go&, dew in Egypt called, 450, 451 ; 
disease caused by, rb. 

Governments sold openly in India, 
Persia, and Turkey, 230-232. 

Grand Bakchis (Mir BaRhshi), title of, 
conferred on Mahmet-Emir-Khan, 
I 7 I and n. 

'Grand Prevost de la campagne,' 188 n. 
Great Mogol, a Mahometan of the sect 

of the Sounnys, 208 ; a descendant 
of Tamerlane, rog ; armies of, 209 ; 
cavalry of, 211. - horsemen in army of, 216, 217 ; 
foot soldiersof, 217, 219 ; artillery of, 
217. 218 ; provincial army of, 218, 
219 ; camp followers of army of, 219, 
220. 

horses and elephants of, 221 : ser- 
a$lio of, 222 ; income of, ib. ; officers 
o state of, 230 ; court of audience of, 
261 ; receptions held by, 261, 266 ; 
procession of animals and cavalry be- 
fore, 262,263 ; adulation before, 263, 
264 - standard of the, 266 n. , 

' Gutrga Din,' Bihsthi (water-carrier), 
zo6 ; ballad of, 207. 

Gusarafe (Gujerat), revenue of, 456. 
Gu-alior, L)AA and his sons confined in, 

7 n;  Sultan Muhammad confined in, i3 ; MurM Bakh-h confined in, 85 ; 
state prison of, 106 n. 

HABECH (Habesh), Arabic name ol 
Abyssinia, 2 t z .  

Hahl-khors, sweepers or scavengers, 
313 n. 

Haidar Malik, abridgment of Kashmir 
history by, 393 tz  

Hakim Daoud, medical attendant on 
Shah SGfi I. ,  roo ti. 

Haoud (Oudh), revenue of, 457. 
Harvey, discoverer of circulation of the 

blood, 324 n. 
Haryptrbct ( H a d  Parbat), verdant 

mountain, 398. 
Hasmer (Ajmere), revenue of, 456. 
Haihipul, or Elephant's Gateway, 106 tr .  

Haunc, travelling chair of Great Mogol, 
370. 

Iiawks kept by Great Mogol, 377 rc. 
Hazary, lord of a thousand horse, 212. 
IIeat intense on the march, 385, 389. 

- ceremony of weighing the, 270 ; Hccht Hazary, lord of seven thousand 
large presents to, from Omrahs, 271 ; horse, 212. 
repairs to Jam& Masjid to pray, 280. Heir, the King sole, of those who die 

-journey of, to Lahore, 350 seg. in his service, 163. 164, 165, 167. 
-artillery of, 352 ; tents of, 359,360, I Hens with black skin, 2 1 and tr .  

363, 364 ;furnishings of tents of, 362 ; Xtrrdowtaa, extent and fertility of, lo,; 
mode of travelling by, 370 ; field 
sports of, 374 scq. ; varies direction 
of entering camp, 382. 
- revenues of Provinces of, 456 cf 

seq. ; gross revenue of, at variou~ 

absorption of gold and silver in, 203, 
supplied with copper and spices by 
Dutch, 203 ; obtains lead from Eng- 
land, rb. ; broadcloths from France, 
ib. ; horses from Ulbec, etc., id. 

periods, 459. 1 - fruits imported into, 203, 204; - the Koh-i-nhr identical with the imports shells for molley from Mal- 
great diamond of the, 469-471 ; ac- / dives, 204 ; ambergris from Maldlves 
count of peacock throne of, 471-473. 1 and Mozambique, ib. ; slaves and ivory 

Great sen1 of Aurangzeb, 12s. from Ethiop~a, 26. ; musk and por- 
Great Tibet, attempted conquest of, by celain from China, id. ; pearls from 

Shih  JahAn, 422; embassy from King El-Ballrein, rb. ; destitute of minec, 
of, to Aurangzeh, 422 seq. 1 205 ; hardships of peasantry of, rb. ; 

Guerguon, capital of Assam, captured tty sovereignties of, on Persian 
by Mlr Jumla, 172. Entiers ,  ib. 

Guinea-worm caused by impure water, 
355 n- 

- quantity and use of gold in, 223, 
214; state .of arts in, 228 ; universal 

t iungahl  Lake, festival held at, 418 91. ignorance In, 229; neglect of com- 
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merce, ib. ; sale of governorships in, 
230, 231. 

Hindoustan, travelling in, 233 ; tyranny 
of governors in, 236; ndministmtion of 
justice in, 236-238; heat in, 240, 241 ; 
diseases in, 254; fine workmanship 
in, 254,255 : workmen tyrannised by 
Onirahs, 256. 

Hindoos, superstitious practices of, 
during an eclipse, 301-30; ; believed 
to be caused by an incarnate deity, 
303. festival of Juggernaut, 304-306. - widow burningamongthe, 306-314. - philosophy of. 337, 338 ; ignorant 
of anatomy, 339; knowledge of astro- 
nomv, ib. ; ignorant of geography, 340. 

Horses of Tartary, I 18 n. 
- of Great Mogol, 363. 
- brandlng of, 243. 
Howdah (Arabic hauda~l, note on word, 

53 n ;  used by Murid Baksh, 56 n. 
Iiunting by the Great Mogul, manner 

of* 374 srq. 
Hyemnn ( Ycnrcn), embassy from King 

of, to Aurangzeb, 133. 

INDIA, hfuhammadanism never thor- 
oughly established in, 40 n. 
- Southern,united under Ramras, 192. 

periodical rains in, 431 rt sq. - regularity of currents of sea and 
winds of, 434 sq. (See Hindoustan. ) 

Isaac Comnenus, King of Cyprus, 105 n. 

l ACHEN ( Ynrhnr), Jade, 298,422 n, 426. 
]&r-kn (jcifar KMn), Prime Minister 

to Aurangzeb, 27 I n. - appointed Governor of Scinde, 
186 and n. 

.jagannaf ( j t~ ,q tmau t ) ,  the Festival of. 
3049 305, 3 6  - revenue of, 457. 

]ah-ghirs, lands assigned to Omrahs 
for salary, 213 : meaning of, 224. 

Jamdhar ( Yanra-dMra), or dagger, 
67 n. 

jau&is (Jogf, Yoga), religious sect, 
316 and-n,-319. - 

- 

jehan-Abad, near Dehli, built by Shih 
Jahhn. 241. See Dehli. account of 
ihe city of. - revenue of, 456. 

' Jehan-Guyre (Jihingir), ' Conqueror of 
the World.' 3, 5. - allows Poriuguese to settle at 
HGghli, 176. - allows Europeans free access to 
palace, 274. - favours Christianity, 287, 288. - animals hun~ed by, 379 rr. 
- death of, 401 n. 
jclapour ( jddljur-Nahir), town of, 

292 n. 
]emel (Raja ait11a0 of Chittor, statue 

of, in Deb{ 256, 257. 
Jesseingue (Rdjd /ai Aingk I.) ,  Coun- 

sellor to Sulaimin Shikoh, 34 and n, 
35 ; referred to 71 ; bribed by Au- 
rangzeb, 72, 73 ; gains over 
seinque to Aurangzeh's side. - intrigues with Rija Katche against 
Dara, 91. - takescornmand of armyin Deccan, 
190 ; dies at Burhanpur, 191. 

Jessomsein ue (Rdjd jasutanf Sin&). 
See ~ a h f r i j ~  aswant Singh ; defeat 
of, at Nubadd, 39 ; disowned by his 
wife in consequence, 40,41; referred 
to, 71. - plunders baggage of Aurangzeb's 
rear guard, 76 ; raises strong army, 
85 ; gained over to Aurnngzeb, 86. 

recalled from Deccan, 188. 
Jesuits in Agm, 286 ; invited there and 

maintained by Akbr ,  286, 287 ; 
0~~reSSed bv Shah Iahin. 287 and n 
fa'ioured dy ~ d n ~ i r , .  28j ,  28g ; 
missions of, 189, 290 seq. - in Bengal, 439. 

Jews in China, first settlement of, 429 
n; in Kashmtr, 430: in Cochin,q31 rt. 

j h l u m  river, Kashmlr, 396, 397 n: 
]holm, rope-suspension bridges of T~bet, 

425 n. 
jourknd ( Yarhand), town of, 427. 
JouC, Bernier's birthplace registered in 

archives of parish of, xix. 

KACHEB (Persian for Kasppa), son of 
Marichi, 393 n. 

Kachper ,  account of kingdom of, 6 
S t  . 

Kademire (Kashmlr), Dianet - Kan 
appointed governor of, 186 ; native 
histories of, ib. 



Kachemire, entry oftiurangzeb into, 391; 
account of, 393 ct scq. ; earthquakes 
in, 395 m. ; mountains of 396 ; nni- 
mars of, ib. ; rivers of, ib. ; capital 
of, 397 ; fruits of, ib. ; poets of, 401. - shawl and art i~~dustr ies  of, 402, 
403 ; form and complexion of people 
of, 404, 405 ; trees and plants of, 
406 ; tribute of districts of, 4x9, 420 ; 
caravan routes from, to Katay, 425, 
426 ; Jews in, 430, 431 rr. - revenue of, 457. 

Ahdis or Judges, 225, 237, 263. 
KadjoilC (Khajda), battle between 

Aurangzeb and Sultan Sujah at, 75- 
78. 

~ l i a n  (Khakarr), Chinese Mona01 - 
title, 430 n. 

Kaliane (Kdtidmi), besieged by MLr 
Tumla. 24. 28. 

K ~ I - u l l a h - k a n  slaughters governor 
and garrison of Tatn-bakar, 1% - appointed governor of Lahore, 
I 86. 

Kaliz (Khal) inlet of sea or river, 
454 '1. 

Kalucf-knd, place of privy council, 
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K a m e  (Arab. K d w a ) ,  coffee, 364 rt. 

K a z i d  ( K U n a ) ,  tfeasury, 455. 
Kcnckrs, dancing rls, 273, 274. 
Kettle-drums ( d f a h s ) ,  presented to 

Abyssinia enibossy, 139 and n. 
Khitl Khin,  historian, quoted, 19 n, 
28 n, 36 n, 37 n, 39 n, 48 91, 52 fr,  
54 rr, 56 n, 87 n, 91 rr, 102 78, 103 rr ; 
on mock trinl of Murid Bakhsh, 
108 rr. - on correspondence between Au- 
rangzeb and Shah Jahin, 166 n. 

Khas Mahat, tower in Seraglio of 
Dehli, 268 and n. 

Kichcry (Kcdgerec), native dish, I 52 rr. - how prepared. 381. 
Kichmiches (Kishmtsh), stoneless 

raisins, I 19 and n. 
Kobat-Ran, muster-master of cavalry, 

243. 
Koh-I-nir diamond presented to Shdh- 

Jahin, 22 and n. - identical with the ' Great Mogul ' 
diamond, 469.47 1. 

Koia Kotub-cddinc ( Koh-i- Kulab-ud- 
di?~),  temple of, 283 and n. 

Kmrah, whip used by Omrahs, 228, - - . - 
361. 

Kanrararu (Kameran), island of, 454, 
and n. 

A2mf6s ( K h r u f s )  folding screens, 360 
and rr, 361, 366. 

Kandahar, captures and sieges of, 184, 

252, 256. * 

Kos6-rrrinars, between Dehli and Agra, 
284 n. 

Koullys (Tamil hili). robber peasantry, 
88, 89 m ; assail Dhri, 91. 

Kourour (Hind Karor), a hundred 
185. 

A'anc-sarnan (,Kharrsar~~arr) ' Grand 
Chamberlain, 186. 

K a r p a i s  (Khargrfhs), folding tents, 359 
and n, 362. 

Kar-Ranavs (KiIarkhanahs) artisan's 

Lacks* 454 
Kortrs, insignla of royalty, 266 and 11. 

LAD~K, polyandry in, qzr rr. 
Lahore, church at, destroyed by Shah 

Tahin, 177. 287. 
workshLps, '258 n, 259. ' 

Karnates (Karnatic), Le Royaume de, 
17 n. 

hkrwansara of Dehli, account of, 280, 
281. 

- Kalil;il;h- an, appointed gover- 
nor of, 186. 

Lahor (Lahore), Auranpeb's journey 
to, 350 'sty. ; distance from Dehli, 

Ahravan-Scrralrr in India, 233. 
358. - situation and description of, 383, 

Kasem-Kan (Nawab Ahsir,r Khdn 1 384. 
jmufnl), 37 n ; flies from field at - revenue of, 456. 
battle near the Narbadb, 39. Lanka Island, stone with Persian in- 

Kas-Aanays, rooms formed of odorifer- 
ous roots, 247 and n. 

Katay, caravan routes from Kashmlr 
to, 425, 426; the use of the name, 
427 fr. 

scription found on, 416 n ; mosque 
on, 417 n. 

Lapis-lazuli, 118 rr. 
Lasker-Kan, appointed governor of 

Patna, 186. 
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L ~ g w  (Hind. M A ) ,  a hundred thou- 
sand rupees, 456: 

' Lemonade ' used in Dehli, 253 and n. 
Lfnkrc-I herire, doctrine of, 344 and n. 
Llcence to Bernier to print and sell his 

Travels, .461. 
Lion hunting, I>y Great Mogul, 378, 

379. 
Little Tibet invaded bySh4h Jahbn,421. 
Lord, Iienry, Anglican chaplain at 

Surat, 333-n. - 
LouRaya (LoAtia), town in Arabia, 

4s48nd r r .  
Louvre, Paris, completion of, 286 n. 
Lucretius, D t  Rtrur~r N d u r a ,  quoted, 

314, 315 n. 
Lunar-Ra~nbow witnessed hy Bernier, 

hiaturas (Mathura, Muttm), city of, 66 
and n. - ancient temple at, 28q 

Mausoleums of A k h r  and Taj  Mahil  at 
Agra, 293, 2%. 

Mecca, Ka'bah of, 133 n. 
AZehadcu (Maid-~7n.n). Siva, 342. 
.Vehalc or Seraglio, fairs held in the, 

272 and n, 273. 
Melon* highly esteemed in India, yg. 
hlerveilles, Hernier's first letter t o  Mon- 

sieur de, 350-357 ; second letter to, 
358-382. - third letter to, 383, 384;  fourlh 
letter, 385 ; fifth letter, 386, 387 ; 
sixth letter, 388 ; seventh letter, 389 ; 
eighth letter, 390, 391 ; ninth letter, 

444 445. 
Lynx employed in the chase, 375 n. 

MACHATE, Masa te  (Muscat), chief 
town of Omin, 73 H. 

Maclaran (E. I).). on use of ~recious 

393. 
M i b d m k r  (hfeghdambhar), travelling 

litter of Great hlogol, 370 ; used by 
Raushan A d  Begum. 372. 

Mir-baba, wa~ches D4r4, 71 ; besieges 
fortress of Tata-bakar, 91. 

met& ii 1ndia,.qp4~eq. a 

MdMbdrda, shield with story of the, 
*5$ ": 

Mahar4~4 Jaswant Singh, of Jodhpur, 
7 ?I, 37 n. 

Mahmet Emir-kan, Mlr Jumla's son, 
retained at  Agra by Aurangzeb, 80. 
- created Grand Master of Horse 

171 ; befriended by Aurangzeb, 173. 
Mcrloua (hfalwa), revenue of, 457. 
M a n p s  (Mangoes), esteemed in India, 

249 ; origin of name, ib. rr. 
Manaiwn (Afanriran-i-Chitrz], drug, 

426 n. 
hfansebdars (Mansabdbrs), comman- 

ders, 59 n. - paid horsemen in service of 
Mogol, 211, 215; pay of, 215. - evening salutation of King by, 
266 ; attend on Mogol to the Mosque, 
280 ; in square of Ilelhi, 282. - tents of, 367 ; accompany Mogol 
on march, 371. 

MapcrIC (MUM-bmiaya), total dissolu- 
tion, 347 and rr. Jet  Pralea 

Marshal Turenne, 55 and n. 
Mascarenhas (Dom Philippe de), Vice- 

roy of Goa, 17, 18 n. 
~=ipetam(Marult;balm), 'Fishtown,' 

112 1.2. 

- appointed governo;doi~labas, 186. 
Mir-Kan appointed governor of Caboul, 

186. 
Mir-nransil (Grand Quartermaster), 

duties of, 365. 
.?fir JAWr, 'Grand Master of the 

Hunt,' 182 rr. 
.\fir-ul-Omrah, title of, conferred on 

Mir Jumla, 171 ; conferred on Shaista 
Khbn, 174. 

Mirobdarts (Mywbalatas), dried fruit.<, 
438 and ?I. 

LKirzu Xdjd. Sct Jesscingue, 
Mtm-ZulRannin embraces Christian- 

ity, 287. 
Moguikre (Monghyr), town of, 80 n. 
Mohabet-Kan, governor of Caboul, 70. 

95. - appointed governor of Gujerat, 
183. 

Mohur gold piece, note on a two hun- 
dred, 476. 477. 

Mohurs called Gold Roupus, 60 n. 
Moisson du vent, tog n. 
Moka, slave-market of, 136. 
Monceaux the youn er (M. de), letter 

from to H[enry] 8[uldinbwhl con- 
cerning Bernier's book, xlix-li. 

Mondas Parek, Gentile broker at Sunt .  
189 ?a. 
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hlonsoon-wind of India, 436. 
Morad-Bakche (My& Bakhrh), son of 

Great Mogol, 5 n, 10, X I  ; appointed 
governor of Gujerat, 15 ; unltes with 
Aurangzeb, 27. 28 ; i n s t ~ c t e d  in 
mining by Dutch, 31. - wounded at battle of Samhgarh, 
51 ; kills Rdji Ram Singh Rautela, 
52 ; arrives at k r a ,  60. 
- advised to stay at Agra, 66 ; plot 

against by Aurangzel,, 66-67 ; made 
a primner, 68 ; confined in an 
embary (amari), 69 ; imprisoned in 
Salimghar, 69. - imprisoned n Gwalior, 85 ; fetters 
of, 105 n ;  mock trial and execution 
of, 108. 

Mosque, the Jami Masjicl, account of, 
278 seq. 

Mothe le Vayer, letter from Bernier to, 
239-2990 

Moultan, revenue of, 457. 
Muhammadanism, principal sects of, 8. - never thoroughly established in 

India, 40 n. - a pernicious belief, 291. 
Muhammadans firmly believe in their 

doctrines, 290, 291 ; respect of, for 

Saheb, poisoned by Shhh-Jahhn, 13, 
!4. 

Ne~k-nam-Kan evades the King becom- 
ing his heir, 163, 164. 

Nejabatkan cashiered by Aurangzeb, 
186, 187. 

N. a n t - C h h  (Nizanr Shah) conquered dy Mogol, 193 and n. 
Nerburlda (Nardadd) Nver, 37 tr; 

battle fought at, 38, 39; river ranks 
second to Ganges in religious sanc- 
tity, 42 n. 

Nile, source of the, 141, 142. - account of periodical rising of 
the, 446 scq. ; low water discharge 
of contrasted with that of the Ganges, 
453 

Nil-ghaux (Nilgau) blue cow, 364 nnd 
n ; manner of huntin 377, 378. 

Nour-Jeha~~-~egum(~~~~ah~n~cswni), 
wife of JAhAngfr, 5. 

Nour-Mehalle (Ntir  Makdl), wife of 
Jihkngfr, 5. - 465 rr. 

N t t r - i - J a m  waterfall in Kashmlr, 407 
and n. 

OCOULX (Hd~hlI) ,  Portuguese settle- 
Christ, 289. ment at, 176 and r ~ .  - . 

~irhraft ib-i-niaki ,  insignia of the fish, Oldenburg (Ouldinbur h), Henry, first 
266 n. I Endish translator o f  Bernier. notice 

- 
5 n. I comes of, ib. - wife of Shih Jahin, 465 n. 1 - in service of Mogol, 210, 211-215 ; 

Murat (Chodja Moraad), a Christian 1 military erades of, 212 : pav of. 211 : 

Mullah SaIC, teacher of Aurangzeb, 
reception of, by Aurangzeb, I 54 ; 

Mullah Shih,  spiritual guide of D i d ,  
154 n. 

Mumtaz Mahil, daughter of Asaf Khan, 

- - . . .  ".  
merchant, i34, 135, I jg, 140. 1 splend6tG of, 214 ; ornaments of, 224. 

1 - attend on King twice daily, 265, 
NXDIRA. daughter of Sultan Parwez 1 266. 

married to Dar i  Shikoh, 57 n. - ceremony of weighing the, 270 ; - 103 n. large presents from, to hlogol, 271 ; 
Nagar-Kanay ( A'ddrah khanah), drum ' attend Mogol to Mosque, 2Xo. 

room, 260 n. I - tents of the, 366 : manner of 
Nagar-Rani ( N d d r a h  Rhanah), tent for 1 travelling of, 371 ; present purse to 

trumpets, 363 and n. / Mogol on entering camp, 382. 
N a i w  (Naik, Skt. ndyak:~), a leader, Ormuz (Ormus), captured by Persians 

I93 #fa / and English, 180 n. 
Nazer, a slave, murders Dira, lor, 102, O[uld,inhrgh], Ii[enry], Letter to, from 

187. M. de Monceaux, the Younger, con- 
N a r k a n ,  Persian steward of Begum cerning Bernier's book, xlix-li. 

of,q./7, 478. 
Omrah (U~~iard) ,  plural of Arabic Amir, 

4 n. 
Omrahs, names assumed by, 6. 
- unite with Aurangzeb. 65; in- 
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Oxindon (Sir Geoqe), chief of English 
Factory at, 182 n. 

PADRE, name applied to Roman priests, 
323 ". 

Pagys, lackeys or footmen, 373 and n. 
Pain fie (,onrssc, 250 and n. 
Painting in India, ideas regarding, 255 

and n. 
l'aleky (Pn'fki), a palanquin, 14 n. 
Pdeky of King, 214. - used by ladies of Seraglio, 372. 
- used by Omrahs, 283. 
I'aranda (Purandhar), sanitarium for 

European troo 192 and n ;  fort 
surrendered to ! k g u l ,  197 and n. 

Patan (L6dI Pathln) dynasty of Delhi. 
24 n, 94. 

Patans of India, Race of, 206, 207 and 
n, 210, 211, 223. 

Palcgitcs (Arab. af-battikk), water- 
melons, 250 and n. 

Patna, Lasker-Knn appointed governor 
of, 186. - revenue of, 457. 

Peacock throne of the Great Mogol, 
account of, 471-473. 

Peasantry of India, slavery of, 225, 226. 
Pecquet, famous French anatomist, 

324 He 
Pegu, cruelties of Brama of, 234 and n, 

235. 
Peach-bmis (Paisk-bharrad), double set 

of tents, 359 and n, 360, 366, 368. 
Peking, Jews in, 429, 430. 
Pelau (Pers. P n h ) ,  a Muhammadan 

dish, 121 n. 
Pcndcts (Pundits), 337, 338, 341, 342. 
Pcngc Hazary, lord of fi5.e thousand 

hone, 212, 213. 
Persia, embassy from, to Aurangzeb, 

146, 147 ; presents of, to Aurangzeb, 
147, 148. - contemptuous speeches of A m h s -  
sador of, to ShAh Jahln, 151.153. - governments sold openly in, 232. 

Philosophy of the Hindoos, 160. 
- 337, 338. 
Philosophy, schools of, in India, 336 

and rr. 
Physic, Hindoo books on, 338. 
Picgutdent (Hind. pfk-ddn), a spitwn, 

214 and r. Stc Ajrrtdars. 

A'jli (Pippli), Port on Orissa coast, 4 4 3  
Piqvcdans (Hindi fl-dan), spitoons, 

use of, 283. 
Pin-wjak (Pir Panjdl), mountain 

pass, accident at, 407, 408; Fakir 
on. 409, 410 ; meaning of name 
Pir Panjll, 409 n. 

Pistole, value of a, 271 PI. 

Pfic (Plica Polotrica),disease called, 316  
Pofta (Raja Pattd), statue of, in Dchli, 

256, 257: 
Polyandry In Ladak! qzr n. 
Polygamy in Ethiop~a, 142, 143. 
Portuguese Missionaries favoured by 

Sultan Sujah, 82. 
Portu ese purchase slaves from pktcs  

of &ittagong, 176. 
Poust, poison administered to princes 

in state prisons, 106, 107 n. 
Pragna (Pargana), a tract of country, 

455. 
Prnlca ( R a h y a ) ,  347 and w. Sir 

Maperlb. 
Prester John, and the river Nile, 449 n. 
Pnnce Condb (Louis de Bourbon), 55 

and n. 
Purnndhar, sanitarium for Elyopan 

troops, 192 ; fort surrendered to 
Mogul, 197 n. 

Puranc (Purdnus), religious books, 
335 n, 336. 

R ACH (A'akskasas), giants, 339 w. 
Rage-Mehalle (RdjmaMI), town occu- 

pied by Sultan Sujah, 81 ; abandoned, 
82 ; Mlr Jumla in winter quarters a!, 
82. 

Ragipus  (RijpGts), devotion of to 
Jaswant Singh, 39; meaning of the 
name, ib. ; accustomed to the use of 
opium, 39 ; bravery of, in battle. 40; 
custom of anointing their faces and 
hands with turmeric, 52 n. 
- military occupation of hereditary, 

208 ; in Mogol army, 209, z l a  
Rains in India, account of periodical, 

43 1 5%'. 
Rajas, power and riches of the, 208. 
Rakan. See Aracan 
Ranmynna, shield bearing the story of, 

254 n. 
Ram-guyre ( R d ~ i t ~ r f )  fortress of, 22 r. 
Ram-ms, King of Southern India, 192. 
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Ramse' ue Rout16 (Rdjd Rdnr Singh 
A'&%), commander in army of 
D i r i  at Samdgarh, 48 ; killed by 
Murid Bxkh*h, 51, 52. 

Rana Sanga, 'Emperorof the Rajrs,'zdl. 
Rantipore (Ranthambhor), state prison 

of, 107 n. 
Ratan Mountains and Pass, 406 rt. 
Kau (Rohd), river fish resembling carp, 

252 and n. 
Rauchenara-Begum (Raushan-Ad-Be- 

gum), daughter of Great Mogol, 5, 
1 4 ;  informs Aurangzeb of plots 
against him, 65 ; urges D i d ' s  being 
put to death, IW. 
- illicit amours of, 132, 133. 
- ambition of, 351. 
- mode of travelling of, 372, 373. 
Rays (Arab. tdis), ca tain of a boat, 

451 ; an overflow o f k i ~ e ,  452. 
Revenues of Provinces of Great Mogul, 

456 stq. 
Rivers, comn~only without bridges, 380. 
R a  (Father Heinrich Roth), Jesuit 

missionary, 329 n. 330. 
Roger, Abraham, first Dutch chaplain 

at Pulicat, 334 rt. 
Rosewater, cases of, presented to 

Aurangzeb, 147. 
Rotas(Rohta'sprA),state ri-nof, 107N. 
Roupl; (Rupee), value o/R,- zw n, 223 

f l ,  269 fi, 455; 
Rouzindars, p a ~ d  cavalry in service of 

Mogul, 211, 215, 216 ; different 
duties of, 216. 

Rustam-Ran Dakny (Dakhani), corn- , 
mands Dira's left wing at Samdgarh, 

Sun TLnd(St .  Thomas' Mount) Portu- 
guese settlement at, 196. 

.$anton, Moslem rel~gious sect. 316 n. 
Jardismukhi, tax levied by Marathls, 

460. 
Sarmet, Fakir named, decapitated by 

Aurangzeb, 317. 
S a w - i -  ~ s r t f r ,  Persian translation of 

Upanishads, 323 n. 
Sayurghal, lands given for benevolent 

purposes, 374 tt. 
Scales, ~ n s l g n ~ a  of the, 267 n. 
Schall (Father Johann Adam), German 

Jesuit in Peking, 429 tt. 
Scindy (Scinde), Jifar KhAn appointed 

governor of, 186 and n. . 
Sea in the Indies, regularity of currents 

of, 434 scq. 
Sebastian Gonzales Tilro,  chief of 

Chittagong pirates, 178 and n. 
Schandcr FiIzYozis (Alexander the Great), 

383. 
er (Salfm-ghar), M u d d  Bakhsh Selimr con ned in, 69. 

S d - b r a r y  (Sandrahan), sacred spring 
of, 41 I ,  412, 4.14. 

Scngmfcd (Sang-r-safnid), 'IVhitestone,' 
418 n, 419. 

Sepe-Chekouh (Si2Ur Shikoh), son of 
D i r i ,  g6n, 97; conducted with Dira 
through streets of Delhi in disgrace, 
98, 9 ; poisoned, 107. 

Seragl~o at Delhi, account of the, 267. 
- fairs held in the, 272 and n, 273. 
- modes of travelling by ladies of the, 

371, 272; penalty for approaching 
too near, 373, 374. 

48 ; killed in the battle, 51. Seraphas (Sar-o-pa), robes of bonour, 
Sadullah-Kan (Sddullah Khdn). Vizier, 80 n, I 18, 120. 

death of, 23. 8 __ presented to Abyssinian embassy, 
S&t, also Saitt (Arabic sa'id), cere- 138, 139; presented to Persian em- 

mony of, 161 and n, 163, 244. ~ ~ S Y I  147, 149. 
Saltpetre used for cooling water, 356, Serenaguer ( S d n q a r ) ,  mountains of, 

357, 364. - export from Bengal. 440 and tr ; 
in the soil, said to cause intense cold 
in Tartary, 450 n. 

Samarcande (Smarkand), city and 
colleges of, I 19 n. 

Samon er (Santrlgarh), battle between 
~ 6 r k Y n d  Aurangzeb at, 19-54. 

Sanskrit studied by Jequit m~ulonaries, 
329n,330; books written in,335,341. 

59 and tt ; 60, 92. 
SrrRar (Sirkar), exchequer of King's 

income, 455. 
Scwafs (Arab. sarrdf), money-changers, 

302. 
Seva-Gi (S~vajf), founder 01 the Mar. 

l tha  power, 136 tt. - attempts to seize Shaista Khln,  
187; plunders Surat, 188; beaten off 
by English and Dutch, 189; tortures a 
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Jew, 1 9 ;  created a Bajd by Aurang- 
zeb,  go; escapes from Delhi, 1 9 ,  
191 and n. 
- captures strongholds in Golkonda, 

197, 198 and n. 
Shahin, name for the ' Royal Falcon,' 

47 n. 
Shawls of Kashmlr, 403 n. 
Shields in metal repoussb work, made 

by native workmen, bearing scenes 
from Indian history, 254, 255. 

'Shoebeating,'the indignityof, 53and n. 
Siam, coming of age of Heir Apparent 

of, 224 n. 
Silk in Bengal, 439. 

Sultan Banque sent on mission to &ng 
of Amkan, ~ o g ;  made prisoner, I I r ,  
I 12 ; plots against King of A r a h ,  
I 14, beheaded, I 15. 

Sultatl E k h r  (Ahbar), son of Aurang- 
zeb, 124, 126. - preceptor for, etc,  144 and rr. 

Sultan Mahn~oud (Sukdir Ilfuhmmau), 
son of Auranpb,  married to King 
of Golkonda's daughter, 21 ; sent on 
mission to Mir Jumla, 28; seizes for- 
tress of Agra, 61, 62. 
- sent apinst  Sultan Su'ah, 79, & : 

deserts from RAjmahdl, ka, 83 ; tm. 
prisoned in Gwalior, 83 n. 

Silver absorption tn India, note on, 473 - still in Gwalior, 182 
scq. I Sultan Mazum (Afu'asmnr), successfull! 

Sing-ala, a fish resembling pike, 252 1 conducts mission to Mir Jumla, 28 n. 
and 11. - second son of Aurangzeb, &q, 8 j 

Slaves captured by pirates of Chitta- 8 and n. 
gong, 175, 176. ! -  intrigues against Aurangzeb, I- 

Sol~man-Chekouh (Su(aiwtdm',r Shihoh), - kills a dangerous lion, 182, 183 : 
DBra's eldest son, commands army made ovenor of the Deccan, 183. 
against Sultan Sujah, 34; pins vic- Sultan fujah (Shujdh), son of G r a t  
tory, 35, 36; returns to capital, 35 ; / Mogol, 5 n, 7 ct seq. ; appointed 
referred to, 43, 45. 57. 
- seeks safety in Sdnagar, 59, 6 0 ;  

given up by Rajd to Aurangzeb, Sg it, 
105 ; threatens Aurangzeb from brin- 
agar, 92,93 ; brought before Aurang, 
zeb, 105, 106; poisoned by poppies, 
107: 

Sonzczrc (Su-mcr~r), the Golden hferu, 
340. 

.Tondiva (Sundeep, SaMTwff), at mouth 
of Ganges, 178 n. 

Sonnar negroes on overflow of Nile, 452. 
Soubah (Arab. Sdbah), a province, 455. 
Sotrfra (Sufra) tablecloth, 353 and n. 

overnor of Bengal, 15 ; takes the 
feld against his brothers, 26. 
- defeat of, at Ilahbas, 35, 36. - defeated at Khajha, 75-78. - pursuedto RdjmahAl, 81 ; abandons 

that place, 82 ; conciliates the Portu- 
guese, 82 ; activity of, in Bengal, 92. - flies to Decca, log ; departs with 
his family to Moka, id. ; detained by 
King of Arakan, I 10 ; plots to escape, 
r I I ,  I 12 ; conflicting rumours anent. 
I 12. I 14 
- robbed by pirates, 179. 
Sundarhns, desolated tracts in Bengal, 

~oufys, religious sect of, 320 and n. 442 n, 446 n, 452 1. 
Sounnys, hiahometan sect of, 208, 21 I .  Surat plundered by S~vajl, 188 ; English 
Smrrai, tin flagon for water, 356. factory at, 189 n ; pilgrims embark 
Sounte(Surat),besieged by Chah-Alms, from, for Mecca, 190 n. 

28; ransom of, 28 n; surrender of, 
30, 31 ; treasure found in, 31. TACK-RAVEN (Twktit-i-mwan), travel 
- pillaged hy Sivaji, 136, 137. ling throne, 128 and n. 
Srinagar, cap~tal of Kashmir, 397 91,398 - travelling throne, 214. 
St. Barthblemy, Paris, Bernier's death - travelling throne of Mogol, 370. 

in reglster of burials in church of, xxi. ) Tage Mehalle (Taj Mehil), wife of ShAh 
State prisons of the Great Mogol, 106, Jahin, 5. 

107 n. l- exasperates Shih J d n  against 
Suakin (Sawdhin), port on Red Sea, 2 n. Jesuits, 287 n ; tomb of, at A p .  
Sufism, doctrines of, 345 n, 346, 348. 293 scq. 
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Takarrub-Kan. See Hakim Daoud. 

T u M ~ s ~ ~  (Thaneswar), holy tank at, 
30 and n. 

Tanarscn'(Tenasserim), Lower Burmah, 
203 n. 

Tand~ir, portable stove, 387. 
Tabtuba agent of Mahmet-Emir-Kan in 

t i o l tonh ,  195. 
Tarbiet-Kan (Shfl-uldh KMti), am- 

bassador to Persia, 185 and n. 
Tartary, great cold of, attributed to 

salptre-in the soil, 450 n. 
Tnrlrrti (Zas/im), snlutatlon of, 2 14 and n. - performance of, for meals and 

presents. 258 and n, 262. 
~ i t a ,  rwe-nue of, 457.- 
Tatabakar, fortress of, 71 ; besieged 

by Mir-baba, 93 ; surrenders, 104 ; 
governor and garrison of, slaughtered, 
ib. 

Tavernier journeys with Bernier, 113 tr. 
Tavernier's account of the Koh-i-nGr 

diamond, 470; account of Peacock 

Trees planted by direction of the astro- 
logers of Shlh Abbss of Persia, 162, 
163. 

Twhcmcnr (Dragomans), interpreters, 
237. 

Trumpets (Karads),  presented to 
Abyssinian embassy, 139 and rr. 

Turkey, governments sold openly in, 
231, 232 ; low condition of, 234. 

Turquoises of the old rock, 14 n. 
Tds 'shawl goat ' of Kashmir, 403 n, 

426. 
Tutucoury (Tuticorin), seaport in Ma- 

dras Presidency, zaq n. 

USBEC TARTARS send embassy to 
Aurangzeb, I 16 el scq. ; manners and 
customs of, 120-123. 

VAKBA-NEVIS (Pers. Wdki'ahnawls), 
a newswriter, 231 and n. 

Val-de-Grlce, Paris, dome of, 297 s. 
I'arada (Berlr), revenue of, 457. 
Vedas. See Bclhs. 
Vernag, royal rdens of, 413 t r ,  414. 
Visapour (B~&Y) ,  Moslem state, 22 

n. 24. 
Throne, 471-473. - account of kingdom of, 196, 197 ; 

TciraudmrIc~ (rhudois), cplriqes of 1 at Demetual war with the Moeol, 207, - 
Se lio, 371, 372. 

~ c h a z - ~ a n t !  (chauki-khinah), guard 
tent, 363 m d  n. 

Tchembcl (Chumbul), the river, 46. 
Tchemu (Chinib), river crossed by 

Bernier, 386. 
Tents of Great Mogol, 359, 360, 363, 

364 ; furnishing of, 362 ; tents of 
Omrahs and Raja,  366 ; of Manseb- 
dars, 367. 

Thomas (Edward), on revenue of Great 
Mogol, 458 ~cq. 

Throne of the Great Mogul, 268, 269, 
and n. - account of Peacock, 471-473. 

Tibct, Buddhists sects of, 423 n. 
Tinzar. Timariots. holders of land. 

224,'225, 227, 2 30. 
Topaz of the Great Mogul, 268 and rr. 
Tmrm (Pers. lurreh), fringes of gold 

lace, 224 and n. 
' Tragedy of Aureng-zebe,' I)rydenYs, 

465-469- 
- 

Translator of first English edition of 
Bernier, notice of, 477, 478. 

208; a'ided by king of Golkoda, 208: 

WEAPONS of army of Dlrii at battle of 
Samicgarh, 47, 4. 

Widow-burning among the IIindoos, 
account of, 306-314. - buried alive by Brahmins, 315. 

William of Germany. Emperor, speech 
on classical education b , 157 n. 

Winds in the Indies, regurarity of, 434, 
d sty. 

Wine brou ht to India, 252, 253. 
Wines u s e j  in Bengal, 441. 
Worms in legs caused by impure water 

in Dehli, 355. Src Guinea-worm. 
Wular Lake, Kashmir, visited by Ber- 

nier, 416. 

YAKASPAH (one hone), trooper, pay of, 
217 11. 

ZAHER-KAN ( S h r  KMn Sdr), king of 
the Patans, 71 n. 

Zambu'rag, camel swivel guns, 47 rc. 
Zebra presented to Aurangzeb, 135 ; 

skin of, promised to Bernier, 144. 
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